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WILSON'S

AMERICA]^ ORNITHOLOGY.

YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO, (fefe OaroUnenA)

PLATE XXV^III._FiG. 1.

Ouculus Americanus, Linn Suif I7ft ^ 4 j. • r.

No. 1778.
n2.-Arct. Zool. 265, No. W5.~Peaie, Museum,

COCCYZUS AMEJtICAJ^uS.-Bo^,^^nT^*

A STRANGER who VlSlts the TlnJ* rl «Sfof«„ t xu

ayatems.
mason, and by this it should aland in our

Jetng™ r",!hrsru^r *' '"; ™*°«'** oths.
French name Con c °nd ie Z,? '"?""""' ^^ ^'^'"" ""»«' *»
.uide. Rename of io'^t^.SuZTrZlfV 'j/'f

°''

the cuckooa chiefly in habit -biiiiaJr,,,? ,
''^^- ^hey differ from

young. North ALrica polesse 'nlv twT "''*' '"'' ^'^""^ *^^^
following, which are both Sltorv SaJT'.T. P''^'°* "°^ *^«

"M '".Tr' P^^*« «^ *^--'^- conrent"^'^'^
''''''' ^'^ ^''

VOL. II.
• ^"^ *^'"^ "Migrations northward, they move

A



2 YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO.

he traverses the borders of deep, retired, high timbered hol-
lows, an uncouth, guttural sound, or note, resembling the
syllables, Icowe, kowe, koioe kmoe kowe, beginning slowly, but
ending so rapidly, that the notes seem to run into each other

;

and vice versa : he will hear this frequently, without being
able to discover the bird or animal from which it proceeds,
as it is both shy and solitary, seeking always the thickest
foliage for concealment. This is the yellow-billed cuckoo,
the subject of the present account. From the imitative
sound of its note, it is known in many parts by the name of
the cow-hird ; it is also called in Virginia the rain crmv,
being observed to be most clamorous immediately before rain.'

This species arrives in Pennsylvania, from the south,
about the 22nd of April, and spreads over the country, as
far at least as Lake Ontario ; is numerous in the Chickasaw
and Chactaw nations ; and also breeds in the upper parts of

singly
;
but when removing again to a warmer latitude, they appear to

be gregarious, flying high in the air, and in loose flocks.
They appear to delight more in deep woody soUtudes than the true

cuckoos, or those which approach nearest to the form of the European
species. They, again, though often found near woods, and in richly
clothed countries, are fond of open and extensive heaths or commons
studded or fringed with brush and forest : here they may expect an
abundant supply of the foster parent to their young. The gliding and
turning motion when flying in a thicket, however, is similar to that of
the American Coccyziis. Like them, also, they are seldom on the ground •

but, when obliged to be near it, alight on some hiUock or twig, where
they will continue for a considerable time, swinging round their body in
a rather ludicrous manner, with lowered wings and expanded tail, and
uttering a rather low, monotonous sound, resembUng the kme of our
American bird,

—

Turning round and round with cutty-coo.

When suddenly surprised or disturbed from their roost at night, they
utter a short, tremulous whistle, three or four times repeated ; it is only
on their first arrival, during the early part of incubation, when in search
of a mate, that their well known and welcome note is heard ; by the
first of July all is silent. The idea that the common cuckoo destroys
eggs and young birds, like the American Coccyzus, is also entertained •

I have never seen them do so, but the fact is affirmed by most country'
persons, and many gamekeepers destroy them on this account.—Ed.



YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO.

Georgia
: preferring, in all these places, the borders of «nl,>«sv^amps and apple orchards. It leaves us onTTf 7

ward, about the middle of September ' '
'''"'^ ^'"*^-

The singular-I will not say unnatural-conduct of th«European cuckoo {Cv^ulus canorus), which neverclrf .a nest for itself, but drops its eggs in Zse72TTT

of Heavea ha, ia.p„.ed aa a duty on t^ pit *i "uTremark, that the bird now before us hJC

T

^ ^
hatches its own eg^, and rears Town y!' t ."r/? T

proportionabletothatoftf b d While "f ""f
"' " ''"^

^^^
oCj;riraTrsr^h^r'h^Hthen precipitates herself to the irroiind fJl ,

' ""^

draw you awav from tl,,. 7 f ?. •
^"'"^ '"meness, to

and tumblKr in thrm "T°",'™'''"=
''"^ »'"g«.

cock, and n,:„y C specieT^B^'th
„"' T'''"""' "•">"-

vMin, food forL .onnru.rs.rCth::o;:;:;:



4 YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO.

of caterpillars, particularly such as infest apple trees. The
same insects constitute the chief part of their own sustenance.

They are accused, and with some justice, of sucking the eggs
of other birds, like the crow, the blue jay, and other pillagers.

They also occasionally eat various kinds of berries. But, from
the circumstance of destroying such numbers of very noxious

larvBB, they prove themselves the friends of the farmer, and
are highly deserving of his protection.

The yellow-billed cuckoo is thirteen inches long, and
sixteen inches in extent; the whole upper parts are of a
dark, glossy drab, or what is usually called a quaker colour,

with greenish silky reflections ; from this must, however, be
excepted the inner vanes of the wings, which are bright

reddish cinnamon ; the tail is long, composed of ten feathers,

the two middle ones being of the same colour as the back,

the others, which gradually shorten to the exterior ones, are

black, largely tipt with white ; the two outer ones are scarcely

half the length of the middle ones. The whole lower parts

are pure white ; the feathers covering the thighs being large,

like those of the hawk tribe
; the legs and feet are light blue,

the toes placed two before and two behind, as in the rest of

the genus. The bill is long, a little bent, very broad at the
base, dusky black above, and yellow below ; the eye hazel,

feathered close to the eyelid, which is yellow. The female
differs little from the male ; the four middle tail-feathers in

her are of the same uniform drab ; and the white, with which
the others are tipt, not so pure as in the male.

In examining this bird by dissection, the inner membrane
of the gizzard, which in many other species is so hard and
muscular, in this ir extremely lax and soft, capable of great
distension ; and, what is remarkable, is covered with a growth
of fine down, or hair, of a light fawn colour. It is difficult to

ascertain the particular purpose which Nature intends by this

excrescence
;
perhaps it may serve to shield the tender parts

from the irritating effects produced by the hairs of certain

caterpillars, some of which are said to be almost equal to the
sting of a nettle.



BLACK.BILLED CVCKOO.

BLACK-BILLED CUCKOO. (C7»«,?» e^ttrop««,.)

PLATE XXVIII.-Fig. 2,

PeaWa Museum, No, 1864.

Boecjmt eiTthroplhiUmiu, Bmap. Symti. D 42 _T),. m w v,, j „^- Pi 32, „J,J t.L?; S;fs^ 1 p.1?a
•" ""'"""•

This cackoo is nearly as nnmerous as the former, but hash.therto escaped the notice of European naturalists or from

cedmg. Its par ,cu ar markings, however, and some of itshabit, suffieientbr characterise it as a distinct species Itsgeneral colour above is nearly that of the formeHndininlmore to a pale ash on the cheeks and front; it is ateurafmch less ,n length
;
the tail is of a uniform iark «% dmbexcept at he tip, where each feather is marked w h a

'"

t

ttet'l' • '"Jti,,"''-''
"'* a slight touch of du blackthe b.ll ,s wholly black, and much smaller than that o the'P oedjng; and t wants the bright cinnamon on t e w „ls

wH ktd,,r;Td "^r .-'•^^S-^'-ing trait is aT,™
Thew Y \t T^ '''' °'''°"' """ »"'™™ds the eyeThe^ female d.ffers l.ttle in external appe .nee fromX

from its congeners and the trueTuIko ^ wAl I , fn"' 'f'^"^'insects, Audubon mentiona l.avin„ r J • f "" *° ^^^"« ^^^ water
frog, which .rp,.rft": suS/zti'!"'

*"'"'"
"
•'»"" "«"



BLUE YELLOW-BACK WARBLER.

that of the other ; but the eggs are smaller, iiBnally four or

five in number, and of a rather deeper greenish blue.

This bird is likewise found in the state of Georgia, and has

not escaped the notice of Mr Abbot, who is satisfied of its

being a distinct species from the preceding.

BLUE YELLOW-BACK WAKBLER. {Sylvia pusilla.)

PLATE XXVIII,—Fio. 3.

Parus Americanui, Linn. Syat. 341.—Finch Creeper, Catesh. i. 64.—Za<A.ii.
558.—Creeping Titmouse, Arct. Zool. 423, No. 326.—Parus variug, Various
coloured little Finch Creeper, Bart. p. 292.—Peai«'« Museum, No. 6910.

SYLVICOLA AMERICAN 4.-SVAlvsoti.*

Sylvia Americana, Lath. Ind. Om. ii. p. 520.—JSonop. Synop. p. 83.—Sylvicola
pusilla, Sw. Synop. Birds of Mex. Ann. of Phil. p. 433.—Zool. Joum. No.
10, p. 169.—The Blue Yellow-backed Warbler, Aud. pi. 15, male and
female ; Om. Biog. i. p. 78.

Notwithstanding the respectability of the above authorities,

I must continue to consider this bird as a species of warbler.

Its habits, indeed, partake something of the titmouse ; but
the form of its bill is decidedly that of the Sylvia genus. It

is remarkable for frequenting the tops of the tallest trees,

where it feeds on the small winged insects, and caterpillars

that infest the young leaves and blossoms. It has a few
feeble chirruping notes, scarcely loud enough to be heard at
the foot of the tree. It visits Pennsylvania from the south,
early in May

;
is very abundant in the woods of Kentucky :

and is also foimd in the northern parts of the state of New
York. Its nest I have never yet met with.f

* There is nothing more annoying than the unravelling of names.
That of Americana, without doubt, seems to have been the specific
appellation first applied ; and if we are to adhere to any given rule in
nomenclature, that should be now adopted. The present species has
also been made typical of the group which is confined to the New
World.—Ed.

t According to Audubon, the nest is small, formed of lichens, beauti-
fully arranged on the outside, and lined with the cotton substances found

lirl' i



YElLOiy KEDPOLL WARBLEK. '

This liltle spMfes 18 four inches and a half long, and sixinches and a ha f in breadth
; the front, and betwefn the billand eyes, ,s black

;
the npper part of the head and neck a fin"Prussian blue; upper part of the back, brownish veHollower, and ramp, pale blue ; wings and tai , black the foler"crossed with two bars of white, and edged with blue L iT

marked on the inner webs of the thrreS o Lif^^fc'white, a circumstance common to a great nuratorfth.genus; immediatelyaboveand below the eye i^a llliiof white: the upper mandible is black ;T lot" as w^^

^mMe
t"""' ''°?"'"'' ™''^^«-,deepe:ing:b„:

Its middle to orange red, and marked on the throat with amall orescent of black; on the edge of the breast is as Itouch of rufous; belly and vent, ^hite; 10^1^ b.ttfeet, duty yellow. The female wants both the blaekld

YELLOW EED-POLL WAEBLEE. W„-<. ^,«^.)
PLATE XXVIII.-Fig. 4.

Bed-headed Warbler, r«,,o.. i. m^.-Peaie, Museum, No. 7124.

Lafi. T ^ «
^'^I'VICOLA P£TI!CffIA.-SwAimoi^.

Lath. Ind. Orn. ii n H'^'i <a„i • ...
Warbler, Pe^n.^^cf' zf^/Trrof'fr^^^"'^" ^^ ^^-Red-headed
p. 215.

^°'"- "• P- 40I.-Sylvicola petechia, North. Zool. ii.

Ipril ''wMttle"l''f
'""'^' " ^--^l™"- early i„

branciier whtb "1" T 't l" f"^""'
""<'»/"'«'

feedin.. on the In • ^rTT"^ ** ''"'"'' "' «"" ^^^'O".

insects' Lws^mrr:!" '"""•''"'' ™ «"""' -»g«d

resort It is nnfT
'^^ *'* "' ''"'°»"'« P'^^es of«o.t. It IS not numerous, and its notes are undeseiving the

nddi.l, dote at the longer »d Prfl"^ P"-^ »'"'«. »i* a few
»i«d in the year.-Ed

Andabon thinks two broods are
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name of song. It remains with us all summer ; but its nest
has hitherto escaped me. It leaves us late in September.
Some of them probably winter in Georgia, having myself shot
several late in February, on the borders of the Savannah
river.

Length of the yellow red-poll, five inches ; extent, eight

;

line over the eye, and whole lower parts, rich yellow ; breast,
streaked with dull red ; upper part of the head, reddish chest-
nut, which it loses in winter; back, yellow olive, streaked
with dusky

; rump, and tail-coverts, greenish yellow ; wings,
deep blackish brown, exteriorly edged with olive ; tail, slighSy
forked, and of the same colour as the wings.

The female wants the red cap ; and the yellow of the lower
parts is less brilliant ; the streaks of red on the breast are
also fewer and less distinct.

IVORY-BILLED WOODPECKER {Picm principalis.)

PLATE XXIX.—Fig. 1.

PicUB principalis, Linn. Syot. i. p. 173. 2.~Gmel. Syst. i. p. 425.-Picu8 Niger
Carohnensis, Briss. iv. p. 26. 9; Id. 8vo. ii. p. 49.-Pic noir a bee Wane, Buff.
vii. p. 46. PI. enl. 690.-King of the Woodpeckers, Kalm, ii. p. 85.-White-
biUed Woodpecker, Catesb. Car. i. 6. IG.-Arct. Zool. ii. No. \^.-Lath. Syn
u. p. mZ.—Bartram, p. 289.—PeaZc'a Museum, No. 1884.

PTCUS PRINCIPALIS.-Limsvs.*
Pious principalis, 5onap. Synop. p. 44.-Wagl. Syst. Av. Picus, No. l.-Tlie Ivory-

billed Woodpecker, Aud. pi. 66, male and female ; Om. Biog. i. p. 341.

This majestic and formidable species, in strength and mag-
nitude, stands at the head of the whole class of woodpeckers,
hitherto discovered. He may be called the king or chief of

* The genus Picus, or woodpeckers, with the exception of the parrots,
forms the most extensive group among the Scansores, and perhaps one
of the most natural among the numerous divisions now assigned to the
feathered race. In a former note we mentioned the difference of form
and corresponding modification of habit, that nevertheless existed amon<'
them. Most ornithologists have divided them into three groups only
taking the common form of woodpeckera for the type, making another



''*'/tt«toir«.<Jj«>*'

Bold of
g^horfi>^'i^'"-ape^.

*y*t*ttrj.mi,n..

/i-..^:*ai^ r..«^.^. ,^^,^^^ ,^^_^ ^
-^-^r.w

29.
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hi« tribe; and Nature seems to have designed him a distingm«ed characteristic in the superb carmifo cres and hi oipohshed .vory wUh which she has ornamented him Hh;"^

^^l'^^?^^:^t^^t^SZ ' f!^?.\-'^--ute species

found to ran. in a fX'Z::::^^;;:^^ t^Sw^aLt^
^"^ ''

the title Picu^^iZnZ';;^^^^^^^^^ - *yP'-I. -de?
of the red-headed woodpecC '^''

Colaptes; and ilfa^aco^^ 1^' Z^^tZTf^ p'' golden-wings, as

Bpecies. Of these formT the^orthem mrt nf r'""'^""
""^ ^"^^^"

only three: two we have had occZ^^on^i ^ ^ .
'"^^ ""^^ *=«"*'''"

third forms the eubfecl of our a^^ '

^^^ ^ *°
T'*"'^ "P"'^'' ««d ^he

powerful of the who^tribe;anVet;L?a^2^'^^^^^^^^ ">-'
of the true woodpecker devdo^edtr^utL'st'

''^"^ "' ^"""""*^««

New ManTeZtTTS^^ h" '^^^"'"f
°^^^ the whole world,

may be termedTeCotrdpltr^Cva^sf'^^ ^"'^"^^'^*«'

afford abundance to satisfv Zi. ? ^' """^ ^^^^^^^ forests

retirement frontreinrolorcJ^^^^^^^
'''"''''' * ^^'^^"ded

India and her islands are beat «tn!T ^JI'
^'/* '" '^"'"^«^' ^ ''^"eve,

The numbers, however are ai^ ^^J^"

Africa, and lastly, Europe!

generally diminish as we recedrT ^ I"'
^'''^''° *^« ^^^P*'^"' «»d

regions. They are moTtlvT .
*"^ "^P'^^'^ temperate or cold

illy on7Cnr^L7TCZ ''

tIT
'''^'' ^^ ^^^ --

form their abodes in dead and decavr^timh ""Ti' ^'^'P'"'''' '^^'

and moss, with their eggs andwXL Lf' """^ ^'".''^*^ '^''' ^"^^
subsistence : for secunW thi. 1/^ ? "'

•

"^ *"' essential part of their

the wood, and the ;rifafir^^^^^^^^^ \
^"* '^'^ their burrows in

are most admirably adapted Th« ^^^f.^^^^^"* *° «"«t pursuits, they
the neckpossesses gUt^stJty 'I'lZZ^LTr'^'''^construction of its muscles and tL ,7. ."^^f"^'^ ^7 the curious

viscous saliva, either gent y to tcur. ^T"'
""'^ ^"^"^^^^^^ ^^'^ «

^ith great foice andr^y toZJ a,^^^^^
'" ^'^^^^^^ P^^^' ^v

larger and more nimble infects-Toled tn ?^ '*
u

'"?' *° ^^^^^^^ '^^
scansorial claws, with the stiff bpn^ 1 n '* ^'^^ '^"'^ ^««J^«d

arranged for their wants
' ''^' "'' '" P^''^^^^^"^ beautifully

cub^lto?:^rer4:!;l^^^^ <i-ing the season of i„.

the opinion entertainfd^yrtefh:^^^^^^^^^^^^
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is brilliant and daring; and hiswhole framesoadinirahly adapted

for his mode of life, and method of procuring subsistence, as

to impress on the mind of the examiner the most reverential

hard and laborious, dragged on in the same unvaried tract for one pur-

pose,—the Bupply of food. It has been painted in vivid and imaginary
colouring, and ita existence has been described to be painful and bur-

densome in the extreme ; its cries have been converted into complaints,

and its search for food into exertions of no use. We cannot agree to

this. The cry of the woodpecker is wild, and no doubt the incessant

hewing of holes without iin adequate object would be sufficiently miser-

able. These, however, ai\ the pleasures of the bird. The knowledge
to search after food is implanted in it, and organs most admirably formed
to prevent exhaustion, and ensure success, have been granted to it Its

cries, though melancholy to us, are so from association with the dark
'forests, and the stillness which surrounds their haunts, but perhaps, at

the time when we judge, are expressive of the greatest enjoyment. An
answer of kindness in reply to a mate, the calling together of the newly
fledged brood, or exultation over the discovery of some favourite hoard
of food, are what are set down as painful and discontented.

Mr Audubon's remarks on this splendid species, " The king of the

woodpeckers," I have transcribed at some length, as indicating the parti-

cular manner of the typical family of this great group.

"The ivory-billed woodpecker confines its rambles to a comparatively
very small portion of the United States, it never having been observed
in the middle states within the memory of any person now living there.

In fact, in no portion of these districts does the nature of the woods ap-

pear suitable to its remarkable habits.

" Descending the Ohio, we meet with this splendid bird for the first

time near the confluence of that beautiful river and the Mississippi ; after

which, following the windings of the latter, either downwards toward
the sea, or upwards in the direction of the Missouri, we frequently ob-

serve it. On the Atlantic coast. North Carolina may be taken as the

limit of its distribution, although now and then an individual of the

species may be accidentally seen in Maryland. To the westward of the

Mississippi, it is found in all the dense forests bordering the streamswhich
empty their waters into that majestic river, from the very declivities of

the Rocky Mountains. The lower parts of the Carolinas, Georgia, Ala-
bama, Louisiana, and Mississippi, are, however, the tnost favourite resorts

of this bird, and in those states it constantly resides, breeds, and pass" '.

a life of peaceful enjoyment, finding a profusion of food in all the deep,
dark, and gloomy swamps dispersed throughout thenj.

" The flight of this bird is graceful in the extreme, although seldom
prolongtd to more than a few himdred yards at a time, unless when it
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Wcas Of the Creator. Hie manner, l,«vo „!,„ „ .lignity i„them .npenor to the common herd of w,KKl,«cl,.r». Tree".hrnbery orchard,, rail., fence poeta, and oW prostrate 1or»'are ahke mtereatn.g to tl,o«,. in their h.m.hle and iude(ati«aWe'
.earch for prey

; bnt the royal l,u„t„r „„ ,,cf„„ .„ ^^^
tre^ of the foreet; .eeming partiouh.rIy attached to tho,!pro.hg,„„8 cypres, awampa, whose crowded giant aona atretcit
he,r bare and hiaated or moas-hnng arms midway to the 1 ela these almost mncceaaible recesses, ami.l ruinous pile »;impend. ,. t.mbc, nia trumpet-like note and loud stmfesresound .hro„,h the solitary, savage wlhls, of which l.et^mho sole lord and inhabitant. Wherever he frequentrhe

te>ve numerous monuments of his industry behind limWe there see enormous pine trees with cartloads of \2vlymg around their roots, and chips of the trunk itself, in 1
quantities as to suggest the idea that half a dozen of ar,;.en

ween ai>h , , . ,

"°" " » hundred yards, » performed by a einirle

theTn/ e S TZ.tlT''^ Bwinging^itselfW \l t^of
this moment all the beautv of t^'/T'"^

"" '^'^'^'^''^ ^"^^^^ ""«' At
beholderwithplea^^^^^^ "

^^t'^^^^^^^'
^"^ strikes the

during the love seTon'- but7 „n .'T
""^^ '"""'^ ^^'^'^ '"^ ^'^"g. '^"l^B^

alighttd tharits rrnmriaw! 1 t""
'^'''

f'
^'^''"^^ ^'^ ^^is bird

it makes, whil ascrdt„^^^^^^^^^
'' almost every leap which

or its highest branches T„r T'VT °^'^^ ^'^""^^ ^^ ^^^ee,

They arf heard araconsidlbjedi^^^^^^^^^ "-
'"-^ ''"' '''^ P''^'"''"^'

semble the false wXn"te of
' T I ^'Sf^^

^"^^ " "^^^«' ^"^ '«-

three times in succession L/ r^"''' ^^'^ "^° '""^% ^^P^^ted

;>a^•^;,a^7,;aS. ThrrlTso^T/^^^^ '^ *'^, "^^"^^^"'^^^^

that the bird spends few minutes of [he^ "I
'"^""' ^"' *° ^^^^

and th'-^ circumstance JadT to f« a
*^ ""''^^""^ """""^ tl»«°'»

because (as is sussed bv so *!/!u-
'''"''^°"' ""^'"^ ^« "^^'^ -*» «o

more because i^TrbeauZ b r
," V-"' ''

V^'''''^''
'^ *^^««. ^"t

upper mandible for^^s^rra^t^::^^T^^ \'
*^«

Indians, or for the shot-nminl, «f -,
°* °^°b* o^ our

who. ie bird i. rriCfofCpai;^^"^.''""''"- '^ "" °'
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'!

had been at work there for the whole morning. The body of

the tree is also disfigured with such numerous and so large

excavations, that one can hardly conceive it possible for the

whole to be the work of a woodpecker. With such strength,

and an apparatus so powerful, what havoc might he not

commit, if numerous, on the most useful of our forest trees!

and yet with all these appearances, and much of vulgar pre-

judice against him, it may fairly be questioned whether he is

at all injurious ; or, at least, whether his exertions do not

contribute most powerfully to the protection of our timber.

Examine closely the tree where he has been at work, and you
will soon perceive, that it is neither from motives of mischief

' nor amusement that he slices off the bark, or digs his way
into the trunk.—For the sound and healthy tree is the least

object of his attention. The diseased, infested with insects,

and hastening to putrefaction, are Ms favourites ; there the

deadly crawling enemy have formed a lodgement between the

bark and tender wood, to drink up the very vital part of the

tree. It is the ravages of these vermin, which the intelligent

proprietor of the forest deplores as the sole perpetrators of the

destruction of his timber. Would it be believed that the

larvae of an insect, or fly, no larger than a grain of rice, should

silently, and in one season, destroy some thousand acres of pine

trees, many of them from two to three feet in diameter, and
a hundred and fifty feet high 1 Yet whoever passes along the

high road from Georgetown to Charlestown.in South Carolina,

about twenty miles from the former place, can have striking

and melancholy proofs of this fact. In some places the whole
woods, as far as you can see around you, are dead, stripped of

the bark, their wintry-looking arms and bare trunks bleaching

in the sun, and tumbling in ruins before every blast, presenting

a frightful picture of desolation. And yet ignorance and pre-

judice stubbornly persist in directing their indignation against

the bird now before us, the constant and mortal enemy of these

very vermin; >i,s if the hand that probed the wound to extract

its cause, should be equally detested with that which inflicted

I

\ I i
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it; or as if the thief-catcher should be confounded with theth,ef. U„ ,1 some effectual preventive or more complet^ modeof de,tr„ct,on can be devised against these insects and TheirIarv», I would humbly suggest the propriety of„Zand r«e.vu,gw,th proper feelings of gLtude, the3of th,s and the whole tribe of woodpeckers, letting theTdlmof guilt fall upon its proper owners.
In looking over the accounts given of the ivory-bilfed wood-

fnht-, V "^'"'"'^ "^ ^"™P^- 1
«"<• " asserted tl°utnhabits from New Jersey to Mexico. I believe, howeverthat few of them are ever seen to the north of Vii^inia Indvery few of them even in that state. The fi™t place fobserved

^^^::t' ™™ ""^ "^^ '» "« «'""'. ^-^ about twelvemiles north of Wrlmingtou in North Carolina. There I flund

token TZb^'f
'"^
T'"^ "' '""^ ^^'^ '" «- P'a'-attaken This bird was only wounded slightly in the wins andon being caught, uttered a loudly reitera°ted, and mol pTt^uote exac ly resembling the violent crying of a youn/cMd

It was . T ' ""^"T ^"^ "^ "^"'y '» h^ve cos me my feIt was distressing to hear it. 1 carried it with me in the oha r'under cover, to Wilmington. In passing through the stree

'

iLVa w7/"1 "^P""" '^'^ o»« "ithin heari„rpar:

with nV /?"'''' "'=» hurried to the doors and widows

sX ^J""
';'™.\""'' f™"*' "hile the others stod wifh

or two at then expense, I drew my woodpecker from underthe cover, and a general laugh took place T („„1, i
•

opening the door, he setuX^ dXL- Srlilh"
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now appeared to proceed from grief that he had heen discovered

in his attempts at escape. He had mounted along the side of

the window, nearly as high as the ceiling, a little below which

he had begun to break through. The bed was covered with

laige pieces of plaster ; the lath was exposed for at least

fifteen inches square, and a hole, large enough to admit the

fist, opened to the weather-boards ; so that, in less than another

hour he would certainly have succeeded in making his way
through. I now tied a string round his leg, and, fastening

it to the tfible, again left him, 1 wished to preserve his life,

and had gone off in search of suitable food for him. As I

reascended the stairs, I heard him again hard at work, and on
' entering had the mortification to perceive that he had almost

entirely ruined the mahogany table to which he was fastened,

and on which he had wreaked his whole vengeance. While
engaged in taking the drawing, he cut me severely in several

places, and, on the whole, displayed such a noble and uncon-

querable spirit, that I was frequently tempted to restore him
to his native woods. He lived with me nearly three days, but

refused all sustenance, and I witnessed his death with regret.

The head and bill of this bird is in great esteem among the

southern Indians, who wear them by way of amulet or charm,

as well as ornament ; and, it is said, dispose of them to the

northern tribes at considerable prices. An Indian believes

that the head, skin, or even feathers of certain birds, confer on
the wearer all the virtues or excellencies of those birds. Thus
I have seen a coat made of the skins, heads, and claws of the

raven ; caps stuck round with heads of butcher birds, hawks,

and eagles ; and as the disposition and courage of the ivory-

billed woodpecker are well known to the savages, no wonder

they should attach great value to it, having both beauty, and,

in their estimation, distinguished merit to recommend it.

This bird is not migratory, but resident in the countries

where it inhabits. In the low countries of the Carolinas it

usually prefers tlie large timbered cypress swamps for breeding

iu. In the trunk of one of these trees, at a considerable height,
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the male and female alternately, and in conjunction, dicr out a
large and capacious cavity for their eggs and j/oung

°
Trees

thus dug out have frequently been cut down, with sometiml
the eggs and young in them. This hole, according to infor^mation,-for I have never seen one myself,-is generallv a
httle w.dmg U.e better to keep out the weather: and Ltwo to five feet deep. The eggs are said to be genially \Z
twfTi .r

""}^'^' "' " P""^''^' P"^« -^'te, and equalIvthick at both ends-a description that, except in size vervnearly agrees with all the rest of our woodpeckers. They^Zbegm to be seen abroad about the middle of June. Whetherthey breed more than once in the same season is uncertain.*

* The description of the nestUng, &c., is thus also given bv Aurlnhnn

the mclmafon of ite tru,,k ; first, because they pref"r ret IJeT j

time, not more thon ten inches whilrt^;.!, .
P' '*'°8 *""«-

three feet do„„w.ri, inh, he cJtf I tree I hTe I "f," T"^that these differences result from rt. ™ .
*®'° '"' '° "'"k

under which the k^^^Z^ZflT^- "^^ '^'-'i'te necessity

thought that the oX t" CodpecS'"'"h'e dT "^''k
""''='"" ""'^

hole The avenge diameter of t^ dM^nt ^t^hth' l''h"f
'"

mined was about seven inchp^ witl,,',, „ui -TJT "'^^^ ^^a-

per^I. round, is onl, Ju^tgri^^tSi^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

outsfd^totXt^elSt^^^^^^^^^^ --f-^
one waiting

the latter is fatigued takb
'
^^7. 1 t T^'"^'^

''^ '^'^Sing, and when
these woodpeckers weWthfb^^ 1 /'

approached trees whilst

by restingL head a^inst 2 1 l^ 7 '" ^"™^"S *^«^^ "««*. and

given b/th7b" I obiVved that
"" ' '""^ '"'^""""'^^^ ^^^^ ^^°-

J- ira.
1 observed that m two instances, when the wood-
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So little attention do the people of the countries where these

birds inhabit pay to tlie minutiee of natural history, that,

generally speaking, they make no distinction between the

peckers saw me thus at the foot of the tree in which they were digging
their nest, they abandoned it for ever. For the first brood there are
generally six eggs. They are deposited on a few chips at the bottom of
the hole, and are of a pure white colour. The young are seen creeping
out of the hole about a fortnight before they venture to fly to any other
tree. The second brood makes its appearance about the 15th of
August

" In Kentucky and Indiana, the ivory-bills seldom raise more than
one brood in the season. The young are at first of the colour of the
female, only that they want the crest, which, however, grows rapidly,

^
and towards autumn—particularly in birds of the first breed—is nearly
equal to that of the mother. The males have then a slight line of red
on the head, and do not attain their richness of plumage until spring, or
their full size until the second year. Indeed, even then, a difference is

easily observed between them and individuals which are much older.
" The food of this species consists principally of beetles, larvsO; and

large grubs. No sooner, however, are the grapes of our forests ripe than
they are eaten by the ivory-billed woodpecker with great avidity. I
have seen this bird hang by its claws to the vines, in the position so
often assumed by a titmouse, and reaching downwards, help itself to a
bunch of grapes with much apparent pleasure. Persimmons are also
sought for by them, as soon as the fruit becomes quite mellow, as are
hagberries.

" The ivory-bill is never seen attacking the com, or the fruit of the
orchards, although it is sometimes observed working upon and chipping
off the bark from the belted trees of the newly cleared plantations. It
seldom comes near the ground, but prefers at all times the tops of the
tallest trees. Should it, however, discover the half-standing broken
shaft of a large dead and rotten tree, it attacks it in such a manner as
nearly to demolish it in the course of a few days, I have seen the re-
mains of some of these ancient monarchs of our forests so excavated, and
that so singularly, that the tottering fragments of the trunk appeared to
be merely supported by the great pile of chips by which its base was
surrounded. The strength of this woodpecker is such, that I have seen
it detach pieces of bark seven or eight inches in length at a single blow
of its powerful bill, and by beginning at the top branch of a dead tree,
tear off the bark, to an extent of twenty or thirty feet, in the course of
a few hours, leaping downwards, with its body in an upward position,
tossing its head to the right and left, or leaning it against the bark to
ascertain the precise spot where the grubs were concealed, and imme-
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•vory-billed and pilented woodpecker, represented in the sameplate; and
. was not till I showed them the two bh^ ^ge her. tha they knew of any difference. The more inteltetand observing part of the natives, however distinJi^irf

by the name of the large and les;er hgZc^'l^^^Z
examme them but at a distance, gunpowder being consTdetdtoo precious to be thrown away on woodpeckers • nothinl i?tha. a turkey being thought worth the U. o/aTo d

' "
Ihe food of th.s bird consists, I believe, entirely of insectsand theu. larv..* The pileated woodpecker is^tpeetd

'riKr^:^tyS^I^S«^ ^^-- an the .Mie souna-

paZtt"^Srs^zziizfr ''-''^^ '-^ '^'^ ^^^^
Their mutual attachmenu7fLwr.T^^^ *^^« ^^^«' «hy.

ing when di^^^inc a hole /- ^^
^^^^t^nued through life. Except-

seldom, if ev^faftack tin/t LVr'^^"'' f '^''' '^^'' *^^«« b^^de

procuring food rdoinrwficrtt /T''^\'P"^P°«^ '^'^ '^^' ^i

otherwise'proveiujurru^tlrhe
tJees' '"' *'' '""^^^ *^' ^^^^

youn^^ This generally happens alhtftill.^'a^^^^^^^^^^^^^
reared their

perseverance until it ZhLtre^oA^^^^^^
''

Z'"''.'''''
''^'^''y «"d

generally with great effect WkZ LTndS:.''^'"
'' '^"^^^ '""^ ^^'^-'

the tree, utters its loud pait Ja^^Lf Tf ^' * ™°^'' 'P^"'^"^ ^0"«d
silent the momentrreaSs'^ a XI' y, ?

'"''^ ^''^P' ^"* »^«««™««

They sometimes Clin! rttLrk'tlLhe^^^^ """T^^
itself secure,

cramped to the spot for several hmt^ '^rt""^ '° '^^^^^^ *« ^^^^^^^

hand, which is r/ther a Sl^u^e L^^^^^^^^
*^«

violence, and inflict very severe wounds with tf'
.^\V^' '''^^ great

which are extremely sharp and stront On ^

'^^ ^. ^'" ^« '^^"^'^

utters a mournful an^d very'Xus cry''-E.
"'' "'"^^"^' ""« ^^^^

Mr Audubon says, that though the greater mrf nf +T, •
i- ^ot insects and their larvje no sooner nr!?i^^

^ of their food consists

than they are eaten with 'th grea st"vS^^^^^^^^
°"^ ^«-«*« "P«.

hang by its claws to the vines in ^^7.!^ ^" ^'^^ '^'" ^^^^ hird

titmouse, and, reaching dorM^tsTtra b
°\«"

f-"^^
by the

Simmons are also sought b7tCn^^af«ni .J""'^
"^ ^^^P^^' ^^r-

mellow, and hagberries Ied
' "' '^' ^''^^' ^'^'^^^^^^ ^^ite

VOL. II.
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of sometimes tasting the Indian corn : the ivory-billed never.

His common note, repeated every three or four seconds, very

much resembles the tone of a trumpet, or the high note of a

clarionet, and can plainly be distinguished at the distance of

more than half a mile ; seeming to be immediately at hand,

though perhaps more than one hundred yards off. This it

utters while mounting along the trunk or digging into it. At
these times it has a stately and novel appearance ; and the

note instantly attracts the notice of a stranger. Along the

borders of the Savannah river, between Savannah and Augusta,

I found them very frequently ; but my liorse no sooner heard

their trumpet-like note, than, remembering his former alarm,

he became almost ungovernable.

The ivory-billed woodpecker is twenty inches long, and
thirty inches in extent ; the general colour is black, with a
considerable gloss of green when exposed to a good light;

iris of the eye, vivid yellow ; nostrils, covered with recumbent
white hairs ; fore part of the head, black ; rest of the crest,

of a most splendid red, spotted at the bottom with white,

which is only seen when the crest is erected, as represented in

the plate; this long red plumage being ash-coloured at its

base, above that white, and ending in brilliant red ; a stripe

of white proceeds from a point, about half an inch below each
eye, passes down each side of the neck, and along the back,

where they are about an inch apart, nearly to the rump ; the

first five primaries are wholly black ; on the next five

the white spreads from the tip, higher and higher, to the

secondaries, which are wholly white from their coverts down-
ward. These markings, when the wings are shut, make the

bird appear as if his back \yere white: hence he has been
called by some of our naturalists the large white-backed

woodpecker. The neck is long ; the beak an inch broad at

the base, of the colour and consistence of ivory, prodigiously

strong and elegantly fluted. The tail is black, tapering from
the two exterior feathers, which are three inches shorter than
the middle ones, and each feather has the singularity of being
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greatly concave beW; the wing i, li„ed „ith yellowishwh.te; the leg, are about an inch and a quarter long theZterior toe abont the aame length, the claws e=c«cUy sera circjarand remarkably powerfal,_the whole of a light blue orT„!lCO our The female is about half an inch fhorte t 'btrather less, and the whole plumage of the k«I black, Z^"W'th green ,• m the other parts of the plumage, sheStresembles the male. In the stomachs of fhJwS Jopened I found large quantities of a species of worm caHedborers two or three inches long, of a dir y eream ooZr „ ha black head
;
the stomach was an oblong'pouch. n^Uu

'

ipa^ariff rLtrthe ^:z:z:2^

PILKATED WOODPECKER. (P.W pto«».)

PLATE XXIX.-Fig. 2.

Pious niger, crista rubra, Lath. Ind. Om i t, gs*! 4 P-
Syst. i. p. 173, ^.-Gmel. Svst i n^fi p-

^^'
*-T^'*'"« pileatus, Linn.

Pic noir hupp6 de la £ou sLa ' pTenrjinT '°T ^"^^ ""• P" ^«-
<7afe«6. Car. i. 6, 17 -PileatelW„J ^^^•-^"g^'- Crested Woodpecker,
Spn. ii. p. 554, a-y/^^t p^o, ''« ';

^"''- ^'"''- "• N«- ^^7.~Lath
No. 1886.

-^^ P- ^^^---Bartram, p. 289.-Peafe's ilf««eM;„,

Picus pUeatus, 5o,«,p. ^^„^^. p. 44 _
pileatus, JVror<;i. ibo/u. p 3M

(diyotomus)

This American species is the second in size amona hi. -i.and ma, be styled the great northern chief of ZZZ^^l:

of M^Audubon im mi :;^ r:Ser:;rj'-r• ^^^ ^---

viel^^e^r^nrha^a.;^^^^^^^^^^ to the

divisions, and .e diW WstXlH^^^^^^^
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though, in fact, his runge extends over the whole of the Uint.e(l

States from the inferior of Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.

He is very numerous in the Gennesee country, and in all the

tracts of high-timhered forests, particularly in the neighbour-

hood of our large rivers, where he is noted for making a loud

and almost incessant cackling before wet weather ; flying at

such times in a restless uneasy manner from tree to tree,

making the woods echo to his outcry. In Pennsylvania and
the northern states, he is called the black woodcock ; in the

southern states, the logcock. Almost every old trunk in the

forest where he resides bears the marks of his chisel. Where-
ever he perceives a tree beginning to decay, he examines it

^
round and round with great skill and dexterity, strips off the

' bark in sheets of five or six feet in length, to get at the hidden

cause of the disease, and labours with a gaiety and activity

really surprising. I have seen him separate the greatest part

of the bark from a large dead pine tree, for twenty or thirty

feet, in less than a quarter of an hour. Whether engaged in

flying from tree to tree, in digging, climbing, or barking, he
seems perpetually in a hurry. He is extremely hard to kill,

clinging close to the tree even after he has received his mortal
wound

; nor yielding up his hold but with his expiring breath.

If slightly wounded in the wing, and dropt while flying, he
instantly makes for the nearest tree, and strikes with great

bitterness at the hand stretched out to seize him; and can
rarely be reconciled to confinement. He is sometimes observed

among the hills of Indian corn, and it is said by some that he
frequently feeds on it. Complaints of this kind are, however,

not general ; many farmers doubting the fact, and conceiving

that at these times he is in search of insects which lie concealed

in the husk. I will not be positive that they never occasionally

taste maize
;
yet I have opened and examined great numbers

value. For the type of one of them, he has chouen the Picus pileatus,
under the title of Dryotomus, differing from Picus, in the exterior -ouiex
toe being ghorter than the anterior external one, exactly the reverse of
the proportions of Picus.—Ed.
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of these birds, killed in various parts of the United States
from Lal<e Ontario to the Alatamaha river, but never found agrain of Indian corn in their stomaclis.
The pileated woodpeclcer is not migratory, but braves theextremes of both the arctic and torrid regions. Neither is he

gregarious for it is rare to see more than one or two, or atthe most three, m company. Formerly ti.ey were numerousm thene,ghbourh«,d of Philadelphia; but gradually,!!
old timber fcl

,
and the country became better cleaied, tliev

retreated to the forest. At present fe,v of those birds a,^ tobe found within ten ov fifteen miles of the city
Their nest is built, or rather the eggs are deposited, in thehole of a tree, dug out by themselves, no other materials be n,!used but the soft chips of rotten wood. The femaleCZarge eggs of a snowy whiteness

; and, it is said, they generally
raise two broods in tlie same season.

^

This species is eighteen inches long, and twenty-ei..ht inextent; the general colour is a dusky brownish Jack tiebead IS ornamented with a conical cap of bright scarl • two

8 white the nostri s are covered with brownish white hair-

he ,de of the neck to the sides, spreading under the wings •

the upper half of the wings are white, but concealed by U e"black coverts; the lower extremities of the win-^s are Uac^so that the white on th, wing is not seen but when tl bW
^th? t: ,""" " " '^'-^ P^"-"'"-'^ "» toil is tap^'ng, the feathers being very convex above, and stion.^- thelegs are of a leaden gray colour, very shor

, scarcely hll'f an.neh
;
the toes very long

; claws, strong and emicircularandof a pale blue; the bill is fluted, ehai^ly ridged very broada the base, bin sh black above, below and at tlie poh bluishwhite; the eye ,s of a bright golden colour, the p'upiIbtck-

™d ir::«.tr=*' °' - '-" " -^ '-.. I'oi-ted,
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lii

The female has the forehead, and nearly to the crown, of a
light brown colour, and the mustaches are dusky, instead of

red. In both a fine line of white separates the red crest from
the dusky line that passes over the eye.

BED-WINGED STARLING. {Siumus predahriua)

PLATE XXX.—Fia. 1. Male; Fig. 2. Femalk.

Bartram, 291.—Oriolus phcenioeus, lAnn. Sytt. 161.—Red-winged Oriole, Arct.
Zool. 255, No. 140.—Le Troupiale i, aisles rouges, BrisB. ii. 97.—Le com-
mandeur, Buff. iii. 214, PI. enl. 402.—Lath. i. 428.—Acolchichi, Fernand.
Nov. Ninp. p. 14.—Peale'i Museum, No. 1466, 1467.

AOLAIUS PHOSNICEUS.—VimLLOT.*
Aglaius phcenioeus, Vieill. Gall. de» OU.—North. Zool. ii. p. 280.—Icterus

phoeniceus, Bonap. Synop. p. 52. The Ked-Winged Starling, or Marsh
Blackbird, Aud. pi. 67., male in different states, female and young; Om.
Biog. i. p. 348.

This notorious and celebrated corn thief, the long reputed
plunderer and pest of otir honest aud laborious farmers, now

• This bird, I believe, will rank under the Ideri of Brisson, but
seems first mentioned by Daudin under that title. Like the others of
this intricate family, it has been described under a multitude of names

;

but the above seems the preferable one to be adopted. Wilson also
changed the specific name to Predatorius, taken from its plundering
habits, whereas, without doubt, he should have retained its original
designation. North America possesses another beautiful species, figured
in the continuation of the Ornithology by Bonaparte.
Wilson is somewhat puzzled in what genus to place this bird, and is

only reconciled to join it with our common starling, which it much
resembles in its congregated flights. In this country, we cannot expect
to see a flight of such numbers as Wilson mentions ; still they are some-
times very numerous, and one might almost conceive the appearance of
the one, from their recollections of the other. In the low meadows of
Holland, again, some relative proportion may be found. I have seen
an extent of flat surface, as far as the eye could reach around, covered
with flocks of starlings, associated with lapwings and golden plovers

;

and the flocks that rose on the approach of night, were sometimes
immense. In the islands of Sardinia, and those adjacent, and where
they may be augmented by the presence of another species, the St
unicolor of Temminck, I am told that the assemblage of birds is
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presents hiniBelf before nn. with hia copartner in iniquity torece. ve the character due for their very active and dinti^u Id«ervcefi. In .nve«t..^ating the nature of these. I nhall endeavour
render ntr.ct historical juHtice to thin not;d pair ; ad^^^^^^^^^

to the honest injunctions of the poet,
^

" Nothing extenuate,
Nor aet down aught in malice.

"

Let tl,o reader divest hin.selt eqimlly „f ,,r„j„dfc,, „„j„ ,^^„be a „o 1,« to ascertam accurate!,, their true character,Ihe red-w,„ged storhngs, though generally migrotorv inthe state« north of Maryh„,d, are found duH„.S ammense flock,, ,„raetime« associated with .he purnirlllesand often by „,e,nselves, along the whole X.^^^l ^V ,g.n.„ both Carolina,, Georgia, and Louisiana particdllvnear the sea coast, and in the vicinity of large 1^1 d cornftelda In the month, of January and FehnJy, wMe11"hrough the former of these countries, I „„, ^^"21" 2
stahngs. Sometime, they appeared driving about like a,enormous black cloud carried before the wind, vary ng Z«l.ape every moment; sometimes suddenly risingZm thefields around me with a noise like thunder ; while the Zeing of mnumerab e wings of the b.l,ri,(„f , ^.

,

black nl„i.,l ti,„„ t„ ,

"lightest vermilion amid the

innumerable in the lowpr vnl]o,r» i

marshes which cover 8oZchoth;r '"''"^ *^' ^""^'^ ''^^ ^^^^y
their evolutions before Sn. to

17'' ^""'' "^ '^''' '=^""'"^«- 1°
birds also resemble each her T

j" Tv' "'^'
'I

'"^^^«' ^^« *^-
an observing naturalist :-"TLe is 3 '^^ ^^^^"^^^

^^Y
mysterious in the conduct of these 1^1!^' ''"^ularly curious and
ment. by the variety anT^^'aev'Ahr'"?

'•'^ ''"'^

that time. They will forrthemLvi r''^"*!^"^
they execute at

shoot into a Ion/ pear shIL fi
' ^''^^P'' ^"*« ^ ^"^"gl^. then

ball, as Pliny ob e'rvereachlndST^'
"'"^ ' ''''''' ^^^'l ^"^0 a

&c.,withapromptiullrei?^^^^^^^^ '^'^ '^'^ ^-^tre.

of birds." 1 havLnol trmtltcri f "'"'r'"'^'
*^"" '^' ^'^'^'^^

Bhot in considerable numbe a Th r w'' at". T"'"?*''
^°"'' '^^

fishers.—Ed. ^ ^"^s afford favourite feather for
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nnd covering tlie branches of some detaclicd grove, or cltnnp

of trees, the whole congregated multitude commenced one

general concert or chorus, that I have i)lainly distinguished at

the distance of more than two miles; and, when listened to at

the intermediate space of about a quarter of a mile, with a
slight breeze of wind to swell and soften the flow of its

cadences, was to me grand, and even sublime. The whole

season of winter, that, with most birds, is passed in struggling

to sustain life in silent melancholy, is, with the red-wings, one

continued carnival. The profuse gleanings of the old rice,

corn, and buckwheat fields, supply them with abundant food,

at once ready and nutritious; and the intermediate time is

spent either in aerial manaMivres, or in grand vocal perform-

ances, as if solicitous to supply the absence of all the tuneful

summer tribes, and to cheer the dejected face of nature with

their whole combined powers of harmony.

About the 20th of March, or earlier, if the season be open,

they begin to enler Pennsylvania in numerous, though small

parties. These migrating flocks are usually observed from
daybreak to eight or nine in the morning, passing to the north,

chattering to each other as they fly along; and, in spite of all

our antipathy, their well known notes and appearance, after

the long and dreary solittide of winter, inspire cheerfid and
pleasing ideas of returning spring, warmth, and verdure.

Selecting their old haunts, every meadow is soon eidivened

by their presence. They continue in snmll parties to frequent

the low borders of creeks, swamps, and ponds, till about the

middle of April, when they separate in pairs to breed; and,

about the last week in April, or first in May, begin to construct

their nest. The place chosen for this is generally within the

precincts of a marsh or swamp, meadow, or other like watery
situation,—the spot, usually a thicket of alder bushes, at the

height of six or seven feet from the ground ; sometimes in a
detached bush, in a meadow of high grass ; often in a tussock

of rushes, or coarse rank grass; and not unfrequently on
the ground: in all of which situations I have repeatedly

if
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found them. When in a hnsh, they n.e generally corn-
po-sed outwardly of wet ruHhcH. picked from the Hwami,
and Ion- tough grass in large quantity, a.,d well lined with'
very fane bent. The rushes, forming the exterior, are generally
extended to several of the adjoining twigs, round which the'v
are repeatedly and securely twisted

; a precaution abaolutelv
necessary for ils preservation, on accoimt of the flexible naturi
of the bushes in which it is placed. The same caution is
obsei-ved when a tussoclc is chosen, by faster.ing the tons
together, and intertwining the materials of which the nest is
formed with the stalks of rushes aroimd. When phiced on
the gjound, less care and fewer materials being necessary the
nest 18 much simple..- and slighter than before. The female
ays five eggs, of a very pale light blue, marked with faint
tinges of light purple, and long strnggling lines and dashes
of black. It 18 not uncommon to find several nests in the
same thicket, within a few feet of each other.
Dming the time the female is sitting, and still more parti-

cuiarly after the young are hatched, the male, like most other
l»rds that build in low situations, exhibits the most violent
symptoms of apprehension and alarm on the approach of any
person to its near neighbouihood. Like the lapwin- of
I^.n-ope, he flies to meet the intruder, hovers at a short height
over-head, uttering loud notes of distress

; and, while in tliis
«ituat.on, displays to great advantage the rich glowing scarleto his wings, heightened by the jetty black of his general
plumage. As the danger increases, his cries become more
8hri

1
and incessant, and his motions rapid and restless • thewhole meadow is alarmed, and a collected crowd of his fe lows

trhlirw.
"''./"'"''' '"^''' "^^^^^' "'--and agitation

with his. When the young are taken away, or destroyed he
continues for several days near the place, restless and^
meadovv lowards the beginning or middle of August theyoung buds begin to fly in flocks, and at that agt nea yresemble the female, with the exception of some reddish or
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orange, that marks the shoulders of the males, and wliich

increases in space and brilliancy as winter approaches. It has

been frequently remarked, that, at this time, the young birds

chiefly associate by themselves, there being sometimes not

more than two or three old males observed in a flock of many
thousands. These, from the superiov blackness and rich red

of their plumage, are very conspicuous.

Before the beginning of September, these flocks have become

numerous and formidable ; and the young ears of maize, or

Indian corn, being then in their soft, succulent, milky state,

present a temptation that cannot be resisted. Reinforced

by numerous and daily flocks from all parts of the interior,

they pour down on the low coimtries in prodigious multitudes.

Here they are seen, like vast clouds, wheeling and driving

over the meadows and devoted corn-fields, darkening the air

with their numbers. Then commences the work of destruction

on the corn, the husks of which, tiiough composed of numerous

envelopments of closely wrapt leaves, are soon completely

or partially torn off; while from all quarters myriads continue

to pour down like a tempest, blackening half an acre at a

time ; and, if not disturbed, repeat their depredations, till

little remains but the cob and the shrivelled skins of the

grain ; what little is left of the tender ear, being exposed to

the rains and weather, is generally much injured. All the

attacks and havoc made at this time among them with the

gun, and by the hawks,—several species of which are their

constant attendants,—has little effect on the remainder.

When the hawks make a sweep among them, they suddenly

open on all sides, but rarely in time to disappoint them of their

victims ; and, thougii repeatedly fired at, with mortal effect,

they only remove from one field to an adjoirn'ng one, or to

another quarter of the same enclosure. From dawn to

nearly sunset, this open and daring devastation is carried on,

under the eye of the proprietor ; and a farmer, who has any
considerable extent of corn, would require half-a-dozen men
at least, with guns, to guard it ; and even then, all their

M

h
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v.g,la„ce and activity would „„t p^ev.nt » good tithe of ittrom becoming the prey of the blackbirds The Indian! whousually plant their corn in one general field. keepZ wto^young boys of the village all day patrolhng round'and a^ongt
,

and each bemg furnished with bow and arrows with
v-h,eh they are very expert, they generally oontrit to1^great numbers of them.

uesiroy

It must, however, be observed, that this scene of pillar isprmcpally earned on in the low countries, not far tTZsea coast, or near the extensive flats that border ouHa ™nve,.; and ,s also chiefly confined to the mouths of A,, uftand beptmber. After this period, the corn having acqXd
IIS hard shelly coat, and the seeds of the reeds or\" d"

X

».lh a profusion of other plauta. that abound along t rit:shores, bemg uow ripe, and in great abundance, they pre e™a newand more extrusive field for these marauding multtodesIhe reeds a so supply them with convenient roostin.. placesl»".g often m almost unapproachable morasses; and t 2hey repair every evening, from all quarters of the cou t yIn some places, Iiowever, when the reeds become dry adva„:tage IS taken of this circumstance to destroy these bill bya paity secretly approaching the place, under cover of a darkn^ht, setting fire to the reeds in severkl places at one wW h

me Diackbirds becomes uri versal • nnJ »», n i- . ^ . .

conflagration, they are shot dTju t\l tS tithovering and screaming over the place. Sometimes IrawL

eeds and alder bushes, where they are known to roost, which

aufc^mrrrtirrt o^f^cjt;i
*^

after that period.
^ '''"""' '^'^ "'»"''»"« '»°g

Such are the general manners and character of the red-
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winged starling; but there remain some facts to be men-
tioned, no less authentic, and well deserving the consideration

of its enemies, more especially of those whose detestation of

this species would stop at nothing short of total extirpation.

It has been already stated, that they arrive in Pennsylvania

late in March. Their general food at this season, as well as

during the early part of summer (for the crows and purple

grakles are the principal pests in planting time), consists of

grub-worms, caterpillars, and various other larvae, the silent,

but deadly enemies of all vegetation, and whose secret and
insidious attacks are more to be dreaded by the husbandman
than the combined forces of the whole feathered tribes to-

gether. For these vermin, the starlings search with great

diligence; in the ground, at the roots of plants, in orchards,

and meadows, as well as among buds, leaves, and blossoms
;

and, from their known voracity, the multi«;udes of these in-

sects which they destroy must be immense. Let me illustrate

this by a short computation : If we suppose each bird, on an
average, to devour fifty of these larvae in a day (a very mode-
rate allowance), a single pair, in four months, the usual time
such food is sought after, will consume upwards of twelve

thousand. It is believed, that not less than a million pair of

these birds are distributed over the whole extent of the

United States in summer ; whose food, being nearly the same,

would swell the amount of vermin destroyed to twelve thou-

sand millions. But the number of young birds may be fairly

estimated at double that of their parents ; and, as these are

constantly fed on larvee for at least thiee v^eeks, making only

the same allowance for them as for the old ones, their share

would amount to four thousand two hundred millions

;

making a grand total of sixteen thousand two hundred
millions of noxious insects destroyed in the space of four

months by this single species ! The combined ravages of

such a hideous host of vermin would be sufficient to spread

famine and desolation over a wide extent of the richest and
best cultivated country on earth. All this, it may be said, is
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raere 8Uf)posiliou. It is, however, supposition founded on
known and acknowledged facts. I have never dissected any of
these birds in spring without receiving the most strikin- and
satisfactory proofs of those facts ; and though, in a matter
of this kind, It 18 impossible to ascertain precisely the amount
of the benefits derived by agriculture from this, and many
other specs of our birds, yet, in the present case, I cannot
resist the bilief, that the services of this species, in sprino- are
far more important and beneficial than the value of airihat
portion of corn which a careful and active farmer permits
himself to lose by it.

The great range of country frequented by this bird extends
from Mexico, on the south, to Labrador. Our late enterpris-
ing travellers across the continent to the Pacific Ocean
observed it numerous in several of the valleys at a Lneat
distance up the Missouri. When taken alive, or reared from
the nest, it soon becomes familiar, sings frequently, bristlino-
out Its feathers, something in the manner of the cow buntin-
These notes, though not remarkably various, are very peculiar'
ihe most common one resembles the syllables conk-quer-ree •

others, the shrill sounds produced by filing a saw : some are
more guttural

;
and otl ers remarkably clear. The usual note

of both male and female is a single cliu<:h Instances have
been produced where they have been taught to articulate
several words distinctly

; and, contrary to what is observed
o many birds, the male loses little of the brilliancy of his
plumage by confinement.

A very remarkable trait of this bird is. the great difference
of size between the male and female; the former being nearlywo inches longer than the latter, and of proportionate magni-
tude. Ihey arc known by various names in the different
8 ates of the Union

; such as the swam^ Uackhird, marsh
blachhvrd, red-iomged blackbird, corn or maize thief, starlinq
&c Many of them have been carried from this to different
parts of Europe; and Edwards relates, that one of them,
which had, no doubt, escaped from a cage, was shot in the
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I.

M

neighbourhood of London
; and, on being opened, its stomach

was found to be filled with grub-worms, caterpillars, and
beetles

; which Buffon seems to wonder at, as, " in their own
country," he observes, " they feed exclusively on grain and
maize."

Hitherto this species has been generally classed by naturalists

with the orioles. By a careful comparison, however, of its

bill with those of that tribe, the similarity is by no means
sufficient to justify this arrangement ; and its manners are
altogether different. I can find no genus to which it makes
so near an approach, both in the structure of the bill and in

food, flight, and manners, as those of the stare ; with which,
following ray judicious friend Mr Bartram, I have accordingly
'placed it. To tiie European, the perusal of the foregoing
pages will be sufficient to satisfy him of their similarity ol

manners. For the satisfaction of those who are unacquainted
with the common starling of Europe, I shall select a few
sketches of its character, from the latest and most accurate
publication I have seen from that quarter.* Speaking of the
stare, or starling, this writer observes, "In the winter season,

these birds fly in vast flocks, and may be known at a great
distance by their whirling mode of flight, which Buffon com-
pares to a sort of vortex, in which the collective body performs
an uniform circular revolution, and, at the same time, con-
tinues to make a progressive advance. The evening is the
time when the stares assemble in the greatest numbers, and
betake themselves to the fens and marshes, where they roost

among the reeds: they chatter much in the evening and
morning, both when they assemble and disperse. So attached
are they to society, that they not only join those of their own
species, but also birds of a different kind ; and are frequently

seen in company with red-wings (a species of thrush),

fieldfares, and even with crows, jackdaws, and pigeons. Their
principal food consists of worms, snails, and caterpillars;

they likewise eat various kinds of grain, seeds, and berries."

* Bewick's "British Birds," part i. p. 119. Newcastle, 1809.
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He adds that, "in a confined state, they are very docile and

TI.0 .ed-wingecl starling (fig. i.) ;, „,„, ,.„„^^,
foa teen .nches ,n extent

; the general colour is a glossy blackw. h the except,o„ of the whole lesser wing-cove,!,, I fl°tor ower row of which is of a red.iish cream colonr, thTrest a

1. des hazel
,

bill, cyhndncal above, compressed at the sidesstraight, running considerably up the forehead, wherlt ispromment rounding and flattish towards th tip. tholhsharp-pomted
;
tongue, nearly as long as the bill, taperinl andlacerated at the end

; tail, rounded, the two n, MeZthTrtalso somewhat shorter than those immediately adjling
™

and twelve .nches „ extent; chin, a pale reddish cream She DOS r,l over the eye, and from the lower mandTble untwo stnpes of the same, speckled with black 1 om Zposterior angle of the eye backwards, a streak o brownUhblack covers the auriculars; throat, and whole lower pa sh,ckly streaked with black and white, the latter iuclinir ocream „„ he breast; whole plumage above, black e'acbfeather bordered with pale brown, white, or by, givL heb.rd a very mottled appearance; lesser coverbihe s°amebill and legs as in the male.
' ""^ •

The young birds at first greatly resemble the female • buthave the plumage more broadly skirted with brown Thered early shows .tself on the lesser wing-coverts of the malesat first pale, mchnmg to orange, and partially disposed. Thebrown contmues to skirt the black phmiage for a year or twl
so that it is rare to find an old male altogether des iW "fsome remains of it; but the red is genmlly comDei ,„
breadth and brilliancy by the succeeding spng -ZkmZ
are entirely destitute of that ornament
The flesh of these birds is but little esteemed, bein- ingeneral black, dry, and tough. Strings of them are boweC

frequently seen exposed for sale in our markets.
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BI.ACK-POLL WARBLER. {Sylvia striata.)

PLATE XXX.-Fio. 3.

Lath. ii. Am.-Arct. Zool. \Ql.—Turton, mO.—Pealt^s Museum, No, 7054.

SYLVJCOLA STIlIATA.*-SwAii;sQV.

Sylvia striata, Bonap. Synop. p. 81.—Sylvicola striata, North. Zool. ii. p. 218.

This species has considerable affinity to the flycatcliers in its

habits. It is chiefly confined to the woods, and even there,

to the tops of the tallest trees, where it is descried skipping
from branch to branch, in pursuit of winged insects. Its note
js a single screep, scarcely audible from below. It arrives in
Pennsylvania about the 20th of April, and is first seen on the
tops of the highest maples, darting about among the blossoms.

As the woods thicken with leaves, it may be found pretty

generally, being none of the least numerous of our summer
birds. It is, however, most partial to woods in the immediate
neighbourhood of creeks, swamps, or morasses, probably from
the greater number of its favourite insects frequenting such
places. It is also pretty generally diffused over the United
States, having myself met with it in most quarters of the
Union

;
though its nest has hitherto defied all my researches.

This bird may be considered as occupying an intermediate
station between the flycatchers and the warblers, having the
manners of the former, and the bill, partially, of the latter.

The nice gradations by which nature passes from one species

to another, even in this department of the great chain of
beings, will for ever baffle all the artificial rules and systems
of man. And this truth every fresh discovery must impress
more forcibly on the mind of the observing naturalist. These
birds leave us early in September.

The black-poll warbler is five and a half inches long, and

* This is an aberrant Sylvicola, approaching Setophaga in the form
and bristling of the bill, and also in the manners of the flycatchers.—Ed.



LESSEH REDPOLL. «
eight and a half in extent ; crown and hind head black •

cheeks pure white; from each lower mandible runs a streak
of small black spots, t ,ose on the side, larger ; the rest of
the lower parts, white; primaries, black, edged with yellow •

rest of the wmg black, edged with ash ; the first and secondrow of coverts broadly tipt with white; back, ash, tinged
with yellow ochre, and streaked laterally with black; tail
black, edged with ash. the three exterior feathers markedon the inner webs with white; bill, black above, whitish
below, furnished with bristles at the base; iris, hazel; legs
and feet, reddish yellow.

°

The female differs very little in plumage from the male.

LESSER REDPOLL. {Friugimi Imaria)

PLATE XXX.-FiG. 4.

Lath. ii. ^-^.-Arct. Zool 379. -Le Sizeren, Buff. iv. 216. PI. enl. 151 2 -
Peale s Museum, No. 6579.

LINARIA ilf/JVOA-WlLLODOHBY.

FringUla linaria, Bonap. Synop. p. 112.

This bird corresponds so exactly in size, figure, and colour of
plumage, with that of Europe of the same name, as to place
their Identity beyond a doubt. They inhabit, during summer
the most northern parts of Canada, and still more remote
northern countries, from whence they migrate at the com-
mencement of winter. They appear in the Gennesee country
with the first deep snow, and on that account are usually
called by the title of snow birds. As the female is destitute
of he crimson on the breast and forehead, and the voung
birds do not receive that ornament till the succeeding sprint?
^uch a small proportion of the individuals that form these
flocks are marked with red, as to induce a general belief
among the inhabitants of those parts that they are two different
kinds associated together. Flocks of these birds have been
occ^a^^onally seen in severe winters in the neighbourhood of

c
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Philadelphia. Thej seom particularly fond of the seeds of
the common alder, and hanJ,^ head downwards, while feeding
m the manner of the yellow bird. They seem extremely
unsuspicious at such times, and will allow a very near approach
without betraying any symptoms of alarm.
The specimen represented in the plate was shot, with

several others of both sexes, in Seneca county, between the
Seneca and Cayuga lakes. Some individuals were occasionally
heard to chant a few interrupted notes, but no satisfactory
account can be given of their powers of sonfj.

This species extends throughout the whole northern parts
of Europe, is likew'se found in the remote wilds of Russia
was seen by Steller in Kamtschatka, and probably inhabits
corresponding climates round the whole habitable parts of
the northern hemisphere. In the Highlands of Scotland they
are common, building often on the tops of the heath, sometimes
in a low furze bush, like the common linnet, and sometimes
on the ground. The nest is formed of light stalks of dried
grass, intermixed with tufts of wool, and warmly lined with
feathers. The eggs are usually four, white, sprinkled with
specks of reddish.*

• I have not been able to procure American specimens of this bird
but comparing the description of Wilson and of Ord, there seems little
doubt of their identity Wilson is certainly confounding the mountain
Imnet (Z. montium), when he says, " In the Highlands of Scotland thev
are common, building often on the tops of the heath, sometimes in a
Low furze bush, like the common linnet, and sometimes on the ground "

This IS exactly the habit of the mountain linnet, and Mr Ord is wrong
in saying the young possess the crimson head ; I have many in my pos-
session without it, and have shot them at all seasons ; they receive thatmark at the commencement of the first breeding season, when the adult
birds also receive an addition of plumage and lustre. They seem verv
fond of the beech, as well as of the birch and alder, and appear to find
insects m the husks of the old mast, which they are constantly picking
and looking into. 1 have found their nests also pretty frequently in ayoung fir plantation

: it was in a low situation, but they were invari-
ably Imed with the wool of willow catkins. I shall here add Mr Selbv's
correct description of the manners of this species, which are in evervway confirmed by my own observations. " It is only known in the
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[Mr Onl 1.U8 abided to the description of Wilson a« follows •^ Contrary to the usual practice of Mr Wilson, ho omitted

soutLern parta of Britain as a winter visitant, and is at that n.ri.^gregarious, and frequently taken in company wi h the ohI • k
the bird-catchers, by .horn it is callfd Ihe son redpoirTn \/northern counties of England, and in Scotland andlj isles it i^resident through the year. It retires rlnrinrr *!.„ ,

'

wood that covers theLis ^:^:^;::^':^^^

wilW. alder, or W), of .Ts!1!^^^^^^^.^^^with down from the catkin of the willow, which also fbrms theSand renders it a particularly soft and warm receptacle foMhe ei 3young. From this substance being a constant material of thel sttlolows, that the young are produced late in the season, and are eldomable to fly before the end of June, or the beginning of ^uly. The tSare four or five in number
; their colour, pale bluish green.^ po telSorange brown, principally towards the lar-er end In winfS I i

redpoll descends to the lower grounds, in consiSble flockti^^. t^^^^^^^woods and plantations more especially such as abound in b rchlr dderrees, the catkins of which yield it a plentiful supply of foocl Wheneedmg its motion affords both interest and amusement ; since in ortrto reach the catkms, which generally grow near the ext emities of thesmaller branches, it is obliged, like the titmouse, to hang with ts backdownwards and assume a variety of constrained attitudes, and whenthus engaged, i is so intent upon its work, as freq; ently to al ow itsllf tobe taken by a long stick smeared with bird-lime, in which way haveoccasionally captured it when in want of specimens for exImin.Hr
It also eats the buds of trees, and (when in flocks) prov s inSTayseriously injurious to young plantations. Its call note is very frequentlyrepeated when on wing, and by this it may be always dfstinS Jrom the other species The notes it produces during the "paS
rnrpli^""'

'"'' '"' ""* '^^^^^^' ^ ^°^^^--« -"»"'- sweet

"This bijd is widely diffused through all the northern parts ofEurope; inhabits Northern Asia as far as Siberia and Kaintschatkaand IS also abundant in North America "
^amiscliatka

;

The authors of the "Northern Zoology" describe another bird alliedto the linnets of which one individual only was obtained in the lastnorthern expedition. It is said to be new, and is described as UnaliLeo^sUcte) T^ocoUs,Sy.. grey-crowned linnet. It is an aberran fo m
t^^:^!'^'-'''''-'-- '^ designate under the abZ
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to furnish apnrticular description of this npecies. But tliis sup-

pleraentnry notice wouUl not have been considered necessary, if

our author had not fallen into a mistake respecting the mark-

ings of the female and the young male ; the former of which

he describes as •destitute of the crimson on the forehead,' and

the latter, ' not receiving that ornament till the succeeding

spring.' "When Mr Wilson procured his specimens, it was in

the autumn, previously to their receiving their perfect winter

dress ; and he was never afterwards aware of his error, owing

to the circumstance of these birds seldom apj)earing in the

neighbourhood of Philadelphia. Considerable flocks of them,

however, have visited us this winter (1813-14) ; and we have

been enabled to i)rocure several fine specimens of both sexes,

'from the most perfect of which we have taken the following

description. We will add, that having had the good fortune to

observe a flock, consisting of nearly an hundred, within a few

feet of them, as they were busily engaged in picking the seeds

of the wild orache,* we can, with confidence, assert, that they

all had the red ])atcli on the crown ; but there were very few

which had the red rump and breast : the young males, it is

probable, are not thus marked until the spring, and the females

are destitute of that ornament altogether.

" The lesser redpoll is five inches and a quarter in length,

and eight inches and a half in breadth ; the bill is pale yellow,

ridged above and below with dark horn colour, the tipper

mandible projecting somewhat over the lower at the tip ; irides,

dark hazel ; the nostrils are covered with recumbent, hair-like

feathers, of drab colour ; a line of brown extends from the

eyes, and encircles the base of the bill, forming, in some
specimens, a patch below the chin ; the crown is oinamented

with a pretty large spot of deep shining crimson ; the throat,

breast, and rump, stained with the same, but of a more delicate

red ; the belly is of a very pale ash, or dull white ; the sides

are streaked with dusky ; the whole upper parts are brown or

dusky ; the plumage, edged with yellowish white and pale ash,

* Atriplex hastata, Linn.

1/
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the latter most predominant near the rump ; wings and tail,

dusky ; the latter is forked, and consists of twelve feathers

edged with white ; the primaries are very slightly tipt and
edged with white, the secondaries more so; the greater and
lesser coverts are also tipt with white, forming the bars across

the wings ; thighs, cinereous ; legs and feet, black ; hind claw,

considerably hooked, and longer than the rest. The female is

less bright in her plumage above ; and her under parts incline

more to an ash colour ; the spot on her crown is of a golden crim-

son, or reddish saffron colour. One male specimen was consi-

derably larger than the rest ; it measured five inches and three

quarters in length, and nine inches and a quarter in extent ; the

breast and rump were tawny ; its claws were uncommonly long,

the hind one measured nearly three-eighths of an inch ; and the

spot on the crown was of a darker hue than that of the rest.

" The call of this bird exactly resembles that of the Fringilla

irisiis, or common yellow bird of Pennsylvania. The redpolls

linger in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia until about the

middle of April ; but whither they retire for the business of

incubation, we cannot determine. In common with almost

all our finches, the redpolls become very fat, and are then

accounted delicious eating. During the last winter, many
hundreds of them were exposed to sale in the Philadelphia

market, and were readily purchased by those epicures, whose

love of variety permits no delicacy to escape them."]

AMEKICAN CKOSSBILL. (Curvirostra Americana.)

PLATE XX^:i.—Fig. 1. male; Fig. 2. female.

Peale's Museum, No. 5640.

LOXIA CUBVIEOSTSAf-Bot(AVAmE.*

Loxia curvirostra, Bonap. Synop. p. 117.

On first glancing at the bill of this extraordinary bird, one is

apt to pronounce it deformed and monstrous ; but on atten-

• Brisson first limited the crossbilla to a genus, and proposed for them

the title Loxia, which has been adopted by most ornithologists. Cruet-

Hav wmqedH.
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lively observing the use to which it is applied by the owner,
and the dexterity with which he detaches the seeds of the pine
tree from the cone, and from the husks that enclose them, we

rostra and Curvirostra, have also been formed for it from the shape of
the bill; but ought to be rejected, from the priority of the former. They
are a very limited group, being composed of at most four species, pro-
vided that of America be proved distinct, or one differing from those of
Europe be found in the former continent. Their distribution appears
to extend pretty generally over the north of Europe, decreasing in num-
bers to the south, and over North America. In form, all the members
are similar. They are endowed with considerable power of flight ; are
of a thick, stout make, and in addition to the curiously formed bill,
possess scansorial habits, using their bills and feet to disengage the seeds
froni the fir cones, when in confinement, holding their food like a parrotm the latter member, and by the same means climbing about the wires
of the cage.

Regarding the identity of our author's species with that of this coun-
try, I am uncertain, not having a specimen of the bird from America.
Wilson thinks it distinct, and I have been told the same thing by Audu-
bon. On the other hand, we have the authority of Bonaparte, who thus
writes m his Observations on Wilson's Nomenclature ;—" I think Wilson
was in error when he considered this bird a new species, and stated that
It differs considerably from the European. He probably compared it
with the L.pytiopsittacus, and not with the curvirostra, with which latter
it IS identical. Wilson's new names must therefore be rejected, and the
name of Loxia curvirostra must be restored to this bird." Our author
was also incorrect in remarking, that "the young males, as is usual
with most other birds, very much resemble the female." The fact is
that the young of all the crossbills, as well as theit of Pyrrhula enucleator,
contrary to the habit of the generality of birds, lose their red colour as
they advance in age, instead of gaining an additional brilliancy of plum-
age. 1 he figure which our author gives as that of an adult male, repre-
sents a young bird of about one year, and his supposed female is a
remarkably fine adult male.
The species of this group, then, aTe,-L.pytiopsittacus, or parrot-billed

crossbill of Europe, and which Bonaparte also hints the possibility offtndmg in America, a circumstance I should think veiy likely -the L
Imcoptera and the L. cu,-virostra ; but I fear we must remain uncertain
whether the last constitutes one or two, until the examination of nume-
rous specimens from both countries decide the point. The haunts of ourcommon species in Europe are the immense northern pine forests, where
their chief food is the seeds of the fir cones ; from thence, after breeding
they appear to migrate to various parts southward, in comparatively
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are obliged to confess, on this, as on many other occasions
where we have judged too hastily of the operations of Nature'
that no other conformation could have been so excellently
adapted to the purpose; and that its deviation from the
common form, instead of being a defect or monstrosity, as
the celebrated French naturalist insinuates, is a striking proof of
the wisdom and kind superintending care of the great Creator.

small flocks, at uncertain intervals. This is the case with those which

Z ^!JrV T
^^ T'* ^^*'^ ^'^ ^'^^^y' «"^^^g i° «»i« country by

the middle of June
; the females at that time bear all the marks of in-

cubation, but have never yet been authentically proved to breed in this
countiy, as supposed by Mr Knap, from the bareness of the breast. Thev
descend, at the same season, to the orchards, where they do considerable
damage by sphtting the apples for the pips, thus leaving the fruit use-
less, and incapable of farther growth ; and, at the same time, giving us
a good instance of the power of their bills. Some old writers accusethem of visiting Worcester and Herefordshire, "in great flocks, for the
sake of the seeds of the apple. Repeated persecution on this account
perhaps lessened their numbers, and their depredations at the present
day are unnoticed or unknown :" their visitations, at least, are less

.1}T I ^"^ * ^^^^'^ '""^^'^ ''^ LmdorCii Magazine observes, that in
1821, and the commencement of 1822 (the same season of their OTeat
appearance mentioned by Mr Selby), a large flock of crossbills frequented
some fir groves at Cothoridge, near Worcester, where they used to visit
the same spot pretty regularly twice a-day, delighting chiefly on theWeymouth pines. When feeding, they seem in this country, as well as
with our author, to be remarkably tame, or so much engrossed with their
food, as to be unmindful of danger. Montague relates, that a birdcatcher
at Bath had taken a hundred pairs in the month of June and July
1791

;
and so intent were these birds when picking out the seeds of a

cone, that they would suff-er themselves to be caught with a hair noose
at the end of a long fishing-rod. In 1821, this country was visited with
large flocks

;
they appeared in June, and gradually moved northward

as they were observed by Mr Selby in September among the fir tracts
ol Scotland, after they had disappeared to the southward of the river
Tweed. In 1828, a pretty large flock visited the vicinity of Ambleside
Westmoreland. Their favourite haunt was a plantation of youn^ larches'
where they might be seen disporting almost every day, particiUarlv be-
tween the hours of eleven and one.

I have quoted no synonyms which belong to our British species T^r
American birds appear to me much smaller ; that is, to judge from our
author's plate, and the usually correct drawings of Mr Audubon.—Ed
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This species is a regular inhabitant of almost all our pine

forests situated north of 40", from the beginning of September

to the middle of April. It is not improbable that some of

them remain during summer within the territory of the

United States to breed. Their numbers must, however, be

comparatively few, as I have never yet met with any of them
in summer ; though lately I took a journey to the Great Pine

Swamp beyond Pocano mountain, in Northampton county,

Pennsylvania, in the month of May, expressly for that pur-

pose; and ransacked, for six or seven days, the gloomy
recesses of that extensive and desolate morass, without being

able to discover a single crossbill. In fall, however, as well

as 'in winter and spring, this tract appears to be their

favourite rendezvous
;
particularly about the head waters of

the Lehigh, the banks of the Tobyhanna, Tunkhannock, and
Bear Creek, where I have myself killed them at these seasons.

They then appear in large flocks, feeding on the seeds of

the hemlock and white pine, have a loud, sharp, and not

unmusical note; chatter as they fly; alight, during the

prevalence of deep snows, before the door of the hunter, and
around the house, picking off the clay with which the logs

are plastered, and searching in corners where urine, or any
substance of a saline quality, had been thrown. At such
times they aie so tame as only to settle on the roof of the

cabin when disturbed, and a moment after descend to feed as

before. They are then easily caught in traps ; and will fre-

quently permit one to approach so near as to knock them
down with a stick. Those killed and opened at such times

are generally found to have the stomach filled with a soft

greasy kind of earth or clay. When kept in a cage, they

have many of the habits of the parrot ; often climbing along
the wires ; and using their feet to grasp the cones in, while

taking out the seeds.

This same species is found in Nova Scotia, and as far north
as Hudson's Bay, arriving at Severn River about the latter

end of May ; and, according to accounts, proceeding farther

III
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north to breed. It is added by Pennant, that " they return

at the first setting in of frost."

Hitherto this bird has, as usual, been considered a mere
variety of the European species ; though differing from it in

several respects, and being nearly one-third less, and although

the singular conformation of the bill of these birds, and their

peculiarity of nianners, are strikingly different from those of

the grosbeaks, yet many, disregarding these plain and obvious

discriminations, still continue to consider them as belonging

to the genus Loxia; as if the particular structure of the bill

should, in all cases but this, be the criterion by which to

judge of a species; or perhaps, conceiving themselves the

wiser of the two, they have thought proper to associate

together what Nature has, in the most pointed manner,

placed apart.

In separating these birds, therefore, from the grosbeaks,

and classing them as a family by themselves, substituting the

specific for the generic appellation, I have only followed the

steps and dictates of that great Original, whose arrangements

ought never to be disregarded by any who would faithfully

copy her.

The crossbills are subject to considerable changes of colour

;

the young males of the present species being, during the first

season, olive yellow, mixed with ash ; then bright greenish

yellow, intermixed with spots of dusky olive, all of which
yellow plumage becomes, in the second year, of a light red,

having the edges of the tail inclining to yellow. When con-

fined in a cage, they usually lose the red colour at the first

moulting, that tint changing to a brownish yellow, which
remains permanent. The same circumstance happens to the

purple finch and pine grosbeak, both of which, when in con-

finement, exchange their brilliant crimson for a motley garb
of light brownish yellow ; as I have had frequent opportunities

of observing.

The male of this species, when in perfect plumage, is five

inches and three quarters long, and nine inches in extent

;
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the bill .8 a brown horn colour, sharp, and single-edged
owards the extren.ity. where the mandibles cross each other •

the general colour of the plumage is a red-lead colour
brightest on the rump, generally intermixed on the other
parts with touches of olive

; wings and tail, brown black, the
hitter forked, and edged with yellow ; legs and feet, brown •

caws, arge much curved, and very sharp; vent, white'
streaked with dark ash

; base of the bill, covered with recum-
bent down, of a pale brown colour ; eye, hazel.
The female is rather less than the male ; the bill of a paler

horn colour; rump, tail-coverts, and edges of the tail, golden
yellow

;
wmgs and tail, dull brownish black ; the rest of the

plumage, ol.ve yellow mixed with ash; legs and feet, as in
the, male Ihe young males, during the first season, as is
usual with most other birds, very much resemble the female
In moultmg, the males exchange their red for brownish
yellow, winch gradually brightens inte red. Hence, at dif-
ierent seasons, they differ greatly in colour

WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILL. {Gurviro.tra
leucoptera.)

PLATE XXXI. -Fig. 3.

Turton, Sj/st. i. p. 515.

LOXIA LEUCOPTERA.-GMEtXS.*
Loxia leucoptera, Bonap. Synop. p. 117.

This is a much rarer species than the preceding ; thou<.h
found frequentmg the same places, and at the .ame season's

;

* Bonaparte has fulfilled Wilson's promise, and figured the female ofthis species, with some valuable remarks regard ? ic. itrfirTf r
and habits, which will be found in Vol 11^ FroS tts^U

"^

be very like its congener, performing itsmUra«;rta^^^^^^
and in various abundance, enjoying the pine forests, thouTno" fartherknown by any destructive propensities amon^ orchards It rnl 1looked upon yet as exclusively^North AiuericrllTetnlyleS o?

I
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difforing, however, from the former in the W^^n l.i„ i
•

and tan .„e large „« „r .,,te „„ ,CZ^,tV^t^Z.onhe ph^ago
;
and a ks» and „„.. slend:. conferJZofl>ody. Ilie bird represented in the plate was shot „ (l?.

ne,«hbonrho„d of the Great Pine ^.L^ iT h ll'tf

speoraen was a male in full and perfeet plumage '

and ru'TT""^ ?''''"'
'' ^™ '""''^^ and'a quarter longand e,gh inches and a quarter in extent ; wing, and t^d.leep b aek, the former crossed with two bro, d ba™ of whUegeneral colour of the plumage dark crimson, partia ly slttdwith dusky; lores and frontlet, pale brom'; ven[ whitstreaked w,th black

; bill, a brown bom colour the nllil

,

crossmg each other as in the precedi„r sides tTetw!

to the left m the male, and to the right in the femak of thiAmernan crossbill. The female of the present Zcies willbe mlroduced ae soon as a good specimen can be obtained

SbetcSr ""'" ""''---- -"»--"

within two miles of Belfiiof in fi,. 1 Tt I^atham, was shot

female, and perit y r elk^ "''''T''
'''^' ^' -«« *

bird as a British viuoT Whpn t"t V^ '°^^ '''"'^ ^« ^^^« ^^ this

naturalists more d voted ractual ^h T'' "^^^^ ^^"^^^' ^"'i ^-
A /««oo;,^er«, (7JS Izt 1 p

'''^'*'""' ^^ ™^y hear more of

iemale, has eLterfdtllv ^to'tf
"

^°"T''''
^" ^^^ description of the

of leucptera.~Ev
^ ^" ''"''''' ^'' "^"P^^'^g '^e specific name
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WHITE-CROWNED BUNTING. {Emhenm leucophrys,)

PLATE XXXI.—Fio. 4.

Turton, Syat. p. 536.—Peale't Museum, No. 6587.

ZONOTRIGHIA LEUCOPHR F^.-Swainson.
Fringilkleucophrys, Bonap. Synop. p. lOZ—FringiUa (Zonotriohia) leucophrys

North. Zool. ii, p. 265.

This beautifully marked species ia one of the rarest of its
tribe in the United States, being chiefly confined to the
northern districts, or higher interior parts of the country,
except in severe winters, when some few wanderers appear iii

the lower parts of the state of Pennsylvania. Of three speci-
mens of this bird, the only ones I have yet met with, the first
was caught in a trap near the city of New York, and lived
with me several months. It had no song, and, as I afterwards
discovered, was a female. Another, a male, was presented to
me by Mr Michael of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The third, a
male, and in complete plumage, was shot in the Great Pine
Swamp, in the month of May, and is faithfully represented in
the plate. It appeared to me to be unsuspicious, silent, and
solitary

;
flitting in short flights among the underwood and

piles of prostrate trees, torn up by a tornado, that some years
ago passed through the swamp. All my endeavours to dis-
cover the female or nest were unsuccessful.

From the great scarcity of this species, our acquaintance
with Its manners is but very limited. Those persons who
have resided near Hudson's Bay, where it is common, inform
us, that It makes its nest in June, at the bottom of willows
and lays four chocolate-coloured eggs. Its flight is said to
be short and silent; but, when it perches, it sings very
melodiously.* ^

The white-crowned bunting is seven inches long, and ten
inches in extent

; the bill, a cinnamon brown ; crown, from
* Arctic Zoology.
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the front to the hind head, pure white, bounded on each side
by a stripe of black proceeding from each nostril ; and these
again are bordered by a stripe of pure white passing over each
eye to the hind head, where they meet ; below this, another
narrow stripe of black passes from the posterior angle of the
eye, widening as it descends to the hind head ; chin, white

;

breast, sides of the neck, and upper parts of the same, very
pale ash

;
back, streaked laterally with dark rusty brown and

pale bluish white
; wings, dusky, edged broadly with brown

;

the greater and lesser coverts tipt broadly with white, forming
two handsome bands across the wing ; tertials, black, edged
with brown and white

; rump and tail-coverts, drab, tipt with
a lighter tint

; tail, long, rounded, dusky, and edged broadly
with drab

;
belly, white ; vent, pale yellow ochre ; legs and

feet, reddish brown
; eye, reddish hazel ; lower eyelid, white.

The female may easily be distinguished from the male, by the
white on the head being less pure, the black also less in extent,
and the ash on the breast darker ; she is also smaller in size.

'

There is a considerable resemblance between this species
and the white-throated sparrow, already described in this
work. Yet they rarely associate together; the latter re-
maining in the lower parts of Pennsylvania in great numbers,
until the beginning of May, when they retire to the north
and to the high inland regions to breed ; the former inhabiting
much more northern countries, and though said to be common
in Canada, rarely visiting this part of the United States.

BAY-WINGED BUNTING. {Emlerim grammea.)

PLATE XXXI.—Fig. 5.

Grass Finch, Arct. Zool. No. 2,m.~Lath. iii. 273.— Tttrton, Syst. i. p. 565. 1

ZONOTRICHIA OBAMINEA.—Smvai^son.
FringUla grammea, Bonap. Synop. p. 108.—FringiUa (Zonotrichia) graminea,

North. Zool. ii. p. 254.

The manners of this bird bear great affinity to those of the
common bunting of Britain. It delights in frequenting grass
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and clover fields, perches on tlie tops of the fences, sin-lncr
from the middle of April to the beginning of July, with a
cl -ar and pleasant note, in which particular it far excels its
European relation. It is partially a bird of passage here,
some leavmg us, and others remaining with us. durin- the
wn,ter In the month of March I observed them numerous
in the lower parts of Georgia, where, according to Mr Abbot
they are only winter visitants. Tliey frequent the middle of
fields more than hedges or thickets ; run along the ground
like a lark, which they also resemble in the great breadth of
their wings. They are timid birds, and rarely approach the
farmhouse.

Their nest is built on the ground, in a grass or clover field
amr formed of old withered leaves and dry grass, and lined
with hair The female lays four or five eggs, of a grayish
white. On the first week in May. I found one of their nests
with four young, from wiiich circumstance I think it probable
that they raise two or more broods in the same season.

This bird measures five inches and three quarters in length
and ten inches and a half in extent ; the upper parts are
cmereous brown, mottled with deep brown or black • lesser
wing-coverts. bright bay

; greater, black, edged with very pale
brown; wings, dusky, edged with brown; the exterior primary
edged with white; tail, sub-cuneiform, the outer feather white
on the exterior edge, and tipt with white

; the next, tipt and
edged for half an inch with the same ; the rest, dusky, ed-ed
witii pale brown

;
bill, dark brown above, paler below ; round

the eye is a narrow circle of white
; upper part of the breast,

)^llowish white, thickly streaked with pointed spots of black
that pass along the sides ; belly and vent, white ; legs and
feet, flesh-coloured

; third wing-feather from the body, nearly
as long as the tip of the wing when shut

I can perceive little or no difference between the colours
and markings of the male and female.
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SNOW OWL. {Strix nyctea.)

PLATE XXXII. -Pro. 1. Mali

Lath. i. 132. No. n.~Buff. i. 387. -Great White Owl. Edw. 61 -Snowy OwlArct. Zool. 233. No. Ul.-PeaU'» Museum, No. 468.
^

'

SURNIA NYCTEA.-Dvmmu
Snowy Owl, Mont. Om. Diet. Hupp.—Bewict'ii Brit ni^,i. o c

Strix nyctea, -S«%>,Z?W<. Om p 68^23 s;rf '5 '^^"^"""'^ ^'''•

P ^«m. ^r. Anim. p. 58.-£cnaj>. ^^nop. p. 38.-North. Zool. il p. 88.

The snow owl represented in the plate is reduced to half its
natural size. To preserve the apparent magnitude, the otheraccompanymg figures are drawn by the same scale
a his great northern hunter inhabits the coldest and most

dreary regions of the northern hemisphere on both continents
Ihe forlorn mountains of Greenland, covered with eternal
ice and snows, where, for nearly half the year, the silence ofdeath and desolation might almost be expected to rei^n
furnish food and shelter to this hardy adventurer; whence
he 18 only driven by the extreme severity of weather towards
the sea-shore. He is found in Lapland. Norway, and the
country near Hudson's Bay. during the whole year

; is said tobe common m Siberia, and numerous in Kamtschatka He is
often seen m Canada and the northern districts of the United
Sates; and sometimes extends his visits to the borders of
Florida Nature, ever provident, has so effectually secured
thi. bird from the attacks oi cold, that not even a point is left
exposed. Ihe bill is almost completely hid among a mass of
feathers that cover the face ; the l.gs are clothed with such
an exuberance of long, thick, hair-like plumage, as to appear
nearly as large as those of a middle-sized dog. nothing bein..
visible but the claws, which are large, black, much hooked"
and extremely sharp. The whole plumage below the surface
IS of the most exquisitely soft, warm, and elastic kind, and so
closely matted together as to make it a difficult matter to
penetrate to the skin.

v^tM ^ Wtluarvi
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Tlie iisunl food of tliis species is said to be hares, grouse,

rabbits, ducks, mice, and even carrion. Unlike most of his

tribe, he hunts by day as well as by twiliglit, and is particu-

larly fond of frequenting the shores and banks of shallow
rivers, over the surface of which he slowly sails, or sits on a
rock a little raised above the water, watching for fish. These
he seizes with a sudden and instantaneous stroke of the foot,

seldom missing his aim. In the more southern and thickly

settled parts, he is seldom seen ; and when he appears, his

size, colour, and singular aspect, attract general notice*

In the month of October, I met with this bird on Oswego
River, New York State, a little below the Falls, vigilantly

watching for fish. At Pittsburg, in the month of February,
I saw another, which had been shot in the wing some time
before. At a place on the Ohio, called Long Reach, I exa-

mined another, which was the first ever recollected to have
been seen there. In the town of Cincinnati, State of Ohio,

two of these birds alighted on the roof of the court house, and
alarmed the whole town. A people more disposed to super-

stition would have deduced some dire or fortunate prognos-

tication from their selecting such a place ; but the only
solicitude was how to get possession of them, which, after

several volleys, was at length effected. One of these, a female,

The following observations by Mr Bree of Allesly, taken from
Loudon's Magazine of JVatural History, will show that other owls also
fish for their prey :—" Probably it may not be generally known to
naturalists, that the common brown owl (S'rix stridula), is in the
habit—occasionally, at least—of feeding its young with live fish,—

a

fact which I have ascertained beyond doubt. Some yeavs since several
young owls were taken from the nest, and placed in a yew tree, in the
rectory garden here. In this situation, the parent birds repeatedly
brought them live fish, bull heads {Coitus gobbius), and loach (Colntis
barbatula), which had doubtless been procured from a neighbouring
brook, in which these species abound. Since the above period, I have,
upon more than one occasion, found the same fish, either whole or in

fragments, lying under the trees on which I have observed the young
owls to nerch after they have left the nest, and where the old birds
were accustomed to feed ihem."—Ed.
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I afterwa.d8 examined, when on my way through that place
to New Orleans. Near Bairdstown, in Kentucky, I met with
a large and very beautiful one, which appeared to be alto-ether
unknown to the inhabitants of that quarter, and excited general
surprise. A person living on the eastern shore of Maryland
shot one cf these birds a few months ago, a female; and,'
bavmg stuffed the skin, brought it to Philadelphia, to Mr
i^eale. m expectation, no doubt, of a great reward. I have
exammed eleven of these birds witliin these fifteen months
last past, m diflferent and very distant parts of the country
all of which were shot either during winter, late in the fall'
or early in spring

;
so that it does not appear certain whether

any remain during summer within the territory of the United
States

;
though I think it highly probable that a few do in

some of the more northern inland parts, where they are m'ost
numerous during winter.

The colour of this bird is well suited for concealment while
roaming over the general waste of snows ; and its flight 'strono-
and swift, very similar to that of some of our large hawks''
Its hearing must be exquisite, if we judge from the largeness
of these organs in it

; and its voice is so dismal, that, as
Pennant observes, it adds horror even to the re-ions of
Greenland, by its hideous cries, resembling those of a'' man in
deep distress.

The male of this species measures twenty-two inches and a
lialf m length, and four feet six inches in breadth

; head and
neck, nearly white, with a few small dots of dull brown
interspersed

;
eyes, deep sunk, under projecting eyebrows, the

plumage at their internal angles, fluted or prest in, to admit
direct vision

;
below this it bristles up, covering nearly the

whole bill
;
the indes are of the most brilliant golden yellow

and the countenance, from the proportionate smallness of the
head, projection of the eyebrow, and concavity of the pluma-e
at the angle of the eye, very different from that of any other
of the genus

;
general colour of the body, white, marked with

lunated ^spots of pale brown above, and with semicircular

D
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dashes below
; femoral feathers, long, and legs covered, even

over the claws, with long shaggy hair-like down, of a dirty

white
;
the claws, when exposed, appear large, much hooked,

of a black colour, and extremely sharp pointed ; back, white
;

tail, rounded at the end, white, slightly dotted with pale
brown near the tips; wings, when closed, reach near the
extremity of the tail ; vent-feathers, large, strong shafted,

and extending also to the point of the tail ; upper part of the
breast aid belly, plain white; body, very broad and flat.

The female, which measures two feet in length, and five

feet two inches in extent, is covered more thickly with spots

of a much darker colour than those on the male; the chia,

throat, face, belly, and vent, are white ; femoral feathers,

white, long, and shaggy, marked with a few heart-shaped
spots of brown

;
legs, also covered to the claws with long white

hairy down
; rest of the plumage white, every feather spotted

or barred with dark brown, largest on the wing-quills, where
they are about two inches apart ; fore part of the crown,
thickly marked with roundish black spots ; tail, crossed with
bands of broad brownish spots ; shafts of all the plumage,
white; bill and claws, as in the male, black; third and
fourth wing-quill the longest ; span of the foot, four inches.

From the various individuals of these birds which I have
examined, I have reason to believe that the male alone
approaches nearly to white in his plumage, the female rarely

or never. The bird from which the figure in the plate was
drawn, was killed at Egg Harbour, New Jersey, in the month
of December. The conformation of the eye of this bird forms
a curious and interesting subject to the young anatomist.

The globe of the eye is imraoveably fixed in its socket, by a
strong elastic hard cartilaginous case, in form of a truncated
cone

;
this case being closely covered with a skin, appears at

first to be of one continued piece ; but, on removing the
exterior membrane, it is found to be formed of fifteen pieces,

placed like the staves of a cask, overlapping a little at the
base, or narrow end, and seem as if capable of being enlarged

\ \
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or contracted, perhaps by the muscular membrane with whichthey are encased. In five other different species of ow s

tltln7:r """"1- ' '^""'^ "^^^^^ «- -- eon-formation of this organ, and exactly the same number of
staves. The eye being thus fixed, these birds, as they view
different objects, are always obliged to turn the head ; andNature has so excellently adapted their neck to this purpose
that they can With ease, turn it round, without moving the
body, m almost a complete circle.*

at *JZ ^'l'''"^
*^'

^f.f
"° ^PP«"ati«n8 to this curious family I mustat once confess my inability to do it in a manner satisfactory to my3

imX^: r^'i''"P"'*^"^^^""«^"^^«'i ' andtheorgan^o S^;mportance have been seemingly most neglected. Neither my own

to d^cI^Zn I^iT^^^^^^^
^^ Britain, contain sufficient nTaUll^

10 aecide upon
.
I will therefore, consider any attempt now to dividethem in the words of Mr Swainson, "as somewhat sn^mlnH.!

certainly not warranted by any evide'nce that^s ye been b^^^^^^^^^^ward on he subject." The names are applied, then, on ^e authorkvof ornithologists of high standing,
autHonty

This owl, and some others, will form the genus Noctua of q^^vJ^r,,.and Cuvier and are closely allied to the ^.mf of Dumerr In ttihecharacters of the latter appear to me to agree better than th e ofSiand Lesson says, " Les chev^ches ne se font pas reconnattrP frxf l
'

n^ent des chouettes." The snowy owl feeds b day as w 1 as bj nt^t"and IS much more active than the nic^ht feedin-bfrrir f
^ t'

nearer to the hawk owls. The held is es J/f, .^ ^Pf"^.'^hes

elongated, and the plumage is moreTot Ltd r id.^lt TptrToextend as far north in America as any inhabited country, and^s Zndn the coldest districts of Europe. It is also mentioned W Pennant toreach beyond the Asiatic frontier to the hot kHt,,,!?Ja ? !

specimens. Its visits to the mainland of Britain are IZ -T
indeed, I believe one of the only instances nrecS sTa\Ta T^

''

and female killed near Rothbury in Northumberland, Ljanuty Tm^-a winter remarkable for a severe snow storm. Th;y were Sed onan open moor, in a wild and rocky part of the countrv nr, [

inJs oTtheTr
"'^

'rf^.
'"^ "^"^^^' approaching close to thedS

'
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AMERICAN SPARROW HAWK. {Faho sparvenus.)

PLATE XXXII.-Fio. 2, Male.

Little Hawk, Arct. Zool. 211, No. llO.-Emerillon de Cayenne, Bujf. i. 29L
PI. enl. No. iU.~Lath. i. 110.—Peate's Museum, No. 340.

FALCO SPARrERIUS.-LmTSMVS.
Faloo sparvenus, Bo7iap. Smop. p. 27.—Faloo sparverius, Little Rusty-orowneil

Falcon, North. Zool. ii. p. 31.

The female of this species has been already figured and
described in Vol. I. of this work. As they differ considerably
in the markings of their plumage, the male is introduced here,
drawn to one half its natural size, to conform with the rest of
the figures on the plate.

The male sparrow hawk measures about ten inches in length,
and twenty-one in extent ; the whole upper parts of the head
are of a fine slate blue, the shafts of the plumage being black,
the crown excepted, which is marked with a spot of bright
rufous

;
the slate tapers to a point on each side of the neck

;

seven black spots surround the head, as in the female, on a

they are looked upon with superstition. They utter a sound at night
when perched, like the grunting of pigs, which, by the common and
uninformed people, is thought to be some apparition or spectre. By
Hearne the snow owl is said to be known to watch the grouse shooters
a whole day, for the purpose of sharing in the spoil. On such occasions
It jjerches on a high tree, and wlien a bird is shot, skims down and
carries it off belwre the sportsman can get near it. We have the fol-
lowing remarks by Dr Richardson in the "Northern Zoology "•_
" Frequents most of the arctic lands that have been visited, but retires
with the ptarmigan, on which it preys, to more sheltered districts in
winter

;
hunts by day. Wlien I have seen it on the barren grounds

It was generally squatting on the earth ; and if put up, it alicrhted
again after a short flight, but was always so wary as to be approached
with difficulty. In woody districts it shows less caution. I have seen
it pursue the American hare on the wing, making repeated strokes at
the animal with its feet. In winter, when this owl is fat, the Indians
and white residents in the Fur Countries esteem it to be good eating
Its flesh is delicately white." By the Cree Indians it is called Wapow^
keethoo, or Wapahoo

; by the Esquimaux, Oookpecguak
; by the Nor-

wegians, Lemensgriis and Gysfugl ; by the Swedes, Harfang.—Ed.
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reddisli white ground, which also borders eacli slopino- side of
the blue; front lores, line over and under the eye, chin, and
throat, white

;
femoral and vent-feathers, yellowish white •

the rest of the lower parts, of the same tint, each feather
bemg streaked down the centre with a long black drop •

those on the breast, slender, on the sides, larger; upper part
of the back and scapulars, deep reddish bay, marked with ten
or twelve transverse waves of black; whole wing-coverts and
ends of the secondaries, bright slate, spotted with black-
primaries and upper half of the secondaries, black, tipt with'
white and spotted on their inner vanes with the same • lower
part of the back, the rump, and tail-coverts, plain bright bay;
tail rounded, the two exterior feathers, white, their inner
vanes beautifully spotted with black ; the next, brijrht bav
witli a broad band of black near its end, and tipt for half an
inch with yellowisli white; part of its lower exterior ed-e
white, spotted with black, and its opposite interior edV
touched with white

; the whole of the others are very de°ep
red bay, with a single broad band of black near the end and
tipt with yellowish white; cere and legs, yellow; orbits', the
same; bdl light blue; iris of the eye, dark, almost black;
claws, blue black.

The character of this corresponds with that of the female
given at large in Vol. 1. p. 262. I have reason, however, to
believe, that these birds vary considerably in the colour and
markings of their plumage during the first and second years •

havmg met with specimens every way corresponding with the'
above, except in the breast, which was a plain rufous white
without spots

;
the markings on the tail also differing a little in'

differcLt specimens. These I uniformly found, on dissection
to be males

;
from the stomach of one of which I took a con-

siderable part of the carcass of a vobin {Turdus migratorius) in-
clud.ngthe unbroken feet and claws; though the robin actually
measures within half an inch as long as the sparrow hawk.-

* Bonaparte has separated the small American falcons from the lamerkinds, characterising the group as having the wings shorter In the"uil
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ROUGH-LEGGED FALCON. {Falco lagopus)

PLATE XXXIII.—Fiu. 1.

Arct. Zool. p. 200, No. %2.~Lath. i. 7b.-Peale^s Museum, No. 116.

BUTEO ii^(?OPTO.—Bechstein?
Hough-legged Falcon. Mont. Ornith.'Dict. Sarp.-Bew. Br. Birds, Supp

-

Rough-legged Buzzard, Selhy's Illust. Br. Ornith. i. p. 20 pi 7 -Jaco

This handsome species, notwithstanding its formidable size
and appearance, spends the chief part of the winter among
tarsi scutellated

; and Mr Swainson says, that the group seems natural^ffenng somewhat m their n.anners from the larger falcons, and having
analogies in their habits to the shrikes.

iJT^ ??^ -i^''^
""' ^^""'' ^' ^' ^""S «^"^« ^' thought the general

F™ . fr
'. .

""'
T"''' kestrel-analogous to Wilson's bird in

Europe-differed from those of the true falcons, as much, certainly, as

stir tT "'^f'"'
'^^ ^'''^ '^'"''^^ ^' «"'J^ ^y subordinate divi-

sions. The manner of suspendir.g itself in the air is exactly similar to
that of our windhover

; and I am not aware that this peculiar manner

tVo!""f .T^
i' T.^T '^ ^^' ^"y '^^^^ °f *h^ Falconida:, with the excep-

or atn'iffl- 1^^ 7' ^'^''"' ^"'"'^ *''^ ground by extensive sweeps,

L f ?? '
'""^ '*°'P ^* ""'^^ «" *h"^ P^^y ^ith the velocity and

force of hghtnmg; the others quietly watch their quarry when suspended
or perched on a bare eminence or tree in the manner described, and take
t by surprise. Insects, reptiles, and small animals form par of theirood

;
and to the old falconists they were known by the name of

Ignoble." The whole of the kestrels are very familiar, easily tamedand when in confinement become even playful. Their great breeding..'
place IS steep rocks clothed with ivy, and fringed with the various wild

th y nestle, often in security from any clamberer that has not the assist-ance of a rope
;
though the appearance of a stranger immediately callsforth peculiarly shnl and timid notes of alarm. When the young areha ched and partly advanced, they may be seen stretching out from Uieir

hole, and on the appearance of their parent, mutual greetings are heardand in a tone at once different from those before mentioned. Our natTve
species, m addition to rocks, delights in ruined buildings as a breeding!
place

;
and it is remarkable, that perhaps more kestrels build and brin"-
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our low swamps and meadows, watching for mice, frog,lame ducks, and other inglorious game. Twenty or thirTy
.ndi»,du«Is of this family have regularly taken up H.eir winter
quarters, for several years past, and probahly long ^2^1
to tha date, m the meadows below this city, between th"nvers Delaware and Schuylkill, where they spend theTr timewatohmg along the dry banks like cate ; or sailing low and
s owly over the surface of the ditches. Though rendered shyfiom the many attempts made to shoot them, they seldom flvfer usually fi^m one tree to another at no great distantmakmg a loud squeeling as they arise, somethr„g resembW

K^va^e tone"^ "
^'"""^ ''°"' "'°"^'' '" " """« '''"" »"d

The bird represented in the plate was one of this fraternity

.hr^NoThe™ ^tS^?:l'""''"'"°
°'»-*- °- ""» »Pe-.in

" In the vicinity of Carlton House, where the plains are WiififnU,ornamented by numerona .mall clunip, of aspen.,ZZ aTehl'^tn epue effect to the landscape, which I have never »enTq„alled in"^^Engbsh park, th„ small falcon was frequently discovered nerc ed »no^

v^tSwrh^^^p-,^^^^^^^^^^^^
rfoj and devious approach. He is not, howeverf unnoticed L thebird shows, by the motion of its head, that he is carefullyTatchin' llmanc^uvres, though, unless he walks directly towards it, I irnot refd^vaJarnied. When at rest, the wings are closely applied o the ddes wS
tZiZ 'TT ?^ *"'' ''''''' --third from its endTand the taUItself, being closely shut up, looks long and narrow. If its suspicion be

prtdsits^rf/^^^ ''' head quickly two or threSrand
Et The^nd /TT 'P'^ ''' ^^"8^ ""*•! *b^ -«t-°t it tak s its

in tht-r !f '''?^^'^"f
«h°t at Carlton House, had mice and small birds
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and several others of the same associution have been ol)taine<l
and examined during the present winter. On comparing
these with Pennant's description referred to above, they cor-
respond so exactly, tiiat no doubts remain of their bein- the
same species. Towards the beginning of April, these birds
abandon this part of the country, , .,.( .,,;,.. to the north to
breed.

They are common, during winter, in the lower parts of
Maryland, and numerous in the extensive meadows below
Newark, New Jersey

; are frequent along the Connecticut
River

;
and, according to Pennant, inhabit England Norway,

and Lapmark. Their flight is slow and heuvy. They are
often seen coursing over the surface of the meadows, long
after sunset, many times in pairs. They generally roost on
the tall detached trees that rise from these low grounds ; and
take their stations, at day-break, near a ditch, bank, or hay
stack, for hours together, watching, with patient vigilance,
for the first unlucky frog, mouse, or lizard, to make its
appearance. The instant one of these is descried, the hawk,
slidmg into the air, and taking a circuitous course along the
surface, sweeps over the spot, and in an instant has his prey
grappled and sprawling in the air.

The rough-legged hawk measures twenty-two inches in
length, and four feet two inches in extent; cere, sides of the
mouth, and feet, rich yellow

; legs, feathered to the toes, with
brownish yellow plumage, streaked with brown ; femorals, the
same; toes, comparatively short ; claws and bill, blue black •

ins of the eye, bright amber
; upper part of the head, pale

ochre, streaked with brown
; back and wings, chocolate, each

feather edged with bright ferruginous
; fi.-st four primaries

nearly black about the tips, edged externally with' silvery iii

some lights
;
rest of the quills, dark chocolate ; lower side

and mtenor vanes, white; tail-coverts, white; tail, rounded'
white, with a broad band of dark brown near the end and
t.pt with white; body below, and breast, light yellow ochre
blotched and streaked with chocolate. What constitutes u

Wl
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chuiacteristic mark of this bird, is a belt, or girdle, of very
dark brown, passing round tlio belly just below tbe breast
and reaching under the wings to tbe rump

; head, very
brouu, and bill uncommonly small, suited to the liumi'lity of
its prey.

The female is much darker, both above and below, parti-
cularly m the belt, or girdle, which is nearly black; the tail-
coverts are also spotted with chocolale

; she is also something
larger.* °

* From their different form, Buteo has been now adopted for tl.e
buzzards. Ihey will ako rank in two divisions; those with clothed,and those with bare tarsi. The American species belonging to the first
will be our present one, Wilson's Falco jiujer, and Audubon's i^'. liar.to;i to the second, Wilson's B. hove. lis, hyemalis, and the common
±-uropean buzzard, >vhich was met wiiii in the last Overland Arctic
J^xpedition Ihe buzzards are slu-^gish and inactive in their habits :
their bdls, feet, and claws, comparatively weak ; tbe form heavy, and
tlie plumage more soft and downy, as if a smooth flight was to supply
in part their want of activity. Their general flight is in sweeping ciix;le.s.
after mounting from their resting-place. They watch tiieir prey either
irom the air, or on some tree or eminence, and sometimes pounce upon
It when sailing near the ground. When satiated, they again return to
their perch, and if undisturbed, will remain in one situation until hun<'er
again calls them forth. Our present species is one of the more activeand 13 common also to the European continent. In Britain, it is an
occasional visitant. They seem to appear at uncertain intervals, in more
abundance

;
thus, in 1823, 1 received two beautiful specimens from East

Lothian
;
and in the same year, two or three more were killed on that

coast. Mr feelby mentions, that in the year 1815, Northumberland was
visited by them, and several specimens were obtained. He remarks
1 wo of these birds, from having attached themselves to a neighbourinc'

marsh, passed under my frequent observation. Their flight was smooth
but slow, and not unlike that of the common buzzard

; and they seldom
continued for any length of time on the wing. They preyed upon wild
ducks and other birds, frogs and mice, which they mostly pounced upon
on the ground." They appear to prefer trees for their breeding-place
whereas rocks, and the sides r

'• deep ravines, are more frequently selected
by the common buzzard. N instance has occurred of them breeding in
this country. In plumage, they vary as much as the common species
the colour of the upper parts being of lighter or darker shades ; the

^ See description of F. Niger.
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BARRED OWL. {^rix ncbulosa.)

PLATE XXXirr.-Fio. 2.

TuHoH, ^l'(-^f~ArcL Zool p. 234, N... m.-Lath. 133.-.atrix aoolamator.
Tho Whooting Owl, Itartram, 289. -Peale'a Museum, No. 464.

STRIX NEBVLOSA.—FOKSTKB.*
La ohouette du Canada (Ulula), Cuv. Itegn. Anim. i. p. 328.-Strix nebulo.a,

(Bub-gen. Ulula, Cut;.) Bonap. Synop. p. 38. -Chouette n6buloui,e, Temn.Man. 1. p. 86.-Stnx nebulosa, North. Zool. ii. p. 81.

This is one of onr most common owls. In winter particularly
It 18 numerous in the lower parts of Pennsylvania, among the

breast sonxetimes largely patched with deep brown, and sometimes en-
tirely of that colour

; and the white bar at the base of the tail, thouchalways present, is of various dimensions. Dr Richardson says it arrivesm the Fur Countries in April and May ; and having reared its voung
retires southward early in October. They were so shy, that only onespecimen could be got by the Expedition.—Ed.

• Cuvier places this bird in his genus Ulula. It may be called
nocturnal, though it does show a greater facility of conducting itselfduring the day than the really night-living species, and will approach
nearer to the tawny owl of this country than any other ; indeed, italmost seems the American representative of that species. The tawny
owl, though not so abundant, has the very same manners ; and when
raised from its dormitory in a spruce or silver fir, or holly, or oak that
s 111 carries its leaves, it will flit before one for half a day, moving its
station whenever It thinks the aggressor too near. It does not utterany cry during flight.

It is common to both continents, visiting, however, only the morenorthern parts of the European, and does not extend so generally asmany of those which inhabit both.
^

According to Mr Audubon, this owl was a most abundant visitor tohis various solitary encampments, often a most amusing one ; and by
less accustomed travellers, might easily have been converted iito s^mesupposed inhabitant of another world.

«.Hl"r''f'"A l^^'
?'' distinguished ornithologist, "when snugly

settled under the boughs of my temporary encampment, and preparing
to roast a venison steak, or the body of a squirrel, on a wooden spit

of IL n.!'\t ff 7-'^ the exulting bursts of this nightly disturl;of the peace, that, had it not been for him, would have prevailed aroundme, as well as m my lonely retreat - How often have I seen this
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woods that border the extensive meadowB of Schuylkill and
Delaware. It is very frequently observed flying during day,
and certainly sees more distinctly at that time than many of

nocturnal marauder alight within a few yards of me, exposing his whole
body to the glare of my fire, and eye me in such a curious manner, that
had It been reasonable to do so, I would gladly have invited him to
walk m and join me in my repast, that I might have enjoyed the
pleasure of forming a better acquaintance with him. The liveliness of
his motions, joined to their oddness, have often made me think that his
society would be at least as agreeable as that of many of the buffoonswe meet with in the world. But as such opportunities of forming
acquaintance have not existed, be content, kind reader, with the imper-
lect information which I can give you of the habits of this Sancho
ran^a of our woods.

" Such persons as conclude, when looking upon owls in the glare of
day, that they are, as they then appear, extremely dull, are greatly
mistaken. Were they to state, like Buffon, that woodpeckers are
miserable beings, they would be talking as incorrectly

; and, to one who
might have lived long in the woods, they would seem to have lived onlvm their libraries.

" The barred owl is found in all those parts of the United States which
1 have visited, and is a constant resident. In Louisiana, it seems to be
more abundant than in any other state. It is almost impossible to
travel eight or ten miles in any of the retired woods there, without
seeing several of them even in broad day ; and, at the approach of
night, their cries are heard proceeding from every part of the forest
around the plantations. Should the weather be lowering, and indica-
tive of the approach of rain, their cries are so multiplied during the
day, and especially in the evening, and they respond to each other in
tones so strange, that one might imagine some extraordinary fete about
to take place among them. On approaching one of them, its gesticula-
tions are seen to be of a very extraordinary nature. The position of
the bird, which is generally erect, is immediately changed. It lowers
Its head and inclines its body, to watch the motions of the person
beneath

;
throws forward the lateral feathers of its head, which thus

has the appearance of being surrounded by a broad ruff ; looks towards
him as if half blind, and moves its head to and fro in so extraordinary
a manner, as almost to induce a person to fancy that part dislocated
from the body. It follows all the motions of the intruder with its eyes •

and should it suspect any treacherous intentions, flies off to a short" dis-
tance, alighting with its back to the person, and immediately turning
about with a single jump, to recommence its scrutiny. In this manner
the barred owl may be followed to a considerable distance, if not shot
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s gen„«. In one spnng, at different times, I met with more
than forty of them, generally flying or sitting exposed. I also
once met wUh one of their nests, containing three young, in

at, for to halloo after it does not seem to frighten it much. But if shotat and missed, It removes to a considerable distance, after which itwhoh-wUah-M, IS uttered witli considerable pomposity TWs ow

:; ti:^ mif
""""^ ''

''' ^^™ --'''' -^ ^^ Aui^ti/dei;:]

"The flight of the barred owl is smooth, light, noiseless, and capableof bemg greatly protracted. I have seen them take th ir departu

L

f om a detached grove m a praivie, and pursue a direct couse towardhe kir s ot tlie main forest, distant more than two miles in broad divl.gh
.

I have thus followed tlieni with the eye until thev we losttihe dis ance, and have reason to suppose tliat they continued tlei fltl"until they reached the woods. Once, whilst descending the OWo noiar from the well known Gave-in-rock, about two hour^ before sun etin he month oi November, 1 saw a barred owl teased by seve al cr
" '

and chased Irom the tree in which it was. On leaviL Ihe t ee t

Its appearance again. So very lightly do they flv thaf T hZ f .,
discovered one passing over m^, ami onl/ffe; y^rds d stnrf"; ^
seeing its shadow on the <^round during .il

^^^^^^ distant, by fir«t

not the faintest rustling JZX^^I:^::^''''' ''''''' '''''''

" Their power of sight during the day seems to bp rnfl,„ f
vocal character, as I once saw o°ne ah<dft on t^e b.cl of?. ""l T'T
left so suddenly afterwards, when thecow mo ed V "' ""^"'^^ ''

it had mistaken the object on which ilirperctT
" ^'''"""

i'"^'
'''^^

Audubon has heard it said, in addition to <<nv.ll or, • i , ,

and a peculiar sort of frog, co nmon in tie woods I't' '""^t.^''^''
barred owl catches fish. He never aw hirn.ff ^?"f

^"«' that the

be as natural for it as those spS Xch 1^. ™ '
""'^' '' ""^

on them. It is often expose fors in t "e New
07"^''"'"! '' '''''^

the Creoles make ,.... ff i, ..a ,^2:^:^X1^'
"-^^^> ^^

lu this place may be introduced another species, mentioned by
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the crotch of a v.hite oak, among tliick foliage. The nest was
rudely put together, composed outwardly of sticks, intermixed
with some dry grass and leaves, and lined with smaller twigs.
At another time, in passing through the woods, I perceived
something white, on the high shaded branch of a tree dose
to the trunk, that, as I tliought, looked like a cat asleep
Unable to satisfy myself, I was induced to fire, wlien, to my
surprise and regret, four young owls, of this same species,
nearly full grown, came down headlong, and, flutterino- for a
few moments, died at my feet. Their nest was probably not
far distant. I have also seen the eggs of this species, which
are nearly as large as those of a ycung pullet, but much more
globular, and perfectly white.

Bonaparte as inhabiting Arctic America, and met M-ith by Dr Richardson
during the last northern expedition. It is the largest of the American
owls, exceeding even the size of the Virginian horned owl, and seems to
have been first noticed and described by Dr Latham, from Hudson's Bay
specimens. Dr Eicliardson has more lately given tlie ibllowin<T sketch
ot Its manners :—" It is by no means a rare bird in the Fur Countries
being an inhabitant of all the woody districts Iving between Lake
Superior and latitudes 67° or 68°, and between Hudson's Bay and the
1 acific. It IS common on the borders of Great Bear Lake ; and there
and m the higher parall'^ls of latitude it must pursue its prev, durin^
the summer months, by daylight. It keeps, however, within the woods"
and does not frequent the barren grounds, like the snowy owl, nor is
It so often met with in broad daylight as the hawk owl, but hunts
principally when the sun is low ; indeed, it is only at such times, when
the recesses of the woods are deeply shadowed, that the American hare
and the marine animals, on which this owl chiefly preys, come forth to
teed. On the 23d of May, I discovered a nest of tliis owl, built on the
top of a lofty balsam poplar, of sticks, and lined with feathers. It con-
tained three young, which were covered with a whitish Jown We
could get at the nest only by felling the tree, which was remarkably
thick

;
and whils'. tins operation was going on, the two parent birds

flew in circles round tlio objects of their care, keeping, however so hiHim the air as to be out of gunshot : they did not appear to be' dazzled
by tiie light. The young ones were kept alive for two months, when
they made their escape. Tliey had the habit, common also to other owls
of throwing themselves back, and making a loud snapping noise with
their bills, when any one entered the room in which they were kent "—Ed. ^

*
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These birds sometimes seize on fowls, partridges, and youn«
rabkts; mice and small game are, however, their most usual
tood. The difference of size between the male and female of
this owl ,s extraordinary, amounting sometimes to nearly
e>ght inches in the length. Both scream during day. like a

The male barred owl measures sixteen inches and a halfm length, and thirty-eight inches in extent; upper parts a
pale brown, marked with transverse spots of white; wings
barred with alternate bands of pale brown, and darker • head'
smooth, very large, mottled with transverse touches of dark
brown, pale brown and white ; eyes, large, deep blue, the
pupil not perceivable

; face, or radiated circle of the eyes

^^y, surrounded by an outline of brown and white dots •

bill yellow tinged with green; breast, barred transversel^
with rows of brown and white

; belly, streaked longitudinally
with long stripes of brown, on a yellowish ground ; vent
plain yellowish white

;
thighs and feathered legs, the same,'

slightly pomted w,th brown ; toes, nearly covered with plum-
age

;
claw., dark horn colour, very sharp

; tail, rounded, and
remaikauly concave below, barred with six broad bars of
brown, and ..s many narrow ones of white ; the back and
shoulders h.ve a cast of chestnut ; at each internal angle of
the eye, is a broad spot of black

; the plumage of the radiated
circle rouua tne eye ends in long black hairs ; and the bill is
encompassed by others of a longer and more bristly kind
Ihese probably serve to guaru the eye when any danger
approaches it in sweeping hastily through the woods; a'nd
those usually found on flycatchers may have the same inten-
tion to fulfil

;
for, on the slightest toucii of the point of any

of these hairs, the nictitant membrane was instantly thrown
over the eye.

''

The female is twenty-two inches long, and four feet in
extent; the chief difference of colour consists in her winces
being broadly spotted wilh white; the shoulder being a plahi
chocolate brown

;
the tail extends considerably bejond the
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tips of the wings
; the bill is much larger, and of a more

golden yellow
; iris of the eye, the same as that of the male

The different character of the feathers of this, and, I believe

u iiTi ''T.^''
'' ''"""^ surprising. Those that surround the

bill differ little from bristles ; those that surround the region
of the eyes are exceedingly operj, and unwebbed ; these are
bounded by another set, generally proceeding from the ex-
ternal edge of the ear, of a most peculiar small, narrow
velvety kmd, whose fibres are so exquisitely fine, as to be
mvisible to the naked eye ; above, the plumage has one
general character at the surface, calculated to repel rain and
moisture

;
but, towards the roots, it is of the most soft, loose

and downy substance in nature—so much so, that it may be
touched without being felt ; the webs of the wing-quills are
also of a delicate softness, covered with an almost impercep-
tible hair, and edged with a loose silky down, so that the
owner passes through the air without interrupting the most
profound silence. Who cannot perceive the hand of God in
all these things I

SHORT-EARED OWL. {Strix Brachyotos.)

PLATE XXXIII.—Fig. 3.

Turton Syst. p m.-Arct. Zool. p. 229, No. m.~Lath. i. 124.-La chouetteou la grand chev^cbe, Bvff. i. PL enl. m.-Peay, Museum, No. 440

OTUS BBACSYOTOS.-CvviER.*
Short-eared Owl, Bew. Br. Birds, i. p. 48, BO.-Selby, Illust. Br. Orn. i. p. 54

S io 4^
l"-achyote, Temm. Man. i. p. 99.-La Chouette, ou le moyendue, a Huppes courte.s, Cuv. Rcgn. Anim. i. p. 328.-Otu8 bracl yotus F^em

This is another species common to both continents, bein-
found in Britain as far north as the Orkney Isles, where i't

* This owl as Wilson observes, is also common to both continents
but the British history of it is comparatively unknown. The following
observations may perhaps advance some parts of it •—

In England it bears the name of woodcock owl," from its appearance
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also breeds, building its nest upon the ground, amidst the
heath

;
arrives and disappears in the south parts of England

with tlie woodcock, that is, in October and April ; conse-
quently does not breed there. It is called at Hudson's Bay,

nearly about the same time with that bird, and its reappearance again
in tlie spring. Very few, if any, remain during the whole season, °and
they are only met with in their migrations to and from the north, their
breeding-places, similar to the appearance, for a few days, of the rin-
gousels and dotterels

; in spring, singly or in pairs ; and in the fall, in
small groups, the amount of their broods when again retiring. They do
not appear to be otherwise gregarious ; and it is only in this way that
we can account for the flock of twenty-eight in a turnip field, quoted by
our author, and the instances of five or six of these birds frequently
found roosting together, as mentioned by Mr Selby. They appear at
the same seasons (according to Temminck),and are plentiful in Holland.
It is only in the north of England, and over Scotland, that they will
rank as summer visitants. Hoy, and the other Hebrides, where they
were first discovered to breed, were considered the southern limit of
their incubation. It extends, however, much farther

; and may be,
perhaps, stated as the extensive muirland ranges of Cumberland, West-
moreland, and Northumberland. Over all the Scottish muirs, it occurs
in considerable abundance

; there are few sportsmen who are unac-
quainted witli it

; many are killed during the grouse season, and those
individuals which Mr Selby mentions as found on upland moors, I have
no doubt bred there. On the extensive moors at the Head of Dryfe (a
.small rivulet in Dumfriesshire), I have, for many years past, met with
one or two pairs of these birds, and the accidental discovery of their
young first turned my attention to the range of their breeding ; for, pre-
vious to this, I also held the opinion, that they had commenced their
migration 6outhv,-ard. The young was discovered by one of my do"s
pointing it

; and, on the following year, by searching at the proper
season, two nests were found with five eggs. They were formed upon
the ground among the heath ; the bottom of the nest scraped until the
fresh earth appeared, on which the eggs were placed, without any lining
or otlier accessory covering. When approaching the nest or young, the
old birds fly and hover round, uttering a shrill cry, and snapping^with
their bills. They will then aliglit at a short distance, survey the aggres-
sor, and again resume their flight and cries. The young are barely able
to fly by the 12th of August, and appear to leave the nest some time
before they are able to rise from the ground. I have taken them, on
that great day Lo sportsmen, squatted on the heath like young black
game, at no great distance from each other, and always attended by the
parent birds. Lasit year (1831) I found them in their old haunts, to which
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the mouse hawk
; and is described as not flyin.r like other

owls, .n search of prey, bnt sitting qniet, on a°stun,p ot a
ree, watching for m,ce. It is said to be found in plenty in
the woods near Chatteau Bay, on the coast of Labrador. Inthe Umted States, it is also a bird of passage, conjin- to usfrom the north in Novemtar, and deputing ii Aprii" Thebnd represented in the plate was shot in New Jersey, a few
.mles below Philadelphia, in a thicket of pines. It as Zstern aspect of a keen, vigorous, and acHve bird • and sreputed to to „n excellent monser. It flies frequenti; by day,and particular y ,n dark cloudy weather, takes shori flightsand when s,tt.ng and looking sharply around, erects th^ wohght feathers that constitute its horns, which are at such
frnes very noticeable

; bnt, otherwise, not perceivable. Noperson on shghtly examining this bird after being shot would

but by careful search, or previous observation, on the livin<.

t IS speces is sometimes seen in companies,-twenty-eight of

'^I'Tl^"" """? ''°"'"''"" " ""•"^fi"''' '" November.Length fifteen inches; extent, three feet fo,u- inches-
general colour above, dark brown, the feathers broadly skirtedwith pale yeUowish brown; bill, large, black; irides, rich

of ha^oJc owl implies more activity and boldness and a diff
"'7'

and I have received Wrom.he„eighbo,nWofcL,,taLa-Eo'

mid, dunng the whole jfvr .-Ei,
"""'' '^^' ' '"I''™ •»»»
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golden yellow, placed in a bed of deep black, which radiates
outwards all around, except towards the bill, where the
plumage is whitish

; ears, bordered with a semi-circular line
of black, and tawny yellow dots ; tail, rounded, longer than
usual with owls, crossed with five bands of dark brown, and
as many of yellow ochre—some of the latter have central spots
of dark brown, the whole tipt with white quills also banded
with dark brown and yellow ochre; breast and belly streaked
with dark brown, on a ground of yellowish

; legs, thighs and
vent plam dull yellow

; tips of the three first quill-feathern,
black

;
legs, clothed to the claws, which are black, curved to

about the quarter of a circle, and exceedingly sharp.
The female I have never seen ; but she is said to be some-

what larger, and much darker, and the spots on the breast
larger, and more numerous *

LITTLE OWL. {Strix passenna.)

PLATE XXXIV. -Fig. 1.

Arct. Zool. 236, No. \2&.-Turton, Spst. 172.-Peale's Museum, No. 522.

STmx ACADICA.-GmelvhA
Chouette chev6chette, Temm. Man. i. p. 96.-Strix acadica, Bonap. Spnop. p. 38-Monog. sinotstngimaunc. osserv. sulla, 2d edit. del. Beg. Anim. Cuv. p. 52-Strix aoadica, Amencan Sparrow Owl, Iforth. Zool. p. 97.

This is one of the least of its whole genus ; but like
many other little folks, makes up. in neatness of general' form

* The female is nearly of the same size with the male ; the colours
are all of a browned tinge, the markings more clouded and indistinct

;the white of the lower parts, and under the wings, is less pure, and the
belly and vent are more thickly dashed with black streaks ; the ear^
are nearly of the same, length with the other feathers, but can be easily
distinguished. She is always foremost to attack any intruder on her
nest or youp','.—Ed.

^
t There .s so much alliance between many of the small owls, that it

IS a matter of surprise more species have not been confounded Wilson
appears to have been mistaken, or to have confounded the name at least
of the httle owl; aud ou the authority of Temminck and Bonaparte, w.

:
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and appearance, for deficiency of size, and is. perhaps, the most
shapely of all our owls. Nor are the colours and markings

,8 phmiage inferior in simplicity and effect to most others
It also possesses an eye fully equal in spirit and brilliancy to
tlie best of them. ^

This species is a general and constant inhabitant of tho
middle and northern states; but is found most numerous in
he neighbourhood of the sea-shore, and among woods andswamps of pme trees. It rarely rambles much during day;

from h. 1 if ;?;" ' '^"' "^^' ^"^ ^^^- takes Shelterfrom the hght: at the approach of twilight it is all life and
activity, being a noted and dexterous mouse catcher. It isfound as far north as Nova Scotia, and even Hudson's Bay;

way up the tree, and lays two eggs, which, like those of the

have given it as above, that of a^adica. It is a native of both continentsbut does not yet appear to have reached the British shores. AccoSo Temm.nck, .t is found in the deep German forests, though rteTytutIS plentiful xn Livonia. Bonaparte hints at the p obability of the Spa«.mna being yet discovered in America, which seems very hkelv conBidering the similarity of its European haunts. The last OvTr Sretl'Expedition met with this and another allied specie. Tr!« ;

Kichardson has the following observations regarding the latter- "When

r^;:^:zs;r:st;ir^
of thesuU^^-^

challenged the speedy death'oTtt^ "uir" t^^^^^^^^^^
Cree appellation of Bmth Bird.

"o"^eu
, nence its

On the banks of the Sascatchewan it is so common tT^nf ,-fa
• •

Sao!'"'*
""' -"^'" '^ '"» ""*'. wStrm::

Both the latter species extend over tlie nnrfTi r^f v,.,.^ j«c«Uy in Britain. The «peciJ': XfhtSrrlu ?„ fi":'n.e„t seem to Jeep or dose .way tlie morning and Cnoo" Ztltremarkably active when roused, and move about with „re°T3vR ,b

rrS:-7r '" "" "•'* "'"^ '-^'"'
'° '"^ ^"^trBe,!;::;
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rest of its genus, are white. The iiieLmcholy and gloomy
umbrage of those solitary evergreens forms its favourite

haunts, where it sits dozing and slumbering all day lulled by
the roar of the neighbouring ocean.

The little owl is seven inches and a half long, and eighteen
inches in extent ; the upper pnrts are a i)hiin brown olive,

the scapulars and some of the greater and lesser coverts
being spotted with white

; the first five primaries are crossed
obliquely with five bai-s of white

; tail, rounded, rather darker
than the body, crossed with two rows of white spots, and
tipt with white ; whole interior vanes of the wings, spotted
with the same

; auriculars, yellowish brown
; crown, upper

j)art of the neck, and circle surrounding the ears, beautifully
marked with munerous points of while on an olive brown
ground

;
front, pure white, ending in long blackish hairs ; at

the internal angle of the eyes, a broad spot of black radiating
outwards

; irides, pale yellow ; bill, a blackish horn colour
;

lower parts, streaked with yellow ochre and reddish bay;
thighs, and feathered legs, pale buff; toes, covered to the
claws, which are black, large, and sharp-pointed.

The bird, from which the foregoing figure and description
were taken, was shot on the sea-shore, near Great Egg Harbour
in New Jersey, in the month of November, and, on dissection,

was found to be a female. Turton describes a species called
the white fronted owl {8. alhifrons,) which, in everything
except the size, agrees with this bird, and has, very probabl3%
been taken from a young male, which is sometimes found
considerably less than the female.
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SEA-SIDE FINCH. {Frm<jilla marltima)

PLATE XXXIV. Fig. 2.

AMMODRAMUS MARITIMUS. -Swainson.*
Ammodranms Stm«. ^o./. Journ. No. 11. p. 348.-Fri,.gillainuritim«, Bonap

Of this bird I can find no description. It inhubits the low
riHli-covered sea islands along our Atlantic coast, where 1 first
found it; keeping almost continruiUy within the boundaries
of tide water, excei)t when long and violent east or north-
easterly storms, with high tides, compel it to seek the sliore
On these occasions it courses along the margin, and amon-
the holes and interstices of the weeds and sea-wrack, with a
rapidity equalled only by the nimblest of our sandpipers and
very much in their manner. At these times also it roosts on
the ground, and runs about after dusk.

* Tliesea-8ide and short-tailed finches constitute the genus ^mmo-dramus ot bwainson. Tlie former was discovered by Wilson •
tlie tlr

. the sharp tailed oriole of Latham. The, are both pecuUa'rtS
America, and are nearly confined to the salt marshes on the coast Thevare very curious :n their structure, combining, as remarked by ourauthor, properties lor either running or climbing. The tail is truly
scansorial

;
the feet partly so ; the hallux formed for running, havin?:the claw elongated, and of a fiat bend, as among the larks

°

Mr Audubon has figured this bird with the nest. He says it is placed
80 near the ground, that one might suppose it sunk into it, althou.di tli^
IS not actually the case. It is composed externally of colrse ^rS Zl
IS lined with finer kinds, but exhibits little regularity. The Zl a !^from lour to six elongated, grayish white, freckled with brown a!foverihey build m elevated shrubby places, where many nests may be fouiTdin the space of an acre. When the young are gro/n, they betdLZlselves to the ditches and sluices which intersect th^ sail marshe u dfand abundant food They enter the larger holes of crabs, and eve ycrack and crevice of the drying mud. In this they much resemble hewrens, who enjoy entering and prying into every chink ol^^V^
their own haunts Mr Audubon had some dressed in a pie, but foundthem quite unpalatable. - Ei>. ^ '

^
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This epecies aerives its whole subsistence from the sea. I
examined a great number of individuals by dissection, and
found their stomachs universally filled with fragments of
shrimps, minute shell-fish, and broken limbs of^small se»
crabs. Its flesh, also, as was to be expected, tasted of fish, or
was what is usually termed sedgy. Amidst the recesses of
these wet sea marshes, it seeks the rankest growth of grass
and sea weed, and climbs along the stalks of the rushes with
as much dexterity as it runs along the ground, which is rather
a singular circumstance, most of our climbers being rather
awkward at running.

The sea-side finch is six inches and a quarter long, and
eight and a quarter in extent ; chin, pure white, bordered
on each side by a stripe of dark ash, proceeding from each
base of the lower mandible ; above that is another slight
streak of white; from the nostril over the eye extends another
streak, which immediately over the lores is rich yellow bor-
dered above with white, and ending in yellow olive; ciown
brownish olive, divided laterally by a stripe of slate blue, or
fine light ash; breast, ash, streaked with buff; belly, white-
vent, buff coloured, and streaked with black; upper parts of
the back, wings, and tail, a yellowish brown olive, intermixed
with very pale blue

; greater and lesser coverts, tipt with dull
white

;
edge ot the bend of the wing, rich yellow

; primaries
edged with the same immediately below their coverts- tail
cuneiform, olive brown, centered with black

; bill dusky
above, pale blue below, longer than is usual with finches -

legs and feet, a pale bluish white ; irides, hazel. Male and
female nearly alike in colour.
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SHARP-TAILED FINCH. {FringUla caudacata.)

PLATE XXXIV.-FiG. 3.

Sharp-taUed Oriole, Lath. Gen. Synop. ii. p. 448. pL 17.—
Peale'a Museum, No. 6442.

AMMODBAMUS CA VDACUTUS.—SvfAmaos.*
Ammodramus, Swain. Zool. Joum. No. iL p. 348.-Fringilla caudaouta, Bonap.

Synop. p. 110.

A BIRD of this denomination is described by Turton, Syst. p.
562, but which by no means agrees with the present. This,
however, may be the fault of the describer, as it is said to be
a bird of Georgia : unwilling, therefore, to multiply names
unnecessarily, I have adopted his appellation. In some
future part of the work I shall settle this matter with more
precision.

This new (as I apprehend it) and beautiful species is an
associate of the former, inhabits the same places, lives on the
same food

; and resembles it so much in manners, that but
for their dissimilarity in some essential particulars, I would
be disposed to consider them as the same in a different state

of plumage. They are much less numerous than the preced-
ing, and do not run with equal celerity.

The shai'p-tailed finch is five inches and a quarter long, and
seven inches and a quarter in extent ; bill, dusky ; auriculars,

ash
;
from the bill over the eye, and also below it, run two

broad stripes of brownish orange ; chin, whitish ; breast, pale
buff, marked with small pointed spots of black ; belly, white

;

vent, reddish buff ; from the base of the upper mandible a
broad stripe of pale ash runs along the crown and hind head,

• Mr Audubon has figured a bird, very closely allied in plumage,
under the title of Ammodramus Henshwii, and, in tho letter-press, has
described it as Henslow's bunting, Emberiza Henslowii. It will 'evi-
dently come under the first genus, and if new and distinct, will form a
third North American species. It is named after Professor Henslow
of Cambridge, und was obtained near Cincinnati There is no account
of its history and hacits.—Ed.
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bordered on each side by one of blackish brown
; back a yel-

lowish brown olive, some of the feathers curiously edged with
semicircles of white; sides under the wings btiflP. spotted with
black

;
wing-coverts and tertials black, broadly edged with

light reddish buff; tail, cuneiform, short; all the feathers
sharp pomted

; legs, a yellow clay colour ; irides hazel
I examined many of these birds, and found but little dif-

ference m the colour and markings of their plumage
Since writing the above, I have become convinced that the

bird described by Mr Latham, under the name of sharp-tailed
onole, 18 the present species. Latham states, that his descrip-
tion and figure were taken from a specimen deposited in Mrs
•Blackburn s collection, and that it came from New York

SAVANNAH FINCH. {Fringilla Savanna.)

PLATE XXXIV.-Fio. 4. Male.*

PeaWa Museum, No, 6683.

ZONOTRICHIA i SA VANJ^A.-jAumi^E.
Fringilla Savanna, Bonap. Synop. p. 108,

This delicately marked sparrow has been already taken notice
of, m a preceding part of this work, wiieie a figure of the
female was introduced. The present figure was drawn from
a very beautiful male, and is a faithful representation of 4he
original.

If
'« Jength is five and a half indies; extent, eight and a

half; bill, pale brown
; eyebrows, Naples yellow; breast and

whole ower pai-ts. pure white, the former marked with small
pomted spos of brown

; upper parts, a pale whitish drab,
motled with reddish brown; wing-coverts, edged and tip
wi h white

;
tertials, black, edged with white ami bay; \Z

pale clay
; ear-feathers, tinged with Naples yellow. 1^,^

female and young males are less, and much darker.

• The female is described in Vol. I. p. 342.
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This is, probably, the most timid of all our spanows. lu
winter it frequents the sea-shores ; but, as spring approaches,
migrates to the interior, as I have lately discovered, building
Its nest in the grass nearly in the same form, though with
fewer materials, as that of the bay-winged bunting. On the
23d of May, I found one of these at the root of a clump of
rushes in a grass field, with three young, nearly ready to fly.
The female counterfeited lameness, spreading her wings and
tail, and using many aflfectionate stratagems to allure me from
the place. The eggs I have never seen.

WINTER FALCON. {Falco hyemalis.)

PLATE XXXV.—Fig. 1.

Turtm, Syst. p. IZQ.-Avct. Zool. p. 209, No. m.-Peah's Museum, No. 272
.and 273.

ASTUJt? HYEMALIS.-jAnvisti»
The Winter Hawk, Aud. pi. 71 ; Orn. Biog, p. 164.

This elegant and spirited hawk is represented in the plate of
one-half its natural size ; the other two figures are reduced in
the same proportion. He visits us from the north early in
November, and leaves us late in March.

• This species, with the Falco lineatus of our author, have been the
subject of dispute, as to their identity. The Prince of Musignano thinks

A 1 T ^^^^' ^"* ^^ diflferent states of plumage, according to a-^e
Audubon says they are decidedly distinct, and has given plates of each
with an account of the differences he. observed in their habits. I have
transcribed his observations at some length, that these distinctions may
be seen and judged of individually. I am incHned to consider them
distinct, and cannot reconcile the great difference of habit to birds of
one species, particularly in the same country. With regard to their
station, again, they present a most interesting form. They are inter-
mediate, as it were, between Buteo, Astur, and Circus. The colours are
them of Buteo and Circus ; while the form and active habits of the one
18 that of Astur; those of the winter hawk more of Circus; the win^s
are short for a true Buzzard, and possess the proportional length of the
leathers of tne goshawks. The feet of both are decidedly Astur, run-
ning perhaps into the more slender form of Circus; and from the pre-

"»' ' *'«//J,i/ir

tSltm^itilimmm.vaitm''
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Tins is a dexterous fropf catcher ; who, that he may pursue
liis profession with full effect, takes up his winter residence
ponderance of their form to the goshawks, I have chosen that as their
present appellation, but certainly with a query.

I have transcribed the habits of both species as given by Audubon,
that the comparison may be the more easy, and at the description of F,
hneaim have referred to this page :

"The winter hawk is not a constant resident in the United States,
but merely visits them, making its first appearance there at the approach
of winter. The flight is smooth and light, although greatly protracted,
when necessity requires it to be so. It sails, at times, at a considerable
elevation

;
and, notwithstanding the comparative shortness of its wings,

performs this kind of motion with grace, and in circles of more than
ordinary diameter. It is a remarkably silent bird, often spending the
greater part of the day without uttering its notes more than once or
twice, which it does just before it alights, to watch with great patience
and perseverance for the appearance of its prey. Its haunts are the
extensive meadows and marshes which occur along our rivers. There
it pounces with a rapid motion on the frogs, which it either devours on
the spot, or carries to the perch, or the top of the hay-stack, on which
it previously stood. It generally rests at night on the ground, among
the tall sedges of the marshes. I have never seen this hawk in pursuit
of any other birds than those of its own species, each individual chasing
the others from the district which it had selected for itself. The cry of the
winter hawk is clear and prolonged, and resembles the syllables %-o."

'« The red-shouldered hawk, or, as I would prefer calUng it, the red-
breasted hawk, although dispersed over the greater part of the United
States, is rarely observed in the middle districts, where, on the contrary,
the winter falcon usually makes its appearance from the north at the
approach of every autumn, and is of more common occurrence. This
bird is one of the most noisy of its genus, during spring especially,
when It would be difficult to approach the skirts of woods bordering a
large plantation, without hearing its discordant shrill notes, ha-hse, ka-
hee, as it is seen sailing in rapid circles at a very great elevation. Its
ordinary flight is even and protracted. It is a more general inhabitant of
the woods than most of our other species, particularly during the summer.

" The interior of woods seems, as I have said, the fittest haunts for
the red-shouldered hawk. He sails through them a few yards above
the ground, and suddenly alights on the low branch of a tree, or the
top of a dead stump, from which he silently watches in an erect'posture
for the appearance of squirrels, upon which he pounces directly, and
kills them in an instant, afterwards devouring them on the ground.

« At the approach of spring, this species begins to pair, and its flight
18 accompanied with many circlings and zigzag motions, during which
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almost entirely among our meadows and marshes. He some-
times stuffs himself so enormously with these reptiles, that the
prominency of his craw makes a large bunch, and he appears
to fly with difficulty. I have taken the broken fragments and
whole carcasses of ten frogs, of different dimensions, from
the crop of a single individual. Of his genius and other
exploits, I am unable to say much. He appears to be a
fearless and active bird, silent, and not very shy. One which
I kept for some time, and which was slightly wounded, dis-
dained all attempts made to reconcile him to confinement

;

and would not suffer a person to approach without being
highly irritated, throwing himself backward, and striking
with expanded talons, with great fury. Though shorter
winged than some of his tribe, yet I have no doubt but, with
proper care, he might be trained to strike nobler game, in a
bold style, and with great effect. But the education of hawks in
this country may well be postponed for a time, until fewer im-
provements remain to be made in that of the human subject.

Length of the winter hawk, twenty inches ; extent, forty-one
mches, or nearly three feet six inches ; cere and legs, yellow
the latter long, and feathered for an inch below the knee';
bill, bluish black, small, furnished with a tooth in the upper
mandible

;
eye, bright amber, cartilage over the eye, very

prominent, and of a dull green ; head, sides of the neck, and

it emits its shrill cries. The top of a tall tree seems to be preferred,
as 1 have found its nest most commonly placed there, not far from the
edges of woods bordering plantations ; it is seated in the forks of a large
branch, towards its extremity, and is as bulky as that of the common
crow

;
It IS formed externally of dry sticks and Spanish moss, and isImed with withered grass and fibrous roots of different sorts, arrangedma circular manner. The eggs are generally four, sometimes five? of

a broad oval form, granulated all over, pale blue, faintly blotched with
brownish red at the smaller end."
From the above account it is seen that the red-shouldered hawk hasmuch more the habits of an Adur than the other, which seems to lean

towards the Ctrci; the breeding places of the latter are, however, not
mentioned by any writer. The different states of plumage in these
birds are deservmg of farther re8earch.-.ED.
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throat, (lark brown, streaked with white ; lesser coverts with

a strong glow of ferruginous ; secondaries, pale brown, indis-

tinctly barred with darker
;

primaries, brownish orange,

spotted with black, wholly black at the tips; tail long,

slightly rounded, barred alternately with dark and pale

brown
; inner vanes, white ; exterior featherH, brownish

orange ; wings, when closed, reach rather beyond the middle
of the tail; tail-coverts, white, marked with heart-shaped
spots of brown ; breast and belly, white, with numerous long

drops of brown, the shafts blackish ; femoral feathers, large,

pale yellow ochre, marked with numerous minute streaks of

pale brown
; claws, black. The legs of this bird are repre-

sented by different authors as slender ; but I saw no appear-
ance of this in those I examined.

The female is considerably darker above, and about two
inches longer.

i

MAGPIE. (Corvus pica.)

PLATE XXXV.-Fig. 2.

Arct. Zool No. Vi&.—Lath. i. 2Q'2.—Buff. iii. 85.—Peace's Museum, No. 1333.

PICA CAUDATA.~Ra\.*

This bird is much better known in Europe than in this

country, where it has not been long discovered; although it

is now found to inhabit a wide extent of territory, and in

• The common magpie of Europe is typical of that section among tlie
Corvida, to which the name of Pica has been given. They retain the
form of the bill as in Corvus ; their whole members are weaker ; the
feathers on the rump are more lax and puffy, and the tail is always very
lengthened.

The Appendix to Captain Franklin's narrative, by Mr Sabine, first
gave rise to the suspicion that two very nearly allied species of magpie were
found in the northern parts of America ; and that gentleman has accord-
ingly described the specimens killed at Cumberland House, during the
first Arctic expedition, under the name of Corms Hudsonious—oi which
the following are the principal distinctions-and he seems to consider
that bird more particularly confined to the more northern parts of the
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great numbers. The drawing was taken from a very beautiful
specimen, sent from the Mandan nation, on the Missouri toMr Jefferson, and by that gentleman presented to Mr Pe'ale
of this city, In whose nmsetim It lived for several months and
where I had an opportunity of examining it. On carefully
companng it with the European magpie In the same collection
no material difference coidd be perceived. The figure on the
plate 18 reduced to exactly half the size of life.

This bird unites in its character courage and cunnlncr,
turbulency and rapaclly. Not inelegantly formed, and dls-
tinguislied by gay as well as splendid plumage, he has lone
been noted m those countries where he commonly resides and
his habits and manners are there familiarly known. He is

continent, while the other was met with in the United States and the
Missouri country.

"The Hudson's Bay magpie is of less size in all its parts than thecommon magpie, except in its tail, which exceeds that of its congener inength; but the most remarkable and obvious difference is, in a loose
tuft of grayish and white feathers on the back. Length of the body

wir'.rf r!.*'^^'
'''''" ^"'^'^^' *^^* «^ *^>^ '^^ f^«"^ ^l^ven to twelve

inches, that of the common being from nine to ten."
In the "Northern Zoology,"C'on;M. Hudsonicus is quoted as a synonymThe authors remark, " This bird, so common in Europe, is equally plen-

tiful in the interior prairie lands of America ; but it is singular, that

of2 of. w"u'-°'
*'' ^'^"^ '' ^"^^^"' -^ °*^- --itime' partof the Old Wor d, it is very rare on the Aiantic, eastward of the Missis-

sippi, or Lake Wmipeg." " The manners of the American bird are pre-
cisely what we have been accustomed to observe in the English one Oncomparing its eggs with those of the European bird, they were found tobe longer and narrower

; and though the colours are the same, the
blotches are larger and more diffused."
The distinctions mentioned by Mr Sabine seem very trivial ; indeedthey may be confined entirely to a less size. The grayish tuft of featherson the rump is the same in the common magpie of Britain. I have hadan opportunity of examining only one North American specimen, which

s certainly smaller, but in no other respect different. The authors of
the Northern Zoology" mention their having comparedArctic specimenswith one from the mterior of China, and they found no difference. The
geographical distribution may therefore extend to a greater ranae thanwas 8uppo8ed,-Europe, China, and America.-En.
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particularly peruicious to plantations of young oaks, tearing
up the acorns

;
and also to birds, destroying great numbers

of their eggs and young, even young chickens, partridges,
grouse and pheasants. It is perhaps on this last account that
the whole vengeance of the game laws has lately been let loose
upon him in some parts of Britain, as appears, by accounts
from that quarter, where premiums, it is said, are offered for
his head, as an arch poacher ; and penalties inflicted on all

those who permit him to breed on their premises. Under
the lash of such rigorous i)er8ecution, a few years will probably
exterminate the whole tribe from the island. He is also de-
structive to gardens and orchards ; is noisy and restless, almost
constantly flying from place to place ; alights on the backs of
the cattle, to rid them of the larvie that fester in the skin ; is

content with carrion when nothing better offers ; eats various
kinds of vegetables, and devours greedily grain, worms, and
insects of almost every description. When domesticated, he
is easily taught to imitate the human voice, and to articulate
words pretty distiaotly; has all the pilfering habits of his
tribe, filling every chink, nook, and crevice, with whatever he
can carry off; is subject to the epilepsy, or some similar dis-
order

;
and is, on the whole, a crafty, restless, and noisy bird.

He generally selects a tall tree, adjoining the farm house,
for his nest, which is placed among the highest branches

;

this is large, composed outwardly of sticks, roots, turf, and
dry weeds, and well lined with wool, cow hair, and feathers

;

the whole is surrounded, roofed, and barricaded with thorns,'
leaving only a narrow entrance. The eggs are usually five of a
greenish colour, marked with numerous black or dusky spots.
In the northern parts of Europe, he migrates at the com-
mencement of winter.

In this country, the magpie was first taken notice of at the
factories, or trading houses, on Hudson's Bay, where the
Indians used sometimes to bring it in, and gave it the name
of heart-bird,—for what reason is uncertain. It appears, how-
ever, to be rather rare in that quarter. These circumstances
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are taken notice of by Mr Pennant and other BiitisU
naturalistfi.

In 1804, an exploring party under the command of Captains
Lewis and Clark, on their route to the Pacific Ocean across
the continent, first met with the magpie somewhere near the
great bend of the Missouri, and found that the number of
these birds increased as they advanced. Here also the blue
jay disappeared

;
as if the territorial boundaries and jurisdic-

tion of these two noisy and voracious families of the same tribe
had been mutually agreed on, and distinctly settled. But
the magpie was found to be far more daring than the jay -

dashing into their very tents, and carrying off the meat from'
the dishes. One of the hunters who accompanied the expedi-
tion informed me, that they frequently attended him while he
was engaged in skinning and cleaning the carcass of the deer
bear, or buffalo he had killed, often seizing the meat that
hung within a foot or two of his head. On the shores Oi the
Koos-koos-ke river, on the west side of the great ran^^e of
Kocky Mountains, they were found to be equally numerous

It is highly probable that those vast plains, or prairies
aboundmg with game and cattle, frequently killed for the
mere hides, tallow, or even marrow bones, may be one great
mducement for the residency of these birds, so fond of flesh
and carrion. Even the rigorous severity of winter in the high
regions along the head waters of Kio du Nord, the Arkansaw
and Red River, seems insufficient to force them from those
favourite haunts

; though it appears to increase their natural
voracity to a very uncommon degree. Colonel Pike relates
that in the month of December, in the neighbourhood of the
North Mountain, N. lat. 410 W. long. 34°, Reaumur's ther-
mometer standing at 17" below 0, these birds were seen in
great numbers. "Our horses," says he, "were obhVed to
scrape the snow away to obtain their miserable pittance''- and
to increase their misfortunes, the poor animals were attacked
by the magpies, who, attracted by the scent of their sore
backs, alighted on them, and, in defiance of their wincin- and
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kicking, picked many places quite raw ; the difficulty of pro-
curing food rendering those birds so bold, as to alight on our
men's arms, and eat meat out of their hand." *

The magpie is eighteen inches in length ; the head, neck,

upper part of the breast and back, ai-e a deep velvety black

;

primaries, brownish black, streaked along tlieir itmer vanes
with white; secondaries, rich purplish blue; greater coverts,

green blue ; scapulars, lower part of the breast and belly,

white
; thighs and vent, black ; tail, long ; the two exterior

feathers scarcely half the length of the longest, the others
increasing to the two middle ones, which taper towards their

e^itremities. The colour of this part of the plumage is very
splendid, being glossy green, dashed with blue and bright
purple

;
this last colour bonnds the green ; nostrils, covered

with a thick tuft of recumbent hairs, as are also the sides of

the mouth
; bill, legs, and feet, glossy black. The female

differs only in the less brilliancy of her phmiage.

CROW. {Corviis corone.-\)

PLATE XXXV. -Fig. .3.

Peak's Museum, No. 124G.

CORVUS COHONEf-Uni^MVS.

Tins is perhaps the most generally known, and least beloved,
of all our land birds; having neither melody of song, nor

* Pike's Journal, p. 170.

+ " The voice of tlii.s bird is so remarkably .lifferent from that of the
Corone of Europe, that I was at first led to believe it a distinct species

;

but tlie most scrupulous examination and comparison of European and
American specimens proved them to be the same," are the words of
Bonaparte in his Nomenclature to Wilson ; and Corviis corone is quoted
as the name and synonym to this species in tlie " Northern Zoology,"
from a male killed on the plains of the Saskatchewan.

This is one oi the birds I have yet lieen unable to obtain for compari-
son with European specimens, and it may seem presumption to differ
from the above authorities, without ever having seen the bird in question,
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beauty of plumage, nor excellence of flesh, nor civility of
manners, to recommend him ; on the contrary, he is branded
as a thief and a plunderer-a kind of black-coat^d vagabond
who hovers over the fields of the industrious, fattening on
their labours, and. by his voracity, often blasting their expec-
tations. Hated as he is by the farmer, watched and persecuted
by almost every bearer of a gun. who all triumph in his
destruction, had not Heaven bestowed on him intelligence
and sagacity far beyond common, there is reason to believe
that the whole tribe (in these parts at least) would Ion- a-o
have ceased to exist.

** "

The crow is a constant attendant on agriculture, and a
general inhabitant of the cultivated parts of North America
In the interior of the forest he is more rare, unless during the
season of breeding. He is particularly attached to low flat
corn countries, lying in the neighbourhood of the sea, or of
large rivers; and more numerous in the northern than
southern states, where vultures abound, with whom the crows
are unable to contend. A strong antipathy, it is also said,
prevails between the crow and the raven, insomuch, that
where the latter is numerous, the former rarely resides. Many
of the first settlers of the Gennesee country have informedme that, for a long time, ravens were numerous with them
but no ovor ,, and even now the latter are seldom observed in
tliat country. In travelling from Nashville to Natchez, a
I cannot, nevertheless, reconcile Wilson's account of the difference ofhabits and cry to those of Britain and Europe. It seems^8^8 lr«intermediate between the common rook, oXg^ZZaZT:^^their gregarious habits, and feeding so much on grain are quite rvari

Burns s line in the « Cottar's Saturday Night " alludes certainlv tn fha

VOL. ir.
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distauce of four hundred aud seventy miles, I saw few or no
crows, but ravens frequently, and vultures in.great numbers.

The usual breeding time of the crow, in Pennsylvania, is

in March, April, and May, during which season they are

dispersed over the woods in pairs, and roost in the neighbour-

hood of the tree they have selected for their nest. About the

middle of March they begin to build, generally choosing a

high tree ; though I have also known them prefer a middle-

sized cedar. One of their nests, now beftve me, is formed
externally of sticks, wet moss, thin bark, mixed with mossy
earth, and lined with laige quantities of horse hair, to the

amount of more than half a pound, some cow hair, and some
, wool, forming a very soft and elastic bod. The eggs are

four, of a pale green colour, marked with numerous specks

and blotches of olive.

During this interesting season, the male is extremely

watchful, making frequent excursions of half a mile or so in

circuit, to reconnoitre ; and the instant he observes a person

approaching, he gives the alarm, when both male and female

retire to a distance till the intruder has gone past. He also

regularly carries food to his mate, while she is sitting ; occa-

sionally relieves her; and, when she returns, again resigns

up his post. At this time, also, as well as until the young
are able to fly, they preserve uncommon silence, that their

retreat may not be suspected.

It is in the month of May, and until the middle of June,
that the crow is most destructive to the corn fields, dif^nn*'

up the newly planted grains of maize, pulling up by the roots

those that have begun to vegetate, and thus frequently oblig-

ing the farmer to replant, or lose the benefit of the soil; and
this sometimes twice, and even three, times, 'occasioning a
considerable additional expense, and inequality of harvest.

2^0 mercy is now shown him. The myriads of worms, moles,
mice, caterpillars, grubs, and beetles, which he has destroyed,

are altogether overlooked on these occasions. Detected in

robbing the hens' nests, pulling up the corn, and killing the
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young cliickens, lie is considered as an outlaw, and sentenced
to destruction. But the great difficulty is, how to put this
sentence in execution. In vain the gunner skulks along the
hedges and fences

; his faithful sentinels planted on some
commanding point, raise the alarm, and disappoint venc^eance
of Its object. The coast again clear, he returns once more in
silence, to finish the repast he had begun. Sometimes he
approaches the farm house by stealth, in search of young
chickens, which he is in the habit of snatcliing off, when he
can elude the vigilance of the mother hen, who often proves
too formidable for him. A few days ago, a crow was observed
eagerly attemptmg to seize some young chickens in an orchard
near the room where I write; but these clustering close round
the hen, she resolutely defended them, drove the crow into
an apple tree, whither she instantly pursued him with such
spirit and intrepidity, that he was glad to make a speedy
retreat, and abandon his design.

The crow himself sometimes falls a prey to the superior
strength and rapacity of the great owl, whose weapons of
otience are by far the more formidable of the two.*

the*bl^wrwT'"T ? °^"^^^"^ correspondent, "I resided onthe banks of the Hudson, about seven miles from the city of New YorkNot far from the place of my residence was a prettv thick wood o^swamp in which great numbei^ of crows, who used to' cross the riverfrom the opposite shore, M'ere accustomed to roost. Returning home-ward one afternoon, from a shooting excursion, I had occasioiAo passthrough Ins swamp. It was near sunset, and troops of crows were flj!mg 111 all directions over my head. While engaged in observing thJrflight and endeavouring to select from among them an object to Zat my ears were suddenly assailed by the distressful cries of a crowwho was evidently struggling under the talons of a merciless a^drapacious enemy. I hastened to the spot whence the sounds proceed dand. to my great surprise, found a crow lying on the ground, just ex-piring, and seated upon the body of the yet warm and bleedingCarrya large brown ot.^ who was beginning to make a meal of the uufominaferobber o corn fields. Perceiving my approach, he forsook h s preywith evident reluctance, and flew into a tree at a little distance, wherehe sat watching all my movements, alternately regarding with ondn'
eyes, the victim he hud been forced to leave, and dartin,:;:;^: ^Xy
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Towards the cloee of Biimmer, tlie parent crowg, with their

new families, forsaking their solitary lodgings, collect together,

as if by previous agreement, when evening approaches. About
an hour before sunset, they are first observed, flying, some-
what in Indian file, in one direction, at a short height above
the tops of the trees, silent and steady, keeping the general

curvature of the ground, continuing to pass sometimes till

after sunset, so that the whole line of march would extend for

many miles. This circiimstance, so familiar and picturesque,

has not been overlooked by the poets, in their descriptions of

a rural evening. Burns, in a single line, has finely sketched
it:—

" The blackening trains of crowB to their repose,"

The most noted crow-roost with which I am acquainted is

near Newcastle, on an island in the Delaware. It is there

known by the name of the Pea Patch, and is a low, flat,

alluvial spot, of a few acres, elevated but a little above high
water m^rk, and covered with a thick giowth of reeds. This

friendly looks, that seemed to reproach me for having deprived him of
his expected regale. I confess that the scene before me was altogether
novel and surprising. I am but little conversant with natural history

;
but I had always understood, that the depredations of the owl were con-
fined to the smaller birds and animals of the lesser kind, such as mice,
young rabbits, &c., and that he obtained his prey rather by fraud and
stratagem, than by open rapacity and violence, I was the more con-
firmed in this belief, from the recollection of a passage in Macbeth,
which now forcibly recurred to my memory.—The courtiers of King
Duncan are recounting to each other the various prodigies that pre-
ceded his death, and one of them relates to his wondering auditor, that

' An eagle, towering in his pride of place,

"Was by a inovMng owl hawk'd at and kill'd.'

But to resume my relation : That the owl was the murderer of the
unfortunate crow, there could be no doubt. No other bird of prey was
in sight

; I had not fired my gun since I entered the wood ; nor heard
any one else shoot : besides, the unequivocal situation in which I found
the parties would have been sufficient before any 'twelve good men and
true,' or a jury of ci^ws, to have convicted him of his guilt. It is proper
to add, that I avenged the death of the hapless crow by a well-aimed
shot at the felonious robber, that extended him breathless on the ground."
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appears to be the grand rendezvous, or head-quarters, of the
greater part of the crows within forty or fifty miles of the
spot. It is entirely destitute of trees, the crows alighting and
nestling among the reeds, which by these means are broken
down and matted together. The noise created by those mul-
titudes, both in their evening assembly and reascension in the
morning, and the depredations they commit in the immediate
neighbourhood of this great resort, are almost incredible.

Whole fields of corn are sometimes laid waste by thousands
alighting on it at once, with appetites whetted by the fast of
the preceding night ; and the utmost vigilance is unavailing
to prevent, at least, a partial destruction of this their favourite
grain. Like the stragglers of an immense, undisciplined,
and i-apacious army, they spread themselves over the fields,

to plunder and destroy wherever they alight. It is here that
the character of the crow is universally execrated ; and to say
to the man who has lost his crop of corn by these birds, that
crows aie exceedingly useful for destroying vermin, would be as
consolatory as to tell him who had jiist lost his house and furni-
ture by the flames, that fires are excellent for destroying bugs.
The strong attachment of the crows to this spot may be

illustrated by the following circumstance : Some years ago, a
sudden and violent north-east storm came on during the uFght,
and the tide, rising to an uncommon height, inundated "the
whole island. The d... Kness of the night, the suddenness and
violence of the storm, and the incessant torrents of rain that
fell, it is supposed, so intimidated the crows, that they did
not attempt to escape, and almost all perished. Thousands
of them were next day seen floating in the river ; and the
wind, shifting to the north-west, drove their dead bodies to the
Jersey side, where for miles they blackened the whole shore.

This disaster, however, seems long ago to have been
repaired

;
for they now congiegate on the Pea Patch in as

immense multitudes as ever.*

* The following i- extracted from a late number of a newspaper
printed in that uei^'bourhood :—
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So universal is the liatred to crows, tl.at few States, either
here or in Europe, have neglected to offer rewards for their
destruction. In the United States, they have heen repeatedly
ranked in our laws with the wolves, the panthers, foxes, and
squirrels, and a proportionable premium offered for their heads,
to be paid by any justice of the peace to whom thev are
<lehvered. On all these accounts, various modes have'been
mvenled for capttiring them. They have been taken in clap
nets, commonly used for taking pigeons; two or three live
crows being previously procured as cacoys, or, as they are
called, dool-croios. Corn has been steeped in a strong decoc-
tion of hellebore, which, when eaten by them, produces giddi-
Tiess, and finally it is said, death. Pieces of paper formed
into the shape of a Iiollow cone, besmeared within with bird-
lime, and a grain or two of corn dropt on the bottom, have
also been adopted. Numbers of these being placed on the
ground, where corn has been planted, the crows, attempting
to reach the grains, are instantly hoodwinked, fly directly
upwards to a great height;, but generally descend near the
spot whence they rose, and are easily taken. The reeds of
tlieir roosting places are sometimes set on fire during a dark
night, and the gunners having previously posted themselves
around, the crows rise in great uproar, and, amidst the general
consternation, by the light of the burnings, hundreds of them
are shot down.

Crows have been employed to catch crows, by the following
"The farmers of Red Lion Hundred held a meeting at the villa-^e o"fSt George'B, m the state of Dehuvare, on Monday the 6th inst., to receive

proposals of John Deputy, on a plan for bani^ung or destroying thecrows. Mr Deputy's plan being heard and considered, was approvedand a committee apj.ointed to contract with him, and to procure the^ecessary funds to carry the same into effect. Mr Deputy proposeshat for five hundred ddlars he will engage to kill or banlh^heTows

InTailur"
""

' '''*''' '"' ^'' ^^'^""^^ *° ^'^^"^'^ '^« ^^^^V

" The sum of five hundred dollars being thus required, the con.mitteeheg leave to address the farmers and others of Newcastie county andt'lsewhere on the subject."
v^^umy an<i
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istratagem : A live crow is piuned by the wings down to the

ground on his back, by means of two sharp, forked sticks.

Thus situated, his cries are loud and incessant, particularly

if any other crows are within view. These sweeping down
about him, are instantly grappled by the prostrate prisoner,

by the same instinctive impulse that urges a drowning person

to grasp at everything within his reach. Having disengaged

the game from his clutches, the trap is again ready for another

experiment ; and by pinning down each captive, successively,

as soon as taken, in a short time you will probably have a
large flock screaming above you, in concert with the outrageous

prisoners below. Many farmers, however, are content with

hanging up the skins, or dead carcasses, of crows in their corn

fields, in terrorem ; others depend altogether on the gun,

keeping one of their people supplied with ammunition, and
constantly on the look out. In hard winters the crows suffer

severely ; so that they have been observed to fall down in the

fields, and on the roads, exhausted with cold and hunger. In

one of these winters, and during a long continued deep snow,

more than six hundred crows were shot on the carcass of a

dead horse, which was placed at a proper distance from the

stable, from a hole of which the discharges were made. The
preniums awarded for these, with the price paid for the quills,

produced nearly as much as the original value of the horse,

besides, as the man himself assured me, saving feathers suffi-

cient for filling a bed.

The crow is erfsily raised and domesticated ; and it is only

when thus rendered unsuspicious of, and placed on terms of

familiarity with man, that the true traits of his genius and
native disposition fully develop themselves. In this state he
soon learns to distinguish all the members of the family ; llies

towards the gate, screaming, at the approach of a stranger
;

learns to open the door by alighting on the latch; attends

regularly at the stated hours of dinner and breakfast, which
he appears punctually to recollect; is extremely noisy and
loquacious; imitates the sound of various words pretty
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distinctly
; is a great thief and hoarder of curiosities, hiding

in holes, corners, and crevices, every loose article he can
carry off, particularly small pieces of metal, corn, bread, and
food of all kinds ; is fond of the society of his master, and will

know him even after a long absence, of which the following is

a remarkable instance, and may be relied on as a fact :—

A

very worthy gentleman, now [1811] living in the Gennesee
country, but who at the time alluded to resided on the
Delaware, a few miles below Easton, had raised a crow, with
whose tricks and society he used frequently to amuse himself.
This crow lived long in the family ; but at length disappeared,
having, as was then supposed, been shot by some vagrant

'gunner, or destroyed by accident. About eleven months after
this, as the gentleman, one morning, in company with
several others, was standing on the river shore, a number of
crows happening to pass by, one of them left the flock, and
flying directly towards the company, alighted on the gentle-
man's shoulder, and began to gabble away with great
volubility, as one long absent friend naturally enough does
on meeting with another. On recovering from his surprise,
the gentleman instantly recognised his old acquaintance, and
endeavoured, by several civil but sly manoeuvres, to lay hold
of him

;
but the crow not altogether relishing quite so much

familiarity, having now had a taste of the sweets of liberty,
cautiously eluded all his attempts ; and suddenly glancing
his eye on his distant companions, mounted in the air after
them, soon overtook and mingled with them, and was never
afterwards seen to return.

The habits of the crow in his native state are so generally
known as to require little further illustration. His watchful-
ness, and jealous sagacity in distinguishing a person with a
gun, are notorious to every one. In spring, when he makes
his appearance among the groves and low thickets, the whole
feathered songsters are instantly alarmed, well knowing the
depredations and murders he commits on their nests, eggs, and
young. Few of them, however, have the courage to attack
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him, except the king bird, who, on these occasions, teases and

pursues him from place to place, diving on his back while

high in air, and harassing him for a great distance. A single

pair of these noble spirited birds, whose nest was built near,

have been known to protect a whole field of corn from the

depredations of the crows, not permitting one to approach it.

The crow is eighteen inches and a half long, and three feet

two inches in extent ; the general colour is a shining glossy

blue black, with purplish reflections ; the throat and lower

parts are less glossy ; the bill and legs, a shining black, the

former two inches and a quarter long, very strong and covered

at the base with thick tufts of recumbent feathers ; the wings,

when shut, reach within an inch and a quarter of the tip of

the tail, which is rounded ; fourth primary, the longest

;

secondaries scalloped at the ends, and minutely pointed, by

the prolongation of the shaft ; iris, dark hazel.

The above description agrees so nearly with the European
species, as to satisfy me that they are the same ; though the

voice of ours is said to be less harsh, not unlike the barking

of a small spaniel : the pointedness of the ends of the tail-

feathers, mentioned by European naturalists, and occasioned

by the extension of the shafts, is rarely observed in the present

species, though always very observable in the secondaries.

The female differs from the male in being more dull coloured,

and rather deficient in the glossy and purplish tints and reflec-

tions. The difference, however, is not great.

Besides grain, insects, and carrion, they feed on frogs, tad-

poles, small fish, lizards, and shell fish ; with the latter they
frequently mount to a great height, dropping them on the
rocks below, and descending after them to pick up the con-
tents. The same habit is observable in the gull, the raven,

and sea-side crow. Many other aquatic insects, as well as

marine plants, furnish them with food ; which accounts for

their being so generally found, and so numerous, on the sea-

shore, and along the banks of our large rivers.
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WHITE-HEADED, OR BALD EAGLE* {Falco

leucocephahis.)

PLATE XXXVI.

Linn.Sy»t. 124.~Latk. 1. 29.-Le pygargiie a Wto blanche, Jiuff. i. 99. PI enf.
*n.-Arct. Zool. 196, No. 89.-Buld Eagle, Calcby, i. l.-Peale', Museum,
.No. 7o.

HALIJSETUS LEUCOCEPHALUS.-^Ayiam.f
Aigle & tfite blanche, Cuv. Begn. Anitn. i. p. Sl5.~Temm. Man. i. p. 52 -Faloo

leucocephalus (eub-gen. Haliwetus), Buna/,. Synop. p. 26.-The White-headed
Eagle, Aud.Orn. Biog. i. p. 160, pi. 31, male.-Aquik (Hali«etus) loucooe-
phiila. North. Zool. 11. p. 15.

This distinguished bird, ns he is the most beautiful of his
tribe in this pnit of the world, and the adopted emblem of our
cotmtry, is entitled to particular notice. He is represented in
the plate of one-third his natural size, and was drawn from one

• The epithet hald applied to thia epeciea, whose head is thicklv
covered with feathers, is equnlly improper and absurd with the titles
goatsucker, kingfisher, &c., bestowed on others ; and seems to have been
occasioned by the wliite appearance of the head, when contrasted with
the dark colour of the rest of the plumage. The appellation, however
being now almost universal, is retained in the following pages.

t This species and the sea eagle of Europe have been thought to be
the same by many ornithologists

; some of a latter date appear still to
confound them, and to be unable to satisfy themselves regarding the
distinction. The subject has even been left in doubt in a work which
has been recommended as a text-book to tlie Britisli student. They are
decidedly distinct, the one being the representing form of the other in
their respective countries. The common sea eagle, Halimetm albicilla,
18, 1 believe, exclusively European ; the H. leucocephalus, accordinc' to
Temmmck, is common to the northern hemispheres of both the Old
and New World, though much more abundant in the latter. The adult
birds may be at once distinguished, and the confusion can only have
arisen from the similarity of the young : when closely compared, they
will also be found to possess considerable distinctions.

In habit, too, there is a difference. I have had both species alive in
xny possession for several years ; that of America, more active and rest-
less in disposition, is constantly in motion, and ' ncessantly utters its
shrill barking cry. Both species are difficult to be tamed, but the
stranger will hardly allow his cage to be cleaned out. Though four
years old, the head and tail have not attained their pure whiteness
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of tilt! Inrgopt nnd moflt perfect Bpccimens I linveyet mot with.

In the bitckgionnd Ih Keen a diHUmt view of the celebrated

CaUirnct of Ningura, a noted place of resort for theso birds,

being Htill iimrked with some piitdics of brown ; but I Iiave found this
to be invariably the case with birds in conllnement, from three to five
years beinj,' \\w\\ required to complete their perfect chanf,'e,« wlierean
three years irt the generally uupposed time in a wild state. Fish ia

preferred to any other food by both, but nothing appears to como amisa
to them.

Savigny cstabliHlied his genus for this form, or for the large bare-
legged lishing eagles. They are not so powerfully formed, or so much
lulapted for rapid flight as the falcons and eagles. The tnr.si aro weaker
—the tail more graduated—the whole form more inelegant ; and when
at rest, the secondaries hang in a drooping and sluggish manner over
their wings ; their habits, unless when in search of prey, or in the
l)reeding season, much less daring and active. Such may be said to be
the general characters of the group ; our present species, however,
seems to have a disposition more akin to tlie very fiercest : we have
seen him to be very savage in his cage ; in his native wilds lie seems
little less so. Fish is the favourite food, though they do not seem able
to take them by plunging, but content themselves with either seizing
from the ospreys what they liave caught, or, where the water is so
shallow as to allow them, clutch the fish without diving. Audubon
says it only now and then procures lish for itself. He has seen them
several times attempting to take red-fins by wading briskly through
the water, and striking at them with their bill When fish are not "to
be had, they appear hardly contented with the smaller animals or birds

;

pigs and sheep are a common fare, and our author has even mentioned
one instance of a child being attacked. The male and female hunt in
concert, and it must be when attacking some large-winged game, or water-
fowl which have had recourse to the lake or river for safety, that their
energies will be best observed. Audubon thus describes a swan hunt :—

" The next moment, however, the wild trumpet-like sound of a yet
distant but approaching swan is heard : a shriek from the female eagle
comes across the stream ; for she is fully as alert as her mate. The
snow-white bird is now in sight : her long neck is stretched forward

;

her eye is on the watch, vigilant as that of her enemy ; her large wings
seem with difficulty to support the weight of her body, although they
flap incessantly. So irksome do her exertions seem, that her very legs
are spread beneath her tail, to aid her in her flight. She approaches :

the eagle has marked her for his prey. As the swan is passing the

J Mr Audubon mentions having known it six, and says in a wild state they
breed the second year in full plunmge.
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as well on account of the fish procured there, as for thenumerous carcasses of squirrels deer hpn..« o„^ • .,

Rnimnlc fi.„f • *i •

^'"^®'' "^'8, and various otherammals, tha^. m their attempts to cross the river above the

^l^^^:^t^^f^ -Sle's powers. He
come. upon%he ^inZl '^^^l^^'t'^^

^ ^^"^ -' ^^shtuing,

seeks,by various nmnc^uvres to dude tlf^
'
'^'°'"^ ""^ ^^^P^^^'

mounts, doubles, and wHlDwjS l

^'""^ '^ ^^' '^''"^^ *^^«"«- "f*

not prevented b;the erAe^hLh wf'"'' T. '}' '''''"^^ ^^^^ ^'

by sue], a stratagem, the swl Sr,?'''?''^ f ^^^^ ^"«^l<^dge that,

the air, by attempting toTtnkr fwi hT t T' 'T' 't
^'^ ^"^^^" ^^

hope of escape is soon "iven un bv tt
'

r
?"'" ^'"^'^'^- ^he

,
much weakened, and L st^enl Jjil . T' •

^* ^"' "'''^^^^ ^'''^^'^

swiftness of its anta^onis ^f .t^
''

'^'
T'^^' '^^ *^« courage and

ferocious eagle strikt°sS h tl/"^f " '^"' *'' ^^"^^P^' ^^^^ ^^e

with unresisted powe^ l:^J2JSZ^:i;^:/':. ''
r' "''=' ^"''

the nearest shore.

"

" * slanting direction upon
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"^^"^^"^ "^ *^»e air, in
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*^" object which
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that has just emerged to^reaS^ ^ri^.tfstt T^^^^^^
''^

"r^"'''he surface, to escape the talons of this sectU a a' nt'^Tfi 'f
"1^^

IS now poising itself in tlie place where its ml. -n/' ' ^''* ""«''

anew, to force the quarry to make 2 f ,

'"'^ "'^'' '''"'^ "^^^^^s

gliding, in rapid and often relt,^ "' ^^""°'- ^^ '^'"« alternately

Boon fatigue il, when U st3 foITs ,"'."" •*'' "^"'^^^^ •^"•^' ^^^^
for the shore, in the hope of onc^a n

>^^''"'' deeply, and makes
But this is of no avail -Ir he e.:?7i; '™'"^ '^'' ^"^"^ ^''^'-
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Falls, have been dragged into the current, and precipitated

down that tremendous gulf, where, among the rocks that

bound the Rapids below, they furnish a rich repast for the

it is one of the earliest, arriving in the month of March, which has thence
received the name of Meekeeshew, or Eepeeshim, or eagle month. It ap-
pears also migratory everywhere to the North ; it was not met with to
the north of the Great Slave Lake, lat. 62° N. although it is common in
the summer in the country lying between that and Lake Superior, and
its breeding-places in the district are numerous. In the month of Octo-
ber, when the rivers are frozen over, 't entirely quits Hudson's Bay lands

;

and it is only on the sea-coasts that individuals can be then met with.
In this place we must introduce another splendid fishing eagle, which,

if ultimately proved to be an undescribed species, will stand as the
Hceliceetus Washingtonii of Audubon. It has been first beautifully
figured and described by that gentleman, and a specimen of it exists in the
Academy of Philadelphia. Its immense size, and some other differences,

seem to keep it distinct from any species we are acquainted with, and
it is most probably before this time proved to be new. We strongly
suspect, however, that the state in which it is figured is not that of the
adult plumage, and that this has yet to be found : we can only wish
that its discoverer may be successful in his present arduous journey. It
must be of very rare occurrence, three or four being all that Mr Audubon
has ever found of it. We have transcribed the more essential parts of
his description. From it there will be seen a difference in their habits
from the white-headed bird, building and roosting on rocks ; and in
their mode of fishing, which is performed like the osprey.

It was in February, 1814, that Mr Audubon first saw this bird, while
on a trading voyage on the Upper Mississipi. He was assured that it

was rare ; and, from the accounts he received, being convinced that it

was unknown to naturalists, he felt anxious to learn its habits, and to
discover in what particulars it differed from the rest of its genus. Mr
Audubon did not again meet with it for some years, and his next meet-
ing was partly accidental : he was engaged in collecting crayfish, and
perceived, on the steep and rocky banks of the Ohio, the marks of the
breeding-place of some bird of prey. His inquiries among the people in
the neighbourhood led him to suppose that it was an eagle, different
from any of those known in America. He resolved to watch the nest

;

and tlie following is the result :—
" In high expectation I seated myself about a hundred yards from the

foot of the rock. Never did time pass more slowly. I could not help
betraying the most impatient curiosity, for my hopes whispered it was
a sea eagle's nest. Two long hours had elapsed before the old bird made
his appearance, which was announced to us by the loud hissings of the
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vulture, the raven, and the bald eagle, the subject of the
present account. This bird lias been long known to natu-
ralists, being common to both continents, and occasionally
met with from a veiy high northern latitude, to the borders
of the torrid zone, but chiefly in the vicinity of the sea, and
along the shores and cliffs of our lakes and large rivers.

Formed by nature for braving the severest cold; feeding
equally on the produce of the sea and of the land

;
possessing

two young ones, which crawled to the extremity of the hole to receive a
fine fisli. I had a perfect view of this noble bird, as he held himself to
the edging rock, hanging like the barn, bank, or social swallow, his tail
spread, and his wings partly so. I trembled lest a word should escape
my companions. The slightest murmur had been treason from them
They entered into my feelings, and, though I'ttle interested, joined with
me. In a few minutes the other parent joined her mate. She glanced
her quick and piercing eye around, and instantly perceived that her
abode had been discovered. She dropped her prey, with a loud shriek
communicated the alarm to the male, and, hovering with him over our
heads, kept up a growling cry." It was not till two years after that Mr
Audubon had the good fortune to shoot this eagle ; and the following
description was then taken :

—

"

" Bill, bluish black, the edges pale; the soft margin towards the com-
missure, and the base of the under mandible, yellow ; cere, yellowish
brown

;
lore, light greenish blue ; iris, chestnut brown ; feet, deep yel-

low
;
claws, bluish black

; upper part of the head, hind neck, back
scapulars, rump, tail-coverts, and posterior tibial feathers, blackish
brown, glossed with a coppery tint ; throat, foreneck, breast, and belly
light brownish yellow, each feather marked along the centre with black-
ish brown

; wing-coverts, light grayish brown, those next the body
becoming darker, and approacliing the colour of the back

; primary
quills, dark brown, deeper on their Inner webs ; secondaries lighter
and on their outer webs, of nearly the same light tint as their coverts •

tail, uniform dark brown
; anterior tibial feathers, grayish brown

"Length, three feet seven inches ; extent of wings, ten feet two inches-
bill, three and a quarter inches along the back ; along the gap which'
commences directly under the eye, to the tip of the lower mandible
three and one-tlurd, and one and three quarters deep ; length of wing
when folded, thirty-two inches; lengthof tail, fifteen inches; tarsus four
and a half

;
middle, four and three-riuarters

; hind claw, two and a'half
"The two stomaclis, large and baggy; their contents in the individual

described were fish, fishes' scales, and entrails of various kinds •

intes-
tines, large, but thin and transparent."—Ed.

'
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powers of flight capable of outstripping even the tempests
themselves

; unawed by anything but man ; and, from the
ethereal heights to which he soars, looking abroad, at one
glance, on an immeasurable expanse of forests, fields, lakes,

and ocean, deep below him, he appears indifferent to tiie little

localities of change of seasons; as, in a few minutes, he can
pass from summer to winter, from the lower to the higher
regions of the atmosphere, the abode of eternal cold, and
thence descend, at will, to the torrid, or the arctic regions of

the earth. He is, therefore, found at all seasons in the

countries he inhabits ; but prefers such places as have been
mentioned above, from the great partiality he has for fish.

In procuring these, he displays, in a very singular manner,
the genius and energy of his character, which is fierce, con-
templative, daring, and tyrannical,—attributes not exerted

but on particular occasions, but, when put forth, overpowering
all opposition. Elevated on the high dead limb of some
gigantic tree that commands a wide view of the neighbouring-

shore and ocean, he seems calmly to contemplate the motions
of the various feathered tribes that pursue their busy avoca-
tions below,—the snow-white gulls slowly winnowing the air

;

the busy Tnnj/oe coursing along the sands ; trains of ducks
streaming over the surface ; silent and watchful cranes, intent
and wading

; clamorous crows ; and all the winged multitudes
that subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid magazine of
nature. High over all these hovers one, whose action instantly

arrests his whole attention. By his wide curvature of wing,
and sudden suspension in air, he knows him to be the fish

hawk, settling over some devoted victim of the deep. His
eye kindles at the siglit, and, balancing himself, with halt'

opened wings, on the branch, he watches the result. Down,
rapid as an arrow from heaven, descends the distant object of
his attention, the roar of its wings reaching the ear as it dis-

appears in the deep, making the surges foam around. At
this moment, the eager loolis of the eagle are all ardour ; and,
levelling his neck for flight, he sees the fish hawk once more
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emerge, struggling with his prey, and mounting in the air with
screams of exultation. These are the signal for our hero, who,
launching into the air, instantly gives chase, and soon gains
on the fish hawk

; each exerts his utmost to mount above the
other, displaying in these rencontres the most elegant and
sublime aerial evolutions. The unencumbered eagle rapidly
advances, and is just on the point of reaching his opponent,
when, with a sudden scream, probably of despair and honest
execration, the latter drops his fish

; the eagle, poising himself
for a moment, as if to take a more certain aim, descends like

a whirlwind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches the water,
and bears his ill-gotten booty silently away to the woods.

These predatory attacks, and defensive manoeuvres of the
' eagle and the fish hawk, are matters of daily observation along
the whole of our sea board, from Georgia to New England"
and frequently excite great interest in the spectators. °Sym-
pathy, however, on this, as on most other occasions, gene-
rally sides with the honest and laborious sufferer, in opposi-
tion to the attacks of power, injustice, and rapacity—qualities
for which our hero is so generally notorious, and which, in
his superior, man, are certainly detestable. As for the feel-

ings of the poor fish, they seem altogether out of the question.

When driven, as he sometimes is, by the combined courage
and perseverance of the fish hawks, from their neighbourhood,
and forced to hunt for himself, he retires more inland, in
search of young pigs, of which he destroys great numbers.
In the lower parts of Virginia and North Carolina, where tho
inhabitants raise vast herds of those animals, complaints of
this kind are very general against him. He also destroys
young lambs in the early part of spring ; and will sometimes
attack old sickly sheep, aiming furiously at their eyes.

In corroboration of the remarks I have myself made on the
manners of the bald eagle, many accounts have reached me
from various persons of respectability, living on or near our
sea-coast

:
the substance of all these I shall endeavour to

incorporate with the present account.
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Mr Jolin L. Gardiner, who resides on an island of three
thousand acres, ahout three miles fiom the eastern point of
Long Island, from which it is separated hy Gardiner's Bay
and who has, consequently, many opportunities of observing
the habits of tliese birds, has favoured me with a number of
interestm- particulars on this subject ; for which I be- leave
thus publicly to return my grateful acknowledgment

"^

"The bald eagles," says this gentleman, "remain on this
island durmg the whole winter. They can be most easily
discovered on evenings by their loud snoring while asleep on
high oak trees

;
and, when awake, their hearing seems to be

nearly as good as their sight. I think I mentioned to you
that I had myself seen one flying with a lamb ten days old'
and which it dropped on the ground from about ten or twelve
feet high. The struggling of the lamb, more than its wei-ht
prevented its carrying it away. My running, hallooing and
being very near, might prevent its completing its desic^n It
had broke the back in the act of seizing it ; and I was under
the necessity of killing it outright to prevent its misery The
lamb's dam seemed astonished to see its innocent offsprino-
borne off into the air by a bird.

"^

•' I was lately told," continues Mr Gardiner, "by a man of
Iruth, that he saw an eagle rob a hawk of its fish and the
hawk seemed so enraged as to fly down at the ea'rle while
the eagle very deliberately, in the air, threw himself partly
over on his back, and, while he grasped with one foot the fish
extended the other to threaten or seize the hawk I have
known several hawks unite to attack the eagle ; but never
knew a smgle one to do it. The eagle seems to regard the
hawks as the hawks do the king birds-only as teasing,
troublesome fellows."

^

Froni the same intelligent and obliging friend, I latelv
received a well-preserved skin of the bald eagle, which, from
Its appearance, and the note that accompanied it, seems to
have belonged to a very formidable individual. "It was shot

»

says Mr Gardiner, "last winter, on this island, and weighed
G

VOL. If.
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thirteen pounds ; measured three feet in length, and seven

from tip to tip of the expanded wings ; was extremely fierce

looking ; though wounded, would turn his hack to no one

;

fastened his claws into the head of a dog, and was with diffi-

culty disengaged. I have ridden on horsehack within five or

six rods of one, who, hy his bold demeanour, raising his

feathers, &c., seemed willing to dispute the ground with its

owner. The crop of the present was full of mutton, from my
part blood Merinos; and his intestines contained feathers,

which he probably devoured with a duck, or winter gull, as I

observed an entire foot and leg of some water fowl. I had

two killed previous to this, which weighed ten pounds avoir-

dupois each."

The intrepidity of character, mentioned above, may be

further illustrated by the following fact, which occurred a few

years ago, near Great Egg Harbour, New Jerst/. A woman,
who happened to be weeding in the garden, had set her child

down near, to amuse itself while she was at work ; when a

sudden and extraordinary rushing sound, and a scream from

her child, alarmed her, and starting up, she beheld the infant

thrown down, and dragged some few feet, and a large bald

eagle bearing off the fragment of its frock, which being the

only part seized, and giving way, providentially saved the life

of the infant.

The appetite of the bald eagle, though habituated to long

fasting, is of the most voracious, and often a most indelicate

kind. Fish, when he can obtain them, are preferred to all

other fare. Young lambs and pigs are dainty morsels, and

made free with on all favourable occasions. Ducks, geese,

gulls, and other sea fowl, are also seized with avidity. The

most putrid carrion, when nothing better can be had, is accept-

able ; and the collected groups of gormandising vultures, on

the approach of this dignified personage, instantly disperse,

and make way for their master, waiting his departure in sullen

silence, and at a respectful distance, on the adjacent trees.

In one of those partial migrations of tree squirrels that
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sometimes take place in our western forests, many tliousands
of them were drowned in attempting to cross the Ohio- and
at a certain place, not far from Wheeling, a prodigious number
of their dead bodies were floated to the shore by an eddy
Here the vultures assembled in great force, and had re-ale(i
themselves for some time, when a bald eagle made his appear-
ance, and took sole possession of the premises, keeping the
whole vulttn-es at their proper distance for several days He
has also been seen navigating the same river on a floatino-
carrion, though scarcely raised above the surface of the wate"
and tugging at the carcase, regardless of snags, sawyers'
planters, or shallows. He sometimes carries his tyranny to
great extremes against the vulture.. In hard times, when
food happens to be scarce, should he accidentally meet with
one of these who has its craw crammed with carrion he
attacks It fiercely in the air ; the cowardly vulture instantly
disgorges, and the delicious contents are snatched up by the
eagle before they reach the ground.
The nest of this species is generally fixed on a very lar-e

and lofty tree, often in a swamp or morass, and difficult to be
ascended. On some noted tree of this description, often a
pme or cypress, the bald eagle builds, year after year, for a
long series of years. When both male and female have been
shot from the nest, another pair has soon after taken posses-
sion. 1 he nest is large, being added to and repaired every
season, until it becomes a black, prominent mass, observable
at a considerable distance. It is formed of large sticks, sods,
earthy rubbish, hay, moss. &c. Many have stated to me that
the female lays first a single egg, and that, after having sat
on It for some time, she lays another; when the first is
ha ched. the warmth of that, it is pretended, hatches the other.
Whether this be correct or not, I cannot determine; but avery respectable gentleman of Virginia assured me. that hesaw a large tree cut down, containing the nest of a bald eagle
in which were two young, one of which appeared nearly three
times as large as the other. As a proof of their attachment to
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their younfj, a person near Norfolk informed me, tliat, in

clearinj^ a piece of wood on his phxce, they met with a large

dead pine tree, on which was a bald eaj^le's nest and young.

The tree being on fire more than half wny up, and the flames

rnpidly ascending, the parent eagle darted around and among
the flames, until her phmiage was so much injin-ed that it was
with difficulty she could make her escape, and even then, she

several times attempted to retiun to relieve her offspring.

No bird provides more abuudantly for its young than the

bald eagle. Fish are daily carried thither in numbers, so

that they sometimes lie scattered round the tree, and the

putrid smell of the nest may be distinguished at the distance

, of several liundred yards. The young are at first covered

with a thick whitish or ci-eara coloured cottony down ; they

gradually become of a gray colour as their plumage developes

itself; continue of the brown gray until the third year, when
the white begins to make its appearance on the head, neck,

tail-coverts, and tail ; these, by the end of the fourth year,

are completely white, or very slightly tinged with cream

;

the eye also is at first hazel, but gradually brightens into a
brilliant straw colour, with the white plumage of the head.

Snch at least was the gradual progress of this change,

witnessed by myself, on a very fine specimen brought up
by a gentleman, a fiiend of mine, who, for a considerable

time, believed it to be what is usually called the gray eagle,

and was much surprised at the gradual metamorphosis.

This will account for the circumstance, so frequently observed,

of the gray and white-headed eagle being seen together, both

being, in fact, the same species, in different stages of colour,

according to their difference of age.

The flight of the bald eagle, when taken into consideration

with the ardour and energy of his character, is noble and
interesting. Sometimes the human eye can just discern him,

like a minute speck, moving in slow curvatures along the face

of the heavens, as if reconnoitring the earth at that immense
distance. Sometimes he glides along in a direct horizontal
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line, at a vast lieiglit, with expanded and unmovitig wings,
till he gradually disappears in the distant blue ether. Se°en
gliding in easy circles over the high shores and mountainous
cliffs that tower above the Hudson atid Susquehanna, he
attracts the eye of the intelligent voyager, and adds gi-gat
interest to the scenery. At the great Cataract of Niagara,
already mentioned, there rises from the gulf into whicir the
Fall of the Horse-shoe descends, a stupendous column of
smoke, or spray, reaciu'ng to the heavens, and moving off in
large black clouds, according to the direction of the wind,
forming a very striking and mnjestic appearance. The
eagles are here seen sailing about, sometimes losing them-
selves in this thick column, and again reapi)earing iiranother
place, with such ease and elegance of motion, as renders the
whole truly sublime.

High o'er the watery uproar, silent seen.

Sailing sedate in majesty serene.

Now midst the pillar'd spray sublimely lost.

And now, emerging, down the Rapids tost.

Glides the bald eagle, gassing cr.lm, and slow,

O'er all the horrors of the scene below
;

Intent alone to sate himself with blood,

From the torn victims of the raging flood.

The white-headed eagle is three feet long, and seven feet
in extent

;
the bill is of a rich yellow ; cere, the same, slightly

tinged with green
;
mouth, flesh-coloured

; tip of the tongue,
bluish black

; the head, chief part of the neck, vent, tail-

coverts, and tail, are white in the perfect, or old birds of
both sexes,—in those under three years of age these parts are
of a gray brown

; the rest of the plumage is deep dark
brown, each feather tipt with pale biown, lightest on the
shoulder of the wing, and darkest towards its extremities.
The conformation of the wing is admirably adapted for the
support of so large a bird ; it measures two feet in breadth
on the greater quills, and sixteen inches on the lesser ; the
longest primaries are twenty inches in length, and upwards
of one inch in circumference where they enter the skin;
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the broadest secondaries are three inches in breadth across
the vane

;
the scapulars are very large and broad, spreading

from the back to the wing, to prever.t the air from passing
through

;
anotlier range of broad flat feathers, from three to

ten inches in lengtl), also extends from the lower part of the
breast to the wing below, for the same purpose ; between
these lies a deep triangular cavity

; the thighs are remarkably
thick, strong, and muscidar, covered with long feathers point-
ing backwards, usually called the femoral feathers ; the legs,
which are covered half way below the knee, before, with dark
brown downy feathers, are of a rich yellow, the colour of ripe
Indian corn

;
feet the same ; claws, blue black, very large

,and strong, particularly the inner one. which is considerably
the largest; soles, very rough and warty; the eye is sunk under
n bony, or cartilaginous projection, of a pale yellow colour, and
IS turned considerably forwards, not standing parallel with the
cheeks

;
the iris is of a blight straw colour, pupil black.

The male is generally two or three inches shorter than the
female; the white on the head, neck, and tall being more
tmged with yellowish, and its whole appearance less formi-
dable

;
the brown plumage is also lighter, and the bird itself

less daring than the female,—a circumstance common to
almost all birds of prey.

The bird from which the foregoing drawing and description
were taken, was shot near Great Egg Harbour, in the month
of January. It was in excellent order, and weighed about
eleven pounds. Dr Samuel B. Smith, of this city, obli-ed
me with a minute and careful dissection of it ; from whose
copious and very interesting notes on the subject, I shall
extract such remarks as are suited to the general reader.

" The eagle you sent me for dissection was a beautiful
female. It had two expansions of the gullet. The first prin-
cipally composed of longitudinal bundles of fibre, in which
(as the bird is ravenous and without teeth) large portions of
immasticated meats are suffered to dissolve before they pass
to the lower or proper stomach, which is membranous. I did
not receive the bird time enough to ascertain whether any

•mSSm
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chilification was effected by the juices from the vessels of this

enlargement of the oesophagus. I think it probable, that it

also has a regurgitating, or vomiting power, as the bird con-
stantly swallows large quantities of indigestible substances,

such as quills, hairs, &c. In this sac of the eagle, I found the
quill-feathers of the small white gull ; and in the true stomach,
the tail and some of the breast-feathers of the same bird, and
the dorsal vertebrae of a large fish. This excited some surprise,

tmtil you made me acquainted with the fact of its watching the
fish hawks, and robbing them of their prey. Thus we see,

throughout the whole empire of animal life, power is almost
always in a state of hostility to justice ; and of the Deity only
can it truly be said, Wxixi justice is commensurate with jaoiyer /

"The eagle has the several auxiliaries to digestion and
assimihition in common with man. The liver was unusually

large in your specimen. It secretes bile, which stimulates

the intestines, prepares the chyle for blood, and by this very

secretion of bile (as it is a deeply respiring animal), separates

or removes some obnoxious principles from the blood. (See

Dr Rush's admirable lecture on this important viscus in the

human subject.) The intestines were also large, long,

convolute, and supplied with numerous lacteal vessels, which
differ little from those of men, except in colour, which was
transparent. The kidneys were large, and seated on each side

the vertebrae, near the anus. They are also destined to secrete

some offensive principles from the blood.

" The eggs were small and numerous
; and, after a careful

examination, I concluded that no sensible increase takes place

in them till the particular season. This may account for

the unusual excitement which prevails in these birds in the
sexual intercourse. Why there are so many eggs, is a mystery.

It is, perhaps, consistent with natural law, that everything
should be abundant ; but, from this bird, it is said, no more
than two young are hatched in a season, consequently, no
more eggs are wanted than a suflSciency to produce that effect.

Are the eggs numbered originally, and is there no increase

of number, but a gradual loss, till all are deposited ? If so,
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the nunil,™- mny corrapond to the l„„g life „na ,|,.„,.„,„
lK.«llh „f lhi« „„ble binl. Why the™ are but two ,^ZZ
« «.™m,, ,a easily ex|,lm„ed. N,.l,„e h,u, 1,»„ ,iu,liou.lyL-
s..non,on» of her physical »t,e„Kll,, fr„,„ „|„„<,„ «,« tnLtl ofammals u.capnblo to e.i.t, deiivo security audco„(i.lence."

I he eagle „ e-ud to live to a great age.-sixty, eighty, and,
» some assert, one hundred years. This ci^iu^t.L i

of the h, d. So„,el,„,e» fasting, through necessity, forseveral
days, and at other tiraes gorging itself with animal food till itscraw swell, out the plumage of tl„>t part, fonning „ lar^
pro uberance on the breast. This, however, is ite „„,urd

adapted. It has not, hke men, invented rich wines, ardentspuas, and a thousand artificial poisons, in the form of so,™
mnces. and sweetmeats. Its food is simple, it indulges frJy..»es great exercise, breathes the purest .lir, is healthy f^ou^ and long lived. The lords of the creation the'm ets

ZfltT"-
"""

'T'"'
'"'"" '"'"' ""=- '»«'". "-» theynot already, ,n g.eneral, too wise, or too proud, to learn from

tl.e,r ^nfcr^ors. the fowls of the air and beasts of the field.

FI8H HAWK, OE OSPEEY. (FafcoWto„.)
PLATE XXXVII.-FiG. 1.

Carolina Osprey, Lath. Si/n. i. p. 46 -2f5 a v.u • x « .

Catesly, Car. ^/t-Ztsyst TlT'/t Kf'
^^^-^'^'-^ "awk,f ^ un. oytt. 1. 149.—i>ea/e'a Museum, No. 144.

PANDION ITALI^JETUS.-SAVWiiY.*
Le Brtlbuzard, Cuv. Rean Anim i ^ qip . . , «

tus. Selby, must. Br. oTnUhi. fs" .1
T'

l'
f^'T^.prey, Falco halix-e-

This fornmlable, vigorous-winded, and well known bird
8ubH.st8 altogetber on the finny tribes that swarm in our buys
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creeks, and rivers
; procuring his prey by his own active skill

and industry
; and seeming no farther dependent on the land

than as a mere resting-place, or, in the usual season, a spot of
deposit for his nest, eggs, and young. The figure here given is

the plunder of others, but labours for itself in the most dexterous man-
ner

;
and for this, the beautiful adaptation of its form renders every

assistance. The body is very strongly built, but is rather of a narrow
and elongated shape ; the head is less than the ordinary proportional
dimensions

;
and the wings are expansive, powerful, and sharp-pointed.

The manner of seizing their prey is by soaring above the surface of the
sea, or lake, and, when in sight of a fish, closing the M'ings, and darting,
as It were, by the weight of the body, which, in the descent, may be
perceived to be directed by the motion of the tail. For this purpose,
those parts which we have mentioned are finely framed, and for the
remainder of the operation, the legs and feet are no less beautifully
modelled. The thighs, instead of being clothed with finely lengthened
plumes, as in most of the other falcons, and which, when wet° would
prove a great encumbrance, are covered with a thick downy plumage

;

the tarsi are short and very strong j the toes have the same advantages
J

and underneath, at the junction of each joint, have a large protuberance^
covered, as are the other parts of the sole, with a thick and strong array
of hard jagged scales, which are sufiicient, by the roughness, to prevent
any escape of their slippery prey when it is once fairly clutched ; the
claws are also very strong, and hooked, and are round as a cylinder, both
above and beneath, which will ensure an easy, piercing, or quick retrac-
tion from any body at which they may be struck. The outer toe is also
capable of being turned either way—a most essential assistance in
grasping. In striking their prey they do not appear to dive deep

;
indeed, their feet, by which alone it is taken, could not then be brought
into action, but they are often concealed in the spray occasioned by their
rapid descent.

The size of a fish they are able to bear away is very great, and some-
times exceeds their own weight. That of the female is little more than
five pounds, and Mr Audubon has figured his specimen with a weakfish
more than that weight

; while our author mentions a shad that when
partly eaten, weighed more than six pounds. These authenticated
accounts lead us almost to credit the more marvellous stories of that
amusing sporting writer, Mr Loyd.
That gentleman relates, that in Sweden the eagle sometimes strikes

so large a pike, that not being able to disengage his talons, lie is carried
under water and drowned. Dr Mullenborg vouched for this, by the fact
of having himself seen an enormous pike, with an eagle fastened to his
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reduced to one-third the size of life, to correspond with that of
the bald eagle, h.s common attendant and constant plunderer.

Ihe fish hawk is migratory, arriving on the coasts of New
York and New Jersey about the twenty-first of March, andretmng to the south about the twenty-second of September.
Heavy equmoctial storms may vary these periods of arrival
and departure a few days

; but long observation has ascertained
that they are kept with remarkable regularity. On the arrival
of these buds m the northern parts of the United States, in
March, they sometimes find the bays an ! ponds frozen, and
experience a difficulty in procuring fish for many days. Yet
there is no instance on record of their attacking birds or
inferior land animals, with intent to feed on them; though
back, lying dead on a piece of ground which had been overflowed butfrom whence the water had retreated.

veiuowea, out

He mentions also an account of a struggle between an ea-le and a t)ikp

TZt^lIT^^^r '''
e^^'r^-^'

^' - Srear^i't^nctLt'

To% w i ^^/™ * '^'''* ^''**"«« ^«t« the air, but the weicrht ofthe fish, together with its struggles, soon carried them back aJn to thewater under which for a while they both disappeared. PresentIv however, the eagle again came to the surface, uttering the mrircinicnes,and making apparently every endea;our to extricate hisTalonfbut al m vam
;
and after struggling, he was carried under water

'

Savigny formed his well marked genus Pandion from this specieswhich we now adopt. The osprey is common to both continentsTnd I
possess one from New Holland in no way different. It is met wfth in

plentiful in Devonshire. In Scotland, a pair or two may be foundabout most of the Highland lochs, where they fish, and'^duringthebreeding season, build on the ruined towers so common on the Xes or

Z^^^'''''-''-^-^' The nest is an immense ffbr • S
Itself a burden for the tallest tree,

and is generally placed, if r,uch exists, on the top of the chimney andf this be wanting, on the highest summit of the building. In a'edtree may sometimes be chosen, but ruins are always preferred, if ne°arThey have the same propensity of returning to an old station w th thoseof America
;
and if one is shot, a mate is soon found, and brotht tothe anient abode. Loch Lomond, Loch Awe and Kilchurn Cast fandLoch Menteith, have been long breeding places—Eo

'
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their great strength of flight, as well as of feet and claws,

would seem to render this no difficult matter. But they no
sooner arrive, than they wage war on the bald eagles, as against

a horde of robbers and banditti; sometimes succeeding, by
force of numbers and perseverance, in driving them from their

haunts, but seldom or never attacking them in single combat.

The first appearance of the fish hawk in spring is welcomed
by the fishermen, as the happy signal of the approach of those

vast shoals of herring, shad, &c., that regularly arrive on our

coasts, and enter our rivers in such prodigious multitudes.

Two of a trade, it is said, seldom agree ; the adage, however,

will not hold good in the present case, for such is the respect

paid the fish hawk, not only by this class of men, but, generally,

by the whole neighbourhood where it resides, that a person

who should attempt to shoot one of them would stand a fair

chance of being insulted. This prepossession in favour of the

fish hawk is honourable to their feelings. They associate*

with its first appearance, ideas of plenty, and all tlie gaiety of

business ; they see it active and industrious like themselves

;

inoflfensive to the productions of their farms ; building with

confidence, and without the least disposition to concealment,

in the middle of their fields, and along their fences; and
returning, year after year, regularly to its former abode.

The nest of the fish hawk is usually built on the top of a
dead, or decaying tree, sometimes not more than fifteen, often

upwards of fifty feet, from the ground. It has been remarked
by the people of the sea coasts, that the most thriving tree will

die in a few years after being taken possession of by the fish

hawk. This is attributed to the fish oil, and to the excre-

ments of the bird ; but is more probably occasioned by the

large heap of wet salt materials of which the nest is usually

composed. In my late excursions to the sea shore, I ascended
to several of these nests that had been built in from year to

year, and found them constructed as follows :—Externally,
large sticks, from half an inch to an inch and a half in

diameter, and two or three feet in length, piled to the height
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of four or five feet, aud from two to three feet ia breadth

;

these were intermixed with corn stalks, seaweed, pieces of wet
turf, 111 huge quantities, mullein stalks, and lined with dry
sea-grass

;
the whole forming a mass very observable at half

a miles distance, and large enough to fill a cart, and be no
inconsiderable load for a horse. These materials are so well
put together, as often to adhere, in large fragments, after being
blown down by the wind. My learned and obliging corre-
spondent of New York, Dr Samuel L. Mitchill, observes, thatA sort of superstition is entertained in regard to the fish
hHwk. It has been considered a fortunate incident to have a
nest, aud a pair of these birds, on one's farm. They have

, therefore been generally respected ; and neither the axe nor
the gun has been lifted against them. Their nest continues
from year to year. The same couple, or another, as the case
may be, occupies it, season after season. Repairs are duly
mmle or, when demolished by storms, it is industriously
rtbu.lt. Ihere was one of these nests, formerly, upon the
leatless summit of a venerable chestnut tree on our farm
duectly in front of the house, at the distance of less than half
a mile. 1 he withered trunk and boughs, surmounted by the
coarse wrought and capacious nest, was a more picturesque
object than an obelisk: and the flights of the hawks, as they
went forth to hunt-returned with their game-exercised
themselves m wheeling round and round, and circling about
It-were amusing to the beholder, almost from morning to
mght. The family of these hawks, old and young, was killed
by the Hessian ^ajjrm. A succeeding pair took possession of
the nest

;
but m the course of time, the prongs of the trunk

so ro ted away, that the nest could no longer be supported.
Ihe hawks have been obliged to seek new quartern We
have lost tins part of our prospect; and our trees have not
afforded a convenient site for one of their habitations since"
About the first of May. the female fish hawk begins t« lay

her ..^.., which are commonly three in number, sometimes
only two, and rarely four. They are somewhat larger than
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those of the common lien, and nearly of the same shape. The
ground colour vaiies, in different eggs, from a reddish cream,
to nearly a white, splashed and daubed all over with dark
Spanish brown, as if done by art* Diu-ing the time the
female is sitting, the male frequently supplies her with fish ;

though she occasionally takes a short circuit to sea herself,

but quickly returns again. The attention of the male, on such
occasions, is regulated by the circumstances of the case. A
pair of these birds, on the south side of Great Egg Harbour
river, and near its mouth, was noted for several years. The
female, having but one leg, was regularly fm-nished, while
sitting, with fish in such abundance, that she seldom left the
nest, and never to seek for food. This kindness was continued
both before and after incubation. Some animals, who claim
the name and rationality of man, might blush at the recital

of this fact.

On the appearance of the young, which is usually about the
last of June, the zeal and watchfulness of the parents are
extreme. They stand guard, and go off to fish, alternately:
one parent being always within a short distance of the nest.

On the near approach of any person, the hawk utters a plain-
tive whistling note, which becomes shriller as she takes to
wing, and sails around, sometimes making a rapid descent,
as if aiming directly for you ; but checking her course, and

* Of the palatableness of these eggs I cannot speak from personal
experience

;
but the following incident will show that the experiment

has actually been made :—A country fellow, near Cape May, on his
way to a neighbouring tavern, passing a tree, on which was a fish
hawk's nest, immediately mounted, and robbed it of the only egg it
contained, which he carried with him to the tavern, and desirecf the
landlord to make it into egg-nogg. The tavern keeper, after a few wry
faces, complied with his request, and the fellow swallowed the cordial.
Whether from its effects on the olfactory nerves (for he said it smelt
abominably), on the imagination, or on the stomach alone, is uncertain,
but it operated as a most outrageous emetic, and cured the man, for that
time at least, of his thirst for egg-nogg. What is rather extraordinary,
the landlord (Mr Beasley) assured me, that, to all appearance, the eg-'
was perfectly fresh.

"^
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8weepin<]f past, at a short distance overhead, her wings making
a loud whizzing in the air. My worthy friend Mr Gardiner
informs me, that they have even been known to fix their claws

in a negro's head, who was attempting to ch'mb to their nest

;

and I had lately a proof of their daring spirit in this way,

through the kindness of a friend, resident, for a few weeks, at

Great Egg Harbour. I had requested of him the favour to

transmit me, if possible, a live fish hawk, for the purpose of

making a drawing of it, which commission he very faithfully

executed
;
and I think I cannot better illustrate this part of

the bird's character, than by quoting his letter at large :—

^
" Bkaslet's, Great Ego Haubour, 30<A ./wwe 1811.

'* Sir,—Mr Beasley and I went to reconnoitre a fish hawk's
nest on Thursday afternoon. When I was at the nest, I was
struck with so great violence on the crown of the hat, that I
thought a hole was made in it. I liad ascended fearlessly,

and never dreamt of being attacked. I came down quickly.

There were in the nest three young ones, about the size of

pullets, which, though full feathered, were unable to fly. On
Friday morning, I went again to the nest to get a young one,
which I thought I could nurse to a considerable growth, suf-

ficient to answer your purpose, if I should fail to procure an
old one, which was represented to me as almost impossible,

on account of his shyness, and the danger from his dreadful
claws. On taking a young one, I intended to lay a couple of

snares in the nest, for which purpose I had a strong cord in

my pocket. The old birds were on the tree when Captain
H. and I approached it. As a defence, profiting by the expe-
rience of yesterday, I took a walking stick with me. When
I was about half up the tree, the bird I send you struck at

me repeatedly with violence
; he flew round, in a small circle,

darting at me at every circuit, and I striking at him. Ob-
serving that he always described a circle in the air, before he
came at me, I kept a liawlcs eye upon him, and the moment
he passed me, I availed myself of the 0])p()rtunity to ascend.
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When immediately under the nest, I hesitated at the formid-

able opposition I met, as his rage appeared to increase with

my presumption in invading his premises. But I mounted
to the nest. At that moment he darted directly at me with

all his force, whizzing through the air, his choler apparently

redoubled. Fortunately for me, I struck him on the extreme

joint of the right wing with my stick, which brought him to

the ground. During this contest, the female was flying round
and round at a respectful distance. Captain H. held him till

I tied my handkerchief about his legs : the captain felt the

effect of his claws. I brought away a young one to keep the

old one in a good humour. I put them in a very large coop

;

the young one ate some fish, when broken and put into its

throat ; but the old one would not eat for two days. He con-

tinued sullen and obstinate, hardly changing his position.

He walks about now, and is approached without danger. He
takes very little notice of the young one. A Joseph Smith,

working in the field where this nest is, had the curiosity to

go up and look at the eggs : the bird clawed his face in a

shocking manner ; his eye had a narrow escape. I am told

that it has never been considered dangerous to approach a

hawk's nest. If this be so, this bird's character is peculiar

;

his affection for his young, and his valiant opposition to an
invasion of bis nest, entitle him to conspicuous notice. He is

the prince of fish hawks ; his character and his portrait seem
worthy of being handed to the historic muse. A hawk more
worthy of the honour which awaits him could not have been

found. I hope no accident will happen to him, and that he

may fully answer your purpose,—Yours,

"Thomas Smith."
" This morning the female was flying to and fro, making a

mournful noise."

The young of the fish hawk are remarkable for remaining

long in the nest before they attempt to fly. Mr Smith's letter

is dated June 30th, at which time, he observes, they were as
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large as pullets, and full feathered. Seventeen days after, I my-
self ascended to this same hawk's nest, where I foimd the two
remaining young ones seemingly full grown. They made no
attempts to fly, though they both placed themselves in a stem
posture of defence as I examined them at my leistu-e. The
female had procured a second helpmate ; but he did not seem
to inherit the spirit of his predecessor, for, like a true step-

father, he left the nest at my approach, and sailed about at a
safe distance witii his male, who showed great anxiety and
distress during the whole of my visit. It is universally asserted,

by the peo])le of the neighbourhood where these birds breed,

that the young remain so long before they fly, that the parents

are obliged at last to compel them to shift for themselves,

beating them with their wings, and driving them from the

nest. But that they continue to assist them even after this,

I know to be a fact, from my own observation, as I have seen

the young bird meet its parent in the air, and receive from
hira the fish he carried in his claws.

The flight of the fish hawk, his manoeuvres while in search

of fish, and his manner of seizing his prey, are deserving of
particular notice. In leaving the nest, he usually flies direct

till he comes to the sea, then sails around, in easy curvino-

lines, turning sometimes in the air as on a pivot, apparently

without the least exertion, larely moving the wings, his legs

extended in a .-straight line behind, and his remarkable length,

and curvature, or bend of wing, distinguishing hira from all

other hawks. The height at which he thus elegantly glides

is various, from one hundred to one lumdred and fifty, and
two hundred feet, sometimes much higher, all the while calmly
reconnoitering the face of the deep below. Suddenly he is

seen to check his course, as if struck by a particular object,

which he seems to survey for a few moments with such steadi-

ness, that he appears fixed in the air, flapping his wings.

This object, however, he abandons, or rather the fish he had
in his eye has disappeared, and he is again seen sailing around
as before. Now his attention is again airested, and he descends
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with great rapidity

; but ere he reaches the surface, shoots off

( 1 another course, as if ashamed that a second victim had
escaped him. He now sails at a short height above the sur-

face, and by a zigzag descent, and without seeming to dip his

feet in the water, seizes a fish, which, after carrying a short

distance, he probably drops, or yields up to the bald eagle,

and again ascends, by easy spiral circles, to the higher regions

of the air, where he glides about in all the ease and majesty
of his species. At once, from this sublime aerial height, he
descends like a perpendicular torrent, plunging into the sea

with a loud rushing sound, and with the certainty of a rifle.

In a few moments he emerges, bearing in his claws hie

struggling prey, which he always carries head foremost, and,
having risen a few feet above the surface, shakes himself as a
water spaniel would do, and directs his heavy and laborious

course directly for the land. If the wind blow hard, and his

nest lie in the quarter from whence it comes, it is amusing to

observe with what judgment and exertion he beats to wind-
ward, not in a direct line, that is, in the toind's eye, but
making several successive tacks to gain his purpose. This
will appear the more striking, when we consider the size of

the fish which he sometimes bears along. A shad was taken
from a fish hawk near Great Egg Harbour, on which he had
begun to regale himself, and had already ate a considerable

portion of it ; the remainder weighed six pounds. Another
fish hawk was passing Mr Beasley's, at the same place, with
a large flounder in his grasp, which struggled and shook him
so, that he dropt it ou the shore. The flounder was picked
up, and served the whole family for dinner. It is singular
that the hawk never descends to pick up a fish which he
happens to drop, either on the land or on the water. There
is a kind of abstemious dignity in this habit of the hawk,
superior to the gluttonous voracity displayed by most other
birds of prey, particularly by the bald eagle, whose piratical

robberies committed on the present species, have been already
fully detailed in treating ofhis history. The hawk, howevei- in

VOL. II. II
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his fishing pursuits, sometimes mistakes his mark, or over-

rates his strength, by striking fisli too large and powerful for

him to manage, by wliom he is suddenly dragged under ; and,

though he sometimes succeeds in extricating himself, after

being taken three or four times down, yet oftener both parties

perish. The bodies of sturgeon, and several other large fish,

with that of a fish hawk fast grappled in them, have, at differ-

ent times, been found dead on the shore, cast up by the waves.

The fish hawk is doubtless the most numerous of all its

genus within the United States. It penetrates far into the

interior of the country up our large rivers, and their head
waters. It may be said to line the sea-coast from Georgia to

'Canada. In some parts I have counted, at one view, more
than twenty of their nests within half a mile. Mr Gardiner
informs me, that, on the small island on which he resides,

there are at least "three hundred nests of fish hawks that

have young, which, on an average, consume probably not less

than six hundred fish daily." Before they depart in the

autumn, they regularly repair their nests, carrying up sticks,

sods, &c., fortifying them against the violence of the winter

storms, which, from this circumstance, they would seem to

foresee and expect. But, notwithstanding all their precau-

tions, they frequently, on their return in spring, find them
lying in ruins around the roots of the tree ; and sometimes
the tree itself has shared the same fate. When a number of

hawks, to the amount of twenty or upwards, collect together

on one tree, making a loud squealing noise, there is generally

a nest built soon after on the same tree. Probably this con-
gressional assembly were settling the right of the new pair to

the premises
; or it might be a kind of wedding, or joyous

festive meeting on the occasion. They are naturally of a mild
and peaceable disposition, living together in great peace and
harmony

;
for though with them, as in the best regulated

communities, instances of attack and robbery occur among
themselves, yet these instances are extremely rare. Mr
Gardiner observes, that they are sometimes seen high in the
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air, sailing and cutting strange gambols, with loud vociferations
darting down several hundred feet perpendicular, frequently
with part of a fish in one claw, which they seem proud of, and
to claim high hook, as the fishermen call him who takes the
greatest number. On these occasions, they serve as a baro-
meter to foretell the changes of the atmosphere

; for, when the
fish hawks are seen thus sailing high in air, in circles, it is
universally believed to prognosticate a change of weather,
often a thunder storm, in a few hours. On the faith of the
certainty of these signs, the experienced coaster wisely pre-
pares for the expected storm, and is rarely mistaken.

There is one singular trait in the character of this bird
which is mentioned in treating of the purple grakle, and which
I have since had many opportunities of witnessing. The
grakles, or crow blackbirds, are permitted by the fi^h hawk
to build their nests among the interstices of the sticks of
which his own is constructed,—several pairs of grakles taking
up their abode there, like humble vassals around the castle o^f

their chief, laying, hatching their young, and living together
in mutual harmony. I have found no less than four of these
nests clustered around the sides of the former, and a fiftli

fixed on the nearest branch of the adjoining tree ; as if the
proprietor of this last, unable to find an unoccupied corner on
the premises, had been anxious to share, as much as possible,
the company and protection of this generous bird.

The fish hawk is twenty-two inches in length, and five feet
three inches in extent

; the bill is deep black, the upper as
well as lower cere (for the base of the lower mandible has a
loose moveable skin), and also the sides of the mouth, from the
nostrils backwards, are light blue; crown and hind head pure
white, front streaked with brown

; through the eye, a bar of
dark blackish brown passes to the neck behind, which, as well
as the whole upper parts, is deep brown, the edges of the
feathers lighter; shafts of the wing-quills, brownish white-
tail, slightly rounded, of rather a paler brown than the body'
crossed with eight bars of very dark brown; the wings, when'
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shut, extend about an inch beyond the tail, and are nearly

black towards Iho tips ; the inner vanes of both quill and

tail-feathers are whitish, barred with brown ;
whole lower

parts, pure white, except the thighs, which are covered with

short plumage, and streaked down the fore part with pale

brown ; the legs and feet are a very pale light blue, prodi-

giously strong and disproportionably large ; they are covered

with flat scales of remarkable strength and thickness, resem-

bling, when dry, the teeth of n large rasp, particularly on

the "soles, intended, no doubt, to enable the bird to seize with

more security his slippery prey ; the thighs are long, the legs

-short, feathered a little below the knee, and, as well as the feet

and claws, large ; the latter hooked into semicircles, black, and

very sharp pointed ; the iris of the eye, a fiery yellow orange.

The female is full two inches longer ; the upper part of the

head, of a less pure white, and the brown streaks on the front

spreading more over the crown ; the throat and upper part

of the breast are also dashed with large blotches of a pale

brown, and the bar passing through the eye, not of so dark a

brown. The toes of both are exceedingly strong and warty,

and the hind claw a full inch and a quarter in diameter. The

feathers on the neck and hind head are long and narrow, and

generally erected when the bird is irritated, resembling those

of the eagle. The eye is destitute of the projecting bone

common to most of the falcon tribe ; the nostril, large, and of

a curving triangular shape. On dissection, the two glands on

the rump, which supply the bird with oil for lubricating its

feathers to protect them from the wet, were found to be

remarkably large, capable, when opened, of admitting the end

of the finger, and contained a large quantity of white greasy

matter, and some pure yellow oil ; the gall was in small

quantity. The numerous convolutions and length of the in-

testines surprised me; when carefully extended, they measured

within an inch or two of nine feet, and were no thicker than

those of a robin 1 The crop, or craw, was middle sized, and

contained a nearly dissolved fish ; the stomach was a largo
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oblong potich, capable of considerablo distenflion, and was also

filled with half-digested fish : no appearance of u muscular

gizzard.

By the descriptions of European naturalists, it would

appear that this bird, or one near akin to it, is a native of

the eastern continent in summer, as far north as Siberia ; the

bald buzzard of Turton almost exactly agreeing with the pre-

sent species in size, colour, and manners, with the exception

of its breeding or making its nest among the reeds, instead

of on trees. Mr Bewick, who has figured and described the

female of this bird under tlie ap^)eUation of the osprey, suys,

that " it builds on the ground, among reeds, and luys three or

four eggs, of an elliptical form, rather less than those of a

hen." This difference of habit may be owing to particular

local circumstances, such deviations being usual among many

of our native birds. The Italians are said to compare its

descent upon the water to a piece of lead falling upon that

element ; and distinguish it by the name of Aquila plumhina,

or the leaden eagle. In the United Stales it is everywhere

denominated the fish hawk, or fishing hawk, a name truly

expressive of its habits.

The regular arrival of this noted bird at the vernal equinox

when the busy season of fishing commences, adds peculiar

interest to its first appearance, and procures it many a

benediction from the fisherman. With the following lines,

ilkntrative of these circumstances, I shall conclude its

history :— .

Soon as the sun, great ruler of the year.

Bends to our northern climea bia bright career.

And from the caves of ocean calls from sleep

The finny shoals and myriads of the deep
;

When freezing tempests back to Greenland ride,

And day and night the equal hours divide
;

True to the season, o'er our sea-beat shore,

The sailing osprey high is seen to soar,

With broad unmoving wing ; and, circling slow,

Marks each loose straggler iu the deep below -
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Sweeps down like lightning ! plunges with a roar !

And bears his struggling victim to the shore.

The long-housed fisherman beholds with joy,

The well-known signals of his rough employ

;

And, as he bears his nets and oars along,

Thus hails the welcome season with a song :

—

THE FISHERMAN'S HYMN.

The osprey sails above the sound,

The geese are gone, the gulls are flying

;

The herring shoals swarm thick around.

The nets are launch 'd, the boats are plying

;

Yo, ho, my hearts ! let's seek the deep,

Raise high the song, and cheerly wish her,

Still as the bending net we sweep,
" God bless the fish hawk and the fisher !

"

She brings us fish—she brings us spring,

Good times, fair weather, warmth, and plenty,

Fine store of shad, trout, herring, ling,

SLeepshead, and drum, and old-wives dainty.

Yo, ho, my heart ! let's seek the deep,

Ply every oar, and cheerly wish her,

Still as the bending net we sweep,
" God bless the fish Lawk and the fisher !

"

She rears her young on yonder tree,

She leaves her faithful mate to mind 'em
;

Like us, for fish, she sails to sea.

And, plunging, shews us where to find 'em.

Yo, ho, my hearts ! let's seek the deep.

Ply every oar, and cheerly wish her,

While the slow bending net we sweep,
" God bless the fish hawk and the fisher !

"
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FISH CROW. {Corvus ossifragus)

PLATE XXXVII.-FiG 2.

Peale'a Afuaeum, No. 1369.

CORVUS OSSIFRAGUS.—WiLson.*
Corvus oBsifragus, Bonap. Synop. p. 57.

This is another roving inhabitant of our sea-coasts, ponds, and
river shores, though a much less distinguished one than the
preceding, this being the first time, as far as I can learn, that
he has ever been introduced to the notice of the world.

I first met with this species on the sea-coasts of Georgia, and
observed that they regularly retired to the interior as evening
approached, and came down to the shores of the river

Savannah by the first appearance of day. Their voice first

attracted my notice, being very different from that of the
common crow, more hoarse and guttural, uttered as if some-
thing stuck in their throat, and varied into several modulations
as they flew along. Their manne;' of flying was also unlike
the others, as they frequently sailed about, without flapping
the wings, something in the manner of the raven ; and I soon
perceived that their food, and their mode of procuring it, were
also both different : their favourite haunts being about the

banks of the river, along which they usually sailed, dexterously

* This is a very curious bird, first named and described by our author.
It is one of the predacious species, with the nostrils clothed with
feathers, and seems to feed nearly alone on fish or reptiles, doing almost
no harm to the husbandman. In the latter circumstance, it resembles
also our carrion crow, which often kills the common frog ; and last
summer I observed one flying with an adder in his bill. He had
caught it on a detached piece of muir, and, on my approach, rose, tak-
ing the prey along with him, most probably before it was sufficiently
despatched, as the writhings of the reptile caused him to alight several
times at short distances, before being perfectly at ease. Being on horse-
back, I could not follow to see the end of the engagement. The species
seems peculiar to the coast of North America, and does not extend very
far northward.— Ed.
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snatching up, with their claws, dead fish, or other garbage,

that floated on the surface. At the country seat of Stephen

Elliot, Esq., near the Ogechee river, I took notice of these

crows frequently perching on the backs of the cattle, like the

magpie and jackdaw of Britain ; but never mingling with

the common crows and diflfering from them in this particular,

that the latter generally retire to the shore, the reeds, and

marshes, to roost, while the fish crow always, a little before

sunset, seeks the interior high woods to repose in.

On my journey through the Mississippi territory last year, I

resided for some time at the seat of my hospitable friend

J)r Samuel Brown, a few miles from Fort Adams, on the

Mississippi. In my various excursions there, among the

lofty fragrance-breathing magnolia woods and magnificent

scenery that adorn the luxuriant face of nature in those

southern regions, this species of crow frequently made its

appearance, distinguished by the same voice and habits it had

in Georgia. There is, in many of the ponds there, a singular

kind of lizard, that swims about with its head above the sur-

face, making a loud sound, not unlike the harsh jarring of a

door. These the crow now before us would frequently seize

with his claws, as he flew along the surface, and retire to the

summit of a dead tree to enjoy his repast. Here I also ob-

served bin: a pretty constant attendant at the pens where the

cows were usually milked, and much less shy, less suspicious,

and more solitary than the common crow. In the county of

Cape May, New Jersey, I again met with these crows, par-

ticularly along Egg Harbour river; and latterly on the

Schuylkill and Delaware, near Philadelphia, during the season

of shad and herring fishing, viz., from the middle of March till

the beginning of June. A small party of these crows, during

this period, regularly passed Mr Bartram's gardens to the

high woods to roost, every evening a little before sunset, and
as regularly returned, at or before sunrise every morning,

directing their course towards the river. The fishermen

along these rivers also inform me, that they have parti-
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cnlarly remarked this crow by liis croaking voice, and bis

fondness for fisli ; ahnost always bovering about tbeir fisbing

places to glean up tbe refuse. Of tbeir manner of breeding

I can only say, tbat tbey separate into pairs, and build in

tall trees near tbe sea or river sbore ; one of tbeir nests

Imving been built tbis season in a piece of tall woods near

Mr Beasley's at Great Egg Harbour. Tbe male of tbis nest

furnisbed me witb tbe figure in tbe plate, wbicb was drawn

of full size, and afterwards reduced to one-third tbe size of life,

to correspond witb tbe rest of tbe figures on tbe same plate.

From tbe circumstance of six or seven being usually seen

bere together in the month of July, it is probable tbat tbey

have at least four or five young at a time.

I can find no description of tbis species by any former

writer. Mr Bartram mentions a bird of tbis tribe which be

calls the great sea-side croio ; but the present species is con-

siderably inferior in size to the common crow, and having

myself seen and examined it in so many and remotely

situated parts of tbe country, and found it in all these places

alike, I bave no hesitation in pronouncing it to be a new and

bitherto undescribed species.

Tbe fish crow is sixteen inches long, and thirty-three in ex-

tent ; black all over, witb reflections of steel-blue and purple ;

the chin is bare of feathers around tbe base of tbe lower

mandible ; upper mandible notched near the tip, the edges of

both turned inwards about tbe middle ; eye, very small,

placed near the corner of the moutb, and of a dark hazel

colour ; recumbent hairs or bristles, large and long ; ear-

feathers, prominent ; first primary, little more than half the

lengtb, fourth the longest ; wings, when shut, reach within

two inches of the tip of tbe tail ; tail, rounded, and seven

inches long from its insertion ; thighs, very long ; legs, stout

;

claws, sharp, long and hooked, hind one tbe largest, all jet

black. Male and female much alike.

I would beg leave to recommend to tbe watchful farmers

of tbe United States, that, in their honest indignation against
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the common crow, they would spare the present species, and
not shower destruction indiscriminately on their black friends

and enemies; at least on those who sometimes plunder them,
and those who never molest or injure their property.

RINGED PLOVER. (Charadrius hiaticula.)

PLATE XXXVII.-FiG. 3.

Lath.Syn. v. p. 201. %.-Arct. Zool. ii. No. 401.-Petit pluvier, & Collier, Buff.
via. p. 90. 6, PL enl. 921.—Pluvialis torquato minor, Brisa. v. p, 63. 8. t. 5
f. 2.—Turt. Syst. p. 411. 2.—Feale's Museum, No. 4150.

CHARADRIUS MELOB US. ~Otiu.*

' ClianidriuB melodus, Bonap. Synop. p. 296.-Charadrius Okenii? Wagl. Syat.
Av. No. 24.

It was not altogether consistent witii my original plan, to
introduce any of the gralte, or waders, until I had advanced
nearer to a close with the land birds ; but as the scenery here
seemed somewhat appropriate, I have ttiken the liberty of
placing in it two birds, reduced to one-third of their natural
size, both being varieties of their respective species, each of
which will appear in their proper places, in some future part
of this work, in full size, and in their complete plumage.

* Thia little plover has proved to be one of those very closely allied
species so difficult of distinction, without a comparison with its congeners.
The present figure is in the adult spring dress, and will be again°repre-
sented by Bonaparte in that of autumn, in our third volume, "xhe syno-
nyms of Wilson are, of course, erroneous. Those also of Temminck,
quoted in his Manual, and the observations on Wilson's plate and de'
Bcription, must share a similar fate. The observations in the nomencla-
ture of Wilson, by the Prince of Musignano, will best explain how this
species ought to stand. « 0. hiaticula was at first given by Wilson as a
variety, of which he intended to describe the type in a future volume

;

but when he did so in his seventh volume, he clearly and positively
pointed out the difference in markings, habits, migration, voice, &c.,
between the two, which he then considered as distinct species, but with-
out apj.lying a new name ; and we have no doubt that, if he had made
out the index himself, he would then have supplied the deficiency, as he
had before done in respect to some land birds. Mr Ord supplied this
void, by calling it C. melodus."—Ed.

i
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Tlie ringed plover is very abundant on the low sandy shores

of our whole sea-coast during summer. They run, or rather

seem to glide, rapidly along the surface of the flat sands, fre-

quently spreading out their wings and tail like a fan, and

fluttering along, to draw or entice one away from their nests.

These are formed with little art, being merely shallow con-

cavities dug in the sand, in which the eggs are laid, and,

during the day at least, left to the influence of the sun to

hatch them. The parents, however, always remain near the

spot to protect them from injury, and probably, in cold, rainy,

or stormy weather, to shelter them with their bodies. The eggs

are three, sometimes four, large for the bird, of a dun clay

colour,and marked with numerous small spots ofreddish purple.

The voice of these little birds, as they move along the sand,

is soft and musical, consisting of a single plaintive note occa-

sionally repeated. As you approach near their nests, they

seem to court your attention, and, the moment they think you

observe them, they spread out their wings and tail, dragging

themselves along, and imitating the squeaking of young birds

;

if you turn from them, they immediately resume their proper

posture, until they have again caught your eye, when they

display the same attempts at deception as before. A flat, dry,

sandy beach, just beyond the reach of the summer tides, is

their favourite place for breeding.

This species is subject to great variety of change in its

plumage. In the month of July, I iound most of those that

were breeding on Summers's Beach, at the mouth of Great

Egg Harbour, such as I have here figured; but, about the

beginning or middle of October, they had become much darker

above, and their plumnge otherwise varied. They were then

collected in flocks; their former theatrical and deceptive

nianoeuvres seemed all forgotten. They appeared more active

than before, as well as more silent, alighting within a short

distance of one, and feeding about without the least appearance

of suspicion. At the commencement of winter, they all go off

towards the south.

''[rT^'inr'iiriTTi'iii'iiitfiiiaii tl
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This variety of the ringed plover is seven inches long, and

fourteen in extent ; the bill is reddish yellow for half its length,

and black at the extremity ; the front and whole lower parts,

pure white, except the side of the breast, which is marked

with a curving streak of black, another spot of black bounding

tlie front above; back and upper parts, very pale brown,

inclining to ashy white, and intermixed with white; wings,

pale brown
;
greater coverts, broadly tipt with white ; interior

edges of the secondaries, and outer edges of the primaries,

white, and tipt with brown ; tail, nearly even, the lower half

white, brown towards the extremity, the outer feather pure

white, the next white, with a single spot of black ; eye, black

and full, surrounded by a narrow ring of yellow ; legs, reddish

yellow ; claws, black ; lower side of the wings, pure white.

1

LITTLE SANDPIPER. {Tringa puMa.)

PLATE XXXVII.—Fio. 4.

Lath. Spn. v. p. 184. 32.—Arct. Zool. ii. No. 397.— Cinclus dominicensis minor.

Briis. V. p. 222. 13. t, 25. f. l.-TuH. Syat. p. ^IQ.—PeaU's Museum, No.
4138.

TRINOA MINUTILLA ?—Vieillot.*

Trioga pusilla, Bonap. Synop. p. 319.

This is the least of its tribe in this part of the world, and in

its mode of flight has much more resemblance to the snipe

than to the sandpiper. It is migratory, departing early in

October for the south. It resides chiefly among the sea

marshes, and feeds among the mud at low water; springs

with a zigzag irregular flight, and a feeble twit. It is not

altogether confined to the neighbourhood of the sea, for 1 have

found several of them on the shores of the Schuylkill, in the

month of August. In October, immediately before tliey go

The Prince of Musi'^nano considers this species peculiar to America

;

that it is different froji the T. minuta and Temminckii of Europe, and
that it is not the Linniean T. pusilla. If the latter opinion be correct,

pusilla cannot be retaiaed, and I have added with a query the name given

to it by Vieillot.—Er.
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away, they are usually very fat. Their nests or particular

hreeding places I have not been able to discover.

This minute species is found in Europe, and also at Nootka

Sound, on the western coast of America. Length, five inches

and a half; extent, eleven inches; bill and legs, brownish

black; upper part of the breast, gray brown, mixed with

white; back and upper parts, black; the whole plumage

above, broadly edged with bright bay and yellow ochre;

primaries, black
;
greater coverts, the same, tipt with white

;

eye, small, dark hazel ; tail, rounded, the four exterior feathers

on each side, dull white, the rest, dark brown ;
tertials, as long

as the primaries ; head above, dark brown, with paler edges

;

over the eye, a streak of whitish ; belly and vent, white ;
the

bill is thick at the base, and very slender towards .,he point

;

the hind toe, small. In some specimens the legs were of a

dirty yellowish colour. Sides of the rump, white
;
just below

the greater coverts, the primaries are crossed with white.

Very little difference could be perceived between the plumage

of the males and females. The bay on the edges of the back

and scapulars was rather brighter in the male, and the brown

deeper.

BARN SWALLOW. {Hirundo Americana.)

PLATE XXXVIII.-FiG. 1. Male ; Fig. 2. Female.

Peale's Museum, No. 7609.

HIRUNDO AMERICANA?—WihsOJU.*

Hirundo rufa, Bonap. Synop. p. 64. -Hirundo Americana, North. Zool. ii. p. 329.

There are but few persons in the United States unacquainted

with this gay, innocent, and active little bird. Indeed the

whole tribe are so distinguished from the rest of small birds

* Wilson at once perceived the difference between the present species,

and, as it is commonly called, the "chimney swallow" of Europe, though

many of his contemporaries considered them only as varieties. The

Prince of Musignano has, however, considered it as previously described

f'tt4t'tt^'f'i iv ''" '"
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by their sweeping rapidity of flight, tljeir pecnhar nerial evohi-
tions of wing over our fiehls and rivers, and through our very
streets, from morning to night, that the h"ght of heaven itself,

by Latham under the title of H. rufa, and again figured as the same by
Vieillot,

The authors of the "Northern Zoology" have again appended the
following note to their notice of the bird ; and, in the uncertainty, we
have chosen to retain Wilson's original name, until the species is really
determined from authentic specimens.

" It appears to us very doubtful whether the Hirondelle d ventre roux
de Cayenne of BufTon {FA. Sonn. xix. p. 35), of which methodists have
made their Mrundo rufa, is really the same as the //. Americana of
Wilson. From the evidence we at present have, we are disposed to con-
sider them distinct. The only authentic account of the cayenne species
18 that given by Buffon, which all the compilers have since copied. From
this, it appears to be only /we inches and a half long (French measure ?)
ours is fully seven. The front is whitish (le front blanch&tre); ours is
very deep rufous. But the most remarkable diiierence between the birds
IS in the construction of their ne3ts,-the cayenne bird building one
mthout mud, and so long as sometimes to measure a foot and a half°with
an opening near the bottom; the Americana of Wilson, on the contrary
using a good deal of mud ; the length is only seven inches, and the open-
ing at top, with an external rim, for the parents occasionally to sit upon.
Until this matter is investigated, we cannot suppose that individuals of
the same species would, in different countries, build their nests in such
very dissimilar ways."

It appears to be exclusively American, and migrates from north
to south, and the reverse. There is a great resemblance between the
two species

; but they may be at once distinguished by the pure white
and the rich chestnut which clothes the under parts of each, and they
would seem to be another of those representing forms which are so fre-
quent, and run so closely in colour and habits through both continents

Wilson, when mentioning the distinction of this species, includes a
difference in habit, from our species building in chimneys, and not in
barns, like the American. Chimneys are by no means the common
building place of the British swallow, although those in the nei<'hbour-
liood of towns may use that resort for want of another, in the same way
that those in a mining country use the neglected shafts. In the country
barns, shades of thrashing mills, or any outhouse with an open door or
window, under the portico of a front door, are their constant building-
place

;
and although houses in the country have chimneys as well as

those in town, they are very seldom, if ever, resorted to. Their nests
are also of the same structure and materials, built with clay mingled
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companions of flowery spring and ruddy Biimraer ; and when,

after a long, fiost-boiind, and boisterous winter, we hear it

announced, that " the swallows are come," what a train of

charming ideas are associated with the simple tidings 1

house tops or comicca, on railings, or on a bare tree, where the later

broods are still fed and exercised by the parents, and the southern jour-

ney of the whole mass, aa it were, delayed until all had required suffi-

cient strength. ,1-1
At times, these congregations are much greater than at others, or like

some great assemblage from the neighbouring country. One of these

took place in 1816 near Rotherham, and has been made the subject of

an anonymous pamphlet, by a clergyman in that neighbourhood. The

assemblage and departure is thus described in it :—" Early in the

'month of September 1815, the swallows, that beautiful and social tribe

of the feathered race, began to assemble in the neighbourhood of Rother-

ham, at the willow ground, on the banks of the canal, preparatory to

their migration to a warmer climate ; and their numbers were daily

augmented, until they became a vast flock, which no man could easily

number. Thousands upon thousands—tens of thousands—and myriads;

80 great, indeed, that the spectator would almost have concluded, the

whole swallow race were there collected in one huge host.

" It was their manner, while there, to rise from the willows in the

morning, a little before six o'clock, when their thick columns literally

darkened the sky. Their divisions wore then into four, five, and some-

times into six grand wings, each of these filing and taking a different

route,—one east, another west, another south ; as if not only to be

equally dispersed throughout the country, to provide food for their

numerous troops, but also to collect with them whatever of their fellows,

or stragglii.g parties, might still be left behind.

" In the evening, about five o'clock, they began to return to their

station, and continued coming in from all quarters, until nearly darl..

It was here that you might see them go through their various aerial

evolutions, in many a sportive ring and airy gambol, strengthening

their pinions in these playful feats, for their long ethereal journey, as

they cut the air and frolicked in the last beams of the setting sun, or

lightly skimmed the surface of the glassy pool.

" The verdant enamel of summer had given place to the warm and

mellow tints of autumn. The leaves were now fast falling from their

branches, while the naked tops of many of the trees appeared. The

golden sheaves were safely lodged in the barns, and the reapers had

shouted their harvest-home. Frosty and misty mornings succeeded, the

certain presages of the approach of winter. They were omens under-

stood by the swallows, as signals for their march ; and on the morning
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1
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the amount of all these, allowing three hundred and sixty-fividays to a year would give us two million one hundred andn ne y thousand miles; -upwards of eighty-seven times the cir-
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ie^^ons, and, directed by an unerring guide, took their trackless way."
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other reptiles, until the return of spring 1 Is not this true, ye

wise men of Europe and America, who have pubhshed so many

credible narratives on this subject? Tiie geese, the ducks,

the cat bird, and even the wren, which creeps about our out-

houses in summer like a mouse, are all acknowledged to be

mi-ratory, and to pass to southern legions at the approach o

winter • the swallow alone, on whom Heaven has conferred

superior powers of wing, must sink in torpidity at the bottom

of our rivers, or doze all winter in the caverns of the eartlu 1

am myself something of a traveller, and foreign countries afford

many novel sights : should I assert, that in some of my pere-

' grinations I had met with anation of Indians, all of whom, old

and vouncr, at the commencement of cold weather, descend to

the bottom of their lakes and rivers, and there remain unl. the

breaking up of frost ; nay, should I affirm, that thousands of

people, in the neighbourhood of this city, reg.ilarly undergo

the same semi-annual submersion-that I myself had fished

up a whole family of these from the bottom of Schuylkill,

where tbey had lain torpid all winter, carried them home, and

bron<dit them all comfortably to themselves agaui
;
should I

even"publi.sh this in the learned pages of the Transactions of

our Philosophical Society,-who would believe me ? Is, then

the orcranisation of a swallow less delicate than that of a man ?

Can aVird. whose vital functions are destroyed by a short pri-

vation of pure air and its usual food, sustain, for six months,

a situation where the most robust man would perish in a few

hours or minutes? Away with such absurdities! they are

unworthy of a serious refutation. I should be pleased to meet

with a man who has been personally more conversant with

birds than myself, who has followed them in their wide and

devious routes-studied their various manners-mingled with

and marked their peculiarities more than I have done
;
yet

the miracle of a resuscitated swallow, in the deplh of winter,

from the bottom of a mill-pond, is. I confess, a phenomenon in

ornilhology that I have never met with.

What better evidence have we that these fleet-winged tribes.
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d"o":„t '"'J'^r^' "fT'^. in a state of to^ldo no^-.ea„„ot beheve. Millions ,f trees, of all dimensL.are cut down every fall and winter of this country, where, inthen proper season, swallows swarm around us. Is it th^re-
fore, ,n .he least probable that we should, only once or twL
"rv

«?''••""' "" """' ''''"^'"'' "'"" '">'' "' '>™ »litory and'e.y suspicions reports of a Mr Somebody bavin.- made a.hseovery o this kind ? If caves were their places%f Ite:
leheat. perhaps no country on earth could supply then, witha greater choice. I have myself explored maiy of these „various parfsot the United States, both in winter'and in s, rin"

called the Barrens, where some of these subterran.ous caverns

nndei a large and deep river-have conversed with the Lt-
petre workers by whom they are tenanted; but never heard

m wintei. lliese people treated such reports with ridicule.
I IS to be regretted that a greater number of e.x,«ri,nentshave not been made, by keeping live swallows th ough the

«.nter. to convince the,,e believers in the torpidity of bhds o?then- mistake. That class of cold-blooded animals which are*««»» to become torpid dming winter, and of which bun-
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dieds and thousands are found every season, are eubject to the

same when kept in a suitable room for experiment. How is

it with the swallows in this respect ? Much powerful testi-

mony might be produced on this point: the following experi-

ments, recently made by Mr James Pearson of London, and

communicated by Sir John Trevelyan, Bart., to Mr Bewick, the

celebrated engraver in wood, will be sufficient for our present

purpose, and throw great light on this part of the subject
*

" Five or six of these birds were taken about the latter end

of August 1784, in a bat fowling-net at night. They were

put separately into small cages, and fed with nightingale's

•food : in about a week or ten days, they took food of them-

selves ; they were then put all together into a deep cage, four

feet long, with gravel at the bottom ; a broad shallow pan,

with water, was placed in it, in which they sometimes washed

themselves, and seemed much strengthened by it. One day

Mr Pearson observed that they went into the water with

unusual eagerness, hurrying in and out again repeatedly with

such swiftness as if they had been suddenly seized with a

frenzy. Being anxious to see the result, he left them to

themselves about half an hour, and, going to the cage again,

. found them all huddled together in a corner, apparently dead;

the cage was then placed at a proper distance from the fire,

when only two of them recovered, and were as healthy as

l>efore : the rest died. The two remaining ones were allowed

to wash themselves occasionally for a short time only
;
but

their feet soon after became swelled and inflamed, which Mr

Pearson attributed to their perching, and they died about

Christmas. Thus the first year's experiment was in some

measure lest. Not discouraged by the failure of this, Mr

Pearson determined to make a second trial the succeeding

year, from a strong desire of being convinced of the truth of

their going into a state of torpidity. Accordingly, the next

season, having taken some more birds, he put them into the

QiwQ, and in every respect pursued the same methods as with

« See Bewick's British Birds, vol. i. p. 254.

11 I
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the last
;
but. to guard their feet from the bad effects of thedamp and cold, he covered the perches with flannel, and had

the pleasure to observe that the birds throve extremely well-
they sang their song during the winter, and, soon after
Christmas, began to moult, which they got through without
any difficulty, and lived three or four years, regularly moultin-
every year at the usual time. On the renewal of their
leathers, it appeared that their tails were forked exactly the
same as m those birds which return hither in the sprin- andm every respect their appearance was the same. Theselbirds
says Mr Pearson, were exhibited to the Society for Promoting'
Natural History, on the 14tli day of February 1786, at the
time they were in a deep moult, during a severe frost, when
the snow was on the ground. Minutes of this circumstance
were entered in the books of the society. These birds died
at last from neglect, during a long illness which Mr Pearson
had

:
they died in the summer. Mr Pearson concludes his

very interestmg account in these words :—'20th January
1797-1 have now in my house. No. 21 Great Newport Street
Long Acre, four swallows in moult, in as perfect health as
any bird ever appeared to be when moulting.'"
The barn swallow of the United States has hitherto been

considered by many writers as the same with the common
chimney swallow of Europe. They differ, however, consider-
ably m colour, as well as in habits ; the European species
having the belly and vent white, the American species tliose
parts of a bright chestnut

; the former building in the corners
of chimneys, near the top, the latter never in such places •

but usually in barns, sheds, and other outhouses, on beams'
braces, rafters, &c. It is difficult to reconcile these constant
differences of manners and markings in one and the same
bird

;
I shall tlierefore take the Uberty of considering the

present as a separate and distinct species.

The barn swallow arrives in this part of Pennsylvania
from the south on the last week in March or the first week
in April, and passes on to the north, as far, at least, as the

i
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liver St Lawrence. On the east side of the great range of

the Alleghany, they are dispersed very generally over the

country, wherever there are habitations, even to the summit

of high mountains; but, on account of the greater coldness

of such situations, are usually a week or two later in

making their appearance there. On tlie 16lh of May, being

on a shooting expedition on the top of Pocano Mountain,

Northampton, when the ice on that and on several successive

3norning3 was more than a quarter of an inch thick, I

observed with surprise a pair of these swallows which had

taken up their abode on a miserable cabin there. It was then

jibout sunrise, the ground while with hoar frost, and the male

was twittering on the roof by the side of his mate with great

sprightliness. Tlie man of the house told me that a single

pair came regularly there every season, and built their nest

on a projecting beam under the eaves, about six or seven feet

from the ground. At the bottom of the mountain, in a large

barn belonging to the tavern there, I counted upwards of

ttventy nests, all seemingly occupied. In the woods they are

never met with ; but, as you ai)proach a farm, they soon catch

the eye, cutting their gambols in the air. Scarcely a barn,

to which these birds can find access, is without them ; and, as

])ublic feeling is universally in their favour, they are seldom

or never disturbed. The proprietor of the barn last men-

tioned, a German, assured me that if a man permitted the

swallows to be shot, his cows would give bloody milk, and

also that no barn where swallows frequented would ever be

struck with lightning; and I nodded assent. When the

tenets of superstition "lean to the side of humanity," one

can readily respect them. On the west side of the Alleghany

these birds become more rare. In travelling through the

States of Kentucky and Tennessee, from Lexington to the

Tennessee river, in the months of April and Ma}', I did not see

a single individual of this species ; though the purple martin,

and, in some places, the bank swallow, was numerous.

Early in May they begin to build. From the size and
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Structure of the nest, it is nearly a week before it is com-
pletely finished. One of lliese nests, taken on the 21st of
June from, the rafter to which it was closely attached is
now lymg before me. It is in the form of an inverted cone
with a perpendicular section cut off on that side by which it
adhered to the wood. At the top it has an extension of the
edge or offset, for the male or female to sit on occasionally as
appeared by the dung

; the upper diameter was about six
inches by five, the height externally seven inches. This
shell ,s formed of mud, mixed with fine hay, as plasterers
do then- mortar with Imir, to make it adhere the better ; the
mud seems to have been placed in regular strata or layers,
from side to side

; the hollow of this cone (the shell of which
IS about an inch in thickness) is filled with fine hay well
stuffed in

;
above that is laid a handful of very large downy

geese feathers. The eggs are five, white, specked, and spotted
a 1 over with reddish brown. Owing to the semi-transparency
of the shell, the eggs have a slight tinge of flesh colour. Tiie
whole weighs about two pounds.

They have generally two broods in the season. The first
make their appearance about the second week in June ; and
Uie last brood leave the nest about the lOLli of August
Though It is not uncommon for twent}^ and even tlWity,
pair to build in the same barn, yet everything seems to be
conducted with great order and affection

; all seems harmony
among them, as if the interest of each were that of all.
Several nests are often within a few inches of each other •

yet no appearance of discord or quarrelling takes place in
this peaceful and affectionate community.
When the young are fit to leave the nest, the old ones

entice them out by fluttering backwards and forwards, twitter-
ing and calling to them every time they pass ; and the youn-
exercise themselves for several days in short essays of this
kind within doors before they first venture abroad. As soon
as they leave the barn, they are conducted by their parents
to the trees or bushes by the pond, creek, or river shore, or
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other suitable situation, where their proper food is most

abundant, and where they can be fed with the greatest con-

venience to both parties. Now and then they take a short

excursion themselves, and are also frequently fed while on

wing by an almost instantaneous motion of both parties, rising

perpendicularly in air, and meeting each other. About the

middle of August they seem to begin to prepare for their

departure. They assemble on the roof in great numbers,

dressing and arranging their plumage, and making occasional

essays, twittering with great cheerfulness. Their song is a

kind of sprightly warble, sometimes continued for a con-

'siderable time. From this period to the 8th of September,

they are seen near the Scliuylkill and Delaware every after-

noon, for two or three hours before sunset, passing along to

the south in great numbers, feeding as they skim along. I

have counted several hundreds pass within sight in less than

a quarter of an hour, all directing their course towards the

south. The reeds are now their regular roosting places;

and about the middle of September there is scarcely an

individual of them to be seen. How far south they continue

their route is uncertain ; none of them remain in the United

States. Mr Bartram informs me, that, during his residence

in Florida, he often saw vast flocks of this and our other

swallows passing from the peninsula towards the sou'^h in

September and October, and also on their return to the north

about the middle of March. It is highly probable that, were

the countries to the south of the Gulf of Mexico, and as far

south as the great river Maranon, visited and explored by a

competent naturalist, these regions would be found to be the

winter rendezvous of the very birds now before us, and most

of our other migratory tribes.

In a small volume which I have lately met with, entitled,

" An Account of the British Settlement of Honduras," by

Captain George Henderson, of the 5th West India Regiment,

published in London in 1809, the writer, in treating of that

part of its natural history which relates to birds, gives the
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following particulars :—" Myriads of swallows," says he, " are
also the occasional inhabitants of Honduras. The time of
their residence is generally confined to the period of the
rains [that is, from October to February], after which they
totally disappear. There is something remarkably curious
and deserving of notice in the ascent of these birds. As
soon as the dawn appears, they quit their place of rest, 'vhich
is usually chosen amid the rushes of some watery savannah

;

and invariably rise to a certain height, in a compact spiral
form, and which at a distance often occasions them to be
taken for an immense column of smoke. This attained, they
are then seen separately to disperse in search of food, the
occupation of their day. To those who may have had the
opportunity of observing the phenomenon of a waterspout, the
similarity of evolution in the ascent of these birds will be
thought surprisingly striking. The descent, which regularly
takes place at sunset, is conducted much in the same way,
but with inconceivable rapidity ; and the noise which accom-
panies this can only be compared to the falling of an immense
torrent, or the rushing of a violent gust of wind. Indeed, to

an observer, it seems wonuerful that thousands of these birds
are not destroyed, in being thus propelled to the earth with
such irresistible force."

*

How devoutly it is to be wished that the natural history of

those regions were more precisely known, so absolutely neces-

sary as it is to the perfect understanding of this department
of our own !

The barn swallow is seven inches long, and thirteen inches
in extent

; bill, black ; upper part of the head, neck, back,

rump, and tail-coverts, steel blue, which descends rounding
on the breast; front and chin, deep chestnut; belly, vent,

and lining of the wing, light chestnut ; wings and tail, brown
black, slightly glossed with reflections of green ; tail, greatly
forked, the exterior feather on each side an inch and a half

longer than the next, and tapering towards the extremity, each
* Henderson's Honduras, p. 119.
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feather, except the two middle ones, marked on its iimer vane

with an oblong spot of wliite ; lores, black ; eye, dark hazel

;

sides of the mouth, yellow ; legs, dark purple.

The female differs from the male in having the belly and

vent rufous white, instead of light chestnut; these parts are

also slightly clouded with rufous ; and the exterior tail-feathers

are shorter.

These birds are easily tamed, and soon become exceedingly

gentle and famili:i". I have frequently kept them in my
room for several days at a time, where they employed them-

selves in catching flies, picking them from my clothes, hair,

4c., calling out occasionally as they observed some of their

old companions passing the windows.

GREEN-BLUE, OR WHITE-BELLIED SWALLOW.
(Hirundo viridis.)

PLATE XXXVIII.—Fig. 3.

Peak's Museum, No. 7707.

HIRUNDO BICOLOR.—YiEiLhOT.*

Hirundo viridis, Aud. Ann. Lye. of New York, i. p. 166.—The White-bellied

Swallow, Aud. Orn. Biog. i. p. 491, pi. 98.—Hirundo bicolor, Bunap. Synop'

p. 65.—North. Zool. ii. p. 328.

This is the species hitherto supposed by Europeans to be the

same with their common martin, Hirundo urhica, a bird

nowhere to be found within the United States, 'i.'he English

* This beautiful and highly curious little bird has, like the last, been

confused with a European species, //. urhica. Gmelin and Latham
esteem it only a variety, while other writers make ic identical. From
the European martin it may always at once be distinguished by want-

ing the purely white rump, so conspicuous during the flight of the

former. The priority of the name will be in favour of Yieillot, and it

should stand as H. bicolor of that naturalist.

The martins possess a greater preponderance of power in the wings

over the tail than the swallows ; and their flight, as our author remarks,

is consequently more like sailing than flying. All their turns are round

and free, and performed most frequently in large sweeps, without any
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mnrtin is blue black above, the present species greenish blue;
the former has the whole rump white, and the legs and feet
are covered with short white downy feathers ; the latter has
nothing of either. That ridiculous propensily in foreign
writers to consider most of our birds as varieties of their
own, has led them into many mistakes, which it shall be the
business of the author of the piesent work to point out de-
cisively, wherever he may meet with them.
The white-bellied swallow arrives in Pennsylvania a few days

motion of the wings. In their other forms they hardly differ, though
almost any one will say this is a martin, tliat a swallow. I am inclined
to keep them as a subordinate group, and there also would be placed
the water martins, which have already been made into a genus by Boje.
They are all nearly of the same form, are gregarious, and build and feed
in large companies.

The white-bellied swallow bears more analogy to the water martins
than that of Europe, or those which frequent inland districts. Accord-
mg to Audubon, they sit and roost on the sedges and tall water plants,
as well as upon the bushes ; and they sometimes in the beginning of
autumn, as mentioned by our author, collect on the shores or s^nd-
banks ol rivers, in considerable numbers. About the end of July, in
the present year, I had an opportunity of seeing the latter incident take
place with our common sand martin {H. riparia), one very hot evenin",
when residing on the shores of the Solway Frith, where the beach is
unusually flat and sandy. Several hundreds of these were collected
upon a space not exceeding two acres, most of them were upon the
ground, a few occasionally rising and making a short circuit. At this
part, a small stream entered the sea, and they seemed partly resting and
washing, and partly feeding on a small fly that had apparently °come
newly to existence, and covered the sands in immense profusion. None
of our other species mingled, though they were abundant in the neigh-
bourhood.

The American bird is also remarkable as being a berry eater an
occurrence nearly unknown among the lUrundinidw. Neither is their
breeding in holes of trees frequent among them. The only instance of
a sunilar propensity is one related of the common swift, in " Loudon's
Magazine of Natural History," which, however, is a species more likely
to suit Itself to circumstances of the kind, as it appears to have done in
this instance, where it formed its breeding place in the deserted holes
of woodpeckers. Audubon has traced their migrations through the
year, and has proved that they winter in Louisiana. I believe they
belong exclusively to the New "World.—Ed.
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later than the preceiling species. It often takes possession of

an apartment in the boxes appropriated to the purple martin
;

and also frequently builds and hiitches in a hollow tree. The

nest consists of fine loose dry grass, lined with largo downy

feathers, risJno- ,

', v } its surface, and so placed as to curl

inwards, ana i. r'v'ltiy conceal the eggs. These last are

usually four or live in number, and pure white. They also

have two broods in the season.

The voice of this species is low and guttmal ; they are

more disposed to quarrel than the barn swallows, frequently

fifhtiuir in the air for a o'ihiuh 01'...^ hour at a time, particu-

larly in spring, all the while keeping up a low ra[ \ chatter.

'They also sail more in flying; but, during the breeding

season, frequent the same situations in quest of similar food.

They inhabit the northern Atlantic States as far as the

district of Maine, where I have myself seen them ; and my
friend Mr Gardiner informs me that they are found on the

coast of Long Island and its neighbourhood. About the

middle of July, I observed many hundreds of these birds

sitting on a flat sandy beach near the entrance of Great Egg

Harbour. They were also very numerous among the myrtles

of these low islands, completely covering some of the bushes.

One man told me that he saw one hundred and two shot at a

single discharge. For sometime before their departine, they

subsist principally on the myrtle berries {3Iyricacerifera), and

become extremely fat. They leave us early in September.

This species appears to have remained hitherto undescribed,

owing to the misapprehension before mentioned. It is not

perhaps quite so numerous as the preceding, and rarely

associates with it to breed, never using mud of any kind in

the construction of its nest.

The white-bellied swallow is five inches and three quarters

long, and twelve inches in extent ; bill and eye, black ; upper

parts, a light glossy greenish blue ; wings, brown black, with

slight reflections of green ; tail, forked, the two exterior

feathers being about a quarter of an inch longer than the

!
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liiicldle ones, and all of a uniform brown black ; lores, black
;

whole lower parts pure wl.ite; wings, when shut, extend
about a quarter of an inch beyond the tail; legs, naked short
und strong, and, as well as the feet, of a dark purplish flesli
colour ; claws, stout.

The female has much less of the greenish gloss than the
male, the colours being less brilliant ; otherwise alike.

BANK SWALLOW, OR SAND MARTIN.
{Hirundo riparia.)

PLATE XXXVIII.-Fio. 4.

Zr,^^. ,Sr^/« iv p. Sfi8 \0.-Arct. Zool. ii. No. .332.-L'Hiron,lelle de rivage. Bvff.
VI. 0.32, PI. enl. : 1.!, f. 2.-Turt. Syst. 629.-Peale^s Museum, No. 7637.

niRUNDOJ RIPARIA ?-UmjEvs*
Hirundo riparia, Bonap. Synop. p. e.'i.-C.tilo riparia, Boje.

This appears to be the most sociable with its kind, and the
least intimate with man, of all our swallows, living together
in large communities of sometimes three or four hnndred.

* I have been unable to compare specimens of these birds from both
countries, but from tlie best authorities, I am induced to consider them
identical. A doubt has been expressed by Vieillot, who considered the
American bird as possessing a greater length of tarsus, and havin" that
part also clothed with short plumes. Bonaparte has, again, fromlctual
comparison, said they w^ere entirely similar.

As in America, they are the first swallow which appears in this
country, arriving soon after the commencement of March. Their
breeding-places are in the same situations, but often pierced into the
banks for a much greater length. If the bank is sandy and easily
scratched, seven or eight feet will scarcely reach the extremity, a won-
derful length, if we consider the powers of the worker.
They are abundant over every part of North America, and were met

by Dr Eichardson in the 68th parallel. « We observed," says that
naturalist, "thousands of these sand martins fluttering at the entrance
of their burrows, near the mouth of the Mackenzie, in the 68th parallel,
on the 4th of July. They are equally numerous in every district of the
Fur Countries, wherein banks suitable for burrowing exist ; but it is
not likely that they ever rear more than one brood north of the Lake
Superior."

—

Ed.
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On tlio hij^h Rnruly bnnk of a river, qtiarry, or gravel pit, at a
foot or two from tlie Hiuface, tliey commonly Rcnitcli out IioIch

for their nests, riiniiiiig them in a horizontal direction to Iho

depth of two and sometimea three feet. Several of tiieso holes

are often within a few inches of each other, and extend in

various strata along the front of the precipice, sonietimes for

eighty or one hundred yards. At the extremity of this

hole, a liltle fine dry grass, with a few laigo downy feathers,

form the bed on whicli their eggs, generally five in number,
and pure while, are deposited. Tlie young are hatched late

in Miiy ; and hero I have taken notice of tiio conimon crow,

in parlies of foin- or five, watching at the entrance of these

' holes, to seize the first straggling young that should make its

appearance. From the clouds of swallows that usually play

round these breeding places, they remind one at a distance

of a swarm of bees. »

Tlie bank swallow arrives here earlier than either of the

preceding
; begins to build in April, and has commonly two

broods in the season. Their voice is a low mutter. They
are particularly fond of the shores of rivers, and, in several

places along the Ohio, they congregate in immense multitudes.

We have sometimes several days of cold rain and severe

weather after their arrival in spring, from which they take

refuge in their holes, clustering together for warmth, and
have been frequently found at such times in almost a lifeless

state with the cold ; which circumstance has contributed to

the belief that they lie torpid all winter in these recesses. I

have searched hundreds of these holes in tlio months of

December and January, but never fomid a single swallow,

dead, living, or torpid. I met with this bird in considerable

numbers on the shores of the Kentucky river, between

Lexington and Danville. They likewise visit the seashore

in great munbers previous to their departure, which continues

from the last of Sejjtember to the middle of October.

The bank swallow is five inches long, and ten inches in

extent; upper parts mouse coloured, lower white, with a
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band of dusky brownisli across the upper part of the breast •

^t^t^r^ ''''''' Bllghtly edged with whS;o es and bill, black
;

legs, with a ievr tufts of downy feathers

stti jf ir f"V"'"^^'
-'^ very sharp; over Ihe e^ astieak o wh. ,sii

;
lower side of the shafts, white

; win^s and

f::LrLr^^'^^^^^'- ^^"^^-^e^'-^ers'ver/h-tSe

En.opean spec.es; from which circumstance, and its earlyarnval here I would conjecture that it passes to a hinorthern latitude on both continents
^

[

CHIMNEY SWALLOW. (Hirundo pelaegia.)

PLATE XXXIX.-Fio. 1.

''^%!ffM' rS "^h"'"'',"'/'";.
^^- *• «-Hi-delle de la Caroline^«i/_. VI,

p. 700.-Hirundo C.irolinensis, £n«s. ii n ^01 a „, i TjSwallow, ^,.c<. Zool. ii. No. 335, lL-r«r< Svst n ffq'n p
^•-^?''**''*

No. 7663.
^*'' P- «30. -Peace's Museum,

CH.ETURA PELASGIA.-STETHEm *

Ch^turapelaagia. S^.^^. Cont. Sh. Zoo,. Sup. p. 76.-CypseI«s pelasgius.
Bonap. Synop. p. 63.

^ & .

i!^om Tfl'
''

T"!'"'"'^
'"' '"'"' "^"^^ ^'"'^"^'^ distinguished

fiom all the rest of our swallows by its figure. fliH.t and
njanners Of the first of these, the repreren.^tion" in thepate w,ll give a correct idea; its other peculiarities shall
be detailed as fully as the nature of tlie subject requires.

r/ir^' T'r ^"', ^''" '"'^'^ "^ *'^^ *yP« °f ^^' Stephens' genuaCh^tura. In ona they rescn.llo the svifts; and the first observeddistmction will be the structure of the tail, where the quills of Ihef thers are elongated and run to a sharp ov subulated'poi. t. Thbill IS nore compressed laterally
; the legs and feet possess ver^ .reatinuscuhmty .-the toes alone are scaled, and the tarsi are covered "^vitl anaked sk.n, tl.rough whicli the form of the n.nsdes is plamly vi!^^ eUie claws are nmch hooked. All these provisions are n cessafyto thii;n ode of hfe. Without some strong support, they could not clin" for ag^e t length of time in the hollows of trees, or in chimneys

; and th i^tads are used, ui the manner of a woodpecker, to assist u/e powe o

i

M
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This swallow, like all tlie rest of its tribe in the United

States, is migratory, arriving in Pennsylvania late in April

or early in May, and dispersing themselves over the whole

country wherever there are vacant chimneys in summer
sufficiently high and convenient for their accommodation. In

no other situation with us are they observed at present to

build. This circumstance naturally suggests the query,

Where did these birds construct their nests before the arrival

of Europeans in this country, when there were no such places

for their accommodation ? I would answer, Probably in the

same situations in which they still continue to build in the

remote regions of our western forests, where European im-

provements of this kind are scaicely to be found, namely, in

the hollow of a tiee, which in some cases has the nearest

resemblance to their present choice, of any other. One of

the first settlers in the State of Kentucky informed me, that

he cut down a large hollow beech tree, which contained forty

or fifty nests of the chimney swallow, most of which, by the

fall of the tree, or by the weather, were lying at the bottom

of the hollow ; but sufficient fragments remained adhering to

the sides of the tree to enable him to number them. They
appeared, he said, to be of many years' standing. The present

site which they have chosen must, however, hold out many
more advantages than the former, since we see that, in the

whole thickly settled parts of the United States, these birds

have uniformly adopted this new convenience, not a single

pair being observed to prefer the woods. Security from birds

of prey and other animals—from storms that frequently over-

throw the timber, and tlie numerous ready conveniences which

these new situations afford, are doubtless some of the advan-

th strong feet. They present, in a beautiful manner, the scansorial

form among the Fissirostres ; one species, the Ch. senex {Cypsclus senex,

Temm.), even feeds in the manner of the true climbers, running up
the steep rocks, assisted by its tail, in search of food.

The group will contain a considerable number. We have them from
India, North and South America, and New Holland, but I am not
aware that Africa has yet produced any species.

—

Ed.
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tages. The choice they have made certainly bespeaks some-
thing more than mere rm-easoning instinct, and does honour
to their discernment.

The nest of this bird is of singular construction, bein-
formed of very small twigs, fastened together with a stron"
adhesive glur or gum. which is secreted by two glands, one on
each side of the hind head, and mixes with the saliva. With
this glue, which becomes hard as the twigs themselves, the
whole nest is thickly besmeared. The nest itself is small and
shallow and attached by one side or edge to the wall, and is
total y destitute of the soft lining with which the others are so
plentifully supplied. The eggs are generally four, and white.
Ihis swallow has two broods in the season. The youn- are
ted at intervals during the greater part of the night, a'fact
Which I have had frequent opportunities of remarking both
here and m the Mississippi territory. The noise which the old
ones make m passing up and down the funnel has some resem-
blance to distant thunder. When heavy and long-continued
rains occur, the nest, losing its hold, is precipitated to the
bottom. This disaster frequently happens. The eggs are
destroyed

;
but the young, though blind (which they are for

a considerable time), sometimes scramble up along the vent
to which they cling like squirrels, the muscularity of their feet'
and the sharpness of their claws, at this tender age, beino^
remarkable. In this situation they continue to be fed for
perhaps a week or more. Nay, it is not uncommon for them
volunlanly to leave the nest long before they are able to fly
and to fix themselves on the wall, where they are fed until able
to hunt for themselves.

When these birds first arrive in spring, and for a consider-
able time after, they associate together every evenin«- in one
general rendezvous

;
those of a whole district roosting together,

riiis place of repose, in the more unsettled parts of the co^untry
IS usually a large hollow tree, open at top ; trees of that kind,'
or swalloiv trees, as they are usually called, having been
noticed in various parts of the country, and generally believed

i|i|
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to be the winter quarters of these buds, where, heaps upon

heaps, they dozed away the winter in a state of torpidity.

Here they have been seen on their resurrection in spring, and

here they have again been remarked descending to their

deathlike sleep in autumn.

Among the various accounts of these trees that might be

quoted, the following are selected as bearing the marks of

authenticity. "At Middlebury, in this State," says Mr

Williams, " History of Vermont," p. 16, " there was a large

hollow elm, called by the people in the vicinity, the swallow

tree. From a man who for several years li'-ed within twenty

rods of it, I procured this information. He always thought

iihe swallows tarried in the tree through the winter, and

avoided cutting it down on that account. About the first of

May the swallows came out of it in large numbers, about tho

middle of the day, and soon returned. As the weather grew

warmer, t'iey came out in the morning, with a loud noise, or

roar, and were soon dispersed. About half an hour before

sundown, they returned in millions, circulating two or three

times round the tree, and then descending like a stream into a

hole about sixty feet from the ground. It was customary for

persons in the vicinity to visit this tree to observe the motions

of these birds: and when any person disturbed their operations,

by striking violently against the tree with their axes, the

swallows would rush out in millions, and with a great noise.

In November 1791, the top of this tree was blown down

twenty feet below where the swallows entered : there has been

no appearance of the swallows since. Upon cutting down the

remainder, an immense quantity of excrements, quills, and

feathers were found, but no appearance or relics of any nests.

"Another of these swallow trees was at Bridport. The man

who lived the nearest to it gave this account : The swallows

were first observed to come out of the tree in the spring, about

the time that the leaves first began to appear on the trees
;

from that season they came out in the morning about half an

hour after suuiise. They rushed out like a stream, as big as

II
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the hole in the tree «-„uId admit, and ascended in a nernend.eular jne. until they were above the height of uradblttrees
;
then assumed a circular motion per ormin. T

evolutious two or three times, but alwa^; inl Scire^and then d.spersed in every direction. A little before^down they returned in immense numbers, formin' le "lcu^cular motions, and then descended like ; stream^intoX
hole, from whence they came out in the morning About

h r:u- :/ T"":-' f^^
-^^^ ^^^ ^"^'--^ '- '-™

me last time. Ihese birds were al of the species callml tl,»
house, or chimney swallow. The tree was a la'Tg 1 o I1,mthe ho e at which they entered was about forty feet above the'ground and about nine inches in diameter. The swalbws

ance in the fall, in the vicinity of this tree ; and the neiir-ng ...habitants had no doubt but that the swallows c^tin, d

botton, of the t,.ee: from that time the swallows have beengradually fo,«lc,ng the tree, and have now almost deserted It"Though Mr Williams himselt; as he informs us.tf^d o

details that the bouse swallow, in this part of Americagenerally resides during the winter in the hollow fftv sMd the ground swallows (banlc swallows) find secu-itv ^.11'
mu at the bottom of lake, rivers, and pLs »

ye I'c ^noT

behef. Ilie buds were seen to pass out on the Ist of Mayor in tne »pnng, when the leaves began io appear on the trees'and ,bout t e middle of September, they ^^^i-e seen^ n^the tree for the last time
; but there is no information here o"fheir being seen at «y time during winter, either wi I oaround the tree. This most important part of th- ma eristaken for gi-aned without '^^ least examination, and as wibe presently shown, without foundation. I shLlI i

"
, ^1a so piove t .,t, if these trees had been cut down intho dS

of winter, not a single .vallow would have been found cTt

4fi

'ml
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in a living or torpid state 1 And that tliis was merely a

place of rendezvous for active living birds is evident from the

" immense quantity of excrements " found within it, which

birds in a state of torpidity are not supposed to produce.

The total absence of the relics of nests is a proof that it was

not a breeding place, and that the whole was nothing more

than one of those places to which this singular bird resorts

immediately on its arrival in May, in which, also, many of the

males continue to roost during the whole summer, and from

which they regularly depart about the middle of September.

From other circumstances, it appears probable that some of

these trees have been for ages the summer rendezvous or general

roosting place of the whole chimney swallows of an extensive

district. Of this sort I conceive the following to be one, which

is thus described by a late traveller to the westward :—

Speaking of the curiosities of the State of Ohio, the writer

observes :

—" In connection with this, I may mention a large

collection of feathers found within a hollow tree which I

examined, with the Kev. Mr Story, May 18th, 1803. It is

in the upper part of Waterford, about two miles distant from

the Muskingum. A very large sycamore, which, through age,

had decayed and fallen down, contained in its hollow trunk,

five and a half feet in diameter, and for nearly fifteen feet

upwards, a mass of decayed feathers, with a small admixture

of brownish dust, and the exuviee of various insects. The

feathers were so rotten, that it was impossible to determine to

what kinds of birds they belonged. They were less than those

of the pigeon ; and the largest of them were like the pinion

and tail feathers of the swallow. I examined carefully this

astonishing collection, in the hope of finding the bones and

bills, but could not distinguish any. The tree, with some

remains of its ancient companions lying around, was of a

growth preceding that of the neighbouring forest. Near it,

and even out of its mouldering ruins, grow thrifty trees of a

size which indicate two or three hundred years of age."
*

* Harris's Journal, p. 180.
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Sucli are the usual roosting places of the chimney swallow
in the more thinly settled parts of the country. In towns
however, they are ditferently situated, and it is matter of
curiosity to ohserve, that they frequently select the court-
house chimney for their general place of rendezvous, as hein-
usually more central, and less liable to interruption during
the night. I might enumerate many places where this is their
practice. Being in the town of Reading. Pennsylvania, in the
month of August, I took notice of sixty or eighty of these
buds, a httle before evening, amusing themselves by ascendino-
and descending the chimney of the court-house there. I was
told that, in the early part of summer, they were far more
numerous at that particular spot. On the 20th of May, in
returning from an excursion to the Great Pine Swamp, I
spent part of the day in the town of Easton, where I was
informed by my respected friend, Moitlecai Churchman,
cashier of the bank there, and one of the people called
Quakers, that the chiumey swallows of Easton had selected
the like situation; and that, from the windows of his house,
which stands nearly opposite to the court-house, I might, in
an hour or two, witness their whole manoeuvres.

I accepted the invitation with pleasure. Accordingly, a
short time after sunset, the chimney swallows, which were
generally dispersed about town, began to collect around the
court-house, their numbers every moment increasing, till, like
motes m the sunbeams, the air seemed full of them. These,
while they mingled amongst each other seemingly in every
du-ection, uttering their peculiar note with great sprightliness,
kept a regular circuitous sweep around the top of the court-
house, and about foiu'teeu or fifteen feet above it, revolving
with great rapidity ibr the space of at least ten minutes. There
could not be less than four or five hundred of them. They
now gradually varied their line of motion, until one part o'f

its cu-cumference passed immediately over the chimney and
about five or six feet above it. Some as they passed made a
slight femt of entering, which was repeated by those immedi-
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utely after, and by the whole circling multitude in succession

:

in this feint they approached nearer and nearer at every
revolution, dropping perpendicularly, but still passing over;
the circle meantime becoming more and more contracted, and
the rapidity of its revolution greater, as the dusk of evening
increased, until, at length, one, and then another, dropped in,

another and another followed, the circle still revolving, until

the whole multitude had descended, except one or two. These
flew off, as if to collect the stragglers, and, in a few seconds,

returned, with six or eight more, which, after one or two rounds,
dropped in one by one, and all was silence for the night. It

seemed to me hardly possible that the internal surface of the
vent could accommodate them all, without clustering on one
another, which I am informed they never do ; and I was very
desirous of observing their ascension in the morning, but having
to set off before day, I had not that gratification. Mr Church-
man, however, to whom I have since transmitted a few queries,

has been so obliging as to inform me, that towards the begin-
ning of June the number of those that regularly retired to the
court-house to roost was not more than one-fourth of the
former

;
that on the morning of the 23d of June, he particu-

larly observed their reascension, which took place at a quarter-
past four, or twenty minutes before suiuise, and that they
passed out in less than three minutes; that at my request the
chimney had been examined from above ; but that, as far down
at least as nine feet, it contained no nests ; though at a former
period it is certain that their nesls were very numerous there
so that the chimney was almost choked, and a sweep could
with difflculty get up it. But then it was observed that their
place of nocturnal retirement was in another quarter of the
town. " On the whole," continues Mr Churchman, " I am of
opinion that those who continue to roost at the court-house
are male birds, or such as are not engaged in the business of
incubation, as that operation is going on in almost every
unoccupied chimney in town. It is reasonable to suppose,
if they made use of that at the court-house for this purpose,'
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at least some of tlieir nests would appear towards the top aswe find such is the case where but few nests are in a place'"

^^

In a subsequent letter Mr Churchman writes as follows •-
Alter the young brood produced in the different chimneysm Easton had taken wing, and a week or ten days previous to

their total disappearance, they entirely forsook the court-house
chimney, and rendezvoused in accumulated numbers in the
southernmost chimney of John Eoss's mansion, situated per-
haps one hundred feet norlh-eastward of the court-house In
this last retreat I several times counted more than two
hundred go in of an evening, when I could not perceive a
single bird enter the court-house chimney. I was much
diverted one evening on seeing a cat, wliich came upon the
roof of the house, and placed herself near the chimney where
she strove to arrest the birds as they entered without success •

she at length ascended to the chimney top and took her
station, and the birds descended in gyrations without seemin-
to regard grimalkin, who made frequent attempts to grab
them. 1 was pleased to see that they all escaped her fan-g
About the first week in the ninth month [September], the biSs
quite disappeared

;
since which I have not observed a sinHe

individual. Though I was not so fortunate as to be present
at tlieir general assembly and council, when they concluded
to take their departure, nor did I see them commence their
flight, yet I am fully persuaded that none of them remainm any of our chimneys here. I have had access to Boss's
chimney, where they last resorted, and could see the li-hts
out from bottom to top, without the least vestige or app'^ear-
ance of any birds. Mary Boss also informed me that they
have had their chimneys swept previous to their makino- fires
and, though late in autumn, no birds have been found^there'
Chimneys, also, which have not been used, have been
ascended by sweeps in the winter without discoveiino- any
Indeed, all of them are swept every fall and winter, and I
have never heard of the swallows being found, in either a
dead, living, or torpid state. As to the court-house, it has
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been occupied as a place of worship two or tlirco times n-week
for several weeks past, and at those times there has been fire

ill the stoves, the pipes of them both going into the chininoy,

which is Kliut up at bottom by brick work : and, as the birds

had forsnken that place, it remains pretty certain that they
did not return tiiere ; and, if they did, tlie smoke, I think,

would be deleterious to their existence, especially as I never
knew them to resort to kitchen chinmeys where fire was kept
in the summer. 1 think I have noticed them enter such
chimneys for the purpose of exploring; but I have also

noticed that they immediately ascended, and went off, on find-

ing fire and smoke."

' The chimney swallow is easily distinguished in air from
the rest of its tribe here by its long wings, its short body, the
quick and slight vibrations of its wings, and its wide unex-
pected diving rapidity of flight ; shooting swiftly in various
directions without any aj)parent motion of the wings, and
uttering the sounds tsi-p tsip isip tsee tsee in a hurried manner.
In roosting, the thorny extremities of its tail are thrown in

for its support. It is never seen to alight but in hollow trees

or chimneys
;

is always most gay and active in wet and gloomy
weather

;
and is the earliest abroad in the morning, and latest

out in evening, of all our swallows. About the first or second
week in September, they move off to the south, being often
observed on their route, accompanied by the purple martins.
When we compare the manners of these birds, while here,

with the account given by Captain Henderson of those that
winter in such multitudes at Honduras, it is impossible not to

be struck with the resemblance, or to suppress our strong
suspicions that they may probably be the very same.

This species is four inches and a half in length, and twelve
inches in extent ; altogether of a deep sooty brown, except
the chin and line over the eye, which are of a dull white

; the
lores, as in all the rest, are black ; bill, extremely short, hard,
and black

;
nostrils, placed ia a slightly elevated membrane

;

legs, covered with a loose purplish skin ; thighs, naked, and
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of the same tint
;

feet, extremely muscular
; the three fore

toes nearly of a length ; claws, very sharp ; the wing, when
closed, exteudH an inch and a half beyond the tip of the tail,
which is rounded, and consists of ten leathers, scarcely longer
than their coverts; their shafts extend beyond the vanes, are
sharp-pointed, strong, and very elastic, and of a deep black
colour

;
the shafts of the wing-quills are also remarkably strong

;

eye,^ black, surrounded by a bare blackish skin, or orbit.
The female can scarcely be distinguished from the male by

her plumage.

¥•

PURPLE MARTIN. {Hirundo purpurea.)

PLATE XXXIX.-F10. 2, Male; Fio. 3, Fkmale.

Lath. Syn. iv; p. 574, 21 ; Ibid. iv. p. 575, 23. -Catcsh. Car. i. 5l.-Arct. Zool
u. JNo. d.i.i.-Hiroudelle bleu de la Caroline, Buff. vi. p. G74 PI ml T>'> -i
Le Martinet coulour Ue pourpre, Buff. vi. p. 67ii.-Turt. Syat. 'md.-7dw.

{UQ~
"" '"''"' ^"'''" '^' ^' ^'^* 24.-Pea/e'a Mimum, Nos. 7645,

HIRUNDO PURPUREA.~Umx.vs.*
Hirundo purpurea, £on«;,. Si/nop. p. 6i.-North. Zool. ii.-p. .335.-The Purple

Martm, And. Om. Bioy. i. p. 114, pi. 22, male and female.

This well-known bird is a general inhabitant of the United
States, and a particular favouiite wherever he takes up his

* This bird, at first sight, almost presents a different appearance from
a swallow

; but, upon examination, all the members are truly that of
H^^rniudo, developed, particularly the bill, to an extraordinary extent.
The bill 18 verynearly that of a Procnias or Ptiliogonys; but the economy
ot the bird presents no affinity to the berry-eaters ; and the only diffeit
ence in its feeding seems the preference to larger beetles, wasps, or bees
which Its strength enables it to despatch without any dan<'er to itself

'

This bird exclusively belongs to the New World, and its migratio'ns
have a very extensive range. It makes its first appearance at Great
Bear Lake on the 17th May, at which time the snow still partially
covers the ground, and the rivers and lakes are fast bound in ice. In
the middle of August, it retires again with its young brood from the
lur Countries. In a southern direction, Mr Swainsou observed num-
bers round Pernambuco, 8^ degrees south of the line. They migrate
in ilocks, and at a very slow rate. The account of Mr Audubon
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abode. I never met with more than one man who disliked

tlie martins, and would not permit them to settle about his

house. This was a penurious close-fisted German, who hated
them, because, as he said, " they ate his ^ecw." I told him
he must certainly be mistaken, as I never knew an instance

of martins eating ipeas ; but he replied with coolness, that

he had many times seen them himself " blaying near the hife,

and going schnip, schnap ;" by which I understood that it was
his bees that had been the sufferers ; and the charge could
not be denied.

This sociable and half-domesticated bird arrives in the

southern frontiers of the United States late in February or
eaily in March ; reaches Pennsylvania about the 1st of April,

and extends his migrations as far north as the country round
Hudson's Bay, where he is first seen in May, and disappears

in August ; so, according to the doctrine of torpidity, has, con-
sequently, a pretty long annual nap, in those frozen regions,

of eight or nine months under the ice! We, however, choose
to consider him as advancing northerly with the gradual
approach of spring, and retiring with his young family, on
the first decline of summer, to a more congenial climate.

The summer residence of this agreeable bird is universally

among the habitations of man, who, having no interest in his

who witnessed them, will show the possibility of much less powerful
birds performing an immense distance, especially where every mile
brings them an additional supply of food and a more genial climate. I
give his own words :—" I have had several opportunities, at the period
of their arrival, of seeing prodigious flocks moving over that city (New
Orleans) or its vicinity, at a considerable height, each bird performing
circular sweeps as it proceeded, for the purpose of procuring food.
These flocks were loose, and moved either westward, or towards the
north-west, at a rate not exceeding four miles in the hour, as I walked
under one of them, with ease, for upwards of two miles, at that rate, on
the 4th of February 1821, on the bank of the river below the city,
constantly looking up at the birds, to the great astonishment of many
passengers, who were bent on far different pursuits. My Fahrenheit's
thermometer stood at 68°, the v/eather being calm and drizzly. This
flock extended about a mile and a half in length, by a quarter of a
mile in breadth."

—

Ed.
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destruction, and deriving considerable advantage, as well as

tieat fitted up for his accommodation, and that of his youn-
either m the projecting wooden cornice, on the top of the roof'or sign-post, in the box appropriated to the blue bird • or ifaU hese be wanting. i„ the dove-house among the pigeons.In this last case, he sometimes takes possession of one quarter
or tier, of the premises, in which not a pigeon dare for a

7ZT^T '^ '""'
.

^"' P^'P^^ ^^^^^^^Se conveniencies
foimed for the martins, with many apartments, whicli are
usually full tenanted, and occupied regularly every sprin<. •

and, m such places, particular individuals have been noted toreturn to the same box for several successive years. Even
the solitary Indian seems to have a particular respect for
this bird. The Choctaws and Chickasaws cut off all thetop branches from a sapling near their cabins, leavincr the
prongs a foot or two in length, on each of which they h^nc a
gourd, or calabash, properly hollowed out for their conveni-
ence. On the banks of the Mississippi, the negroes stick upong canes, with the same species of apartment fixed to their
tops, in which the martins regularly breed. Wherever Ihave travelled in this country, I have seen with pleasure the
hospitality of the inhabitants to this favourito bird
As superseding the necessity of many of my own observa-

tions on this species, I beg leave to introduce in this place an
extract of a letter from the late learned and venerable John
Joseph Henry, Esq., judge of the supreme court of Pennsyl-
vania, a man of most amiable manners, which was writton tome but a few months before his death, and with which I amhappy to honour my performance :—'« The history of the
purple martin of America," says he, '« which is indigenous in
Pennsylvania, and countries very far north of our latitude
will, under your control, become extremely interesting. We
know Its manners, habitudes, and useful qualities here • but
we are not generally acquainted with some traits in its
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character, which, in my mind, rank it in the class of the most
remarkable birds of passage. Somewhere (I cannot now refer

to book and page) in Anson's Voyage, or in Dampier, or some
other southern voyager, I recollect that the martin is named
as an inhabitant of the regions of Southern America, parti-

cularly of Chili ; and in consequence, from the knowledge we
have of its immense emigration northward in our own country,
we may fairly presume that its flight extends to the south as
far as Tierra del Fuego. If the conjecture be well founded,
we may, with some certainty, place this useful and delightful

companion and friend of the human race as the first in the
order of birds of passage. Nature has furnished it with a
long, strong, and nervous pinion ; its legs are short, too, so
as not to impede its passage ; the head and body are flattish

;

in short, it has every indication, from bodily formation, that
Providence intended it as a bird of the longest flight. Belk-
nap speaks of it as a visitant of New Hampshire. I have
seen it in great numbers at Quebec. Hearne speaks of it in
lat. sixty degrees north. To ascertain the times of the coming
of the martin to New Orleans, and its migration to and from
Mexico, Quito, and Chili, are desirable data in the history of
this bird

;
but it is probable that the state of science in those

countries renders this wish hopeless.

" Relative to the domestic history, if it may be so called,

of the blue bird (of which you have given so correct and
charming a description) and the martin, permit me to give
you an anecdote :—In 1800 I removed from Lancaster to a
farm a few miles above Ilarrisburg. Knowing the benefit
derivable to a farmer from the neighbourhood of the martin,
in preventing the depredations of the bald eagle, the hawks,
and even the crows, my carpenter was employed to form a
large box, with a number of apartments for the martin. The
box was put up in the autumn. Near and around the house
were a number of well-grown apple-trees and much shrub-
bery,—a very fit haunt for the feathered race. About the
middle of February, the blue birds came ; in a short time

i.
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they were very familiar, and took poseession of tlie box- these
consisted of two or three pairs. By the 15th of May, the blue
birds had eggs, if not young. Now the martins arrived ia
numbers, visited the box, and a severe conflict ensued The
blue birds, seemingly animated- by their right of possession
or for the protection of their young, were victorious. The
martins regularly arrived about the middle of May for the
eight following years, examined the apartments of the boxm the absence of the blue birds, but were uniformly com-
pelled to fly upon the return of the latter.

" The trouble caused you by reading this note you will be
pleased to charge to the martin. A box replete with that
beautiful traveller is not very distant from my bed-head
1 heir notes seem discordant because of their numbers • yet tome they are pleasing. The industrious farmer and mechanic
would do well to have a box fixed near the apartments of their
drowsy labourers. Just as the dawn approaches, the martin
begins Its notes, which last half a minute or more, and then
6ubs.de until the twilight is fairly brokeu. An animated and
incessant musical chattering now ensues, sufficient to arouse
the most sleepy person. Perhaps chanticleer is not their
superior in this beneficial qualification ; and he is far beneath
the martin in his powers of annoying birds of prey."

I shall add a few particulars to this faithful and interesting
sketch by my deceased friend :-About the middle, or 20th
of April, the martins first begin to prepare their nest. The
last of these which I examined was formed of dry leaves of
the weeping willor, slender straws, hay, and feathers in con-
siderable quantity. The eggs were four, very small for the
size of the bird, and pure white, without any spots The
first brood appears in May, the second late in July During
the period in which the female is laying, and before she com-
mences incubation, they are both from home the greater part
of the day. When the female is sitting, she is frequently
visited by the male, who also occupies her place while she
takes a short recreation abroad. He also often passes a
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quarter of an hour in the apartment beside her, and has
become quite domesticated since her confinement. He sits

on the outside dressing and arranging his plumage, occasion-

ally passing to the door of the apartment as if to inquire how
she does. His notes, at this time, seem to have assumed
a peculiar softness, and his gratulations are expressive of

much tenderness. Conjugal fidelity, even where there is a
number together, seems to be faithfully preserved by these
birds. On the 25th of May, a male and female martin took
possession of a box in Mr Bartram's garden. A day or two
after, a second female made her appearance, and stayed for

several days; but, from the cold reception she met with,

being frequently beat off by the male, she finally abandoned
the place, and set ofi^, no doubt, to seek for a more sociable

companion.

The purple martin, like his half-cousin the king bird, is

the terror of crows, hawks, and eagles. These he attacks

whenever they make their appearance, and with such vigour
and rapidity, that they instantly have recourse to flight. So
well known is this to the lesser birds, and to the domestic
poultry, that, as soon as they hear the martin's voice engaged
in fight, all is alarm and consternation. To observe with
what spirit and audacity this bird dives and sweeps upon and
around the hawk or the eagle is astonishing. He also bestows
an occasional bastinading on the king bird when he finds him
too near his premises ; though he will, at any time, instantly

co-operate with him in attacking the common enemy.
The martin differs from all the rest of our swallows in the

particular prey which he selects. Wasps, bees, large beetles;

particularly those called by the boys goldsmiths, seem his

favourite game. I have taken four of these large beetles

from the stomach of a purple martin, each of which seemed
entire, and even unbruised.

The flight of the purple martin unites in it all the swift-

ness, ease, rapidity of turning, and gracefulness of motion of

its tribe. Like the swift of Europe, he sails much with little
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action of tho wings. He passes through the most crowded

of honght; or plays among the clouds, gliding ak-ut at avast height, I,ke an aerial being. His usual not:, p.J, 1„mo. « loud and musical, but is f,^<,uently sioce^edT;
other, ,„„,e ,„„ j ^t„,.^^ g_,^_^ _^j^^^ ^^^

by

he leaves Penusylrania for the south.
This bird has been described three or four different timesby European writers, as so many different »pecies,_the

Canadian swallow of Turton, and the gi^at American martbof Edwards, being evidently the female of the present specie

Louisiana, differs m no respect from the present. Deceived

to tha of the swi t of Europe, strangers from that countryhave also asserted that the swift is common toNorth Americaand the Un, ed States. No such bird, however, iuhSany part of this «,ntiae„t that I have as yet visited.
The purple martin is eight inches in length, and sixteeninches m e.,tent

;
except the lores, which are bkclc and Zwings and tail, which are of a brownish blacl , he i

„ 'anch and deep purp ish blue, with strong violet reflections •

the bill IS strong the gap very large; the legs also short
stout, and of a dark dirty purple ; the tail consfsts of twelve

TeX™"^ "^'' """ *" """ P-P'« "-!
The female measures nearly as large as the male ; the upper

parts are blackish brown, with blue and violet reflection
thinly scattered

;
chin and breast, grayish brown ; sides underthe wmgs darker; belly and vent, whitish, not pure withstams of dusky and yellow ochre; wings and tai' bkckUh
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CONNECTICUT WARBLER. {Sylvia agilk)

PLATE XXXIX.—Fio. 4,

SYLVICOLA ^C/X/.ST.-Jardine.*

Sylvia ftgilis, Sonap. Synop. p, 84 ; Nomenclature, p. 163.

This is a new species, first discovered in the State of Connec-
tioiit, and twice since met with in the neij^libonrhood of

Philadeli)hin. As to its notes or nest, I am altogether unac-

quainted witli them. The different specimens I have shot cor-

responded very nearly in their markings ; two of these were
males, and the other undetermined, but conjectured also to be
a male. It was found in every case among low thickets, but
seemed more than commonly active, not remaining for a
moment in the same position. In some of my future rambles

I may learn more of this solitary species.

Length, five inches and three qiiarters; extent, eight

inches ; whole upper parts, a rich yellow olive ; wings, dusky
brown, edged with olive; throat, dirty white or pale ash;
upper part of the breast, dull greenish yellow ; rest of the

lower parts, a pure rich yellow ; legs, long, slender, and of a
pale flesh colour ; round the eye, a narrow ring of yellowish

white ; upper mandible, pale brown ; lower, whitish ; eye,

dark hazel.

Since writing the above, I have shot two specimens of a
bird, which in every particular agrees with the above, except

in having the throat of a dull buff colour, instead of pale

ash ; both of these were females; and I have little doubt but
they are of the same species with the present, as their peculiar

activity seemed exactly similar to the males above described.

These birds do not breed in the lower parts of Pennsylvania,

though they probably may be found in summer in the alpine

swamps and northern regions, in company with a numerous class

of the same tribe that breed in these unfrequented solitudes.

* According to Bonaparte, this is a new species discovered by Wilson.
Comparatively little is^known regarding it.—Ed.
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NIGHT HAWK. {Gaprimulgus Americanus.)

PLATE XL.-FIO. 1, Male; Fio. 2, Female.

Lonff.winged Goatsucker, Arct. Zool. No. 337.-Pea?e'*Jlf„„„„. No. 772.3, male •

7724, femnle. '

CAPRIMULGUS AMERICANUS f-Wjimtf.*
CaprimulguB Virgininnus. Ronap. Si,nop. p. 62.-ChordeiIe8 Virgimoni.

Sw. North. Zool. ii. p. 337.

This bird in Virginia and some of tl.e soutliern districts, is
called a bat

;
the name night hawk is usually given it inthe muldle and northern States, probably on account of .'ts

appearance, when on wing, very much resembling some of our
* North America appears to contain three species of this curious cenus

dT rbe:r"Thr.Vr'
^'^ following,and C. CaroHnensis, aZ!Z2uescriDeu. ihe whole are nearly of like si/P n-nA fn«^ \^ ,

Imt notwithstanding, I cannot help preferring that given by Wilson'particularly as it seems confined to the New World
'

lionaparte remarks that the night hawks are amon.^ the swallow«Tvhat the owls are among the Fakonid<,; and, if we may be alwLthe expression, the C. Americanus has mo e of he hiruS. on .1
the others. The whole plumage is harder the end of H. u

"

.ore pointed, the tail isLked, and the rTctSVat e' ror":r::ol bnstles which we consider one of the essentiftlo in fV,. !° r
^

forme, Ca^^ul^.. We n,«y he. ^^T^^rtLTnrShere are exception.), that we have generally lerved in those Lta'the t ,1 forked, and, eonseqn.ntly, „ith a greater powerolZciS

fr^L'^r .' \ ., f"^""™' ""J' '» ««" "''MS' everywhere

tradtenVlhfj.""'
°"^' """''' ^'^""^ °'"« «- ««y>Stl

The truly night-feeding species have the pluma<re Ioob^ „r,^ ^«
as in the nocturnal owls; the wings more blZed and thr^lJ 7'
com^^ng to^a slender point, and uncoLected

; tr^allTountd.tdt
L
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small hawks, and from its habit of flying cliiefly in tl

evenir)"^. Though it is a bird nnivemdly known in tl..

United States, and inhabits North Atnericu in summer fion^

rictua armed, in some instances, with very powerful bristles. Their
organs of sight nro also fitted only for a more gloomy light. They
appear only at twiliglit, reposing during the day among furze or brake
or sitting, in their own peculiar manner, on u branch ; but if inactive
amidst tlie clearer light, they are all energy and action wlien their own
day has arrived. To these last will belong the common night hawk of
Europe

;
and a detail, in comparison of its manners with those of our

author, may assist in giving some idea of the truly nocturnal species
which are similar, so far as variation of country and circumstances will
allow. They are tlius, in a few lines, accurately described by a poet
whom Wilson would have admired :

—

»
Hark ! from yon quivering branch your direst foe,
Insects of night, its whirring note prolongs,
Loud as the sound of busy maiden's wheel

:

Then with expanded beak, and throat enlarged
Even to its utmost stretch, its 'custom'd food
Pursues voracious.

It frequents extensive moors and commons, perhaps more abundantly
if they are either interspersed or bordered with brush or wood. At the
commencement of twilight, when they are first roused from their daily
slumber, they perch on some bare elevation of the ground, an old wall
or fence, or heap of stones, in a moss country on o.'peat stack, and com-
mence their monotonous drum or whirr, closely resembling the dull
sound produced by a spinning-wheel ; and possessing the same variation
of apparent distance in the sound, a modification of ventriloquism which
is perceived in the croak of the land rail, or the cry of the coot and
water rail, or croaking of frogs ; at one time it is so near as to cause an
alarm that you will disturb the utterer ; at another as if the bird had
removed to the extreme limit of the listener's organs, while it remains
unseen at a distance of perhaps not more than forty or fifty yards. At
the commencement, this drumming sound seems to be continued for
about ten or fifteen minutes, and occasionally during the night in the inter-
vals of relaxation

; it is only, however, wlien perched that it is uttered
and never for so great a length of time as at the first. Their flight is'

'

never high, and is performed without any regularity; sometimes straight
forward and in gliding circles, with a slow, steady clap of the wings^'in
the middle of which they will abruptly start into the air for thirty or
forty feet, resuming their former line by a gradual fall ; at other times
It will be performed in sudden jerks upwards, in the fall keeping the
wings steady and closed over the back, skimming in the intervals near
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FIon< a to Hudson's Bay, yet its history has been involved i„considerable obscnrity by foreign writers, as well as by .„of our own country. Of this I shall endeavour to divest U inthe present account. ' "^

the ground, and still retaininc the winM lilr« ««,,,» n
swallow dipping in the water until hf ^""' °' *'""«' "^ «

Btroke upwards
; all the wl le the L^ ^^ "" T'"

'"^"''"^ '"^ «'^« ^^«

Bpicuous object n he nJl L^ u" \T"^' ''P'"^"'' '^"'^ '^ « <='>'^-

When in wo'ods,orh";etTree: ^h flirl: T T' ''Tf
'"^'^"•

. the branches, or it flutters dZ tTil ° ""'''° "" ^I'des among

PA«/.n« which ^ay ounaXn ^'l^^f^^^' -^f" ^"^ ^'^^'^-

repeated while I looked on Durin7tl ^ i i . T'"'
''"' ^'"^l^en^y

ron. he. „es, flUs or *,,„. „,o„g .„e sT.r,iI fc' Ts in L' 'c "tutI have never seen the young or e^rrs removprl \^ fV
"'Stance

,
but

1.0 A^ • . "^ ° oo* '^^''lovea in tiie manner rplitto^l nfthe American species, even after frequent annoyance W In tSare approached at night, before they are perSv fled^eT tl^ o U "?

• In some the mouth is furnished with verv gtmno. l.n-.fi , ,

entirely destitute of them as mav h« II ^ I^^
"^''' ^""^ '" °*^"^ '* "

Again, the tailissquareTourdmT "'.*^' 'P'"" °^ ^orth America,

as in the C. p*aZ«r«" of Alra and n r' T'^ll"'",
*° ""^ ^''t^-ordinary extent,

beyond the ^ebs. ^^iltziz\rit7::^:^::£::^^ f
''-

^^t-'
^'"^•-*

extremely short and weak, and covered Sthnw!" +,
'""" *''" *"""«"

long and naked. The wines are Zr,^^ ^l '^ "^'^ *°^'' ''' «*''"«

goatsuckerwehavetheshaftof oneof 1 "' ''^^TP"'"*^^ ;
and in the Sierra

of twenty inches, wit^t e web ru ^l:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
''"^

*? *'"^ ^^"«*^

no doubt during flight a most unique :ppTrtce.-Er
""''"' ''"' ^""''*^''«
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Three -species only of this genus are found within the
United States.—the clnick-wiirs-widow, tlie whip-poor-will
and the night hawk. The first of these is confined to those
States lying south of Maryland; the other two are found
generally over the Union, hut are frequently confounded one
with the other, and by some supposed to be one and the same
bird. A comparison of this with the succeeding plate, which
contains the figure of the whip-poor-will, will satisfy those
who still have their doubts on this subject ; and the great
difference of manners which distinguishes each will render
this still more striking and satisfactory.

On the last week in April, the night hawk commonly
Kjakes Its first appearance in this part of Pennsylvania. At
what particular period they enter Georgia, I am unable to
say

;
but I find, by my notes, that in passing to New Orleans

by land, I first observed this bird in Kentucky on the 21st of
April. They soon after disperse generally over the coimtry.
from the seashore to the mountains, even to the heights of
the Alleghany

;
and are seen towards evening, in pairs, playing

effect always pleasing-often more so than in those which can boast of
a more gorgeous apparel.

There is another structure in this bird which has given rise to much
conjecture among naturalists, particularly those whose opportunities of
observation have been comparatively limited, and has been looked upon
as a peculiarity existing in this genus only,-I allude to the serrature
of the centre claw. This structure we also find in many other genera,
totally different from the present in almost every particular, and M'here
the uses of combing its bristles or freeing itself from the vermin that
persons have been willing to afflict this species with in more than ordi-
nary proportions, could not be in any way applied. We find it amon<r
the Arieaim, Platalea, Ibis, Phalacracorax, and Oursorius, all widelv
differing m habit

:
the only assimilating form among them is the gene-

rally loose plumage. I have no hesitation in saying that the use of this
structure has not yet been ascertained, and that, when found out, it will
be different from any that has yet been suggested. The very variety of
forms among which we find it will bear this out, and the presence of it
in Capnmulgus will more likely turn out the extreme limit of the struc-
ture than that from which we should draw our conclusions. It is much
more prevalent among the Grallatores, and our present form is the only
one m any other division where it is at all found.—Ed.
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about, h.gh m a,r, pursuing their prey, wasps, flies, beetles
and various other winged insects of the larger sort. About
the middle of May the female begins to lay. No previous
preparation or construction of a nest is made, though doubt-
less the particular spot has been reconnoitred and determined
on. Ihis 18 sometimes in an open space in the woods fre-
quently in a ploughed field, or iu the corner of a cornfield
1 he ^^^^ are placed on the bare ground, in all cases on a dry
situation, where the colour of the leaves, ground, stones or
other circunyacent parts of the surface, may resemble the
general tint of the ^^^^^^ and thereby render them less easy to
be discovered. The eggs are most commonly two, rather
oblong, equally thick at both ends, of a dirtv bluish white and
marked with innumerable touches of dark olive brown

'

To
the niimediate neighbourhood of this spot the male and female
confane themselves, roosting on the high trees adjoining
during the greater part of the day, seldom, however, to-ethe"
and almost always on separate trees. They also sit £n<rth-
wise on the branch, fence, or limb on which they roost and
never across, like most other birds : this seems occasioned by
the Shortness and slender form of their legs and feet which
are not at all calculated to grasp the branch with sufficient
nrmness to balance th'-ir bodies.

As soon as incubation commences, the male keeps a most
vigilant watch around. He is then more frequently seen
playing about in the air over the place, even during the day
mounting by several quick vibrations of the wings, then a i^^^
slower, uttering all the while a sharp, harsh squeak, till
having gained the highest point, he suddenly precipitates
himself, head foremost, and with great rapidity, down sixty
or eighty feet, wheeling up again as suddenly

; at which
instant is heard a loud booming sound, very much resemblin-
that produced by blowing strongly into the bunghole of au

'

empty hogshead, and which is doubtless produced by the
sudden expansion of his capacious mouth while he passes
through the air, as exhibited in the figure on the plate He
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again mounis by alternate ,„ick and leisurely motions of the

Z^l: ' / •? """""'' ''° "S"'" -^i™' »i«' "'« samempet«os,ty and v.oknt sonnd a, before. Some are of opinionthat tins ,s done to intimidate man or beast from approaobineh.s nest, and be is particnlarly observed to repeat tbe^Xi 4.nost frequently around tbose „bo come neai the spot swee^.ng down past then, sometimes so near and so s'u IdenTasto startle and alarm them. The same individnal is howl?of en seen performing these man<e„vres over the r ver t^
"11. the meadow, „„d the marsh, in the si>ace ofa quarto ;f anhour, and also towards the fall, when he has no ne t Tw"

r'";L''^'""°' "1"'™'^ '" "'» °""- '^'"« fern ^

of the male. Dunng the t,me she is sitting, she will sufferyou to approach within a foot or two before be attempt, tost,r, and, when she does, it is in sueh a flutterinrtumbl^
manner, „„d with snob appearance of a lame and wTund fb rd. as nme tmies in fen to deceive the person and Mn™urn to pursue her. This " pious fraud," asihe p^ TlomZcdls ,t, ,s kept up until the person is sufBoiently removedfrom the nest, when s^.e imn.ediately mounts and LimearsW ben the young are first batched, it is difficult to distinJ^thhem fron, t e surface of the ground, their down betl°o

U

pale browmsh colour, and they are altogether destitut ^f tbecommon shape of bird.,, sitting so fi..ed and so squ t as o beensdy mistaken for a slight prominent mouldiness lyinrolthe

i
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When the weather happens to be wet and gloomy the
night hawks are seen abroad at all times of the day, generally
at a considerable height

; their favonrite time, however is
from two hours before sunset until dusk. At such times they
seem all vivacity, darting about in the air in every direction
making frequent short sudden turnings, as if busily engaged
in catchmg insects. Even in the hottest, clearest weather
they are occasionally seen abroad, squeaking at short intervals'
Ihey are also often found sitting along the fences, basking
themselves m the sun. Near the seashore, in the vicinity
of extensive salt marshes, they are likewise very numerous
sk.mmmg over the meadows, in the manner of swallows!
until it IS so dark that the eye can no longer follow them
When wounded and taken, they attempt to intimidate you

by opening their mouth to its utmost stretch, throwino- the
head forward, and uttering a kind of guttural whizzing sound,
striking also violently with their wings, which seem to be
their only offensive weapons, for they never attempt to strike
with the bill or claws.

About the middle of August they begin to move off
towards the south, at which season they may be seen almost
every evening, from five o'clock until after sunset, passin-
along the Schuylkill and the adjacent shores, in widely
scattered multitudes, all steering towards the south. I have
counted several hundreds within sight at the same time dis-
persed through the air, and darting after insects as they ad-
vanced. These occasional processions continue for two or
three weeks

;
none are seen travelling in the opposite direc-

tion, bometimes they are accompanied by at least twice asmany barn swallows, some chimney swallows and purple
martins. They are also most numerous immediately pre-
ceding a north-east storm. At this time also they abound in
the extensive meadows on the Schuylkill and Delaware, where
I have counted fifteen skimming over a single field in an
evening. On shooting some of these, on the 14th of August
their stomachs were almost exclusively filled with crickets'
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Prom one of them I took nearly a ooramon snuff-box full ofthese ,nse,' », all seemingly f,.esh swallowed
By the middle or 20th of Sei.tember, very few ot theseb.rds are o be seen in Pennsylvania ; h„; fa/s„I tLl

!'

of : e"u ird'st^l"T '""^r *^ -"«-" 'ou!7aries

wint i^"'"' ' "" """""^ '" «'^- N°- »' them

onTh! f'"™'""'
"""" S<«"«»*«'-.-»'l«-oh was first bestowed

the teats of the goats, because, probably, it inhabited tl,„solitary heights whem they fed, which nickname has beensmce a,, .ed to the whole ge„us,-I have thougU
'

„nerto.n.t. There is something worse than absurf fu ooZ in!t« brand a whole family of birds with a knavish nam aTefthey are universally known to be innocent of the elZ;8 not only unjust, but tends to encoura-e th« b„ If ^
• .,

fable that is totally destitute of all Z:lZ "'"' "" ""''

JntS t^stZ^Z^"^ ^'™""""-'
my deep blackish brown .rn^ixd on'^h

^"^ "•" "' "

thickly sprinued or powd::e7o:rb:ci x^;:rrd\i",'with mnumerable minute spots and streab of a lbCtmcolour, interspersed with specks of r«l,i;.l, . ii ,

barred with the same, aJtle triL *^'
LttdlT ™ ""

black for an inch and a half from fl.p t;» i

"'^^"'S"

».«> marks the thr„a,tidi:;- oVeST ^lltl'"

*
w*e le^s are short, feathered a little below the

if
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1 Whip-potn- wOl. 2. Female.
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^•v^^lyWULum,
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knees, and, as well as the toes, of a purplish flesh colour,
seamed with white; the middle claw is pectinated on its inner
edge, to serve as a comb to clear the bird of vermin ; the
whole lower parts of the body are marked with transverse
lines of dusky and yellowish. The tail is somewhat shorter
than the wings when shut, is handsomely forked, and consists
of ten broad feathers; the mouth is extremely large, and of a
reddish flesh colour within ; there are no bristles about the
bill

;
the tongue is very small, and attached to the inner sur-

face of the mouth.

The female measures about nine inches in length, and
twenty-two in breadth

; differs in having no white baud on
the tail, but has the spot of white on the wing; wants the
triangular spot of white on the throat, instead of which there
is a dully defined mark of a reddish cream-colour ; the wings
are nearly black, all the quills being slightly tipt with white

;

the tail is as in the male, and minutely tipt with white ; all

the scapulars, and whole upper parts, are powdered with a
much lighter graj'.

There is no description of the present species in Turton's
translation of Linnaeus. The characters of the genus given
in the same work are also in this case incorrect, viz., " mouth
furnished with a series of bristles; tail not forked,"—the
night hawk having nothing of the former, and its tail being
largely forked.

WHIP-POOK-WILL. {Caprimulgus vociferm.)

PLATE XLI.-Fio. 1, Malb; Fio. 2, Female ; Fxo. 3, Yoono.

Pealt'a Museum, No. 7721, male ; 7722, female.

GAPBIMULGUS VOCIFEHUS.-WihSOti.

Caprimulgus vooiferus, Bo7iap. Si/nop. p. 61.—North. Zool. ii. p. 336.-Whip-
poor-will, Aud. Oi-n. Biog. i. p. 422, pi. 32,

This is a singular and very celebrated species, universally

noted over the greater part of the United States for the loud

; .

NJ

'Vmt.Jlyirm.Lim.
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e.te,at.on8onn8 fuvonntu call in spring
; and yet personally

he ,8 but l.ttle known, most people being unable to distinguish
this from the preceding species when both are placed before
them, and some insisting that they ore the same. This
being the case it becomes the duty of his historian to give a
full and faith ul delineation of his character and peculiarity
of manners, that his existence as a distinct and independent
spec.es may no longer be doubted, nor his story mingled con-
fused y w.th that of another. I trust that those best acquainted
w.Ui h,m will bear witness to the fidelity of the portrait
On or about the 25th of April, if the season be not un-commonly cold, the whip-poor-will is first heard in this part

ot Pennsylvania, in the evening as the dusk of twilicrht com-
mences or in the morning as soon as dawn has bi'oke. In
the State of Kentucky I first heard this bird on the 14th of
April near the town of Danville. The notes of this solitary
bu-d, from the ideas which are naturally associated with themseem ike the voice of an old friend, and are listened to b;almost all with great interest. At first they issued from some
retired part of t.ie woods, the glen, or mountain

; in a few
evenings, perhaps, we hear them from the adjoining coppice
the garden fence, the road before the door, and even from th^
loof of the dwe Img-house, long after the family have retired to
rest. Some of the more ignorant and superstitious consider thisnear approach as foreboding no good to the family,_nothin<^
less than sickness, misfortune, or death, to some of its memt
bers. Ihese visits however, so often occur without any bad
consequences, that this superstitious dread seems on the declineHe is now a regular acquaintance. Every mornin.^ andevening his shnll and rapid repetitions are heard from theadjoining woods, and when two or more are calling out atthe same time as is often the case in the pairing season, and
at no great distance from each other, the noise, mingling with
the echoes from the mountains, is really surprising. Stnmcers
jn parts of the country where these birds are numerous.td
It almost impossible for some time to sleep; while to those

tcttf«WNtiWMi'm wuBHin^g-aewiwi
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long acquainted with tliem, the sound often serves as a hillaby
to assist their repose.

These notes seem pretty phiinly to articulate the words
which have been generally applied to them, lohip-poor-toill,
the first and last syllables -being uttered with great emphasis,
and the whole in about a second to each repetition ; but when
two or more males meet, their whip-poor-will altercations be-
come much more rapid and incessant, as if each were straining
to overpower or silence the other. When near, you often hear
an introductory cluck between the notes. At these times, as
well as at almost all others, they fly low, not more than a few
feet from the surface, skimming about the house and before
the door, alighting on the wood pile, or settling on the roof.

Towards midin'ght they generally become silent, unless in
clear moonlight, when they are heard with little intermission
till morning. If there be a creek near, with high precipitous
bushy banks, they aie t^ure to be found in such situations. Dur-
ing the day they sit in the most retired, solitary, and deep
shaded parts of the woods, generally on high ground, where
they repose in silence. When disturbed, they rise within a few
feet, sail low and slowly through the woods tor thirty or forty
yards, and generally settle on a low branch or on the ground.
Their sight appears deficient during the day, as, like owls,
they seem then to want that vivacity for which they are dis-
tinguished in the morning and evening twilight. They are
rarely shot at or molested

; and from being thus transiently
seen in the obscurity of dusk, or in the deep umbrage of the
woods, no wonder their particular markings of plumage should
be so little known, or that they should be confounded with
the night hawk, whom in general appearance they so much
resemble. The female begins to lay about the second week
in May, selecting for this purpose the most unfrequented part
of the wood, often where some brush, old logs, heaps of leaves,
&c., had been lying, and always on a dry situation. The
eggs are deposited on the ground or on the leaves, not the
slightest appearance of a nest being visible. These are
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uaually two .n number, in shape much resembling those ofthe n,ght huwlc. but having the ground colour much daZand more thickly nuvrbled with durlc olive Tho tl.period of incubation I am unable to say
^ '"'"

In traversing the woods one day, in the early part of June

L^mT;!'
-i^y^leclivity. a whip-pooi^w'ili rose frrumy ttet and fluttered along, sometimes prostratin- herselfand beatmg the ground with her win-^s as if ill

Aware of her purpose, 1 stood still 2t^. / '''^"""^'

asleep, as its eyelids were ne«rlv .1
,"^'^'"°';'^'"' seemingly

(Sec l.g. 3.) It was probably uot a week old. All the wbiln

e.::::tS;i:f-^^^^^^^

pencil, bat the ..Z^, 'I'^e
"""'^^ """ f™"" -^

n.gbt ba,vL». ou tbe contarjr, delight ia these extensive el

I
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mniBlies, nnd nre much more numerous there tlian in the
interior nnd higlier ports of tlie country. But nowljcre in
the United Slates have I found the whip-poor-will in such
numbers as in that tract of country in the State of Kentucky
called the Barrens. This appears to be tlieir most congenial
climate and place of residence. There, from the middle of
April to tlio Ist of June, as soon as the evening twiliglit
draws on, tlie shrill and confused clamours of these birds are
incessant, and very surprising to a stranger. They soon, liow-
ever, become extremely agreeable; the inhabitants lie down
at night lulled by their whistlings, and the first approach of
dawn is annoiuiced by a general and lively chorus of the same
music; while the full-toned tooting, as it is called, of the
pinnated grouse forms a very pleasing bass to the whole.

I shall not, in the manner of some, attempt to amuse the
reader with a repetition of the unintelligible names given to
this bird by the Indians, or the superstitious notions generally
entertained of it by the same people. These seem as various
as the tribes, or even families, with which you converse;
scarcely two of them will tell you the same story. It is easy,'

however, to observe, that this, like the owl, and other nocturnal
birds, is held by them in a kind of suspicious awe, as a bird
with which they wish to have as little to do as possible. The
superstition of the Indian differs very little from that of an
illiterate German or Scots Highlander, or the less informed of
any other nation. It suggests ten thousand fantastic notions
to each, and these, instead of being recorded with all the
punctilio of the most important truths, seem only fit to be
forgotten. Whatever, among either of these people, is strange
and not comprehended, is usually attributed to supernatural
agency

;
and an unexpected sight or uncommon incident is

oflen ominous of good, but more generally of bad, fortune to
the parties. Night, to minds of this complexion, brings with
it its kindred horrors, its apparitions, strange sounds, and
awful sights; and this solitary and inoffensive bird, being a
frequent wanderer in these hours of ghosts and hobgoblins, is
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considered by tlio Indians as being, by liabit and rej)nto, little

better than ono of them. All these people, however, are not
80 credulous

; I have conversed with Indians who treated these
silly notions with contempt.

The whip-poor-will is never seen during the day, unless in

circumstances such as have been described. Their food appears
to be large moths, grasshoppers, pismires, and such insects as
frequent the bark of old rotten and decaying timber. They
are also expert in darting after winged insects. They will

sometimes skim i i the dusk within a few feet of a person,
uttering a kind of low chatter as they pass. In their migra-
tions north, and on their return, they piobably stop a day or
two at some of their former stages, and do not advance in one
continued flight. The whip-poor-will was first heard this

season (1811) on the 2d day of May, in a corner of Mr
Bartiam's woods, not far from the house, and for two or three
mornings after in the same place, where I also saw it. From
this time until the beginning of September, there were none
of these birds to be found within at least one mile of the place,

though I frequently made search for them. On the 4tli of
September, the whip-poor-will was again heard for two even-
ings successively in the same part of the woods. I also heard
several of them passing, within the same week, between dusk
and nine o'clock at night, it being then clear moonlight.
These repeated their notes three or four times, and were
heard no more. It is highly probable that they migrate
during the evening and night.

The whip-poor-will is nine inches and a half long, and
nineteen inches in extent; the bill is blackish, a full q°iarter
of an inch long, much stronger than that of the night hawk,
and bent a little at the point, the under mandible arched <i

little upwards, following the curvature of the upper; the
nostrils are prominent and tubular, their openings dir '

,i'

forward
;

the mouth is extravagantly large, of a pale flesh
colour within, and beset along the sides with a number of
long, thick, elastic bristles, the longest of which extends more
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tlmri luilf ail inch beyond the point of the bill, end in Hno huir,
and curve inwards

; these eeeni to serve as feelers ; and pro-
vent the escape of winged insects : the eyes are very hirgo,
full, and bluish black

; the pliunago above is m variegated
with black, pale cream, brown, und rust colour, sprinkled" and
powdered in such minute streaks and spots as to defy de8cri|)-
tion

;
the upper part of the head is of a b'ght brownish gray,

marked with a longitudinal streak of black, with others radi-
ating from it

;
the back is darker, finely streaked with a less

deep bliick
;
the scapulars are very light whitish ochro, beauti-

fully vati M.ated with two or three oblique streaks of very deep
black

;
the tail is rounded, consisting of ten feathers, the exterior

one an inch and a quarter shorter than the middle ones, the
three outer feathers on each side are blackish brown for half
their length, thence pure white to the tips ; the exterior one
is edged with deep brown nearly to the tip ; the deep brown
of these feathers is regidarly studded with light brown spots

;

the four middle ones are without the white at the ends, but
beautifully marked with herring-bone figures of black' and
light ochre finely powdered

; cheeks and sides of the head, of
a brown orange or burnt colour ; the wings, when shut, reach
scarcely to the middle of the tail, and are elegantly spotted
with very light and dark brown, but are entirely without the
large spot of white which distinguishes those of the night
hawk

;
chin, black streaked with brown

; a narrow semi-
circle of white passes across the throat; breast and belly,
ii-regularly mottled and streaked with black and yellow
ochre

;
the legs and feet are of a liglit purplish flesh colour,

seamed with white; the former feathered before, nearly to
the feet

;
the two exterior toes are joined to the middle one,

as far as the first joint, by a broad membrane
; the inner edge

of tiie middle claw is pectinated, and, from the circumstance
of its being fiequently found with small portions of down
adhering to the teeth, is probably employed as a comb to rid
the plumage of its head of vermin ; this being the principal
and almost only part so infested in all birds.
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Tlie female is about an inch less in length and in extent

;

the bill, raustaclies, nostrils, &c., as in the male. She differs

in being much lighter on the up "r parts, seeming as if

powdered with grains of meal ; ana, instead of the white on
the three lateral tail-feathers, has them tipt for about three-

quarters of an inch with a cream colour ; the bar across the

throat is also of a brownish ochre ; the cheeks and region of

the eyes are brighter brownish oiange, which passes also to

the neck, and is sprinkled with black and specks of white;

the streak over the eye is also lighter.

The young was altogether covered with fine down, of a

l)ale brown colour ; the shafts, or rather sheaths, of the quills,

4)luish ; the point of the bill, just perceptible.

Twenty species of this singular genus are now known to

naturalists
; of these, one only belongs to Europe, one to Africa,

one to New Holland, two to India, and fifteen to America.

The present species, though it approaches nearer in its

plumage to that of Europe than any other of the tribe, differs

from it in being entirely without the large spot of white on
the wing, and in being considerably less. Its voice and par-

ticular call are also entirely different.

Further to illustrate the history of this:bird, the following

notes are added, made at the time of dissection :—Body, when
stript of the skin, less than that of the wood thrush ; breast-

bone, one inch in length ; second stomach, strongly muscidar,
filled with fragments of pismires and grasshoppers

; skin of
the bird, loose, wrinkly, and scarcely attached to the flesh

;

flesh, also loose, extremely tender; bones, thin and slender;

sinews and muscles of the wing, feeble
; distance between the

tips of both mandibles, when'expanded, full two inches ; length
of the opening, one inch and a half, breadth, one inch and a
quarter

; tongue, very short, attached to the skin of the mouth
;

its internal parts, or os hjoides, pass up the hind head, and
reach to the front, like those of the woodpecker, which
enable the ^ ird to revert the lower part of the mouth in the

act of seizing insects and in calling ; skull, extremely light
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and thin, being semi-transparent, its cavity nearly half occu-
pied by the eyes

; aperture for the bi-ain, very small, the
quantity not exceeding that of a sparrow ; an owl of the same
extent of wing has at least ten times as much.
Though this noted bird has been so frequently mentioned

by name, and its manners taken notice of by almost every
naturalist who has written on our birds, yet personally it has
never yet been described by any writer with whose works I
am acquainted. Extraordinary as this mr.y seem, it is never-
tiieless true

; and in proof I offer the following facts :—
Three species only of this genus are found within the

United States, the chuck-will's-widow, the night hawk, and
the whip-poor-will. Catesby, in the eighth plate of his
"Natural History of Carolina," has figured the first, and in the
sixteenth of hi^. Appendix the second ; to this he has added
particulars of the whip-poor-will, believing it to be that bird,

and has ornamented his figure of the night hawk with a
large bearded appendage, of which in nature it is entirely
destitute. After him, Mi Edwards in his sixty-third plate
has in like manner figured the night hawk, also adding the
bristles, and calling his figure the whip-poor-will, accom-
panying it with particulars of the notes, &c., of that bird,

chiefly copied from Catesby. The next writer of eminence
who has spoken of the whip-poor-will is Mr Pennant, justly
considered as one of the most judicious and discriminating of
English naturalists

; but, deceived by " the liglits he had," he
has, in his account of the short-winged goatsucker* (Arct.
Zool., p. 434), given the size, markings of plumage, &c., of the
chuck-will's-widow

; and, in the succeeding account of his
long-winged goatsucker, describes pretty accurately the
night hawk. Both of these birds he considers to be the
whip-poor-will, and as having the same notes and manners.

After such authorities, it was less to bo wondered at that
many of our own citizens, and some of our naturalists and

* The figure is by mistake called the long-winged goatsucker. See
" Arctic Zoology," vol. ii. pi. 18.

VOL. II. j£
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writers, should fall into the like mistake, as copies of the
works of those English naturalists are to be found in several
of our colleges, and in some of our public as well as private
libraries. The means which the author of " American Ornitho-
logy " took to satisfy his own mind, and those of his friends, on
this subject, were detailed at large in a paper published about
two years ago in a periodical work of this city,* with which
extract I shall close my account of the present species :

" On the question. Is the whip-poor-will and the night
hawk one and the same bir 1, or are they really two distinct

species ? there has long been an opposition of sentiment, and
many fruitless disputes. Numbers of sensible and observing

' people, whose intelligence and long residence in the -jountry

entitle their opinion to respect, positively assert that the night
hawk and the whip-poor-will are very different birds, and
do not even associate together. The naturalists of Europe,
however, have generally considered the two names as appli-
cable to one and the same species ; and this opinion has also
been adopted by two of our most distinguished naturalists,

Mr William Bartrara of Kingsessing.f and Professor Barton
of Philadelphia.t The writer of this, being determined to
ascertain the truth by examining for himself, took the following
effectual mode of settling this disputed point, the particulars ol
which he now submits to those interested in the question :—

''Thirteen of those birds usually called night hawks,
which dart about in the air like swallows, and sometimes
descend with rapidity from a great height, making a hollow
sounding noise like that produced by blowing into the bung-
hole of an empty hogshead, were shot at different times and
in different places, and accurately examined, both outwardly
and by dissection. Nine of these were found to be males, and

* The Portfolio.

t Capnmulgus Amcricanus, niglit hawk or \vlii2>poor-wi]l (Travels,

t Caprimulgns rirginianus, wliip-poor-will or night hawk (Frag-
ments of the Natural History of Pennsylvania, p. 3}. See also Ameri-
can Phil. Trans., vol. iv. p. 208, 209, note.
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four females. Tl)e former all corresponded in the raarkin-s
and tints of their plumage; the latter also agreed in theh-
marks, difTermg slightly from the males, though evidently of
the same species. Two others were shot as they rose from
the nests, or rather from the eggs, which, in both cases, were
two m number, lying on the open ground. These also agreed
in the markmgs of their plumage with the four preceding,
and. on dissection, were found to be females. The e-^gs we?e
also secured. A whip-poor-will was shot in the "evening,
while m the act of repeating his usual and well-known notes
This bird was found to be a male, differing in many remark-
able particulars from all the former. Three others were shot
at different times during the day, in solitary and dark shaded
parts of the wood. Two of these were found to be females
one of which had been sitting on two eggs. The two females
resembled each other almost exactly ; the male also corre-
sponded in Its markings with the one first found, and all four
were evidently of one species. The eggs differed from the
tormer both in colour and markings.

I'
The differences between these"two birds were as follows-—Ihe sides of the mouth in both sexes of the whip-poor-will

were beset with ranges of long and very strong bristles,
extending more than half an inch beyond the point of the
bill

;
both sexes of the night hawk were entirely destitute of

bristles. The bill of the whip-poor-will was also more than
twice the length of that of the night hawk. The Ion- win^r.
quills of both sexes of the night hawk were o[\ deep
brownish black, with a large spot of white nearly in their
middle, and, when shut, the tips of the wings extended a little
heyond the tail. The wing-quills of the whip-poor-will of both
sexes were beautifully spotted with light brown-had no spot
ot white on them-and, when shut, the tips of the win-s did
not reach to the tip of the tail by at least two inches. The tail
ot the night hawk was handsomely /orA^^df, the exterior feathers
being the longest, shortening gradually to the middle ones;
tlie tail of the whip-poor-will wasrounded, the exterior feathers
being the shortest, lengthening gradually to the middle ones.
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"After a careful examination of these and several other re-
markable diflferences, it was impossible to withstand the con-
viction that these birds belonged to two distinct species of the
same genus, diflfering in size, colour, and conformation of
parts.

" A statement of the principal of these facts having been
laid before Mr Bartram, together with a male and female of
each of the above-mentioned species, and also a male of the
great Virginian bat, or chuck-wiU's-widow, after a particular
examination, tiiat venerable naturalist was pleased to declare
himself fully satisfied

; adding, that he had now no doubt of
the night hawk and the whip-poor-will being two very distinct
species of Caprimulgus.

" It is not the intention of the writer of this to enter at pre-
sent into a description of either the plumage, manners, migra-
tions, or economy of these birds, the range of country they
inhabit, or the superstitious notions entertained of them

; his
only object at present is the correction of an error, which, from
the respectability of those by whom it was unwarily adopted,
has been but too extensively disseminated, and received by too
many as a truth."

RED OWL. {Strix asio)

PLATE XLII.-riG. 1, Female.

Little Owl, Catesh. L 7.-Lath. i. m.-Linn. Sijst. 132.-Arct. Zool. ii No 117
—Turton, Syst. i. p. 166.—Peace's Museum, No. 428.

STRIX ^-S/O.—LiNN^us.

—

Young.*

Strix asio, Bonap. Synop. p. 36.

This is another of our nocturnal wanderers, well known by
its common name, the little screech oivl; and noted for its
melancholy quivering kind of wailing in the evenings, parti-
cularly towards the latter part of summer and autumn, near
the farmhouse. On clear moonlight nights, they answer each

* See Vol, I. for description of the adult of this species, and Note.
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Other from various parts of the fields or orchard
; roost durino-

the day in thick evergreens, such as cedar, pine, or junipe"
trees, and are rarely seen abroad in sunshine. In May thev
construct their nest in the hollow of a tree, often in the orchard
in an old apple tree

; the nest is composed of some hay and a
few feathers; the eggs are four, pure white, and nearly round
Ihe young are at first covered with a whitish down
^

The bird represented on the plate I kept for several weeks
in the room beside me. It was caught in a barn, where it had
taken up its lodging, probably for the greater convenience of
mousing

;
and being unhurt, I had an opportunity of remark-

ing Its manners. At first, it struck itself so forcibly acrainst
the wmdow, as frequently to deprive it, seemingly, of alt sen-
sation for several minutes: this was done so repeatedly that I
began to fear that either the glass or the owl's skull must give
way. In a few days, however, it either began to comprehend
something of the matter, or to take disgust at the glass for it
never repeated its attempts; and soon became quite tame and
familiar. Those who have seen this bird only in the day can
form but an imperfect idea of its activity, and even spri^ht-
Iiness, m its proper season of exercise. Throughout the day it
was all stillness and gravity,—its eyelids half shut, its neck
contracted, and its head shrunk seemingly into its body • but
scarcely was the sun set, and twilight began to approach, when
its eyes became full and sparkling, like two living globes of
fire; it crouched on its perch, reconnoitered every object
around with looks of eager fierceness ; alighted and fed ; stood
on the meat with clenched talons, while it tore it in morsels
with Its bill

;
flew round the room with the silence of thought

and perching, moaned out its melancholy notes with many
lively gesticulations, not at all accordant with the pitiful tone
of its ditty, which reminded one of the shivering moanincr.s
of a half-frozen puppy.

*

This species is found generally over the United States, and
IS not migratory.

The red owl is eight inches and a half long, and twenty-
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one inches in extent
; general colour of the plumage above,

a bright nut brown or tawny red ; the shafts, black ; exterior
edges of the outer row of scapulars, white ; bastard wing, the
five first primaries, and three or four of the first greater converts,

also spotted with white
; whole wing-quills, spotted with dusky

on their exterior webs
; tail, rounded, transversely barred with

dusky and pale brown
; chin, breast, and sides, bright reddish

brown, streaked laterally with black, intermixed with white
;

belly and vent, white, spotted with bright brown
; legs, covered

to the claws with pale brown hairy down
; extremities of the

toes and claws, pale bluish, ending in black ; bill, a pale
bluish horn colour

; eyes, vivid yellow ; inner angles of the
eyes, eyebrows, and space surrounding the bill, whitish ; rest
of the face, nut brown

; head, horned or eared, each horn
consisting of nine or ten feathers of a tawny red, shafted with
black.

WABBLING FLYCATCHER. {Muscica^a mehdia.)

PLATE XLII.-F1G. 2.

VIREO C/ZFtr^-BoNAPARTB.
Muscioapa gilva, VieUl. pi. 34. (auct. Bonap.)-Yir^o gilvus. Bonap. Synop. p. 70.

Nomen. «p. 123.

This sweet little warbler is for the first time figured and
described. In its general appearance it resembles the red-
eyed flycatcher

;
but, on a close comparison, differs from that

bird in many particulars. It arrives in Pennsylvania about
the middle of April, and inhabits the thick foliage of orchards
and high trees

;
its voice is soft, tender, and soothing, and its

notes flow in an easy, continued strain, that is extremely
pleasing. It is often heard among the weeping willows and
Lombardy poplars of this city ; is rarely observed in the
woods, but seems particularly attached to the society of man.
It gleans among the leaves, occasionally darting after winged
insects, and searching for caterpillars; and seems by^its

^jjuawiJJttUJuw^f
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manners to partake considerably of the nature of the genus
sylvm. It is late in departing, and I have frequently heard
its notes among the fading leaves of the poplar in October.

This little bird may be distinguished from all the rest of onr
songsters by the soft, tender, easy flow of its notes while hid

among the foliage. In these there is nothing harsh, sudden,

or emphatical ; they glide along in a kind of meandering
strain^ that is peculiarly its own. In May and June it may
be generally heard in the orchards, the bordert of the city,

and around the farmhouse.

This species is five inches and a half long, and eight inches

and a half in extent ; bill, dull lead colotir above, and notched

near the point, lower, a pale flesh colour ; eye, dark hazel
;

line over the eye, and whole lower parts, white, the latter

tinged with very pale greenish yellow near the breast ; upper
parts, a pale green olive ; wings, brown, broadly edged with

pale olive green ; tail, slightly forked, edged with olive ; the

legs and feet, pale lead ; the head inclines a little to ash ; no
white on the wings or tail. Male and female nearly alike.

PUKPLE FINCH. {Fringilla purpurea)

PLATE XLII.—Fig. 3.

ERYTHROSPIZA PUEPUBEA.-Bovava.tx7e.*

This bird is represented as he appears previous to receiving

his crimson plumage, and also when moulting. By recurring

to the figure in Vol. I. pi. 7, fig. 4, of this work, which exhibits

him in his full dress, the great difference of colour will be

observed to which this species is annually subject.

It is matter of doubt with me whether this species ought

not to be classed with the Loxia; the great thickness of the

bill, and similarity that prevails between this and the pine

grosbeak, almost induced me to adopt it into that class. But

* See description of adult male, Note and Synonyms, Vol. I. p. 119.
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respect for other authoritieB has prevented mo from ma
this alteration.

When these birds aro taken in their crimson dress, and
kept m a cage till they moult their feathers, they uniformly
change to their present appearance, and sonietiines never
after receive their red colour. They aro also subject, if well
fed. to become so fat as literally to die of corpulency, of which
1 have seen several instances; being at these times subject to
somethuig resembling apoplexy, from which they sometimes
recover m a few minutes, but oftener expire in the same space
or time. *

The female is entirely without the red, and differs from the
p/esent only m having less yellow about her.

These birds regularly arrive from the north, where they
breed, ,n September, and visit us from the south again earlym April, feeding on the cherry blossoms as soon as they
appear. Of the particulars relative to this species, the reader
18 referred to the account in Vol. I., already mentioned.

I he individual figured in the plate measured six inches and
a quarter m length, and ten inches in extent; the bill was
horn coloured

;
upper parts of the plumage, brown olive,

strongly tinged with yellow, particularly on the rump, where
It was brownish yellow

; from above the eye, backwards, passed
a streak of white, and another more irregular one from the
lower mandible

; feathers of the crown, narrow, rather lonn-
and generally erected, but not so as to form a crest ; nostrihi
and base of the bill, covered with reflected brownish hairs •

eye dark hazel; wings and tail, dark blackish brown, ed.^ed
with olive

;
first and second row of coverts, tipt with pale

yellow; chin, white; breast, pale cream, marked with pointed
spots of deep olive brown ; belly and vent, white ; legs, brown.
This bird, with several others marked nearly in the same
manner, was shot 25th April, while engaged in eating the
buds from the beech tree.

ft
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BROWN LARK. {Alauda rufa.)

PLATE XLII.—FiQ, 4.

Red Lark, FAw. 297.-yJrr<. Zool. No. 27d.-Lath. ii. 376.-L'Alouette aux joues
brunes de Pennsylvanie, Buff. v. 58. -Pea/e'a Museum, No. 5138.

ANTHUS LUDOVICIANUS.-BoifAPAnTK.*
Synonyma of Antlius Ludovicianus, Bonap. (from his Nomenclature) :-" Alauda

rubra, Omel. X,a<A.—Alauda Ludoviciana, Omel. Lath.—Almda. Pennsyl-
vanica, ^ma.—Fnrlouzanne, Buff. Om.—Alouette aux joues brunes de
Pennsylvanie, Buff. Oi«.—Lark from Pennsylvania, Ed. Glean, p. 297. -Red
Lark.Penii. Brit, and Arct. Zool. Lath. A>n.—Louisiana Lark, Lath. Syn."~
Anthus spinoletta, Boiiap. Synop. p. 90,

In what particular district of the northern regions this bird
breeds, I am unable to say. In Pennsylvania, it first arrives

from the north about the middle of October ; flies in loose

scattered flocks
; is strongly attached to flat, newly-ploughed

* Anthus is a Renua of Bechstein's, formed to contain birds which
have been generally called larks, but which have a nearer resemblance
to the Motacillw, or wagtails, and the accentors. They are also allied
to Seiurus of Swainson,

The Prince of Musignano made this identical with the European
rock lark, Anthus aquaticus, Bechst., Alauda spinoletta, Linn. ; but in
his observations on Wilson's nomenclature, saw reason to change his
opinion, and it will now stand as A. Ludovicianus of that gentleman.
Audubon has, on the other hand, placed it in his " Biography " as the
European bird, but I fear, with too slender comparison ; and the same
name is -

1 mtioned in the " Northern Zoology," without comparing the
arctic specimens with those of Britain or Europe. On these accounts, I

rather trust to the observations of Bonaparte, which have been made
from actual comparison. It must also be recollected, that the summer
and winter dress of the Anthi differ very considerably in their shades.
Audubon has introduced in his " Biography " another Anthus, which

he considers new, under the title of pip.MS. It was only met with
once, in the extensive prairies of the north-western States, where two
were killed; and though allied to the common brown titlark, were
distinguished by the difference of their notes. If these specimens were
not preserved, the species must rest on the authority of Mr Audubon's
plate, and, of course, admitted with doubt.

—

Ed.
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fields, commons, and fiiich like situations ; has a feeble note
characteristic of its tribe

; runs rapidly along the ground •

and, when the flock takes to wing, they fly high, and generally
to a considerable distance before tl.cy nlight. Many of them
continue in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia all winter if
the season be moderate. In the southern States, particularlym the lower parts of North and South Carolina, I found these
larks in great abundance in the middle of February Loose
flocks of many hundreds were driving about from one corn-
field to another

;
and, in the low rice-grounds, they were

in great abundance. On opening numbers of these they
appeared to have been feeding on various small seeds with a
h^rge quantity of gravel. On the 8th of April, I shot several
of these buds in the neighbourhood of Lexington, Kentucky
In Pennsylvania, they generally disai)pear, on their way to
the north, about the beginning of May, or earlier. At Port-
and, m the district of Maine, I met with a flock of these
birds in October. I do not know that they breed within the
United States. Of their song, nest, eggs, &c., we have no
account.

The brown lark is six inches long, and i^n inches and a
hal m extent

;
the upper parts, brown olive, touched with

dusky
;
greater coverts and next superior row li.rhter •

bill
black, slender; nostril, prominent; chin and lin'e over the
eye, pale rufous

; breast and belly, brownish ochre, the former
spotted with black; tertials, black, the secondaries brown
edged with lighter; tail, slightly forked, black; the two ex-
terior feathers, marked largely with white ; legs, dark purplish
blown

;
hind heel, long, and nearly straight; eye, dark hazel.

Male and female nearly alike. Mr Pennant says that one of
these birds was shot near London.

I"
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CAROLINA PIGEON OR TURTLE DOVE. {Golumha
Garolinensis.)

PLATE XLIII.—Fig. 1.

Linn. Syst. 286.~Cafes6. Car. i. 24.-£uff. ii. 657, PI. eni. 175.-LaTourterelle
de la Caroline, Brisson, i. 110.—Peak's Museum, No. 50S8.—Turton 479 —
Arct. JZool. ii. No. 188.

ECTOPISTES GAROLINENSIS.-^ViA.imov.
Genus Ectopistea, Swain. N. Groups. Zool. Journ. No. xi. p. 362.-Columba

Garolinensis, Bonap. Synop. p. 119.—The Carolina Turtle Dove, Aud. Orn.
Biog. i. 91, pi. 17, male aud female.

This is a favourite bird with all those who love to wander
among our woods in spring, and listen to their varied harmony.
They will there hear many a singular and sprightly performer,

but none so mournful as this. The hopeless woe of settled

sorrow, swelling the heart of female innocence itself, could not
assume tones more sad, more tender and affecting. Its notes

are four ; the first is somewhat the highest, and preparatory,

seeming to be uttered with an inspiration of the breath, as if

the afflicted creature were just recovering its voice from the
last convulsive sobs of distress ; this is followed by three long,

deep, and mournful meanings, that no person of sensibility

can listen to without sympathy. A pause of a few minutes
ensues, and again the solemn voice of sorrow is renewed
as before. This is generally heard in the deepest shaded
parts of the woods, frequently about noon and towards the

evening.

There is, however, nothing of real distress in all this
;
quite

the reverse. The bird who utters it wantons by the side of his

beloved partner, or invites her by his call to some favourite

retired and shady retreat. It is the voice of love, of faithful

connubial affection, for which the whole family of doves are

so celebrated
; and, among them all, none more deservingly so

than the species now before us.
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U. ted SU es f,„m Canada to Florida, and from the sea-coltto tne M,ss,ss,p,,i, and far to the westwrd. Thev are hiever, partial!, n.igratory i„ the northern and mMirStaterand oollec together in North and South CaroUna and e ;

N , r. ,

^:»'"'"".>'' "' "'« neighbourhood of NewbernNorth Carohna, I ^w a flock of turtle dovea of many hundred
'

n other places as I advanced farther south, particullnea;the Savanuah r.ver, in Georgia, the woods were swarml.- ,".,
them, a^ the whistling of their wings was heardTerJ
On their return to the north in March and early in ADril

Xr:u:tt;::r"?
"''-

''" ^-"^' "•»"'--
on V twT H "' ™'' '''° 'ogo'l^'-n'ost frequently

to L ,

,.^'^™ "'^y """""""ly fly i» pairs, resort constantlyto the puhhc roads to dust themselves and procure .ravel .,^often seen m the farmer's yard before the door the stableCand other outhouses, in search of food, seemi'^ il i^ft „;.n fam,har.ty at such times, to the domestic "pig on Zy
v.s.t the yard aud adjoining road many times a day andtlfe'pump, creek, horse-trough, and rills for water

^'
Ihen- flight is quick, vigorous, and always accompanied l.,-a pecuhar wh.stling of the wiugs, by which'they Teas ,y b^distinguished from the wild Di<^enn Tl„>„ i

"'" 7*"y "^

^ftness, alight on trees, fen^ro"; ^^^LJl^nately; ,„, exceedingly fond of buckwheat, hem « d TndInd,an.corn; feed on the berries of the holy, tl do"
^s^'J:t^"r /"«"«-"--. and tho°:rjiHcorns 01 tiie live oak and shriih nnh- n^u,.., i

quantities of gravel, and sometiit^ aviXTS
garden for peas, for which they have a particular regard

abot : b'e;r„nt':T2;™^„e"''^"™"'™"^''''"'"''"«
0+ 4. 1

&'"""o "I ^ay. 1 he nest IS very rudelv con-^tructed, generally in an evergreen, among the thicklli™
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of the vine, in an orchard, on the horizontal branches of an
apple tree, and, in some cases, on the ground. It is composed
of a handful of small twigs, laid with little art, on which are
scattered dry fibrous roots of plants; and in this almost flat
bed are deposited two eggs of a snowy whiteness. The male
and female unite in feeding the young, and they have rarely
more than two broods in the same season.

The flesh of this bird is considered much superior to that
of the wild pigeon

; but its seeming confidence in man, the
tenderness of its notes,, and the innocency attached to its
character, are with many its security and protection ; with
others, however, the tenderness of its flesh, and the sport of
shooting, overcome all other considerations. About the com-
mencement of frost, they begin to move off to the south

;

numbers, however, remain in Pennsylvania during the whole
winter.

The turtle dove is twelve inches long, and seventeen inches
in extent; bill, black; eye, of a glossy blackness, surrounded
with a pale greenish blue skin ; crown, upper part of the neck
and wings, a fine silky slate blue; back, scapulars, and lesser
wmg-coverts, ashy brown; tertials spotted with black;
primaries, edged and tipt with white ; forehead, sides of the
neck, and breast, a pale brown vinous orange ; under the ear-
feathers, a spot or drop of deep black, immediately below
which the plumage reflects the most vivid tints of green,
gold, and crimson

; chin, pale yellow ochre ; belly and veHti
whitish

;
legs and feet, coral red, seamed with white ; the

tail is long and cuneiform, consisting of fourteen feathers'; the
four exterior ones, on each side, are marked with black, about
an inch from the tips, and white thence to the extremity;
the next has less of the white at the tip ; these gradually
lengthen to the four middle ones, which are wholly dark slate;
all of them taper towards the points, the two middle ones
most so.

The female is an inch shorter, and is otherwise only dis-
tinguished by the less brilliancy of her colour; she also wants
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HERMIT THRUSH. iTnrdns solilaHus^

PLATE XLIII.-FxG. 2.

Little Thrush, Ca<<«6y, i. 31.~Edwards 20fi T!

This is the snecies m^-t;/ i !, I "'"= """""S 'hem-

while treatioToa ^wo dT,t"
"^ first volume of this wo.k.

described, move ZnM. '
"' *"""» **"" "S"-"! ""-l

™ae.. the supposition "i it L'^t t7;'i^;c:z

extent as the passenger fU^Z fZ ,1 ."^ r."""" '" ™* ™.t
hunJred being c„„sidere/aW floA H^:r'^ '""^ "^'^ "> "'«»
ing in another more imn„,t!,„, ,' ,

"" """"'io'is them differ-
They prefer sittinra3 u!ei " "T'Y '"•™"'' «' '=>»=«»?.
foot of the dr, stalks oTmai '\id orlZ

"^.'"'"''""el &!*, at thl
foliage of trees, or the differ^; ,„eeie,'lf

°"''"'' '"°" '» ""= *«d
|.ear each other, b„. are diapeldTve L'lTX ™F "< "" '"

"-XrhCistb^?^?-^^^^

will rank in the °
emis SI / }" '?""'« That, however

-il-e. a small .peC^rStame"^it!:^"" "^ '^^^
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mehdm). It is, however, considerably less, very differently

marked, and altogether destitute of the clear voice and musical
powers of that charming minstrel. It also differs in remaining
in the southern States during the whole year ; whereas the wood
thrush does not winter even in Georgia, nor arrive within
the southern boundary of that State until some time in April.
The hermit thrush is rarely seen in Pennsylvania, unless

for a few weeks in spring, and late in the fall, long after the
wood thrush has left us, and when scarcely a summer bird
remains in the woods. In both seasons it is mute, having
only in spring an occasional squeak, like that of a young stray
chicken. Along the Atlantic coast, in New Jersey, they
remain longer and later, as I have observed them there late
in November. In the cane swamps of the Choctaw nation,
they were frequent in the month of May, on the 12th of which
I examined one of their nests on a horizontal branch, imme-
diately over the path. The female was sitting, and left it

with great reluctance, so that I had nearly laid my hand on
her before she flew. The nest was fixed on the upper part
of the body of the branch, and constructed with great neat-
ness, but without mud or plaster, contrary to the custom of
the wood thrush. The outside was composed of a consider-
able quantity of coarse rooty grass, intermixed with horse
hair, and lined with a fine, green-coloured, thread-like grass,

perfectly dry, laid circularly, with particular neatness. The
eggs were four, of a pale greenish blue, marked with rpecks
and blotches of olive, particularly at the great end. I also

observed this bird on the banks of the Cumberland river in

April. Its food consists chiefly of berries, of which these low
swairps furnish a perpetual abundance, such as those of the
holly, myrtle, gall bush (a species of vaccimum), yapon shrub,
and many others.

A superficial observer would instantly pronounce this to

be only a variety of the wood thrush ; but taking into consi-

deration its difference of size, colour, manners, want of song,

secluded habits, differently formed nest, and spotted eggs, all
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nnhke those of llie former, with which it never associates, it
IS impossible not to conchide it to be a distinct and separate
species, however near it may approach to that of the former
its food, and the country it inhabits for half the year, bein.^
tlie same, neither could have produced those differences • and
we must believe it to be now, what it ever has been, and ever
will be, a distinct connecting link in the great chain of this
part of animated nature

; all the sublime reasoning of certain
theoretical closet philosophers to the contrary notwithstanding

Length of the hermit thrush, scv^en inches ; extent, ten
inches and a half; upper parts, plain deep olive brown-
lower, dull white

;
upper part of the breast and throat, dull

cream colour, deepest where the plumage falls over the
slioulders of the wing, and marked with large dark brown
pointed spots

; ear-feathers,, and line over the eye, cream, the
former mottled with olive ; edges of the wings, lighter ; tips
dusky; tail-coverts and tail, inclining to a reddish fox colour'
In the wood thrush, these parts incline to greenish olive,
rail, slightly forked; legs, dusky; bill, black above and at
the tip, whitish below

;
iris, black and very full ; chin, whitish

Ihe female differs very little,-chiefly in being generally
darker in the tmts, and having the spots on the breast larger
and more dusky.

TAWNY THRUSH. {Turdm musteUms)

PLATE XLIII.—Fig. 3.

Peak's Museum, No. 5570,

TURDUS WILSOmi.-BottAFAnrE.*
Tardus WUsonii, Bonap. Simop. p. 76.-Merula Wihonii, North. Zool. ii. p. 183,

This species makes its appearance in Pennsylvania from the
south regularly about the beginning of May, stays with us a

• The wood thrush of Vol. I., the hermit thrush, and our present
species, have so much snnilarity to each other, that they have been con-
fused together, and their synonyms often misquoted by different authors
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week or two, and passes on to the north and to the high
raonntainons districts to breed. It has no song, but a sharp
cliuck. About the 20th of May I met with numbers of them
in the Great Pine Swamp, near Pocano ; and on the 25th of

September in the same year, I shot several of them in the
neighboufliood of Mr Bartram's place. I have examined
many of these birds in spring, and also on their return in fall,

and foimd very little difference among them between the
male and female. In some specimens the wing-coverts were
brownish yellow; these appeared to be young birds. I have
no doubt but they breed in the northern liigh districts of the
United States ; but I have not yet been able to discover their

nests.

The tawny thrush is ten inches long, and twelve inches in

extent
; the whole upper parts are a uniform tawny brown

;

the lower parts, white; sides of the breast and under the
wings, slightly tinged with ash ; chin, white ; throat, and
upper parts of the breast, cream coloured, and marked with
pointed spots of brown ; lores, pale ash or bluish white

;

cheeks, dusky brown
; tail, nearly even at the end, the shafts

of all, as well as those of the wing-quills, continued a little

beyond their webs
; bill, black above and at the point, below

From these circumstances, the name of mustelinus, given by Wilson
to this species, is incorrect ; and Bonaparte has deservedly dedicated it
to its first describer, a name which ought now to be used in our systems.
Another bird has been also lost sight of in the alliance which exists
among those, and which will now rank as an addition to the northern
fauna, the Turdus -parvus of Edwards, and confounded by Bonaparte
with the T. soUtaria. From the observations of Dr Richardson and Mr
Swainson, in the second volume of the " Northern Zoology," there can
be little doubt of its being distinct from any of the others just men-
tioned, and will be distinguished by the more rufous tinge of the upper
parts. It was met by the Overland Expedition on the banks of the
Saskatchewan, where it is migratory in summer, and appears as nearly
allied to the others in its habits as it is in its external appearance. It
spreads, no doubt, over the other parts of North America, getting more
abundant, perhaps, towards the south. Mr Swainson has received it
from Georgia, and remarks that the rufous tinge of the plumage is much
clearer and more intense in the southern specimens.—Ed.

VOL. II.
jy
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at tho base, flesh coloured ; corners of the mouth, yellow
;

eye, large and dark, surrounded with a white ring ; legs, long,

slender, and pale brown.

Though I have given this bird the same name that Mr
Pennant has applied to one of our thrushes, it must not be
considered as the same ; the bird which hq has denominated
the tawny thrush being evidently, from its size, markings,
<fec., the wood thrush, already described.

No description of the bird here figured has, to my know-
ledge, appeared in any former publication.

PINE-SWAMP WARBLER. {Sylvia pusilla.)

PLATE XLIII.-Fia. 4.

VIREO SPBAGNOSA.-JAumnz.*
Sylvia sphagnosa, Bonap. Synop. p. 85.

This little bird is for the first time figured or described. Its
favourite haunts are in the deepest and gloomiest pine and
hemlock swamps of our mountainous regions, where everv
tree, trunk, and fallen log is covered with a luxuriant coat of
moss, that even mantles over the surface of the ground, and
prevents the sportsman from avoiding a thousand holes, springs,
and swamps, into which he is incessantly plunged. Of the
nest of this hird I am unable to speak. I found it associated
with the Blackburnian warbler, the golden-crested wren, ruby-
crowned wren, yellow rump, and others of that description, in
such places as I have described, about the middle of May. It

seemed as active in flycatching as in searching for other insects,

darting nimbly about among the branches, and flirting its

This species seems evidently a Vireo. Bonaparte thus observes, in
Ills "Nomenclature," and we have used his name :—"A new species, called
by a preoccupied name, but altered in the index to that of leu'coptera,
which is used for one of Vieillot's species, and was, therefore, changed to'

that oipaluslris by Stephens
; but as thja also is preoccupied, I propose

for it the name of S. sphagnosa."—'Eo.
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*
*

Wings but I could not perceive that it had either note or
Bong. I shot three, one male and two females. I iiave no
doubt that they breed in those solitary swamps, as well as
many other of their associates.

The pine-swamp warbler is four inches and a quarter long
and seven inches and a quarter in extent; bill, black, not
notched, but furnished with bristles ; upper parts, a deep
green olive, with slight bluish reflections, particularly on the
edges of the tail and on the head; wings, dusky, but so
broadly edged with olive green as to appear wholly of that
tint

; immediately below the primary coverts, there is a single

triangular spot of yellowish white ; no other part of the wings
is white

; the three exterior tail-feathers with a spot of white
on their inner vanes; the tail is slightly forked; from the
nostrils over the eye extends a fine line of white, and the
lower eyelid is touched with the same tint ; lores, blackish

;

sides of the neck and auriculars, green olive; whole lower
parts, pale yellow ochre, with a tinge of greenish ; duskiest

on the throat ; legs, long, and flesh coloured.

The plumage of the female differs in nothing from that of

the male.

PASSENGER PIGEON. {Columba migratoria.)

PLATE XLIV.—Fig. 1.

Cateaby, i, 23.-Zinn, Syat. 2%o.—TuHon, Al^.—Arct. Zool. p. 322, No. 187.—
Brm. i. 100.—Buff. ii. 521.—Peak's Museum, No. 5084.

ECTOPISTES MIGRATORIA.—BwAiNSON.*
Ectopistes, Swain. JV. Groups, Zool. Journ. No. xi. p. 362.—Columba migratoria,

Bonap. Synop. p. 120.—The Passenger Pigeon, Aud. Orn. Biog. i. p. 319,

male and female.—Columba (Ectopistes) migratoria. North, Zool. ii, p. 363.

This remarkable bird merits a distinguished place in the

annals of our feathered tribes,—a claim to which I shall

endeavour to do justice; and though it would be impossible,

• In all the large natural groups which have already come under our

notice, we have seen a great variation of form, though the essential

parts of it were always beautifully kept up. In the present immense
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in tlie bounds allotted to this account, to relate all I have seen

and heard of tliis fipecies, yet no ciicumstance shall be omitted

with which I am acquainted (however extraordinary some of

these may appear) that may tend to illustrate its history.

family, Mr Swninson has characterised the passenger pigeons under the

name of Ectopistes, at once distinguished by their graceful and lengthened
make, and well represented by the common Columba migratoria and the
Carolina pigeon of our author. The nicer distinctions will be found in

the slender bill, and the relative proportions of the feet and wings. As
far as our knowledge extends, the group is confined to both the continents

of America. A single individual of this species was shot, while perched
on a wall, in the neighbourhood of a pigeon-house at Westhall, in the
parish of Monymail, Fifeshire, in December 1825. It came into the
possession of Dr Fleming of Flisk, who has recorded its occurrence in his
" British Zoology." He remarks that the feathers were quite fresh and
entire, like a wild bird ; but we can only rank it as a very rare straggler.

Mr Audubon mentions having brought over 350 of these birds, when
he last visited this country, and distributed them among different

country gentlemen. Lord Stanley received fifty of them, which he
intended to turn out in his park, in the neighbourhood of Liverpool.

We have the following additional account from Audubon of their

flights, roosting, and destruction, in everything corroborating the history

of Wilson, but too interesting to pass by :

—

" Their great power of flight enables them to survey and pass over
an astonishing extent of country in a very short time. Thus pigeons
have been killed in the neighbourhood of New York, with their crops
full of rice, v/hich they must have collected in the fields of Georgia and
Carolina, these districts being the nearest in which they could possibly
have procured a supply of food. As their power of digestion is so great
that they will decompose food entirely in twelve hours, they must, in
this case, have travelled between three and four hundred miles in six

hours, which shows their speed to be, at an average, about one mile in

a minute. A velocity such as this would enable one of these birds,

were it so inclined, to visit the European continent in less than three days.
" In the autumn of 1813, I left my house at Henderson, on the banks

of the Ohio, on my way to Louisville. In passing over the Barrens, a
few miles beyond Hardensburg, I observed the pigeons flying from
north-east to south-west, in greater numbers than I thought I had ever
seen them before. I travelled on, and still met more, the farther I

proceeded. The air was literally filled with pigeons. The light of the
noonday was obscured as by an eclipse. The dung fell in spots not
unlike melting flakes of snow ; and the continued buzz of wings had a
tendency to lull my senses to repose.
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The wild pigeon of the United States inhabits a wide and
extonBive region of North America, on this side of the great
Stony Mountains, beyond which, to the westward, I have not

"Before sunset I reached Louisville, distant from Ilurdensburg
fifty-five miles. The pigeons were still passing in undiminished num-
bers, and continued to do so for three days in succession. The people
were all in arms. The banks of the Ohio were crowded with men and
boys, incessantly shooting at the i)ilgrim8, wluch there flew lower
as they passed the river. Multitudes were thus destroyed. For a
week or more, the population fed on no other flesh thaii that of
pigeons. The atmosphere, during this time, was strongly impregnated
with the peculiar odour which emanates from the species." In estimat-
ing the number of these mighty Hocks, and the food consumed by them
ttaily he adds—" Let us take a column of one mile in breadth, which
is far below the average size, and suppose it passing over us at the rate
of one mile per minute. This will give us a parallelogram of 180
miles by 1, covering 180 sciuare miles ; and allowing two pigeons to
the sciuare yard, we have one billion one hundred and fifteen millions
one hundred and thirty-six thousand pigeons in one flock : and as
every pigeon consumes fully half a pint per day, the quantity required
to feed such a flock, must be eight millions seven hundred and twelve
thousand bushels per day."

The accounts of their roosting places are as remarkable :—
"Let us now, kind reader, inspect their place of nightly rendezvous :

—It was, as is always the case, in a portion of the forest where the trees
were of great magnitude, and where there was little underwood I
rode through it upwards of forty miles, and, crossing it at difle'rent
parts, found its average breadth to be rather more than three miles.
Few pigeons were to be seen before sunset ; but a great number of
persona, with horses and waggons, guns and ammunition, had already
established encampments on the borders. Two farmers from the
vicinity of Russelsville, distant more than a hundred miles, had driven
upwards of three hundred hogs, to be fattened on the pigeons which
were to be slaughtered. Here and there, the people employed in
plucking and salting what had already been procured were seen sit-
ting in the midst of large piles of these birds. The dung lay several
inches deep, covering the whole extent of the roosting place like a bed
of snow. Many trees, two feet in diameter, I observed, were broken off
at no great distance from the ground ; and the branches of many of the
largest and tallest had given way, as if the forest had been swept by a
tornado. Everything proved to me that the number of birds resorting
to this part of the forest must be immense beyond conception. As the
period of their arrival approached, their foes anxiously prepared ^to
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heard of their being seen. According to Mr Hutchins, they
abound in the country round Hudson's Bay, where they

seize them. Some were furnished with iron pots, containing sulphur,
others with torches of pine-Jtnots, many with poles, and the rest with
guns. The sun was lost to our view

; yet not a pigeon had arrived.
Everything was ready, and all eyes were gazing on the clear sky,
which appeared in glimpses amidst the tall trees. Suddenly, there
burst forth a general cry of, ' Htre, they come !' The noise which they
made, though yet distant, reminded me of a hard gale at sea passing
through the rigging of a close-reefed vessel. As the birds „rrived, and
passed over me, I felt a current of air that surprised me. Thousands
were soon knocked down by polemen. The current of birds, how-
ever, still kept increasing. The fires were lighted, and a most magni-
ficent, as well as a wonderful and terrifying sight, presented itself.

Jhe pigeons, coming in by thousands, alighted everywhere, one above
another, until solid masses, as large as hogsheads, were formed on every
tree, in all directions. Here and there the perches gave way under the
weight with p. crash, and, falling to the ground, destroyed hundreds of
the birds beneath, forcing down the dense groups with which every
stick was loaded. It was a scene of uproar and confusion. I found it
quite useless to speak, or even to shout, to those persons who were
nearest me. The reports, even, of the nearest guns, were seldom heard

;and I knew of the firing only by seeing the shooters reloading. No one
dared venture within the line of devastation ; the hogs had been penned
up in due time, the picking up of the dead and wounded being left for
the next morning's employment. The pigeons were constantly coming •

and it was past midnight before I perceived a decrease in the number of
those that arrived. The uproar continued, however, the whole ni^ht •

and, as I was anxious to know to what distance the sound reached I
sent off a man, accustomed to perambulate the forest, who, returning two
hours afterwards, informed me that he had heard it distinctly when three
miles from the spot. Towards the approach of day, the noise rather
subsided

;
but, long ere objects were at all distinguishable, the picreons

began to move off in a direction quite different from that in which^hey
had arrived the evening before ; and at sunrise, all that were able to fiy
had disappeared. The bowlings of the wolves now reached our ears •

and the foxes, lynxes, cougars, bears, racoons, opossums, and pole-cats'
were seen sneaking off from the spot, whilst eagles and hawks, of diff'er-'
ent species, accompanied by a crowd of vultures, came to supplant
them, and enjoy their share of the spoil. It was then that the authors
of all this devastation began their entry amongst the dead, the dyinfj
and the mangled. The pigeons were picked up, and piled in heaps'
until each had as many as he could possibly dispose of, when the hoes
were let loose to feed on the remainder."—Ed.

i
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usually remain as late as December, feeding, when the ground
is covered with snow, on the bnds of juniper. They spread

over the whole of Canada ; were seen by Captain Lewis and
his party near the Great Falls of the Missouri, upwards
of 2500 miles from its mouth, reckoning the meanderings
of the river ; were also met with in the interior of Louisiana

by Colonel Pike ; and extend their range as far south as the

Gulf of Mexico ; occasionally visiting or breeding in almost

every quarter of the United States.

But the most remarkable characteristic of these birds is

their associating together, both in their migrations, and also

during the period of incubation, in such prodigious numbers
as almost to surpass belief, and which has no parallel among
any other of the feathered tribes on the face of the earth

with which naturalists are acquainted.

These migrations appear to be undertaken rather in quest

of food, than merely to avoid the cold of the climate, since

we fifld them lingering in the northern regions, around
Hudson's Buy, so late as December ; and since their appear-

ance is so casual and irregular, sometimes not visiting certain

districts for several years in any considerable numbers, while

at other times they are innumerable. I have witnessed these

migrations in the Gennesee country, often in Pennsylvania,

and also in various parts of Virginia, with amazement; but
all that I had then seen of them were mere straggling parties

when comi)ared with the congregated millions which I have
since beheld in our western forests, in the States of Ohio,

Kentucky, and the Indiana territory. These fertile and ex-

tensive regions abound with the nutritious beech-nut, which
constitutes the chief food of the wild pigeon. In seasons

when these nuts are abundant, corresponding multitudes of

pigeons may be confidently expected. It sometimes happens
that, having consumed the whole produce of the beech trees

in an extensive district, they discover another, at the distance

perhaps of sixty or eighty miles, to which they regularly

repair every morning, and return as regularly in the course of
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the day, or in the evening, to their place of general rendez-
vous, or, as it is usually called, the roosting place. These
roosting places are always in the woods, and sometimes occupy
a large extent of forest. When they have frequented one of
these places for some time, the appearance it exhibits is sur-
prising. The ground is covered to the depth of several inches
with their dung; all the tender grass and underwood de-
stroyed

;
the surface strewed with large limbs of trees, broken

down by the weight of the birds clustering one above another;
and the trees themselves, for thousands of acres, killed as
completely as if girdled with an axe. The marks of this

desolation remain for many years on the spot ; and numerous
places could be pointed out where, for several years after,

scarcely a single vegetable made its appearance.

When these roosts are first discovered, the inhabitants, from
considerable distances, visit them in the night, with guns,
clubs, long poles, pots of sulphur, and various other engines'
of destruction. In a i.w hours, they fill many sacks, and
load their horses with them. By the Indians, a pigeon 'roost
or breeding place is considered an important source of
national profit and dependence for that season, and all their
active ingenuity is exercised on the occasion. The breeding
place differs from the former in its greater extent. In the
western countries above mentioned, these are generally in
beech woods, and often extend, in nearly a straight line,

across the country for a great way. Not far from Shelby ville',

in the State of Kentucky, about five years ago, there was one
of these breeding places, which stretched through the woods
in nearly a north and south direction

; was several miles in
breadth, and was said to be upwards of forty miles in extent!
In this tract, almost every tree was furnished with nests,
wherever the branches could accommodate them. The pigeons
made their first appearance there about the 10th of Apr if, and
left it altogether, with their young, before the 25th of May.
As soon as the young were fully grown, and before they

left the nests, numerous parties of the inhabitants, from all
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parts of the adjacent country, came with waggons, axes,

beds, cooking utensils, many of them accompanied by the

greater part of their families, and encamped for several days

at this immense nursery. Several of them informed me that

the noise in the woods was so great as to terrify their horses,

and that it was difficult for one person to hear another speak

without bawling in his ear. The ground was strewed with

broken limbs of trees, *^ggs, and young squab pigeons, which
had been precipitated fiom above, and on which herds of

hogs were fattening. Hawks, buzzards, and eagles were
sailing about in great numbers, and seizing the squabs from
their nests at pleasure; while, from twenty feet upwards to

the tops of the trees, the view through the woods presented a

perpetual tumult of crowding and fluttering multitudes of

pigeons, their wings roaring like thunder, mingled with the

frequent crash of falling timber ; for now the axe-men were

at work, cutting down those trees that seemed to be most
crowded with nests, and contrived to fell them in such a
manner, that, in their descent, they might bring down several

others ; by which means the falling of one large tree some-

times produced two hundred squabs, little inferior in size to

the old ones, and almost one mass of fat. On some single

trees, upwaids of one hundred nests were found, each con-

taining one young only
; a circumstance in the histoiy of this

bird not generally known to naturalists. It was dangerous

to walk under these flying and fluttering millions from the

frequent fall of large branches, broken down by the weight

of the multitudes above, and which, in their descent, often

destroyed numbers of the birds themselves ; while the clothes

of those engaged in traversing the woods were completely

covered with the excrements of the pigeons.

These circumstances were related to me by many of the

most respectable part of the community in that quarter, and
were confirmed, in part, by what I myself witnessed. I

passed for several miles through this same breeding place,

where every tree was spotted with nests, the remains of those
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above described. In many instances, I counted upwards of
ninety nests on a single tree ; but the pigeons had abandoned
this place for another, sixty or eighty miles off towards
Green River, where they were said at that time to be equally
numerous. From the great numbers that were constantly
passing overhead to or from that quarter, I had no doubt
of the truth of this statement. The mast had been chiefly
consumed in Kentucky, and the pigeons, every morning, a
little before sunrise, set out for the Indiana territory, the
nearest part of which was about sixty miles distant. Many
of these returned before ten o'clock, and the great body
generally appeared on their return a little after noon.

, I had left the public road to visit the remains of the breed-
ing place near Shelbyville, and was traversing the woods with
my gun, on my way to Frankfort, when, about one o'clock, the
pigeons, which I had observed flying the greater part of the
morning northerly, began to return, in such immense numbers
as I never before had witnessed. Coming to an opening, by
tiie side of a creek called the Benson, where I had a more
uninterrupted view, I was astonished at their appearance.
They were flying, with great steadiness and rapidity, at a
height beyond gunshot, in several strata deep, and so close
together, that, could shot have reached them, one discharge
could not have failed of bringing down several individuals.
From right to left, far as the eye could reach, the breadth of
this vast procession extended, seeming everywhere equally
crowded. Curious to determine how long this appearance
would continue, I took out my watch to note the time, and
sat down to observe them. It was then half-past one. I sat
for more than an hour, but instead of a diminution of this
prodigious procession, it seemed rather to increase both in
numbers and rapidity; and anxious to reach Frankfort
before night, I rose and went on. About four o'clock in
the afternoon I crossed the Kentucky River, at the town of
Frankfort, at which time the living torrent above my head
seemed as numerous and as extensive as ever. Long after
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this I observed them in large bodies, that continued to pass

for six or eight minutes, and these again were followed by
other detached bodies, all moving in the same south-east direc-

tion, till after six in the evening. The great breadth of front

which this mighty multitude preserved would seem to intimate

a corresponding breadth of their breeding place, which, by
several gentlemen, who had lately passed through part of it,

was stated to me at several miles. It was said to be in Green
county, and that the young began to fly about the middle of

March. On the 17th of April, forty-nine miles beyond Dan-
ville, and not far from Green Kiver, I crossed this same breed-

ing place, where the nests, for more than three miles, spotted

every tree : the leaves not being yet out, I had a fair prospect

of them, and was really astonished at their numbers. A few

bodies of pigeons lingered yet in different parts of the woods,

the roaring of whose wings was heard in various quarters

around me.

All accounts agree in stating that each nest contains only

one young squab. These are so extremely fat, that the Indians,

and many of the whites, are accustomed to melt down the fat

for domestic purposes as a substitute for butter and lard. At
the time they leave the nest, they are nearly as heavy as the

old ones, but become much leaner after they are turned out

to shift for themselves.

It is universally asserted in the western countries, that the

pigeons, though they have only one young at a time, breed

thrice, and sometimes four times, in the same season : the

circumstances already mentioned render this highly probable.

It is also worthy of observation, that this takes place during

that period when acorns, beech nuts, «&c., are scattered about

in the greatest abundance, and mellowed by the frost. But

they are not confined to these alone,—buckwheat, hempseed,

Indian-corn, hoUyberries, hackberries, huckleberries, and many
others, furnish them with abundance at almost all seasons.

The acorns of the live oak are also eagerly sought after by

these birds, and rice has been frequently found in individuals

1^
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killed many hundred miles to the northward of the nearest
rice plantation. The vast quantity of mast which tiiese multi-
tudes consume is a serious loss to the bears, pigs, squirrels
and other dependants on the fruits of the forest. I have taken
from the crop of a single wild pigeon a good handful of the
kernels of beech-nuts, intermixed with acorns and chestnuts,
lo form a rough estimate of the daily consumption of one of
these immense flocks, let us first attempt to calculate the
numbers of that above mentioned, as seen in passincr between
Frankfort and the Indiana territory. If we suppose tlfis column
to have been one mile in breadth (and I believe it to have
been much more), and that it moved at the rate of one mile
,m a mmute, four hours, the time it continued passing, would
make its whole length two hundred and forty miles. A<^ain
supposing that each square yard of this moving body compre-
hended three pigeons, the square yards in the whole space,
multiplied by three, would give two thousand two hundred
and thirty millions, two hundred and seventy-two thousand
pigeons !—an almost inconceivable multitude, and yet probably
far below the actual amount. Computing each of these to
consume ftalf a pint of mast daily, the whole quantity at this
rate would equal seventeen millions, four hundred and twenty-
four thousand bushels per day I Heaven has wisely and
graciously given to these birds rapidity of flight and a dis-
position to range over vast uncultivated tracts of the earth
otherwise they must have perished in the districts where they
resided, or devoured up the whole productions of agriculture
as well as those of the forests.

A few observations on the mode of flight of these birds must
not be omitted. The appearance of large detached bodies of
them in the air, and the various evolutions they display, are
strikingly picturesque and interesting. In descending, the
Ohio by myself, in the month of February, I often rested onmy oars to contemplate their aerial mancBuvres. A column
eight or ten miles in length, would appear from Kentucky'
high in air, steering across to Indiana. The leaders of this
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great body would sometimes gradually vary their course, until

it foimed a large bend, of more than a mile in diameter, those
behind tracing the exact route of their predecessors. This
would continue sometimes long after both extremities were
beyond the reach of sight; so that the whole, with its glittery

undulations, marked a space on the face of the heavens resem-
bling the windings of a vast and majestic river. When this

bend became very great, the birds, as if sensible of the
unnecessary circuitous course they were taking, suddenly
changed their direction, so that what was in column before
became an immense front, straightening all its indentures,
until it swept the heavens in one vast and infinitely extended
line. Other lesser bodies also united with each other as they
happened to approach, with such ease and elegance of evolu-
tion, forming new figures, and varying these as they united
or separated, that I never was tired of contemplating them.
Sometimes a hawk would make a sweep on a particular part
of the column, from a great height, when, almost as quick as
lightning, that part shot downwards out of the common track

;

but, soon rising again, continued advancing at the same height
as before. This reflection was continued by those behind, who,
on arriving at this point, dived down, almost perpendicularly,

to a great depth, and rising, followed the exact path of those
that went before. As these vast bodies passed over the river

near me, the surface of the water, which was before smooth
as glass, appeared marked with innumerable dimples, occasioned
by the dropping of their dung, resembling the commencement
of a shower of large drops of rain or hail.

Happening to go ashore one charming afternoon, to purchase
some milk at a house that stood near the river, and while
talking with the people within doors, I was suddenly struck
with astonishment at a loud rushing roar, succeeded by instant

darkness, which on the first moment I took for a tornado
about to overwhelm the house and everything around in

destruction. The people, observing my surprise, coolly said,
" It is only the pigeons

;

" and, on running out, I beheld a

!^
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flock, thirty or forty yards in width, sweeping along, very low,

between the house and the mountain, or height, that formed
the second bank of the river. These continued. passing for

more than a quarter of an hour, and at length varied their

bearing, so as to pass over the mountain, behind which they
disappeared before the rear came up.

In the Atlantic States, though they never appear in such
unparalleled multitudes, they are sometimes very numerous,
and great havoc is then made amongst them with the gun, the
clap-net, and various other implements of destruction. As
soon as it is ascertained in a town that the pigeons are flying

numerously in the neighbourhood, the gunners rise en masse;
the clap-nets are 8i)read out on suitable situations, commonly
on an open height in an old buckwheat field ; four or five live

pigeons, with their eyelids sewed up, are fastened on a
movable stick—a small hut of branches is fitted up for the
fowler, at the distance of forty or fifty yards—by the pullino-

of a string, the stick on which the pigeons rest is alternately
elevated and depressed, which produces a fluttering of their
wings similar to that of birds just alighting ; this being per-
ceived by the passing flocks, they descend with great rapidity,

and finding corn, buckwheat, &c., strewed about, begin to
feed, and are instantly, by the pulling of a cord, covered by
the net. In this manner, ten, twenty, and even thirty dozen,
have been caught at one sweep. Meantime, the air is darkened
with large bodies of them, moving in various directions ; the
woods also swarm with them in search of acorns ; and the
thundering of musketry is perpetual on all sides from morning
to night. Waggon loads of them are poured into market,
where they sell from fifty to twenty-five, and even twelve
cents, per dozen ; and pigeons become the order of the day
at dinner, breakfast, and supper, until the very name becomes
sickening. When they have been kept alive, and fed for
some time on corn and buckwheat, their flesh acquires great
superiority

; but, in their common state, they are dry and
blacki8h,and far inferior to the full-grown young one8,or squabs.
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The nest of the wild pigeon is formed of a few dry slender

twigs, carelessly put together, and with so little concavity,

that the young one, when half grown, can easily be seen from
below. The eggs are pure white. Great numbers of hawks,
and sometimes the bald eagle himself, hover about those

breeding places, and seize the old or the young from the nest

amidst the rising multitudes, and with the most daring
effrontery. The young, when beginning to fly, confine them-
selves to the under part of the tall woods where there is no
brush, and where nuts and acorns are abundant, searching

among the leaves for mast, and appear like a prodigious torrent

rolling along through the woods, every one striving to be in

the front. Vast numbers of them are slu/t while in this

situation. A person told me that he once rode furiously int

one of these rolling multitudes, and picked up thirteen pigeons,

which had been trampled to death by his horse's feet. In a
few minutes they will beat the whole nuts from a tree with

their wings, while all is a scramble, both above and below,

for the same. They have the same cooing notes common to

domestic pigeons, but much less of their gesticulations. In
some flocks you will find nothing but young ones, which are

easily distinguishable by their motley dress. In others, they

will be mostly females ; and again, great multitudes of males,

with few or no females. I cannot account for this in any other

way than that, during the time of incubation, the males are

exclusively engaged in procuring food, both for themselvec

and their mates ; and the young, being unable yet to undertake

these extensive excursions, associate together accordingly.

But, even in winter, I know of several species of birds who
separate in this manner, particularly the red-winged starling,

among whom thousands of old males may be found with few
or no young or females along with them.

Stragglers from these immense armies settle in almost

every part of the country, particularly among the beech woods,

and in the pine and hemlock woods of the eastern and
northern parts 01 the continent. Mr Pennant informs us
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thnt they breed near Moose Fort at Hudson's Bay, in N. hit.

51°, and I myself have seen the remains of a larj^e breeding

place as far south as the country of Choctaws, in lat. 32°. In

the former of these places they are said to remain until

December ; from which circumstance it is evident that they

are not regular in their migrations, like many other species,

but rove about, as scarcity of food urges them. Every
spring, however, as well as fall, more or less of them are

seen in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia ; but it is only

once in several years that they appear in such formidable

bodies, and this commonly when the snows are heavy to the

north, the winter here more than usually mild, and acorns, &c.,

^abundant.

The passenger pigeon is sixteen inches long, and twenty-

four inches in extent ; bill, black ; nostril, covered by a hich

rounding protuberance ; eye, brilliant fiery orange ; orbit, or

space surrounding it, purplish flesh-coloured skin ; head,

upper part of the neck, and chin, a fine slate blue, lightest

on the chin ; throat, breast, and sides, as far as the thighs, a
reddish hazel ; lower part of the neck, and sides of the same,

resplendent changeable gold, green, and purplish crimson,

the latter most predominant; the ground colour, slate; the

plumage of this part is of a peculiar structure, ragged at the

ends ; belly and vent, white ; lower part of the breast, fading

into a pale vinaceous red; thighs, the same; legs and feet,

lake, seamed with white ; back, rump, and tail-coverts, dark

elate, spotted on the shoulders with a few scattered marks of

black ; the scapulars, tinged with brown
; greater coverts,

light slate
;
primaries and secondaries, dull black, the former

tipt and edged with brownish white ; tail, long, and greatly

cuneiform, all the feathers tapering towards the point, the two
middle ones plain deep black, the other five, on each side,

hoary white, lightest near the tips, deepening into bluish near

the bases, where each is crossed on the inner vane with a

broad spot of black, and nearer the root with another of

ferruginous
;
primaries, edged with white ; bastard wing, black.
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The female is about half an inch shorter, and an inch less

in extent ; breast, cinereous brown ; upper part of the neck,

inclining to ash; the spot of changeable gold, green, and

carmine, much less, and not so brilliant; tail-coverts, brownish

slate ; naked orbits, slate coloured ; in all other respects like

the male in colour, but less vivid, and more tinged with

brown ; the eye not so brilliant an orange. In both, the tail

has only twelve feathers.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WAKBLEK. {Sijlvia montana.)

PLATE X LIv.—Fig, 2.

SYLVIGOLA MONTANA.-JAumyiL*
Sylvia tigrina, Bonap. Synop. p. 82.

This new species was first discovered near that celebrated

ridge or range of mountains with whose name I have

honoured it. Several of these solitary warblers remam yet

to be gleaned up from the airy heights of our alpine scenery,

as well as from the recesses of our swamps and morasses,

whither it is my design to pursue them by every opportunity.

Some of these, I believe, rarely or never visit the lower

cultivated parts of the country, but seem only at home
among the glooms and silence of those dreary solitudes. The
present species seems of that family or subdivision of the

warblers that approach the flycatcher, darting after flies

wherever they see them, and also searching with great

activity among the leaves. Its song was a feeble screep,

three or four times repeated.

This species is four inches and three-quarters in length

;

the upper parts, a rich yellow olive ; front, cheeks, and chin,

yellow, also the sides of the neck; breast and belly, pale

* Bonaparte is inclined to think that this is the Sylvia tigrina of

Latham. He acknowledges, however, not having seen the bird, and, as

we have no means at present of deciding the question, have retained

Wilson's name. Both this and the following will range in Sylvicola.—

Ed,

VOL. IL O
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yellow, streaked with black or dusky; vent, plain palo yellow;
wincrfl, black

;
first and second row of coverts, broadly tipt

with pale yellowish white ; tertials, the same ; the rest of the
quills edged with whitish ; tail, black, handsomely rounded,
edged with pale olive

; the two exterior feathers on each side,
white on the inner vanes from the middle to the tips, and
edged on the outer side with white ; bill, dark brown ; legs
and feet, purple brown ; soles, yellow ; eye, dark hazel.

This was a male. The female I have never seen.

HEMLOCK WARBLER. {Syhiapai^)

, PLATE XLIV.—Fio. 3.

SYLVICOLA PABUS.—jAnmsK.
Sylvia parus, Bonap. Synop. p. 82.

This is another nondescript, first met with in the Great Pine
Swamp, Pennsylvania. From observing it almost always
among the branches of the hemlock trees, I have designated
it by that appellation, the markings of its plumage not
affording me a peculiarity sufficient for a specific name. It
is a most lively and active little bird, climbing among the
twigs, and hanging like a titmouse on the branches? but
possessing all the external characters of the warblers. It has
a few low and very sweet notes, at which times it stops and
repeats them for a short time, then darts about as before. It
shoots after flies to a considerable distance ; often begins
at the lower branches, and hunts with great regularity and
admirable dexterity upwards to the top, then flies off to the
next tree, at the lower branches of which it commences hunt-
ing upwards as before.

This species is five inches and a half long, and eight inches
in extent

;
bill, black above, pale below ; upper parts of the

plumage, black, thinly streaked with yellow olive; head
above, yellow, dotted with black ; line from the nostril over
the eye, sides of the neck, and whole breast, rich yellow; belly.
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paler, streaked with dusky ; round the breast, some small
streaks of blacki«h

; wing, black, the greater coverts and next
superior row, broadly tipt with white, forming two broad
bars across the wing

; primaries edged with olive, tertials
with white; tail-coverts, black, tipt with olive; tail, slightly
forked, black, and edged with olive; the three ext^erior
feathers altogether white on their inner vanes ; legs and feet
dirty yellow; eye, dark hazel; a few bristles at the mouth'
bill, not notched.

'

This was a male. Of the female I can ct present give no
account.

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK. {Fako vehx.)

PLATE XLV.—Fig. 1.

ACCIPITER PENjysYLVANICUS.-S^Aimoy.-YomG Female.
Autour a bee sineuse, Temm. PI. Col. 67.

This is a bold and daring species, hitherto unknown to natu-
ralists. The only hawk we have which approaches near it
in colour ,s the pigeon hawk, already figured in this work,
I'iate XV.

;
but there are such striking differences in the

present, not only in colour, but in other respects, as to point
out decisively its claims to rank as a distinct species. Its long
and slender legs and toes-its .-ed fiery eye, feathered to the
eyelids—Its triangular grooved nostril, and length of tail—
are all different from the pigeon hawk, whose legs are short
Its eyes dark hazel, surrounded with n. broad bare yellow skin'
and Its nostrils small and circular, centered with a slender
point that rises in it like the pistil of a flower. There is no
hawk mentioned by Mr Pennant, either as inhabiting Europe
or America, agreeing with this. I may, therefore, with con-
hdenco, pronounce it a nondescript, and have chosen a very sin-
gular peculiarity which it possesses for its specific appellation.

Ihis hawk was shot on the banks of the Schuylkill, near
Mr Bartram's. Its singularity of flight surprised me long
before I succeeded in procuring it. It seemed to throw itself
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from one quarter of the lienvens to tlie other with prodigious
velocity, inclining to the eartl), swept suddenly down into a
thicket, and instantly reappeared with a small hird in its

talons. This feat I saw it twice perform, so that it was not
merely an accidental manoeuvre. The rapidity and seeming
violence of these zigzag excursions were really remarkahle,

and appeared to me to he for the purpose of seizing his prey
by sudden surprise and main force of flight. I kept this hawk
alive for seveinl days, and was hopeful I might be able to cure
liim

; but he died of his wound.

On the 15th of September, two young men whom I had
despatched on a shooting expedition met with this species on
one of the ranges of the Alleghany. It was driving around
in the same furious headlong manner, and had made a sweep
at a red squirrel, which eluded its grasp, and itself became the
victim. These are the only individuals of this bird I have been
able to procure, and fortunately they were male and female.

The female of this species (represented in the plate) is

thirteen inches long, and twenty-five inches in extent; the
bill is black towards the point on both mandibles, but light

blue at its base ; cere, a fine pea greeji ; sides of the mouth,
the same

; lores, pale whitish blue, beset with hairs ; crown
and whole upper parts, very dark brown, every feather
narrowly skirted with a bright rust colour ; over the eye a
stripe of yellowish white, streaked with deep brown

;
primaries,

spotted on their inner vanes with black ; secondaries, crossed

on both vanes with three bars of dusky, below the coverts

;

inner vanes of both primaries and secondaries, brownish white

;

all the scapulars marked with large round spots of white, not
seen unless the plimiage be parted with the hand ; tail long,

nearly even, crossed with four bars of black and as many of

brown ash, and tipt with white; throat and whole lower parts,

pale yellowish white; the former marked with fine long
pointed spots of dark brown, the latter with large oblong spots

of reddish brown
; femorals, thickly marked with spade-formed

spots on a pale rufous ground ; legs, long, and feathered a little

below the knee, of a greenish yellow colour, most yellow at the

,.
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joints
;
edges of the inside of the shins, below the knee,, pro-

jecting like the edge of a knife, hard and sharp, as if in-
tended to enable the bird to hold its prey >vith more security
between them

; eye, brilliant yellow, sunk below a i)rojecting
cart Hugo.

The male was nearly two inches sliorter
; the upper parts,

dark brown
; the feathers skirted with pale reddish, the front

streaked with the same; cere, greenish yellow; lores, bluish;
bill, black, as in the female; streak over the eye, lighter than
in the former; chin, white; breast the same, streaked
with brown

; bars on the tail, rather narrower, but in tint
and number the same

; belly and vent, white
; feet and shins,

exactly as in the female ; the toes have the same pendulous
lobes which mark those of the female, and of which the
representation in tiie plate will give a correct idea ; the win«'-8

barred with black, very noticeable on the lower side.

Since writing the above, I have shot another specimen of
this hawk, corresponding in almost every particular with the
male last mentioned, and which, on dissection, also proves
to be a male. This last had within the grasp of its sharp
talons a small lizard, just killed, on which he was about to
feed. How he contrived to get possession of it ap])eared to
me matter of surprise, as lightning itself seems scarcely more
fleet than this little reptile. So rapid are its motions, that,

in passing from one place to another, it vanishes, and actually
eludes the eye in running a distance of twelve or fifteen feet.

It is frequently seen on fences that are covered with grey
moss and lichen, which in colour it very much resembles

; it

seeks shelter in hollow trees, and also in the ground about
their decayed roots. They are most numerous in hilly parts
of the country, particularly on the declivities of the Blue
Mountain, among the crevices of rocks and stones. When
they are disposed to run, it is almost impossible to shoot them,
as they disappear at the first touch of the trigger. For the
satisfaction of the curious, I have introduced a full-sized figure
of this lizard, which is known in many parts of the country
by the uame of the Swift.

;
I tl
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REDSTART. {Muscicapa ruticilla.)

PLATE XLV.-Fio. 2.

Edw. 257.—Yellow Tail, Arct.Zool. ii. p. 466, No. 301.

SETOPHAGA HUTICILLA.-BvfAiifisos.

By recurring to Vol. I. Plate VI. fig. 6, the male of this
species may be seen in his perfect dress. The present figure
represents the young bird as he appears for the first two
seasons

; the female differs very little from this, chiefly in the
green olive being more inclined to ash.

This is one of our summer birds, and, from the circumstance
of being found off Hispaniola in November, is supposed to
winter in the islands. They leave Pennsylvania about the
20th of September

; are dexterous flycatchers, though ranked
by European naturalists among the warblers, having the bill

notched and beset with long bristles.

In its present dress the redstart makes its appearance in
Pennsylvania about the middle or 20th of April ; and, from
being heard chanting its few sprightly notes, has been sup-
posed by some of our own naturalists to be a different species.
I have, however, found both parents of the same nest in the
same dress nearly

; the female, eggs, and nest, as well as the
notes of the male, agreeing exactly with those of the redstart-
evidence sufficiently satisfactory to me.
Head above, dull slate; throat, pale buff; sides of the

breast and four exteiior tail-feathers, fine yellow, tipt with
dark brown

;
wings and back, greenish olive

; tail-coverts
blackish, tipt with ash

; belly, dull white
; no white or yellow

on the wings
; legs, dirty purplish brown

; bill, black.
The redstart extends very generally over the United States

having myself seen it on the borders of Canada, and also on
the Mississippi territory.

This species has the constant habit of flirting its expanded
tail from side to side, as it runs along the branches, with its
head levelled almost in a line with its body, occasionally
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shooting off after winged insects in a downward zigzag
direction, and, with admirable dexterity, snapping its bill as

it descends. Its notes are few and feeble, repeated at short

intervals, as it darts among the foliage ; having at some times
a resemblance to the sounds, sic sic sdic ; at others, weesy
iveesij weesy ; which last seems to be its call for the female,

while the former appears to be its most common note.

YELLOW-KUMP WARBLER. {Sylvia coronata.)

PLATE XLV.—Fig. 3.

Edw. 255.—Arct. Zool. ii. p. 400, No. 288.

SYLVICOLA CORONATA.—^WAmm^.-WwTm Plumage.

Sylvia coronata, Bonap. Synop. p. 78.—Sylvicola coronata. North. Zool. ii.

p. 210.

I MUST again refer the reader to the first volume, Plate

XVII. fig. 4, for this bird in his perfect colours ; the present

figure exhibits him in his winter dress, as he arrives to us
from the north early in September ; the former shows him in

his spring and summer dress, as he visits us from the south

about the 20th of March. These birds remain with us in

Pennsylvania from September until the season becomes
severely cold, feeding on the berries of the red cedar ; and,

as December's snows come on, they retreat to the lower
countries of the southern States, where, in February, I found
them in great numbers among the myrtles, feeding on the
berries of that shrub; from which circumstance they are
usually called, in that quarter, myrtle birds. Their breeding
place I suspect to be in our nortliern districts, among the
swamps and evergreens so abundant there, having myself shot
tiiem in the Great Pine Swamp about the middle of May.
They range along our whole Atlantic coast in winter,

seeming particularly fond of the red cedar and the myrtle

;

and I have found them numerous in October, on the low
islands along tiie coast of New Jersey, in the same pursuit.
They also dart after flies, wherever they can see them, gene-
rally skipping about with the wings loose.
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Lengtli, five inches and a quarter ; extent, eight inches

;

upper parts and sides of the neck, a dark mouse brown,'
obscurely streaked on the back with dusky black; lower
parts, pale dull yellowish white ; breast, marked with faint
streaks of brown

; chin and vent, white ; rump, vivid yellow
;

at each side of the breast, and also on the crown, a spot of
fainter yellow; this last not observable without separating
the plumage

;
bill, legs, and wings, black ; lesser coverts, tip't

with brownish white
; tail-coverts, slate ; the three exterior

tail-feathers marked on their inner vanes with white ; a touch
of the same on the upper and lower eyelid. Male and female
at this season nearly alike. They begin to change about the
middle of February, and in four or five weeks are in their
slate-coloured dress, as represented in the figure referred to.

SLATE-COLOUKED HAWK. {Falco Penmylvanicus.)

PLATE XLVI.—Fig. 1.

ACCIPITERPENNSYLVANICUS.-^VfAlmoin*
Falco velox, Bonap. Synop. p. 29.-Autour a bee sineuse, Temm. PI. Col 67

(young).—Acoipiter Pennsylvanicus, North. Zool ii. p. 44.

This elegant and spirited little hawk is a native of Penn-
sylvania, and of the Altantic States generally, and is now for
the first time introduced to the notice of the public. It
frequents^ the more settled parts of the country, chiefly in
winter; is at all times a scarce species; flies wide, very

It is now satisfactorily ascertained that this and the Falco velox of
the last plate are the same species, the latter representing the plumage
of the young female. The changes and differences are the same with
those of the common European sparrow hawk, Acoipiter nisus.

Ihis bird most probably extends to the intertropical parts of South
America. Its occurrence far to the northward is not so common Itwas not met with by Dr Richardson, and the authority of its existence
in the Fur Countries rests on a specimen in the Hudson's Bay Companymuseum killed at Moose Factory. It very nearly resembles two sniaU
species from Mexico, the A. frinyilloides of Mr Vigors, and one newly
characterised by Mr Swainson as A. Mexicatius.—Eu.
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irregular and swiftly
;
preys on lizards, mice, and small birds,

and is an active and daring little hunter. It is drawn of full

size, from a very beautiful specimen shot in the neighbour-
hood of Philadelphia. The bird within his grasp is the

Tanaxjra rubra, or black-winged red bird, in its green or

first year's dress. In the spring of the succeeding year the

green and yellow plumage of this bird becomes of a most
splendid scarlet, and the wings and tail deepen into a glossy

black. For a particular account of this tanager, see Vol. I.

p. 192, of the present work.

The great difficulty of accurately discriminating between
different species of the hawk tribe, on account of tiie various

appearances they assume at different periods of their long
lives, at first excited a suspicion that this might be one of

those with which I was already acquainted, in a different

dress, namely, the sharp-shinned hawk just described; for

such are the changes of colour to which many individuals of

this genus are subject, that unless the naturalist has recourse

to those parts that are subject to little or no alteration in the

full-grown bird, viz., the particular conformation of the legs,

nostril, tail, and the relative length of the latter to that of the
wings, also the peculiar character of the countenance, he will

frequently be deceived. By comparing these, the same species

may often be detected under a very difi'erent garb. Were all

these changes accurately known, there is no doubt but the
number of species of this tribe at present enumerated would
be. greatly diminished, the same bird having been described

by certain writers three, four, and even five different times,

as so many distinct species. Testing, however, the present
hawk by the rules above mentioned, I have no hesitation in

considering it as a species different from any hitherto described,

and I have classed it accordingly.

The slate-coloured hawk is eleven inches long, and twenty-
one inches in extent ; bill, blue black ; cere and sides of the
mouth, dull green ; eyelid, yellow ; eye, deep sunk under the

projecting eyebrow, and of a fiery orange colour ; upper parts
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of a fine slate
; primaries, brown black, and, as well as the

secondaries, barred with dusky ; scapulars, spotted with white
and brown, which is not seen unless the plumage be separated

by the hand
; all the feathers above are shafted with black

;

tail, very slightly forked, of an ash colour, faintly tinged with
brown, crossed with four '-road bands of black, and tipt with
white

; tail, three incho:^ linger llian the wings ; over the eye
extends a streak of dull white ; chin, white, mixed with fine

black hairs; breast and belly beautifully variegated with
ferruginous and transverse spots of white; ftriiorals, the
same

; vent, pure white ; legs, long, very slender, and of

a rich orange yellow ; claws, black, I iige, and lemarkably
sharp

;
lining of the wing, thickly marked with heart-shaped

spots of black. This bird, on dissection, was found to be
a male. In the month of February, I shot another indivi-

dual of this species, near Hampton, in Virginia, which agreed
almost exactly with the present.

GROUND DOVE, {fiolumha 'passerina)

PLATE XLVL-FiG. 2, Male j Fig. 3, Female.

Linn. Syst. 285.-Shan. Jam. ii. 305.—Le Cocotzin, Fernandez, 2i.—Suff ii

559, PL enl. 2i3.-Turt. Syst. 478.-CoIumba minuta, Ibid. p. 479 - Arct
Zool. p. 328, No. l%l.-Catesh. i, 26.- La Petite Tourterelle d'Amerique'
Bri»8. i. 113, pi. 9, fig. 1.

^ '

CBjEMEPELIA PASSERIJVA.-BWAiysov.
Chiemepelia, Swain. N. Groups, Zool. Joum. No. XL p. Sei.-Columbapasserina

(sub-genus Goura), Bonap. Synop. p. 120.

This is one of the least of the pigeon tribe, whose timid and
innocent appearance forms a very striking contrast to the
ferocity of the bird-killer of the same plate. Such as they are
in nature, such I have endeavoured faithfully to represent
them. I have been the more particular with this minute
species, as no correct figure of it exists in any former work
with which I am acquainted.

The ground dove is a native of North and South Carolina,
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Georgia, the new State of Louisiana, Florida, and the islands

of the West Indies. In the latter, it is frequently kept in

cages
; is esteemed excellent for the tahle, and honoured by

the French planters with the name of ortolan. They are

numerous in the sea islands on the coast of Carolina and
Georgia ; fly in flocks or coveys of fifteen or twenty ; seldom
visit the woods, preferring open fields and plantations ; are

almost constantly on the ground, and, when disturbed, fly to

a short distance, and again alight. They have a frequent

jetting motion with the tail ; feed on rice, various seeds and
berries, particularly those of the toothache tree,* under or near
which, in the proper season, they are almost sure to be found.

Of their nest or manner of breeding, I am unable at present

to give any account.

These birds seem to be confined to the districts lying south

of Virginia. They arc plenty on the upper parts of Cape
Fear river, and in the interior of Carolina and Georgia ; but
I never have met with them either in Maryland, Delaware, or

Pennsylvania They never congregate in such multitudes as

the common wild pigeon, or even as the Carolina pigeon
or turtle dove

; but, like the partridge, or quail, frequent the

open fields in small coveys. They are easily tamed, have a
low, tender, cooing note, accompanied with the usual gesticula-

tions of their tribe.

The ground dove is a bird of passage, retiring to the islands,

and to the more southerly parts of the continent, on the ap-
proach of winter, and returning to its former haunts early in

April. It is of a more slender and delicate form, and less

able to bear the rigours of cold, than either of the other two
species common in the United States, both of which are found
in the northern regions of Canada, as well as in the genial

climate of Florida.

The dove, ger rally speaking, has long been considered as the
favourite emblem of peace and innocence, probably from the
respectful manner in which its name is mentioned in various

parts of Scripture ; its being selected from among all the

* Xanthoxylum clava Herculis,
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birds by N()ah to ascertain the Htate of the deluge, and re-
turninj,. o the ark bearing the olive loaf, as a messenger of
peace and good tidings; the Holy Ghont. it is also said, was
seen to de«cend like a dove from heaven. Ac. In addition to
these, there ,s ,n the dove an appearance of meekness and
innocency very interesting, and well calculated to secure our
luutiality in its favour. These remarks are applicable to the
whole genus, but are more particularly so to the species now
before us. as being among the least, the most delicate, and
mollensive of t}iB whole.

Tl,e Kroimil dove is six inches and a quarto,- long ; bill
yellow, black „t the point; nostril, covered with a pro^ninent'memWane, as ,» n„ual with the genus ; iris of the eye, orange

m.ple
,
the feathers strongly defined by semicircular outlines,

those on the tJnoat centered with dusky blue ; crown andland head a fine pale blue, intermixed with purple the
Pl".nage, like that on the throat, strongly defined back
cMiorous brown the scapulars deeply tinged with ,«le purple'and .narked wrth detached drops of glossy blu.!, releetLg
tints of purple

;
belly, pale vinaceous brown, becoming darkcnerous towards the vent, where the feather, are bordered

with while; w,ng-qnills, dusky outwardly, and at the tipslower sides, and whole interior vanes, a fine red chestnut'which shows Itself a little below their coverts
; tail, loi.nded

consisting of twelve feathers, the two middle ones cir„o„a'

So,:.'"'
"""''"'" »"'' "^^^ -"'"'''«

^ «=- a"d

with little or none of the vinaceous tint on the breast andthroat, nor any of the light blue on the hind head ; the tbr^lt
IS speckled with dull white, pale clay colour, a'nd dusITsides of the neck, the same, the plumage stron.Hv defined

lt'd'"v^ri'™"r''^''''^/'-'-^''-'''''"'P'^'-tfl^

tS 0^ "e'mi"""'
' '"' "' ""• '""-«»• -'^ "- -»
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SNIPE. {Scolopax gallinago ?)

PLATE XLVII.-FiG. 1.

La lieccassine, Bnss. v. 298, pi. 26, fig. \.—Lath. Syn. iii. 134.

SCOLOPAX WILSONIL—TwumcK.*
Scolopax Wilsonii, Temm. PL Col., Note to description of S. gigantea—Z?owajB.

Synop. p. '6:iQ.—Monog. del Gen. Scolopax Osserv. Sulla, 2d edit., Del.
Reg. Anim. p. 120. —Scolopax Brehmii, Bom.p. Ohserv. on Nomencl.

This bird is well known to our sportsmen
; and, if not the

same, has a very near resemblance to the common snipe of
Europe. It is usually known by the name of the English

* Five or si.x species of snipes are so much allied in the colours and
general marking of the plumage, that a very narrow examination is
often necessary for their determination ; from this reason, the birds fronx
America, Asia, and the Indian continent were considered as identical
and a much wider geographical range allotted to the European snipe
than it was generally entitled to. Wilson had some doubts of this bird
being the same with the European snipe, as he marks his name with a
query, and observed the difference in the number of tail-feathers.
Bonaparte observed the difference as soon as his attention was turned
to the ornithology of America ; and, about the same time, a new snipe
was described by Mr Kaup, in the Isis, as found occasionally in cold
winters in the north of Germany. The Prince of Musignano, on com-
paring this description with the American species, from their very close
alliance, judged them identical ; while, in the meantime, Temminck,
comparing both together, perceived distinctions, and dedicated that of
America to her own ornithologist, an opinion which Bonaparte after^
wards confirmed and adopted in his monograph of that "enus.
Mr Swainson has introduced a snipe, which he thinks is distinct

killed on the Eocky Mountains, and named by him S. Drummojidii •

and another, killed on the Columbia, which he calls S. Douglasii. The
first " is common in the Fur Countries up to lat. 65°, and is also found
in the recesses of the Rocky Mountains. It is intermediate in size
between the S. major and gallinago ; it has a much longer bill than the
latter, and two more tail-feathers. Its head is divided by a pale central
stripe, as in S. gallinula and major ; its dorsal plumage more distinctly
striped than that of the latter ; and the outer tail-feather is a quarter
of an inch shorter than that of S. Doicglasii." The latter, in Mr
Swainson's collection, has the tail of sixteen feathers, not narrowed all
banded with ferruginous except the outer pair, which are paler ; total
length, eleven and a half inches.
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snipe, to distinguish it from the woodcock, and from several

others of the same genus. It arrives in Pennsylvania about
the 10th of March, and remains in the low grounds for several

weeks
;
the greater part then move off to the north, and to the

higher inland districts, to breed. A few are occasionally

found, and consequently breed, in our low marshes during
the summer. When they first arrive, they are usually lean

;

but, when in good order, are accounted excellent eating.

They are perhaps the most difficult to shoot of all our birds,

as they fly in sudden zigzag lines, and very rapidly. Great
numbers of these birds winter on the rice grounds of the
southern States, where, in the month of February, they appeared
to,be much tamer than they are usually here, as I frequently

observed them running about among the springs and watery
thickets. I was told by the inhabitants that they ^^enerally

disappeared early in the spring. On the 20th of March, I
found these birds extremely numerous on the borders of the
pords near Louisville, Kentucky, and also in the neighbour-
hood of Lexington, in the same State, as late as the 10th of

Most of rtie snipes partially migrate in their native countries, and
some pel A-rm a regular distant migration. Such is the case with the
S. gdlinvia of Europe, The American species is a winter visitant in
the northe-ii States, and will most probably breed farther to the south,
withou. leavJ.g the country. In India, the snipes move according to
the suppiy of water in the tanks, and at the season when they are com-
paratively dry, leave that district entirely. In this country, although
many breed in the mosses, we have a large accession of numbers about
the middle of September, both from the wilder high grounds, and from
the continent of Europe

; and these, according to the weather, change
their stations during the whole winter. Their movements are com-
menced generally about twilight, when they fly high, surveying the
country as they pass, and one day may be found in abundance on the
highest moorland n ges, while the next they have removed to some
low and sheltered glade or marsh. In this we have a curious instance
of that instinctive knowledge which causes so simultaneous a change
of station in a single night. By close observation, during the winter
months it may be regularly perceived, sometimes even daily, and some
change certainly takes place before and after any sudden variation of
weather.

—

Ed.
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April. I was told by several people that they are abundant
in the Illinois country, up as far as Lake Michigan. They
are but seldom seen in Pennsylvania during the summer, but
are occasionally met with in considerable numbers on their

return in autumn, along the whole eastern side of the Alle-

ghany, from the sea to the mountains. They have the same
soaring irregular flight in the air in gloomy weather as the

snipe of Europe; the same bleating note and occasional

rapid descent ; spring from the marshes with the like feeble

squeak ; and in every respect resemble the common snipe of

Britain, except in being about an inch less, and in having
sixteen feathers in the tail, instead of fourteen, the number
said by Bewick to be in that of Europe. From these cir-

cumstances, we must either conclude this to be a different

species, or partially changed by difference of climate : the

former appears to me the most probable opinion of the two.

These birds abound in the meadows and low grounds along

our large rivers, particularly those that border the Schuylkill

and Delaware, from the 10th of March to the middle of April,

and sometimes later, and are eagerly sought after by many of

our gunners. The nature of the grounds, however, which these

birds frequent, the coldness of the season, and peculiar shyness

and agility of the game, render this amusement attractive only

to the most dexterous, active, and eager of our sportsmen.

The snipe is eleven inches long, and seventeen inches in

extent
; the bill is more than two inches and a half long, fluted

lengthwise, of a brown colour, and black towards the tip,

where it is very smooth while the bird is alive, but, soon after

it is killed, becomes dimpled, like the end of a thimble;
crown, black, divided by an irregular line of pale brown;
another broader one of the same tint passes over each eye

;

from the bill to the eye, there is a narrow dusky line ; neck
and upper part of the breast, pale brown, variegated with
touches of white and dusky ; chin, pale ; back and scapulars,

deep velvety black, the latter elegantly marbled with waving
lines of ferruginous, and broadly edged exteriorlj' with white

;
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Wings, plain dnsky, all the feathers, as well as those of the
coverts, tipt with white ; shoulder of the wing, deep dusky
brown, exterior quill edged with white; tail-coverts, lon<^.
reaching within three-quarters of an inch of the tip, and of a
pale rust colour, spotted with black

; tail, rounded, deep black,
ending in a bar of bright ferruginous, crossed with a narrow
waving line of black, and tipt with whitish ; belly, pure white •

sides, barred with dusky ; legs and feet, a very pale ashy
green

;
sometimes the whole thighs and sides of the vent are

barred with dusky and white, as in the figure on the plate.
The female differs in being more obscure in her colours;

the white on the back being less pure, and the black not so
deep.

QUAIL, OK PARTRIDGE. {Ferdix Virginianus.)

PLATE XLVII.-FiG. 2.

''''4pt'""/^','''"; nK'^n'f- ^^^- P- 12.-Virginia„ Quail, Turt. Syst. p.4Ca-Maryland Quail, /fterf.-La Perdrix d'Amerique. Bviss. i. m.-Bug.

ORTYX VIEGINIANUS.-BoyAFARTE.*
Perdix Virginiana ia<A. Ind. Orn. ii. p. 650.-Colin Colgnicui, Temm. Pig. et

Gall. in. p 436.-Perdix Borealis, Temm. Pig. et Gall. Ind. p. 735.-OrtvxBoreahs, Steph. Cent. Shaw's Zool. xi. p. 377.-Perdix (Ortyx) Viririniana
Bonap. Synop. p. 124.-The Virginian Partridge, And. i. p. 388, pi. 76.

'

This well-known bird is a general inhabitant of North
America, from the northern parts of Canada and Nova Scotia,
in which latter place it is said to be migratory, to the extremity
* The genus OWya; was formed by Mr Stephens, the continuator ofbhaws Zoology, for the reception of the thick and strong-billed par-

tridges pecuhar to both continents of the New Workl, and hokling the
place there with the partridges, francolins, and quails of other countriesIhey live on the borders of woods, among brushwood, or on the thick
grassy plains, and since the cultivation of the country, frequent culti-
vated fields. During the night they roost on trees, and occasionally
perch during the day

; when alarmed, or chased by dogs, they fly to themiddle branches
;
and Mr Audubon remarks, " they walk with ease on

the branches. In all these habits they show their alliance to the perch-
ing GallmcB, and a variation from the true partridge. The same
naturalist also remarks, that they occasionally perform partial migra-
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of the peninsula of Florida ; and was seen in the neighbour-
hood of the Great Osage village, in the interior of Louisiana.

They are numerous in Kentucky and Ohio. Mr Pennant

tions, from north-west to south-east, in the beginning of October, and
that for a few weeks the north-western shores of the Ohio are covered
with partridges.

Their general form is robust, the bill very strong, and apparently
fitted for a mode of feeding requiring considerable exertion, such as the
digging up of bulbous and tuberous roots. The head is crested in all

the known species, the feathers sometimes of a peculiar structure the
shafts bare, and the extremity of the webs folding on each other. The
tail also exhibits different forms ; in the more typical species short, as
in the partridges, and in others becoming broad and long, as seen in the
Indian genus Grex, or the more extensively distributed genus Penelope.
Considerable additions to the number of species have been lately made.
Those belonging to the northern continent, and consequently coming under
our notice, are two, discovered by Mr BongiaSj—Orti/x pida, described
in the last volume of the " Linnean Transactions," and 0. Dougladi, so
named by Mr Vigors, in honour of its discoverer, and also described
with the former, ^o these may be added the lovely 0. Californica,
which, previous to tl is expedition, and the voyage of Captain Beechey
to the coast of Califoriia, was held in the light of a dubious species. I
have added the descriptions of these new species from Mr Douglas's
account in the " Transactions of the Linnean Society."

Ortyx picta.—Douglas.

Male.—Bill, small, black ; crown of the head and breast, lead colour

;

crest, three linear black feathers, two inches long ; irides, bright hazel
red

; throat, purple red, bounded by a narrow white line, forming a
gorget above the breast, and extending round the eye and root of the
beak

;
back, scapulars, and outer coverts of the wings, fuscous brown

;

• belly, l)right tawny or rusty colour, waved with black ; the points of
the feathers white

; quills, thirteen feathers, t-,he fouj-th the longest

;

under coverts, light brown, mixed with a rusty colour ; tail, twelve
feathers, of unequal length, rounded, lead colour, but less bright than
the breast or crown of the head ; tarsi, one inch and a quarter long,
reddish ; toes, webbed neaiiy to the first joint.

Female.—Head and breast, light fuscous brown ; the middle of the
feathers, black

; crest, half an inch long ; throat, whitish or light gray •

belly, Ught gray, waved with black, less I-M than the male ; under
coverts of the tail, foxy red ; length, ten incii^d

; girth, sixteen inches j
weight, about twelve ounces ; flesh, brown, well-flavoured.
From October unii! March, these birds congregate in vast flocks, and

seem to live in a 8ta.e of ahnost pe- tual warfare : dreadful conflicts
VOL. II.

"

J,
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remarks, that they have heen lately introduced into the island
of Jamaica, where they appear to thrive greatly, breeding in
that warm climate twice in the year. Captain Henderson
mentions them as being plenty near the Balize, at the Bay of

ensue between the males, which not un frequently end in the destruction
ot one or both combatants, if we may judge from the number of dead
birds daily seen plucked, mutilated, and covered with blood When
feeding they move in compact bodies, each individual endeavouring to
outdo his neighbour in obtaining the prize. The voice is quichquich-
quick, pronounced slowly, with a gentle suspension between each syllable
At such times, or when surprised, the crest is usually thrown forward
over the back

;
and the reverse when retreating, being brought back-

wards, and laid quite close. Their favourite haunts are dry upland or
undulating, gravelly, or sandy soils, in open woods or coppice thickets
'Of the interior

;
but during the severity of winter, when the ground is

covered with snow, they migrate in large flocks to the more temperate
placesm the immediate vicinity of the ocean. Seeds oiBromus altissimus.
Madia sahva, and a tribe of plants allied to WarMia, catkins of Corylus
leaves of Fragaria, and various insects, are their common food Nest
on the ground, in thickets of Pteris, Aspidmm, Eubus, Rhamnus, and
Uanothus; neatly built with grass and dry leaves ; secreted with somuch caution, that, without the help of a dog, they can hardly be found
Eggs, eleven to fifteen, yellowish white, with minute brown spots •

large in proportion to the bird. Pair in March. Common in the in'
tenor of California

; and, during the summer months, extending, as far
northward as 45" north latitude, that is, within a few mUes of the Col-
umbian Valley.

Ortyx Douglasii.—Vigors.

ifak—Bill, brown
; crest, linear, black, one inch long; irides, hazel

red
;
body, fuscous brown, with a mixture of lead colour, and rusty or

yellow streaks
;
throat, whitish, with brown spots ; belly, foxy red or

tawny, white spotted; scapulars and outer coverts, bright brown; under
coverts, light reddish brown

; tail, twelve unequal rounded feathers ; le"s
reddish

;
length, nine inches

;
girth, twelve inches; weight, ten ounce's •

flesh, pleasant, dark coloured.
'

i^dmaZe.—Crest, scarcely perceptible, dark.
This species appears to be an inhabitant of a more temperate climate

than the preceding one, as it is never seen higher than 42' N. latitude
and even that very sparingly in comparison to 0. Picta and Californica
The species do not associate together. In manner they are similar at
least as far as the opportunity I had of observing them went I have
never seen them but in winter dress, and know nothing of their nesting.
—Ed.

f
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Honduras. They rarely freqiient the forest, and are most
numerous in the vicinity of well-cultivated plantations, where
grain is in plenty. They, however, occasionally seek shelter
in the woods, perching on the branches or secreting them-
selves among the brushwood ; but are found most us'ually in
open fields, or along fences sheltered by thickets of briers.

Where they are not too much persecuted by the sportsmen,
they become almost half domesticated ; approach the barn]
particularly in winter, and sometimes, in that severe season,
mix with the poultry to glean up a subsistence. They remain
with us the whole year, and often sufifer extremely by long,
hard winters, and deep snows. At such times, the arts of
man combine with the inclemency of the season for their
destruction. To the ravages of the gun are added others of a
more insidious kind

; traps are placed on almost every plan-
tation, in such places as they are known to frequent. These
are formed of lath, or thinly-split sticks, somewhat in the
shape of an obtuse cone, laced together with cord, having a
small hole at top, with a sliding lid to take out the game by.

This is supported by the common figure 4 trigger ; and grain
is scattered below and leading to the place. By this con-
trivance, ten or fifteen have sometimes been taken at a time.*

* In addition to the common traps now described, Mr Audubon men-
tions that they are also netted, or driven, as it is called. He thus de-
scribes the method of driving :

—

" A number ol persons on horssback, provided with a net, set out in
search of partridges, riding along the fences or brier thickets which the
birds are known to frequent. One or two of the party whistle in imi-
tation of the call-note, and, as partridges are plentiful, the call is soon
answered by a covey, when the sportsmen immediately proceed to ascer-
tain their position and number, seldom considering it worth while to
set the net when there are only a few birds. They approach in a care-
less manner, talking and laughing as if merely passing by. When the
birds are discovered, one of the party gallops off in a circuitous manner,
gets in advance of the rest by a hundred yards or more, according to
thH situation of the birds, and their disposition to run, while therest
of the sportsmen move about on their horses, talking to each other, but
at the same time, watching every motion of the partridges. The person
in advance being provided with the net, dismounts, and at once falls to
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1 hese are sometimes brought alive to market, and occasionally
bought up by sportsmen, who, if the season be very severe
sometimes preserve and feed them till spring, when they are
humanely turned out to their native fields again, to be put to
death at some future time secundum artem. Between the
months of August and March, great numbers of these birds
are brought to the market of Philadelphia, where they are
sold at from twelve to eighteen cents apiece.
The quail begins to build early in May. The nest is made

on the ground, usually at the bottom of a thick tuft of grass
that shelters and conceals it. The materials are leaves and
tne dry grass in considerable quantity. It is well covered
above, and an opening left on one side for entrance The
female lays from fifteen to twenty-four eggs, of a pure white,
withou any spots. The time of incubation has been stated
to me by various persons, at four weeks, when the eggs were
placed under the domestic hen. The young leave the nest as
soon as they are freed from the shell, and are conducted aboutm search of food by the female; are guided by her voice
which at that time resembles the twittering of young chickens'
and sheltered by her wings in the same manner as those of
the domestic fowl, but with all that secrecy and precaution
for their safety which their helplessness and greater danger
require. In this situation, should the little timid family be
unexpectedly surprised, the utmost alarm and consternation
mslantly prevail. The mother throws herself in the path,

placing it, 80 that his companions can easily drive the partridges into
It No sooner js the machine ready, than the net-bearer remounts andrejoms the party. The sportsmen separate to a short distance, and fol-ow the partridges talking, ^vhistling, clapping their hands, or knocking
the fence-rails. The birds move with great gentleness, following each
other, and are kept in the right direction by the sportsmen. Tht lead-ing bird approaches and enters the mouth of the net-the others followin succession, when the net-bearer leaps from his horse, runs up andsecures the entrance, and soon despatches the birds. In this manner
fif een or twenty partridges aro caught at one driving, and sometimesmany hundreds m the course of the day."—Ed,
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fluttering along, and beating the ground with her wings, as if

sorely wounded ; using every artifice she is master of to entice

the passenger in pursuit of herself, uttering at the same time

certain peculiar notes of alarm, well understood by the young,

who dive separately amongst the grass, and secrete themselves

till the danger is over ; and the parent, having decoyed the

pursuer to a safe distance, returns by a circuitous route to

collect and lead them off. This well-known manoeuvre, which

nine times in ten is successful, is honourable to the feelings

and judgment of the bird, but a severe satire on man. The
affectionate mother, as if sensible of the avaricious cruelty of

his nature, tempts him with a larger prize, to save her more
helpless offspring ; and pays him, as avarice and cruelty ought

always to be paid, with mortification and disappointment.

The eggs of the quail have been frequently placed under the

domestic hen, and hatched and reared with equal success as

her own ; though, generally speaking, the young partridges,

being more restless and vagrant, often lose themselves, and

disappear. The hen ought to be a particular good nurse, not

at all disposed to ramble, in which case they are very easily

raised. Those that survive acquire all the familiarity of

common chickens ; and there is little doubt that, if proper

measures were taken, and persevered in for a few years, they

might be completely domesticated. They have been ofteu

kept during the first season, and through the whole of the

winter, but have uniformly deserted in the spring. Two young
partridges that were brought up by a hen, when abandoned

by her, associated with the cows, which they regularly followed

to the fields, returned with them when they came home in the

evening, stood by them while they were milked, and again

accompanied them to the pasture. These remained during

the winter, lodging in the stable, but as soon as spring came,

they disappeared. Of this fact I was informed by a very

respectable lady, by whom they were particularly observed.

It has been frequently asserted to me, that the quails lay

occasionally in each other's nests. Though I have never
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mysel seen a case of this kind, I do not think it altogetlier
improbable, from the fact that they have often been known
to drop their eggs in the nest of the common hen, when that
happened to be in the fields, or at a small distance fVon. the
house. The two partiidges above mentioned were raised in
this manner

;
and it was particularly remarked by the lady

who gave me the information, that the hen sat for several days
after her own eggs were batched, until the young quails made
their appearance.

The partridge, on her part, has sometimes been employed
to hatch the eggs of the common domestic hen. A fiiend ofmme, who himself made the experiment, informs me, that, of
several hens eggs which he substituted in place of those of
the par ridge, she brought out the whole ; and that, for several
weeks, he occasionally surprised her in various parts of the
plantation with her brood of chickens; on which occasions
«he exhibited all that distressful alarm, and practised her
usual manoeuvres for their preservation. Even after they
were considerably grown, and larger than the partridge hei"
self, she continued to lead them about ; but, though their
notes or call were those of common chickens, their manners
had all the shyness, timidity, and alarm of young partridges

;ninmngwith great rapidity, and squatting i„ the gmss exacti;m the manner of the partridge. Soon after this, they disap-
peared having probably been destroyed by dogs, by the gunor by birds o prey. Whether the domestic Fowl might not'by this method be very soon brought back to its original savage
state, and thereby supply another additional subject for the
amusen,ent of the sportsman, will scarcely admit of a doubt.But the experiment, in order to secure its succoss, would require
to be made in a quarter of the country less exposed than ourso the ravages of guns, traps, dogs, and the deep snows of
winter, that the new tribe might have full time to become
completely naturah-sed. and well fixed in all their uative habits
About the beginning of September, the quails being now

nearly fully grown, and associated in flocks or coveys of from
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four or five to thirty, afford considerable sport to the gunner.

At this time the notes of the male are most frequent, clear,

and loud. His common call coi sists of two notes, with some-

limes an introductory one, and is similar to the sound produced

hy pronouncing tiio words "Bob Wiiite." This call may be

easily imitated by whistling, so as to deceive the bird itself,

and bring it near. While uttering this, he is usually perched

on a rail of the fence, or on a low limb of an apple tree, where
he will sometimes sit, repeating, at short intervals, "Bob
White," ibr half an hour at a time. When a covey are

assembled in a thicket or corner of a field, and about to take

wing, they make a low twittering sound, not unlike that of

young chickens; and when the covey is diKi)ersed, they are

called together again by a loud and frequently repeated note,

peculiarly expressive of tenderness and anxiety.

The food of the partridge consists of grain, seeds, insects,

and berries of various kinds. Buckwheat and Indian-corn are

particular favourites. In September and October the buck-

wheat fields afford them an abundant supply, as well as a

.secure shelter. They usually roost at night in the middle of

a field on high ground ; and from the circumstance of their

dung being often found in such places in one round heap, it

is generally conjectured that they roost in a circle, with their

heads outwards, each individual in this position forming a

kind of guard to prevent surprise. They also continue to

lodge for several nights in the same spot.

The partridge, like all the rest of the gallinaceous order,

flies with a loud whirring sound, occasioned by the shortness,

concavity, and rapid motion of its wings, and the comparative

weight of its body. The steadiness of its horizontal flight,

however, renders it no difficult mark to the sportsman, parti-

ctilarly when assisted by his sagacious pointer. The flesh of

this bird is peculiarly white, tender, and delicate, unequalled

in these qualities by that of any other of its genus in the

United States.

The quail, as it is called in New England, or the partridge,

mamm
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as in Pennsylvania, is nine inches long, and fourteen inches
in extent

;
the bill is black ; line over the eye, down the neck,

and whole chin, pure white, bounded by a band of blacki
which descends and spreads broadly over the throat; the eye
is dark hazel

; crown, neck, and upper part of the breast, red
brown

;
sides of the neck, spotted with white and black on

a reddish brown ground
; back, scapulars, and lesser coverts,

red brown, intermixed with ash, and sprinkled with black
|

tertials, edged with yellowish white; wings, plain dusky
J

lower part of the breast and belly, pale yellowish white,'
beautifully marked with numerous curving spots, or arrow-
heads of black; tail, ash, sprinkled with reddish brown ; legs,
very pale ash.

The female differs in having the chin and sides of the head
yellowish brown, in which dress it has been described as a
different kind. There is, however, only one species of quail
at present known within the United States.

RAIL. {Rallus Carolinus.)

PLATE XLVIII.—Fig. 1.

Soree, Catesh. i. 7Q.~Arct. Zoo!, p. 49i, No. 409. -Little American Water-hen
£dw. 144.—Le Rale de Virginie, Bvff. viii. 165.

*

CEEX CAEOLmUS.-BoNAPAHTE.*
Eallus (Crex) Carolinus, Bonap. Si/nop. p. 335,

Of all our land or water fowl, perhaps none afford the
sportsmen more agreeable amusement, or a more delicious
repast, than the little bird now before us. This amusement
is indeed temporary, lasting only two or three hours in the

* Almost every ornithologist has been at variance with regard to the
propriety and limitation of the genera Rallus, Crex, and Gallmnla.
They appear to be sufficiently distinct, and not to run more into each
other than many other groups, and, in the present state of ornitholo-v
their separation is indispensable. Crex may be characterised by the bill
shorter than the head, strong at the base, and tapering, the forehead
leathered

;
the common land rail or corncrake of Europe, and our
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day, for four or five weeks in each year ; but as it occurs in

the most agreeable and temperate of our seasons, is attended

with little or no fatigue to the gunner, and is frequently

successful, it attracts numerous followers, and is pursued

in such places as the birds frequent with great eagerness and
enthusiasm.

present species, may be taken as very good typical examples. In
Oallinula, the forehead is defended with a flat cartilaginous shield, and
the habits are more open. In Rallus, the bill is longer than the head,

and comparatively slender.

In habit they nearly agree ; timid, and fond of concealment during
the day, they frequent low meadows or marshy grounds, and run
swiftly : the common land rail will beat a good runner for a short way, as

I have sometimes experienced. They run with the body near the ground,
and make their turns with astonishing celerity. When raised or sur-

prised during the day, they fly clumsily ; but in the evening, and when
that faculty is exerted with their will, it is much more actively per-

formed ; their time for exertion is evening and morning, often during

the night : then they feed, and, during breeding season, utter the in-

cessant and inharmonious cry which almost all possess. The cry is

remarkable in all that I have heard, appearing to i •" uttered sometimes

within a few yards, and, in a second or two, as if at an opposite part of

the ground. The land rail possesses this ventriloquism to a great extent,

and, knowing their swift running powers, I at first thought that the

bird was actually traversing the f old, and it was not until I had observed

one perched upon a stone utter its cry for some time, and give full

evidence of its powers, tliat I became convinced of the contrary. The
corncrake, and, indeed, I rather think most of the others, and also the

rails, seem to remain stationary when uttering the cry. A stone, clod

of earth, or old sod wall, is the common calling place of our own bird
;

and they may be easily watched, in the beginning of summer, if

approached with caution, before the herbage begins to thicken. They seem
to feed on larger prey than what are assigned to them : large water

insects and the smaller reptiles may assist in sustaining the aquatic

species, while slugs and larger snails will furnish subsistence to the

others. I have found the common short-tailed field mouse in the

stomach of our land rail.

Their flesh is generally delicate, some as much esteemed as the

American bird, and the young, before commencing their migrations,

become extremely fat.

Crex Carolinus is the only species of the genus yet discovered in

North America, and is peculiar to that continent.

—

Ed.
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The natural history of the rail, or, as it is calLd in Virginia,
the sora, and m Sontli Caroh'na, the coot, is, to the most of
our sportsmen, involved in profound and inexph'cable mystery
It comes they know not whence, and goes they know not
where. No one can detect their first moment of arrival

; yet
all at once the reedy shores and grassy marshes of our large
rim-8 swarm with them, thousands being sometimes found
withm the space of a few acres. These, when they do venture
on wmg, seem to fly so feebly, and in such short fluttering
fl.ghts among the reeds, as to render it highly improbable tomost people that they could possibly make their way over an
extensive tract of country. Yet, on the first smart frost that
occurs, the whole suddenly disappear, as if they had never been.

-To account for these extraordinary phenomena, it has been
supposed by some that they bury themselves in the mud : but
as this IS every year dug into by ditchers, and people employedm repainng the banks, without any of those sleepers being
found, where but a few weeks before these birds were in-
numerable, tins theory has been generally abandoned. And
here their researches into this mysterious matter generally
end in the common exclamation of "What can become of

wir/. Ti ^.'"^''""^
^'"'i""""'"'' '^"^"^^«'' "«t discouraged

With these difficulties, have prosecuted their researches withmore success
;
and one of tiiose, living a few years ago near

the mouth of James River, in Virginia, whe4 the rail or
sora are extremely numerous, has (as I was informed on 'the
Bpot) lately discovered that they change into frogs! havino-
hnnsef found in his meadows an animal of an extraonlinarP
k.na, tluvt appeared to be neither a sora nor a frog, but. as he
expressed it, ''something between the two." He carried it to
1"8 negroes, and afterwards took it home, where it lived three
days

;

and, m his own and his negroes' opinion, it looked like
nothing in this world but a real sora changing into a frog 1Wha. further confirms this grand discovery is the well-known
circumstance of the frogs ceasing to hollow as soon as the sora
comes in the fall.
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This sagacious discoverer, however, like many others re-

nowned in history, has found but few supporters, and, except
his own negroes, has not, as far as I can learn, made a single

convert to his opinion. Matters being so circumstanced, and
some explanation necessary, I shall endeavour to throw a
little more light on the subject by a simple detail of facts,

leaving the reader to form his own theory as he pleases.

The rail, or sora, belongs to a genus of birds of which
about thirty different species are enumerated by naturalists

;

and those are distributed over almost every region of the
habitable parts of the earth. The general character of these
is everywhere the same. They run swiftly, fly slowly, and
usually with the legs hanging down ; become extremely fat

;

are fond of concealment; and, wherever it is practicable,

prefer running to flying. Most of them aie migratoiy, and
abound during the summer in certain countries, the inhabitants

of which have very rarely an opportunity of seeing them. Of
this last the land rail of Britain is a striking example. This
bird, which during the summer months may be heard in

almost every grass and clover field in the kingdom, uttering

its common note crek, crek, from sunset to a late hour in the
night, is yet unknown by sight to moie than nine-tenths of the
inhabitants. "Its well-known cry," says Bewick, "is first

heard as soon as the grass becomes long enough to shelter it,

and continues till the grass is cut; but the bird is seldom
seen, for it constantly skulks among the thickest part of the
lierbage, and runs so nimbly through it, winding and doubling
in every direction, that it is difficult to come near it ; when
liard pushed by the dog, it sometimes stops short, and squats
down, by which means its too eager pursuer overshoots the
spot, and loses the trace. It seldom springs but when driven
to extremity, and generally flies with its legs hanging down,
but never to a great distance ; as soon as it alights, it runs off,

and, before the fowler has reached the spot, the bird is at a
considerable distance."* The water crake, or spotted rail,

* Bewick's British Birds, vol. i. p. 308.

I'i
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write.,
,8 m io«- swampy gr„„„,U, i„ „hicl, are pools or

»r«.„,ieb overgrown with willows, reeds, and rushes, where it"ris „nd h,des Ml with groat oircraspeotion
; i^ is wild

"ohta^,, and shy, and will ewim, dive, or skulk «„der anycover, and sometimes suffer itself to be knoeked on the head
rather than nse before the sportsman and bis do. " Thewater .-a,! „f the same country is equally noted for the like
1 ab,ts I„ short, the whole .enus possess this stron-. flmnv
character in a very remarkable degree.

^
These three species are well known to migrate into Britainarly ,„ sprmg, and to leave it for the mo.^ southern ^taEurope n. anturnn. Yet they are rarely or never seen onthe,r passage to or from the countries where they are re^uWyfound at different seasons of the year, and this for tt ve y

x:er;i:,iX"'^^»'^-'-'^-'"-^-hepiaZ
It is not, therefore, at all surprising, that the regular mi..ra-.onsof the American rail, or sora, should in Fike man°,^ermve escaped notice in a country like this, whose pop"

bear-s so sma
1 a proportion to its extent, and where'^th tu lyo( natural history is so little attended 1«. But that thesemigrations do actually take place, from north to south atd«ce .er«,, may be fairly inferred from the common pia'cfeof housands of other species of birds less solicitous of co^cealment, and also from the followin-. facts

On the 22d day of February. I killed two of these birds inthe neighboui-liood of Savannah, in Georgia, where they havenever Ijeen observed during the summer On the 2 If

SI 7'"T .'
^'"",'"'»"-- •» « ™te,.y thieke bIwPhiladelphia between the rivers Schuylkill and Delaware inwhat IS usually called the Neck. This last was a ma e' u

ft.ll plumage. We are also informed that they a^te'Hudson 3 Bay early i„ June, and again leave that sett men
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for the south enrly in autumn. That many of them also

remain here to breed is proven by tlie testimony of persons of
credit and intelligence with whom I have conversed, both
here and on James River, in Virginia, who have seen their

nests, eggs, and young. In the extensive meadows that
border the Schuylkill and Delaware it was formerly common,
before the country was so thickly settled there, to find young
rail in the first mowing time among the grass. Mr James
Bartram, brother to the botanist, a venerable and still active

man of eighty-three, and well acquainted with this bird, says

that he has often seen and caught young rail in his own
meadows in the month of June ; he has also seen their nest,

which he says is usually in a tussock of grass, is formed of a
little dry grass, and has four or five eggs, of a dirty whitish

colour, with brown or blackish spots : the young run off as
soon as they break the shell, are then quite black, and run
about among the grass like mice. The old ones he has very

rarely observed at that time, but the young often. Almost every

old settler along these meadows with whom I have conversed

has occasionally seen young rail in mowing time ; and all

agree in describing them as covered with blackish down.
There can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt as to the resi-

dence of many of these birds, both here and to the northward,

during the summer. That there can be as little doubt rela-

tive to their winter retreat will appear more particularly

towards the sequel of the present account. During their

residence here, in summer, their manners exactly correspond
with those of the water crake of Britain, already quoted, so

that, though actually a different species, their particular habits

common places of resort, and eagerness for concealment, are

as nearly the same as the nature of the climates will admit.

Early in August, when the reeds along the shores of the

Delaware have attained their full growth, the rail resort to

them in great numbers to feed on the seeds of this plant, of

which they, as well as the rice birds, and several others, are

immoderately fond. These reeds, which appear to be the

"I

i\
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Zizania 'pamcula effusa of Linru«„8, and tlie Zkania clavulosa
of Willdoiiow, jriovv up from tl.e Hoft muddy shores of tho tide
water, which are alternately dry, and covered. with fonr or five
feet of water. They rise with an erect, taperir..? stem, to
the height of eight or ten feet, being nearly as thick below as
a man's wrist, and cover tracts along tlie river of many acres
The cattle ieed on their long green leaves with avidity and
wade in alter tliem as far as tliey dare safely venture They
grow np so close together, that, except at or near hi-h water
a boat can with difficulty make its way tlirough amo^n- them'
The seeds are produced at the top of the pl.nt, the blossoms'
or male parts, occupying the lower branches of the panicle'
and the seeds the higher. These seeds are nearly as lon.^ as
n common-sized pin. somewhat more slender, white, sweet to
the taste, and very nutritive, as appears by their effects on the
various birds that at this season feed on them.
When the reeds are in this state, and even while in blossom

the rail are found to liave taken possession of them in o-reat
immbers. These are generally numerous in proportion to the
full and promising crop of the former. As you walk alon«-
the embankment of the river at this season, you hear them
squeaking in every direction like young puppies. If a stone
be thrown among the reeds, there is a general outcry and'

a

reiterated huh, huh, huh, something like that of a guineafowl
Any smlden noise, or the discharge of a gun, produces the
same effect. In the meantime none are to be seen, unless if,

be at or near high water ; for when the tide is low they
universally secrete themselves among the interstices of
the reeds, and you may walk past, and even over where
there are hundreds, without seeing a single individual On
their first arrival, they are generally lean, and unfit for the
table

;
but, as the reeds ripen, they rapidly fatten, and from

the 20th of September to the middle of October are excellent
and eagerly sought after. The usual method of shootinoi
them, in this quarter of the country, is as follows ;-The
sportsman furnishes himself with a light batteau, and a stout
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experienced boatman, with a pole of twelve or fifteen foot
long, tliickened at the lower end to prevent it from Kinkin<,'

too deep into the mud. About two hours or so before hi'^h
water, they enter the reeds, and each takes his post, the
sportsman standing in the bow ready for action, the boatman,
on the stern seat, pushing her steadily through the reeds'
The rail generally spring singly, as tlie boat advances, and
at a short distance ahead, and are instantly shot down, while
the boatman, keeping his eye on the spot where the bird fell,

directs the boat Ibrward, and picks it up as the gunner is
loading. It is also the boatman's business to keep a sliari>
look-out, and give the word " Mark ! " when a rail sprin-s
on either side without being observed by the sportsman, and
to note the exact spot where it falls until he has picked it

up
;
for this once lost sight of, owirig to the sameness in the

appearance of the reeds, is seldom found again. In tl.is

manner the boat moves steadily through and over the reeds,
the birds flushing and falling, the gunner loading and firing^
while the boatman is pushing and picking up. The sport
continues till an hour or two after high water, when the
shallowness of the water, and the strength and weight of the
floating reeds, as also the backwardness of the game"to sprino-
as the tide decreases, oblige them to return. Several boats
are sometimes within a short distance of each other, and a
perpetual cracking of musketry prevails along the whole reedy
shores of the river. In these excursions it is not uncommon
for an active and expert marksman to kill ten or twelve dozen
in a tide. They are usually shot singly, though I have
known five killed at one discharge of a double-barrelled piece.
These instances, however, are rare.

The flight of these birds among the reeds is usually low,
and, shelter being abundant, is rarely extended to more than
fifty or one hundred yards. When winged, and uninjured in
their legs, they swim a-id dive with great rapidity, and are
seldom seen to rise again. I have several times, on such
occasions, discovered them clinging with their feet to the

fl

4
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roods imdor the wator, and at othof timos Hkiilkinj* urulor the

floatiii"; loedH, with thoir bill jiiHt abovo tho Hiirfaco. Soine-

tiinoH, whoii wounded, they divo, and riHin^ under tho (jfun-

walo of tiio boat, Hccreto thoniHolvoH there, inoviti^ round aa

tho boat niovcH, until they have an opportunity of oHcaping

ininoticed. They are fooblo and delicate in overythinj? but

tho 1o<j;h, which booiu to poHsesH jj^reat vigour and energy ; and

their bodies being ho remarkably thin or conipresHed as to

bo less than an inch and a quarter through transversely, they

are enabled to pass botweon tho reeds like rats. When seen,

they are almost constantly jetting up tho tail. Yet, though

their flight among tho reeds seems feeble and fluttering, every

,sportsman who is acquainted with thorn hero must have seen

them occasionally rising to a considerable height, stretching

out their legs behind them, and flying rapidly across tho

river where it is more than a mile in width.

Siicli is tho mode of rail-shooting in the neighbourhood of

Philadelphia. In Virginia, pavticidarly along tho shores of

James River, within tho tide water, where tho rail, or sora,

are in prodigious numbers, they are alno shot on tho wing, but

more usually taken at night in tho following manner:—

A

kind of iron grate is fixed on tho top of a stout pole, which is

placed like a mast in a light canoe, and filled with firo. The
darker the night the more successful is the sport. Tho person

who manages the canoe is provided with a light paddle ten or

twelve feet in length, and, about an hour before high water,

proceeds through among the reeds, wliich lie broken and

floating on tho surface. Tho whole space, for a considerable

way round the canoe, is completely enlightened; the birds

stare wilh astonishment, and, as they appear, are knocked on

the head with the paddle, and thrown into the canoe. In

this man!ier, from twenty to eighty dozen have been killed by

three negroes in tho short space of three hours

!

At the same season, or a little earlier, they are very numer-

ous in the lagoons near Detroit, on our northern frontiers,

where another species of reed (of which they are equally fond)
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frrows in ffliullows in gront abundance. Gentlomen who hnve
Hliot thcin there, nnd on whose Ju(l<,'ment I can rely, assure
ino that tliey (lifFor in notliing from those they have usually
killed on the shores of the Delaware and Schuylkill : they are
equally fat, and exquisite eatirij,'. On the sea-coast of New
Jersey, where these reeds »ire not to he found, this hird is

ulto<'ether unknown ; though alonj? the marshes of Maurice
Kiver, and other tributary streams of the Delaware, and where-
ever the reeds abomid, the rail are sure to be found also.

Most of them leave Pennsylvania before the end of October,
and the southern Slates early in November, thou<,di numbers
lin<,'er in the warm southern nuirshes the whole winter. A
very worthy jijentleman, Mr Harrison, who lives in Kittiwan,
near a creek of that name, on the borders of James lliver,

informed me, that, in burning his meadows early in March,
they generally raise and destroy several of these birds. That
the great body of these rail winter in countries beyond the
United States is rendered highly probable from their being
so frequently met with at sea, l)etween our shores and the
West India islands. A Captain Douglas informed me, that
on his voyage from St Domingo to Philadelphia, and more
than a hundred miles from the cajjcs of the Delaware, one
night the man at the helm was alarmed by a sudden crash on
deck that broke the glass in the biimac'le, and put out the
light. On examining into the cause, three rail were found on
deck, two of which were killed on the spot, and the other
died soon after. The late Bishop Madison, president of
William and Mary College, Virginia, assmed me that a Mr
Skipwith, for some time our consul in Europe, on his return
to the United States, when upwards of three hundred miles
from the capes of the Chesapeake, several rail, or soras, I
think five or six, came on board, and were caught by the
people. Mr Skipwith, being well acquainted with the bird,
assured him that they were the very same with those usually
killed on James Biver. I have received like assurances from
several other gentlemen and captains of vessels who have met

VOL. IT.
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with these bi^ds between the mainland and the islands, so as

to leave no doubt on ray mind of the fact. For why should

it be considered incredible that a bird which can both swim
and dive well, and at pleasure fly with great rapidity, as I

have myself frequently witnessed, should be incapable of

migrating, like so many others, over extensive tracts of land

or sea? Inhabiting, as they do, the remote regions of

Hudsor^'s Bay, where it is impossible they could subsist dur-

ing the rigours of their winter, they must either emigrate

from thence or perish ; and as the same places in Pennsyl-

vania which abound with them in October are often laid

under ice and ^now during the winter, it is as impossible that

,they could exist here in that inclement sen son. Heaven has,

'herefore, given them, in common with many otherc, certain

rescience of these circumstances, and judgment, as well as

strength of flight, sufficient to seek more genial climates

abounding with their suitable food.

Tlie rail is nine inches long, and fourteen inches in extent;

bill, yellow, blackish towards the point ; lores, front, crown,

chin, and stripe down the throat, black ; line over the eye,

cheeks, and breast, fine light ash ; sides of the crown, neck,

and upper parts generally, olive brown, streaked with black,

and also with long lines of pure white, the feathers being

centred with black on a brown olive ground, and edged with

white ; these touches of white are shorter near the shoulder

of the wing, lengthening as they descend ; wing, plain olive

brown ; tertials, streaked with black, and long lines of white;

tail, pointed, dusky olive brown, centred with black ; the four

middle feathers bordered for half their length with lines of

white; lower part of the breast marked with semicircular

lines of white on a light ash ground; belly, white; sides under

the wings, deep olive, barred with black, white, and reddish

buff ; vent, brownish buff ; legs, feet, and naked part of the

thighs, yellowish green ; exterior edge of the wing, white

;

eyes, reddish hazel.

The females and young of the first season have the throat
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white, the breast pale brown, and little or no black on the
head. The males may always be distinguished by their ashy
blue breasts and black throats.

During the greater part of the months of September and
October, the market of Philadelphia is abundantly supplied
with rail, which are sold from half a dollar to a dollar a dozen.
Soon after the 20th of October, at which time our first smart
frosts generally take place, these birds move off to the south.
In Virginia, they usually remain until the first week iu

November.

Since the above was written, I have received from Mr George
Ord of Philadelphia some curious particulars relative to this

bird, which, as they are new, and come from a gentleman of
respectability, are worthy of being recorded, and merit further
investigation.

" My personal experience," says Mr Ord, " has made me
acquainted with a fact in the history of the rail which per-

haps is not generally known, and I shall, as briefly as possible,

communicate it to you. Some time in the autumn of the
year 1809, as I was walking in a yard, after a severe shower
of rain, I perceived the feet of a bird projecting from a spout.

1 pulled it out, and discovered it to be a rail, very vigorous,

and in perfect health. Ihe bird was placed in a small room,
on a gin-case, and I was amusing myself with it, when, in the
act of pointing my finger at it, it suddenly sprang forward,
apparently much irritated, fell to the floor, and, stretching out
its feet, and bending its neck until the head nearly touched
the back, became to all appearance lifeless. Thinking the
fall had killed the bird, I took it up, and began to lament my
rashness in provoking it. In a few minutes it again breathed,

but it was some time before it perfectly lacovered from the
fit into which, it now ai)peared evident, it had fallen. I

placed the rail in a room wherein canary birds were confined,

and resolved that, on the succeeding day, I would endeavour
to diacover whether or not the passion of anger had produced

^ ;i
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the fit. I entered the room at the appointed time, and ap-
proached the bird, which had retired, on beholding me, in a
sullen humour, to a corner. On pointing my finger at it,

its feathers were immediately ruffled, and in an instant it

sprang forward, as in the first instance, and fell into a similar
fit. The following day, the experiment was repeated with
the like effect. In the fall of 1811, as 1 was shooting amongst
the reeds, I perceived a rail rise but a few feet before my
batteau. The bird had risen about a yard, when it became
entangled in the tops of a small bunch of reeds, and immedi-
ately fell. Its feet and neck were extended as in the instances
above mentioned, and, before it had time to recover, I killed
it. Some few days afterwards, as a friend and I were shooting
m the same place, he killed a rail, and, as we approached the
spot to pick it up, another was perceived, not a foot off, in a
fit. I took up the latter, and placed it in the crown of my
hat. In a few moments it revived, and was as vigorous as
ever. These facts go to prove that the rail is subject to gusts
of passion, which operate to so violent a degree as to produce
a disease similar in its effects to epilepsy. I leave the expli-

cation of the phenomenon to those pathologists who are com-
petent and willing to investigate it. It may be worthy of

remark, that the birds affected as described were all females
of the Oallinula Carolina, or common rail.

" The rail, though generally reputed a simple bird, will

sometimes manifest symptoms of considerable intelligence. To
those acquainted with rail-shooting, it is hardly necessary to

mention that the tide, in its flux, is considered an almost in-

dispensable auxiliary; for, when the water is off the marsh, the
lubricity of the mud, the height and compactness of the reed,

and the swiftness of foot of the game, tend to weary the sports-
man and to frustrate his endeavours. Even should he succeed
in a tolerable degree, the reward is not commensurate to the
labour. I have entered the marsh in a batteau at a common
tide, and in a well-known haunt have beheld but few birds.

The next better tide, on resorting to the same spot, I have
perceived abundance of game. The fact is, the rail dive, and
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conceal themselves beneath the fallen reed, merely projecting

their heads above the surface of the water for air, and re-

main in that situation until the sportsman has passed them
;

and it is well known that it is a common practice withwounded
rail to dive to the bottom, and, holding on by some vegetable
substance, support themselves in that situation until exhausted.
During such times, the bird, in escaping from one enemy, has
often to encounter another not less formidable. Eels and
catfish swarm in every direction prowling for prey, and it is

ten to one if a wounded rail escapes them. I myself have be-
held a large eel make off with a bird that I had shot, before I

had time to pick it up ; and one of my boys, in bobbing for

eels, caught one with a whole rail in its belly.

" I have heard it observed, that on the increase of the moon
the rail improves in fatness, and decreases in a consideiable

degree with that planet. Sometimes I have conceited that the

remark was just. If it be a fact, I think it may be explained

on the supposition that the bird is enabled to feed at night as

well as by day while it has the benefit of the moon, and with
less interruption than at other periods."

I have had my doubts as to the propriety of classing this

bird under the genus Rallus. Both Latham and Pennant call

it a Gallinule ; and when one considers the length and forma-
tion of its bill, the propriety of their nomenclature is obvious.

As the article was commenced by our printers before I could
make up my mind on the subject, the reader is requested to

consider this species the Gallinula Carolina of Dr Latham.
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WOODCOCK. (Scolopax minor,)

PLATE XLVIII.-F10. 2.

Arct. Zool. p. 463, No. d&H.—Turt. Syst. 3%.—Lath. Syn. iii. 131.

BUSTICOLA Jf/iVOJB.-ViEiLLOT.*

Rusticola minor, Vieill. Gal. des Ois. 242.-Great Red Woodcock, Scolopax
Americana rufa, Bart. Trav. p. 292.-Scolopax rusticola minor, Bmap.
Synop. p. SSl.-Monoy. del Gen. Scolopax Osaer. Sulla, 2d ed. del Beg. Anim.
Cuv.

This bird, like the preceding, is universally known to our
sportsmen. It arrives in Pennsylvania early in March, some-

* Among many natural groups, such as Scolopax of Linnaeus, there
are gradations of form which have not been thought of sufficient im-
portance to constitute a genus, but have been mentioned as divisions
only. Such is the case with the present, which is generally classed
under those with the tibiae feathered and the tibiae bare. Vieillot
following this division, proposed Husticola for the woodcocks, or those
with plumed tibi*

; and, as far as artificial systems are concerned, and
lacihty of reference, we should prefer keeping them as a sub-genus
The woodcocks, in addition to the plumed tibi®, differ in other

respects
;
and an individual, technicaUy unacquainted with ornithologv

would at once pick them out from the snipes from a something in their
tourneur, as Mr Audubon would call it. The tarsi are much shorter,
and show that the bird is not intended to wade, or to frequent vervmarshy situations, like the snipes. They are all inhabitants of woodsand It IS only during severe storms that they are constantly found near
a rUl or streamlet. Their food is as much found by searching under
the fallen leaves and decayed grasses as in wet places ; and in this
country, where ^^xjodcocks o.e abundant, they may be traced through awood by the newly scratched-up leaves. There is a marked difference
also, m the plumage

; it is invariably of a more sombre shade, some-
times the under parts are closely barred with a darker colour ; whilem tlie snipes, the latter part is oftener pure white. We have a beautiful
connection between the divisions in the Scolopax SaUni of Vigors*
which, though of the lesser size of the snipes, has the entire plumage of

wa^rr
*^^ *^'^^'' feathered to a greater length down-

The species are few in number, amounting only to three or fourAmerica Europe, and India seem as yet their only countrir,. The

breed -Er"'*
*°''^' ""^^ *"" ^^^'""^ "''^'''*' ^^'^ "°'^^ *"* '°"*^ *«

• Is this the Scolopax Sakhalina of Vieillot, Nouv. Diet ?-Ed.
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times sooner ; and 1 doubt not but in mild winters some few

remain with us the whole of that season. During the day they

keep to the woods and thickets, and at the approach of even-

ing seek the springs and open watery places to feed in. They

soon disperse themselves over the country to breed. About

the beginning of July, particularly in long-continued hot

weather, they descend to the marshy shores of our large rivers,

their favourite springs and watery recesses inland being chiefly

dried up. To the former of these retreats they are pursued

by the merciless sportsman, flushed by dogs, and shot down

in greai numbers. This species of amusement, when eagerly

followed, is still more laborious and fatiguing than that of

snipe-shooting ; and, from the nature of the ground, or cripple,

as it is usually called, viz., deep mire intersected with old logs,

which are covered and hid from sight by high reeds, weeds,

and alder bushes, the best dogs are soon tir-^d out :,
and it is

customary with sportsmen who regularly pursue this diversion

to have two sets of dogs, to relieve each other alternately.

The woodcock usually begins to lay in April. The nest is

placed on the ground, in a retired part of the woods, fre-

quently at the root of an old stump. It is formed of a few

withered leaves and stalks of grass, laid with very little art.

The female la3's four, sometimes five eggs, about an inch

and a half long, and an inch or rather more in diameter, taper-

ing suddenly to the small end. These are of a dun clay colour,

thickly marked with spots of brown, particularly at the great

end, and interspersed with others of a very pale purple. The

nest of the woodcock has, in several instances that have come

to my knowledge, been found with eggs in February ; but its

usual time of beginning to lay is early in April. In July,

August, and September, they are considered in good order for

shooting.

The woodcock is properly a nocturnal bird, feeding chiefly

at night, and seldom stirring about till after sunset. At such

times, as well as in the early part of the morning, particularly

in spring, he rises, by a kind of p. iral course, to a considerable
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height in the air, uttering at times a sudden quack, till, having
gained liis utmost height, he hovers around in a wild irregular-

manner, making a sort of murmuring sound ; then descends
with rapidity as he rose. When uttering his common note on
the ground, he seems to do it with difficulty, throwing his
head towards the earth, and frequently jetting up hiJ'tail.
These notes and manoeuvres are most usual in si)ring, and
are the call of the male to his favourite female. Their' food
consists of various larva, and other aquatic worms, for which,
during the evening, they are almost continually turning over
the leaves with their bill, or searching in the bogs. Their
flesh is reckoned delicious, and prized highly. They remain
with us till late in autumn, and, on the falling of the first
snows, descend from the ranges of the Alleghany to the lower
parts of the country in great numbers ; soon after which, viz.,
in November, they move off to the south.

This bird, in its general figure and manners, greatly
resembles the woodcock of Europe, but is considerably less,
and very differently marked below, being an entirely distinct
species. A few traits will clearly point out their differences.
The lower parts of the European woodcock are thickly barred
with dusky waved lines, on a yellowish white ground. The
present species has those parts of a bright ferruginous. The
male of the American species weighs from five to six ounces,
the female, eight; the European, twelve. The E.nopean
woodcock makes its first appearance in Britain in October
and November, that country being in fact only its winter
quarters

;
for early in March they move off to the northern

parts of the Continent to breed. The American species, on
the contrary, winters in countries south of the United States
arrives here early in March, extends its migrations as far, at
least, as the river St Lawrence, breeds in all the intermediate
places, and retires again to the south on the approach of
winter. The one migrates from the torrid to the temperate
regions, the other, from the temperate to the arctic. The two
birds, therefore, notwithstanding their names are the samp
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differ not only in size and markings, but also in native climate.

Hence the absurdity of those who would persuade us that

the woodcock of America crosses the Atlantic to Europe, and

vice versa. These observations have been thought necessary,

from the respectability of some of our own writers, who seem

to have adopted this opinion.

How far to the north our woodcock is found, I am unable

to say. It is not mentioned as a bird of Hudson's Bay, and.

being altogether unknown iti the northern parts of Europe, it

is very probable that its migrations do not extend to a very

high latitude ; for it may be laid down as a general rule, that

those birds which migrate to the arctic regions, in either

continent, are very often common to both. The head of the

woodcock is of singular conformation, large, somewhat trian-

gular, and the eye fixed at a remarkable distance from the bill,

and high in the head. This construction was necessary to

give a greater range of vision, and to secure the eye from

injury while the owner is seaiching in the mire. The flight

of the woodcock is slow. When flushed at any time in the

woods, he rises to the height of the bushes or underwood, and

almost instantly drops behind them again at a short distance,

generally running off for several yards as soon as he touches

the ground. The notion that there are two species of wood-

cock in this country probably originated from the great dif-

ference of size between the male and female, the latter being

considerably the larger.

The male woodcock is ten inches and a half long, and six-

teen inches in extent ; bill, a brownish flesh colour, black

towards the tip, the upper mandible ending in a slight knob,

that projects about one-tenth of an inch beyond the lower,*

each grooved, and in length somewhat more than two inches

* Mr Pennant (Arctic Zoology, p. 463), in describing the American
woodcock, says that the lower mandible is much shorter than the upper.

From the appearance of his figure, it is evident that the specimen from
which that and his description were taken had lost nearly half an inch

from the lower mandible, probably broken off by accident. Turtou
and others have repeated this mistake.
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and a l,a
;
foreliead. hne over the eye. and whole lower

parts, reddish tawny
; sides of the neck, inclining to ash

;between the eye and bill, a slight streak of dark brown
crown, from the forepart of the eye backwards, black, crossed
by three narrow bands of brownish white; cheeks, marked
with a bar of black, variegated with light brown

; edges of
the back and of the scapulars, pale bluish white ; back and
scapulars, deep black, each feather tipt or marbled with liHit
brown and bright ferruginous, with numerous fine zigza^ lines
of black crossing the lighter parts

; quills, plain dusky kown
;tail, black, each feather marked along the outer edge with

small spots of pale brown, and ending in narrow tips, oi a pale
drab colour above, and silvery white below ; lining of thewmg, bright rust

;
legs and feet, a pale reddish flesh colour

;

eye, very full and black, seated high and very far back in the
heacl

;
weight, five ounces and a half, sometimes six

The female is twelve inches long, and eighteen in extent •

weighs eight ounces
;
and differs also in having the bill ver

J

near three inches in length : the blacken the back is not quite

with dusk
'''^'' ""'^'' ^^'' '''"°' ^'^ '^'^'^^'^ ^^"-^^

The young woodcocks of a week or ten days old are
covered with down of a brownish white colour, and are marked
trom the bill along the crown to the hind head with a broad
stnpe of deep brown

; another line of the same passes throuc^h
he eyes to the hmdhead, curving under the eye; from theback to the rudiments of the tail, runs another of the same

tint, and also on the sides under the wings; the throat and
breast are considerably tinged with rufous

; and the quills at
this age are just bursting from their light blue sheaths and
appear marbled as in the old birds

; the legs and bill are of a
pale purplish ash colour, the latter about an inch Ion- When
taken they utter a long, clear, but feeble peep, not louder
han that of a mouse. They are far inferior to young par-
tridges m running and skulking; and. should the Female
unfortunately be killed, may easily be taken on the spot
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BUFFED GROUSE. {Telrao nmbellua)

PLATE XLIX.

Arct. Zool. p. 301, No. 179.—Ruffed Heathoock or Grouse, Edio. 248.— La Gelinote

Hupp6o de Pennsylvanie, Briss. i. 214, PI. enl. lOi.—Jiuff. ii. 2S1.— Phil.
Trans. 62, 393.— Juri. Syst. i54.—Peak's Museum, No. 4702.

BONASIA UMBELLUS.—HovAPAiiTE.*

Tetrao umbellus, Temm. Pig. et Oall. Ind. p. 704. —Tetrao hiirpocal, Temm. Pig,

et Oall. iii. p. 161.—Bonasia umbellus, Steph. Cont. Sh. Zool. xi. p. 300.

—

Bonasia umbellus, Bonap. Synop. p. 126.—The Kuifed Grouse, Aud. Orn.

Bioij. i. p. 211, pi. 41, male and female.

This is the partridge of the eastern States, and the plieasant

of Pennsylvania and the southern districts. It is repre-

sented in the plate of its full size, and was faithfully copied

from a perfect and very beautiful specimen.

This elegant species is well known in almost every quarter

of the United States, and appears to inhabit a very extensive

range of country. It is common at Moose Fort, on Hudson's

Bay, in lat. 51° ; is frequent in the upper parts of Georgia

;

very abundant in Kentucky and the Indiana territory ; and

was found by Captains Lewis and Clarke in crossing the great

range of mountains that divide the waters of the Columbia and

Missouri, more than three thousand miles, by their measure-

ment, from the mouth of the latter. Its favourite places of

resort are high mountains, covered with the balsam pine,

hemlock, and such like evergreens. Unlike the pinnated

grouse, it always prefers the woods ; is seldom or never found

in open plains ; but loves the pine-sheltered declivities of

mountains near streams of water. This great difference of

disposition in two species, whose food seems to be nearly the

same, is very extraordinary. In those open plains called the

Barrens of Kentucky, the pinnated grouse was seen in great

numbers, but none of the ruffed ; while in the high groves

* Bonasia is a sub-genus, formed by the Prince of Musignano for the

reception of this bird. The distinctions are, the unplumed tarsi and

toes, contrasted with Tetrao, where the former are thickly clothed.

—

Ed.
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with which that singular tract of country is intersperfled, tho
latter, or pheasant, was frequently met with ; but uot a single
individual of the former.

Tho native haunts of the pheasant being a cold, high,
mountainous, and woody country, it is natural to exi)ect that,'

as we descend from thence to the sea-shores, and the low, fiat,

and warm climate of tho southern States, these birds should
become more rare; and such indeed is the case. In the lower
parts of Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, they are very seldom
observed

;
but as w, advance itdand to the mountains, they

again make their appearance. In the lower parts of New
Jersey, we indeed occasionally meet with them ; but this is

owing to the more northerly situation of the country; for even
here ihey are far less numerous than among the mountains.
Dr Turton, and several other English writers, have si)oken

of a long-tailed grouse, said to inhabit the back parts of
Virginia, which can be no other than the present species ; there
being, as far as I am acquainted, only these two, the rulfed
and pinnated grouse, found native within the United States.
The manners of the pheasant are solitary

; they are seldom
found in coveys of more than four or five together, and more
usually in pairs, or singly. They leave their sequestered
haunts in the woods early in the morning, and seek the path
or road, to pick up gravel, and glean among the droppings of
the horses. In travelling among the mountains that bound
the Susquehanna, I was always able to furnish myself with
an abundant supply of these birds every morning without
leaving the path. If the weather be foggy or lowering, they
are sure to be seen in such situations. They generally move
along with great stateliness, their broad fanlike tail spread
out in the manner exhibited in the drawing. The drumming
as it is usually called, of the pheasant, is auother singularitv
of this species. This is performed by the male alone iu
walking through solitary woods frequented by these birds
a stranger is surprised by suddenly hearing a kind of thump-
ing very similai to that produced by striking two full-blown
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ox-bljulders togetlier, but much louder ; the strokes nt fiiHt

are slow nnd distinct ; but gradually increafie in rapidity, till

they run into each other, resembling the rumbling sound of

very distant thunder, dying away gradually on the ear. After
n few minutes' pause, this is again r< peatcd, and, in a calm
day, may be heard nearly half a mile off. This drumming is

most common in sprirjg, and is the call of the cock to his

favourite female. It is produced in the following manner :

—

The bird, standing on an old prostrate log, generally in a
retired and nheltered situation, lowers his wings, erects his

expn.ided tail, contracts his throat, elevates the two tufts of

feathers on the neck, and inflates his whole body, something
in the maimer of the turkey cock, strutting and wheeling about
'.vith great stateliness. After a few manoeuvres of this kind,

he begins to strike with his stiffened wings in short p id quick
strokes, which become more and more rapid until they run
into each other, as has been already descril)ed. This is most
common in the morning and evening, though I have heard

them drumming at all hours of the day. By means of this,

the gunner is led to the place of his retreat ; though, to those

unacquainted with the sound, there is great deception in the

supposed distance, it generally appearing to be much nearer

than it really is.*

* Mr Audubon confirms the correctness of Wilson's comparison of

the drumming noise produced by this bird. He mentions having often

called them within shot by imitating the sound, which he accomplished
"by beating a large inflated bullock's bladder with a stick, keeping up
as much as possible the same timi as that in which the bird beats. At
the sound produced by the bladder and the stick, the male grouse,

inflamed with jealousy, has flown directly towards me, when, being
prepared, I have easily shot it. An equally successful stratagem is

employed to decoy the males of our little partridge, by imitating the
call-note of the female during spring and summer ; but in no instance,

ifter repeated trials, have I been able to entice the pinnated grouse to

come towards me whilst imitating the booming sounds of that bird."

Most game are very easily called by those expert at imitating sounds.

Grouse are often called by poachers, and partridges may be brought
near by a quill and horse-hair. Many of the Tringce and Totani are easily

whistled.

—

Ed.
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The pheasant begins to pair in April, and builds its nest
early m May. This is placed on the ground, at the root of a
bush, old log, or other sheltered an.-" solitary situation, well
surrounded with withered leaves, u nlike that of the quail,
It is open above, and is usually composed of dry leaves and
grass. The eggs are from nine to fifteen in number, of a
brownish white, without fu.y spots, and nearly as large as those
of a pullet. The young leave the nest as soon as hatched, and
are directed by the chick of the mother, very much in the
manner of the common hen. On being surprised, she exhibits
all the distress and affectionate manoeuvres of the quail, and
of most other birds, to lead you away from the spot. I'once

^
started a hen pheasant with a single young one, seemingly
only a few days old

: there might have been more, but I
observed only this one. The mother fluttered before me for
a moment

;
but, suddenly darting towards the youno- one

seized it in her bill, and flew off along the surface tln-oucrh'
the woods, with great steadiness and rapidity, till she was
beyond my sight, leaving me in great surprise at the incident
I made a very close and active search around the spot for the
rest, but without success. Here was a striking instance of
something more than what is termed blind instinct in this
remarkable deviation from her usual manoeuvres when she
has a numerous brood. It would have been impossible for
me to have injured this affectionate mother, who had exhibited
such an example of presence of mind, reason, and sound judo-
inent, as must have convinced the most bigoted advocates of
mere instmct. To carry off a whole brood in this manner at
once would have been impossible, and to attempt to save one
at the expense of the rest would be unnatural. She therefore
usually takes the only possible mode of saving them in that
case, by decoying the person in pursuit of herself, by such a
natural imitation of lameness as to impose on most people
But here in the case of a single solitary young one, she in-
stanly altered her plan, and adopted the most simple and
eflectual means for its preservation.
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The pheasant generally springs within a few yards, with a
loud whirring noise,* and flies with great vigour through the

' * Mr Audubon has the following observations on the flight and
whirring noise produced during it :—" When this bird rises from the
ground, at a time when pursued by an enemy or tracked by a dog, it

produces a loud whirring sound, resembling that of the whole tribe,

excepting the blackcock of Europe, which has less of it than any other
species. This whirring sound is never heard when the grouse rises of
its own accord for the purpose of removing from one place to another

;

nor, in similar circumstances, is it commonly produced by our little

partridge. In fact, I do not believe that it is emitted by any species of
grouse, unless when surprised and forced to rise. I have often been
lying on the ground in the woods or the fields for hours at a time, for

the express purpose of observing the movements and habits of diff"erent

birds, and have frequently seen a partridge or a grouse rise on win"
from within a few yards of the spot in which I lay, unobserved by them,
as gently and softly as any other bird, and without producing any
whirring sound. Nor even when this grouse ascends to the top of a
tree does it make any greater noise than other birds of the same size

would do."

The structure of the wings among all ih€Tetraonidm and Phasianidm
is such as to preclude the possibility of an entirely noiseless flight when
the members are actively used ; but I have no doubt that it can be,

and is sometimes, increased. When any kind of game is suddenly
sprung or alarmed, the wings are made use of with more violence than
when the flight is fairly commenced, or a rise to the branch of a tree is

only contemplated. I have heard it produced by all our British game
to a certain extent, when flying over me perfectly unalanned. The
noise is certainly produced by the rapid action of the wings, and I

believe the birds cannot exert that with a totally noiseless flight.

Sounds at variance from that occasioned by ordinary flight are produced
by many birds, particularly during the breeding season, when different

motions are employed ; and it appears to me to be rather a consequence
depending on the peculiar flight, than the flight employed to produce
the sound as a love or other call. Such is the booming noise produced
by snipes in spring, always accompanied by the almost imperceptible
motion of the wings in the very rapid descent of the bird. A somewhat
similar sound is produced by the lapwing when flying near her nest or

young, and is always heard during a rapid flight performed diagonally
downwards. The cock pheasant produces a loud whirr by a violent
motion of his wings after calling. A very peculiar rustling is heard
when the peacock raises his train, and the cause, a rapid, trembling
motion of the feathers, is easily perceived ; and the strut of the turkey

••-ui
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woods, beyond reach of view, before it alights. With a good
dog, however, they are easily found; and at some times
exhibit a singular degree of infatuation, by looking down
from the branches where they sit on the dog below, who, the

more noise he keeps up, seems the more to confuse and stupify

thera, so that they may be shot down, one by one, till the
whole are killed, without attempting to fly off. In such cases,

those on the lower limbs must be taken first ; for, should the
upper ones be first killed, in their fall they alarm those below,
who immediately fly off. In <1eep snows they are usually
taken in traps, commonly dead traps, snppoited by a figure

4 trigger. At this season, when s'.uldenly alarmed, they
frequently dive into the snow, paihcularly when it has newly
/alien, and coming out at a considerable distance, again take
wing. They are pretty hard to kill, and will often carry off

a large load to the distance of two hundred yards, and drop
down dead. Sometimes, in the depth of winter, they approach
the favmhouse, and lurk near the bnrn or about the garden.
They have also been often taken young, and tamed, so as to

associate with the fowls
; and their eggs have frequently been

hatched under the common hen ; but these rarely survive

until full grown. They are exceedingly fond of the seeds of

cock is produced apparently by the rapid exertion of the muscles acting
on the roots of the quills.

Under this species may be mentioned the T. Sahinii of Douglas. It
is so very closely allied, that Dr Richardson remarks, " After a careful
comparison of Mr Douglas's T. Sahinii, deposited in the Edinburgh
Museum, they appeared to me to differ in no respect from the young of
T, mnbcllus."

The characters of T. Sahinii, given by Mr Douglas, are—Rufus, nigro
notatus

;
dorse maculis cordiformibus, nucha ali.sque lineis ferrugineo-

flovis
;
abdomine albo brunneo fasciato ; rectricibus fasciatis, '^fascia

pubapicali lata nigra.

Mr Douglas thinks that there is some difference between the specimens
of T. umhellus killed on the Rocky Mountains and more northern parts,
from those in +he States of New York and Pennsylvania, and proposes^
if they should be hereafter found distinct, that it should stand as T.
umhclloides.—Ed,
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grapes
;

occasionally eat ants, chestnuts, blackberries, and
various vegetables. Formerly they were numerous in the
immediate vicinity of Philadelphia

; but as the woods were
cleared and population increased, they retreated to the interior.
At present there are very few to be found within several

miles of the city, and those only singly, in the most solitary
and retired woody recesses.

The pheasant is in best order for the table in September
and October. At this season they feed chiefly on whortle-
berries, and the little red aromatic partridge-berries

; the last
of which give their flesh a peculiar delicate flavour. With
the former our mountains are literally covered from August
to November, and these constitute, at that season, the greater
part of their food. During the deep snows of winter, they
have recourse to the buds of alder and the tender buds of the
laurel. I have frequently found their crops distended with a
large handful of these latter alone ; and it has been confidently
asserted, that, after having fed for some time on the laurel
buds, their flesh becomes highly dangerous to eat of, partaking
of the poisonous qualities of the plant. The same has been
asserted of the flesh of the deer, when, in severe weather and
deep snows, they subsist on the leaves and bark of the laurel.
Though I have myself ate freely of the flesh of the pheasant]
after emptying it of large quantities of laurel buds, without
experiencing any bad consequences, yet, from the respec-
tability of those, some of them eminent physicians, who have
particularised cases in which it has proved deleterious, and
even fatal, I am inclined to believe that, in certain cases,
where this kind of food has been long continued, and the birds
allowed to remain undrawn for several days, until the contents
of the crop and stomach have had time to diffuse themselves
through the flesh, as is too often the case, it may be unwhole-
some, and even dangerous. Great numbers of these birds are
brought to our markets at all times during fall and winter,
some of which are brought from a distance of more than a
hundred miles, and have been probably dead a week or two,

' '\IA
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unpicked and undrawn, before they are purchased for the table.

Eegulations prohibiting them from being brought to market

unless picked and drawn would very probably be a sufficient

security from all danger. At these inclement seasons, however,

they are generally lean and dry; and, indeed, at all times

their flesh is far inferior to that of the pinnated grouse. They

are usually sold in Philadelphia market at from three-quarters

of a dollar to a dollar and a quarter a pair, and sometimes

higher.

The pheasant, or partridge, of New England, is eighteen

inches long, and twenty-three inches in extent ; bill, a horn

colour, paler below; eye, reddish hazel, immediately above

which is a small spot of bare skin of a scarlet colour ; crested

;

head and neck, variegated with black, red brown, white, and

pale brown ; sides of the neck furnished with a tuft of large

black feathers, twenty-nine or thirty in number, which it

occasionally raises ; this tuft covers a large space of the neck

destitute of feathers ; body above, a bright rust colour, marked

with oval spots of yellowish white, and sprinkled with black ;

wings, plain olive brown, exteriorly edged with white, spotted

with olive ; the tail is rounded, extends five inches beyond

the tips of the wings, is of a bright reddish brown, beautifully

marked with numerous waving transverse bars of black, is also

crossed by a broad band of black, within half an inch of the

tip, which is bluish white, thickly sprinkled and specked with

black ; body below, white, marked with large blotches of pale

brown ; tlie legs are covered half way to the feet with hairy

down of a brownish white colour ; legs and feet, pale ash
;

toes, pectinated along the sides ; the two exterior ones joined

at the base, as far as the first joint, by a membrane ; vent,

yellowish rust colour.

The female and young birds differ in having the ruff" or

tufts of feathers on the neck of a dark brown colour, as well

as the bar of black on the tail inclining much to the same

tint.

f:
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GliEAT HORNED OWL. {Strix Virgimana.)

PLATE L.-FIG. 1.

Arct. Zool. p. 228, No. \U.-Edw. m.-Lath. i. Il9.-Turt. Syat. p. 1G6.-
Peale's Museum, No. 410.

BUBO VIRGINIANA.-CmiKVi.'-
Le Grand Hibou d'Amerique, Cuv. Rec,. Anim. i. p. 329. -Strix Vir-iniana

Bmiap. Synoip. p. 37.-The Great Horned Owl, Aud. Orn. Bioa. i%. 313
pi. 61, male and female.-Strix (Bubo) Virginiana, North. Zool. 'ii. p. 82.

The figure of this bird, as well as of those represented in the
same plate, is reduced to one half its natural dimensions.

* Cuvier uses the title Bubo to distinguish those species whicli, as in
the genus Otus, have the tarsi feathered, and are furnished Avith e<>ret8
but have the disk surrounding the face less distinctly marked, and\ave
a small external conch. He assumes as the type the eac^le owl of
Europe, but places the Virginian species in his genus Ijtus, with
the small long-eared owl of Britain : the latter has the disk very dis-
tinct, and the ears large, the characters of Otus; but the American bird
IS in every way a true Bubo, as defined by the great French naturalist
It IS a genus of very extensive geographical distribution

; individuals
exist in almost every latitude, and in the four quarters of the world
Their abodes are the deep and interminable forests, their habits
nocturnal, though they are not so much annoyed or stupified if dis-
turbed in the day, and much more diihcult to approach, earnestly
watching their pursuer.

An eagle owl in my possession remains quiet during the day, unless
he is shown some prey, when he becomes eager to possess it, and when
It IS put within his reach, at once clutches it, and retires to a corner to
devour It at leisure. During night he is extremely active, and sometimes
keeps up an incessant bark. It is so similar to that of a cuv or terrier
as to annoy a large Labrador house-dog, who expressed his dissatisfac-
tion by replying to him, and disturbing the inmates nightly. I at first
mistook the cry also for that of a dog, and, without any recollection of
the owl, sallied forth to destroy this disturber of our repose ; and it was
not until tracing the sound to the cage, that I became satisfied of the
author of the annoyance. I have remarked that he barks more inces-
santly during a clear winter night than at any other time, and the thin
air at that season makes the cry very distinctly heard to a considerable
distance. This bird also shows a great antipathy to dogs, aud will per-
ceive one at a considerable distance, nor is it possible to distract his

! 1 ,r
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By the same f?cale the greater part of the hawks and owls of

the present volume are drawn, their real magnitude render-

ing this unavoidable.

attention so long as the animal remains in sight. When first perceived,

the feathers are raised and the wings lowered as when feeding, and the

head moved round, following the object while in sight : if food is thrown,

it will be struck with the foot and held, but no further attention paid

to it.

The Virginian owl seems to be very extensively distributed over

America, is tolerably common over every part of the continent, and Mr
Swainson has seen specimens from the tableland of Mexico. The
southern specimens present only a brighter colouring in the rufous parts

of the plumage.

According to all authorities, owls have been regarded as objects of

sitperstition ; and this has sometimes been taken advantage of by the

well-informed for purposes far from what ought to be the duty of a
better education to inculcate. None are more accessible to such super-

stitions than the primitive natives of Ireland and the north of Scotland.

Dr Eichardson thus relates an instance, which came to his own know-
ledge, of the consequences arising from a visit of this nocturnal wanderer.

"A party of Scottish Highlanders, in the jervice of the Hudson's

Bay Company, happened, in a winter journey, to encamp after nightfall

in a dense clump of trees, whose dark top& and lofty stems, the growth
of more than one century, gave a solenmity to the scene that strongly

tended to excite the superstitious feelings of the Highlanders. The
effect was heightened by the discovery of a tomb, which, with a natural

taste often exhibited by the Indians, had been placed in this secluded

spot. Our travellers having finished their supper, were trimming their

fire preparatory to retiring to rest, when the slow and dismal notes of

the horned owl fell on the ear with a startling nearness. None of them
being acquainted with the sound, they at once concluded that so

unearthly a voice must be the moaning of the spirit of the departed,

whose repose they supposed they had disturbed by inadvertently

making a fire of some of the wood of which his tomb had been con-

structed. They passed a tedious night of fear, and, with the first dawn
of day, hastily quitted the ill-omened spot."

In India there is a large owl, known by the native name of Googoo,

or Ooloo, which, according to some interesting notices, accompanying a
large box of birds sent to Mr Selby from the vicinity of Hyderabad, is

held as an object of both fear and veneration. " If an Ooloo should
alight on the house of a Hindoo, he would leave it immediately, take

the thatch off, and put fresh on. The eyes and brain are considered an
infallible cure for fits in children, and both are often given to women
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This noted and formidable owl is found in almost every
quarter of the United States. His favourite residence, how-

in labour. The fiesh, bones, &c., boiled down to a jelly, are used to
cure spasms or rheuumtism. Some of the fat, given to a child newly
born, averts misfortune from him for life." Independent of these, says
our correspondent, " there are innumerable superstitions regarding this
bird, and a native will always kill one when he has an opportunity.
We must mention here a very beautiful sijecies, which is certainly

first accurately described in tlie second volume of the "Northern
Zoology," though Wilson appears to have had some informal m regard-
ing a large white owl ; and i)r Richardson is of opinion thai the %nx
Scandiaca of Linnceus, if not actually the species, at least resembles it.
It IS characterised and figured by the northern travellers under the
name of Bubo Arctica, arctic or white-horned owl ; and we add the
greater part of their description.

" This very beautiful owl appears to be rare, only one specimen
having been seen by the members of the expedition. It was observed
flying, at mid-day, in the immediate vicinity of Carlton House, and
was brought down with an arrow by an Indian boy. I obtained no
information respecting its habits.

" The facial disk is very imperfect ; the ears, small, and without an
operculum, as in Strix Virginiana; the ear-feathers, ample ; but the
disk even smaller than in the last-mentioned bird, and the tarsi some-
what longer. The toes are similarly connected. The tail is of mode-
rate length, and considerably rounded. The bill is strong, and rather
short.

" Description.—Colom of the bill and claws, bluish black. Irides,
yellow. The face is white, bounded posteriorly by blackish brown'
succeeded by white, which two latter colours are continued in a mixed
band across the throat. Egrets, coloured at the base, like the adjoining
plumage

; the longer feathers tipped with blackish brown, their inner
webs, white, varied with wood brown. The whole dorsal aspect is
marked with undulated lines, or fine bars, of umber brown, alternating
with white

; the markings bearing some resemblance to those of the
Virginian owl, but being much more lively and handsome. On the
greater wing-coverts, on the inner half of the scapularies, and also
partially on the neck and lesser wing-coverts, the white is tinged or
replaced by pale wood brown. The primaries and secondaries are wood
brown, with a considerable portion of white along the margins of their
inner webs. They are crossed by from five to six distant umber brown
bars on both webs, the intervening spaces being finely speckled with
the same. Near the tips of the primaries, the fine sprinkling of the
dark colour nearly obscures the wood brown. On the tertiaries, the
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ever, is in tlie dark solitudes of deep swamps, covered with a
growth of gigantic timber ; and here, as soon as evening draws

wood brown is mostly replaced by white. The tail-feathers are white,
deeply tinned on their inner webs by wood brown, and crossed by six
bars of umber brown, about half as broad as the intervening spaces

;

their tips are white.

" Under aur/ace.-Chin, white. Throat, crossed by the band above
mentioned, behind which there is a large space of pure snow white, that
18 bounded on the brea.st by blotches of liver brown, situated on the
tips of the feathers. The belly and long plumage of the flanks are
white, crossed by narrow, regular bars of dark brown. The vent-
feathers, under tail-coverts, thighs, and feet, are pure white. The
linings of the wings are also white, with the exception of a brown spot
on the tips of the greater interior coverts."

, Audubon has the following remarks on their incubation, which are
somewhat at variance with Wilson. It would also appear that this bird
makes love -luring the day :

"Early in February, the great horned owls are seen to pair The
cnrious evolutions of the male in the air, or his motions when he has
alighted near his beloved, it is impossible to describe. His bowings
and the snappings of his bill, are extremely ludicrous ; and no sooner
13 the female assured that the attentions paid her by the beau are the
result of a sincere affection, than she joins in the motions of her future
mate.

" The nest which is very bulky, is usually fixed on a large horizontal
branch not for from the trunk of the tree. It is composed externally
of crooked sticks, and is lined with coarse grasses and some feathers,
llie whole measures nearly three feet in diameter. The e^rgs which
are from three to six, are almost globular in form, and of a dull white
colour. The male assists the female in sitting on the eggs. Only one
brood IS raised m the season. The young remain in the nest until fully
fledged, and afterwards follow the parents for a considerable time utter-
ing a mournful sound, to induce them to supply them with food
They acquire the full plumage of the old birds in the first sprinc> and
until then are considerably lighter, with more dull buff in their"tints
I have found nests belonging to this species in large hollows of decayed
trees, and twice in the fissures of rocks. In all these cases, little pre-
paration had been made previous to the laying of the eggs, as I found
only a few grasses and feathers placed under them.

" The great horned owl lives retired, and it is seldom that more than
one is found in the neiglibourhood of a farm after the breeding season •

but as almost every detached farm is visited by one of these dangerous
and powerful marauders, it may be said to be abundant. The havoc
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on, and mankind retire to rest, he sends forth such sounds as
seem scarcely to helong to this world, startling the solitary
pilgrim as ho slumbers by his forest fire-

Making night hideous.

Along the mountainous shoi-es of the Ohio, and amidst the
deep forests of Indiana, alone, and reposing in the woods, this
giiostly watchman has frequently warned me of the approach
of morning, and amused me with his singular exclamations,
sometimes sweeping down and around my fire, uttering a loud
and sudden Waugli ! Waugli f sufficient to have alarmed
a whole garrison. He has other nocturnal solos, no less

melodious, one of which very strikingly resembles the half-

suppressed screams of a person suffocating or throttled, and
cannot fail of being exceedingly entertaining to a lonely be-
nighted traveller, in the midst of an Indian wilderness !

This species inhabits the country round Hudson's Bay ; and,
according to Pennant, who considers it a mere variety of the
eagle owl (Strix bubo) of Europe, is found in Kamtschatka

;

extends even to the arctic regions, where it is often found
white, and occurs as low as Astiakan. It has also been seen
white in the United States, but this has doubtless been owing
to disease or natural defect, and not to climate. It preys on

which it commits is very great. I have known a plantation almost
stripped of the whole of the poultry raised upon it during spring by-
one of these daring foes of the feathered race in the course of the
ensuing winter.

" This specip- is very powerful, and equally spirited. It attacks wild
turkeys when half grown, and often masters them. Mallards, guinea-
fowls, and common barn fowls prove an easy prey ; and on seizing
them, it carries them off in its talons from the farmyards to the interior
of the woods. When wounded, it exhibits a revengeful tenacity of
spirit, scarcely surpassed by any of the noblest of the eagle tribe, dis-
daining to scramble away like the barred ov\ but facing its enemy
with undaunted courage, protruding its powerful talons and snapping
its bill as long as he continues in its presence. On these occasions, its

large goggle eyes are seen to open and close in quick succession, and the
feathers of its body, being raised, swell out its apparent bulk to nearly
double the natural size."

—

Ed.
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younf? rabbits, squirrels, rats, mice, partridges, ami firnall birds
of various kinds. It lias been often known to prowl about the
farinliousc, and carry off chickens fioni roost. A very larj^'e

one, wing-broken while on a foraging excursion of this kind,
was kept about the house for neveral days, and at length
disappeared, no one knew how. Almost every day after this,

hens and chickens also disappeared, one by one, in an unac-
countable manner, till, in eight or ten days, very few were
left remaining. The fox, the minx, and weasel were alter-
nately the reputed authors of this mischief, until one morning,
the old lady herself, rising before day to bake, in passing
towards the oven, surprised her late prisoner, the owl, regaling
himself on the body of a newly-killed hen I The thief'inJtantly
mftde for his hole under the house, froin whence the enraged
matron soon dislodged him with the brush handle, and without
mercy despatched him. In this snug retreat were found the
greater part of the ftjathers, and many large fragments, of her
whole family of chickens.

There is something in the character of the owl so recluse,
solitary, and mysterious, something so discordant in the tones
of its voice, heard only amid the silence and gloom of night,
and in the most lonely and sequestered situations, as to irave'

strongly impressed the minds of mankind in general with
sensations of awe and abhorrence of the whole tribe. The
poets have indulged freely in this general prejudice ; and in
their descriptions and delineations of midnight storms and
gloomy scenes of nature, the owl is generally introduced to
heighten the horror of the picture. Ignorance and superstition,
in all ages and in all countries, listen to the voice of the owl,'
and even contemplate its physiognomy with feelings of disgust!
and a kind of fearful awe. The priests or conjurors among
some of our Indian nations have taken advantage of the
reverential horror for this bird, and have adopted °the great
Im-ned oivl, the subject of the present account, as the symbol
or emblem of their office. "Among the Creeks," says Mr
Bartram, in his Travels, p. 504, " the junior priests or students

J
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constantly wear a white mantle, and have a great owl skin

cased and stufFed very ingenioiiHly, so well executed as ahnoHt
to appear like the living hird, having largo sparkling glass

beads or buttons fixed in the bead for eyes. This insignia

of wisdom arid divination they wear sometimes as a crest on
the to[) of the head, at other times the image sits on the arm,
or is borne on the hand. Tlieso bachelors are also distinguished

from the other people by their taciturnity, grave and solemn

countenance, dignified step, and singing to themselves songs

or hymns in a low, sweet voice, as they stroll about the town.

Nothing is a more effectual cure for superstition than a

knowledge of the general laws and productions of nature, nor

more forcibly leads our reflections to the first, great, self-

existent Cause of all, to whom our reverential awe is then

humbly devoted, and not to any of His dependent creatures.

With all the gloomy habits and ungracious tones ot the owl,

there is nothing in this bird supernatural or mysterious, or

more than that of a simple bird of prey, formed for feeding by
night, like many other animals, and of reposing by day. The
harshness of its voice, occasioned by the width and capacity of

its throat, may be intended by Heaven as an alarm and warning

to the birds and animals on which it preys to secure themselves

from danger. The voices of all carnivorous birds and animals

are also observed to be harsh and hideous, probably for this

very purpose.

The great horned owl is not migratory, but remains with

us the whole year. During the day he slumbeis in the thick

evergreens of deep swamps, or seeks shelter in large hollow

trees. He is very rarely seen abroad by day, and never but

when disturbed. In the month of May they usually begin to

build. The nest is generally placed in the fork of a tall tree,

and is constructed of sticks piled in considerable quantities,

lined with dry leaves and a few feathers. Sometimes they

choose a hollow tree ; and in that case carry in but few mate-

rials. The female lays four eggs, nearly as large as those of

a hen, almost globular, and of a pure white. In one of these
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nests, after the young had flown, were found the heads and
bones of two chickens, the legs and head of the golden-winged
woodpecker, and part of the wings and feathers of several
other birds. It is generally conjectured that they hatch but
once in the season.

The length of the male of this species is twenty inches ; the
bill is large, black, and strong, covered at the base with a cere

;

the eyes, golden yellow
; the horns are three inches in length,

and very broad, consisting of twelve or fourteen feathers, their
webs black, broadly edged with bright tawny ; face, rusty,
bounded on each side by a band of black ; space between the
eyes and bill, whitish

; whole lower parts elegantly marked
with numerous transverse bars of dusky on a bright tawny
ground, thinly interspersed with white; vent, pale yellow
ochre, barred with narrow lines of brown ; legs and feet large,
and covered with feathers or hairy down of a pale brown
colour; claws, very large, blue black; tail, rounded, extending
about an inch beyond the tips of the wings, crossed with six
or seven narrow bars of brown, and variegated or maibled
'vith brown and tawny

; whole upper parts finely pencilled
with dusky, on a tawny and whitish ground ; chin, pure white,
under that a band of brown, succeeded by another narrow one
of white ; eyes, very lai-ge.

The female is full two feet in length, and has not the white
on the throat so pure. She has also less of the bright ferru-
ginous or tawny tint below ; but is principally distinguished
by her superior magnitude.
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WHITE OR BARN OWL. {Strix flammea.)

PLATE L.—Fig. 2.

Lath, i. 138.—^?-c<. Zool. p. 235, No. 124.—P/tt7. Trans, iii. 138.—L'Eflfraie,
ou la Fresaie, Buff. i. 366, pi. 26, PL enl. 440.—Bewick's Brit. Birds, i. p. 89.
—Common Owl, Turt. Syst. p. 170.—Peale's Museum, No. 486.

ULULA FLAMMEA.—CvviER.*

Strix flammea, Bonap. Synop. p. 38.

This owl, Ihongh so common in Europe, is much rarer in

this part of tlie United States than tlie preceding, and is only

* From the authority of most writers, this owl is common to hoth
continents. Temminck says those from America are exactly the same.
I liave not personally had an opportunity of comparing them.

In all true night-feeding birds, or those that require to steal upon their
prey unobserved, the general plumage is formed for a light, smooth,
and noiseless flight ; but the members are not adapted for great swiftness,

«jr for seizing their prey by quick and sudden evolutions. The form
is comparatively light, as far as the necessary requisites for sufficient

strength can be combined with it ; and the plumage being ample and
loose, assists by its buoyancy, and does not offer the same resistance to
the air as one of a stiff' and rigid texture. The wings, the great organs
of loconaotion, and which, in flight, produce the most noise, are rounded,
liaving the webs of the feathers very broad, calculated for a power-
ful and sustaining flight ; and the mechanism of the feathers at once
bespeaks an intention to destroy the sound produced by motion. In
all those birds which perform very swift and rapid flights—the falcons,

for instance, swifts, or swallows, many of the sea-fowl, the frigate bird
—the wings are very pointed (a contrariety of form to the Stricjidce),

with the plumules very closely united, and locked together, so as to

form almost a thin or solid slip. These produce more resistance, and
act as a strong propelling medium when vigorously used. In the owIp
the wings present a larger surface, but are not so capable of swift motion

;

and to prevent the noise which would necessarily be produced by the
violent percussion of so great an expanse, the webs are entirely detached
at the tips, and the plumules of the inner ones being drawn to a fine

point, thus offer a free passage to the air, and a gradual diminution of

resistance. As a further proof that this structure is so intended, we find

it to a much less extent in those species that feed occasionally during the
day, and we have also the narrowing and accumination of the wings,

denoting superior flight ; while, in some, there is a still greater digression

in the elongated tail.

—

Ed.
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found here (lining very severe winters. This may possibly be
owing to the want of those favourite recesses in this part of

the world which it so much affects in the eastern continent.
The multitudes of old ruined castles, towers, monasteries, and
cathedrals, that everywhere rise to view in those countries, are
the chosen haunts of this well-known species. Its savage cries

at night give, with vulgar minds, a cast of supernatural horror
to those venerable mouldering piles of antiquity. This species,
being common to both continents, doubtless extends to the
arctic regions. It also inhabits Tartary, where, according to
Pennant, "The Monguls and natives almost pay it divine
honours, because they attribute to this species the preservation
of, the founder of their empire, Ginghis Khan. That prince,
with his small army, happened to be surprised and put to
flight by his enemies, and forced to conceal himself in a little

coppice
;
an owl settled on the bush under which he was hid,

and induced his pursuers not to search there, as they thought
it impossible that any man could be concealed in a place where
that bird would perch. From thenceforth they held it to be
sacred, and every one wore a plume of the feathers of this
species on his head. To this day the Kalmucs continue the
custom on all great festivals; and some tribes have an idol in
form of an owl, to which they fasten the real legs of one." *

This species is rarely found in Pennsylvania in summer.
Of its place and manner of building, I am unable, from my
own observation, to speak. The bird itself has been several
times found in the hollow of a tree, and was once caught in a
barn in my neighbourhood. European writers inform us that
it makes no nest, but deposits its eggs in the holes of walls,
and lays five or six, of a whitish colour ; it is said to feed on
mice and small birds, which, like the most of its tribe, it

swallows whole, and afterwards emits the bones, feathers, and
other indigestible parts, at its mouth, in the form of small
round cukes, which are often found in the empty buildings it

frequents. During its repose it is said to make a blowintr
noise resembling the snoring of a man.f

°

* Arctic Zoology, p. 235. f Bewick, i. p. 90.
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It is distinguished in England by various names, tlie barn
owl, the church owl, gillihowlet and screech owl. In the
Lowlands of Scotland it is universally called the hoolet.

The white or barn owl is fourteen inches long, and upwards
of three feet six inches in extent ; bill, a whitish horn colour,

longer than is usual among its tribe ; space surrounding each
eye remarkably concave, the radiating feathers meeting in a
high projecting ridge, arching from the bill upwards; between
these lies a thick tuft of bright tawny feathers, that are scarcely

seen unless the ridges be separated ; face, white, surrounded
by a border of narrow, thick-set, velvety feathers, of a reddish
cream colour at the tip, pure silvery white below, and finely

shafted with black ; whole upper parts, a bright tawny yellow,

thickly sprinkled with whitish and pale purple, and beautifidly

interspersed with larger drops of white, each feather of the
back and wing-coverts ending in an oblong spot of white
bounded by black ; head, large, tumid ; sides of the neck, pale

yellow ochre, thinly sprinkled with small touches of dusky

;

primaries and secondaries the same, thinly barred, and thickly

sprinkled with dull purplish brown ; tail, two inches shorter

than the tips of the wings, even, or very slightly forked, pale

yellowish, crossed with five bars of brown, and thickly dotted

with the same; whole lower parts, pure white, thinly ii:ter-

spersed with small round spots of blackish ; thighs, the same
;

legs, long, thinly covered with short white down nearly to the

feet,- which are of a dirty white, and thickly warted
; toes,

thitdy clad with white hairs ; legs and feet large and clumsy
;

the ridge, or shoulder of the wing, is tinged with bright orange

brown. The aged bird is more white ; in some, the spots of

black on the breast are wanting, and the colour below a pale

yellow ; in others, a pure white.

The female measures fifteen inches and a half in length,

and three feet eight inches in extent ; is much darker above

;

the lower parts tinged with tawny, and marked also with

round spots of black. One of these was lately sent me, which

was shot on the border of the meadows below Philadelphia.
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Its stomach contained the manj^Ied carcasses of four lar^e

meadow mice, hair, hones, and all. The common practice of

most owls is, after hrenkin^ the hones, to swallow the mouse
entire; the hones, hair, and other indigestihle parts, are after-

wards discharged from the mouth in large roundish dry balls,

that are frequently met with in such places as these birds

usually haunt.

As the meadow mouse is so eagerly sought after by those

birds, and also by great numbers of hawks, which regularly,

at the connuencement of winter, resort to the meadows below
Philadel[)hia, and to the marshes along the sea-shore, for the

purpose of feeding on these little animals, some account of

them may not be improper in this place. Fig. 3 represents

the meadow mouse drawn by tlie same scale, viz., reduced to

one half its natm-al dimensions. This species appears not to

have been taken notice of by Turton in the latest edition

of his translation of Linnasus. From the nose to the insertion

of the tail, it measures four inches ; the tail is between three-

quarters and an inch long, hairy, and usually curves up-

wards
; the fore feet are short, five-toed, the inner toe very

short, but furnished with a claw; hind feet also five-toed
; the

ears are shorter than the fur, through which, though laro-e,

they are scarcely noticeable ; the nose is blunt ; the colour of

the back is dark brown, that of the belly, hoary ; the fur is

long, and extremely fine ; the hind feet are placed very far

back, and are also short ; the eyes exceeding small. This mis-

chievous creature is a great pest to the meadows, burrowing
in them in every direction ; but is particularly injurious to

the embankments raised along the river, perforating them in

numerous directions, and admitting the water, which afterwards

effects dangerous breaches, inundating large extents of these

low grounds,—and thus they become the instruments of their

own destruction. In their general figure they bear great

resemblance to the common musk rat, and, like them, swim
and dive well. They feed on the bulbous roots of plants, and
also on garlic, of which they are remarkably fond.

I
:
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Anollier favourite prey of most of our owls is the bat, one
species of which is represented at fig. 4, as it hung during the
day in the woods where I found it. This also appears to be a
nondescript. The length of this bat, from the nose to the tip
of the tail, is four inches ; the tail itself is as long as the body,
but generally curls up inwards

; the general colour is a bright
iron gray, the fur being of a reddish cream at bottom, then
strongly tinged with lake, and minutely tipt with white ; the
ears are scarcely half an inch long, with two slight valves

'; the
nostrils are somewhat tubular; fore teeth, in the ui)per'jaw
none, in the lower four, not reckoning the tusks ; tlie eyes are
very small black points ; the chin, upper part of the breast,
and head, are of a pale reddish cream colour ; the wings have
a single hook or claw each, and are so constructed that the
animal may hang either with its head or tail downward. I
have several times found two hanging fast locked together be-
hind a leaf, the hook of one fixed in the mouth of the other

;

the hind feet are furnished with five toes, sharp-clawed
; the

membrane of the wings is dusky, shafts, light brown ; extent,
twelve inches. In a cave, not far from Carlisle, in Pennsyl-
vania, I found a number of these bats in the depth of winter,
in very severe weather: they were lying on the projecting
shelves of the rocks, and when the brand of fire was held near
them, wrinkled up their mouths, showing their teeth ; when
held in the hand for a short time ; they became active, and,
after being carried into a stove room, flew about as lively as
ever.

SMALL-HEADED FLYCATCHER {Muscicapa minuki.)

PLATE L.-FiG. 5.

SYLVICOLA ? MINUTA.-3\B.l>WE.

Sylvia minuta, Bonap. Synop. p. 86.

This very rare species is the only one I have met with, and is

reduced to half its size, to correspond with the rest of the
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figures on the same plate. It was shot on the 24th of April,

in an orchard, and was remarkably active, running, climbing,

and darting about among the opening buds and blossoms with

extraordinary agility. From what quarter of the United
States or of North America it is a wanderer, I am unable
to determine, having never before met with an individual of

the species. Its notes and manner of breeding are also alike

unknown to me. This was a male : it measured five inches

long, and eight and a quarter in extent ; the upper parts were
(lull yellow olive ; the wings, dusky brown, edged with lighter

;

the greater and lesser coverts, tipt with white; the lower

parts, dirty white, stained with dull yellow, particularly on
the upper parts of the breast ; the tail, dusky brown, the two
exterior feathers, marked, like those of many others, with a
spot of white on the inner vanes ; head, remarkably small

;

bill, broad at the base, furnished with bristles, and notched
near the tip ; legs, dark brown ; feet, yellowish ; eye, dark
hazel.

Since writing the above, I have shot several individuals of

this species in various quarters of New Jersey, particulaily in

swamps: they all appear to be nearly alike in plumage.
Having found them there in June, there is no doubt of their

breeding in that State, and probably in such situations far to

the southward
;
for many of the southern summer birds that

rarely visit Pennsylvania are yet common to the swamps and
pine woods of New Jersey. Similarity of soil and situation,

of plants and trees, and consequently of fruits, seeds, and
insects, &c., are, doubtless, their inducements. The summer
red bird, great Carolina wren, pine-creepiug warbler, and
many others, are rarely seen in Pennsylvania, or to the

northward, though they are common in many parts of West
Jersey.
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HAWK OWL. {Strix Hudsonia)

PLATE L.-F10. 6.

Little Hawk Owl, Edw. Q2.-Lath. i. 142, No. 2a.-PW Trans 61 ^«^ tChat-huantde Canada, 5m,. i. ^IS.-Buff.i 391 ~aj!T'^ ,
' '^'"^^

de Siberie, PI. enl. m.-Arct. Zool. p 234^ m L^T^T''"'''
No. 500. ^ ' • ^^^-—Peale's Museum,

SURNIA FUNEREA.~Iivwmiu*
Strix (sub-genus Surnia) funerea, Bonap. Simov « S^J qtmV *

Man. i. p. m.-.mrtk. 2111^02
""'''''' ''"'''

This is another inhabitant of both continents, a kind of equi-
vocal speces or rather a connecting link between the hawkand owl tribes, resembling the latter in tlie feet, and in themdmtmg feathers round the eye and bill; but approachino-
nearer to the former m the smallness of its head, narrowness 0I
Its face, and in its length of tail. In short, it seems just'such
a figure as one would expect to see generated between a hawkand an owl of the same size, were it possible for them to
produce, and yet is as distinct, independent, and original a
species as any other The figure on the plate is reduced toone half the s.ze o life. It has also another strong trait of
the hawk tnbe,_in flying and preying by day, contrary to
the general hab. of owls. It is characterised as a bold and
active species, ollowmg the fowler, and carrying off his game
as soon as it is shot. It is said to prey on p^ridgefand
other birds

;
and ,s very common at Hudson's Bay, where it is

called by the Indians coparacoch.f We are also informed

* In this we have the true form of a diurnal owl Th^ i,., 1 •

parativel, «„,all
;
facial disk, ixnperfect ; th^t^^rdty"4:' 1^

I

brds of prey, and not operculated
; the wings and tail ire haJk1?he former, as Wilson observes, with the w^bs scarcely dtidedtth'tips. Fhes by day, and, according to Dr EicharSon nrla f-nter on ptarmigan, which it con^stantly atfendst thersfrint mfgxations northward, and is even so bold, on a bird beinTkil ed bv2

+ Edwards.

VOL. II.
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that thia some species inlmbits Denmark and Sweden, is fre-

quent in all Siberia, and on the west side of the Uralian chain

as far as Casan and the Volga ; but not in Russia * It was

also seen by the navigators near Sandwich Sound, in lat. 61

deg. north.

This species is very rare in Pennsylvania and the more
southern parts of the United States. Its favourite range seems

to be along the borders of the arctic regions, making occa-

sional excursions southwardly when compelled by severity of

weather, and consequent scarcity of food. I some time ago

received a drawing of this bird from the district of Maine,

where it was considered rare : that, and the specimen from

which the drawing in the plate was taken, which was shot in

the neighbourhood of Piiiladelphia, are tlie only two that have

come under my notice. These having lucidly happened to

be male and female, have enabled me to give a description

of both. Of their nest or manner of breeding we have

no account.

The male of this species is fifteen inches long; the bill,

orange yellow, and almost hid among the feathers
;
plumage

of the chin, curving up over the under mandible ; eyes, bright

orange ; head, small ; face, narrow, and with very little con-

cavity; cheeks, white; crown and hind head, dusky black,

thickly marked with round spots of white ; sides of the neck,

marked with a large curving streak of brown black, with

another a little behind it of a triangular form ; back, scapulars,

rump, and tail-coverts, brown olive, thickly speckled with

broad spots of white; the tail extends three inches be} end

the tips of the wings, is of a brown olive colour, and crossed

with six or seven narrow bars of white, rounded at the end,

and also tipt with white ; the breast and chin are marked with

a large spot of brown olive ; upper part of the breast, light

;

lower, and all the parts below, elegantly barred with dark

brown and white ; legs and feet, covered to and beyond the

claws with long whitish plumage, slightly yellow, and barred

* Pennant.

'
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The weight of
with fine lines of olive; claws, horn coloni
this bird wa twelve ounces.

The female is much darker above
; the quills are nearly

bltkillU,lwn
"^^'' ^^'^ '^*^' ^''"'"'^

'' ^^'^'^'''^ ""^"^ ^^'P

It is worihy of remark, that, in all owls that fly by ni-^ht
the extenor edges and sides of the wing-quills are slighti;
recurved, and end in fine hairs or points; by which means
the bird Ks enabled to pass through the air with the greatest
silence, a provision necessary for enabling it the better to
surprise Its prey. In the hawk owl now before us, which
flies by day, and to whom this contrivance would be of no
consequence, it is accordingly omitted, or at least is scarcely
observable. So judicious, so wise, and perfectly applicable
are all the dispositions of the Creator !

MARSH HAWK. {Faho uliginosus.)

PLATE LI.—Fro. 2.

Edw. iv. 29l.-Lath. i. 90.-Arct. Zool. p. 208. No. m.-Bartram, p. 290 -
Peale's Museum, No. 318.

emeus CYANEUS.-BEcmTEm*
Faico (8ub.genu8 Circus), Bonap. Synop. p. 33.-Buteo (Circus) cyaneus » var

Americanus. North. Zool. ii. p. 55.

A DRAWING of this hawk was transmitted to Mr Edwards
more than fifty years ago. by Mr William Bartram and
engraved m plate 291 of Edwaruct' " Ornithology." At that
time, and I believe till now, it has been considered as a species
peculiar to this country.

I have examined various individuals of this hawk both in
summer and in the depth of winter, and find them to corre-
spond so nearly with the ring-tail of Europe, that I have no
doubt of their being the same species.

This hawk is most numerous where there are extensive

* See note in Vol. III. accompanying description of the male.-ED.
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nioadows and salt marHhes, over wliich it sails very low,

making frequent circuitous sweeps over the same ground, in

searcli of a species of mouse, figured in plate 50, and very

abundant in such situations. It occasionally flaps the wings,

but is most commonly seen sailing about within a few feet of

the surface. They are usually known by the name of the mouse
hawk along the sea-coast of New Jersey, where they are very

common. Several were also brought me last winter from the

meadows below Philadelphia. Having never seen its nest, I

am unable to describe it from my own ob.servation. It is said

by European writers to build on the ground, or on low limbs
of trees. Mr Pennant observes that it sometimes changes to

a rust-coloured variety, except on the rump and tail. It is

found, as was to be expected, at Hudson's Bay, being native

in both this latitude and that of Britain. We are also informed
that it is common in the open and temperate parts of Eussia
and Siberia

; and extends as far as Lake Baikal, though it is

said not to be found in the north of Europe.*

The marsh hawk is twenty-one inches long, and three feet

eleven inches in extent ; cere and legs, yellow, the former
tinged with green, the latter long and slender ; nostril, large,

triangular ; this and the base of the bill thickly covered with
strong curving hairs, that rise from the space between the eye
and bill, arching over the base of the bill and cere ; this is a
j)articular characteristic ; bill, blue, black at the end ; eye,

daik hazel ; cartilage overhanging the eye, and also the eyelid,

bluish green
; spot under the eye, and line from the front over

it, brownish white ; head above and back, dark glossy chocolate

brown, the former slightly seamed with bright ferruginous

;

scapulars, spotted with the same under the surface; lesser

coverts and band of the wing, here and there edged with the

same
;
greater coverts and primaries, tipt with whitish

;
quills,

deep brown at the extreme half, some of the outer ones hoary

on the exterior edge ; all the primaries, yellowish white on
the inner vanes and upper half, also barred on the inner vanes

* Pallas, as quoted by Pennant.
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With black
;

tall, long, extending three inches beyond the
winga, routided at tlie end, and of a {)ale sorrel colour, crossed
by four broad bars of veiy dark brown, the two middle feathers
excepted, which are barred with deep and ligl.ter shades of
chocolate brown; chin, pale ferruginous; round the neck a
collar of bright rust colour ; breast, belly, and vent, pale rust,
shafted with brown

; femorals, long, tapering, and of the same
pale rust tint; legs, feathered near an inch below the knee
This was a female. The male differs chiefly in being rather
lighter and somewhat less.

This hawk is particularly serviceable to the rice-fields of
the southern States, by the havoc it makes among the clouds
of rice buntings that spread such devastation among that
grain in its early stage. As it sails low and swiftly over the
surface of the field, it keeps the flocks in perpetual fluctua-
tion, and greatly interrupts their depredations. The planters
consider one marsh hawk to be equal to several negroes for
alarming the rice-birds. Formerly the marsh hawk used
to be numerous along the Schuylkill and Delaware, durincr the
time the reeds were ripening, and the reed-birds abund^mt

;

but they have of late years become less numerous heie.
Mr Pennant considers the ''strong, thick, and short legs"

of this species as specific distinctions from the ring-tailed
hawk

;
the legs, however, are long and slender ; and a**marsh

hawk such as he has described, with strong, thick, and short
legs, IS nowhere to be found in the United States.

ii/fl
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SWALLOW-TAILED HAWK. {Fakofmeatus.)
I'LATE LI.-Fio. a

linn.Sytt. l2d.~Lath. i. 80. -Hirundo maxima l>eruvi.inaavl« pricdutoiiHoaloa-
nl.UH iimtruotu, /V«i7/<r, Ko//. iVru, toin. ii. -Xi.-Vate^b. i. 4.-L0 Milan do
la('arolino yM.«. i 418. Jh^tr. i. m.-Turt. Sy,t. U'J.-Arct. Zool. p. 210.
No. 108.~i'«a/e'« Museum, No. 142.

ELANUS FUliCATUS.-fiAVmyY.*
U Milan de Caroline. Cuv. Rrg. Anim. I ,,. 322.-ElanuH furcatuH. Bonap. Synrm.

p. .U. -NauoloruH furcatus, Viy. Xool. Journ. No. vii. p. •MT.-Lens Man
UOrmth. i. p. 101.-Tho Swallowtailed Hawk, AuU. pi. 72; Orn. mag. i.
|>. tiUo.

This very clegnnt species iuluibits tl.o southern districts of
the United States in summer ; is seldom seen us fur nortli us
Pennsylvania, but is very ubundunt in South Caroh"nu und

• The clmrnctors of the birds composing this genus are.-geneml
form ol less strength tluvn most of the Falconuhe ; bill, rather weak •

tooth, little seen
;

the tarsi, short, thick, reticulated, anu partly
eathercl m iront

; wings, greatly elongated
; timorous, and, like the

kites, excel 111 Ihght, circling in tho air. Mr Vigors has formed a genus.
Nauclerm of tins and a small African species, dividing them from
JiUmm, where they were placed by most prior ornithologists. In these
two birds the tail is forked to a great e.xtent, while in the others it
only commences to assume that form, and in one is altogether square
1 he claws, also are not circular underneath, as in the others, to whichMr Vigors would restrict Manus. The wings of the two birds how-
ever, show considerable dilierence

; the quills, in the American, being
abruptly emarginated. the third longest; in the African, the second is
longest, and only a slight emargination on the two first. Alto«ether
we are not (luite satisfied with the distinctions. I have for the present
retained i';/an«*', notwithstiuiding the ditterences that do exist between
some ol Its members.

According to Audubon, they feed chiefly on the wing ; and haviui:
pounced on any prey upon the ground, rise wiUi it, and devour it
while flying. " In calm and warm weather," he remarks, « they soar
to an immense height, pursuing the large insects called mosquito hawks
and perlonmng the most singular evolutions that can be conceived'
using their tail with an elegance peculiar to themselves" They thuashow a manner of feeding entirely dillerent from most birds of preywhich generally retire to some distance, and devour in quiet on the
ground. There are some partly insectivorous hawks-i^mi., for in.

^ i
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in-

aeoi-Kia, and still more so in West Florida, and tho extensive
prairies of Ohio and tho Indiana territory. I met with these
birds in tho early part of May at a place called Duck Creek,
in Tennessee, and found thorn sailing about in groat num-
bers near Uiiyo Manchac on tho Mississippi, twenty or thirty
being within view at the same tinie. At that season a species
of cicada, or locust, swarmed among tho woods, making a
deafening noise, and I could perceive these hawks frequently
snatcbing them from tho trees. A species of lizard, which is

very numerous in that quarter of the country, and has the
faculty of changing its colour at will, also furnishes the swallow-
tailed hawk with a favouiito morsel. These bzards are some-
times of the niost brilliant light green, in a few minutes
change to a dirty clay colour, and again become nearly black.
The swallow-tailed hawk and Mississipj)! kite feed eagerly
on this lizard, and, it is said, on a small green snake Idso,
whicb is the mortal enemy of the lizard, and frequently pursues
it to the very extremity of tlie branches, where both become
the prey of the hawk.*

The swallow-tailed hawk retires to the south in October,
at which season, Mr Baitram informs me, they are seen, iri

Florida, at a vast height in the air, sailing about with great

stance—wliich seize and devour the insect diiriiiy llight , but larger
I)rey is treated at leisure. I am ivvare of none that feed so decidedly
on the wing as that now described ; in everything it will appear more
like a large swallow than an accipitrine bird.

Mr Audubon remarks another curious circumstance at variance with
the wary manners of the Falconidce. " When one is killed, and falls
to the ground, the whole liock comes over the dead bird, sis if intent
upon carrying it olf. I have killed several of these hawks in this
manner, firing aa fast as I could load my gun."

This bird occurred to the late Dr Walker, at Ballachulish, in Argyle-
shire, in 1792. Another specimen was taken near Howes, in Wensley-
dale, Yorkshire, by W. Fotheringill, Esq., and communicated ^o the
London Society, November 1823.—Ed.

* This animal, if I mistake not, is the Lacerta hullaris, or Uadder
limrd, of Turton, vol. i. p. 666. The facility with which it changes
colour is surprising, and not generally known to naturalists.

m
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Steadiness
;
and continue to be seen thus, passing to their

winter quarters, for several days. They usually feed from
their claws as they fly along. Their flight is easy and graceful
with 8om( times occasional sv/eeps among the trees, the lon^^
feathers of their tail spread out, and each extremity of it used
alternately to lower, elevate, or otherwise direct their course.
I have never yet met with their nests.

These birds are particularly attached to the extensive
prairies of the western countries, where their favourite nakes
lizards, grasshoppers, and locusts, are in abundance They
are sometimes, though rarely, seen in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, and that only in warm and very long summers A
specimen now in the Museum of Philadelphia was shot within
a few miles of that city. We are informed that one was
taken in the South Sea, off the coast which lies between Ylo
and Arica, in about lat. 23 deg. south, on the 11th of September
by the Reverend the Father Louis Feuillee.* They are also
common in Mexico, and extend their migrations as far as
Peru.

The swallow-tailed hawk measures full two feet in lenc^th
and upwards of four feet six inches in extent; the bilt is
black

;
cere, yellow, covered at the base with bristles ; iris of

the eye, silvery cream, surrounded with a blood-red rin- •

vhole head and neck, pure white, the shafts, fine black hairs •

the whole lower parts also pure white
; the throat and breast'

shafted in the same manner ; upper parts, or back, black,'
glossed with green and purple

; whole lesser coverts very
dark purple

;
wings long, reaching within two inches of the

.p of the tail, and black
; tail also very long, and remarkably

forked, consisting of twelve feathers, all black, glossed with
green and purple

;
several of the tertials, white, or edged with

white, but generally covered by the scapulars
; inner vanes of

the secondaries, white on their upper half, black towards their
points; lining of the wings, white; legs, yellow, short, and
thick, and feathered before half way below the knee; claws,

* Jour, des Obs., toiu. ii. 33.
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LONG-EARED OWL. 281

much curved, whitish ; outer claw, very small. The greater
part of the plumage is white at the base; and when the
scapulars are a little displaced, they appear spotted with white.

This was a male in perfect plumage. The colour and
markings of the male and female are nearly alike.

LONG-EARED OWL. {Strix otus.)

PLATE LI.-FiG. 1,

Turt. Si/3t. p. 1Q7.-Bewick, i. p. 84t.—Peak's Museum, No. 434.

OTUS rULGARIS.-FLmiNG.*
Strix otus, Bonap. Synop. p. 37.—iVor<A. Zool. ii. p. 72.

This owl is common to both continents, and is much more
numerous in Pennsylvania than the white or barn owl : six
or seven were found in a single tree, about fifteen miles from
Philadelphia. There is little doubt but this species is found
inhabiting America to a high latitude, though we have no
certain accounts of the fact. Except in size, this species has
more resemblance to the great horned owl than any other of

* Upon the authority of the Prince of Musignano, and the examina-
tions of the various writers who have mentioned this bird, it appears
very near indeed, if not identical with, the 0. vulgaris of Europe ; and
I have ventured to retain it as such, until I can decide from personal
observation. The opinions of Vieillot, &c., have been confused by the
existence of a second species in the United States, which will appear
in the fifth volume of the elegant continuation of Wilson, now in
progress by Bonaparte, under the title of Otus Mexicamis.
In the second volume of the " Northern Zoology," we have the long-

eared owl referred lo this species, and uc mention is made of any
difference arising even from climate, The habits described by Wilson
and Dr Richardson are precisely similar to those exhibited by our
European bird.

Otus has been formed by Cuvier for the reception of those species
with aigrettes, where the facial disk is conspicuous and the head pro-
portionally small, as in Buho; and where the ear-conch is large, extend-
ing, as in this species, from the posterior part of the orbit tc, '-ehind
the limb of the lower jaw. The plumage is loose and downy, the
habits nocturnal.—Ed.

m
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\

Its tribe. It resembles it also in breeding among the branches
of tall trees

;
lays four eggs, of nearly a round form, and pure

white.* The young are grayish white until nearly full grown
and roost during the day close together on a limb, amono- the
thickest of the foliage. This owl is frequently seen abroad
during the day, but is not remarkable for its voice or habits
The long-eared owl is fourteen inches and a half lon<r and

three feet two inches in extent ; ears, large, composed of six
feathers, gradually lengthening from the front one backwards
black, edged with rusty yellow; irides, vivid yellow; inside
of the circle of the face, white, outside or cheeks, rusty •

at
the internal angle of the eye, a streak of black

; bill, blackisli
horn colour

;
forehead and crown, deep brown, speckled with

ifiinute points of white and pale rusty
; outside circle of the

face, black, finely marked with small curving spots of white •

back and wings, dark brown, sprinkled and spotted witli
white, pale ferruginous, and dusky

; primaries, barred with
brownish yellow and dusky, darkening towards the tips •

secondaries, more finely barred, and powdered with white and
dusky

;
tail, rounded at the end, of the same length with the

wings, beautifully barred and marbled witii dull white and
pale rusty, on a dark brown ground; throat and breast
clouded with rusty, cream, black, and white

; belly, beautifully
streaked with large arrow-heads of black ; legs and tlii-hs
plain pale rusty, feathered to the claws, which are blue black'
large, and sharp

; inside of the wing, brownish yellow, with a
large spot of black at the root of the primaries. This was a
female. Of the male I cannot speak precisely

; though, from
the number of these birds which I have examined in the f\ill

when It IS difficult to ascertain their sex, I conjecture that
they differ very little in colour.

About six or seven miles below Philadelphia, and not far
from the Delaware, is a low swamp, thickly covered with
trees, and inundated during great part of the year. This
* Buffon remarks that it rarely constructs a nest of its own, but not

unfrequeutly occupies that of others, particularly the magpie.
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place is the resort of great numbers of the qiia-bird, or night
raven {Ardea nycticorax), where they build in large com-
panies. On the 25th of April, while wading among the dark
recesses of this place, observing the habits of these birds, I
discovered a long-eared owl, which had taken possession of

one of their nests, and was sitting ; on mounting to the nest,

I found it contained four eggs, and, breaking one of these, the
young appeared almost ready to leave the shell. There wei-e

numbers of the qua-birds' nests on the adjoining trees all

around, and one of them actually on the same tree. Thus we
see how unvarying are the manners of this species, however
remote and different the countries may be where it has taken
up its residence.

RED-TAILED HAWK. {Falco horealis.)

PLATE LII.—Fig. 2.

Ard. Zool. p. 205, No. 100.—American Buzzard, Lath. i. ^.—Turt. Syst.
p. 151.—F. aquilinus cauda ferruga, Great Eagle Hawk, Bartram, p. 290.—
Peale's Museum, No. 182.

BUTEO BOREALIS.Sv/Amsoy.*
Falco (sub-genus Buteo) borealis, Bonap. Synop. p. 32.—The Ked-tailed Hawk,

And. pi. 51, male and female; Orn. Bivg. i. p. 265. -Buteo borealis. North.
Zool. ii. p. 50.

The figure of this bird, and those of the other two hawks on
the same plate, are reduced to exactly half the dimensions
of the living subjects. These representations are offered to
the public with confidence in their fidelity

; but these, I am
* The red-tailed buzzard is a species peculiar to America, and, in its

adult state, seems perfectly known to ornithologists. The figure on the
same plate, and next described by our author, has been subject to more
discussion, and has been variously named. From the testimonies of
Bonaparte and Audubon, it may, however, be certainly considered as
the young or iuimature bird—an idea which Wilson himself entertained,
and showed by his mark of interrogation to the young, and the quota-
tion of its synonyms. The figure at fig. 2 is the young in immature
plumage, where the red tail has not yet appeared, and which is known
to authors under the name of /'. Leverianus,— 'E,u.

M
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very clamorous, making an incessant squealing noise. One,
which I shot, contained in its stomach mingled fragments of
frogs and lizards.

The red-tailed hawk is twenty inches long, and three feet
nine inches in extent

; bill, blue black ; cere, and sides of the
mouth, yellow, tinged with green ; lores, and spot on the under
eyelid, white, the former marked with fine radiating hairs

;

eyebrow, or cartilage, a dull eel-skin colour, prominent, pro-
jecting over the eye

; a broad streak of dark brown extends
from the sides of the mouth backwards

; crown and hind head,
dark brown, seamed with white and ferruginous

; sides of the
neck, dull ferruginous, streaked with brown ; eye, large ; iris,

pale amber
;
back and shoulders, deep brown ; wings, dusky'

barred with blackish
; ends of the five first primaries, nearly

black
;
scapulars, barred broadly with white and brown

; sides
of the tail-coverts, white, barred with ferruginous, middle ones
dark, edged with rust ; tail, rounded, extending two inches
beyond the wings, and of a bright red brown, with a single
band of black near the end, and tipt with brownish white

;

on some of the lateral feathers are slight indications of the
remains of other narrow bars

; lower parts, brownish white

;

the breast, ferruginous, streaked with dark brown ; across the
belly, a band of interrupted spots of brown; chin, white;
femorals and vent, pale brownish white, the former' marked
with a few minute heart-shaped spots of brown

; legs, yellow,
feathered half way below the knees.

This was a male. Another specimen, shot within a few
days after, agreed in almost every particular of its colour and
markings with the present, and, on dissection, was found to
be a female. 11

'1
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AMERICAN BUZZARD, OR WHITE-BREASTED
HAWK. {Falco borealis ?)

PLATE LII.-FiG. 1.

Lath. Syn. Sup. p. 31.—Ind. Orv. i. p. 18, No. 31.—Peale's Museum, No. 400.

BUTEO BOREALIS.—Yoma of the year.—Bonaparte.

Falco (sub-genus Buteo) borealis, Bonap. Synop. p. 32.

It is with some doubt and hesitation that I introduce the

present as a distinct species from the preceding. In their size

and general aspect they resemble each other considerably
;
yet

I have found both males and females among each ; and in

the present species I have sometimes found the ground colour

of the tail strongly tinged with ferruginous, and the bars of

dusky but slight ; while in the preceding, the tail is sometimes
wholly red brown, the single bar of black near the tip excepted

;

in other specimens evident remains of numerous other bars

are visible. In the meantime both are figured, and future

observations may throw more light on the matter.

This bird is more numerous than the last, but frequents

the same situations in winter. One, which was shot on the
wing, lived with me several weeks, but refused to eat. It

amused itself by frequently hopping from one end of the room
to the other, and sitting for hours at the window looking

down on the passengers below. At first, when approached by
any person, he generally put himself in the position in which
he is represented; but after some time he became quite familiar,

permitting himself to be handled, and shutting his eyes, as if

quite passive. Though he lived so long without food, he was
found on dissection to be exceedingly fat, his stomach being
enveloped in a mass of solid fat of nearly an inch in thickness.

The white-breasted hawk is twenty-two inches long, and
four feet in extent ; cere, pale green ; bill, pale blue, black

at the point ; eye, bright straw colour ; eyebrow, projecting

greatly ; head, broad, flat, and large ; upper part of the head,

sides of the neck, and back, brown, streaked and seamed with
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ASH-COLOURED OR BLACK-CAP HAWK. 2^7

white and some pale rust
; scapulars and wing-coverts, spotted

with white; wing-qiiills much resemhling tlie preceding
species

;
tail-coverts, vvliite, handsomely harred with hrown";

tail, slightly roimded, of a pale hrown colour, varying in some
to a sorrel, crossed hy nine or ten hars of black, and" tipt for
half an inch with white; wings, brown, barred with dusky •

inner vanes nearly all while ; chin, throat, and breast, pure
white, with the exception of some slight touches of brown that
enclose the chin

; femorals, yellowish white, thinly marked
with minute touches of rust ; legs, bright yellow, feathered
half way down

; belly, broadly spotted with black or very
deep brown

; the tips of the wings reach to the middle of the
tail.

My reason for inclining to consider this a distinct species
from the last is the circumstance of having uniformly found
the present two or three inches larger tlian the former, though
this may possibly be owing to their greater age.

ASH-COLOURED OR BLACK-CAP HAWK.
{Falco atricapillus.)

PLATE LII.-FiG. 3.

Ash-coloured Buzzard? Lath. Syn. i. p. 55, No. Sr^.-Peale's Museum, No. 406.

ASTUE ATJUCAPILLUS.—BosAPARTE.*
Falco palumbarius, Bonap. Synop. p. 28.—Autour royal, Falco regalis, Temm. PI.

Col. tab. 495.—Accipiter (Astur) atricapillus, North. Zool. ii. p. 39.—Astui-
atricapillus, Jard. and Selb. Illust. Orn. pi. 121.

Of this beautiful species I can find no precise description.

The ash-coloured buzzard of Edwards differs so much from
* The Falco atricapillus of Wilson has been confounded by all

writers, except the Prince of Musignano in his review of Cuvier, and
the authors of the Northern Zoology," with the goshawk of Europe.
Wilson expresses his doubt, from being unable to compare it with actual
specimens. Sabine makes out the arctic specimens to be identical.
Audubon is of opinion, also, that they were identical ; but from what I
recollect of that gentleman's drawing, it must have been made from this
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'^ '"»
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'° *' """«
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^"""^

and darting at anythin" either o^ (^
^^' " '™'^'' ""'' '""»''.

celerity, fhave sJen im 'orornatirrciern,- r'"^'v'?
«*'

flying near the ground so ranidlv th,t ,? .? "? " ^"^' "'"'"

clutching was harily perceptMe and tt fl L""'' " "' "'""P"'? "">

had happened. DnXShiiS if
'»''' T'T^ " " """"«

a thick'Lod, which iS^7:^tJ^^tZ^^'T'''''^''''''°'^''
tail are perceived directin^g their rZlX:^:S^tS:^:X
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the flamo. The individual from which the drawing,' was made
is faithfully represented in the plate, reduced to one half its
natural dimensions. This bird was shot within a few miles
of Philadelphia, and is now preserved, in good order, in Mr
Peale's Museum.

Its general make and aspect denotes great strength and
spirit

;
its legs are strong, and its claws of more than propor-

tionate size. Should any other specimen or variety of this
hawk, differing from the present, occur during the publication
of this work, it will enable me more accurately to desiccate
the species.

°

The black-cap hawk is twenty-one inches in length
; the

bill and cere are blue ; eye, reddish amber ; crown, black,
bordered on each side by a line of white finely specked with
black; these lines of white meet on the hind head; whole
upper parts, slate, tinged with brown, slightest on the quills

;

legs, feathered half way down, and, with the feet, of a yellow
colour

;
whole lower parts and femorals, white, most elegantly

speckled with fine transverse pencilled zigzag lines of dusky,
all the shafts being a long black line ; vent, pure white.

If this be not the celebrated goshaioh, formerly so much
esteemed in falconry, it is very closely allied to it. I have
never myself seen a specimen of that bird in Europe, and the
descriptions of their best naturalists vary considerably ; but,
from a careful examination of the figure and account of the
goshawk, given by the ingenious Mr Bewick (Bi-it. Birds, vol.
i. p. 65), I have very little doubt that the present will be
found to be the same.

The goshawk inhabits France and Germany
; is not very

common in South Britain, but more frequent in the northern

most conspicuously necessary. When perched at rest, the position is
unusually erect

;
so much, that the line of the back and tail is almost

perpendicular. The plumage in the adults is often of a dark leaden
colour above, with bars and crosses on the under parts ; in the young,
the upper surface assumes different shades of brown, while the mark-
ings beneath are longitudinal.—Ed

VOL. II.
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parts of the island, and is found in Eussia and Siberia.

Buffon, who reared two young birds of this kind, a male and

female, oDserves, that " the goshawk, before it has shed its

feathers, that is, in its first year, is marked on the breast and

belly with longitudinal brown spots ; but after it has had two

moultings they disappear, and their place is occupied by

transverse waving bars, which continue during the rest of its

life
;

" he also takes notice, that though the male was much

smaller than the female, it was fiercer and more vicious.

Mr Pennant informs us that the goshawk is used by the

Emperor of China in his sporting excursions, when he is

usually attended by his grand falconer and a thousand of

inferior rank. Every bird has a silver plate fastened to its

foot, with the name of the falconer who has charge of it, that,

in case it should be lost, it may be restored to the proper

person ; but, if he should not be found, the bird is delivered

to another officer, called " the guardian of lost birds," who, to

make his situation known, erects his standard in a conspicuous

place among the army of hunters. The same writer informs

us, that he examined, in the Leverian Museum, a specimen

of the goshawk which came from America, and which was

superior in size to the European. He adds, "they are the best

of all hawks for falconry." *

BLACK HAWK. {Falco Sancti JoJiannis .?)

PLATE LIlI.-FiG. 1.

Lath. Ind. Orn. p. 34, No. 74.~Cliocolate-coloured Falcon, Penn. Arct. Zool.

No. 94.

BUTEO SANCTI JOHANNJS ?—BoNAVAmE.

Falco (sub-genu8 Buteo) Sancti Johannis, Bonap. Synop. p. 32.

This, and the other two figures on the same plate, are

reduced from the large drawings, which, were taken of the

exact size of nature, to one half their dimensions. I regret

* Arctic Zoology, p. 204.
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the necessity which ohliges me to contract the figures of these
birds, by which much of the grandeur of the originals is lost

;

particular attention, however, has been paid in the reduction
to the accurate representation of all their parts.

This is a remarkably shy and wary bird, found most fre-

quently along the marshy shores of our large rivers ; feeds on
mice, frogs, and moles ; sails much, and sometimes at a great
height

;
has been seen to kill a duck on wing ; sits by the side

of the marshes on a stake for an hour at a time, in an almost
perpendicular position, as if dozing ; flies with great ease, and
occasionally with great swiftness, seldom flapping the wings

;

seems particularly fond of river shores, swamps, and marshes

;

is most numerous with us in winter, and but rarely seen in
summer

; is remarkable for the great size of its eye, length of
its wings, and shortness of its toes. The breadth of its head
is likewise uncommon.
The black hawk is twenty-one inches long, and four feet

two inches in extent ; bill, bluish black ; cere, and sides of the
mouth, orange yellow ; feet, the same ; eye, very large ; iris,

bright hazel ; cartilage overhanging the eye, prominent, of a
dull greenish colour; general colour above, brown black,

slightly dashed with dirty white; nape of the neck, pure
white under the surface; front, white; whole lower parts

black, with slight tinges of brown ; and a few circular touches
of the same on the femorals ; legs, feathered to the toes, and
black, touched with brownish

; the wings reach rather beyond
the tip of the tail ; the five first primaries are white on their

inner vanes
,

tail, rounded at the end, deep black, crossed with
five narrow bands of pure white, and broadly tipt with dull

white
; vent, black, spotted with white ; inside vanes of the

primaries, snowy ; claws, black, strong, and sharp
; toes,

remarkably short.

I strongly suspect this bird to be of the very same species

with the next, though both were found to be males. Although
differing greatly in plumage, yet, in all their characteristic

features, they strikingly resemble each other. The chocolate-

1
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coloured hawk of Pennant, and St John's falcon of the same
author (Arct. Zool., No. 93 and 94), are doubtless varieties of
this; and, very probably, his rough-legged falcon also. His
figures, however, are bad, and ill calculated to exhibit the true
form and appearance of the bird.

This species is a native of North America alone We
have no account of its ever having been seen in any part of
Europe

;
nor have we any account of its place or manner of

breeding.

BLACK HAWK.
PLATE LIII.-riQ. 2.-Young.

' Peak's Museum, No. 405.

BUTEO SANCTI JOHANms.-Yovm.-BoNAPAmK
Falco (sub-genus Buteo) Sancti Johannis, young, Bonap. Synop. p. 32.

This is probably a younger bird of the preceding species,
being, though a male, somewhat less than its companion
Both were killed in the same meadow, at the same place and
time. In form, leatures, and habitudes, it exactly agreed with
the former.

This bird measures twenty inches in length, and in extent
four feet; the eyes, bill, cere, toes, and claws, were as in the
preceding; head above, white, streaked with black and Mght
brown; along the eyebrows, a black line; cheeks, streaked like
the head

;
neck, streaked with black and reddish brown on

a pale yellowish white ground; whole upper parts, brown
black, dashed with brownish white and pale ferruginous •

tail, white for half its length, ending in brown, marked with
one or two bars of dusky and a larger bar of black, and tipt
with dull white

;
wings as in the preceding, their lining- varie-

gated with black, white, and ferruginous; throat and^'breast
brownish yellow, dashed with black ; belly, beautifully varie-
gated with spots of white, black, and pale ferruginous •

femorals and feathered legs, the same, but rather darker •

vent, plain brownish white.
'

; I
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The original colour of these birds in their young state may
probably be pale brown, as the present individual seemed to
be changing to a darker colour on the neck and sides of the
head. This change, from pale brown to black, is not greater
than some of the genus are actually known to undergo. One
great advantage of examining living or newly killed specimens
is, that whatever may be the difference of colour between any
two, the eye, countenance, and form of the head instantly
betray the common family to which they belong ; for this
family likeness is never lost in the living bird, though in
stuffed skins and preserved specimens it is frequently entirely

obliterated. I have no hesitation, therefore, in giving it as
my opinion that the present and preceding birds are of the
same species, differing only in age, both being males. Of
the female I am unable at present to speak.

Pennant, inhis account of the chocolate-colouredhawk, which
is, very probably, the same with the present and preceding
species, observes that it preys much on ducks, sitting on a rock,
and watching their rising, when it instantly strikes them.
While traversing our sea-coast and salt marshes, between

Cape May and Egg Harbour, I was everywhere told of a
duck Imivk, noted for striking down ducks on wing, thouo'h

flying with their usual rapidity. Many extravagances were
mingled with these accounts, particularly that it always
struck the ducks with its breast bone, which was universally

said to project several inches, and to be strong and sharp.

From the best verbal descriptions I could obtain of this hawk,
I have strong suspicions tiiat it is no other than the Hack
hawk, as its wings were said to be long and very pointed,

the colour very dark, the size nearly alike, and several other

traits given, that seemed particularly to belong to this species.

As I have been promised specimens of this celebrated hawk
next winter, a short time will enable me to determine the
matter more satisfactorily. Few gunners in that quarter are

unacquainted with the duck hawk, as it often robs them of

their wounded birds before they are able to reach them.

w
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bince writing the above, I have ascertained that the duck
hawTc 18 not this species, but the celebrated peregrine falcon
a figure and description of which will be given in our third
vohime.

RED-SHOULDERED HAWK. {Fako lineatm.)

PLATE LIU.—Fig. 3.

Arct. Zool. p. 206. No. 102.-Lath. i. 56. No. Z&.-Turt. Syst. p. 153.-
Peale's Museum, No. 205.

BUTEO? LIN£!ATVS.~jA^msK*
Falco (-^-g^-^ Circus) hyernalis. BonapSynop. p. 33.-Red-shouldered Hawk,Aud. pi. 56, male and female j Orn. Biog. i. p. 296.

This species is more rarely met with than either of the
former. Its haunts are in the neighbourhood of the sea It
preys on larks sandpipers, and the small ringed plover," and
frequently on ducks. It flies high and irregularly, and not
la the sailing manner of the long-winged hawks. I have
occasionally observed thi. bird near Egg Harbour, in New

* This bird is certainly distinct from the F. hyenalis of this volume •

h^v'/ fT?.^'^'°^
\^'' distinctions of plumage, the very dSnthabi^ of both pointed out by Mr Audubon can^hardly be reconcUedAll the characters and habits of the bird lean much more to the gos-ha^vks

;
it delights in woody countries, builds on trees and is muchmore active The plumage generally is 'that of the bu ks and^

^11 T^T' P'"f* ' •^^-bination of the transverse barrinlof

that Lis b-f"/° f' '""'P''°" '' Wilson, Audubon observestha this bird IS rarely observed in the middle districts, where onTec ntrary, the winter falcon usually makes its appearance from the "or^a he approach of autumn. " It is one of the most noisy of its genusduring spring especially, when it would be difficult to walk the sSrtsof woods bordering a large plantation, without hearin. its discordlnshrill notes, ^a-Aee, ka-hee, ^ it sails in rapid circles °at a v ry «rea

7T"\: ^^V'''''^''
«f tt« ^-oods seem; the fittest haunts fofthe

tHe extremity of a large branch, and is as bulky as that of a .Zmon crow. It is formed externally of dry sticks'and Spanth mo"and IS lined with withered grass and fibrous roots. The Wle lavsfour eggs, sometimes five
; they are of a broad oval form g^nulatedan over pale blue, faintly blotched with brownish red aTthe m^S
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Jersey, and once in the meadows below this city. This hawk
was first transmitted to Great Britain by Mr Blackburne,
from Long Island, in the State of New York. With its

manner of building, eggs, &c., we are altogether unacquainted.
The red-shouldered hawk is nineteen inches in length ; the

head and back are brown, seamed and edged with rusty ; bill,

blue black
; cere and legs, yellow

; greater wing-coverts and
secondaries, pale olive brown, thickly spotted on both vanes
with white and pale rusty

;
primaries, very dark, nearly black,

and barred or spotted with white ; tail, rounded, reaching
about an inch and a half beyond the wings, black, crossed by
five bands of white, and broadly tipt with the same ; whole
breast and belly, bright rusty, speckled and spotted with
tiansverse rows of white, the shafts black ; chin and cheeks,
])ale brownish, streaked also with black ; iris, reddish hazel

;

vent, pale ochre, tipt with rusty ; legs, feathered a little below
the knees, long

; these and the feet, a fine yellow ; claws,

black
; femorals, pale rusty, faintly barred with a darker tint.

In the month of April I shot a female of this species, and
the only one I have yet met with, in a swamp, seven or eight

miles below Philadelphia. The eggs were, some of them,
nearly as large as peas ; from which circumstance I think it

probable they breed in such solitary parts even in this State.

In colour, size, and markings, it differed very little from the

male described above. The tail was scarcely quite so black,

and the white bars not so pure ; it was also something larger.

FEMALE BALTIMORE ORIOLE. {Oriolm

Baltimorus.)

PLATE LIII.—Fig. 4.

Amer. Orn. vol. i. p, 23.

ICTERUS BALTIMORE.—Davdw.

The history of this beautiful species has been particularly

detailed in the first volume of the present work ;
* to this reprc-

* See Vol. I. p. 16.
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sentation of the female, drawn of halfthe size of nature a fewparticulars may be added Tho ,« 1 „
°^^"'^' ^ ^^^

davs beforfl f I : f
^""^^^ generally arrive severaldays before the females, saunter about their wonted places of

pnsea and pleased at hearino- ^^'n snmo i.„u.- • .,

garden w,.i,tIio« hi, identioa. dd chlTand l:™d I tlhe parfcuMy frequented that quarter ^f the Id n wherehe tree stood, on the pendantbranche, of whLi |,e ha,formed his nest the preced=-<. year Tl,i» „!! .

taken ro.es,io„ of h/the l-ouseTen, a Tw ^ 'rfL."::

doltry* heTalf ;f
1°*'," ""'""' ^ '""» "«-'w I f • '

''"'^'' "'' "™ I'ei-self had also raised ,

iftn: rstS\"'™'''i'i'"'"''''-™<'"»'--^

former to S^ronh'latf'Th; ."t "'"T
"'""- "^ "-

shining bU • he tail of tT ', 7 ""'" "^^ "^
« ''<«P
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FEMALE TOWHE BUNTING. {Emheriza

erythropthalma.)

PLATE LIIL—Fig. 6.

Amer. Orn. vol. ii, p. 35,-TurL Syst. p. 534.-Peale's Museum, No. 5970.

PIPILO ERYTHROPTHALMA.-ymihh(ys.

This bird differs considerably from tbe male in colour, and
lias, if I mistake not, been described as a distinct species by
European naturalists, under the appellation of the " Rusty
Buntingr The males of this species, like those of the pre-
ceding, arrive several days sooner than the females. In one
afternoon's walk through the woods, on the 23d of April, I
counted more than fifty of the former, and did not observe
any of the latter, though I made a very close search for them.
This species frequents in great numbers the barrens covered
with shrub oaks

; and inhabits even to the tops of our moun-
tains. They are almost perpetually scratching among the
fallen leaves, and feed chiefly on worms, beetles, and gravel.

They fly low, flirting out their broad white-streaked tail, and
uttering their common note tow-hee. They build always on
the ground, and raise two broods in the season. For a parti-

cular account of the manners of this species, see our history of
the male. Vol. I. p. 185.

The female towhe is eight inches long, and ten inches in

extent; iris of the eye, a deep blood colour; bill, black;
plumage above and on the breast, a dark reddish drab, reddest

on the head and breast ; sides under the wings, light chestnut

;

belly, white
; vent, yellow ochre ; exterior vanes of the tertials,'

white; a small spot of white marks the primaries immediately
below their coverts, and another slighter streak crosses them
in a slanting direction

; the three exterior tail-feathers are tipt

with white ; the legs and feet, flesh-coloured.

This species seems to have a peculiar dislike to the sea-coast,

as in the most favourable situations in other respects, within
several miles of the sea, it is scarcely ever to be met with.

«! .

m
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Scarcity of its particular kinds of favourite food in such places

may probably be the reason, as it is well known that many

kinds of insects, on the larvee of which it usufilly feeds, care-

fully avoid the neighbourhood of the sea.

BROAD-WINGED HAWlv. {Falco Pennsyluanicus.)

PLATE LIV.-FiG. 1.

Peale's Museum, No. 407.

ASTUR ? LA TISSIMUS.—JATxmyv."

Falcolntissiinus, Ord's reprint of Wilson.—¥a,\oo (sub-genus Astur) Pennsylvanicus,

Bonap. Synop. p. 29.—Tho Broad-winged Hawk, Aud. pi. 91, male and

female ; Om. Biog. i. p. 461.

This new species, as well as the rest of the figures on the

same plate, is represented of the exact size of life. The hawk
was shot on the 6th of May in Mr Bartram's woods, near the

Schuylkill, and was afterwards presented to Mr Peale, in whose

collection it now remains. It was perched on the dead limb of

a high tree, feeding on something which was afterwards found

to be the meadow mouse (figured in plate 50). On my
approach, it uttered a whining kind of whistle, and flew off to

another tree, where I followed aud shot it. Its great breadth

* Mr Ord's name of latissimus is the most proper for this hawk.

Wilson seems inadvertently to have given the name of Pennsylvanicus

to two species, and the latter being applied to the adult plumage, and

velox to the young, the former has been retained by Temminck and the

authors of the " Northern Zoology," while Ord seems to have the merit

of discriminating the large species, and giving it the, title above adopted.

I have taken jistur, on the authority of Bonaparte, for its generic

appellation ; though the habits and kind of food ally it more to the

buzzards, it is one of those bir'l s with dubious and combined characters,

Mr Audubon describes it as of a quiet and sluggish disposition, allowing

itself to be tormented by the little sparrow hawk and tyrant flycatcher.

It feeds on animals and birds, and also on frogs and snakes ; breeds on

trees ; the nest is placed near the stem or trunk, and is composed of

dry thistles, and lined with numerous small roots and large feathers
;

the eggs are four or five, of a dull grayish white, blotched with dark

brown.

—

Ed.
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of wing, or width of the HCCondarioH, and nlso of its head and

hody, when compared with its length, struck nio as pecuHa-

rities. It seemed a remarkahly strong-built bird, bandsomely

marked, and was altogether unknown to mo. Mr Bartram,

who examined it very attentively, declared he had never before

seen such a hawk. On the afternoon of the next day, I

observed another, probably its mate or companion, and cer-

tainly one of the same species, sailing about over the same woods.

Its motions were in wide circles, with unnioving wings, the

exterior outline of which seemed a complete semicircle. I

was extremely anxious to procure this also if possible ; but it

was attacked and driven away by a king-bird before I could

eftect my purpose, and I have never since been fortunate

enough to meet with another. On dissection, the one which

I had shot proved to be a male.

In size this hawk agrees nearly with the Buzzardet (Falco

albidus) of Turton, described also by Pennant ;* but either

the descriptions of these authors are very inaccurate, the

change of colour which that bird undergoes very great, or the

present is altogether a different species. Until, however,

some other specimens of this hawk come under my observation,

I can only add to the figure here given, and which is a good

likeness of the original, the following particulars of its size

and plumage :

—

Length, fourteen inches ; extent, thirty-three inches ; bill,

black, blue near the base, slightly toothed ; cere and corners

of the mouth, yellow ; irides, bright amber ; frontlet and lores,

white ; from the mouth backwards runs a streak of blackish

brown ; upper parts, dark brown, the plumage tipt and the

head streaked with whitish ; almost all the feathers above are

spotted or barred with white, but this is not seen unless they

be separated by the hand ; head, large, broad, and flat ; cere

very broad ; the nostril also large ; tail short, the exterior and

interior feathers somewhat the shortest, the others rather

longer, of a full black, and crossed with two bars of white,

* Arctic Zoology, No. 109.

It'!
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t^pt also sl.ght y wth whitish ; tail coverts, spotted with white •wgs dusky ,„,w„. indistinctly barred ;ilh black laL;par of th ,n„er vanes, snowy; lesser coverts and u,^m parof tlie bac.-, t.pt and streaked with bri<.ht ferrn-Zr.T
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zontally, and thus enabling the creature to pass with the
greatest ease between the laminae of feathers ; the wings were
single, of a dark amber colour, and twice as long as the body,

which widened towards the extremity, where it was slightly in-

dented ; feet, two clawed.

This insect lived for several days between the crystal and
dial-plate of a watch carried in the pocket ; but being placed
for a few minutes in the sun, fell into convulsions and died.

CHUCK-WILL'S-WIDOW. {Caprimulgus Carolinensia.)

PLATE LIV.—Fig. 2.

PeaUa Museum, No. 7723.

CAPRIMULGUS CABOLINENSIS.—Bmsso^*
Caprimulgus Carolinensis, Lath. Gen. ^is«.—Caprimulgus rufus, Vieill. (auct.

Bonap.) Bonap. Synop. p. 61.—Chuck-will's-vidow, Aud. pi. 52, male
and female ; Orn. Biog. i. p. 273.

This solitary bird is rarely found to the north of James
Eiver, in Virginia, on the sea-board, or of Nashville, in the

According to Mr Audubon, this species, when disturbed or annoyed
about the nest, removes its eggs or young to a distance. This circum-
stance seems known to the negroes and American farmers, who give
various accounts of the mode in which it is performed. Mr Audubon
could not satisfy himself as to the truth of these accounts, and resolved
to watch and judge for himself. What follows is the result of his
observation :

—

" When the chuck-will's-widow, either male or female (for each sits

alternately), has discovered that the eggs have been touched, it ruffles

its feathers, and appears extremely dejected for a mirute or two, after

which it emits a low murmuring cry, scarcely audible to me, as I lay
concealed at a distance of not more than eighteen or twenty yards. At
this time, I have seen the other parent reach the spot, flying so low
over the ground, that I thought its little feet must have touched it as
it skimmed along, and after a few low notes aud some gesticulations,

all indicative of great distress, take an egg in its large mouth, the
other bird doing the same, when they would fly ofl" together, skimming
closely over the ground, until they disappeared among the branches
and trees,"

—

Ed.
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State of Tennesee m the interior; and no instance has come
to my knowledge of its having heen seen either in New Jersey
Pennsy vama, or Maryland. On my journey south, I firstmet with It between Richmond and Petersburg, in Virginiaand also on the banks of the Cumberland in Tennesee

" '

Mr Pennant has described this bird under the appellation ofthe
_

short-winged goatsucker " (Arct. Zool.. No. 336), from aspecimen which he received from Dr Garden of Charleston,
South Carolina

;
but in speaking of its manners, he confound

I with the whip-poor-will, though the latter is little morethan half the cubic bulk of the former, and its notes alo"
d.fforent. "In South Carolina." says this writer, speaking

Chuck-^^Us-w^dow, and, in the northern provinces n;hi^
poor-ioiU, from the resemblance which another of it. notes
bears to those words " (Arct. Zool., p. 434). He then proceeds
to detail the manners of the common whip-poor-will bv ex
tract, rem Dr Garden and Mr Kalm, which clearly prove that
allot them were personally unacquainted with that bird andhad never seen or examined any other than two of our species
the sliort-wmged or chuck-wiU's-widow. and the long-winched
or night h..vk to both of which they indiscriminately attribute
the notes uud habits of the whip-poor-will.
The cliuck-ill's-widow. so called from its notes, which

seen. ..o^Uy to articulate those words, arrives on Jhe sea-
coast of Georgia about the middle of March, and in Vir-^inia
early in April. It commences its singular call generally in
the evening, soon after sunset, and continues it, with short
occasional ihterruptions, for several hours. Towards mornin-
these repetitions are renewed, and continue until dawn has
fairly appeared. During the day it is altogether silent. This
note or call instantb attracts the attention of a stranger, and
IS strikingly different from that of the whip-poor-wiH Insound and articulation it seems plainly to express the wordswhich have been applied to it (chuck-wUl's-widow), pronounc-
ing each syllable leisurely and distinctly, putting te principal

i
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emphasis on the last word. In a still evening it may be heard
at the distance of nearly a mile, the tones of its voice being
stronger and more full than those of the whip-poor-will, who
utters his with much greater rapidity. In the Chickasaw
country, and throughout the whole Mississippi territory, I
found the present species very numerous in the months' of
April and May, keeping up a continual noise during the
whole evening, and, in moonlight, throughout the whole of
the night.

The flight of this bird is low, skimming about at a few feet
above the surface of the ground, frequently settling on old
logs, or on tiie fences, and from thence sweeping around in
pursuit of various winged insects that fly in the night. Like
the whip-poor-will, it prefers the declivities of glens and other
deeply shaded places, making the surrounding mountains
ring with echoes the whole evening. I several times called
the attention of the Chickasaws to the notes of this bird, on
which occasions they always assumed a grave and thoughtful
aspect

;
but it appeared to me that they made no distinction

between the two species; so that whatever superstitious notions
they may entertain of the one, are probably applied to the other.

This singular genus of birds, formed to subsist on the
superabundance of nocturnal insects, are exactly and sur-
prisingly fitted for their peculiar mode of life. Their flight

is low, to accommodate itself to their prey ; silent, that they
may be the better concealed, and sweep upon it unawares

;

their sight, most acute in the dusk, when such insects are
abroad

; their evolutions, something like those of the bat,

quick and sudden ; their mouths, capable of prodigious ex-
pansion, to seize with more certainty, and furnished with
long branching hairs or bristles, serving as palisadoes to

secure what comes between them. Reposing so much during

the heats of day, they are much invested with vermin, par-

ticularly about the head, and are provided with a comb on
the inner edge of the middle claw, with which they are often

employed in ridding themselves of these pests, at least when
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in a state of captivity. Having no weapons of defence
except their wings, their chief security is in the solitude of
night, and in their colour and close retreats by day ; the
former so much resembling that of dead leaves of various
hues, as not to be readily distinguished from them even when
close at hand.

The chuck-will's-widow lays its eggs, two in number, on
the ground generally, and, I believe, always in the woods

; it
makes no nest

;
the eggs are of a dull olive colour, sprinkled

with darker specks
; are about as large as those of a pi<reon

and exactly oval. Early in September they retire from" the
United States.

^
This species is twelve inches long, and twenty-six in

extent
;

bill, yellowish, tipt with black ; the sides of the mouth
are armed with numerous long bristles, strong, tapering, and
furnished with finer hairs branching from each

; cheeks and
chin, rust colour, specked with black ; over the eye extends
a line of small whitish spots; head and back, very deep
brown, powdered with cream, rust, and bright ferruginous,
and marked with long ragged streaks of black ; scapulars
broadly spotted with deep black, bordered with cream, and
mterspersed with whitish

; the plumage of that part of the
neck which falls over the back, is long, something like that
of a cock, and streaked with yellowish brown

; wino- quills
barred with black and bright rust ; tail, rounded, extending
aoout an inch beyond the tips of the wings

; it consists often
feathers, the four middle ones are powdered with various
tints of ferruginous, and elegantly marked with fine ai-zac.
Imes, and large herring-bone figures of black

; exterior ed-es
of the three outer feathers, barred like the win^s- thdr
mterior vanes, for two-thirds of their length, are pure snowy
white, marbled with black, and ferruginous at the base ; this
white spreads over the greater part of the three outer feathers
near their tips

; across the throat is a slight band or mark of
whitish

;
breast, black, powdered with rust ; belly and vent

lighter
;

legs, feathered before nearly to tiie feet, which are of
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a dirty purplish flesU colour
; inner side of the middle claw,

deeply pectinated.

The female differs chiefly in wanting the pure white on the
three exterior tail-feathers, these being more of a brownish
cast.

TY(

CAPE MAY WARBLER. {Sylvia maritima)

PLATE LIV.-FiG. 3.

SYLVICOLA MARITIMA.-JAmmE.*
Sylvia maritima, £owa/>. Si/nop. p. 79.—The Carbonated Warbler? And. pi. 60,

male ; Orn, Biog. i. p. 308,

This new and beautiful little species was discovered in a
maple swamp in Cape May county, not far from the coast,

by Mr George Ord of Philadelphia, who accompanied me on
a shooting excursion to that quarter in the month of May last

(1811). Through i\\^ zeal and activity of this gentleman I

succeeded in procurin^^: many rare and elegant birds among
the sea islands and extensive salt marshes that border that

part of the Atlantic, and much interesting information rela-

tive to their nests, eggs, and particular habits. I have also at

various times been fiivoured with specimens of other birds

from the same friend ; for all which I return my grateful

acknowledgments.

The same swamp that furnished us with this elegant little

stranger, and indeed several miles around it, were ransacked
by us both for another specimen of the same, but without
success. Fortunately it proved to be a male.f and being in

excellent plumage, enabled me to preserve a faithful portrait

of the original.

Whether this be a summer resident in the lower parts of

* Tlie Prince of Musignano first directed my attention to the identity
of this bird of Wilson and Audiilon's carbcn ,'-d Avarbler. 1 cannot
perceive any essential difference, that is, judging from the two plates
and descriptions. Mr And^ibru procured his species in the State of
Kentucky.

—

Ed.

t Female figured Vol. III.

VOL. II. U

I .j,^
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New Jersey, or merely a transient passenger to a more northern
climate, I cannot with certainty determine. The spring had
been remarkably cold, with long and violent north-east storms,
and many winter birds, as well as passengers from the south,'

still lingered in the woods as late as the 20th of May, gleaning^
in small companies, among the opening buds and infant leaves,'

and skipping nimbly from twig to twig, which was the case
with the bird now before us when it was first observed. Of
its notes or particular history I am equally uninformed.
The length of this species is five inches and a half ; extent,

eight and a half
;

bill and legs, black ; whole upper part of
the head, deep black ; line from the nostril over the eye, chin,

, and sides of the neck, rich yellow; ear-feathers, orange, which
also tints the back part of the yellow line over the eye ; at the
anterior and posterior angle of the eye is a small touch of
black

;
hind head and whole back, rump, and tail-coveiis,

yellow olive, thickly streaked with black; the upper exterior
edges of several of the greater wing-coverts are pure white,
forming a broad bar on the wing, the next superior row being
also broadly tipt with white ; rest of the wing, dusky, finely

edged with dark olive yellow ; throat and whole breast, rich
yellow, spreading also along the sides under the wings, hand-
somely marked with spots of black running in chains'; belly
and vent, yellowish white ; tail, forked, dusky black, edged
with yellow olive, the three exterior feathers on each .^ide

marked on their inner vanes with a spot of white. The yellow
on the throat and sides of the neck reaches nearly round it,

and is very bright.

1

li
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FEMALE BLACK-POLL WAKBLER. {SyMa striata.)

PLATE LIV.-FiG. 4,

Amer. Orn. vol. iv. p. 40.

SYLViaOLA STItlATA.-SwAiNSOif.

This bird was shot in the same excursion with the precedin":,
and is introduced here for the purpose of preventing future
collectors, into whose hands specimens of it may chance to
fall, from considering it as another and a distinct species. Its
history, as far as was then known, has been detailed in a
preceding part of this work, supra, p. 32. Of its nest and
eggs I am still ignorant. It doubtless breeds both here and
in New Jersey, having myself found it in both places dining
the summer. From its habit of keeping on the highest
branches of trees, it probably builds in such situations, arrd its

nest may long rem?vin unknown to us.

Pennant, who describes this species, says that it inhabits,
during summer, Newfoundland and New York, and is called
in the last, sailor. This name, for which, however, no reason
is given, must be very local, as the bird itself is one of those
silent, shy, and solitary individuals, that seek the deep retreats
of the forest, and are known to few or none but the naturalist.

Length of the female black-cap, five inches and a quarter,
extent, eight and a quarter ; bill, brownish black ; crown'
yellow olive, streaked with black ; back, the same, mixed with
some pale slate; wings, dusky brown, edged with olive; first

and second wing-coverts, tipt with white ; tertials, edged with
yellowish white; tail-coverts, pale gray; tail, dusky, forked,
the two exterior feathers marked on their inner vanes with
a spot of white; round the eye is a whitish ring; cheeks and
sides of the breast, tinged with yellow, and slightly spotted
with black

;
chin, white, as are also the belly and vent; legs

and feet, dirty oi-ange.

The young bird of the first season and the female, as is
usually the case, are very much alike in plumage. On their

'

ii^ij

IH-K
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arrival early in April, the black feathers on the crown are

frequently seen coming out, intermixed with the former ash-

coloured ones.

This species has all the agility and many of the halDits of

the flycatcher.

[Parts VII. and VIII. of this work, commencing with the next

description (ring-tailed eagle), seem to have been finished more

hurriedly, and contain greater mistakes in the nomenclature, than any

of the preceding ones ; the descriptions, however, are alike vivid and

well drawn. In 1824 Mr Ord, the personal friend of Wilson, undertook,

at the request of the publisher, to improve these two pavts, and they

were accordingly republished with that gentleman's additions. We have

thought it better to print from the original edition, as showing the true

opinions of its author, but have occasionally inserted, at the concl usion

of the descriptions, the observations of Mr Ord, taken from his reprint.

—Ed.]

KING-TAILED EAGLE. {Falcofdvm.)

PLATE LV.-FiG. 1.

Linn. Spst. 125.—Black Eagle, Arct. Zool. p. 195, No. %1.—Laih. i. 32, No. 6.

—White-tailed Eagle, Edw. i. 1.—L'Aigle commun, Buff. i. 86, PI. enl. 409.

—Bewick, 1. p. 4\).~Turt. Syst. p. 145.

—

Peak's Mtismim, No. 84.

A QVILA CHRYSAETUS.—Wlhhomu^Y.*
Ayle royal, Temm. Man. d'Orn. i. p. 38.—Aquila chrypaetos, Flem. 138.

—

Eool,

p. 52.—Golden Eagle, Selbj/, Illust. Br. Orn. pi. 1 and 2, the young and adult,

parti, p. 4.—Aquila chrysaetos? Worth. Zool. ii. p. 12.

—

Bonap. Synop. p. 24.

The reader is now presented with a portrait of this cele-

brated eagle, drawn from a fine specimen shot in the county

of Montgomery, Pennsylvania. The figure hero given, though

* Wilson, like many other ornithologists, imagined that the ring-tailed

and golden eagles constituted two species. Temminck, I believe, first

asserted the fact of their being identical, and the attention of naturalists

in this country was attracted to the circumst.ince by the different

opinions entertained by Mr James Wilson and Mr Selby. The latter

gentleman has long siiice satisfactorily proved their identity from obser-

vation, and the numerous specimens kept alive in various parts of Britain

have set the question completely at rest. The ring-tail is the young of
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reduced to one-third the size of life, is strongly characteristic

of its original. With respect to the Imhitsof the 8i)ecie8, such
pm-ticuhirs only yhull ho selected . s arc well authenticated,
rtyecting whatever seems vague, or savours too much of the
marvellous.

This noble bird, in strength, spirit, and activity, ranks
among the first of its tribe. It is found, liiougii sparingly,
dispersed over the whole temperate and arctic regions, parti-
cularly the latter

; breeding on high precipitous rocks, always
I)referringa mountainoua country. In its general appeanujce,
it has great reKemblance to the golden eagle, from which, how-
ever, it differs in being ratlier less, as also in the colours and
markings of the tail, and, as it is said, in being less noisy.

When young, the colour of the body is considerably lighter,

but deepens into a blackish brown as it advances in age.

The tail-feathers of this bird are highly valued by tlie

various tribes of American Indians for ornamenting their
calumets or pipes of peace. Several of these pipes, which
were brought from the remote regions of Louisiana by Captain

the first year, and as such is correctly figured by our author. In a wild
state, three years are required to complete the clouded barring, the
principal mark of the adults, and which, even after that period, increase
in darkness of colour. Wlien kept in confinement, the change is gene-
rally longer in taking place ; and I have seen it incomplete .at six years.
It commences by an extension of the bar at the end of the tail, and by
additional cloudings on the white parts, which increase yearly until
perfected. This bird does not seem very common in any part ofAmerica,
and is even more rarely met with in the adult plumage. It was found
on the borders of the llocky Mountains by the Overland Arctic Expedi-
tion, and is known also on the plains of the Saskatchewan.
The noble bearing and aspect of the eagles and falcons have always

associated them, among rude nations and in poetical comparisons, with
the true courage of the warrior and the magnanimity of the prince or
chief. The young Indian warrior glories in his eagle's plume, as the
most honourable ornament with which he can adorn himself ; the dress
of a Highland chieftain is incomplete without this badge of high degree.
The feathers of the war eagle are also used at the propitiatory sacrifices,
and so highly are they prized, that a valuable horse is sometimes ex-
changed for the tail of a single eagle.—Ed.
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Lewis, are now deposited in Mr Peale's Museum, each of which
has a number of the tail-feathers of this bird attached to it
The northern as well as the southern Indians seem to follow
the like practice, as appears by the numerous calumets, for-
merly belonging to different tribes, to be seen in the same
magnificent collection.

Mr Pennant informs us that the independent Tartars train
this eagle for the chase of hares, foxes, wolves, antelopes, &c.,
and that theyesteem the feathers of the tail the best for pluming
their arrows. The ring-tail eagle is characterised by all as a
generous, spirited, and docile bird

; and various extraordinary
incidents are related of it by different writers, not, however
sufficiently authenticated to deserve repetition. The truth

. »8, the solitary habits of the eagle now before us, the vast
inaccessible cliffs to which it usually retires, united with the
scarcity of the species in those regions inhabited by man all
combine to render a particular knowledge of its manners
very difficult to be obtained. The author has once or twice

wlTt^^"'
^''^ '""'"^ ^^^°S ^^^^ ^^P^"« declivities of the

White Mountains of New Hampshire, early in October, and
again over the Highlands of Hudson's river, not far from
West Point Its flight was easy, in high circuitous sweeps :

Its broad white tail, tipped with brcwn, expanded like a fan
Near the settlements on Hudson's Bay, it is more common'
and IS said to prey on hares, and the various species of grouse
which abound there. Buffon observes, that though other
eagles also prey upon hares, this species is a more fatal enemy
to those timid animals, which are the constant object of their
search, and the prey which they prefer. The Latins, after
Pliny, termed the eagle Valeria quasi valens viribus, because
of its strength, which appears greater than that of other eacrlesm proportion to its size.

°

The ring-tail eagle measures nearly three feet in lenglh •

the bill is of a brownish horn colour; the cere, sides of the
mouth, and feet, yellow

;
iris of the eye, reddish hazel, the eyeturned considerably forwards

; eyebrow, remarkably prominent,
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projecting over the eye, and giving a peculiar sternness to the
aspect of the bird ; the crown is flat ; the plumage of the
head, throat, and neck, long and pointed ; that on the upper
part of the head and neck, very pale ferruginous

; fore part
of the crown, black ; all the pointed feathers are shafted with
black

;
whole upper parts, dark blackish brown ; wings, black

;

tail, rounded, long, of a white or pale cream colour, minutely
sprinkled with specks of ash and dusky, and ending in a broad
band of deep dark brown, of nearly one-third its length ; chin,
cheeks, and throat, black; whole lower parts, a deep dark brown,
except the vent and inside of the thighs, which are white,*

stained with brown ; legs, thickly covered to the feet with
brownish white down or feathers ; claws, black, very large,
sharp, and formidable, the hind one full two inches long.

The ring-tail eagle is found in Eussia, Switzerland, Germany,
France, Scotland, and the northern parts of America. As
Marco Polo, in his description of the customs of the Tartars,
seems to allude to this species, it may be said to inhabit the
whole circuit of the arctic regions of the globe. The golden
eagle, on the contrary, is said to be found only in the more
warm and temperate countries of the ancient continent.*
Later discoveries, however, have ascertained it to be also an
inhabitant of the United States.

SEA EAGLE. {Falco esei/ragtts.)

PLATE LV.—Fio. 2.

Arct. Zool. p. 194, No. 86.-imn. Syst. 124.~Lath. i. 30.-L'Orfraie Buff, i

112, pi. 3, PL enl. 12, AW.~Br. Zool. i. No. 4i.-Bewick, i. &Z.-Turt. Syst.
p. 144.—P«ia?c's Museum, No, 80.

HALIuEETUS LEUGOGEPHALUS.—^A.vi(im.\
Bald Eagle, Faloo leuoocephalua, young, OrcCs reprint.

This eagle inhabits the same countries, frequents the same
situations, and livcc on the same kind of food, as the bald
eagle, with whom it is often seen in company. It resembles

* Buffon, vol. i, p. 66, Trans.

t See note to the adult, in this Volume, p. 89, for synoymns, &c.
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this last SO much in figure, size, form of the bill, legs, and
claws, and is so often seen associating with it, both along the
Atlantic coast and in the vicinity of our lakes and large rivers
that I have strong suspicions, notwithstanding ancient and
veiy respectable authorities to the contrary, of its beincr the
same species, only in a different stage of colour.

°

That several years elapse before the young of the baldeao-le
receive the white head, neck, and tail, and that, during the
intermediate period, their plumage strongly resembles that of
the sea eagle, I am satisfied from my own observation on
three several birds kept by persons of Philadelphia. One of
these, belonging to the late Mr Enslen, collector of natural
subjects for the Emperor of Austria, was confidently believed
-by him to be the black or sea eagle until the fourth year
when the plumage on the head, tail, and tail-coverts began
gradually to become white

; the bill also exchanged its dusky
hue for that of yellow

; and, before its death, this bird, which
I frequently examined, assumed the perfect dress of the full-
plumaged bald eagle. Another circumstance, corroboratino-
these suspicions, is the variety that occurs in tlie colours o1
the sea eagle. Scarcely two of these are found to be alike
their plumage being more or less diluted with white In
some the chin, breast, and tail-coverts are of a deep brown •

m others nearly white
; and in all evidently unfixed and

varying to a pure white. Their place and manner of build-
mg, on high trees, in the neighbourhood of lakes, lar-e rivers
or the ocean, exactly similar to the bald eagle, also strengthens
the belief. At the celebrated Cataract of Niagara, great
numbers of these birds, called there gray eagles, are continually
seen saihng high and majestically over the watery tumult in
company with the bald eagles, eagerly watching for 'the
mangled carcasses of those animals that have been hurried
over the precipice, and cast up on the rocks below by the
violence of the rapids. These are some of the circumstances
on which my suspicions of the identity of those two birds are
founded. In some future part of the work, I hope to be able
to speak with more certainty on this subject.
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Were we disposed, after the manner of some, to substitute

for plain matters of fact all the narratives, conjectures, and
fanciful theories of travellers, voyagers, compilers, &c., relative

to the history of the eagle, the volumes of these writers, from
Aristotle down to his admirer, the Count de Buffon, would
furnish abundant materials for this purpose. But the author

of the present work feels no ambition to excite surprise and
astonishment at the expense of truth, or to attempt to elevate

and embellish his subject beyond the plain realities of nature.

On this account he cannot assent to the assertion, however

eloquently made, in the celebrated parallel drawn by the

French naturalist between the lion and the eagle, viz., that

the eagle, like the lion, " disdains the possession of that pro-

j)erty which is not the fruit of his own industry, and rejects

with contempt the prey which is not procured by his own
exertions ;

" since the very reverse of this is the case in the

conduct of the bald and the sea eagle, who, during the summer
months, are the constant robbers and plunderers of the osprey,

or fish hawk, by whose industry alone both ? to usually fed.

Nor that, " though famishedfor want ofprey, he disdains to

feed on carrion," since we have ourselves seen the bald eagle,

while seated on the dead carcass of a horse, keep a whole

flock of vultures at a respectful distance until he had fully

sated his own appetite. The Count has also taken great pains

to expose the ridiculous opinion of Pliny, who conceived that

the ospreys formed no separate race, and that they proceeded

from the intermixture of different species of eagles, the young

of which were not ospreys, only sea eagles ;
" luhich sea eagles,"

says he, " breed small vultures, which engender great vultures,

that have not the power ofpropagation." * But, while labour-

ing to confute these absurdities, the Count himself, in his

belief of an occasional intercourse between the osprey and the

sea eagle, contradicts all actual observation, and one of the

most common and fixed laws of nature ; for it may be safely

asserted, that there is no habit more universal among the

* Hist. Nat. lib. x. c. 3.
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feathered race, in their natural state, than that chastity of
attachment which confines the amours of individuals to those
of their own species only. That perversion of nature pro-
duced by domestication is nothing to the purpose. In no
instance have I ever observed the slightest appearance of a
contrary conduct. Even in those birds which never build a
nest for themselves, nor hatch their young, nor even pair, but
live m a state of general concubinage,—such as the cuckoo of
the old, and the cow bunting of the new continent,—there is
no mstance of a deviation from this striking habit. I cannot,

.
therefore, avoid considering the opinion above aUuded to, that
"the male osprey, by coupling with the female sea eac^le
produces sea eagles; and that the female osprey, by pairing
v^ith the male sea eagle, gives birth to ospreys," * or fish
hawks, as altogether unsupported by facts, and contradicted'
by the constant and universal habits of the whole feathered
race in their state of nature.

The sea eagle is said by Salerne to build on the loftiest
oaks a very broad nest, into which it drops two large e-gs
tnat are quite round, exceedingly heavy, and of a dirty white
colour. Of the precise time of building we have no account -

but something may be deduced from the following circum-
stance .—In the month of May, while on a shooting excursion
along the sea-coast, not far from Great Egg Harbour, accom-
panied by my friend Mr Old, we were conducted about a mile
mto the woods to see an eagle's nest. On approachino- within
a short distance of the place, the bird was perceived slowly
retreating from the nest, which, we found, occupied the centre
of the top of a very large yellow pine. The woods were cut
down and cleared off for several rods around the spot which
from this circumstance, and the stately, erect trunk and large
crooked, wriggling branches of the tree, surmounted by a
black mass of sticks and brush, had a very singular and
picturesque effect. Our conductor had brought an axe with
him, to cut down the tree ; but my companion, anxious to

* Buffon, vol. i. p. 80, Trans.
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save the eggs or young, insisted on ascending to the nest,

which he fearlessly performed, while we stationed ourselves

below, ready to defend him in case of an attack from the old

eagles. No opposition, however, was offered ; and on reach-

ing the nest, it was found, to our disappointment, empty. It

was built of large sticks, some of them several feet in length

;

within which lay sods of earth, sedge, grass, dry reeds, &c.,

piled to the height of five or six feet, by more than four in

breadth. It was well lined with fresh pine tops, and had
little or no concavity. Under this lining lay the recent exuvite

of the young of the present year, such as scales of the quill-

feathers, down, &c. Our guide had passed this place late in

February, at which time both male and female were making
a great noise about the nest ; and, from what we afterwards

learnt, it is highly probable it contained young, even at that

early time of the season.

A few miles from this is another eagle's nest, built also on
a pine tree, which, from the information received from the
proprietor of the woods, had been long the residence of this

family of eagles. The tree on which the nest was originally

built, had been, for time immemorial, or at least ever since he
remembered, inhabited by these eagles. Some of his sons cut
down this tree to procure the young, which were two in

number; and the eagles soon after commenced building

another nest on the very next adjoining tree, thus exhibiting

a very particular attachment to the spot. The eagles, he sajs,

make it a kind of home and lodging place in all seasons.

This man asserts that the gray or sea eagles are the young
of the bald eagle, and that they are several years old before

they begin to breed. It does not drive its young from the

nest, like the osprey or fish hawk, but continues to feed them
long after they leave it.

The bird from which the figure in the plate was drawn, and
which is reduced to one-third the size of life, measured three

feet in length, and upwards of seven feet in extent. The bill

was formed exactly like that of the bald eagle, but of a dusky
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brown colour; cere and legs, bright yellow ; the latter, as in
the bald eagle, feathered a little below the knee ; irides. a
bright straw colour; head above, neck, and back, streaked
with light brown, deep brown, and white, the plumage being
white, tipt and centred with brown ; scapulars, brown • lesser
wmg-coverts, very pale, inte/mixed with white

; primaries
black, their shafts brownish white; rump, pale brownish
white; tail, rounded, somewhat longer than the wings when
shut, "brown on the exterior vanes, the inner ones white
sprinkled with dirty brown

; throat, breast, and belly white'
dashed and streaked with different tints of brown and pale
yellow

;
vent, brown, tipt with white ; femorals, dark brown

tipt with lighter
; auriculars, brown, forming a bar from below

the eye backwards
; plumago of the neck, long, narrow and

pointed, as is usual with eagles, and of a brownish colour tint
with white. ' *

The sea eagle is said, by various authors, to hunt at night
as well as during the day. and that, besides fish, it feeds on
chickens, birds, hares, and other animals. It is also said to
catch fish during the night ; and that the noise of its plung-
ing into the water is heard at a great distance. But in the
descriptions of these writers, this bird has been so frequently
confounded with the osprey, as to leave little doubt that the
habits and manners of the one liave been often attributed to
both, and others added that are common to neither.

[The following addition is made by Mr Ord, but I have in
many instances found the reverse. I have had the golden
eagle and peregrine perfectly tame, and even playful. Three
sea eagles with me now are very savage :—" The bald eagle
may be tamed, so as to become quite sociable, permitting one
to handle it at pleasure, and even seeming pleased with such
tamiliarities. The hawks, on the contrary, are apt to retdn
their savage nature under the kindest treatment ; and, like
the cat, will frequently remind one, on the slightest provoca-
tion, to beware of those powerful weapons with which nature
has provided them."]
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ESQUIMAUX CURLEW. {Scolo^ax horedlis.

PLATE LVI.-Fio. 1.

Arct. Zool. p. 461, No. iQi.-Lath. \n.~Turt. Syst. p. 392. -Pea?c'« ^weum,
No, 4003.

NUMENIUS BOREALIS.-Lathajs*

NumeniuB borealis, Lath. Ind. Orn. ii. p. 712.—Bonap. Synop. No. 2U.—North.
Zool. ii. p. 378, pL 55.

In prosecuting our researches among the feathered tribes
of this extensive country, we are at length led to the fihores

of the ocean, where a numerous and varied multitude, sub-
sisting on the gleanings of that vast watery magazine of nature,
invite ouv attention, and, from their singularities and numbers,
promise both amusement and instruction. These we shall, as
usual, introduce in the order we chance to meet with thera in
their native haunts. Individuals of various tribes thus pro-
miscuously grouped together, the peculiarities of each will

appear more conspicuous and striking, and the detail of their

histories less formal, as well as more interesting.

The Esquimaux curlew, or, as it is called by our gunners
on the sea-coast, the short-billed curlew, is peculiar to the
new continent. Mr Pennant, indeed, conceives it to be a
mere variety of the English whimbrel {8. pJiwopus)

; but,
among the great numbers of these birds which I have myself
shot and examined, I have never yet met with one corre-

sponding to the descriptions given of the whimbrel, the
colours and markings being different, the bill much more

* This species has been by some supposed to be identical with the JV.

phwopus of Europe, but I believe later investigations have proved that
it is entirely distinct, the whimbrel having not yet been found to
inhabit any part of America. The " Northern Zoology " mentions it as
inhabiting the barren lands within the arctic circle in summer, where it

feeds on insects and the berries of Empetrum nigrum. The Copper
Indians believe that this bird, and some others, betray the approach
of an enemy. Their nests and habits while breeding resemble those of
the common curlew.

—

Ed.
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bent, and nearly an inch and a l.alf longer
; and the manners

in certain particulars, very different : these reasons have deter-
mined Its daim to that of an independent species.
The short-billed curlew arrives in large flocks on the sea-

coast of New Jersey early in May, from the south, frequents
the salt marshes, muddy shores and inlets, feeding on small
worms and minute shell-fish. They are most commonly seen
on mud flats at low water, in company with various other
waders, and at high water roam along the marshes They
fly high, and with great rapidity. A few are seen in June
and as late as the beginning of July, when they generally
move off towards the north. Their appearance on these occa-
Bions IS very interesting

: they collect together from the marshes
as if by i)remeditaied design, rise to a great height in the air
usually about an hour before sunset, and forming in one vast
line, keep up a constant whistling on their way to the north
as if conversing with one another to render the journey more
agreeable. Their flight is then more slow and regular, that
the feeblest may keep up with the line of march ; while the
glittering of their beautifully speckled wings, sparkling in the
sun, produces altogether a very pleasing spectacle.

In the month of June, while the dew-berries are ripe, these
birds sometimes frequent the fields, in company with the
long-billed curlews, where brambles abound; soon get very
fat, and are at that time excellent eating. Those who wish
to shoot them fix up a shelter of brushwood in the middle
of the field, and by that means kill great numbers. In the
early part of spring, and indeed during the whole time that
they frequent the marshes feeding on shell-fish, they are
much less esteemed for the table.

Pennant informs us that the Esquimaux curlews "were
seen in flocks innumerable on the hills about Chatteaux Bay
on the Labrador coast, from August the 9th to September the
6th, when they all disappeared, being on their way from their
northern breeding place." He adds. - They kept on the open
grounds, fed on the Empetrum nigrum, and were very fat and
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I

delicious. They arrive at Hudson's Bay in April or early in

May
;
pair and breed to the north of Albany Fort among the

woods
;
return in August to tlio marshes, and all disappear in

September." * About this time they return in accumulated
numbers to the shores of New Jersey, whence they finally

depart for the south early in November.
The Esquimaux curlew is eighteen inches long, and thirty-

two inches in extent ; the bill, which is four inches and a half
long, is black towards the point, and a pale purplish flesh

colour near the base ; upper part of the head, dark brown,
divided by a narrow stripe of brownish white ; over each eye
extends a broad line of pale drab ; iris, dark coloured ; hind
part of the neck, streaked with dark brown ; fore part and
whole breast, very pale brown ; upper part of the body, pale
drab, centred and barred with dark brown, and edged with
spots of white on the exterior vanes; three first primaries,

black, with white shafts ; rump and tail-coverts, barred with
dark brown

; belly, white
; vent, the same, marked with zigzag

lines of brown
; whole lining of the wing, beautifully barred

with brown on a dark cream ground ; legs and naked thighs,

a pale lead coloiu*.

The figure of this bird, and of all the rest on the same plate,

are reduced to exactly one half the size of life.

[Mr Ord adds, in his reprint, " I have some doubts whether
or not this species ip tlie Esquimaux curlew {N. horealis) of

Dr Latham, as this ornithologist states his bird to be only
thirteen inches in length, and in breadth twenty-one ; whilst

that above described is eighteen inches long, and thirty-two

in breadth. Besides, Latham's species has a bill of two inches

in length, and the bill of mine is four inches and a half long.

I am aware, however, that the bills of some birds increase

greatly with age ; and if it should turn out hereafter that the
two birds are identical, the specimen from which Latham took

his description must have been quite immature."]

* Arct. Zool. vol. ii. p. 163 j Phil. Trans. Ixii. 411.
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1

RED-BACKED SANDPIPER. {Tringa alpina)

PLATE LVI.-Fia. 2.

Arct. Zool. p. 476, No. Z^\.—Bewick, ii. p. 113.—La Brunette, Buff. vii. 493. -

Peale's Museum, No. 4094.

TRINOA ALPINA.—Vm^Am.*
Dunlin, Mont. Om. Diet.—The Dunlin, Bew. Br. Birds, ii. p. 113.—Purre, Id.

ii. p. 115.—Bficasseau brunette ou variable, Tcmm ii. 612.—Tringa alpiua,

Flem. Br. Zool. p. W%.—Bonap. Synop. p. 25.—Tringa alpina, the American
Dunlin, North. Zool. ii. p. 383.

This bird inhabits both the old and new continents, beinff

^'Mown in England by the name of the Dunlin, and in the

ted States, along the shores of New Jersey, by that of the

This species is again figured, on the next plate, in the plumage
of the winter, and the decided change undergone at the different ages

and seasons has caused great multiplication and confusion among the
synonyms. Wilson's two figures show very well the distinctions

between the nnptial dress and that of winter ; and, in the bird of the
first year, the plumage assumes a ruddy tinge on the upper parts, but
wants the greater part of the black, so conspicuous during the love
season.

On the coasts of Great Britain, the purre is the most common of
the whole race, and may generally be met with, no matter what is the
character of the shore. Bfefore they have be_en much driven about and
annoyed, they are also one of the most familiar. During winter, the
flocks are sometimes immense, and will allow a person to approach
very near, looking, and running a few steps, or stretching their wings
in preparation for flight, listlessly, and indicative of little alarm ; a few
shots, however, render them as timorous and wary as they were before
careless. In spring, they separate into pairs, when some perform a mi-
gration to a considerable extent northward, while others retire to the
nearer marshes and sea-merses, a few to the shores of inland lakes, and
still fewer to the higher inland muirs. Having there performed the
duties of incubation, they return again in autumn to the shore, where
they may be found in small parties, the amount of the broods, and
which gradually congregate as the season advances and more distant

travellers arrive, until many hundreds are thus joined. Their nests

are formed beneath or at the side of any small bush or tuft of grass,

rather neatly scraped, and with a few straws of grass round the sides.

The male is generally in attendance, perched on some near elevation,
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Bed-back. Its residence here is but transient, chiefly in April
and May, while passing to the arctic regions to breed, and
in September and October, when on its return southward to

and, on any clanger approaching, runs round, uttering, at quick inter-
vals, his shrill monotonous whistle. The female, when raised from the
nest, flutters off for a few yards, and then assumes the same manners
with the male. The young sit and squat among the grass or reeds,
and at that time the parents will come within two yards of the person
in search of them. The purre seems extensively distributed over both
the Euronean and American continents. I have not, however, received
it from the Asiatic side, or any part of India, where so many of this
tribe are commonly found.

The genus Pelinda has been instituted and adopted by several
naturalists for the purre, the little sandpiper, and a few others, with
the exclusion of the pigmy curlew and knots. Though an advocate,
generally, for subdivisions, wherever any character can be seized upon,
I cannot reconcile that of these birds. I can fix upon no character
which is not equally applicable ; and the habits, the changes of plum-
age, and the form, are so similar, that, with the exception of modifica-
tions essential to every group, they compose one whole. The differences
in form will be noticed under the respective species ; and, for the present,
I prefer retaining these birds under the generic name of Tringa.
The following species, not noticed by Wilson, have been added to the

American list by different ornithologists :—
T. Schinzii, Ereh. On the authority of Bonaparte, identical with

the Pelinda cinclus var. of Say's expedition to the Eocky Mountains,
and met with by the Arctic Exp-^ lition on the borders of the lakes
which skirt the Saskatchewan plains. So nearly allied to T. alpina,
as to be confounded with it ; differs in size, and the distribution of
markings.

Tringa pedoralis, Bonap. ; Pelinda pectoralis of Say. This seems to
have been first noticed in the valuable notes to Major Laing's expedition
to the Rocky Mountains. The following description is there given by

P. pectoralis, Say. Bill, black, reddish yellow at base; upper
mandible, with a few indented punctures near the tip ; head above,
black, plumage margined with ferruginous, a distinct brown line from
the eye to tbe upper mandible ; cheeks and neck beneath, cinereous,
very slightly tinged with rufous, and Tineate with blackish ; orbits and
lineover the eye, white ; chin, white ; neck above, dusky, plumage
matgmed with cinereous

; scapulars, interscapulars, and Aving-coverts,
black, margined with ferruginous, and near the exterior tips with
whitish

;
primaries, dusky, slightly edged with whitish : outer quill-

VOL. II. X
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i

winter quarters. During their stay, tliey seldom collect in

separate flocks by themselves, but mix with various other

species of strand birds, among whom they are rendered con-

spicuous by the red colour of the upper part of their plumage.

They frequent the muddy flats and shores of the salt marshes

at low water, feeding on small worms and other insects, which

.generally abound in such places. In the month of May they

are extremely fat.

This bird is said to inhabit Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia,

the Alps of Siberia, and, in its migrations, the coasts of the

Caspian Sea.* It has not, till now, been recognised by natu-

ralists as inhabiting this part of North America. Wherever

its breeding place may be, it probably begins to lay at a late

period of the season, as, in numbers of females which I examined

on the Ist of June, the eggs were no larger than grains of

mustard seed.

shaft white ; back (beneath the interscapulars), rump, and tail-coverts,

black, immaculate ; tail-feathers, dusky, margined with white at tip,

two intermediate ones longest, acute, attaining the tip of the wings,

black, edged with ferruginous ; breast, venter, vent, and inferior tail-

coverts, white, plumage blackish at base ; sides, white, the pl-.;uiage

towards the tail slightly lineate with dusky ; feet, greenish yellow

;

toes, divided to the base ; length, nearly nine inches ; bill, 11-8.

T. Dmiglasii, Swainson. Described in the " Northern Zoology," from

a specimen killed on the Saskatchewan, and is not uncommon in the

Fur Countries up to the 60th parallel. The authors express a kind of

doubt regarding this species, having been unable to compare it with a

specimen of Bonaparte's T. himanto'pus ; but mention the tail as even

with the central feathers alone, longest, and not barred with ferrugi-

nous ; with chestnut coloured ear-feathers, and somewhat smaller in size.

To these nearly undescribed species, the Prince of Musignano men-

tions in his catalogue, T. Tcmminckii, Leisler ; T. minuta, Leisler
;

Nwmmius pygmceus, Latham ; the Tringa platyrhyncha, Temminck, and

pigmy curlew of our shores ; and the T. maritima, Brunnich, our

purpie sandpiper. The latter has been met with by most of the late

arctic expeditions, and breeds abundantly on Melville Island and the

shores of Hudson's Bay, and T. suharquata, Becasseau corcoli, Temm. ;

and we may add, the T. rufescens of Vieillot, lately taken in this

country.— Ed.
* Pennant.
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Length of the red-back, eight inches and a half ; extent
fifteen inches

;
bill, black, longer than the head (which would

seem to rank it with the snipes), slightly bent, grooved on
the upper mandible, and wrinkled at the base

; crown, back,
and scapulars, bright reddish rust, spotted with black •'win''-
coverts, pale olive

;
quills, darker ; the first tipt, the latter

crossed with white
; front, cheeks, hind head, and sides of the

neck, quite round; also the breast, grayish white, marked
with small specks of black

; belly, white, marked with a broad
crescent of black

; tail, pale olive, the two middle feathers
centred with black; legs and feet, ashy black; toes, divided
to their origin, and bordered with a slightly scalloped mem-
brane

; irides, very dark.

The males and females are nearly alike in one respect, both
differing greatly in colour, even at the same season, probably
owmg to difference of age; some being of a much brighter
red than others, and the plumage dotted with white. In the
month of September many are found destitute of the black
crescent on the belly ; these have been conjectured to be
young birds.

SEMI-PALMATED SNIPE. {Scolo^ax semipalmata.)

PLATE LVL—Fio. 3.

Ant. Zool. p. 469, No. Zm.-PeaWs Museum, No. 3942.

TOTANUS SEMTPALMATUS.-TEmiiiiCK.*
Chevalier semipalra6, Totanus semipalmatus, Temm. Man. d'Orn. ii p 637 -

Totanus crassirostris, rieill. winter plumage, auct. Bonap.-Bonap. Cat.

This is one of the most noisy and noted birds that inhabit
our salt marshes in summer. Its common name is the Willet,

* Wilson has figured the winter dress of this curious species, and the
frmce of Musignano has signified his intention of representing its
other states. It is admitted as an accidental straggler amon/the
species of Europe by Temminck.—Ed.
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by which appellation it is universally known along the shores

of New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland,—in all

of which places it breeds in great numbers.

The willet is peculiar to America. It arrives from the

south on the shores of the middle States about the 20th April

or beginning of May, and from that time to the last of July,

its loud and shrill reiterations oipUl-will-willet, pill-ivill-willet,

resound almost incessantly along the marshes, and may be

distinctly heard at the distance of more than half a mile.

About the 20th of May, the willets generally begin to lay.*

Their nests are built on the ground, among the grass of the

salt marshes, pretty well towards the land or cultivated fields,

and are composed of wet rushes and coarse grass, forming a

slight hollow or cavity in a tussock. This nest is gradually

increased during the period of laying and sitting to the height

of five or six inches. The eggs are usually four in number,

very thick at the great end, and tapering to a narrower point

at the other than those of the common hen ; they measure two

inches and one-eighth in length, by one and a half in their

greatest breadth,and are of a dark dingy olive, largely blotched

with blackish brown, particularly at the great end. In some,

the ground colour has a tinge of green ; in others, of bluish.

They are excellent eating, as I have often experienced when

obliged to dine on them in my hunting excursions through the

salt marshes. The young are covered with a gray-coloured

down ; run oflF soon after they leave the shell ; and are led

and assisted in their search of food by the mother, while the

male keeps a continual watch around for their safety.

The anxiety and atFection manifested by these birds for their

eggs and young are truly interesting. A person no sooner

enters the marshes, than he is beset by the willets, flying around

and skimming over his head, vociferating with great violence

their common cry of pill-will-willet, and uttering at times a

loud clicking note as he approaches nearer to their nest. As

* From some unknown cause, the height of laying of these birds is

said to be full two weeks later than it was twenty years ago.
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they occasionally alight, and slowly shut their long white
wings speckled with black, they have a mournful note expres-

sive of great tenderness. During the term of incubation, the
female often resorts to the sea-shore, where, standing up to the
belly in water, she washes and dresses her plumage, seeming
to enjoy great satisfaction from these frequent immersions. She
is also at other times seen to wade more in the water than
most of her tribe ; and when wounded in the wing, will take
to the water without hesitation, and swims tolerably well.

The eggs of the willet, in every instance which has come
under my observation, are placed, during incubation, in an
almost upright position, with the large end uppermost ; and
this appears to be the constant practice of several other species

of birds that breed in these marshes. During the laying

season, the crows are seen roaming over the marshes in search

of eggs, and wherever they come, spread consternation and
alarm among the willets, who, in united numbers, attack and
pursue them with loud clamours. It is worthy of remark, that

among the various birds that breed in these marshes, a mutual
respect is paid to each other's eggs ; and it is only from in-

truders from the land side, such as crows, jays, weasels, foxes,

minx, and man himself, that these affectionate tribes have
most to dread.

The willet subsists chiefly on small shell-fish, marine
worms, and other aquatic insects; in search of which it

regularly resorts to the muddy shores and flats at low water,

its general rendezvous being the marshes.

This bird has a summer and also a winter dress, its colours

differing so much in these seasons as scarcely to appear to be
the same species. Our figure in the plate exhibits it in its

spring and summer plumage, which in a good specimen is as

follows :

—

Length, fifteen inches ; extent, thirty inches ; upper parts,

dark olive brown ; the feathers, streaked down the centre, and
crossed with waving lines of black ; wing-coverts, light olive

ash, and the whole upper parto ^r -inkled with touches of
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dull yellowish white
;
primaries, black, white at the root half

;

secondaries, white, bordered with brown ; rump, dark brown

;

tail, rounded, twelve feathers pale olive, waved with bars of

black ; tail-covorts, white, barred with olive ; bill, pale lead

colour, becoming black towards the tip ; eye, very black ; chin,

white ; breast, beautifully mottled with transverse spots of olive

on a cream ground; belly and vent, white, the last barred

with olive ; legs and feet, pale lead colour ; toes, half webbed.

Towards the fall, when these birds associate in large flocks,

they become of a pale dun colour above, the plumage being

shafted with dark brown, and the tail white, or nearly so.

At this season they are extremely fat, and esteemed excellent

, eating. Experienced gunners always select the lightest col-

oured ones from a flock, as being uniformly the fattest.

The female of this species is generally larger than the male.

In the months of October and November, they gradually dis-

appear.

GKEAT MARBLED GODWIT. (Scolopax fedoa.)

PLATE LVI,—Fig. 4, Female.

Arct. Zool. p. 465, No. 371.—La Barge Rousse de Baie d'Hudson, Buff. vii. 507.—
Peale^s Museum, No. 4019.

LIMOSA FEDOA.— VvssLhOT.

Limosa fedoa, Ord's edit, of Wils.—Bonap. Synop. p. 328.

This is another transient visitant of our sea-coasts in spring

and autumn, to and from its breeding place in the north.

Our gunners call it the draight-billed curleio, and sometimes

the red curlew. It is a shy, cautious, and watchful bird
; yet

so strongly are they attached to each other, that on wound-
ing one in a flock, the rest are immediately arrested in their

flight, making so many circuits over the spot where it lies

fluttering and screaming, that the sportsman often makes great

destruction among them. Like the curlew, they may also be
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enticed within shot by imitating their call or whistle, but
can seldom be approached without some such manoeuvre.
They are much less numerous than the short-billed curlews,
with whom, however, they not unfrequently associate. They
are found among the salt marshes in May, and for some time
in June, and also on their return in October and November

;

at which last season they are usually fat, and in high esteem
for the table.

The female of this bird having been described by several

writers as a distinct species from the male, it has been thought
proper to figure the former; the chief difference consists in

the undulating bars of black with which the breast of the
male is marked, and which are wanting in the female.

The male of the great marbled godwit is nineteen inches
long, and thirty-four inches in extent ; the bil' is nearly six

inches in length, a little turned up towards the extremity,

where it is black, the base is of a pale purplish flesh colour
;

chin and upper part of the throat, whitish ; head and neck,

mottled with dusky brown and black on a ferruginous ground
;

breast, barred with wavy lines of black ; back and scapulars,

black, marbled with pale brown ; rump and tail-coverts, of a
very ligiit brown, barred with dark brown ; tail, even, except

the two middle feathers, which are a little the longest ; wings,

pale ferruginous, elegantly marbled with dark brown, the four

first primaries black on the outer edge; whole lining and
lower parts of the wings, bright ferruginous ; belly and vent,

light rust colour, with a tinge of lake.

The female differs in wanting the bars of black on the

breast. The bill does not acquire its full length before the
third year.

About fifty different species of the scolopax genus are

enumerated by naturalists. These are again by some sepa-

rated into three classes or sub-genera : viz., the straight-billed,

or snipes
; those with bills bent downwards, or the curlews

;

and those whose bills are slightly turned upwards, or god wits.

The whole are a shy, timid, and solitary tribe, frequenting
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those vast marshes, swamps, and morasses that frequently

prevail in the vicinity of the ocean and on the borders of

large rivers. They are also generally migratory, on account

of the periodical freezing of those places in the northern

regions where they procure their food. The godwits are

particularly fond of salt marshes, and are rarely found in

countries remote from the sea.

TURNSTONE. {Tringa interpres)

PLATE LVII.-Fia. 1.

Hebridal Sandpiper, Arct. Zool. p. 472, No. 382.—Le Toume-pierrfi, Bvff. vii.

130, PI. enl. 130.—Bewick, ii. p. 119, 121.— Catesby, I 72.— Peak's Museum,

No. 4044.
STREPSJLAS INTERPRES.—IhiAGm.*

Tourne-pierre 4 collier (Strepsilas coUaris), Temm. Man. iTOrn. ii. p. 553.— Strep-

Bilas interpres, Ji'icm. Bv. Zool. p. WQ.—Norlh. Zool. ii. p. 371.—Strepsilas

collaria, Bonap. Synnp.

This beautifully variegated species is common to both Europe

and America, consequently extends its migrations far to the

north. It arrives from the south on the shores of New Jersey

in April ; leaves them early in June ; is seen on its return to

the south in October ; and continues to be occasionally seen

until the commencement of cold weather, when it disappears

for the season. It is rather a scarce species in this part of the

• This is the only species of turnstone known, and it is apparently

distributed over the whole world. Its breeding places, according to

the " Northern Zoology," are the shores of Hudson's Bay and the Arctic

Sea probably in the most northern districts. On the Scotch and

English coasts they arrive in small flocks about the beginning of August,

and, as the season advances, congregate into larger assemblies. The

greater proportion of these are still in their young dress, and it is not

until the ensuing spring that this is completely changed ; in this state

they have been frequently described as a second species. Early in

spring, a few straggling birds, in perfect breeding plumage,. may be

observed on most of our shores, which have either been left at the

general migration, or remain during the year in a state of barrenness.

It is then that the finest specimens for stuflBng are obtained.

—

Ed.
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world, and of a solitary diflposition, seldom mingling among
the large flocks of other sandpipers ; but either coursing the

sands alone, or in company with two or three of its own species.

On the coast of Capo May and Egg Harbour this bird is well

known by the name of the horse-foot snipe, from its living, dur-

ing the months of May and June, almost wholly on the eggs,

or s[)awn, of the great king crab, called here by the common
people the horse-foot. This animal is the Monoculua poly-

phemua of entomologists. Its usual size is from twelve to

fifteen inches in breadth, by two feet in length, though some-

times it is found much larger. The head, or forepart, is semi-

circular, and convex above, covered with a thin, elastic, shelly

case. The lower side is concave, where it is furnished with

feet and claws resembling those of a crab. The posterior

extremity consists of a long, hard, pointed, dagger-like tail,

by means of which, when overset by the waves, the animal

turns itself on its belly again. The male may be distin-

guished from the female by his two large claws having only a

single hook each, instead of the forceps of the female. In the

Bay of Delaware, below Egg Island, and in what is usually

called Maurice River Cove, these creatures seem to have

formed one of their principal settlements. The bottom of

this cove is generally a soft mud, extremely well suited to

their accommodation. Here they are resident, burying them-

selves in the mud during the winter ; but, early in the month
of May, they approach the shore in multitudes, to obey the

great law of nature, in depositing their eggs within the influ-

ence of the sun, and are then very troublesome to the fisher-

men, who can scarcely draw a seine for them, they are so

numerous. Being of slow motion, and easily overset by the

surf, their dead bodies cover the shore in heaps, and in such

numbers, that for ten miles one might walk on them without

touching the ground.

The hogs from the neighbouring country are regularly

driven down, every spring, to feed on them, which they do

with great avidity ; though by this kind of food their flesh

ji
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acquires a strong disngreeablo fishy taste. Even tlie small

turtles, or terrapins, so eagerly sought after by our epicures,

contract so rank a taste by feeding ou the spawn of the king

crab, as to bo at such times altogether unpalatable. This
spawn may sometimes bo seen lying In hollows and eddies

in bushels, while the snipes and sandpipers, particularly tho

turnstone, are hovering about feasting on tho delicious fare.

The dead bodies of the animals themselves are hauled up in

wagons for manure, and when placed at the hills of corn in

planting time, are said o enrich tho soil, and add greatly to

the increase of the crop.

Tho turnstone derives its name from another singularity it

^
po88e8se8,"of turning over with its bill small stones and pebbles

in search of various marine worms and insects. At this sort

of work it is exceedingly dexterous ; and even when taken

and domesticated, is said to retain the same habit.* Its bill

seems particularly well constructed for this purpose, differing

from all the rest of its tribe, and very much resembling in

shape that of the common nuthatch. We learn from Mr
Pennant that these birds inhabit Hudson's Bay, Greenland,

and the arctic flats of Siberia, where they breed, wandering

southerly in autumn. It is said to build on the ground, and
to lay four eggs, of an olive colour, spotted with black, and to

inhabit the isles of the Baltic dining summer
The turnstone flies with a loud twittering note, and runs

with its wings lowered ; but not with the rapidity of others

of its tribe. It examines more completely the same spot of

ground, and, like some of the woodpeckers, will remain search-

ing in the same place, tossing the stones and pebbles from side

to side for a considerable time.

These birds vary greatly in colour ; scarcely two individuals

are to be found alike in markings. These varieties are most
numerous in autumn when the young birds are about, and are

less frequently met with in spring. The most perfect speci-

mens I have examined are as follows :

—

* Catesby.
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Length eiglit inches and a half ; extent, Reventeen inches

;

bill, blackish horn ; frontlet, space paswiiig through the eyes,

and thence dropping down and joining tlie under umndiblo,
black, enclosing a spot of white ; crown, white, streaked with
black; breast, bhick, frotn whence it turns up half across the
neck

;
behind tiio eye, a spot of black ; upper part of the neck,

white, running down and skirting the bhick breast as far as

the shoulder
; upper part of the back, black, divided by a strip

of bright ferruginous ; scapulars, black, glossed with greenish,

and inlersperstil with rusty red ; whole back below this, pure
white, ^ut hid ^v the scapulars; rump, black; tail-coverts,

white
, lail, rounded, white at the base half, thence black to

the extremity; belly and vent, white; wings, dark dusky,

cros^-id by two bands of white ; lower half of the lesser coverts,

ferruginous; legs and feet, a bright vermilion, or red ^jad;

hind too, standing inwards, and all of them edged with a
thick warty membrane. The male and female are alike

variable, and when in perfect plumage nearly resemble each
other.

Bewick, in his " History of British Birds," has figured and
described what he considers to be two species of turnstone

;

one of which, he says, is chiefly confined to the southern, and
the other to the northern parts of Great Britain. The diffe-

rence, however, between these two appears to be no greater

than commonly occurs among individuals of the same flock,

and evidently of the same species, in this country. As several

years probably elapse before these birds arrive at their com-
plete state of plumage, many varieties must necessarily appear,

according to the different ages of the individuals.

i,\l
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ASH-COLOURED SANDPIPER. "Vvinga cinerea.)

PLATE LVIL—Fig. 2.

Arct. Zool. p. 474, No. 386.—^ewtci-, ii. p. 102.—Peace's Museum, No. 4060.

TBINGA C^iV?77'£/',S.—LiNN^U8.—Plumage of the young.*

Synonyms of young : Tringa calidris, Linn. i. 252.—Tringa noevia, Lath. Ind. Om,
ii. 732.—Maubeohe tachete, Buff.—Freckled Sandpiper, Aixt, 2ool. ii. p. 480.

The regularly-disposed concentric semicircles of white and

dark brown that mark the upper parts of the plumage of this

species, distinguish it from all others, and give it a very neat

appearance. In activity it is superior to the preceding ; and

traces the flowing and recession of the waves along the sandy

* This beautiful sandpiper has also from its changes been described

under various names, and our author has well represented the states of

the young and summer plumage in his ash-coloured and red-breasted

sandpipers of the present plate. In the winter plumage of the adult,

the upper parts are of a uniform gray, and want the black and light

edges represented in fig. 2.

America and Europe seem the only countries of the Knot. I have

never seen it from India, but have a single specimen of a knot from

New Holland, very similar, and which I considered identical, until a

closer examination has led me to have doubts on the subject. Like the

other migratory species, they only appear on our coasts in autumn, on

their return with their broods, or more sparingly in spring, when on

their way north. The young possess a good deal of the rufous colour

on the under parts, which leaves them as the winter approaches. I

once met a large flock on the east side of Holy Island, in the month of

September, which were so tame as to allow me to kill as many as I

wanted with stones from the beach : it may have been on their first

arrival, when they were fatigued. I have a specimen, in full plumage,

killed by a boy on Portobello sands by the same means. In general

they are rather shy, and it is only in their wheeling round that a good

shot can be obtained. Before the severity of the winter sets in, they

are fat, and are sought after by persons who knoxo them, for the table.

There is a peculiarity in the gregarious Tringce, and most of the

Charadriadce, which is very nearly confined to tliese tribes,— the simul-

taneous flight, at 1 the acting as it were by concert in their wheels and

evolutions. Among none is it more conspicuous than in this species
;

and every one who has been on the shore during winter, on a day
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heacli with great nimbleness, wading and searching among
the loosened particles for its favourite food, which is a small

thin oval bivalve shell-fish, of a white or pearl colour, and not

larger than the seed of an apple. These usually lie at a short

depth below the surface ; but in some places are seen at low

water in heaps, like masses of wet grain, in quantities of more

than a bushel together. During the latter part of summer
and autumn, these minute shell-fish constitute the food of

almost all those busy flocks that run with such activity along

the sands, among the flowing and retreating waves. Tiiey are

universally swallowed whole; but the action of the bird's

stomach, assisted by the shells themselves, soon reduces them

to a pulp. If we may judge from their effects, they must be

extremely nutritious, for almost all those tribes that feed on

them are at this season mere lumps of fat. Digging for these

in the hard sand would be a work of considerable labour,

whereas, when the particles are loosened by the flowing of the

sea, the birds collect them with great ease and dexterity. It

is amusing to observe with wr,at adroitness they follow and

elude the tumbling surf, while at the same time they seem

wholly intent on collecting their food.

The ash-coloured sandpiper, the subject of our present

account, inhabits both Europe and America. It has been

seen in great numbers on the Seal Islands near Chatteaux Bay
;

is said to continue the whole summer in Hudson's Bay, and

breeds there. Mr Pennant suspects that it also breeds in

Denmark ; and says, that they appear in vast flocks on the

Flintshire shore during the winter season.* With us they are

also migratory, being only seen in spring and autumn. They

gleaming and cloudy, may have seen tlie masses of these birds at a dis-

tance, when the whole were only visible, appear like a dark and swiftly

moving cloud, suddenly vanish, but in a second appear at some dis-

tance, glowing with a silvery light almost too intense to gaze upon,

the consequences of the simultaneous motions of the flock, at ouce

changing their position, and showing the dark gray of their backs, or

the pure white of their under parts.

—

Ed.
* Arctic Zoology, p. 474.

I
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are pi imp birds ; and, by those accustomed to the sedgy taste

of this tribe, are esteemed excellent eating.

The length of this species is ten inches, extent twenty ;
bill

black, straight, fluted to nearly its tip, and about an inch and

a half long; upper parts, brownish ash, each feather marked

near the tip witli a narrow semicircle of dark brown, bounded

by another of white ; tail-coverts, white, marbled with olive
;

wing-quills, dusky, shafts, white
;
greater coverts, black, tipt

with white ; some of the primaries edged also with white
;

tail, plain pale ash, finely edged and tipt with white ; crown

and hind head, streaked with black, ash, and white ; stripe

over the eye, cheeks, and chin, white, the former marked with

pale streaks of dusky, the latter pure ; breast, white, thinly

specked with blackish ; belly and vent, pure white ; legs, a

dirty yellowish clay colour ; toes, bordered with a narrow, thick,

warty membrane ; hind toe, directed inwards, as in the turn-

stone ; claws and eye, black.

These birds vary a little in colour, some being considerably

darker above, others entirely white below ; but, in all, the con-

centric semicircles on the back, scapulars, and wing-coverts,

are conspicuous.

I think it probable that these birds become much lighter

coloured during the summer, from the circumstance of having

shot one late in the month of June at Cape May, which was

of a pale drab or dun colour. It was very thin and emaciated
;

and on examination appeared to have been formerly wounded,

which no doubt occasioned its remaining behind its com-

panions.

Early in December I examined the same coast every day

for nearly two weeks, without meeting witli more than one

solitary individual of this species, although in October they

were abundant. How far to the southward they extend their

migrations, we have no facts that will enable us io ascertain,

though it is probable that the shores of the West India islands

afford them shelter and resources during our winter.
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THE PURRE. {Tringa cinclus.)

PLATE LVII.—Fia. 3.

Linn. S,.H. ^ol-Arct. Zool. p. 475, No. m.-Bcwick, ii. p. 115.-L'Alouette
de Mer, Buff. vii. 548.—Peace's Museum, No. 4126.

TBINOA ^LP/jV^.—Pennant.

This is one of the most numerous of our strand birds, as tliey
are usually called, that frequent the sandy beach on the frontiers
of the ocean. In its habits it differs so'little from the preced-
ing, that, except in being still more active and expert in run-
ning and searching among the sand on the reflux of the
waves, as it nimbly darts about for food, what has been said
of the former will apply equally to both, they being pretty
constant associates on these occasions.

The purre continues longer with us, both in spring and
autumn, than either of the two preceding ; many of them
remain during* the very severest of the winter, though the
greater part retire to the more genial regions of the°south,
where I have seen them at such seasons, particularly on the
sea-coasts of both Carolinas, during the month of February,
in great numbers.

These birds, in conjunction with several others, sometimes
collect together in such flocks, as to seem, at a distance, a
large cloud of thick smoke, varying in form and appearance
every instant, while it performs its evolutions in air. As this
cloud descends and courses along the shores of the ocean, with
great rapidity, in a kind of waving serpentine flight, alter-
nately throwing its dark and white plumage to the eye, it
forms a very grand and interesting appearance. At such
times the gunners make prodigious slaughter among them

;

while, as the showers of their companions fall, the whole body
often alight, or descend to the surface with them, till the
sportsman is completely satiated with destruction. On some
of those occasions, while crowds of these victims are fluttering-

' i«
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along the sand, the small pigeon-hawk, constrained by

necessity, ventures to make a sweep among the dead in

presence of the proprietor, but as suddenly pays for his

temerity with his life. Such a tyrant is man, when vested

with power, and unrestrained by the dread of responsibility 1

The purre is eight inches in length, and fifteen inches in

extent ; the bill is black, straight, or slightly bent downwards,

about an inch and a half long, very thick at the base, and

tapering to a slender blunt point at the extremity ; eye, very

small ; iris, dark hazel ; cheeks, gray ; line over the eye, belly,

and vent, white ; back and scapulars, of an ashy brown,

marked here and there with spots of black, bordered with

bright ferruginous ; sides of the rump, white ; tail-coverts,

olive, centred with black; chin, white; neck below, gray J

breast and sides, thinly marked with pale spots of dusky, in

some pure white ; wings, black, edged and tipt with white
;

two middle tail-feathers, dusky, the rest, brown ash, edged

with white ; legs and feet, black ; toes, bordered with a very

narrow scalloped membrane. The usual broad band of white

crossing the wing forms a distinguishing characteristic of

almost the whole genus.

On examining more than a hundred of these birds, they

varied considerably in the black and ferruginous spots on the

back and scapulars ; some were altogether plain, while others

were thickly marked, particularly on the scapulars, with a red

rust colour, centred with black. The females were uniformly

more plain than the males ; but many of the latter, probably

young birds, were destitute of the ferruginous spots. On the

24th of May, the eggs in the females were about the size of

partridge-shot. In what particular regions of the north these

birds breed is altogether unknown.

ill

il

!
i
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BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER. {Charadrius apricarius.)

PLATE LVir.—Fio. 4.

Alwagrim Plover, A ret. Zool. p. 483, No. 398.-Le Pluvier Dor^ h gorge noire Buff.
viii. m.-Peale't Muteum, No. 4196.

SQUATAROLA CINEREA.—FLmim*
Pluvialiscinerea, Wil. Om.229.-GrnySquatarola,Squatarolagrigea,«<e^;i. Cont.

M. Zool. vol. xi. p. 505.-Le Vanneau Oris, Cuv. Beg. Anim. vol. i p 467 —
Squfttarola cinerea, Fkm. Br. Zool. p, 3.-Vanellus malanogaater, Nort/i. Zool.
11. p. 370.

This bird is known in some parts of the country by the
luime of the large whistling field plover. It generally makes
its first appearance in Pennsylvania late in April; fre-

quents the countries towards the mountains; seems parti-

* This species, with some others, forms the division Vanneau pluviers,
the genus Squatarola of Cuvier, and, according to modern ornithologists^
has been separated from the Charadrii on account of the presence of
a hinder toe.

In the arrangement of this group, as in many others, I fear the
characteristic marks have been taken in a manner too arbitrary. Those
l)irds known by the name of Plovers form a small but apparently dis-
tmct group

; they contain the C. phmalis, Virgmianus, &c., and, but for
the rudimentary toe, the gray plover would also enter it : they agreem their manners, their incubation, and changes of plumage. We, a^ain,
have another well-defined group, which is called the Bolterels, agre°eing
in similar common habitudes

; but, in one species, bearing according to
arrangement the name of Squatarola, we have all the marks and form
of plumage, but the hinder toe much developed. It therefore becomes
a question whether the presence or want of this appendage should be
brought into the generic character (as it always has been), or should be
looked upon as one of the connections of forms. In the latter way the
plovers should form the genus Squatarola, the dotterels Charadrius, and
the two birds in question be placed opposite in their respective circles.

Vanellus, or the Lapwings, again, form another group, as well marked
in their different habits, and intimately connected with Pluvianus ;
neither of these, however, have any representative in North America.

'

Many gray plovers breed in the English fens, and, like the migratory
sandpipers, flocks appear on the shores at the commencement of winter
where they mingle with the other species. The plate is that of the'
summer or breeding plumage.---Ed.

VOL. II. Y
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cularly attached to newly-ploughed fields, where it forms its

nest of a few slight materials, as slightly put together. The

female lays four eggs, large for the size of the bird, of a light

olive colour dashed with black, and has frequently two broods

in the same season. It is an extremely shy and watchful

bird, though clamorous during breeding time. The young are

without the black colour on the breast and belly until the

second year, and the colours of the plumage above are like-

wise imperfect till then. They feed on worms, grubs, winged

insects, and various kinds of berries, particularly those usually

called dew-berries, and are at such times considered exqui-

site eating. About the beginning of September they descend

with their young to the sea-coast, and associate with the

numerous multitudes then returning from their breeding

places in the north. At this season they abound on the

plains of Long Island. They have a loud whistling note;

often fly at a great height ; and are called by many gunners

along the coast the black-bellied killdeer. The young of the

first year have considerable resemblance to those of the golden

plover ; but may be easily distinguished from this last by the

largeness of their head and bill, and in being at least two

inches more in length. The greater number of those which

I have examined have the rudiments of a hind toe ; but the

character and manners of the plover are so conspicuous in the

bird, as to determine, at the first glance, the tribe it belongs

to. They continue about the sea-coast until early in Nov-

ember, when they move off to the south.

This same bird, Mr Pennant informs us, inhabits all the

north of Europe, Iceland, Greenland, and Hudson's Bay, and

all the arctic part of Siberia. It is said that at Hudson's Bay

it is called the Hawk's-eye, on account of its brilliancy. It

appears, says the same author, in Greenland, in the spring,

about the southern lakes, and feeds on worms and berries of

the heath.

This species is twelve inches long, and twenty-four inches

in extent; the bill is thick, deeply grooved on the upper
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the upper

mandible, an inch and a quarter in length, and of a black
colour ; the head and globe of tlie eye are both remarkably
large, the latter deep bluish black ; forehead, white ; crown
and hind head, black, spotted with golden yellow ; back and
scapulars, dusky, sprinkled with the same golden or orange
coloured spots, mixed with others of white ; breast, belly, and
vent, black ; sides of the breast, whitish ; wing-quills, black

;

middle of the shafts, white
;
greater coverts, black, tipt with

white ; lining of the wing, black ; tail, regularly barred with
blackish and pure white ; tail-coverts, pure white ; legs and
feet, a dusky lead colour ; the exterior toe joined to the middle
by a broad membrane ; hind toe, very small.

From the length of time which these birds take to acquire

their full colours, they are found in very various stages of

plumage. The breast and belly are at first white, gradually

appear mottled with black, and finally become totally black.

The spots of orange or golden on the crown, hind head, and
back are at first white, and sometimes even the breast itself

is marked with these spots, mingled among the black. In
every stage, the seemingly disproportionate size of the head
and thickness of the bill will distinguish this species.

RED-BREASTED SANDPIPER. {Tringa rufa.)

PLATE LVII.-Fig. 5.

Peale's Museum, No. 4050.

TBINGA GANUTUS.—LiNNMVS.

Tringa Islandica, Lhin. and Lath.—Red Sandpiper, Mont. Orn. Bid. Supp.
Aberdeen Sandpiper, Penn. Brit. Zool. ii. No. 203.

Of this prettily-marked species I can find no description.

The Tringa Icelandica, or Aberdeen sandpiper of Pennant
and others, is the only species that has any resemblance to it

;

the descriptions of that bird, however, will not apply to the

present.
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Tlio common nnme of this fipecicR on our Rca-const is the

pjrny-bnck, nnd amonj]f the gunners it is a particular favourite,

being generally a plump, tender, and excellent bird for the

table ; and, consequently, brings a good price in market.

The gray-backs do not breed on the shores of the middle

States. Their first api)earance is early in May. They remain

a few weeks, and again disappear until October. They usually

keep in small flocks, alight in a close body together on the

sand flats, where they search for the small bivalve shells already

described. On the approach of the sportsman, they frequently

stand fixed and silent for some time ; do not appear to be

easily alarmed, neither do they run about in the water as

, much ns some others, or with the same rapidity, but appear

more tranquil and deliberate. In the month of November

they retire to the south.

Tliis species is ten inches long, and twenty in extent ; the

bill is black, and about an inch and a half long ; the chin,

eyebrows, and whole breast are a pale brownish orange colour
;

crown" hind head from the upper mandible backwards, and

neck, dull white, streaked with black ; back, a pale slaty olive,

the feathers tipt with while, barred and spotted with black

and pale ferruginous ; tail-coverts, white, elegantly barred

with black ; wings, ])lain, dusky black townrds the extremity
;

the greater coverts, tipt with white ; shafts of the primaries,

white ; tail, pale ashy olive, finely edged with white, the two

middle feathers somewhat the longest; belly and vent, white,

the latter marked with small arrow-heads of black ; legs and

feet, black; toes, bordered with a narrow membrane; eye,

small and black.

In some specimens, both of males and females, the red on

the breast was much paler, in others it descended as far as

the thighs. Both sexes seemed nearly alike.
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RED-BllEASTED ISNIPE. {Scolo^ux novchoracams,)

PLATE LVIII.-Fio. 1.

Arct. Zool p. 404, No. 308.—Pea/e'a Museum, No. 3932.

MACRORHAMPUS GRISEUS.-Lk\cu.*
MacrorhampuB giiseus, Steph. C'ont. Sh. Zool. vol. xii. p. Ol.-Scolopax grisea,

Flem. Br. Zool. p. lQV,.-lionap. Cat. p. 27.-Lo Becassino Grise, Soolopax
leucophuiii, VidU. Oal. iles Oi,. pi. 241.-Lin,08a ^colupucua, Say's ExpcU. to
Rocky Moant. 1. p. 170, 171, uoto.-Browu Snipe, Mont. Urn. Jjivt.-Becimim
1 onctuee, U'cmm. Man. ii. p. G7!>.-Iirowii Suipe, SMy's Illmt. Br. Orn. pi.
21, tijj. 2,

*^

This bird has a con.sidemble resemblance to the common
snipe,^ not only in its general form, size, and colours, but
likewise in the excellence of its flesh, which is in high esti-

mation.- It dill'ers, however, greatly from the common snipe

* This bird will stand in the rank of a sub-genus. It was first in-
dicated by Lead), in the Catalogue to the British Museum, under the
above title. It is one of those beautifully connecting forms wliich it is

impossible to place without giving a situation to themselves, and in-
timately connects tlie snipes with Totanus and Limosa. The bill is
truly that of iSculopax, while the plumage and changes ally it to the
other genera

;
from these blending cliaracters it had been termed Limosa

scolopacea by Say, who gave the characters of the form, without apply-
ing the name. He has the following observations in the work above
quoted :

—

" Several specimens were shot in a pond near the Bowyer Creek.
Corresponds with the genus Scolopux, Cuvier, in having the dorsal
grooves at the tip of the upper mandible, and in having this part dilated
and rugose

; but the eye is not large, nor is it placed far back upon the
head

;
which two latter characters, combined with its more elevated

and slender figure, and the circumstance of the thighs being denudated
of feathers high above the knee, and the exterior toe being united to
the middle toe by a membrane which extends as far as the first joint,
and the toes being also margined, combine to distinguish this species
from those of the genus to which the form and characters of its bill
would refer it, and approach it more closely to Limosa. In one speci-
men, the two exterior primaries on each wing were light brown, but
the quills were white. It may, perhaps, with propriety be considered
as the type of a new genus, and, under the following characters, be
placed between the genera Scolopax and Limosa. Bill, longer than the
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in itfl manners, nnd in ranny other peculinritics, a few of

which, as far as I have myself observed, may he sketched as

follows :

—

The red-breasted snipe arrives on the sea-coast of New
Jersey early in April ; is seldom or never seen inland : early

in May it proceeds to the north to breed, and retnrns by the

latter part of eTnly or beginning of Angust. During its stay

here, it flies in flocks, sometimes very high, and has then a

loud and shrill whistle, making many evolutions over the

marshes, forming, dividing, and reuniting. They sometimes
settle in such numbers, and so close together, that eighty-five

have been shot at one discharge of a musket. They spring

from the marshes with a loud twirling whistle, generally

rising high, and making several circuitous manoeuvres in air

before they descend. They frequent the sandbars and mud
flats at low water in search of food ; and being less suspicious

of a boat than of a person on shore, are easily ajjproached by
this medium, and shot down in great numbers. They usually

keep by themselves, being very numerous; are in excellent

order for the table in September ; and on the approach of

winter retire to the south.

I have frequently amused myself with the various action

of these birds. They fly very rapidly, sometimes wheeling,

coursing, and doubling along the surface of the marshes ; then
shooting high in air, there separating and forming in various

bodies, uttering a kind of quivering whistle. Among many
which I opened in May, were several females that had very

little rufous below, and the backs were also much lighter, and
less marbled with ferruginous. The eggs contained in their

ovaries were some of them as large as garden peas. Their

head, dilated, and rugose at tij-., slightly curved downwards, and with
a dorsal groove ; nasal groove, elongated

; feet, long, an extensive naked
space above the knee

; toes, slightly margined, a membrane connecting
the joints of the exterior toes ; first of the primaries, rather longest."

It is of rare occurrence in Europe, a few specimens only being men-
tioned, and a solitary instance of its appearance on the coast of Britain
is recorded by Montagu.

—

Ed.
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fitomnclis contained masses of those small snail-shells that lie

itj millions on iho salt marshes ; the wrinkles at the base of

tlie bill, and the red breast, are strong characters of this

upecicH, ns also the membrane which unites the outer and

iniddlo toes together.

The red-breasted snipe is ten inches and a half long, and

eighteen inches in extent ; the bill is about two inches and a

quarter in Icnglh, straight, grooved, black towards the point,

and of a dirty eel-skin coloiu* at the base, where it is tumid

and wrinkled ; lores, dusky ; clieoks and eyebrows, pale

yellowish white, mottled with specks of black ; throat and

breast, a reddish buff colour ; sides, white, barred with black

;

belly and vent, white, the latter barred with dusky ; crown,

neck above, back, scapulars, and tertials, black, edged, mottled,

and marbled with yellowish white, pale and bright ferruginous,

much in the same manner as the common snipe ; wings, plain

olive, the secondaries, centred and bordered with white ; shaft,

of the first quill, very white ; rump, tail-coverts, and tail

(which consists of twelve feathers), white, thickly spotted with

black ; legs and feet, dull yellowish green ; outer toe united

to the middle one by a small membrane; eye, very dark.

The female, which is paler on the back, and less ruddy on

the breast, has been described by Mr Pennant as a separate

species.*

, These birds, doubtless, breed not far to the northward of

the United States, if we may judge from the lateness of the

season when they leave us in spring, the largeness of the eggs

in the ovaries of the females before they depart, and the short

period of time they are absent. Of all our seaside snipes, it

is the most numerous, and the most delicious for the table.

From these circumstances, and the crowded manner in which

it flies and settles, it is the most eagerly sought after by our

gunners, who send them to market in great numbers.

• See his brown snipe, Arct, Zool., No. 369.
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LONG-LEGGED AVOSET. {Recurvirostra

kimantopus.)

PLATE LVIIL—Fig. 2.

Long-legged Plover, Arct. Zool. p. 487, No. 405.—Twrtow, p. 'ilQ.—Bewick, ii.

21.—L'Echasse, Buff. viii. 114, PI. ml. 878.—Peak's Museum, No. 4210.

HIMANTOPUS NIGRIGOLLIS.—Ymn.WT.*

Himantopus Mexicanus, Ord's edit, of ITiYs.—Himantopus nigricoUis, Bonap.
Synop. p. 322.

Naturalists have most unaccountably classed this bird with

the genus Charadrius, or plover, and yet affect to make the

particular confirmation of the bill, legs, and feet, the rule

' of their arrangement. In the present subject, however, ex-

cepting the trivial circumstance of the want of a hind toe,

there is no resemblance whatever of those parts to the bill,

legs, or feet, of the plover ; on the contrary, they are so en-

tirely different, as to create no small surprise at the adoption

and general acceptation of a classification evidently so absm-d
&nd unnatural. This appears the more reprehensible, when
we consider the striking affinity there is between this bird and
the common avoset, not only in the particular form of the
bill, nostrils, tongue, legs, feet, wings, and tail, but extend-
ing to the voice, manners, food, place of breeding, form of
the nest, and even the very colour of the eggs of both, all of

which are strikingly alike, and point out at once, to the
actual observer of Nature, the true relationship of these

remarkable birds.

Strongly impressed with these facts, from an intimate

Wilson confounded this species with the long-legged plover of
Europe, and ranged it with the Avosets. Mr Ord, in his reprint, placed
it in the genus Himantopus, properly established for these birds, but
under the name Mexicanus. The Prince of Musignano is of opinion
that it cannot range under this, being much smaller, and refers it to
the H. nigricoUis of Vieillot. The genus contains only a few species,
all so closely allied, that near examination is necessary to distinguish
them. They are all remarkable for the great disproportion of "their
legs. —Ed.
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acquaiutance with the living sii^^jects in their native wilds, I

have presumed to remove the present species to the true and
proper place assigned it hy Nature, and shall now proceed to

detail some particulars of its history.

This species arrives on the sea-coast of New Jersey about

the 25th of April, in small detached flocks of twenty or thirty

together. These sometimes again subdivide into lesser parties

;

but it rarely happens that a pair is found solitary, as, during
the breeding season, they usually associate in small companies.

On their first arrival, and, indeed, during the whole of their

residence, they inhabit those particular parts of the salt marshes,

pretty high up towards the land, that are broken into numerous
shallow pools, but are not usually overflowed by the tides

duiing the summer. These pools or ponds are generally so

shallow, that, with their long legs, the avosets can easily

wade them in every direction ; and as they abound with

minute shell-fish, and multitudes of aquatic insects and their

larvffi, besides the eggs and spawn of others deposited in the

soft mud below, these birds find here an abundant supply of

food, and are almost continually seen wading about in such

1)1 aces, often up to the breast in water.

In the vicinity of these laid places, as they are called by
the country people, and at the distance of forty or fifty yards

off, among the thick tufts of grass, one of these small associa-

tions, consisting ])erhaps of six or eight pair, takes up its

residence during the breeding season. About the first week
in May they begin to construct their nests, which are at first

slightly formed, of a small quantity of old grass, scarcely suffi-

cient to keep the eggs from the wet marsh. As they lay and
sit, however, either dieading the rise of the tides, or for some
other purpose, the nest is increased in height with dry twigs
of a shrub very common in the marshes, roots of the salt grass,

seaweed, and various other substances, the whole weighing
between two and three pounds. This liabit of adding materials

to the nest after the female begins sitting is common to almost
all other birds that breed in the marshes. The eggs are four
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in number, of a dark yellowish clay colour, thickly marked

with large blotches of black. These nests are often placed

within fifteen or twenty yards of each other ; but the greatest

liarmony seems to prevail among the proprietors.

While the females are sitting, the males are either wading

through the ponds, or roaming over the adjoining marshes
;

but should a person make his appearance, the whole collect

together in the air, flying with their long legs extended behind

them, keeping up a continual yelping note of click, click, clich

Their flight is steady, and not in short, sudden jerks, like that

of the plover. As they frequently alight on the bare marsh,

they drop their wings, stand with their legs half bent, and

trembling, as if unable to sustain the burden of their bodies.

In this ridiculous posture they will sometimes stand for

several minutes, uttering a curring sound, while, from the

corresponding quiverings of their wings and long legs, they

seem to balance themselves with great difficulty. This

singular manoeuvre is, no doubt, intended to induce a belief

that they may be easily caught, and so turn the attention of

the person irom the pursuit of their nests and young to

themselves. The red-necked avoset, whom we have introduced

in the present volume, practises the very same deception, in

the same ludicrous manner, and both alight indiscriminately

on the ground or in the water. Both will also occasionally

swim for a few feet, when they chance, in wading, to lose

their depth, as I have had several times an opportunity of

observing.

The name by which this bird is known on the sea-coast

is the stilt, or tilt, or long-shanks. They are but sparingly

dispersed over the marshes, having, as has been already

observed, their particular favourite spots, while in large inter-

mediate tracts there are few or none to be found. They

occasionally visit the shore, wading about in the water and in

the mud in search of food, which they scoop up very dexter-

ously with their delicately-formed bills. On being wounded

while in the water, they attempt to escape by diving, at which
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they are by no means expert. In autumn, their flesh is tender

and well tasted. They seldom raise more than one brood in

the season, and depart for the south early in September. As
they are well known in Jamaica, it is probable some of them
may winter in that and other of the West India islands.

Mr Permant observes that this bird is not a native of

northern Europe, and there have been but few instances

where it has been seen in Great Britain. It is common, says

Latham, in Egypt, being found there in tlie marshes in

October. It is likewise plentiful about the salt lakes, and is

often seen on the shores of the Caspian Sea, as well as by the

rivers which empty themselves into it, and in the southern

deserts of Independent Tartary. The same author adds, on

the authority of Eay, that it is known at Madras in the East

Indies.

All the figures and descriptions which I have seen of this

curious bird represent the bill as straight, and of almost an

equal thickness throughout, but I have never foimd it so

in any of the numerous specimens I have myself shot and

examined. Many of these accounts, as well as figures, have

been taken from dried and stuffed skins, which give but an

imperfect, and often erroneous, idea of the true outlines of

nature. The dimensions, colours, and mai-kings of a very

beautiful specimen, newly shot, were as follows :

—

Length, from the point of the bill to the end of the tall,

fourteen inches, to the tips of the wings, sixteen; extent,

twenty-eight inches ; bill, three inches long, slightly curved

upwards, tapering to a fine point, the upper mandible rounded

above, the whole of a deep black colour ; nostrils, an oblong

slit, pervious ; tongue, short, pointed ; forehead, spot behind

the eye, lower eyelid, sides of the neck, and whole lower parts,

pure white ; back, rump, and tail-coverts, also white, but so

concealed by the scapulars as to appear black ; tail, even, or

very slightly forked, and of a dingy white; the vent-feathers

reach to the tip of the tail below ; line before the eye, auri-

culars, back part of the neck, scapulars, and whole wings.

) <i
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deep black, richly glossed with green ; legs and naked thighs,

a fine pale carmine ; the latter measures three, the former four

inches and a half in length, exceedingly thin, and so flexible

that they may be bent considerably without danger of break-

ing. This thinness of the leg enables the bird to wade with

expedition, and without fatigue. Feet, three-toed, the outer

toe connected to the middle one by a broad membrane ; wings,

long, extending two inches beyond the tail, and sharp pointed
;

irides, a bright rich scarlet
;
pupil, black. In some the white

from the breast extends quite round the neck, separating the

black of the hind neck from that of the body ; claws, blackish

horn.

The female is about half an inch shorter, and differs in

having the plumage of the up[)er back and scapulars, and also

the tertials, of a deep brown colour. Th'; stomach or gizzard

was extremely muscular, and contained fragments of small

snail-shells, winged bugs, and a slimy matter, supposed to be

the remains of some aquatic worms. In one of these females

I counted upwards of one hundred and fifty eggs, some of

them as large as buckshot. The singular form of the legs

and feet, with the exception of the hind toe and one membrane
of the foot, is exactly like those of the avoset. The upper

curvature of the bill, though not quite so great, is also the

same as in the other, being rounded above, and tapering to a

delicate point in the same manner. In short, a slight com-
})arisou of the two is sufficient to satiafy the most scrupulous

observer that Nature has classed these two birds together ; and

so believing, we shall not separate them.
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SOLITARY SANDPIPER. {Trincja solitaria.)

PLATE LVIII.—Fig. 3.

PeaWs Museum, No. 77G3.

TOTANUS CHLOROPIGIUS.—YWLWT*
Totanus glareolus, Ord's reprint, p. 57.—Totanus chloropigius, VieiU.—Bonap.

Cat. p. IQ.—Synop. p. 325.

This new species inhabits the watery .solitudes of onr liif^liest

mountains during the summer, from Kentucky to New York
;

but is nowhere numerous, seldom more than one or two being
seen together. It takes short low flights ; runs nimbly abcu't

among the mossy margins of the mountain springs, brooks,

and pools, occasionally stopping, looking at you, and perpe-
tually nodding the head. It is so un.suspicious, or so little

acquainted with man, as to permit one to approach within a
few yards of it, without appearing to talce any notice or to be
the least alarmed. At the appioach of cold weather, it descends
to the muddy shores of our large rivers, whei-e it is occa-
sionally met with singly, on its way to the south. I have
made many long and close searches for the nest of this bird
without success. They regularly breed on Pocano Mountain

* In the second edition of the seventh part, under the inspection of
Mr Ord, this bird is described as new, by the name of T. glareolus. Ord
thought it identical with tlie T. glareolus of Europe, and named it as
such ; his synonyms are, therefore, all wrong. The Prince of 3Iusignano
thus points out the differences: " T. chloropicjius differs from T. glareola,
not only as regards the characters of the tail-feathers, but also in beinc^
more minutely speckled, the white spots being smaller ; by its longer
tarsus ; by the lineation of all the tail-feathers, but especially the lateral
ones, the bands being broader, purer, and much more regular, whilst
the latter tail-feathers of the European species are almost pure white on
the inner webs ; by having the shaft of the exterior primary black
whilst that of the glareolus is white."

The two specimens wliich Mr Ord shot, in which all the tail-feathers
were barred, and which corresponded with T. glareola, may have been
in fact that species. The Prince of Musignano is of opinion that it is

also a native of North America.

—

Ed.
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between Easton and Wilkesbnrro, in Pennsylvania, arriving

there early in May, and departing in September. It is usually

silent, unless when suddenly flushed, when it utters a sharp

whistle.

This species has considerable resemblance, both in manners

and markings, to the green sandpiper of Europe {Tringa

ochropus) ; but differs from that bird in being nearly one-third

less, and in wanting the white rump and tail-coverts of that

species ; it is also destitute of its silky olive green plumage.

How far north its migrations extend I am unable to say

The solitary sandpiper is eight inches and a half long, and

fifteen inches in extent ; the bill is one inch and a quarter in

length, and dusky ; nostrils, pervious ; bill, fluted above and

below ; line over the eye, chin, belly, and vent, pure white
;

breast, white, spotted with pale olive brown ; crown and neck

above, dark olive, streaked with white ; back, scapulars, and

rump, dark brown olive, each feather marked along the edges

with small round spots of white ; wings, plain, and of a darker

tint ; under tail-covert, spotted with black ; tail, slightly

rounded, the five exterior feathers on each side, white, broadly

barred with black ; the two middle ones, as well as their

coverts, plain olive ; legs, long, slender, and of a dusky green.

Male and female alike in colour.

YELLOW-SHANKS SNIPE. {Scolopax flavipes.)

PLATE LVIII.-FiG. 4.

Ant. Zool. p. 4G3, No. 878.— Tur^ Syst. 393.—Pm/e's Museum, No. 3938.

TOTANUS FLAVIPES.—VlEihhOT.*

Tetanus flavipes, Ord's edit. p. 59.

—

Bonap, Cat. p. 26.

Of this species I have but little to say. It inhabits our sea-

coasts and salt marshes during summer ; frequents the flats at

low water, and seems particularly fond of walking among the

* T.flavipes seems exclusively American.— Ed.
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mud, where it doubtless finds its favourite food in abundance.
Having never met with its nest, nor with any person acquainted
with its particular place or manner of breeding, I must reserve

these matters for further observation. It is a plentiful species,

and great numbers are brought to market in Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia, particularly in autumn. Tliough
these birds do not often penetrate far inland, yet, on the 5th
of September, I shot several dozens of them in the meadows
of Schuylkill, below Philadelphia. There had been a violent

iiorth-east storm a day or two previous, and a large flock of

these, accompanied by several species of Tringa, and vast

numbers of the short-tailed tern, appeared at once among the

meadows. As a bird for the table, the yellow-shanks, when
fat, is in considerable repute. Its chief residence is in the
vicinity of the sea, where there are extensive mud flats. It

has a sharp whistle, of three or four notes, when about to

take wing and when flying. These birds may be shot down
with great facility, if the sportsman, after the first discharge,

will only lie close, and permit the wounded birds to flutter

about without picking them up ; the flock will generally make
a circuit, and alight repeatedly, until the greater part of them
may be shot down.

Length of the yellow-shanks, ten inches ; extent, twenty
;

bill, slender, straight, an inch and a half in length, and black
;

line over the eye, chin, belly, and vent, white; breast and
throat, gray; general colour of the plumage above, dusky
brown olive, inclining to ash, thickly marked with small
triangular spots of dull white

; tail-coverts, white ; tail, also

white, handsomely barred with dark olive ; wings, plain dusky,
the secondaries edged, and all the coverts edged and tipt with
white

; shafts, black ; eye, also black ; legs and naked thighs,

long and yellow ; outer toe, united to the middle one by a
slight membrane; claws, a horu colour. The female can
scarcely be distinguished from the male.

y
?
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TELL-TALE GODWIT, OR SNIPE. (Scolopax

vociferus.)

PLATE LVIII.-Flo. 5.

Stone Snipe, Arct. Zool. p. 4G8, No. 370.— Tm*-*. Syd. p. 3QQ.~Pealc's Mmmm,
No. 3940.

TOTANUS MELANOLEUCUS.—YiEJhWT.*

T. melanoleucus, OnVs reprint of Wils. p. 61.—Bonap. Si/nop. p. 324.

This species and the preceding are both well known to our

duck-gunners along the sea-coast and marshes, by whom they

are detested, and stigmatised with the names of the greater

and lesser tell-tale, for their faithful vigilance in alarming the

ducks with their loud and shrill whistle on the first glimpse

of the gunner's approach. Of the two, the present species is

by far the most watchful ; and its whistle, which consists of

four notes rapidly repeated, is so loud, shrill, and alarming,

as instantly to arouse every duck within its hearing, and thus

disappoints the eager expectations of the marksman. Yet

the cunning and experience of the latter are frequently more

than a match for all of them ; find before the poor tell-tale

is aware, his warning voice is hushed for ever, and his dead

body mingled with those of his associates.

* Bonaparte in his " Nomenclature " remarks, " This hird is iindoubt-

edlj' the 8. melanoleuca of Gmelin and Latham, first made known by

Pennant, Why Wilson, who was aware of this, should have changed

the name, we are at a loss to conceive. Mr Ord was, therefore, right in

restoring it."

The species has not been discovered out of North America, and will

take the place in that country of the European greenshank.

Totanus is a genus of Bechstein, now generally acknowledged as the

proper place for the sandpipers of this form. Many of them do not

undergo so decided a change during the breeding season, breed more

inland, and, during winter, are as frequently found on the banks of

rivers and lakes, or in inland marshes, as upon the shores. They are

extremely noisy when first disturbed ; a single individual readily gives

the note of alarm ; and when their nests are approached, they display

more of the habit of the Plovers,—Ed.
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This bird arrives on our coast early in April, breeds in the

marshes, and cont nues until November, about the middle of

which month it generally moves off to the south. The nest,

I have been informed, is built in a tuft of thick grass, gene-

rally on the borders of a bog or morass. The female, it is

said, lays four eggs of a dingy white, irregularly marked with

black.

These birds appear to be unknown in Europe. They are

simply mentioned by Mr Pennant as having been observed in

autumn, feeding on the sands on the lower part of Chatteaux

Bay, continually nodding their heads ; and were called there

stone curlews.*

The tell-tale seldom flies in large flocks, at least during

summer. It delights in watery bogs and the muddy margins

of creeks and inlets ; is either seen searching about for food,

or standing in a watchful posture, alternately raising and
Icv.ering the head, and, on the least appearance of danger,

utters its shrill whistle, and mounts on wing, generally accom-

panied by all the feathered tribes that are near. It occasionally

penetrates inland along the muddy shores of our large rivers,

seldom higher than tide-water, and then singly and solitary.

They sometimes rise to a great height in the air, and can be

distinctly heard when beyond the reach of the eye. In the

fall, when they are fat, their flesh is highly esteemed, and
many of them are brought to our markets. The colours and
markings of this bird are so like those of the preceding, that,

unless in point of size and the particular curvature of the bill,

the description of one might serve for both.

The tell-tale is fourteen inches and a half long, and twenty-

five inches in extent ; the bill is two inches and a quarter long,

of a dark horn colour, and slightly bent upwards ; the space

round the eye, chin, and throat, pure white ; lower part of the

neck, pale ashy white, speckled with black
;
general colour of

the upper parts, an ashy brown, thickly spotted with black and
dull white, each feather being bordered and spotted on the edge

* Arctic Zoology, p. 468.

VOL. II. Z
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with black ; wing-quills, black ; some of the primaries, and

all the secondaries, with tiieir coverts, spotted round the

margins with black and white ; head and neck above, streaked

with black and white ; belly and vent, pure white ; rump

white, dotted with black ; tail, also white, barred with brown
;

the wings, when closed, reach beyond the tail ; thighs, naked

nearly two inches above the knees ; legs, two inches and three-

quarters long ; feet, four-toed, the outer joined by a membrane

to the middle, the whole of a rich orange yellow. The female

differs little ia plumage from the male ; sometimes the vent is

slightly dotted wi*^h black, and the upper parts more brown.

Nature seems to have intended this bird as a kind of spy

or sentinel for the safety of the rest ; and so well acquainted

are they with the watchful vigilance of this species, that, while

it continues silent among them, the ducks feed in the bogs

and marshes without the least suspicion. The great object of

the gunner is to escape the penetrating glance of this guardian,

which it is sometimes extremely difficult to effect. On the

first whistle of the tell-tale, if beyond gunshot, the gunner

abandons his design, but not without first bestowing a few

left-handed blessings on the author of his disappointment.

[Mr Ord adds, "Pennant's spotted snipe is undoubtedly this

species. He states that it arrives at Hudson's Bay in the

spring ; feeds on small shellfish and worms, and frequents

the banks of rivers ; called there by the natives, from its noise,

Sa-sa-shew* This Indian word, pronounced with rapidity,

gives a tolerable idea of the whistle of the tell-tale ; and is

a proof of the advantage of recording the vulgar names of

animals, when these names are expressive of any peculiarity

of voice or habit."]

* Arctic Zoology, vol. ii. p. 170. V
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SPOTTED SANDPfPER. •**

SPOTTED SANDPIPER. {Tnnga macularia.)

PLATE LIX.-Fio. 1.

Arct. Zod. p. 473, No. 38«.~La Grivo d'Eau, Bnff. viii. Wii.—Edw. ^7.—Peule's
Museum, No. 405G.

TOTANUS MACULARlUS.-TmMiifCK.*
Ord't reprint of Wih. part vii. p. M.—Temm. Man.'d'Orn. ii. p. 650.—iJonop.

Si/nop. p. 325.-Flem. Br. Zwl. p. 102. -Spotted Sandpiper, Mont. Orn.
Diet. ii. and Supp. Stlby'a Illuat. of Br. Orn. w. b. pL 17.

This very common" species arrives in Pennsylvania about
the 20th of April, making its first appearance along the shores
of our large rivers, and, as the season advances, tracing the
courses of our creeks and streams towards the interior. Along
the rivers Schuylkill and Delaware, and their tributary waters,

they are in great abundance during the summer. This species
is as remarkable for perpetually wagging the tail, as some others
are for nodding the head ; for, whether running on the ground
or on the fences, along the rails or in the water, this motion
seems continual ; even the young, as soon as they are freed from
the shell, run about constantly wagging the tail. About the
middle of May they resort to the adjoining cornfields to breed,

where I have frequently found and examined their nests.

One of these now before me, and which was built at the root

of a hill of Indian-corn, on high ground, is composed wholly
of short pieces of dry straw. The eggs are four, of a pale clay
or cream colour, marked with large irregular spots of black,

and more thinly with others of a paler tint. They are large

in proportion to the size of the bird, measuring an inch and a

* This is one of the most beautiful and most delicately marked among
the smaller Totani. Closely allied to our common sand lark, T. hypo-
leucos, it is at once distinguished by the spotted marking on the under
parts, which contrasts finely with their pure white. They frequent the
banks of rivers more than the larger species, and have all a peculiar
motion of the body and tail while running. The spotted sandpiper is

common to both continents, and has oeen once or twice killed in Great
Britain.

—

Ed.
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quarter in length, very thick at the great end, and tapering

suddenly to the other. The young run about with wonderful

speed as soon as they leave the shell, and are then covered

with down of a dull drab colour, marked with a single

streak of black down the middle of the back, and with

another behind each ear. They have a weak, plaintive note.

On the approach of any person, the parents exhibit symptoms

of great distress, counterfeiting lameness, and fluttering along

the ground with seeming difficulty. On the appearance of a

dog, this agitation is greatly increased ; and it is very inter-

esting to observe with what dexterity she will lead him from

her young, by throwing herself repeatedly before him, flutter-

ing off, and keeping just without his reach, on a contrary

direction from her helpless brood. My venerable friend Mr
William Bartram informs me, that he saw one of these birds

defend her young for a considerable time from the repeated

attacks of a ground-squirrel. The scene of action was en the

river shore. The parent had thrown herself, with her two

young behind her, between them and the land ; and at every

attempt of the squirrel to seize them by a circuitous sweep,

raised both her wings in an almost perpendicular position,

assuming the most formidable appearance she was capable of,

and rushed forwards on the squirrel, who, intimidated by her

boldness and manner, instantly retreated ; but presently re-

turning, was met, as before, in front and on flank by the

daring and affectionate bird, who, with her wings and whole

plumage bristling up, seemed swelled to twice her usual size.

The 3'oung crowded together behind her, apparently sensible

of their perilous situation, moving backwards and forwards as

she advanced or retreated. This interesting scene lasted for at

least ten minutes ; the strength of the poor parent began evi-

dently to flag, and the attacks of the squirrel became more

daring and frequent, when my good friend, likeone of those celes-

tial agents who, in Homer's time, so often decided the palm of

victory, stepped forward from his retreat, drove the assailant

back to his hole, and rescued the innocent from destruction.
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The flight of this bird is usually low, skimming along the

surface of the water, its long wings making a considerable angle

downwards from the body, while it utters a rapid cry of wett,

weet, weet, as it flutters along, seldom steering in a direct line

up or down the river, but making a long circuitous sweep,

stretching a great way out, aad gradually bending in again

to the shore.

These birds are found occasionally along the sea-marshes,

as well as in the interior ; and also breed in the cornfields

there, frequenting the shore in search of food ; but rarely

associating with the other Tringce. About the middle of

October, they leave us on their way to the south, and do not,

to my knowledge, winter in any of the Atlantic States.

Mr Pennant is of opinion that this same species is fouud

in Britain ; but neither his description, nor that of Mr Bewick,

will apply correctly to this. The following particulars, with

the figure, will enable Europeans to determine this matter to

their satisfaction :

—

Length of the spotted sandpiper, seven inches and a half, ex-

tent, thirteen inches ; bill, an inch long, straight ; the tip and

upper mandible dusky ; lower, orange ; stripe.over the eye and

lower eyelid, pure white; whole upper parts, a glossy olive, with

greenish reflections, each feather marked with waving spots of

dark brown ; wing-quills, deep dusky ; bastard wing, bordered

and tipt with white ; a spot of white on the middle of the

inner vane of each quill-feather except the first ; secondaries,

tipt with white ; tail, rounded, the six middle feathers greenish

olive, the other three on each side white, barred with black

;

whole lower parts, white, beautifully marked with roundish

spots of black, small and thick on the throat and breast,

larger and thinner as they descend to the tail ; legs, a yellow

clay colour ; claws, black.

The female is as thickly spotted below as the male ; but

the young birds of both sexes are pure white below, without

any spots ; they also want the orange on the bill. Those

circumstances I have verified on numerous individuals.
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BAKTEAM'S SANDPIPER. {Tringa Bartramia)

PLATE LIX.-F1G. 2.

PeaWs Museum, No. 4040.

TOTANUS BARTBAMIUS.—TEnmsCK.*

Totamis Eartramius, Ord's reprint of Wils. vol. vii. p. 67.—Chevalier k longue
queue, Temm. Man. d'Orn. ii. p. 650.—Totanus Bartramius, Bonap. Synop.

p. 325.

This bird being, as far as I can discover, a new species,

undescribed hy any former author, I liave honoured it with

the name of my very worthy friend, near whose botanic

, gardens, on the banks of the river Schuylkill, I first found it.

On the name meadows I have since shot several other indi-

viduals of the species, and have thereby had an opportunity of

taking an accurate drawing as well as description of it.

Unlike most of their tribe, these birds appeared to prefer

running about among the grass, feeding on beetles and other

winged insects. There were three or four in company ; they

seemed extremely watchful, silent, and shy, so that it was
always with extreme difficulty I could approach them.

These birds are occasionally seen there during the months
of August and September, but whether they breed near, I have
not been able to discover. Having never met with them on
the sea-shore, I am persuaded that their principal residence

is in the interior, in meadows and such like places. They
run with great rapidity, sometimes spreading their tail and

* The discovery of this species, I believe, is due to our author, who
dedicated it to his venerable friend Bartram. It is admitted by
Tenuninck as an occasional straggler upon the Dutch and German
coasts, and is mentioned as having been only once met with by himself.
Bonaparte asserts, on the authority of Say, that it is very common in
some districts of the extensive Missouri prairies ; thus confirming the
opinion of Wilson, that its residence is in the interior, and not on the
sea-coast, like most of its congeners. The lengthened form, more con-
epicuous in the wedge shape of the tail, is at variance with the greater
part of the Totani, and reminds us of the killdeer plover.—Ed.
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dropping their wings, as birds do who wish to decoy you from

their nest ; when they alight they remain fixed, stand very

erect, and have two or three sharp whistling notes as they

mount to fly. They are remarkably plump birds, weighing

upwards of three-quarters of a pound ; their flesh is superior,

in point of delicacy, tenderness, and flavour, to any other of

the tribe with which I am acquainted.

This species is twelve inches long, and twenty-one in

extent ; the bill is an inch and a half long, slightly bent down-

wards, and wrinkled at the base, the upper mandible black on

its ridge, the lower, as well as the edge of the upper, of a fine

yellow ; front, stripe over the eye, neck, and breast, pale

ferruginous, marked with small streaks of black, which, on the

lower part of the breast, assume the form of arrow-heads

;

crown, black, the plumage slightly skirted with whitish ; chin,

orbit of the eye, whole belly and vent, pure white ; hind head

and neck above, ferruginous, minutely streaked with black

;

back and scapulars, black, the former slightly skirted with

ferruginous, the latter with white; tertials, black, bordered

with white
;

primaries, plain black ; shaft of the exterior

quill, snowy, its inner vane elegantly pectinated with white

;

secondaries, pale brown, spotted on their outer vanes with

black, and tipt with white
;

greater coverts, dusky, edged

with pale ferruginous, and spotted with black ; lesser coverts,

pale ferruginous, each feather broadly bordered with white,

within which is a concentric semicircle of black ; rump and

tail-coverts, deep brown black, slightly bordered with white,

tail, tapering, of a pale brown orange colour, beautifully

spotted with black, the middle feathers centred with dusky
;

legs, yellow, tinged with green ; the outer toe joined to the

middle by a membrane ; lining of the wings, elegantly barred

with black and white ; iris of the eye, dark, or blue black

;

eye, very large. The male and female are nearly alike.
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KING PLOVER. {Tringa Maticula.)

PLATE LIX.—Fia. .3.

Arct. Zool. p. 485, No. 401.—Le Petit Pluvier h. Collier, Bv^. viii. 90.—£ewicit,
i. 326.—Peace's Museum, No. 4150.

CHARADRIUS SEMIPALMA TZ/^.—Bonaparte.*

Charadrius semipalmatus, Bonap. Synop. p. 296.—American Ring Plover, iVor</j.

Zooi. ii. p. 367 .^Charadrius semipalmatup ? Wagl, Syat. Av. No. 23.

In a preceding part of this work (see Plate xxxvii. Fig. 3),

a bird by this name has been figured and described, under the

supposition that it was the ring plover, then in its summer
dress ; but which, notwithstanding its great resemblance to the

present, I now suspect to be a different species. Fearful of

perpetuating error, and anxious to retract where this may
inadvertently have been the case, I shall submit to the con-

sideration of the reader the reasons on which my present sus-

picions are founded.

* The smaller Chamdriadce of America have been much confused,
owing to their close alliance to each other and to those of Europe, with
some of which they were thought to be identical. The Prince of
Musignano has clearly pointed out the differences which exist between
this and the species figured at Plate XXXVII, and which bears a more
close resemblance to the little African C. jiecuarius than either the
present species or the hiaticula of Europe (see also our note on that
species) ; and although he has not been able to point out such distinctive

characters between the latter species and that now under discussion, I
have no doubt whatever of their being eventually found quite distinct

;

and it will be found, by those persons who are inclined to allow so much
for the influence of climate in rendering form, colour, and plumage
distinct, that it is comparatively of no importance, and that identical

species, running through a great variety of latitude, will in fact differ

little or nothing from each other. I have transcribed the observations
of Bonaparte from his " Nomenclature of Wilson," which will show his
opinion.

He thus observes,—" The remark made by Mr Ord, relative to the
difference between the union of the toes in American and European
specimens, is no less extraordinary than correct ; I have verified it on
the specimens in my collection. This character would seem to show,
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The present species, or true ring plover, and also the

former or light-coloured hird, both arrive on the sea-coast of

New Jersey late in April. The present kind continues to be

seen in flocks until late in May, when they disappear on their

way farther north ; the light-coloured bird remains during the

summer, forms its nest in the sand, and generally produces

two broods in the season. Early in September the present

species returns in flocks as before ; soon after this the light-

coloured kind go off to the south, but the other remain a full

month later. European writers inform us that the ring

plover has a sharp twittering note ; and this account agrees

exactly with that of the present : the light-coloured species,

on the contrary, has a peculiarly soft and musical note, similar

to the tone of a German flute, which it utters while running

along the sand, with expanded tail and hanging wings,

endeavouring to decoy you from its nest. The present species

is never seen to breed here ; and though I have opened great

numbers of them as late as the 20th of May, the eggs which

the females contained were never larger than small birdshot

;

in the most positive manner, that they are distinct but allied species,

differing from each other as Tringa semipalmata of Wilson differs from

his Tringa pusilla."

The synonyms of Mr Ord, who noticed one of the principal distinc-

tions in the palmation of the feet, are consequently wrong, and they

should stand as above. I have added a synonym of Wagler, G. semi-

palmatus, which he takes, without any acknowledgment, from Cont.

Isis, 1825, and which seems to be this species. He also refers to the G.

hiaticula of Wilson, Plate XXXVII., under the name of G. Okenii. The

true G. hiaticula has not yet, I believe, been found in North America.

" I have been endeavouring," again writes Bonaparte, " to discover

some other markings on my stuffed specimens, that might enable me to

establish the species on a more solid basis ; but though certain small

differences are discernible, such as the somewhat smaller size, and the

black narrow collar of the American, &c., yet we are aware that such

trifling differences occur between individuals of the same species ; we

shall, therefore, not rely on them until our observations shall have been

repeated on numerous recent or livng specimens. In the meantime,

should the species prove to be distinct, it may be distinguished by the

appropriate name of G. semipulmatus,"—Ed.

i
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while, at the same time, the light-coloured kind had every-

where begun to lay in the little cavities which they had dug

in the sand on the beach. These facts being considered, it

seems difficult to reconcile such difference of habit in one and

the same bird. The ring plover is common in England, and

agrees exactly with the one now before us ; but the light-

coloured species, as far as I can learn, is not found in Britain
;

specimens of it have indeed been taken to that country, where

the most judicious of their ornithologists have concluded it to

be still the ring plover, but to have changed from the effect

of climate. Mr Pennant, in speaking of the true ring plover,

makes the following remarks :
—" Almost all which I have seen

from the northern parts of North America have had the black

marks extremely faint, and almost lost. The climate had

almost destroyed the specific marks
;
yet in the bill and habit,

preserved sufficient to make the kind very easily ascertained."

These traits agree exactly with the light-coloured species, de-

scribed in our fifth volume.* But this excellent naturalist

was perhaps not aware that we have the true ring plover

here in spring and autumn, agreeing in every respect with

that of Britain, and at least in equal numbers ; why, therefore,

has not the climate equally affected the present and the former

sort, if both are the same species? These inconsistencies

cannot be reconciled but by supposing each to be a distinct

species, which, though approaching extremely near to each

other in external appearance, have each their peculiar notes,

colour, and places of breeding.f

The ring plover is seven inches long, and fourteen inches in

extent; bill, short, orange coloured, tipt with black; front and

chin, white, encircling the neck ; upper part of the breast*

* Vol. II. p. 122 of this edition.

t It is mentioned as abundant in all " Arctic America " by the authors

of the " Northern Zoology," " where it breeds in similar situations to the

golden plover. Mr Hutchins reports that the eggs, generally four, are

dark coloured, spotted with black. The natives say, that, on the

approach of stormy weather, this plover makes a chirruping noise, and

claps its wings."

—

Ed.
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black ; rest of the lower parts, pure white ; fore part of the

crown, black; band from the upper mandible covering the

auriculars, also black ; back, scapulars, and wing-coverts, of a

brownish ash colour ; wing-quills, dusky black, marked with

an oval spot of white about the middle of each ; tail, olive,

deepening into black, and tipt with white ; legs, dull yellow

;

eye, dark hazel ; eyelids, yellow.

This bird is said to make no nest, but to lay four eggs of a

pale ash colour, spotted with black, which she deposits on the

ground* The eggs of the light-coloured species, formerly

described, are of a pale cream colour, marked with small round

dots of black, as if done with a pen.

The ring plover, according to Pennant, inhabits America

down to Jamaica and the Brazils ; is found in summer in

Greenland ; migrates from thence in autumn ; is common in

every part of Kussia and Siberia ; was found by the navigators

as low as Owyhee, one of the Sandwich Islands, and as light

coloured as those of the highest latitudes, f

[Mr Ord adds to this description in his reprint: "After

writing the above I had an opportunity of examining, com-

paratively, two or three specimens of the European ring

plover which are in Mr Peale's collection. These birds

corresponded with the subject of this article, except in the

feet, and here I found a difference which is worthy of note.

The outer toes of both the European and the American birds

were united to the middle ones by a membrane of an equal

size ; but the inner toes of the latter were also united by a

smaller web, while those of the former were divided to their

origin. The naturalists of Europe state that the inner toes

of their species are thus divided. Here, then, is a diversity

which, if constant, would constitute a specific difference. The

bottoms of the toes of the present are broad as in the

sanderling.

" The plover given in our fifih volume, under the name of

* Bewick. t Arct. Zool., p. 485.
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hiattcvla, has its inner toes divided to their origin, and the

web of the outer toes is much smaller than that of the piesent

article. All my doubts on the subject of our two plovers

being now removed, I shall take the liberty of naming that of

the fifth volume, the piping plover, Charadrius melodus."]

SANDERLING PLOVER. {Charadrius calidns.)

PLATE LIX. -Fig. 4.

Linn. Si/st. 255.—^)-c<. Zool. p. 486, No. 403.- Le Sanderling, Buff. vii. 532.—

Bewick, ii. Id.—Peak's Museum, No. 4204.

CALIDRIS ARENARIA.—luAQWB..*

Charadrius calidris, WUs. 1st edit. vii. p. 68 ; andCh. rubidus, WUs. 1st edit. vii.

p. 129.— Calidris, Illig. Prod. Mam. et Av. p. 249.—Ruddy Plover, Perm.

Arct. Zool. ii. p. 486, summer plumage.—Sanderling variable (Calidris

arenaria), Temm. Man. tVOrn. ii. 524.—Tringa (Calidris) arenaria, Boiiap.

<S^npp.—Calidris arenaria, Flem. Br. Zool. p. 112.—North. Zool. ii. p. 366.

In this well-known bird we have another proof of the imper-

fection of systematic arrangement, where no attention is paid

to the general habits, but where one single circumstance is

sometimes considered sufficient to determine the species. The

genus plover is characterised by several strong family traits,

one of which is that of wanting the bind toe. The sandpipers

have also their peculiar external characters of bill, general

Calidris was established for this single species, common over the

world, and of form intermediate between the plovers and sandpipers.

Their make is thicker ; they are less slender than the sandpipers ; the

bill stronger, but, as in that group, the feet similar to those of the

Charadrii; and with their manner of running and walking, they

possess that peculiar crouch of the head upon the back seen in the

common ring plover and its allies. The ruddy plover of the plate

represents it in the summer plumage, in which it more resembles the

changes exhibited in the knot and pigmy curlew than those of the

dunlins. On the shores of Britain, it is generally met with in winter

in small flocks, or in spring and autumn when going to or returning

from their breeding quarters.

By Mr Hutchins it is said to make its nest rudely of grass in the

marsheB, and lays four dusky coloured eggs, spotted with black.—Ed.
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form, &c., by which they are easily distingnlshed from the

former. The present species, though possessing the bill, gene-

ral figure, manners, and voice of the sandpipers, feeding in the

same way, and associating with these in particular, yet want-

ing the hind toe, has been classed with the plovers, with whom,

this single circumstance excepted, it has no one character-

istic in common. Though we have not, in the present instance,

presumed to alter this arrangement, yet it appears both reason-

able and natural that, where the specific characters in any

bird seem to waver between two species, that the figure, voice,

and habits of the equivocal one should always be taken into

consideration, and be allowed finally to determine the class to

which it belongs. Had this rule been followed in the present

instance, the bird we are now about to describe would have

undoubtedly been classed with the sandpipers.

The history of this species has little in it to excite our in-

terest or attention. It makes its appearance on our sea-coasts

early in September, continues during the greater part of winter,

and, on the approach of spring, returns to the northern regions

to breed. While here, it seems perpetually busy running along

the wave-worn strand, following the flux and reflux of the

surf, eagerly picking up its food from the sand amid the roar

of the ocean. It flies in numerous flocks, keeping a low mean-

dering course along the ridges of the tumbling surf. On
alighting, the whole scatter about after the receding wave,

busily picking up those minute bivalves already described.

As the succeeding wave returns, it bears the whole of them

before it in one crowded line ; then is the moment seized by

the experienced gunner to sweep them in flank with his

destructive shot. The flying survivors, after a few aerial

meanders, again alight, and pursue their usual avocation as

busily and unconcernedly as before. These birds are most

numerous on extensive sandy beaches in front of the ocean.

Among rocks, marshes, or stones covered with seaweed, they

seldom make their appearance.

The sanderling is eight inches long, and fourteen inches in
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extent ; thobill is black, an inch and a quarter in length, slender,

straight, fluted along the upper mandible, and exactly formed

like that of the sandpiper ; the head, neck above, back, scapulars,

and tertials, are gray white ; the shafts blackish, and the webs

tinged with brownish ash ; shoulder of the wing, black
;
greater

coverts, broadly tipt with white
;
quills, black, crossed with a

transverse band of white ; the tail extends a little beyond the

wings, and is of a grayish ash colour, edged with white, the

two middle feathers being about half an inch longer than the

others ; eye, dark hazel ; whole lower parts of the plumage,

pure white ; legs and naked part of the thighs, black ; feet,

three-toed, each divided to its origin, and bordered with a

narrow membrane.

Such are the most common markings of this bird, both of

males and females, particularly during the winter ; but many

others occur among them, early in the autumn, thickly marked

or spotted with black on the crown, back, scapulars, and

tertials, so as to appear much mottled, having as much black

as white on those parts. In many of these I have observed

the plain gray plumage coming out about the middle of

October ; so that perhaps the gray may be their winter, and

the spotted their summer, dress.

I have also met with many specimens of this bird, not only

thickly speckled with white, and black above, but also on the

neck, and strongly tinged on both with ferruginous ; in which

dress it has been mistaken by Mr Pennant and others for a

new species—the description of his " ruddy plover " agreeing

exactly with this * A figure of the sanderliug in this state

of plumage will be introduced in some part of the present

work.
* See Arct. ZooL, p. 486, No. 404.
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GOLDEN PLOVER. (Chamdrius pluvialia.)

PLATE LIX.-rio. 6.

Arct. Zool p. 493, No. ^iW.—Btwick, i. 322.—Le Pluvier Dor6, Buff. viii. 81,

PI. enl. 904.—Peak's Museum, No. 4198.

CHARADRIUS VIROINIANUS.-BON.VPA hte. *

Charadrius pluvialis, Bonap. Synop. p. W.—North. Zool. ii. p. 369.—Charadrius
Virginianus, Bonap. Osser. Sulla, 2d edit. Del. Regn. Anim. Cuv. p. 93.—
Charadrius maimoratus, Wagl. Si/st, Av. Char. No. 42.

This beautiful species visits the sea-coast of New York and

Now Jersey in spring and autumn ; but does not, as far as I

* The Prince of Musignano, after the publication of his " Synopsis of

North American Birds," and " Observations on Wilson's Nomenclature,"
pointed out the distinction of the North American and European birds.

The plate of Wilson also shows every chcracter of the northern birds.

The lengthened bill and legs, the more distinct dorsal spotting, and
clearer colour of the forehead, the dusky hue of the under parts, and
the mention, by Ord, of the brown axillaries, all point out this bird,

which can never be mistaken. The following are the principal distinc-

tions which appear between skins of C. Virginianus from India and New
Holland, and specimens of C. pluvialis, shot this forenoon :

—

C. pluvialis.

1. Total length, 10J inches.

2. Length of bill to extremity of
gape, 1 inch.

3. Length of wing, from joining

of bastard pinion to foreai-m,

and tip of first or longest quill,

8 inches.

4. Length of unfeathered tibia, f
inch.

5. Length of tarsus, If inch.

6. Throat,lower part of the breast,

belly, vent, and crissum, pure
white.

C. Virginianus.

1

.

The skins are about 10 inches in

length, but are much stretched

;

9J, or 8, as mentioned by Wag-
ler, nearly the true length.

2. Length of bill to extremity of
gape, 1^ inch.

3. Length of wing, from joining

of bastard pinion to forearm,

and tip of first or longest quill,

6^ inches.

4. Length of unfeathered tibia, |
inch.

5. Length of tarsus, nearly If
inch.

6. Throat, and all under parts,

dull yellowish gray, with

darker tips to the feathers.

'

11
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can (lificover, breed in any part of the United States Tliey

are most frequently met with in the months of September and

October ;
soon after which they disappear. The yonn^ birds

of the great black-bellied plover are sometimes mistaken or

this species. Hence the reason why Mr Pennant remarks his

having seen a variety of the golden plover, with black breasts,

which ho supposed to be the young.*

The golden plover is common in the northern parts ot

Europe It breeds on high and heathy mountains. The

female lays four eggs, of a pale olive colour, variegated with

blackish spots. They usually fly in small flocks, and have a

shrill whistling note. They are very frequent in Siberia,

7. Pale markings on the upper

parts, dull gamboge yellow;

spotting more in oWong spots ;

and, on the wing and tail-

coverts, take the form of bars.

8. Light markings on the tail

duU and undecided, with a

decided dark barring.

9. Outer tail-feathers with pale
'

margins, the distinct and fre-

qxient barring through the

whole length.

Under wing coverts and axil-

laries, pure white.

Lesser wing coverts, tipped

with white, but otherwise of a

uniform colour.

'duvialu is introduced into the " Northern Zoology " but I strongly
,

«nspel the e xcellent ornithologists have overlooked the other species

Both may bo natives of North America ; I have never, however, seen or

olwivi been confounded with its ally.
, . , , 4. „

Tn Plate 85 of " Ornithological Illustrations," this bird has most un-

^ L Len described under the title of 0. xanfhochielus, Wagler.

rrSbS;S^^^^^ and %ured from New Holland speci-

mens.

—

Ed.
* Arct. Zool., p. 484.

10.

11

7. Pale markings on the upper

parts larger, and inclining more

to clear white; above, more

in spots on the sides of the

feathers.

8. Light markings on the tail de-

cided, nearly white ; no dark

bar through it.

9. Outer tail-feathers, with white

tip and outer margin, which

shoot down the rachis.

10. Under wing-coverts and axil-

laries, wood brown gray.

11. Lesser wing-coverts tipped and

rather broadly edged with

white.
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GOLDEN PLOVER.
jgg

where they likewise breed ; extend also to Kamtfichatka, and
a8 far fiouth as the Sandwich Isles. In this latter place, Mr
Pennant reniarks, " they are very small."

Althongh these birds are occasionally found along our sea-
coast from Georgia to Maine, yet they are nowhere numerous;
and I have never met with them in the interior. Onr moun-
tains being generally covered with forest, and no species of
heath having as yet been discovered within the boundaries
of the United States, these birds are probably induced to
seek the more remote arctic regions of the continent to breed
and rear their young in, where the country is more open, and
unencumbered with woods.

The golden plover is ten inches and a half Jong, and
twenty-one inches in extent; bill, short, of a dusky slate

colour
; eye, very large, blue black ; nostrils, placed in a deep

furrow, and half covered with a prominent membrane
; whole

upper parts, black, thickly marked with roundish spots of

various tints of golden yellow ; wing-coverts and hind part
of the neck, pale brown, the latter streaked with yellowish

;

front, broad line over the eye, chin, and sides of the same,
yellowish white, streaked with small pointed spots of brown
olive

; breast, gray, with olive and white ; sides under the
wings, marked thinly with transverse bars of pale olive

;

belly and vent, white ; wing-quills, black, the middle of the
shafts marked with white; greater coverts, black tipt with
white; tail, rounded, black, barred with triangular spots of
golden yellow

;
legs, dark dusky slate ; feet, three-toed, with

generally the slight rudiments of a heel, the outer toe con-
nected, as far as the first joint, with the middle one. The
male and female differ very little in colour.

13 most un-

its, Wagler.

land speci-

VOL. II. 2 A
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KILDEER PLOVER. {Oharadrius vociferus.)

PLATE LIX.-Flo. 6,

Arct. Zool No. iOO.-Catesby, i. 71.-Le Kildir, Bvff. viii. m.-Peale's Museum,

No. 4174.

CHARADBIUS VOCIFERUS.—L\mm&.*

Charadrius vociferus, Bonap. Synop. North. Zool. ii. p. 368.

This restless and noisy bird is known to almost every inhabi-

tant of the United States, being a common and pretty constant

resident. During the severity of winter, when snow covers the

ground, it retreats to the sea-shore, whore it is found at all

seasons ; but no sooner have the rivers broke up, than its shrill

note is again heard, either roaming about high in air, tracing

the shore of the river, or running amidst the watery flats and

meadows. As spring advances, it resorts to the newly-ploughed

fields, or level plains bare of grass interspersed with shallow

pools, or, in the vicinity of the sea, dry bare sandy fields.

In some such situation it generally chooses to breed about the

beginning of May. The nest is usually slight, a mere hollow,

with such materials drawn in around it as happen to be near,

such as bits of sticks, straw, pebbles, or earth. In one in-

stance, I found the nest of this bird paved with fragments

of clam and oyster shells, and very neatly surrounded with a

mound or border of the same, placed in a very close and

curious manner. In some cases there is no vestige whatever

of a nest. The eggs are usually four, of a bright rich cream

or yellowish clay colour, thickly marked with blotches of

black. They are large for the size of the bird, measuring

more than an inch and a half in length, and a full inch in

width, tapering to a narrow point at the great end.

* An almndant and well-known species, and peculiar to both conti-

nents of America, with some of the West Indian islands. According to

the " Northern Zoolofjy," it arrives on the plains of the Saskatchewan

about the 20th of April, and at that season frequents the gardens and

cultivated fields of the trading post with the utmost familiarity.

—

Ed.
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Notliing can exceed the alarm and anxiety of these birds
during the breeding season. Their cries of Uldeer, kildeer,

as they winnow the air overhead, dive and course around
you, or run along the ground counterfeiting lameness, are
shrill and incessant. The moment they see a person approach,
they fly or run to attack him with their harassing clamour,
continuing it over so wide an extent of ground, that they
puzzle the pursuer as to the particular spot where the nest or
young are concealed

; very mucli resembling, in this respect,
the lapwing of Europe. During the evening, and long after
dusk, particularly in moonlight, their cries are frequently
heard with equal violence, both in the spring and fall. From
this circumstance, and their flying about both after dusk and
before dawn, it appears probable that tiiey see belter at such
times than most of their tribe* They are known <^o feed much
on worms, and many of these rise to the surface during the
night. The prowling of owls may also alarm their fears for

their young at those hours ; but, whatever may be the cause,
the facts are so.

The kildeer is more abundant in the southern States in

winter than in summer. Among tiie rice-fields, and even
around the planters' yards, in South Carolina, I observed
them very numerous in the months of February and March.
There the negro boys frequently practise the barbarous mode
of catching them with a line, at the extremity of which is a
crooked pin with a worm on it. Their flight is something
like tiiat of the tern, but more vigorous; and they some-
times rise to a great height in the air. They are fond of
wading in pools of water, and frequently bathe themselves
during the summer. They usually stand erect on their legs,
and run or walk with the body in a stiff horizontal position

;

they run with great swiftness, and are also strong and vigorous
in the wings. Their flesh is eaten by some, but is not in
general esteem

; tliough others say that, in the fall, when they
become very fat, it is excellent.

During the extreme droughts of summer, these birds resort
to the gravelly channel of brooks and shallow streams, where
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they can wade about in search of aquatic insects. At the close

of summer, they generally descend to the sea-shore, in small
flocks, seldom more than ten or twelve being seen together.

They are then more serene and silent, as well as difficult to

be approached.

The Idldeer is ten inches long, and twenty inches in extent;

the bill is black ; frontlet, chin, and ring round the neck,

white
; fore part of the crown and auricnlars, from the bill

backwards, blackish olive; eyelids, bright scarlet; eye, very

large, and of a full black ; from the centre of the eye back-

wards, a strip of white ; round the lower part of the neck is

a broad band of black ; below that, a band of white, succeeded

by another rounding band or crescent of black; rest of the

lower parts, pure white ; crown and hind head, light olive

brown
;
back, scapulars, and wing-coverts, olive brown, skirted

with brownish yellow
;
primary quills, black, streaked across

the middle with white ; bastard wing, tipt with white

;

greater coverts, broadly tipt with white; rump and tail-

coverts, orange; tail, tapering, dull orange, crossed near the

end with a broad bar of black, and tipt with orange, the

two middle feathers near an inch longer than the adjoininw

ones ; legs and feet, a pale light clay colour. The tertials,

as usual in this tribe, are very long, reaching nearly to the

tips of the primaries ; exterior toe, joined by a membrane to

the middle one, as far as the first joint.

\%' M

GKEAT TEEN. {Sterna Mrundo.)

PLATE LX.—Fig. 1.

Arct. ZooJ. p. 524, No. 448.—Le Pierre Garin, ou Grande Hirondelle de Mer, Buff.
viii. 331, PI. enl. 987.—Betcick, ii. 181.—Peak's Museum, No. 3485.

STERNA TF/i,S'OiV//.—Bonaparte.*

Sterna hinindo, Bona.p. Si/nop. p. 354.—St. Wilsonii, Bonap. Osserv. Sulla, 2d
edit. Del Regn, Anim. Cuv. p. 135.

This bird belongs to a tribe very generally dispersed over the

shores of the ocean. Their generic characters are these :—
Mr Ord, in his reprint, and C. L. Bonaparte, when writing his

" Synopsis and Observations on the Nomenclature of Wilson," considered
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Bill, straight, sharp pointed, a little compressed, and strong;

nostrils, linear ; tongue, slender, pointed ; legs, short ; feet,

webbed ; hind toe and its nail, straight ; wings, long ; tail,

generally forked. Turton enumerates twenty-five species of

this genus, scattered over various quarters of the world ; six

of which, at least, are natives of the United States. From
their long pointed wings, they are generally known to sea-

faring people, and others residing near the sea-shore, by the

name of sea-swallows; though some few, fiom their near

resemblance, are confounded with the gulls.

The present species, or great tern, is common to the shores

of Europe, Asia, and America. It arrives on the coast of

New Jersey about the middle or 20th of April, led, no doubt,

hy the multitudes of fish which at that season visit our shallow

bays and inlets. By many it is called the Sheep's-head gull,

from arriving about the same time with the fish of that

name.

About the middle or 20lh of May, this bird commences

laying. The preparation of a nest, which costs most other

birds so much time and ingenuity, is here altogether dispensed

with. The eggs, generally three in number, are placed on the

surface of the dry drift grass, on the beach or salt marsh, and

covered by the female only during the night, or in wet, raw,

or stormy weather. At all other times, the hatching of them

is left to the heat of the sun. These eggs measure an inch

and three-quarters in length, by about an inch and two-tenths

in width, and are of a yellowish dun colour, sprinkled with

dark brown and pale Indian-ink. Notvvithstunding they seem

thus negligently abandoned during the day, it is very different

in reality. One or both of the parents are generally fishing

within view of the place, and, on the near approach of any

this bird as identical with the &t. hirundo of Europe. Later comparisons

by the Prince have induced him to consider it distinct, and peculiar to

America, and he has dedicated it to Wilson. That gentleman mentions,

as North American, in addition to the list by Wilson, St. cyanea, Lath.

;

iSt. ardica, Temm. ; St. stolida, Linn.

—

Ed.
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person, instantly make their appearance overhead, uttering

a hoarse jarring kind of cry, and flying about with evident

symptoms of great anxiety and consternation. The young are

generally produced at intervals of a day or so from each other,

and are regularly and abundantly fed for several weeks before

their wings are sufficiently grown to enable them to fly. At

first the parents alight with the fish which they have brought

in their mouth or in their bill, and tearing it in pieces, distri-

bute it in such portions as their young are able to swallow.

Afterwards they frequently feed them without alighting, as

they skim over the spot ; and, as the young become nearly

ready to fly, they drop the fish among them, where the strong-

est and most active have the best chance to gobble it up. In

the meantime, the young themselves frequently search about

the marshes, generally not far apart, for insects of various

kinds; but so well acquainted are they with the peculiar

language of their parents that warn them of the approach of

an enemy, that, on hearing their cries, they instantly squat,

and remain motionless until the danger be over.

The flight of the great tern, and, indeed, of the whole tribe,

is not in the sweeping shooting manner of the land swallows,

notwithstanding their name ; the motions of their long wings

are slower, and more in the manner of the gull.

They have, however, great powers of wing and strength in

the muscles of the neck, which enable them to make such

sudden and violent plunges, and that from a considerable

height too, headlong on their prey, which they never seize

but with their bills. In the evening, I have remarked, as

they retired from the upper parts of the bays, rivers, and

inlets to the beach for repose, about breeding time, that each

generally carried a small fish in his bill.

As soon as the young are able to fly, they lead them to the

sandy shoals and ripples where fish are abundant ; and while

they occasionally feed them, teach them by their example to

provide for themselves. They sometimes penetrate a great

way inland, along the courses of rivers ; and are occasionally
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seen about all our numerous ponds, lakes, and rivers, most

usually near the close of the summer.

This species inhabits Europe as high as Spitzbergen ; is

found on the arctic coasts of Siberia and Kamtschatka, and

also on our own continent as far north as Hudson's Bay. In

New England, it is called by some the Mackerel-gull. It

retires from all these places at the approach of winter to

more congenial seas and seasons.

The great tern is fifteen inches long, and thirty inches in

extent ; bill, reddish yellow, sometimes brilliant crimson,

slightly angular on the lower mandible, and tipt with black
;

whole upper part of the head, black, extending to a point half

way down the neck behind, and including the eyes ; sides

of the neck, and whole lower parts, pure white ; wing-quills,

hoary, as if bleached by the weather, long and pointed ; whole

back, scapulars, and wing, bluish white, or very pale lead

colour ; rump and tail-coverts, white ; tail, long, and greatly

forked, the exterior feathers being three inches longer than

the adjoining ones, the rest shortening gradually for an inch

and a half to the middle ones, the whole of a pale lead colour

;

the outer edge of the exterior ones, black ; legs and webbed

feet, brilliant red lead ; membranes of the feet, deeply scal-

loped ; claws, large and black, middle one the largest. The

primary quill-feathers are generally dark on their inner edges.

The female differs in having the two exterior feathers of the

tail, considerably shorter. The voice of these birds is like the

harsh jarring of an opening door rusted on its hinges. The

bone of the skull is remarkably thick and strong, as also the

membrane that surrounds the brain ; in this respect resembling

the woodpecker's. In both, this provision is doubtless intended

to enable the birds to support, without injury, the violent con-

cussions caused by the plunging of the one and the chiselling

of the other.
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LESSER TERN. {Sterna mimta.)

PLATE LX.—Fio. 2.

Arct. Zool. No. 449.—La Petite Hirondelle de Mer, Buff. viii. 337, PI. enl. 996.—
Bewick, ii. 183.—Peale'a Museum, No. 3505.

STERNA 3fINUTA.-Litism\ja.*

Sterna minuta, Bonap. Si/nop.—Flem. Br. Zool. p. m.—Temm. Man. d'Orn.

ii. p. 75,

This beautiful little species looks like the preceding in

miniature, but 8ur{)asse8 it far in the rich glossy satin-like

white plumage with which its throat, breast, and whole lower

parts are covered. Like the former, it is also a bird of passage,

but is said not to extend its migrations to so ^igh a northern

latitude, being more delicate and susceptible of cold. It

arrives on the coast somewhat later tlian the other, but in

equal and perhaps greater numbeis ; coasts along the shores,

and also over the pools in the salt marshes, in search of prawns,

of which it is particularly fond ; hovers, suspended in the air,

for a few moments above its prey, exactly in the manner of

some of our small hawks, and dashes headlong down into

the water after it, generally seizing it with its bill ; mounts
instantly again to the same height, and moves slowly along
as before, eagerly examining the surface below. About the

25th of May, or beginning of June, the female begins to lay.

* This species is common to Europe and the northern continent of
America, Bonaparte mentions anotlier closely allied species, which
appears to take its place in South America, and has been confounded
with it.

The breeding places of this tern are somewhat different from many
of those British species with which we are acquainted. Most of the
latter breed on rocky coasts and solitary islands, while the little tern
prefers flat shingly beaches, where the eggs are deposited in the manner
described by Wilson,—in some little hollow or footstep. They become
clamorous on approaching the nest, but seem hardly so familiar or bold
as most of the others. The young soon leave the hollow where they,
were hatched, and move about as far as their limited powers will
allow.

—

Ed.
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The eggs are dropped on the dry and warm sand, the heat of

which, during the day, is fully sufficient for the purpose of

incubation. This heat is sometimes so great, that one can

scarcely bear the hand in it for a few moments without incon-

venience. The wonder would, therefore, be the greater should

the bird sit on her eggs during the day, when her warmth is

altogether unnecessary, and perhaps injurious, than that she

should cover them only during the damps of night, and in

wet and stormy weather ; and furnishes another proof that

the actions of birds are not the effect of mere blind impulse,

but of volition, regulated by reason, depending on various

incidental circumstances to which their parental cares are

ever awake. I lately visited those parts of the beach on Cape
lyiay where this little bird breeds. The eggs, generally four

in number, were placed on the flat sands, safe beyond the

reach of the highest summer tide. They were of a yellowish

brown colour, blotched with rufous, and measured nearly an

inch and three-quarters in length. During my whole stay,

these birds flew in crowds around me, and often within a few

yards of my head, squeaking like so many young pigs, which

their voice strikingly resembles. A humming-bird, that had

accidentally strayed to the place, appeared suddenly among
this outrageous group, several of whom darted angrily at him

;

but he shot like an arrow from them, directing his flight

straight towards the ocean. I have no doubt but the dis-

tressing cries of the terns had drawn this little creature to

the scene, having frequently witnessed his anxious curiosity

on similar occasions in the woods.

The lesser tern feeds on beetles, crickets, spiders, and other

insects, which it picks up from the marshes, as well as on

small fish, on which it plunges at sea. Like the former, it

also makes extensive incursions inland along the river courses,

and has frequently been shot several hundred miles from the

sea. It sometimes sits for hours together on the sands, as if

resting after the fatigues of flight to which it is exposed.

The lesser tern is extremely tame and unsuspicious, often
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passing you on its flight,, and within a few yards, as It traces

the windings and indentations of the shore in search of its

favourite prawns and skippers. Indeed, at such times it

appears altogether heedless of man, or its eagerness for food

oveicomes its apprehensions for its own safety. We read in

ancient authors, that the niiiiermeu used to float a cross of

wood, in the middle of which wnss rjstened a small fish for a
bait, with limed twigs stuck to the four corners, on which the
bird darting was entangled by the wings. But this must have
been for mere sport, or for its feathers, the value of the bird
being scarcely worth the trouble, as they are gen.M-ally lean,

and the flesh savouring strongly of fish.

The lesser tern is met with in the south of Russia, and
about the Black and Caspian Seas ; also in Siberia about the
Irtish.* With the former, it inhabits the shores of England
during the summer, where it breeds, and migrates, as it does
here, to the south as the cold of autumn approaches.

This species is nine and a half inches long, and twenty
inches in extent

; bill, bright reddish yellow ; nostril, pervious
;

lower mandible, angular
; front, white, reaching in two narrow

points over the eye ; crown, band through the eye, and hind
head, black, tapering to a point as it descends ; cheeks, sides

of the neck, and whole lower parts, of the most rich and glossy
white, like the brightest satin ; upper parts of the back and
wings, a pale glossy ash or light lead colour ; the outer edges
of the three exterior primaries, black, their inner edges white

;

tail, pale ash, but darker than the back, and forked, the two
outer feathers an inch longer, tapering to a point ; legs and
feet, reddish yellow

; webbed feet, claws, and hind toe exactly
formed like those of the preceding. The female nearly
resembles the male, with the exception of having the two
exterior tail-feathers shorter.

* Pennant.
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SHORT-TAILED TERN. {Sterna plumhea.)

I'LATE LX.-Fio. 3.

Peale'a Museum, No. 3519.

STERNA NIORA.-hiNfiMm.*

Sterna plumbea, Bonap. Nomencl. No. 244.—Sterna nigra, Bonap. Synop. p. 366.

A SPECIMEN of this bird was first sent me by Mr Beasley of

Cape May ; but being in an imperfect state, I could form no

correct notion of the species, sometimes supposing it might

be a young bird of the preceding tern. Since tliat time, how-

ever, I have had an opportunity of procuring a considerable

number of this same kind, corresponding almost exactly with

each other. I have ventured to introduce it in this place as

a new species ; and have taken pains to render the figure ia

the plate a correct likeness of the original.

On the 6th of September 1812, after a violent north-east

storm, which inundated the meadows of Schuylkill in many

places, numerous flocks of this tern all at once made their

appearance, flying over those watery spaces, picking up grass-

hoppers, beetles, spiders, and other insects, that were floating

on the surface. Some hundreds of them might be seen at the

same time, and all seemingly of one sort. They were busy,

silent, and unsuspicious, darting down after their prey without

hesitation, though perpetually harassed by gunners, whom the

novelty of their appearance had drawn to the place. Several

flocks of the yellow-shanks snipe, and a few purres, appeared

• C. L, Bonaparte remarks,—"*S'. plumhea is evidently, even judging

only by Wilson's figure and description, no other than the young of the

European S, nigra, of which so many nominal species had already been

made. Indeed, so evident did the matter appear to us, even before we
compared the species, that we cannot conceive why this hypothesis did

not strike every natural!'
,
particularly as the S. nigra is well known to

inhabit these States, though not noticed by Wilson in its adult dress.

It is a singular fact that we hardly observed one adult among twenty

young, which were common in the latter part of summer at Long Beach,

New York."—Ed.

:i«
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also in the meadows at the samo time, diiveii thither doubtless

by the violence of the storm.

I examined upwards of thirty individuals of this species

by dissection, and found both sexes alike in colour. Their

stomacliH contained grasshoppers, crickets, spiders, &c., but

no fish. The people on the sea-coast have since informed mo
that this bird conies to them only in the fall, or towards tho

end of summer, and is more frequently seen about the mill-

ponds and fresh-water marshes than in tho bays ; and add,

that it feeds on grasshoppers and other insects which it finds

on the meadows and marshes, picking them from the grass,

as well as from the surface of tho water. They have never

known it to associate with the lesser tern, and consider it

altogether a different bird. This opinion seems confirmed by

the above circumstances, and by the fact of its greater extent

of wing, being full three inches wider than the lesser tern

;

and also making its appearance after the others have gone off.

The short-tailed tern measures eight inches and a half

from the point of the bill to the tip of the tail, and twenty-

three inches in extent ; the bill is an inch and a quarter in

length, sharp pointed, and of a deep black colour ; a patch of

black covers the crown, auriculars, spot before the eye and

hind head ; the forehead, eyelids, sides of the neck, passing

quite round below the hind head, and whole lower parts, are

pure white ; the back is dark ash, each feather broadly tipt

with brown ; the wings, a dark lead colour, extending an inch

and a half beyond the tail, which is also of the same tint, and

slightly forked ; shoulders of the wing, brownish ash ; legs

and webbed feet, tawny. It had a sharp shrill cry when
wounded and taken.

This is probably the hrown tern mentioned by Willoughby,

of which so many imperfect accounts have already been given.

The figure in the plate, like those which accompany it, is

reduced to one half the size of life.
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BLACK SKIMMER, OR SHEERWATER.
{Ehyncliops nijrn)

PLATE LX.—Fio. 4.

Arct. Zool. No. AA^.—Cattiihti, \. 90.—Le Bec-en-cinenux, Buff. viii. 454, tub. 3C.—

Peak's Museum, No. 3530.

RHYNCHOPS NIORA.-LimJEva.*

KhjTiohopB nigra, Stq^li. Cont. Sli. Zool. vol. xiii. p. 130.—C«i'. Reg. Anim. i.

522.—Bonap. Symp.-Leas. Man. d'Orn. ii. p. 385.

This truly singular fowl is the only species of its tribe

hitherto discovered. Like ninny others, it is a bird of pas-

snge in the United States, and makes its first appearance on the

shores of New Jersey early in May. It resides there, as well

at, along the whole Atlantic coast, during the summer ;
and

retires "early in September. Its favourite haunts are low

sandbars raised above the reach of the summer tides, and

also dry flat sands on the beach in front of the ocean. On

such places it usually breeds along the shores of Cape May,

in New Jersey. On account of the general coldness of the

spring there, the sheerwater does not begin to lay until early

in Ju'ne, at which time these birds form themselves into small

• This very curious genus is composed, according to ornithologists,

of two species,—that of our author and the E. flavirostris, Vieillot ;

though I suspect that another is involved in the birds which I have

seen "from the Southern Ocean. In form and plumage they bear a

strong resemblance to the terns, but are at once distinguished by the

bill, which will show the greatest instance of the lateral development

of that member. The manners of these birds, in adaptation to the

structure of the bill and mouth, are noted by our author ; and it seems

generally tiiought that their practice of skimming and cutting the

water, as it were in search of food, is their only mode of procuring sub-

sistence. The immense flocks of this species, mingled with gulls and

terns, with their peculiar mode of feeding on some bivalve shells,

is thus described by Lesson, and shows that sometimes a more substantial

food is required, for the procuring of which the form of their bill is no

less beautifully adapted, and that the opinion of Wilson is at variance

with reality :—" II formait avec les mouettes et quelque autres oiseaux
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societies, fifteen or twenty pair frequently breeding within a

few yards of each other. Tiie nest is a mere hollow formed

in the sand, without any other materials. The female lays

three eggs, almost exactly oval, of a clear white, marked with

large round spots of brownish black, and intermixed with

others of pale Indian-ink. These eggs measure one inch and
three-quarters, by one inch and a quarter. Half a bushel and
more of eggs have sometimes been collected from one sandbar,

within the compass of half an acre. These eggs, have some-

thing of a fishy taste, but are eaten by many people on the

coast. The female sits on them only during the night, or in

wet and stormy weather. The young remain for several

weeks before they are able to fly ; are fed with great assiduity

by both parents, and seem to delight in lying with loosened

wings, fiat on the sand, enjoying its invigorating warmth.

They breed but once in the season.

The singular confirmation of the bill of this bird has ex-

cited much surprise
; and some writers, measuring the divine

proportions of nature by their own contracted standards of

conception, in the plenitude of their vanity have pronounced

it to be " a lame and defective weapon." Such ignorant pre-

sumption, or rather impiety, ought to hide its head in the

dust on a calm display of the peculiar construction of this

de mer, des bandes tellement dpaisses qu'il resemblait h des longuea
6charpes noires et mobiles qui obscurcissaient le ciel depuis les rives de
Penco jiisqu' a Tile de Quiriquine, dans un espace de douze luilles.

Quoique le bec-en-ciseaux semble d6favoris6 par la forme de son bee,

nuus aquimes la preuve qu'il savait s'en servir avec avantage et avec le

plus grande adresse. Les plages sablonneuses de Penco sont en efFet

remplies de Mactres, coquilles bivalves, que la maree decendente laisse

presque h sec dans des petites mares ; le bec-en-ciseaux tres au fait de
ce pli6nomene, se place aupres de ces mollusques, attend que leur valve
sent ouvre uu ])eu, et profite aussitot de ce mouvement en enfor9ant la

lame inferieure, et tranclumte de son bee entre les valves qui se refer-

ment. L'oiseaux enleve alors la coquille, la frappe sur la greve, coupe
le ligament du molusque, et peut ensuite avaler celui-ci sans obstacle.

Plusieurs fois nous avons ct6 tC'moins de cet instinct tres perfec-

tioime."

—

Ed.
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singular bird, and the wisdom by which it Is so admirably

adapted to the purposes or mode of existence for which it was

intended. The sheerwater is formed for skimming, while on

winjr, the surface of the sea for its food, which consists of small

fish, shrimps, young fry, &c., whose usual haunts are near the

shore and towards the surface. That the lower mandible,

when dipt into and cleaving the water, might not retard the

bird's way, it is thinned and sharpened like the blade of a

knife; the upper mandible being, at such times, elevated

above water, is curtailed in its length, as being less necessary,

but tapering gradually to a point, that, on shutting, it may

offer less opposition. To prevent inconvenience from the

rushing of the water, the mouth is confined to tiie mere opening

of the gullet, which, indeed, prevents mastication taking place

there ; but the stomach, or gizzard, to which this business is

solely allotted, is of uncommon hardness, strength, and muscu-

larity, far surpassing, in these respects, any other water-bird

with which I am acquainted. To all these is added a vast

expansion of wing, to enable the bird to sail with sufficient

celerity while dipping in the water. The general proportion

of the length of our swiftest hawks and swallows to their

breadth is as one to two ; but, in the present case, as there

is not only the resistance of the air, but also that of the

water, to overcome, a still greater volume of wing is given, the

sheerwater measuring nineteen inches in length, and upwards

of forty-four in extent. In short, whoever has attentively

examined this curious apparatus, and observed the possessor,

with his ample wings, long bending neck, and lower mandible,

occasionally dipped into and ploughing the su^-face, and the

facility with which he procures his food, cannot but consider

it a mere playful amusement when compared with the dashing

immersions of the tern, the gull, or the fish-hawk, who, to

the superficial observer, appear so superiorly accommodated.

Tlie sheerwater is most frequently seen skimming close

along shore about the first of the flood, at which time the

young fry, shrimp, &c., are most abundant in such places,

In

rf
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There are also numerous inlets among the low islands between

the sea beach and mainland of Cape May, where I have

observed the sheervvaters, eight or ten in company, passing

and repassing, at high water, particular estuaries of those

creeks that run up into the salt marshes, dipping, with

extended neck, their open bills into tlie water, with as much

apparent ease as swallows glean up flies from the surface.

On examining the stomachs of several of these, shot at the

time, they contained numbers of a small fish usually called

silver-sides, from a broad line of a glossy silver colour that

runs from the gills to the tail. The mouths of these inlets

abound with this fry or fish, probably feeding on the various

matters washed down from the marshes.

The voice of the sheerwater is harsh and screaming, resem-

bling that of the tern, but stronger. It flies with a slowly

flapping flight, dipping occasionally, with steady expanded

wiags and bended neck, its lower mandible into the sea, and

vni\\ open mouth receiving its food as it ploughs along the

surfnce. It is rarely seen swimming on the water ; but fre-

quently rests in large parties on the sandbars at low water.

One of tiiese birds which I wounded in the wing, and kept in

ihs rno;ii beside me for several days, soon became tame, and

even famili.'^'. It generally stood with its legs erect, its body

hoi-ronl.ii, and its neck rather extended. It frequently

reposed on its belly, and stretching its neck, rested its long

bill on the floor. It spent most of its time in this way, or in

dressing and arranging its plumage with its long scissors-like

bill, which it seemed to perform witli great ease and dexterity.

It refused every kind of food offered it, and I am persuaded

never feeds but when on the wing. As to the reports of its

frequenting oyt^ r-beds, and feeding on these fish, they are

contradicted by all those persons with whom I have conversed

whose long residence on the coast where thef^e birds are com-

mon has given them the best opportunities of knowing.

The sheerwater is nineteen inches in length, from the point

of the bill to the extremity u ' the tail ; the tips of the wings,
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when shut, extend full four inches farther ; breadth, three feet

eight inches ; length of the lower mandible, four inches and a

half; of the upper, three inches and a half; both of a scarlet

red, tinged with orange, and ending in black ; the lower

extremely thin ; tho upper grooved, so as to receive the edge

of the lower ; the nostril is la"ge and pervious, placed in a

hollow near the base and edge of t)ie upper mandible, where

it projects greatly over the lower ; upper part of the head,

neck, back, and scapulars, deep black; wings, the same,

except the secondaries, which are white on the inner vanes,

and also tipt with white; tail, forked, consisting of twelve

feathers, the two middle ones about an inch and a half shorter

than the exterior ones, all black, broadly edged on both

sides with white ; tail-coverts, white on the outer sides, black

in the middle ; front, passing down the neck below the eye,

throat, breast, and whole lower parts, pure white ; legs and

webbed feet, bright scarlet, formed almost exactly like those

of the tern. Weight, twelve ounces avoirdupois. The female

weighed nine ounces, and measured only sixteen inches in

length, and three feet three inches in extent ; the colours and

markings were the same as those of the male, with the excep-

tion of the tail, which was white, shafted, and broadly centred

with black.

The birds from which these descriptions were taken were

shot on the 25th of May, before they had begun to breed.

The female contained a great number of eggs, the largest of

which were about the size of duckshot; the stomach, in both,

was an oblong pouch, ending in a remarkably hard gizzard,

curiously puckered or plaited, containing the half-dissolved

fragments of the small silver-sides, pieces of shrimps, small

crabs, and skippers, or sandfleas.

On some particular parts of the coast of Virginia, these

birds are seen on low sandbars in flocks of several hun-

dreds together. There more than twenty nests have been

found within the space of a square rod. The young are

at first so exactly of a colour with the sand on which they

VOL. II. 2 B
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sit, as to be with difficulty discovered unless after a close

search.

The sheerwater leaves our shores soon after liis young are

fit for the journey. He is found on various coasts of Asia,

as well as America, residing principally near the tropics, and

migrating into the temperate regions of the globe only for the

purpose of rearing his young. He is rarely or never seen far

out at sea ; and must not be mistaken for another bird of the

same name, a species of petrel,* which is met with on every

part of the ocean, skimming with bended wings along the

summits, declivities, and hollows of the waves.

STORMY PETREL. (Procellaria pelagica.)

PLATE LX.—Fig, 6.

A7Ct. Zool. No. 464.—Le Petrel, ou I'Oiseaux Tempete, PL enl. 003.— Bewick, ii.

223.—Peak's Museum, No. 3034.

THALASIDROMA TF/iSOiV//. -Bonaparte,t

Thalasidroma Wilsonii, Bonap. Synop. p. 367.— Procellaria AVilsonii, Steph. Cont.

Sh. Zool. xiii. p. 224.—Procellaria Wilsonii, OnVs reprint oj WiU. p. 94.

—

Journ. of the Acad, of N. S. of Fhilad, iii. p. 231, pi. ix.

There are few persons who have crossed the Atlantic, or

traversed much of the ccean, who have not observed these

* Procellaria piiffinus, the slieerwater petrel.

t This species, confounded (and with little wonder, from its near

alliance) by Wilson with the P. pclasgica, has been named as above

by the Prince of Musignano, another tribute to the memory of our

American ornithologist, and he has added the following differences and

distinctive characters. Bonaparte has also added the T. Dullockii to

the American list.

The smaller petrels of other countries are much allied to these ; they

amount to a considerable numberj many of whicli are yet undetermined,

and are ..onfused with each other, in the want of proper distinguishing

characters being assigned to each. It is from this that the P. pelasgica

has been assigned a distribution so extensive. Some species are found

ill most latitudes, and from their similarity most observers seem to be
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solitary wanderers of the deep skimming along the surface of

the wild and wasteful ocean; flitting past the vessel like

swallows, or following in her wake, gleaning their scanty

pittance of food from the roujjh and whirlin<r suro-es.

Habited in mourning, and making their appearance generally

in greater numbers previous to or during a storm, tTiey have
long been fearfully regarded by the ignorant and superstitious,

unaware when they have passed the boundary of one, and entered the
opposite limits of anc ther form.

They resemble each other in another propensity,—that of following
the course of vessels, attracted by the shelter afforded in the wake, or

retained by the small marine insects and seeds which are sucked into

it, and the subsistence they may obtain from the refuse thrown over-

board. Being most commonly seen when all is gloomy above, the view
bounded by the horizon alone, or by a thick atmosphere and boisterous

waves, and when they are the only beings visible, running on the
" trough of the sea,"

—

As though they were the shadows of themselves,

Reflected frctn a loftier flight through space

—

it can hardly be wondered at that associations with the spirits have
arisen in the minds of men naturally prone, and sometimes wrought up
to superstition, and that they have begotten for themselves such names
as are quoted by our author. These ideas are universal. Several small

species about the Madeiras bear the name of Anhiga, conveying the

idea of their affinity to imps.

Procellaria Bvllockii has been described by Bonaparte in the Journal

of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia as an addition to

the birds of America. It is stated to be but rare throughout the Atlantic

Ocean, and to be found on the Banks of Newfoundland. It is also

European, and was first discovered by Mr Bullock breeding at 3t Kllda,

and ought now to stand under the name of its discoverer, Tkalasidronia

Bullockii. They also sometimes occur on the mainland of Britain ; and
it is remarkable that all those procured there have been found in a

dead or dying state in some fiiuented place— often on the public road.

It is expressly mentioned by M. Frecynet, in his " Voyage Autour du
Monde," that the small petrels cannot rise from a flat surface, such as

the deck of a ship. It is possible that the specimens discovered in this

state of exhaustion may have bscn unable ag i

' o resume their flight,

and thus perished. Two specimens occurred in Dumfriesshire during

the last year, both fouJid on tiio public road,—the one dead, the other

nearly so.

—

Ed.
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yii I' not only as the foreboding messengers of tempests and dangers

to the hapless mariner, but as wicked agents, connected,

somehow or other, in creating them. "Nobody," say they,

"can tell anything of where they come from or how tiiey

breed, though (as sailors sometimes say) it is supposed that

they hatch their eggs under their wings as they sit on the

water," This mysterious uncertainty of their origin, and the

circumstances above recited, have doubtless given rise to the

opinion so prevalent among this class of men, that they are

in some way or other connected with that personage who has

been styled the Prince of the Power of the Air. In every

country where they are known, their names have borne some

affinity to this belief. They have been called Witches*

Stormy petrels, the Devils birds, Mother Careys chickens,'^

probably from some celebrated ideal hag of that name ; and

their unexpected and numerous appearance has frequently

thrown a momentary damp over the mind of the hardiest

seaman.

It is the business of the naturalist and the glory of philo-

sophy to examine into the reality of these things, to dissipate

the clouds of error and superstition wherever they begin to

darken and bewilder the human understanding, and to illustrate

nature with the radiance of truth. With these objects in

view, we shall now proceed, as far as the few facts we possess

will permit, in our examination into the history of this cele-

brated species.

The stormy petrel, the least of the whole twenty-four

species of its tribe enumerated by ornithologists, and the

smallest of all palmated fowls, is found over the whole Atlantic

Ocean from Europe to North America, at all distances from

land, and in all weathers, but is particularly numerous near

vessels immediately preceding and during a gale, when flocks of

* Arctic Zoology, p. 464.

t This name seems to have been originally given them by Captain

Carteret's sailors, who met with these birds on the coast of Chili. See

Hawkesworth's Voyages, vol. i. p. 203.
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tliem crowd in her wake, seeming then more than usually active

ill picking up various matters from the surface of the vvalei-.

Tiiis presentiment of a change of weather is not peculiar" to

the petrel alone, but is noted in many others, and common to

all, even to those long domesticated. The woodpeckers, the

snow-birds, the swallows, are all observed to be uncommotdy
busy before a storm, searching for food with great eagerness,

as if anxious to provide for the privations of the coming tem-

pest. The common ducks and geese are infallibly noisy and

tumultuous before falling weatlier ; and though, with these,

the attention of man renders any extra exertions for food at

such times unnecessary, yet they wash, oil, dress, and arrange

their plumage with uncommon diligence and activity. The
intelligent and observing farmer remarks this bustle, and
wisely prepares for the issue ; but he is not so ridiculously

absurd as to suppose that the storm which follows is produced

by the agency of these feeble creatures, who are themselves

equal sufferers by its effects with man. He looks on them
rather as useful monitors, who, from the delicacy of their

organs, and a perception superior to his own, point out the

change in the atmosphere before it has become sensible to his

grosser feelings, and thus, in a certain degree, contribute to his

security. And why should not those who navigate the ocean

contemplate the appearance of this unoffending little bird in

like manner, instead of eyeing it witii hatred and execration ?

As well might they curse the midnight lighthouse, that, star-

like, guides them on their watery way, or the buoy that warns

them of the sunken rocks below, as this harmless wanderei-,

whose manner informs them of the approach of the storm, and
thereby enables them to prepare for it.

The stormy petrels, or Motlier Carey's chickens, breed in

great numbers on the rocky shores of the Bahama and the

Bermuda Islands, and in some places on the coast of East
Florida and Cuba. They breed in communities like the bank-

swallows, making their nests in the holes and cavities of the

rocks above the sea, returning to feed their young only during
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the night, 'with the superabundant oily food from their

stomachs. At these times they may be heard making a con-

tinued chittering sound hke frogs during tiie whole night.

In the day they ai-e silent, and wander widely over the ocean.

This easily accounts for the vast distance they are sometimes

seen fiom land, even in the breeding season. The rapidity of

their flight is at least equal to the fleetness of our swallows.

Calculating this at the rate of one mile per minute, twelve

hours would be sufficient to waft them a distance of seven

hundred and twenty miles; but it is probable that the far

greater part confine themselves much nearer land during that

interesting period.

In the month of July, while on a voyage from New Oilcans

to New York, I saw few or none of these birds in the Gulf of

Mexico, although our ship was detained there by calms for

twenty days, and carried by currents as far south as Cape
Antonio, the westernmost extiemity of Cuba. On entering

the Gulf Stream, and passing along the coasts cf Florida and
the Carolinas, the.'^e birds made their appearance in great

numbers, and in all weathers, contributing much by their

sprightly evolutions of wing to enliven the scene, and affording

me every day several hours of amu.sement. It is indeed an
interesting sight to observe these little birds in a gale, coursing

over the waves, down the declivities, up the ascents of the

foaming surf that threatens to burst over their heads, sweeping

along the hollow troughs of the sea as in a sheltered valley,

and again mounting with the rising billow, and just above
its surface, occasionally dropping its feet, which, striking the

water, throws it up again with additional force ; sometimes

leaping, with both legs parallel, on the surface of the roughest

waves for several yards at a time. Meanwhile it continues

coursing from side to side of the ship's wake, making excur-

sions far and wide to the right hand and to the left, now a great

way {'head, and now shooting astern for several hundred yards,

returning again to the ship as if she were all the while sta-

tionary, though perhaps running at the rate of ten knots an
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hour. But the most singular peculiarit}' of this bird is its

faculty of standing, and even running, on the surface of the

water, which it performs with apparent facility. When any

greasy matter is tiu'own overboard, these birds instantly collect

around it, and facing to windward, with their long wings

expanded, and their webbed feet patting the water, the light-

ness of their bodies and the action of the wind on their wings

enable them to do this with ease. In calm weather they per-

form the same manoeuvre, by keeping their wings just so much
in action as to prevent their feet from sinking below the sur-

face. According to Buffbn,* it is from this singular habit

that the whole genus have obtained the name petrel, from the

apostle Peter, who, as scripture informs us, also walked on

the water.

As these birds often come up immediately under the stern,

one can examine their form and plumage with nearly as much

accuracy as if they were in the hand. They fiy with the wings

forming an almost straight liorizontal line with the body, the

legs extended behind, and the feet partly seen stretching

beyond the tail. Their common note of " loeet, toeet," is

scarcely louder than that of a young duck of a week old, and

much resembling it. During the whole of a dark, wet, and

boisterous night which I spent on deck, they flew about the

after-rigging, making a singular hoarse chattering, which in

sound resembled the syllables patret tu cuk ciik tu tu, laying

the accent strongly on the second syllable tret. Now and then

I conjectured that they alighted on the rigging, making then

a lower curring noise.

Notwithstanding the superstitious fears of the seamen, who

dreaded the vengeance of the survivors, I shot fourteen of these

birds orie calm day in lat. 33,° eighty or ninety miles off the

coast of Carolina, and had the boat lowered to pick them up.

These I examined with considerable attention, and found the

most perfect specimens as follow :

—

Buffon, tome xxiii. p. 299.
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Length, six inclies and tliiee-qnailers ; extent, thirteen

inches and a half ; bill, black ; nostrils, united in a tubular

projection, the upper mandible grooved from thence, and

oveihanging the lower like tiuit of a bird of prey ; head, buck,

and lower parts, brown sooty black; greater wing-coverts, pale

brown, minutely tipt with white ; sides of the vent, and whole

tail-coverts, pure white ; wings and tail, deep black, the latter

nearly even at the tip, or very sliglitly forked ; in some speci-

mens, two or three of the exterior tail-feathers were white for

an inch or so at the root ; legs and naked part of the thighs,

black ; feet, webbed, with the slight rudiments of a hind toe
;

the membrane of the foot is marked with a spot of straw

yellow, and finely serrated along the edges ; eyes, black. Male

and female differing nothing in colour.

On opening these, I found the first stomach large, contain-

ing numerous round semi-transparent substances of an amber

colour, which I at first suspected to be the spawn of some fish,

but on a more close and careful inspection, they proved to

be a vegetable substance, evidently the seeds of some marine

plant, and about as large as mustard seed. The stomach of

one contained a fish, half digested, so large that I should have

supposed it too bulky for the bird to swallow ; another was filled

with the tallow which I had thrown overboard ; and all had

quantities of the seeds already mentioned both in their stomachs

and gizzards ; in the latter were also numerous minute pieces

of barnacle shells. On a comparison of the seeds above men-

tioned with those of the Gulf-ioeed, so common and abundant

in this part of the ocean, they were found to be the same.

Thus it appears that these seeds, floating perhaps a little

below the surface, and the barnacles with which ships' bottoms

usually abound, being both occasionally thrown up to the sur-

face by the action of the vessel through the water in blowing

weatiier, entice these birds to follow in the ship's wake at

such times, and not, as some have imagined, merely to seek

shelter from the storm, the greatest violence of which they

seem to disregard. There is also the greasy dish-washings
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and otlier oily substances thrown over by the cook, on which

they feed with avidity, but with great good nature, their

manners being so gentle, that 1 n or observed the slightest

appearance of quarrelling or dispute among them.

Oue circumstance is worthy of being noticed, and shows the

vast range they take over the ocean. In firing at these birds,

a quill-feather was broken in each wing of an individual, and

hung fluttering in the wind, which rendered it so conspicuous

among the rest as to be known to all on board. This bird,

notwithstanding its inconvenience, continued with us for nearly

a week, during which we sailed a distance of more than four

hundred miles to the north. Flocks continued to follow us

until near Sandy Hook.

The length of tinie these birds remain on wing is no less

surprising. As soon as it was light enough in the morning

to perceive them, they were found roaming about as usual

;

and 1 have often sat in the evening, in the boat which was sus-

pended by the ship's stern, watching their movements, until

it was so dark that the eye could no longer follow them,

though I could still hear their low note of loeet, iveet, as they

approached near to the vessel below me.

These birds are sometimes driven by violent storms to a

considerable distance inland. One was shot some years ago

on the river Schuylkill near Philadelphia ; and Bewick men-

tions their being found in various quarters of the interior of

England. From the nature of their food, their flesh is rank

and disagreeable, though they sometimes become so fat, that,

as Mr Pennant, on the authority of Brunnich, asserts, " the

inhabitants of the Feroe Isles make them serve the purposes

of a candle, by drawing a wick through the mouth and rump,

which, being lighted, the flame is fed by the fat and oil of the

body." *

[Mr Ord adds, in his reprint, " When this work was pub-

lished, its author was not aware that those birds observed by

* Britisli Zoolog7, vol. ii p. 434.
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navigators in almost every quarter of the globe, and known

under the name of stormy petrels, formed several distinct

species ; consequently, relying on the labours of his predeces-

sors, he did not hesitate to name the subject of this chapter

the pelagica, believing it to be identical with that of Europe.

But the investigations of later ornithologists having resulted

in the conviction that Europe possessed at least two species of

these birds, it became a question whether or not those which

are common on the coasts of the United States would form a

third species ; and an inquiry has established the fact that the

American stormy petrel, hitherto supposed to be the true

pelagica, is an entirely distinct species. For this discovery

we are indebted to tiie labours of Mr Charles Bonaparte, from

whose interesting paper on the subject, published in the

Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

we shall take the liberty of making an extract. The author

of the paper in question first describes and figures the true

pelagica of tlie systems ; secondly, the Leacliii, a species

described by Temminck, and restricted to the vicinity of the

Island of St Kilda, but which the former found diffused over

a great part of the Atlantic, east of the Banks of Newfound-

land ; and thirdly, +he species of our coasts. He also indicates

a fourth, which inhabits the Pacific Ocean ; but whether or

not this last be in reality a species different from those named,

has not yet been determined.
"

' Wiien I first procured this species,' says Mr Bonaparte,

' I considered ic a nondescript, and noted it as such ; the cita-

tion of Wilson's pelagica among the synonyms of the true

pelagica by the most eminent ornithologist of the age, M.

Temminck, not permitting a doubt of their identity. But

having an opportunity of inspecting the very individual from

which Wilson took his figure and drew up his description, I

was undeceived, by proving the unity of my specimens with

that of Wilson, and the discrepancy of these with that of

Temminck. The latter had certainly never seen an individual

from America, otherwise the difference between the two spcjues
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O

would not have eluded the accurate ej'e of this naturalist. I

propose for this species the name of Wilsonii, as a small testi-

mony of respect to the memory of the author of the " American

Ornithology," whose loss science and America will long deplore.

The yellow spot upon the membrane of the feet distinguishes

this species, at first sight, from the others ; and this character

remains permanent in the dried specimens.' "]

GREEN HERON. (Ardea virescens.)

PLATE LXI.—Fig. 1.

Arct. Zool No. 349, 2,m.—Catesby, i. p. 80.—Le Crabier Vert, Buff. vii. p. 404.—

Lath. Syn. iii. p. 68.

—

Peale's MMcum, No. 3797.

ARDEA VIRESCENS.-Ussm}^.*

Ardea virescens, Bovap. Synop. p. 307.— TTaflr;. Syst. Av. No. 36.

This common and familiar species ow«s little to the liberality

of public opinion, whose prejudices have stigmatised it with

a very vulgar and indelicate nickname, and treat it on all

* There are two or t'.ree beautiful little herons confounded tinder this

species, in the same manner, from their near alliance, as the little bittern

of Europe has been with A. exilis and ptisilla. They are all, however,

to be distinguished when compared together, or when attention is given

to the markings. The nearest ally to A. virescens is the East Indian A.

scapuloris ; the upper parts of both are nearly similar, but the neck and

under parts differ in being of a deep vinous chestnut in the one, and rich

ash grey in the other. In Wilson's plate, the chestnut colour is not re-

presented of a deep enough tint, and too much white is shown on the

fore part.

In a specimen which I have lately received from South Carolina, the

colour of the neck is very deep and rich, almost approaching to that of

port wine ; the lengthened feathers of the back are remarkably long,

and show well the white shafts which ought to be so conspicuous in both

species. The confusion in the greater part of the synonyms must have

arisen by the specimens from both countries being indiscriminately com-

pared and described.—Ed.
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occasions as worthless and contemptible. Yet few birds are
more independent of man than this ; for it fares best, and is

always most numerous, where cultivation is least known or
attended to, its favourite residence being the watery solitudes
of swamps, pools, and morasses, where millions of frogs and
lizards " tune their nocturnal notes " in full chorus, undisturbed
by the lords of creation.

The green bittern makes its first appearance in Penn-
sylvania early in April, soon after the marshes are completely
thawed. There, among the stagnant ditches with which they
are intersected, and amidst the bogs and quagmiies, he hunts
with great cunning and dexterity. Frogs and small fish are
his principal game, whose caution and facility of escape re-
quire nice address and rapidity of attack. When on the look-
out for small fish, he stands in the water, by the side of the
ditch, silent and motionless as a statue, his neck drawn in
over his breast, ready for action. The instant a fry or minnow
comes within the range of his bill, by a stroke, quick and sure
as that of the rattlesnake, he seizes his prey, and swallows it

in an instant. He searches for small crabs, and for the various
worms and larvae, particularly those of the dragon-fly, which
lurk in the mud, with equal adroitness. But the capturing of
frogs requires much nicer management. These wary reptiles
shrink into the mire on the least alarm, and do not raise up
their heads again to the surface without the most cautious cir-

cumspection. The bittern, fixing his penetrating eye on the
spot where they disappeared, approaches with slow stealing
step, laying his feet so gently and silently on the ground as
not to be heard or felt

; and when arrived within reach, stands
fixed, and bending forwards, until the first glimpse of the
frog's head makes its appearance, when, with a stroke instan-
taneous as lightning, he seizes it in his bill, beats it to death,
and feasts on it at his leisure.

This mode of life, requiring little fatigue where game is so
plenty as is generally the case in all our marshes, must be
particulaily pleasing to the bird, and also very interestinc^
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from the continual exeiciise of cunning and ingenuity neces-

sary to circumvent its prey. Some of the naturalists of Europe,
however, in their superior wisdom, think very differently ; and
one can scarcely refrain from smiling at the absurdity of those

writers who deckre that the lives of this whole class of birds

are rendered miserable by toil and hunger ; their very appear-

ance, according to Buffon, presenting the image of suffering,

anxiety, and indigence.*

When alarmed, the green bittern rises with a hollow gut-

tural scream ; does not fly far, but usually alights on some old

stump, tree, or fence adjoining, and looks about with extended

neck ; though, sometimes, this is drawn in so that his head

seems to rest on his breast. As he walks along the fence, or

stands gazing at you with outstretched neck, he has the

frequent habit of jetting the tail. He sometimes flies high,

with doubled neck, and legs extended behind, flapping the

wings smartly, and travelling with great expedition. He
is the least shy of all our herons, and perhaps the most
numerous and generally dispersed, being found far in the

interior, as well as along our salt marshes, and everywhere

about the muddy shores of our millponds, creeks, and large

rivers.

The green bittern begins to build about the 20th of April,

sometimes in single pairs in swampy woods, often in com-

panies and not unfrequently in a kind of association with the

qua-birds or night herons. The nest is fixed among the

branches of the trees ; is constructed wholly of small sticks,

lined with finer twigs, and is of considerable size, though

loosely put together. The female lays four eggs, of the com-
mon oblong form, and of a pale light blue colour. The
young do not leave the nest until able to fly ; and, for the

first season at least, are destitute of the long pointed plumage

on the back; the lower parts are also lighter, and the white on

the throat broader. During the whole summer, and until late

in autumn, these birds are seen in our meadows and marshes,

Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux, tome xxii. p. 343.

\\
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but never remain during winter in any part of the United

States.

The green bittern is eighteen inches long, and twentj'-five

inches in extent ; bill black, lighter below, and yellow at the

base; chin, and nairow streak down the throat, yellowish

white ; neck, dark vinaceons red ; back, covered with very

long, tapering, pointed feathers, of a hoary green, shafted with

white, on a dark green ground ; the hind part of the neck is

destitute of plumage, that it may be the more conveniently

drawn in over the breast, but is covered with the long feathers

of the throat and sides of the neck, that enclose it behind
;

wings and tail, dark glossy green, tipt and bordered with yel-

lowish white ; legs and feet, yellow, tinged before with green,

the skin of these thick and movable ; belly, ashy brown ; irides,

bright orange ; crested head, very dark glossy green. The

female, as I have particularly observed in numerous instances,

differs in nothing as to colour from the male ; neither of

them receive the long feathers on the back during the first

season.

There is one circumstance attending this bird which, I re-

collect, at first surprised me. On shooting and wounding one,

I carried it some distance by the legs, which were at first

yellow ; but on reaching home, I perceived, to my surprise,

that they were red. On letting the bird remain some time

undisturbed, they again became yellow, and I then discovered

that the action of the hand had brought a flow of blood into

them, and produced the change of colour. I have remarked

the same in those of the night heron.
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NIGHT HERON, OR QUA-BIRD. {_Ardm nycticorax.)

PLATE LXI.—Fig. 2 ; Fio. 3, YoONo.

Arct. Zool. No. 356.—Le Bichoreau, Buff. vii. 435, 439, rol. 22 ; PI. enl. 758,
759, 999.—£a</t. Syn. iii. p. 52, No. 13; p. 53, young, called there the
IvimoXQ.— Peak's Museum, No. 3728; young, No. 3729.

NYCTICORAX GARDENIL*
Ardea nycticorax, Temm. Man. ii. p. 577.—Gardenian Heron, Mont. Om. Diet, i.—

Bonap. Synop. p. 30G.—Wagl. Syat. Av. Ardea, No. 31.

This species, though common to hoth continents, and known
in Europe for many centuries, has been so erroneously de-

scribed by all the Euiopean naturalists whose works I have

examined, as to require more than common notice in tins

place. For this purpose, an accurate figure of the male is

given, and also another of what has till now been universally

considered the female, with a detail of so much of their history

as I am personally acquainted with.

* Nycticorax, or night raven, has been adopted to designate this from
among the Ardeadce, from the circumstance of their feeding by night, and
remaining in a state of comparative rest and inactivity during the day.
New Holland and Africa each possess a species. Europe and North
America have one in common to both countries ; in the former, abun-
dantly distributed, while, in the latter, it is of rare occurrence even
towards the south, and in the northern parts of Great Britain, only a
few instances have occurred of its capture.

In form, they are intermediate between the bitterns and true herons
;

the bill is short, and stronger in proportion than in either ; the feathers

on the sides of the neck are lengthened, and cover the hinder part, which
is bare to a certain extent ; and in all the species, the hind head is

adorned with (generally three) narrow feathers, in the form of a crest.

They feed by twilight, or iu clear nights ; and take their prey by
watching, in the manner of the herons. They are gregarious, build on
trees, and during the season of incubation are noisy and restless.

The colours in the adults of the true species are ash grey or pale fawn
;

the crown and hind head and the back, or that part called by the French
manteau, in the ash grey species, dark glossy green ; in the fawn coloured,

deep chestnut. The young are always of a duskier tinge, and have the

centre and tips of each feather white, giving the plumage a spotted

appearance.—Ed.
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Tlio night heron arrives in Peiinsylvmiia early in April, and

immediately takes possession of his former hreeding place,

which is nsnally the most solitary and dce[)ly shaded part of a

cedar swatnp. Groves of swamp oak, in retired and inundated

places, are also sometimes chosen, and the males not nn-

freqnently select tall woods, on the hanks of the river, to roost

in during the day. These last regularly direct their course,

ahout the beginning of evening twilight, towards the marshes,

uttering, in a hoarse and hollow tone, the sound qua, which

by some has been compared to that pioduced by the retchings

of a person attempting to vomit. At this hoiu*, also, all the

nurseries in the swamps are emptied of their inhabitants, who
disperse ahout the marshes, and along the ditches and river

shore, in quest of food. Some of these breeding places have

been occupied every spring and summer for time immemorial,

by from eighty to one hundred pairs of qua-birds. In places

where the cedars have been cut down for sale, the birds

have merely removed to another quarter of the swamp ; but

when personally attacked, long teased, and plundered, they

liave been known to remove from an ancient breeding place

in a body, no one knew where. Such was the case with one

on the Delaware, near Thompson's Point, ten or twelve miles

below Philadelphia, which having been repeatedly attacked

and plundered by a body of crows, after many severe rencoun-

ters the herons finally abandoned the })lace. Several of these

breeding places occur among the red cedars on the sea-beach

of Cape May, intermixed with those of the little egret, green

bittern, and blue heron. The nests are built entirely of sticks,

in considerable quantities, with frequently three and four

nests on the same tree. The eggs are generally four in

number, measuring two inches and a quarter in length, by one

and three-quarters in thickness, and of a very pale light blue

colour. The ground or marsh below is bespattered with their

excrements, lying all around like whitewash, with feathers,

broken eggshells, old nests, and frequently small fish, which

they have dropt by accident, and neglected to pick up.
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On entering the swiunp in the neighbourhood of one of theso

breeding plsicos, the noiso of tlio oUl and the young wouUl
ahnost induce one to suppose that two or three huiuh'cd ludians

were choking or throttling each other. Tlio instant an intruder

is discovered, the whole rise in the air in silence, and remove
to the tops of the trees in another part of the woods, while

parties of from eight to ten make occasional circuits over the

spot to see what is going on. When the young are able, they

climb to the highest part of the trees ; but knowing their in-

ability, do not attem[)t to fly. Though it is probable that these

nocturnal birds do not see well during the day, yet their faculty

of hearing nni.st be exquisite, as it is almost impossible, with

all the precautions one can use, to penetrate near their resi-

dence without being discovered. Several species of hawks
hover around, making an occasional sweep among the young;

and the bald eagle himself has been seen reconnoitring near

the si)ot, probably with the same design.

Contrary to the generally received opinion, the males and
females of these birds ai-e so alike in colour as scarcely to be

distinguished from each other ; both have also the long slender

plumes that flow from the head. Those facts I have exhibited

by dissection on several sul)iecls to different literary gentlemen

of my acquaintance, particularly to my venerable friend Mr
William Burtrnm, to whom I have also often shown the young,

represented at fig. 3. One of those last, which was kept for

some time in the botanic garden of that gentleman, by its

voice instantly betrayed its origin, to the satisfaction of all

who examined it. These young certaitdy receive their full

coloured plumage before the succeeding spring, as, on their

first arrival, no birds are to be seen in the dress of fig. 3
;

but, soon after they have bred, these become more numerous

than the others. Early in October they migrate to the south.

According to Buffon, these birds also inhabit Cayenne, and

are found widely dispersed over Europe, Asia, and America.

The European species, however, is certainly much smaller than

the American, though in other respects corresponding exactly

VOL. II. 2 c
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to it. Among ft grcnt number wliich I examined with atten-

tion, tlio foUowino; dcKcription was carefully taken ^rora ft

common-sized full-grown male :

—

Length of the night heron, two feet four inches ; extent,

four feet ; bill, black, four inchea and a quarter long from tho

corners of tho mouth to tho tip ; lores, or space between tho

eye and bill, a bare bluish white skin ; eyelids also large and

bare, of a deep purple blue ; eye, three-quarters of an inch

in diameter; tho iris of ft brilliant blood red; pupil, black

;

crested crown, and hind head deep dark blue, glossed with

green ; front and lino over tho eye, white ; from the hind

head proceed threo very narrow, white, tapering feathers,

between eight and nine inches in length ; tho vanes of theso

are concave below, tho upper one enclosing tho next, and that

again the lower ; though separated by the hand, if tho pliuuage

bo again shook several times, these long flowing plumes

gradually enclose each other, appearing as one ; these tho

bird has the habit of erecting when angry or alarmed ; tho

cheeks, neck, and whole lower parts, are white, tinctured with

yellowish cream, and under the wings with very pale ash
;

back and scapulars, of the same deep dark blue, glossed witii

green, as that of the crown ; rump and tail-coverts, as well

as the whole wings and tail, very pale ash ; legs and feet, a pale

yellow cream colour ; inside of the middle claw, serrated.

The female differed in nothing as to plumage from tho male,

but in the wings being of rather a deeper ash, having not

only the dark deep green blue crown and back, but also tho

long pendant white plumes from the hind head. Each of tho

females contained a large cluster of eggs of various sizes.

The young (fig. 3) was shot soon after it had left tho

nest, and differed very little from those which had been taken

from the trees, except in being somewhat larger. This mea-

sured twenty-one inches in length, and three feet in extent;

the general colour above, a very deep brown, streaked with

reddish while, the spots of white on the back and wings being

triangular, from the centre of the feather to the tip ; quills,
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(loop du8ky, mnrkcd on the tips with a spot of wlilto; oyo.
vivid oriin;?o

; belly, white, streiiliod with dusky, the feivthers

being pnlo dusky, Rtrenkod down their ccntrefl with white ; logs
and feet, light green

; inside of the middle claw slightly pecti-
nutod

;
body and wings exceedingly thin and limbos; the down

still stuck in slight tufts to tlio tiiw of some of the feathers.
The birds also breed in great numbers in the neighbourhood

of New Orleans
;
for being in that city in the month of Juno,

I freqiiently observed tho Indians sitting in market with the
dead and living young birds for sale ; also munbers of gray
owls (Slrxx nehdosa), and the vvhilo ibis {Tantalus albm), for
which nice dainties I observed they g(>nerally found purchasers.
Tho food of the night heron or qiia-bird is chiefly composed

of small fish, which it takes by night. Those that I opened
had a largo expansion of tho gullet immediately under tho
bill, that narrowed from thence to the stomach, which is a
largo oblong pouch, and wan filled with fish. Tho teeth of the
pectinated claw were thirty-fivo or forty in number, and as they
contained particles of tho down of tho bird, showed evidently,
from this circumstance, that they act tho part of a comb, to
rid the bird of vermin in those part which it camiot reach with
its bill.

GREAT WHITE HERON. {Ardea egretla.)

PLATE LXI.-Fir,. 4.

EGRETTA LEUCE.-JAnimK."
Ardea leuco, Illig.-Ardca nlba, Bonap. Synop. p. '.m.-Anion, egretta, Wag!.

Spat. Av. No. 7.—Bonap. Monug. del Gruppo Eyretta, Omrv. Sulla, 2d edit.
Del Beg. Anim. Guv.

This tall and elegant bird, though often seen during the
summer in our low marshes and inundated meadows, yet, on

* Among no birds has there occurred so much confusion as among the
white herons, or those more particularly forming the division Egretts.
They are distributed over every country of the world, are not very
different in size, the young are chielly distinguished by the want of tho
crest, and are in many instances of a plumage similar to the full
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account of its extreme vigilance and watchful timidity, is

very difficult to be procured. Its principal residence is in the

regions of the south, being found from Guiana, and probably

beyond the line, to New York. It enters the territories of

the United States late in February ; this I conjecture from

having first met with it in the southern parts of Georgia about

that time. The high inland parts of the country it rarely or

never visits ;—its favourite haunts are vast inundated swamps,

rice-fields, the low marshy shores of rivers, and such like

places, where, from its size and colour, it is very conspicuous,

even at a great distance.

The appearance of tin's bird during the first season, when

it is entirely destitute of the long flowing plumes of the back,

is so different from the same bird in its perfect plumage, which

it obtains in the third year, that naturalists and others very

generally consider them as two distinct species. The oppor-

tunities which I have fortunately had of observing them with

the train in various stages of its progress, from its first appear-

ance to its full growth, satisfies me that the great white heron

with, and that without, the long plumes, are one and the

same species, in different periods of age. In the museum of

my friend, Mr Peale, there is a specimen of this bird in

winter dress : most of the species vvhen mature are clothed in a garb of

the purest white.

The bird with Avhich our present species is more immediately con-

nected is the Ardea alba, Gmel., a European bird, confoimded with the

young of A. egretta, and not yet, I believe, found iu North America.

The chief differences are presence of the crest, and much longer pro-

portion of the legs. A, egretta seems to range extensively over the

continents of America and some of the islands ; I am not aware of its

being found elsewhere ; and the African, Asiatic, and New Holland

allied species will, I suspect, turn out distinct, and most probably

belong to their resj)ective countries.

To the North American egretta must be added the Ardea Pealii,

discovered by Bonaparte. It is distinguished from its allies by the

flesh colour of the bill, is much smaller than A. alba, differs from A.

garzettu by its large compound crest, and from A. candissima by the

quality and texture of the ornamental feathers.

—

Ed.
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which the train is wanting ; but on a closer examination, its

rudiments are plainly to be perceived, extending several inches

beyond the common plumage.

The great white heron breeds in several of the extensive

cedar swamps in the lower parts of New Jersey. Their nests

are built on tlie.trees, in societies ; the structure and materials

exactly similar to those of the snowy heron, but larger. The
eggs are usually four, of a pale blue colour. In the months
of July and August, the young make their first appearance
in the meadows and marshes, in parties of twenty or thirty

together. The large ditclies with which the extensive

meadows below Philadelphia are intersected are regularly,

about that season, visited by flocks of those birds ; these are

frequently shot, but the old ones are too sagacious to be easily

approached. Their food consists of frogs, lizards, small fish,

insects, seeds of the splatterdock (a species of nymplw), and
small water-snakes. They will also devour mice and moles,

the remains of sucu having been at different times found in

their stomachs.

The long plumes of these birds have at various periods been
in great request on the continent of Europe, particularly in

France and Italy, for the purpose of ornamenting the female

head-dress. When dyed of various colours, and tastefully

fashioned, they form a light and elegant duster and mosquito
brush. The Indians prize them for ornamenting their hair

or top-knot ; and I have occasionally observed these people

wandering through the market-place of New Orleans, with

bunches of those feathers for sale.

The great white heron measures five feet from the extremi-

ties of the wings, and three feet six inches from the tip of the

bill to the end of the tail ; the train extends seven or eight

inches farther. This train is composed of a great number of

long, thick, tapering shafts, arising from the lower part of the

shoulders, and thinly furnished on each side with fine flowing

hairlike threads, of several inches in length, covering the

lower part of the back, and falling gracefully over the tail,
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which it entirely conceals. The whole plumage is of a snowy
whiteness, except the train, which is slightly tinned with
yellow. The bill is nearly six inches in length, o^f a rich
orange yellow, tipt with black ; irides, a paler orange; pupil
small, giving the bird a sharp and piercing aspect; the legs
are long, stout, and of a black colour, as is the bare space of
four inches above the knee ; the span of the foot measures
upwards of six inches

; the inner edge of the middle claw is
pectinated; the exterior and middle toes ar- united at the
base, for about half an inch, by a membrane.
The articulations of the vertebrae are remarkably Ion<r • the

intestines measure upwards of eight feet, and are very marrow
The male and female are alike in plumage ; both, when of
full age, having the train equally long.

VIRGINIAN RAIL. {Ballus Virginianus.)

PLATE LXII.-F1G. 1.

Arct. Zool. No. AQ9.-Edw. 2n.-Lath. Syn. iii. p. 208, No. 1, var a -
Peale's Museum, No. 4426.

RALLUS VIBGIIfIANUS.~LimMVB*
Rallus Virginianus, Bonap. Synop. p. 334,

This species very much resembles the European water-rail
{Rallus aquahcusl but is smaller, and has none of the slate or

* In my note upon the genus Crex, I mentioned the distinctionsexisting between that genus, Oallvnula, and Rallus. The V"Srail and that following show good examples of the latter form l^their habits they c osely agree with the aquatic species oiCrex are

When pursued or roaded by a dog, they may be raised once but th.second time will be a task of more difficulty
; if the ground in xensive meadow, they may be followed for an hour without sue ess bSIf tiiereare holes or ditches they will generally seek for one of jiesewhere they concea themselves beneath some sod, or brow, or thLk ofbushes, and may then be easily taken by tlie hand. I ha;e f «^^^^taken our common water-rail in this manner, and somethLsSte

wu
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lead colour on the breast which marks that of the old con-
tinent; its toes are also more than proportionably shorter,

which, with a few other peculiarities, distinguish the species.

It is far less numerous in this part of the United States than
our common rail, and, as I apprehend, inhabits more remote
northern regions. It is frequently seen along the borders of

our salt marshes, which tlie other rarely visits ; and also breeds
there, as well as among the meadows that border our laro-e

rivers. It spreads over the interior as far west as the Ohio,
having myself shot it in the barrens of Kentucky early in May.
The people there observe them in wet places in the groves
only in spring. It feeds less on vegetable, and more on
animal food, than the common rail. During the months of

September and October, when the reeds and wild oats swarm
with the latter species, feeding on their nutritious seeds, a
few of the present kind are occasionally found ; but not one
for five hundred of the others. The food of the present

species consists of small snail-shells, worms, and the larvse of

insects, which it extracts from the mud ; hence the cause of

its greater length of bill, to enable it the more readily to reach

its food. On this accoimt, also, its flesh is much inferior to

that of the other. In most of its habits, its thin compressed

form of body, its aversion to take wing, and the dexterity

head only concealed. They are easily tamed. The structure of the
feathers on the forehead and crown of the rails is peculiar, and may be
intended as a defence to that part from the friction of the strong grass

and reeds among which they are so constantly running. The rachis of
each feather is lengthened, and broadened into a flat and sharp point,

having the appearance of lengthened scales ; in one or two species, the
feathers consist of the rachis alone, presenting a horny appearance over

the whole forehead. The bastard pinion is furnished with a spur, con-

cealed, however, by the plumage.

The form of the Crakes and Gallinules is well adapted for their

peculiar manner of life, but in this group is most conspicuous. The
legs are placed far behind, the body is long, much flattened, and
remarkably pliable ; and the ease and agility with which they run and
thread through the long vegetation of the marshes is almost incon-

ceivable to a person who las not witnessed it.

—

Ed.
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with wliicli it runs or conceals itself among the grass and

sedge, are exactly similar to those of the common rail, from

which genus, notwithstanding the difference of its bill, it

ought not to be separated.

This bird is known to some of the inhabitants along the

sea-coast of New Jersey by the name of the fresh-water raud-

hen, this last being the common appellation of the clapper

rail, which the present species resembles in everything but size.

The epithet fresh-water is giverj it, because of its frequent-

ing those parts of the marsh only where fresh-water springs

rise through the bogs into the salt marshes. In these places it

usually constructs its nest, one of which, through the active

exertions of my friend Mr Ord, while traversing with me the

salt marshes of Cape May, we had the good fortune to dis-

cover. It was built in the bottom of a tuft of grass, in the

midst of an almost impenetrable quagmire, and was composed

altogether of old wet grass and rushes. The eggs had been

floated out of the nest by the extraordinary rise of the tide in

a violent north-east storm, and lay scattered about among the

drift weed. The female, however, still lingered near the spot,

to which she was so attached as to suffer herself to be taken

by hand. She doubtless intended to repair her nest, and

commence laying anew, as, during the few hours that she

was in our possession, she laid one ^^g, corresponding in all

respects with the others. On examining those floated out of

the nest, they contained young, perfectly formed, but dead. The

usual number of eggs is from six to ten. They are shaped

like those of the domestic hen, measuring one inch and two-

tenths long, by very nearly half an inch in width, and are of a

dirty white or pale cream colour, sprinkled with specks of

reddish and pale purple, most numerous near the great end.

They commence laying early in May, and probably raise two

broods in the season. I suspect this from the circumstance of

Mr Ord having, late in the month of July, brought me several

young ones of only a few days old, which were caught among

the grass near the border of the Delaware. The parent rail

1

1
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showed great solicitude for their safety. They were wholly

black, except a white spot on the bill ; were covered with a

fine down, and had a soft pil»ing note. In the month of June

of the same year, another pair of these birds began to breed

amidst a boggy spring in one of Mr Bartram's meadows, but

were unfortunately destroyed.

The Virginian rail is migratory, never wintering in the

northern or middle States. It makes its first appearance in

Pennsylvania early in May, and leaves the country on the

first smart frosts, generally in November. I have no doubt

but many of them linger in the low woods and marshes of the

southern States during winter.

This species is ten inches long, and fourteen inches in ex-

tent ; bill, dusky red ; cheeks and stripe over the eye, ash

;

over the lores, and at the lower eyelid, white ; iris of the eye,

red ; crown and whole upper parts, black, streaked with brown,

the centre of each feather being black ; wing-coverts, hazel

brown, inclining to chestnut
;

quills, plain deep dusky ;
chin,

white; throat, breast, and belly, orange brown; sides and

vent, black, tipt with white ; legs and feet, dull red brown
;

edge of the bend of the wing, white.

The female is about half an inch shorter, and differs from

the male in having the breast much paler, not of so bright

a reddish brown ; there is al«o more white on the chin and

throat.

When seen, which is very rarely, these birds stand or run

with the tail erect, which they frequently jerk upwards. They

fly with the legs hanging, generally but a short distance ; and

the moment they alight, run off with great speed.
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CLAPPER RAIL. {Rallus crepitans.)

PLATE LXII.—Fig. 2.

'Arct. Zool. No. 4ffl.-Lath. Syn. iii. p. 229, No. 2.—Ind. Orn. p. 756, No. 2.—
PeoUe's Museum, No. 4400.

RALLUS CREPITANS.-GUELXS.

Ballus crepitana, Bonap. Synop. p. 333.

This is a very numerous and well-known species, inhabiting

our whole Atlantic coast from New England to Florida. It

is designated by different names, such as the mud-hen, clapper

rail, meadow clapper, big rail, &c., &c. Though occasionally

found along the swampy shores and tide waters of our large

rivers, its principal residence is in the salt marshes. It is a

bird of pasage, arriving on the coast of New Jersey about the

20th of April, and retiring again late in September. I suspect

that many of them winter in the marshes of Georgia and

Florida, having heard them very numerous at the mouth of

Savannah river in the month of February. Coasters and

fishermen often hear them while on their migrations in spring,

generally a little before daybreak. The shores of New Jersey,

within the beach, consisting of an immense extent of flat

marsh, covered with a coarse reedy grass, and occasionally

overflowed by the sea, by which it is also cut up into innumer-

able islands by narrow inlets, seem to be the favourite breed-

ing place for these birds, as they are there acknowledged to be

more than double in number to all other marsh fowl.

The clapper rail, or, as it is generally called, the mud-hen,

soon announces its arrival in the salt marshes by its loud,

harsh, and incessant cackling, which very much resembles

that of a guinea-fowl. This noise is most general during the

night, and is said to be always greatest before a storm. About
the 20th of May, they generally commence laying and building

at the same time ; the first egg being usually dropt in a slight

cavity, lined with a little dry grass pulled for the purpose,

1
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wliich, as the number of the eggs increase to their usual com-

plement, ten, is gradually added to, until it rises to the height

of twelve inches or more,—doubtless to secure it from the

rising of the tides. Over this the long salt grass is artfully

arched, and knit at top, to conceal it from the view above
;

but this very circumstance enables the experienced egg-hunter

to distinguish the spot at the distance of thirty or forty yards,

though imperceptible to a common eye. The eggs are of a

pale clay colour, sprinkled with small spots of dark red, and

measure somewhat more than an inch and a half in length, by

one inch in breadth, being rather obtuse at the small end.

These eggs are exquisite eating, far surpassing those of the

domestic hen. The height of laying is about the 1st of June,

when the people of the neighbourhood go off to the marshes

an egging, as it is called. So abundant are the nests of this

species, and so dexterous some persons at finding them, that

one hundred dozen of eggs have been collected by one man

in a day. At this time, the crows, the minx, and the foxes,

come in for their share ; but, not content with the eggs, these

last often seize and devour the parents also. The bones,

feathers, wings, &c., of the poor mud-hen lie in heaps near the

hole of the minx, by which circumstance, however, he him-

self is often detected and destroyed.

These birds are also subject to another calamity of a more

extensive kind : After the greater part of the eggs are laid,

there sometimes happen violent north-east tempests, that

drive a great sea into the bay, covering the whole marshes

;

so that at such times the rail may be seen in hundreds, float-

ing over the marsh in great distress ; many escape to the

mainland, and vast numbers perish. On an occasion of this

kind, I have seen, at one view, thousands in a single meadow,

walking about exposed and bewildered, while the dead bodies

of the females, who had perished on or near their nests, were

strewed along the shore. This last circumstance proves how

strong the ties of maternal affection is in these birds ;
for, of

the great numbers which I picked up and opened, not one

male was to be found among them—all were females 1 Such
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as had not yet be<;na to sit probably escaped. These disasters

do not prevent the survivors from recomuiencing the work of

laying and building anew ; and instances have occurred where

their eggs have been twice destroyed by the sea, and yet in

two weeks the eggs and nests seeiued as numerous as ever.

The young of the clapper rail very much resemble those of

the Virginian rail, except in being larger. On the lOth of

August, I examined one of these young clapper rails, caught

among the reeds in the Delaware, and apparently about three

weeks old ; it was covered with black down, with the excep-

tion of a spot of white on the auriculars, and a streak of the

same along the side of the breast, belly, and fore part of the

thigh ; the legs were of a blackish slate colour, and the bill

was marked with a spot of white near the point, and round

the nostril. These run with great facility among the grass

and reeds, and are taken with extreme difficulty.

The whole defence of this species seems to be in the nervous

vigour of its limbs and thin compressed form of its body, by

which it is enabled to pass between the stalks of grass and

reeds with great rapidity. There are also everywhere among

the salt marshes covered ways, under the flat and matted

grass, through which the rail makes its way like a rat, without

a possibility of being seen. There is generally one or more

of these from its nest to the water-edge, by which it may

escape unseen ; and sometimes, if closely pressed, it will dive

to the other side of the pond, gut, or inlet, rising and dis-

appearing again with the silence and celerity of thought. In

smooth water it swims tolerably well, but not fast; sitting

high in the water, with its neck erect, and striking with great

rapidity. When on shore, it runs with the neck extended,

the tail erect, and frequently flirted up. On fair ground, they

run nearly as fast as a man ; having myself, with great diffi-

culty, caught some that were wing-broken. They have also

the faculty of remaining under water for several minutes,

clinging close, head downwards, by the roots of the grass. In

a long stretch, they fly witii great velocity, very much in the

manner of a duck, with extended neck, and generally low

;

I
:•
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l)ut such iH tlioir aversion to tnko wing, that j'Oii may traverse

the marshes where there arc Inintlreds of tlieso birds without

seeing one of thera ; nor will they flush until they have led

the dog through numerous labyrinths, and ho is on the very

point of seizing them.

The food of the clapper rail consists of small shellfish, par-

ticularly those of the snail form, so abundant in the marshes

;

they also eat small crabs. Their flesh is dry, tastes sedgy,

and will bear no comparison with that of the common rail.

Early in October they move off to the south ; and though,

even in winter, a solitary instance of one may sometimes be

seen, yet these are generally such as have been weak or

wounded, and unable to perform the journey.

The clapper rail measures fourteen inches in length, and

eighteen in extent ; the bill is two inches and a quarter long,

slightly bent, pointed, grooved, and of a reddish brown colour
;

iris of the eye, dark red ; nostril, oblong, pervious ; crown,

neck, and back, black, streaked with dingy brown ; chin and

line over the eye, brownish white ; auriculars, duyky ;
neck

before, and whole breast, of the same red brown as that of the

preceding species ;
wing-coverts, dark chestnut

;
quill-featiiers,

plain dusky ; legs, reddish brown; flanks and vent, black, tipt

or barred with white. The males and females are nearly alike.

The young birds of the first year have the upper parts of

an olive biown, streaked with pale slate ; wings, pale brown

olive ; chin and part of the throat, white ; breast, ash colour,

tinged with brown ; legs and feet, a pale horn colour. Mr

Pennant, and several other naturalists, appear to have taken

their descriptions from these imperfect specimens, the clapper

rail being altogether unknown in Europe.

I have never met with any of these birds in the interior at

a distance from lakes or rivers. I have also made diligent

inquiry for them along the shores of Lakes Champlain and

Ontario, but without success.*

* Mr Ord "had an opportunity of verifying the conjecture of the

author as to the winter retreat of these birds, he having found them to

be extremely numerous in the marshes of the coast of Georgia in the
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BLUE CKANE. {Ardca c(srulm)

PLATE LXII.-Fio. 3.

' Arci. Zool. No. 55l.—Calaily, i. 70.—La Crabior Blou, Buff. vii. 398.- Sloan
Jam. ii. '.iiry.—Lath. Si/n. iii. p. 78, No. 45 ; p. 7!), vnr. A.— A. casruloscens,

Turt. Hyat. p. Zld.-Planch. Enl. 'iWi.—Peak's Museum, No. 0782.

EGRETTA CASRULEA.-JAnmvz.

Ardoa owrulea, Linn. Syat.—Bonap. Synop. p. 1500.— Ardoa cffiruloHoona,

Wagl. Syat. Av. No. 15.

In mentloninj^ this species in his tmnslalion of the " Systoma

NaturoD," Turton has introduced what he calls two varieties,

one from New Zealand, the other from Brazil ; both of which,

if wo may judge by their size and colour, appear to bo entirely

different and distinct species ; the first being green with yel-

low logs, the last nearly one half less than the present.* By
this loose mode of discrimination, the precision of science

being altogether dispensed with, the whole tribe of cranes,

lierons, and bitterns may be styled mere varieties of the genus

month of January. In such ninltitutlea were they along the borders

of the streams or passages Avhicli sejjarate the sea-islands from the main,

that their loud and incessant noise became quite as disgusting as the

monotonous cackle of that intolerable nuisance the guinea-fowl."

—

Ord's

Edit.

• I have never traced this species in any Australian collection, and
have little doubt that the authors of the assertion " that it isfound there"

will turn out incorrect. This bird has all the characters of Egretta ex-

cept the colour, and will certainly belong to that division, though it has

been generally restricted to those of pure plumage. Bonaparte, in his

" Nomenclature of Wilson," says, "the young birds of the year, before

their first moult, are altogether pure wliite, and are therefore apt to be

confounded with the young of A, candidissima." Wagler in his excellent

"Systema" confirms this, and mentions that, in their further change, the

upper parts are pale cinereous tinged with purple, be^iv th white, the

quills partly black partly white, tl'o tail cinereous. It in caiiouo Uiat in

a species clothed with such rich and dark plumage th'' v^ir^r nl; m Id be

pure white, the colour of the true Egretta, while in ooiuc of tnose of

snowy covering, the young are a dusky greyish brown. If it can be mis-

taken in any state for Egretta candidissima, it will at once show where
it ought to be placed.

—

Ed.
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Ardea. Tlio snmo writer lins still further increnflcd this con-

fusion by dosi<;natin«? jih a difftMcnt species his blniiuli heron
(A. ccendesccns), which agrees almost exactly with the pre-

sent. Some of these mistakes may probably have orifinaled

from the fi<:fnro of this bird given by Catesby, which appears to

have been drawn atul coloured, not from nature, but from tho

glimmering recollections of memory, and is extremely erro-

neous. These remarks are duo to truth, and necessaiy to tho

elucidation of the history of this species, which seems to bo

but imperfectly known in Europe.

The blue heron is properly a native of tho warmer climates

of the United States, migrating from thence at the apjjroach

of winter to tho tropical regions, being found in Cayeimo,
Jamaica, and Mexico. On the muddy shores of tho Mississippi,

from Baton Rouge downwards to New Orleans, these birds

are frequently met with. In spring they extend their migra-
tions as far north as New England, chiefly in the vicinity of

the sea, becoming more rare as they advance to tho north.

On the sea-beach of Cape May, I found a few of them breeding

among tho cedars, in company with tho snowy heron, night

heron, and green bittern. Tho figure and description of tho

present was taken from two of tliese, shot in the month of

May, while in complete plumage. Their nests were composed
of small sticks, built in the tops of the red cedars, and contained

five eggs, of a light blue colour, and of somewhat a deeper

tint than those of the night heron. Little or no difference

could bo perceived between the colours and markings of the

male and female. This remark is applicable to almost the

whole genus ; though, from the circumstance of many of the

yearling birds differing in plumage, they have been mistaken

for females.

The blue heron, though in the northern States it be found

chiefly in the neighbourhood of the ocean, probably on account

of the greater temperature of the climate, is yet particularly

fond of fresh-water bogs, on the edges of the salt marsh.

Tliese it often frequents, wading about in search of tadpoles,

mi
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lizards, various larvce of winged insects, and mud worms.

It moves actively about in search of these, sometimes making

a run at its prey ; m\C is often seen in company with the

snowy heron, figured in the same plate. Like this last, it is

also very silent, intent, and watchful.

The genus Ardea is the most numerous of all the wading

tribes, there being no less than ninety-six different species

enumerated by late writers. These are again subdivided into

jinrticular families, each distinguished by a certain peculiarity.

The cranes, by having the head bald ; the storks, with the

orbits naked ; and the herons, with the middle claw pectinated.

To this last belong the bitterns. Several of these are noctur-

nal birds, feeding only as the evening twilight commences,

and reposing either among the long grass and reeds, or on

tall trees, in sequestered places, during the day. What is

very remarkable, these night wanderers often associate, during

the breeding season, with the others, building their nests on

the branches of the same tree ; and, though differing so little

in external form, feeding on nearly the same food, living and

. lodging in the same place, yet preserve their race, language,

and manners, as perfectly distinct from those of their neigh-

boiu's as if each inhabited a separate quarter of the globe.

The blue heron is twenty-three inches in length, and three

feet in extent ; the bill is black, but from the nostril to the

eye, in both mandibles, is of a rich light purplish blue ; iris

of the eye, gray
;
pupil, black, surrounded by a narrow silvery

ring ; eyelid, light blue ; the whole head and greater part of

the neck is of a deep purplish brown ; from the crested hind

head shoot three narrow pointed feathers that reach nearly

six inches beyond the eye ; lower part of the neck, breast, belly,

and whole body, a deep slate colour, with lighter reflections;

the back is covered with long, flat, and narrow feathers,

some of which are ten inches long, and extend four inches be-

yond the tail ; the breast is also ornamented with a number of

these long slender feathers; legs, blackish green; inner side of

the middle claw pectinated. The breast and sides of the rump,
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under the plumage, are clothed with a mass pi yellowish

white unelastic cottony down, similar to that in most of the

tribe, the uses of whicli are not altogether understood. Male
and female alike in colour.

The young birds of the first year are destitute of the purple

plumage on the head and neck.

SNOWY HEKOK {Ardea candidissima)

PLATE LXII.—Fig. 4.

Lath. Sup. i. p. 230.—No. 3748.

EGRETTA CANDIDISSIMA.—Boi^wxntz.*
Ardea candidissima, Bonap. Synop. p. 305.—il/onor/. del Gruppo Egretta. Osserv.

Sulla, 2d edit. Del Reg. Anim. Cuv. p. lOl.—Wagl. Syd. Av. i. No. 11.

This elegant species inhabits the sea-coast of North America
from the Isthmus of Darien to the Gulf of St Lawrence, and
is, in the United States, a bird of passage, arriving from the

south early in April, and leaving tlie middle States again in

October. Its ,^eneral appearance, resembling so much that

of tlie little egret of Europe, has, I doubt not, imposed on

some of the naturalists of that country, as I confess it did on

* This species has, like the others, been also confounded with a near

ally. Wagler has unravelled the confusion in his " Systema," and the

Prince of Musignano in his Monograph on this group, as quoted above.

To make the matter still clearer, I transcribe the Prince's observations

on the " Nomenclature of Wilson." " Two closely allied species of small

white-crested herons have much puzzled naturalists, Avho seem to have
rivalled each other in confounding them, some by considering them as

identical, others by making several nominal species, thus rendering their

synonymy almost inextricable. The species are the A. garzetta of Europe
and the subject of the present remarks. The latter does not inhabit

Europe, but is .said to be found in Asia (which we are inclined to doubt)

as frequently as on this continent, where it is widely extended. Wilson
is free fi'om all the above-mentioned errors, having, as usual, admirably
established the species. He was, moreover, judicious in his selection of

the English and Latin names ; and it was, doubtless, after a careful in-

vestigation, that he selected the name of candidissima, Avhich Mr Ord
has changed to A. Garolinensis."—Ed.

VOL. n. 2d
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me* From a move careful comparison, however, of botli

birds, I am satisfied tliat they are two entirely ditYerent and

distinct sjiecies. These differences consist in the lari:je llowin*;

crest, yellow feet, and singularly ourleil jilunies of the hack of

the present ; it is also nearly double the size of the European

species.

The snowy heron seems particularly fond of the salt marshes

during summer, seldom penelratinj; far inland. Its white

plumage renders it a very conspicuous object, either while o\\

wing or while wading the meadows or marslies. Its food con-

sists of those small crabs usually called ya/(//cr.s\ mud worms,

snails, frogs, and lizards. It also feeds on the seeds of some
species of nymplnv, and of several other aciuatic plants.

On the IDth of May I visit* d an extensive breeding place

of the snowy heron among the rod cedars of Sununers's IVach,

on the coast of Cape ]\Iay. The situation was very seques-

tered, bounded on the land side by a fresh-water marsh or

pond, and sheltered from the Atlantic by ranges of sandhills.

The cedars, though not high, were so closely ciowded t(^gether

as to render it difficult to penetrate through among them.

Some trees contained three, others four nests, built wholly of

sticks. Each had in it three eggs, of a pale greenish blue

colour, and measuring an inch and three-quarters in length,

by an inch and a quarter in thickness. Forty or fifty of these

eggs were cooked, and Ibund to bo well tasted ; the white was

of a bluish tint, and almost transparent, though boiled for a

considerable time; the yolk very small in quantity. The birds

rose in vast numbers, but without clamour, alighting on tho

tops of the trees around, and watching the result in silent

anxiety. Among them were munbers of tho night heron, and

two or three purple-hcadcd herons. Great quantities of egg-

shells lay scattered under the trees, occasioned by the depre-

dations of the crows, who were continually hovering about tho

place. In one of the nests 1 found the dead body of the bird

* "On the American continent tlie little cjj;ret ia met with lit Now
York and Long Ishind."

—

Latham, vol. iii. p. 90.
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itsolf, huU (lovoiiml by llio hawks, onnv.s. or jjnlla Sho luul

probably poiishotl iii dofoiioo of ht»r (\<ji;s,

Tho snowy boron is soon at. all linios dnrln^Hninnjor ainonj^
tho salt nuirsbos. watohin-;; and soarobinjj: lor lood, or pa.«^sin^',

soniotimos in ilooks, from om part of llio bay to tlio olb(>r!

Tboy oflon mako oxonrsions np tlio rivors and inlols. bnt r«v

turn roj^tilarly in tlio ovoiiin;,' to tlu» nni oodars on tbo b»<aoh

to roost. 1 found tboso binls on tlio Mississippi oarly in .Inno,

us far up as lAut Adams, roaming; about anionj;- tbo orookn
and inundatod woods.

Tbo lon«,'tb of this spooios is two f(>(>t ono inob ; oxtcMii, tbroo
foot two inobos

; tbo bill is four inobos and a (piartor lon;^',

and j^roovod; tbo spaoo from tbo nostril to tbo (»yo, oraii>;o

yoUow, tbo rost of tbo bill blaok ; iridos, vivid oran^'o; tbo
wbolo pluma<,'o is of a snowy wbiloiu'ss ; tbo boad is lar^'oly

(Mostod witb looso nnw(>bbod Ibatbors, noiuly four inobos in

lon<;tb; anotbor tuft of tbo sanio oovors tbo broast ; but tbo
most distinf,niisbod ornamont of tbis bird is u bunob of lon^'

silky plumos, proooodinj; from t!io sboiddors, (;ovorin«,' tbo
wbolo baok, and oxtondin^- b(«yond tbo tail ; tbo sludls of tboso
nro six or sovon inobos lon;^^ oxtroinoly olastio, tnporin;; to i\ui

cxtromitioH, and tJiiidy sot witb lonj,', slondor, bondin;^ iUvmiln
or (ibros, oasily aj^ilatod by tbo sli^^blost motion of"tlio air;

tboso sbafts curl upwards at tbo cuds. VVbou tbo binl is irri-

tatod, and oroots tboso airy plumos, tboy liavo a very oloj^ant

appoaranoo: tbo lo;;s and nidvod |)art of tbo lbi;^lis aro bluok
;

tbo toot, l)ri<rbt yellow
; (ilaws, black, tlio mid(ll<« oiu* pootinatod.

Tbo fomalo can soarooly bo distin;;uisliod by lior pliuiiii^'(\

bavitij; not only tbo orost, but all t,lio ornamonts of tbo mal(»,

tb()n;jjb not <piii(i so loii<i; an<l fl()wiii;r.

Tbo yonu"? birds of tbo (irst soiisoii aro ontindy (I(>stitiil<« of

tbo lonjr plumos of tbo broust and baok
; but as all tliosf! Iliat,

liavo boon oxaminod in spring; aro found crohtcd and oma-
monted as abovo, tJioy doubtloss roooivo tliciir full dicNs on tbo
tirst monltiiijjj. 'JMioso sliot in Ootobur moiisuicd twenty-two
inobos in lon<,4b by tbiity-four in oxtout; tbo crest was be^nu-
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420 ROSEATE SPOONBILL.

ning to form
;
the legs, yellowish green daubed with black • the

feet, greenish yellow; the lower mandible, white at the base

;

the wings, when shut, nearly of a length with the tail, which
is even at the end.

The little egret, or European species, is said by Latham
and Turton to be nearly a foot in length. Bewick observes
that It rarely exceeds a foot and a half ; has a much shorter
crest, with two long feathers; the feet are black; and the
long plumage of the back, instead of turning up at the extre-
mity, falls over the rump.

The young of both these birds are generally very fat, and
esteemed by some people as excellent eating.

ROSEATE SPOONBILL. {FUtalm ajaja.)

PLATE LXIII.—Fig. 1.

Arct.ZooLl^^o. m.-Lath. Syn. iii. p. 16, No. 2.-La Spatule Coleur de Rose

PLATALEA AJAJA.—-Lls^JEm.*
Platalea ajaja, Bonap. Synop. p, 346.

This stately and elegant bird inhabits the sea-shores of
America from Brazil to Georgia. It also appears to wander
up the llississippi sometimes in summer, the specimen from
which the figure in the plate was drawn having been sent me

• This group, remarkable for the curious development of the bill joins
a number of characters in common with the herons and tantali They
live during the breeding season in communities, and feed in twilight •

their food IS fish and aquatic animals, and they are said to search in themud with their bills in the manner of ducks, where the soft and closely
nervous substance enables them to detect the smaller insects. To look
at the bill in a stuffed or preserved state, it is hard and horny, but whenImug It IS remarkably tender, and has rather a fleshy and soft look and
feel. The common British species is easily tamed, and, like most of its
nearer a lies, eats voraciously ; fish will support them, and even porridcre.
with a little raw meat; the gape is very wide, and substances are
swallowed m immediate succession, taken always crosswise, and then
tossed over. The trachea in the male performs a single convolution in
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ffom the neighbourhood of Natchez, in excellent order ; for

which favour I am indebted to the family of my late benevo-
lent and scientific friend William Dunbar, Esq., of that terri-

tory. It is now deposited in Mr Peale's Museum. This s})e-

cies, however, is rarely seen to the northward of the Alatamaha
river, and even along the peninsula of Florida is a scarce bird.

In Jamaica, several other of the West India islands, Mexico,

and Guiana, it is more common, but confines itself chiefly (0

the sea-shore and the mouths of rivers. Captain Henderson
says it is frequently seen at Honduras. It wades about in

quest of shellfish, marine insects, small crabs, and fish. In
pursuit of these it occasionally swims and dives.

There are few facts on record relative to this verv sinfular

bird. It is said that the young are of a blackish chestnut the

first year, of the roseate colour of the present the second year,

and of a deep scarlet the third.* Having never been so

fortunate as to meet with them in their native wilds, I regret

my present inability to throw any further light on their history

and manners. These, it is probable, may resemble, in many
respects, those of the European species, the white spoonbill,

once so common in Holland.t To atone for this deficiencv

I have endeavoured faithfully to delineate the figure of this

American species, and may, perhaps, resume the subject in

some future part of the present work.

the sternum. The genus contains three or four species : that of Europe,

found also in India ; a species from Africa very near i'. ajaja, peculiar

to America ; and the Spatule huppee of Sonnerat, which Mons. Tem-
miuck thinks distinct. In all, the young do not attain full plumage till

after the first moult.

—

Ed.
* Latliam.

t The European species breeds on trees by the seaside ; lays three

or four white eggs, powdered with a few pale red spots, and about the

size of those of a hen ; are very noisy during breedir.g time ; feed on

fish, mussels, &c., Avhich, like the bald eagle, they frequently take from

other birds, frightening them by clattering their bill : they are also

said to eat grass, weeds, an d roots cf reeds : they are migratory ; their

flesh is reported to savour of that of a goose ; tlic young are reckoned good

food.
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The roseate spoonbill now before us measured two feet six

inches in length, and near four feet in extent ; the bill was

six inches and a half long from the corner of the mouth, seven

from its upper base, two inches over at its greatest width, and

three-quarters of an inch where narrowest ; of a black colour

for half its length, and covered with hard scaly protuberances,

like the edges of oyster-shells ; these are of a whitish tint,

stained with red ; the nostrils are oblong, and placed in the

centre of the upper mandible ; from tiie lower end of each there

runs a deep groove along each side of the mandible, and about

a quarter of an inch from its edge ; whole crown and chin,

bare of plumage, and covered with a greenish skin ; that below

the under mandible, dilatable like those of the genus Pelicanus;

space round the eye, orange ; irides, blood red ; cheeks and

hind head, a bare black skin ; neck, long, covered with short

white feathers, some of which, on the upper part of the neck,

are tipt with crimson ; breast, white, the sides of which are

tinged with a brown burnt colour ; from the upper part of

the breast proceeds a long tuft of fine hairlike plumage, of a

pale rose colour ; back, white, slightly tinged with brownish
;

wings, a pale wild rose colour, the shafts lake ; the shoulders

of the wings are covered with long hairy plumage, of a deep

and splendid carmine ; upper and lower tail-coverts, the same

rich red ; belly, rosy ; rump, paler ; tail, equal at the end, con-

sisting of twelve feathers of a bright brownish orange, the

shafts reddish; legs and naked part of the thighs, dark dirty

red ; feet, half webbed ; toes, very long, particularly the hind

one. The upper part of the neck had the plumage partly worn
away, as if occasioned by resting it on the back in the manner
of the ibis. The skin on the crown is a little wrinkled ; the

inside of the wing a much richer red than the outer.
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AMERICAN AVOSET. (Recurvtrostra Americana.)

PLATE LXIII.-FiG. 26.

Arct. Zool. No. A2l.—Lath. Syn. iii. p. 295, No. 2.—Peak's Museum,
No. 4250.

RECURVIROSTRA AMERICANA.-U^SJ&vs*
Avocette Isabelle, Kecurvirostra Americana, Tewm. Man. (VOrn. ii. p. 594.—

Kecurvirostra Americana, Bunap. Synop. p. 345.

This species, from its perpetual clai lour and flippancy of

tongue, is called by the inliabitants of Cape May the hiwyer

;

tlie comparison, however, reaches no furtlier, for our hiwyer
is simple, timid, and perfectly inoffensive.

In describing the long-legged avoset of this volume, the simi-
larity between that and the present was taken notice of. This
resemblance extends to everything but their colour. I found
both these birds associated together on the salt marshes of
New Jersey on the 20th of May. They were then breeding.
Individuals of the present species were few in respect to the
other. They flew around the shallow pools exactly in the
manner of the long-legs, uttering the like sharp note of click,

click, clicJc, alighting on the marsh or in the water indiscrimi-

nately, fluttering their loose wings, and shaking their half-bent

legs, as if ready to tumble over, keeping up a continual yelp-

ing note. They were, however, rather more shy, and kept at
a greater distance. One which I wounded attempted repeat-

edly to dive
; but the water was too shallow to permit him to

do this with facility. The nest was built among the thick

tufts of grass, at a small distance from one of these pools. It

was composed of small twigs of a seaside shrub, dry grass, sea-

* This curious genus contains four known species
; perhaps ere lono-

another may be made out. They nearly resemble each other, and all

possess the turned-up bill. In their manners they assimilate generally
with the totani, feed like them, and are very clamorous when their nest
is approached. Like them, also, though possessed of partially webbed
feet, they do not swim or take the water freely, except when wading, or
by compulsion.

—

Ed.
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weed, &c., raised to llio heijjht of several inches. Tlio eggs

were four, of a dull olive colour, marked wilh largo irregular

blotches of black, and with others of a fainter tint.

This species arrives on the coast of Cape May late in Ai)ril

;

rears its young, and departs again to the south early in Octo-

ber. While here, it almost constantly frecpients the shallow

pools in the salt marshes ; wading about, often to the belly, in

search of food, viz., marine worms, snails, and various insects

that abound among the soft muddy bottoms of the pools.

The male of this species is eighteen inclies and a half long,

and two feet and a half in extent ; the hill is black, four inches

in length, flat iil)Ove, the general curvature upwards, except at

the extremity, where it bends slightly down, ending in an ex-

tremely fine point ; irides, reddish hazel ; whole head, neck,

and breast, a light sorrel colour; round the eye, and on the
chin, nearly white

; upper part of the back and wings, black

;

scapulars, and almost the whole back, white, though generally

concealed by the black of the upper parts ; belly, vent, and
thighs, pure white ; tail, equal at the end, white, very slightly

tinged with cinereous ; tertials, dusky brown
;
greater coverts

tipt with white ; secondaries, white on their outer edges and
whole inner vanes ; rest of the wing, deep black ; naked part
of the thighs, two and a half inches ; legs, four inches, both of
a very pale light blue, exactly formed, thinned, and netted,

like those of the long-legs
; feet, half webbed ; the outer mem-

brane somewhat the broadest; there is a very slight hind toe,

which, claw and all, does not exceed a quarter of an inch in
length. In these two latter circumstances alone it differs from
the long-legs, but is in every other strikingly alike.

The female was two inches shorter, and three less in extent

;

the head and neck a much paler rufous, fading almost to white
on the breast, and separated from the black of the back by a
broader band of white ; the bill was three inches and a half
long

;
the \q^ half an inch shorter ; in every other respect

marked as the male. She contained a great number of eggs,
some of them nearly ready for exclusion. The stomach was
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filled with smnll flnails, peiiwinklo ehelifiHii, Bomo kiiul of

mossy ve{^etnblo food, mid a niiniLor of nqiuitic insects. Thu
intestines were infested with tape-worms, and a number of

smaller bot-like worms, some of wliich wallowed in the cavity

of the abdomen.

In Mr Peale's collection there is one of this snra') species,

said to bavo been bron<;ht from New Holland, dillering little

in the markings of its plumage from our own. The red brown
on the neck does not descend so far, scarcely occupying any
of the breast ; it is also somewhat less.

In every stulFed and dried specimen of these birds which I

have examined, the true form and flexure of the bill is alto-

gether deranged, being naturally of a very tender and dclioalo

substance.*

BUDDY PLOVER. (Charadrius rubidus.)

PLATE LXIII.-Fio. 3.

Arct, Zool. No. AOi.—Lalh. Syn. iii. p. 195, No. 2.—Tart. Hyat. p. 415.

CALIDRIS ARENAltlA.—lLLwm.

Tringa arenaria, Bunap. Synop, p. 320.

Tnis bird is frequently found in company with the sanderling,

which, except in colour, it very much resembles. It is gene-

rally seen on the sea-coast of New Jersey in May and October,

on its way to and from its breeding place iu the north. It

runs with great activity along the edge of the flowing or

retreating waves on the sands, picking up the small bivalve

* Mr Orel further observes, " It is remarkable that in tlie Atlantic

States this species invariably affects the neighbourhood of the ocean,

we never having known an instance of its having been seen in the

interior ; and yet Captain Lewis met with this bird at the ponds in the

vicinity of the Falls of the Missouri. That it was our species I had
ocular evidence by a skin brought by Captain Lewis himself, and pre-

sented, among other specimens of natural history, to the Philadelphia

Museum." See *' History of Lewis and Clark's E.xpedition," vol. ii. p.

343.
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Khollfish which supplies 8o nmtiy niultitiules of tho plover nml
Baiulpipor trihcs.

I should not bo snrpriscil if tho pioscnt species turn out
hereafter to bo tho Hjiiuleilinj; itself iu n different dress. Of
mnny scores which I exiuuined, sciireo two were nliko ; in

some, the pluningeof tho back was almost i)Iain ; in others, tho
black phuua<;e was just shootin*? out. This was in the month
of October. Naturalists, however, hnvo considered it as a
separate species

; but have ^'iven us no further particulars
than that, " in Hudson's Bay it is known by tho name of
Mistchaychekiskaweshish," *—a piece of information cerlairdy
very instructive.

The ruddy i)lover is eight inches lotig, and fifteen in extent;
tho bill is black, an inch long, and straight; sides of the neck
and whole upper parts, speckled largely with white, black, and
ferruginous

;
tho feathers being centred with black, tipt with

white, and edged with ferruginous, giving the bird a very
motley appearance

; belly and vent, pure white ; wing-qnills,
black, crossed with a band of white ; lesser coverts, whitish!
centred with pale olive, the first two or three rows black ; two
middle tail-feathers, black ; the rest, pale cinereous, edged
with white

;
legs and feet, black ; toes, bordered with a very

narrow membrane. On dissection, both males and females
varied in their colours and markin<rs.

SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPER. {Trinoa semtpalmata.)

PLATE LXIII.—Fio. 4.

Peak's Museum, No, 4025.

TRINOA SEMIPALMATA.-^Yix.%oi^,

Tringa semipalmata, Bonap. Synop. p. 316.

This is one of the smallest of its tribe, and seems to have
been entirely overlooked, or confounded with another which it

much resembles {Tringa pusilla), and with whom it is often
found associated.

* Latliara.
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ItM linlf-webbed feet, bowover, nro Hiifficient nmrlcs of dis-

tinction between tbo two. It nnives and depiirtH witb tb(( pre-

ceding species ; (bes in fh)ckH witb tbo stints, i)un('s, und a few

otbcrs; nnd is sometimes seen ut a considerablo distance from
tlio sen, on tlio sandy sbores of onr IVesli-water bdu's. On tbo

23d of Septend)er 1 met witli a iimall (lode of tbeso birds in

Bjirlington Bay, on Lnko Cbampbiin. Tbey aro nnnieions

ab)ng tbo sca-sbores of Now Jersey, but retire to tbo sontb on
tbo approacb of cobl weatber.

Tbis species is six incbes b)njj:, and twelve in extent ; tbo

bill is black, nti incb lonj,', and very sb'gbtly bent ; crown and
body above, dusky brown, tbo iilumiigo ed^^ed witii ferrii;^'inous,

and ti[)t wilb wbito ; tail and wiiijj;H, nearly of a lengtli ; sides

of tbe rump, wbito ; rump and tail coverts, black ; wing-rpiills

dusky black, sbafted, and biuided witb wbite, nuicb in tbo

mamier of tbo least snipo ; over tbe eye a line of wbito ; lesser

coverts, tipt wilb wbito ; legs and feet, blackisb asb, tbo lattoi-

balf webbed. Males and females alike in colour.

Tbeso birds varied greatly intbeirsize, some being scarcely

fivo incbes and a bnlf in lengtb, and tbo bill not inoro tban

tbree-quarters ; otbers inensm-ed nearly seven incbes in tbo

wbolo lengtb, and tbe bill upwards of an incb. In tbei; general

appearance tbey greatly resemble tbo stints or least snipe
;

but unless wo allow tbat tbe same species may sometimes bavo

tbo toes balf webbed, and sometimes divided to tbo origin,

—

nnd tbis not in one or two solitary instances, but in wbolo

flocks, wbicb would be extraordinary indeed,—'We cannot avoid

classing tbis us a new and distinct species,

'^m
> i\
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LOUISIANA HEROK {Avdea Ludoviciana)

PLATE LXIV.-FiG. 1.

Peak's Museum, No. 3750.

ARDEA LUDOVICIANA.-WiLSON.
Ardealeucogaster. Orel's reprint, part viii. p. l.-Ardea Ludoviciana.

£o>iap. Si/mp. p. 304.

This is a rare and delicately-formed species, occasionally
found on the swampy river shores of South Carolina, butmore frequently along the borders of the Mississippi, parti-
cularly below New Orleans. In each of these places it is
m.g.-atory

;
and m the latter, as I have been informed, builds

Its nest on trees, amidst the inundated woods. Its manners
correspond very much with those of the blue heron. It is
quick in al Its motions, darting about after its prey with sur-
prising agihty. Small fish, frogs, lizards, tadpoles, and various
aquatic insects, constitute its principal food

There is a bird described by Latham' in his "General
Synopsis, vol. ii,. p. 88, called the Demi Egret- which, from
the accoun there given, seems to npproach near to the present
species. It IS said to inhabit Cayenne.

Length of the Louisiana heron, from the point of the bill tohe extremity of the tail, twenty-three inches
; the long hair-

like plumage of the rump and lower part of the back extends
several inches farther

; the bill is remarkably long, measuring
111 five inches of a yellowish green at the base, black towards

white, dotted with ferruginous and some blue
; the rest of theneck IS a light vinous purple, intermixed on the lower part

Siet ofT
"'\'"'^ «late-coloured plumage; the whole

feathe s of the neck are long, narrow, and pointed ; head
crested, consisting first of a number of long narrow purpb
feathers, and under these seven or eight pendant ones of apure white, and twice the length of the former; uppe'r part

*^See also Buffou, vol. vii. p. 373.
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of the back and wings, light slate ; lower part of the hack

and rump, white, but concealed by a mass of long unwebbed

hairlike plumage, that falls over the tail and tips of the

wings, extending three inches beyond them ; these plumes are

of a dirty purplish brown at the base, and lighten towards the

extremities to a pale cream colour ; the tail is even at the tip,

rather longer than the wings, and of a fine slate ; the legs

and naked thighs, greenish yellow ; middle claw pectinated
;

whole lower parts pure white. Male and female alike in

plumage, both being crested.

PIED OYSTER-CATCHEK. {Hoimatopus ostralegus.)

PLATE LXIV.—Fig. 2.

Arct.Zool. No. iOG.—Cateshy, i. 85.—Bewick, ii. 23.—Peak's Museum,
No. 4258.

H.^MATOPUS PALLIATUS ?—TEMiimcK.*

Haematopus ostralegus, Bonap. Synop. p. 300.—Hoematopus palliatus? Jard. and
Selhy, Illust. Oi-nith. vol. iii. plate 125.

This singular species, although nowhere numerous, inhabits

almost every sea-shore both on the new and old continent,

* The oyster-catchers of Europe and America are said by Temminck
and Bonaparte to be identical. Such also was the opinion of most

ornithologists, and my own, until a closer comparison of American

specimens with British showed a distinction. There is another, how-

ever, with which the American bird may be confounded, and I cannot

decidedly say that it is distinct, the H. palliatus, Temm. I have not

seen that species ; but from the description of the upper parts being

grayish brown, it must either be distinct, or tlie young state of the

North American bird. My specimens of the latter are of the purest

black and white.

Bonaparte, in his " Nomenclature," says the species is common to both

continents ; and mentions that he had specimens before him, from each

country, decidedly alike. From this circumstance 1 should be inclined

to give two species to North America, as the distinctions between them

are so great as it would be impossible to overlook on an examination

such as he was likely to give.

The following are the distinctive marks of the species in my posses-
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but is never found inland. It is the only one of its genus
hitherto discovered, and, from the confirmation of some of its

parts, one might almost be led by fancy to suppose that it

had borrowed the eye of the pheasant, the legs and feet of the
bustard, and the bill of the woodpecker.

The oyster-catcher frequents the sandy sea-beach of New
Jersey and other parts of our Atlantic coast in summer, in

small parties of two or three pairs together. They are ex-
tremely shy, and, except about the season of breeding, will

seldom permit a person to approach within gunshot. They
walk along the shore in a watchful, stately manner, at times

sion :—The bill appears generally to be more slender ; the quills want
the white band running in a slanting direction across, being in the
American specimen entirely black ; the secondaries in the American,
except the first, are pure white ; in the British specimen, each, except
the three or four last, have a black mark near the tips, which decreasem size as they proceed. The whole interior surface of the wing is pure
white

;
in the other it is black, except where the white secondaries

appear. In the British bird, the tail-coverts and rump are pure white,
the latter running upon the back, until it is hid by the scapulary and
back feathers. In the American, the tail-coverts only are white, form-
ing, as it were, a band of that colour, interrupted by the black tip of
the tail

;
the whole rump and lower part of the back, black.

If that before us prove distinct, this genus will contain five species
distributed over the whole world, and allied so closely, that ever^
member is alike, with a different distribution only of black and white
to distinguish them. They are, the common European bird, perhaps
also American, //. ostralegus ; the black oyster-catcher, H. niger, found
in Australia and Africa

; E. palliatus, Temm., South American, and
which may turn out to be the immature state of the species we have
mentioned

;
and the Ostralega leucopus of Lesson, found on the Malowine

Isles, and remarkable in having white legs and feet. The species in my
possession may stand as the fifth, under the name of H. arcticus*
As they are allied in form, so they are in habit. They frequent low
When this note was written, I had not seen the elaborate review of Cuvier's

Regne Animale' by the Prince of Musignano. He is aware tliat the North
American and European species are distinct, and mentions that the more
northern regions produce an additional one. I believe the bird figured by
TV ilson, and the skms in my possession, will prove to be this, and may stand an
I have named It above. That ornithologist also giv^s as .-. principal character toH. pallmtus that the upper parts are "rfi un color fosco invece di nero "

at
variance with the pure black and white of our specimens.—Ed.
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genus probing it with their long wedge-like bills, in search of small
shellfish. This appears evident on examining the hard
sands where they usually resort, which are found thickly per-

forated with oblong holes, two or three inches in depth. The
small crabs called fiddlers, that burrow in the mud, at the

bottom of inlets, are frequently the prey of the oyster-catcher
;

as are mussels, spout-fish, and a variety of other shellfish and
sea-insects with which those shores abound.

The principal food, however, of this bird, according to

European writers, and that from which it derives its name, is

the oyster, which it is said to watch for, and snatch suddenly
from the shells, whenever it surprises them sufficiently open.

sandy beaches, feeding on the shellfish during tho recess of the tide,

and resting while it flows. The oyster-catcher of Europe is to be found
on all the sandy British coasts in immense abundance. All those which
I have observed breeding have chosen low rocky coasts, and deposit
their eggs on some shelf or ledge, merely baring the surface from any
moss or other substance covering the rock. When approached, the
parents fly round, uttering with great vehemence their clamorous note.
I have never found them breeding on a sandy beach, though I have
observed these birds for the last ten years, in a situation fitted in every
way for that kind of incubation, and have known them retire regularly
to a distance of about six or seven miles (a more populous quarter),

where they had the advantage of a ledge of insulated rocks bounding
the coast. A great many, both old and young birds—perhaps among
the latter those of a late brood—are always to be foand on these coasts

and enliven the monotony of an extensive sand-beach with their clean
and lively appearance and their shrill notes, As the young begin to

assemble the flocks increase ; by tlie month of August they consist of

many thousands ; and at full tide they may be seen, like an exten-

sive black line, at the distance of miles. They remain at rest until

about half tide, when a general motion is made, and the line may be
seen broken as the difi'erent parties advance close to the water's ed^e.

After this they keep pace with the reflux, until the feeding banks begin
to be uncovered, of which they seem to have an instinctive knowledge,
when they leave their resting-place in small troops, taking day after day
the same course. They are difficult to approach, but Avhen one is shot,

the flock will hover over it for some time without heeding the intruder.

During flight they assume the > wedge shape, like ducks. They feed

at night when the tide is suitable, and are often very noisy. Mussels

and smaller shellfish, crabs, &c., &c., arc their most common food.

—

Ed.
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is reported that it ofoften frequents the
oyster-beds, looking out for the slightest opening through
which it may attack its unwary prey. For this purpose the

form of its bill seems very fitly calculated. Yet the truth of

these accounts are doubted by the inhabitants of Egg Harbour
and other parts of our coast, who positively assert that it

never haunts such places, but confines itself almost solely to

the sands ; and this opinion I am inclined to believe correct,

having myself uniformly found these birds on the smooth
beach bordering the ocean, and on the higher, dry, and level

sands just beyond the reach of the summer tides. On this

last situation, where the dry flats are thickly interspersed with
drifted shells, I have repeatedly found their nests between
the middle and 25th of May. The nest itself is a slight

hollow in the sand, containing three eggs, somewhat less than
those of a hen, and nearly of the same shape, of a bluish cream
colour, marked with large roundish spots of black, and others
of a fainter tint. In some, the ground cream colour is desti-

tute of the bluish tint, the blotches larger, and of a deep brown.
The young are hatched about the 25th of May, and sometimes
earlier, having myself caught them running along the beach
about that period. They are at first covered with down of

a greyish colour, very much resembling that of the sand, and
marked with a streak of brownish black on the back, rump,
and neck, the breast being dusky, where, in the old ones, it is

black. The bill is at that age slightly bent downwards at the
tip, where, like most other young birds, it has a hard protu-
berance that assists them in breaking the shell ; but in a few
days afterwards this falls off.* These run along the shore
with great ease and swiftness.

Latham observes that the young are said to be hatched in about
three weeks

; and though they are wild when in flocks, yet are easily
brought up tame, if taken young. « I have known them," says he,
" to^ be thus kept for a long time, frequenting the ponds and ditches
during the day, attending the ducks and other poultry to shelter of
nights, and not luifrequently to come up of themselves as evening
approaches."

—

General Synopsis, vol. iii. p. 220.
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The female sits on her eggs only during the night, or in
remarkably cold and rainy weather ; at other times the heat
of the sun and of the sand, which is sometimes great, renders
incubation unnecessary. But although this is the case, she is

not deficient in care or affection. She watches the spot with
an attachment, anxiety, and perseverance that are really sur-
prising, till the time arrives when her little offspring burst
their prisons, and follow the guiding voice of tlieir mother.
When there is appearance of danger, they squat on the sand,
from which they are with difficulty distinguished, while the
parents make large circuits around the intiuder, alighting
sometimes on this hand, sometimes on that, uttering repeated
cries, and practising the common affectionate stratagem of
counterfeited lameness, to allure him from their young.

These birds run and fly with great vigour and velocity.

Their note is a loud and shrill whistling wheep-ivheep-iuheo,
smartly uttered. A flock will often rise, descend, and wheel
in air with remarkable regularity, as if drilled to the business,

the glittering white of their wings at such times being very
conspicuous. They are more remarkable for this on their

first aiTival in the spring. Some time ago, I received a
stuffed specimen of the oyster- catcher from a gentleman of
Boston, an experienced sportsman, who, nevertheless, was un-
acquainted with this bird. He informed me that two very
old men to whom it was shown called it a liagdel He adds,
" It was shot from a flock, which was first discovered on the
beach near the entrance of Boston harboiu-. On the approach
of the gunner, they lose, and instantly formed in line like a
corps of troops, and advanced in perfect order, keeping well

dressed. They made a number of circuits in the air previous
to being shot at, but wheeled in line ; and the man who fired

into the flock observed that all their evolutions were like a
regidarly-organised military company."

The oyster-catcher will not only take to the water when
wounded, but can also swim and dive well. This fact 1 can
assert from my own observation, the exploits of one of tliera

VOL. 11. 2 E
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in this way having nearly cost me my life. On the sea-boacli

of Cape May, not far from a doep and rapid inlet, I broke the

wing of one of these birds, and being withont a dog, instantly

pursued it towards the inlet, which it made for with great

rapidity. We both plunged in nearly at the same instant

;

but the bird eluded my grasp, and I sunk beyond my depth
;

it was not until this moment that I recollected having carried

in my gun along with me. On rising to the surface, I found

the bird had dived, and a strong ebb current was carrying me
fast towards the ocean, encumbered with a gun and all my
shooting apparatus, I was compelled to relinquish my bird,

and to make for the shore, with considerable mortification,

and the total destruction of the contents of my powder-horn.

The wounded bird afterwards rose, and swam with great

buoyancy out among the breakers.

On the same day I shot and examined three individuals of this

species, two of which measured each eighteen inches in length,

and thirty-five inches in extent ; the other was somewhat less.

The bills varied in length, measuring three inches and three-

quarters, three and a half, and three and a quarter, thinly com-
pressed at the point, very much like that of the woodpecker

tribe, but remarkably narrowed near the base where the nos-

trils are placed, probably that it may work with more freedom

in the sand. This instrument, for two-thirds of its length

towards the point, was evidently much worn by digging ; its

colour, a rich orange scarlet, somewhat yellowish near the tip

;

eye, large ; orbits, of the same bright scai let as the bill ; irides,

brilliant yellow
;
pupil, small, bluish black ; under the eye is a

small spot of white, and a large bed of tlie same on the wing-

coverts ; head, neck, scapulars, rump, wing-quills, and tail,

black; several of the primaries are marked on the outer vanes

with a slanting band of white ; secondaries, white, part of them

tipt with black ; the whole lower parts of the body, sides of

the rump, tail-coverts, and that portion of the tail which they

cover, are pure white; the wings, when shut, cover the whole

white plumage of the back and rump ; legs, and naked part of
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the thif:;lis, pale red ; feet, three-toed, the outer joined to the

w. ddle hy a hroiid and strong membrane, and each bordered
with a rough warty edge ; the soles of tlio feet are defended
from the hard sand and shells by a remarkably thick and
callous warty skin.

On opening these birds, the smallest of the three was found
to be a male ; the gullet widened into a kind of crop ; the

stomach or gizzard contained fragments of shellfish, pieces

of crabs, and of the great king crab, with some dark brown
marine insects. The flesh was remarkably firm and muscular

;

tlie skull, thick and strong, intended, no doubt, as in the

woodpecker tribe, for the security of the brain from tlie vio-

lent concussions it might receive while the bird was engaged
in digging. The female and young birds have the back and
scapulars of a sooty brownish olive.

This species is found as far south as Cayenne and Surinam.

Dampier met with it on the coast of New Holland ; the British

circumnavigators also saw it on Van Diemen's Land, Tierra

del Fucgo, and New Zealand.

WHOOPING CKANE. {Ardea Americana.)

PLATE LXIV.—Fia. 3, Male.

Arct. Zool. No. 339.—Ca<f«6?/, i. 15.—Lath. iii. p. 42.—La Grue d'Amerique,
PL enl. 88Q.—Peak's Museum, No. 3704.

GRUS AMERICANA.—Teuminck.*
Grus Americana, Bonap. Synop. p. Z02.—North. Zool. ii. p. 612,

This is the tallest and most stately species of all the feathered

tribes of the United States, the watchful inhabitant of exten-

* This crane has also suffered under the too general confusion of

names, so that it becomes somewhat difficult to determine with pre-

cision that which should by priority be allotted to it. It is an extra

European species, and seems to be the Asiatic bird generally known
under the name of J. giganlea, Pall. Temminck, however, says that

Gmelin changed this name from the original one of G. kucogeranos,

Pall., and has figured and described it as such in the Planches ColorUs.

w%
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fiive salt mavishes, desoljite swamps, and open morasses in

the neiglibonrliood of tlio sea. Its mi<2;vations are regular, and
of the most extensive kind, reaching from tlie shores and in-

undated trncts of South America to the arctic circle. In these

immense periodical journeys, they pass at such a prodigious

heiglit in the air as to be seldom observed. They iiave, liow-

ever, their resting stages on the route to and from their usual

breeding places, the regions of the north. A few sometimes
make their appearance in the marshes of Cape May in De-
cember, particularly on and near Egg Island, where they are

It appears to extend over Asia to China, and specimens have been
brought from Japan. Are they all one species 1

America will also possess another majestic crane, Orua Canadensis,
Temm., inhabiting the northern parts, but not commonly found in the
middle States ; it is met with in summer in all parts of the Fur Countries
to the shores of the Arctic Sea.

The birds of this genus were formerly arranged among the herons, to
which they bear a certain alliance, but were, by Pallas, with propriety
separated, and form a very natural division in a great class. They are at
once distinguished from Ardea by the bald liead, and the broad, waving
and pendulous form of the greater coverts. Some extend over every
part of the Avorld, but the group is, notwithstanding, limited to only a
few species. They are majestic in appearance, and possess a strong and
powerful flight, performing very long migrations, preparatory to M-hich
they assemble, and, as it were, exercise themselves before starting.

They are social, and feed and migrate in troops. Major Long, speaking
of the migrations of the second American species, G. Canadensis, says,
" They afford one of the most beautiful instances of animal motion we
can anywhere meet with. They fly at a great height, and wheeling in
circles, appear to rest without eff'ort on the surface of an aerial current,

by whose eddies they are borne about in an endless series of revolutions
;

each individual describes a large circle in the air, independently of his

associates, and uttering loud, distinct, and repeated cries. They con-
tinue thus to wing their flight upwards, gradually receding from the
earth, until they become mere specks upon the sight, and finally alto-

gether disappear, leaving only the discordant music of their concert to

fall faintly on the ear, exploring

' Heavens not its own, and worlds unknown before.'"

The Cms Canadensis, or sandhill crane, will be figured and described
by the Prince of Musignano in the remaining volumes of his " Continua-
tion," which we hope ere long to receive.

—

Ed.
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known by tlie name of storks. The younger birds are easily

distiiij^uisiied from the rest by the brownness of their plumage.

Some linger in these mnrsiies the whole winter, setting out

north about the time the ice breaks up. During their stay,

they wander along the marshes and rauddy flats of the sea-shore

in search of marine worms, sailing occasionally from place to

place with a low and heavy flight, a little above the surface;

and have at such times a very foimidable appearance. At
times they utter a loud, clear, and piercing cry, which may be

heard at the distance of two miles. They have also various

modulations of this singular note, from the pccidiarily of which

they derive their name. When wounded, they attack the

gunner or his dog with great resolution ; and have been

known to drive their sharp and formidable bill, at one stroke,

through a man's hand.

During winter, they are frequently seen in the low grounds

and rice plantations of the southern States, in search of grain

and insects. On the lOLh of February, I met with several

near the Waccaraau river, in South Carolina ; I also saw a

flock at the ponds near Louisville, Kentucky, on the 20th of

March. They are extremely shy and vigilant, so that it is

with the greatest difficulty they can be shot. They sometimes

rise in the air spirally to a great height, the mingled noise of

their screaming, even when they are almost beyond the reach

of sight, resembling that of a pack of hounds in full cry. On
these occasions, they fly around in large circles, as if recon-

noitring the country to a vast extent for a fresh quarter to

feed in. Their flesh is said to be well tasted, nowise savour-

ing of fish. They swallow mice, moles, rats, &c., with great

avidity. They build their nests on the ground, in tussocks of

long grass, amidst solitary swamps, raise it to more than a foot

in height, and lay two pale blue eggs, spotted with brown.

These are much larger, and of a more lengthened form, than

those of the common hen.

The cranes are distinguished from the other families of their

genus by the comparative baldness of their heads, the broad
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flftg of plnmn-e projecting over tl.o tail, nnd in general by
tl.e.r superior size. They also dificr in their internal or-ani-
sation from all the vest of the heron tribe, particularly irr the
conformation of the windpipe, which enters thobrea^t-bono in
a cavity fitted to receive it, and after several turns goes out
agani at the same place, and thence descends to the lun-s.
Unbke the herons, they have not the irmer side of the middle
claw pectinated, and, in this species at least, the hind toe is
short, scarcely reaching the ground.
The vast marshy flats of Siberia are inhabited by a crane

very m.ich resembling the present, with the exception of the
bill and legs being red

; like those of the present, the year-old
birds are said also to be tawny.

It is highly probable that the species described by natnrab'sts
as the brown crane {Ardea Canadensis), is nothing more than
the young of the whooping crane, their de.scri])tions exactly
corresponding with the latter. In a flock of six or eight three
or four are usually of that tawny or reddish brown lint on the
back, scapulars, and wing-coverts ; but are evidently yeailinc-s
of the whooping crane, and differ in nothing but in that and
8ize from the others. They are generally five or six inches
shorter, and the primaries are of a brownish cast.
The whooping crane is four feet six inches inlcncrtl, f,om

the pomt of the bill to the end of the tail, and, when'standing
erect, measures nearly five feet ; the bill is six inches Ion-
and an inch and a half in thickness, straight, extremely sharp
and of a yellowish brown colour ; the irides are yellow • the
forehead, wliole crown, and cheeks, are covered with a warty
8km thinly interspersed with black hairs ; these become more
thickly set towards the base of the bill ; the liind head is of an
ash colour, the rest of the plumage pure white, the primaries
excepted, which are black ; from the root of each win- vise
mimerous large flowing feathers, projecting over the tai! and
tips of the wings

;
the uppermost of these are broad, droopin-

and pointed at the extremities ; some of them are also loosely
webbed, their silky fibres curling inwards, like those of the

^fWPWK'i^t'WffW
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Ofltiicli. Tlicy Bccm to occupy the place of the tcrtiulH. Tho

Ic^H mid nuked pnit of tlio thighs iiro black, very lliick and

8troii<? ; ilio hind toe Beems rarely or never to reach tho hard

ground, though it may probably assist in preventing the bird

from sinking too deep in the mire.

LONG-BILLED CURLEW. {}^umeniu8 longiroslris)

PLATE LXIV.-Fia. 4.

Fcale'i Muncum, No. 3910.

NUMENIUS LONOIltOSTRIS.-'W itBOV.*

Numenlus longirostris, Bonap. Sj/nop. p. 'Sii.—North. Zool. ii. p. 370.

This American species has been considered by the naturalists

of Europe to be a mere variety of their own, notwilhstanding

* Wilson had the merit of distinguishing and separating this species

from the common curlew of Europe, and giving it the appropriate name

of loiKjirostris, from the extraordinary length of the bill. It will fill in

America the place of the common curlew in this country, and appears to

have the same manners, fre([Uonting the sea-shoi'es in winter, and the

rich dry prairies during the breeding season. Numenius arquata, the

British prototype of N. longirostris, during the breeding season is en-

tirely an inhabitant of the upland moors and sheep pastures, and in

the soft and dewy mornings of May and June forms an o\)ject in their

early solitude which adds to their wildness. At lirst dawn, when no-

thing can be seen but rounded hills of rich and green pasture, rising

one beyond another, with perhaps an extensive meadow between, look-

ing UK're boundless by the mists and shadows of morn, a long string of

sheep marching off at a sleepy pace on their well-beaten track to some

more favourite feeding ground, the shrill tremulous call of the curlew to

his mate has something in it wild and melancholy, yet always pleasing

to the associations. In such situations do thty build, making almost no

nest, and, during the commencement of their amours, run skulkingly

among the long grass and rushes, the male rising and sailing round, or

descending with the Avings closed above his back, and uttering his pecu-

liar quavering whistle. The approach of an intruder requires more

demonstration of his powers, and he approaches near, buffeting and

wliauping with all his might. When the young are hatched they re-

main near the spot, and are for a long time difficult to raise ; a pointer

will stand and road them, and at this time they we tender and well
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its difference of colour and superior length of bill These
differences not being accidental, or found in a few individuals,
but common to all, and none being found in America corre-
spondmg -xth that of Europe, we do not hesitate to consider
the present as a distinct species peculiar to this country.

Like the preceding, this bird is an inhabitant of marshes iu
the vicmity of the sea. It is also found in the interior, where,
from Its long bill and loud whistling note, it is generally
known. ^

The curlews appear in the salt marshes of New Jersey
about the middle of May on their way to the north, and in
September on their return from their breeding places. Their
food consists chiefly of small crabs, which they are very dex-
terous at probing for, and pulling out of their holes with their
long bdls

;
they also feed on those small sea-snails soabundantm the marshes, and on various worms and insects. They are

likewise fond of bramble-berries, frequenting the fields and

flavoured. By autumn, they are nearly all dispersed to the sea-coasts, andhave now lost their clear whistle. They remain here until next spring,
feeding at low tide on the shore, and retiring fora fewmiles to inland fields

In? f H ' "?• ." 'f
"'" '^'''" "-^ ^^^"^ '^^^'' tli'^y «l'ow a remarkable in-tance of the instinctive knowledge implanted in and most conspicuous intl^ migratory sea and water fowl. During my occasional residence on theboh^ay for some years past, in the month of August, these hirds, withmany others, were the objects of observation. They retired re. uI

'

inland after their favourite feeding-places were covered. A on" adnarrow lec^e of rocks runs into the Firth, behind which we useto econcealed for the purpose of getting shots at various sea-fowl retlirnigat ebb None were so regular as the curlew. The more muiatic were

lar inland but as soon as we could perceive tlie top of a sharp rock
8 anding above water, we were sure to perceive the fiJst flocks2e
r n 1 r Tr^ Pf^/'^"Ularly with the change of the tides. Theyfly m a direct line to their feeding grounds, and often in a wed-^e shar.eon alarm, a simultaneous cry is uttered, and the next coniin. llock tm s'fi-om IS course, uttering in repetition the same alarm note. InSdays they became so wary as not to fly over the concealed stat oiTThey are one of the most difficult birds to approach except duih

'

Bpnng, but may be enticed by imitating their whistle -Eo^ '

aB
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Uplands in search of this fruit, on which they get very fat, and

are then tender and good eating, allogetlier free from the sedgy

taste with which their flesh is usually tainted while tiiey feed

in the salt marshes.

The ciulews fly high, generally in a wedge-like form, some-

what resemhling certain ducks, occasionally uttering their

loud whistling note, by a dexterous imitation of which a whole

flock may sometimes be enticed within gunshot, while the cries

of the wounded are sure to detain them until the gunner has

made repeated shots and great havoc among tliem.

This species is said lo breed in Ijabrador, and in the neigh-

bourhood of Hudson's Bay. A few instances have been known

of one or two pairs remaining in the salt marshes o(" Cape ]\lay

all sunnner. A person of respectability informed me that he

once started a curlew from her nest, which was composed of a

little dry grass, and contained four eggs, very nuich resembling

in size and colour those of the mud-hen, or clapi)er rail. This

was in the month of July. Cases of this kind are so rare, that

the northern regions nnist be considered as the general breed-

ing place of this species.

The long-billed curlew is twenty-five inches in length, and

three feet three inches in extent, and, when in good order,

weighs about thirty ounces, but individuals differ greatly in

this respect ; the bill is eight inches long, nearly straight for

half its length, thence curving considerably downwards to its

extremity, where it ends in an obtuse knob that overhangs the

lower mandible ; the colour black, except towards the base of

the lower, where it is of a pale flesh colour ; tongue, extremely

short, dillering in this from the snipe ; eye, dark ; the general

colour of the plumage ahove is black, spotted and barred along

the edge of each feather with pale brown ; chin, line over the

eye and round the same, pale brownish white ; neck, reddish

brown, streaked with black; spots on the breast more sparingly

disiiersed ; belly, thighs, and vent, pale plain rufous, without

any spots
;
primaries, black on the outer edges, pale brow-n on

the inner, and barred with black ; shaft of the outer one,

;

=
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nowy
;

est of the w,„g, pale reddish brown, elegantly barredw th undula ,ng hnes of black; tail, slightly rounded, of an
ashy brown beautifully marked with herring-bones of black-
legs and naked thighs, very pale light blue or lead colour, the
middle toe connected with the two outer ones as far as the first
join by a membrane, and bordered along the sides with a
thick warty ^,\^^ lining of the wing, dark rufous, approaching
u chestnut, and thinly spotted with black. Male and female
alike ,n plumage. The bill continues to grow in length until
tlie second season when the bird receives its perfect plumage.
Ihe stomach of this species is lined with an extremely thick
skin, feeling to the touch like the rough hardened palm of a
sailor or blacksmith. The intestines are very tender, mea-
suring usually about three feet in length, and as thick as
a swans quill. On the front, under the skin, there are two
t nek cal losiLies, which border the upper sides of the eye, lyin.>-
c o«e to the skull. These are common, I believe, to most o1
the tringaand scolopax tribes, and are probably desi-^ied to
protect the skull from injury v-bile the bird is probi^ig and
searching in the sand and mud.

YELLOW-CROWNED HEROK ^rdea violacea)

PLATE LXV.-FiG. 1.

LeCrabierde Bahama, 2?m«.y. p. 481, 41.-Crested Bittern, C^^^^^ i „ 70

NYCTICORAX VIOLACEA.-Boi^AVARTE. *

Ardea violacea, Boiiap. Synop. p. .306.

This is one of the nocturnal species of the heron tribe, whose
'nanners, place, and mode of building its nest, resemble greatly

* Tliis curious species is an instance of one of those connecting links
^^ oh nuorvene constantly among what have been defined ^'x^c^ J,-" ,

tmnovln 1

"" ^^^ '^'""^^^ P^"'^^ ''• ^'' "^'^""^^-^ «'iJ socialPlanner of breeding are exactly those of the qua-bird, but it possesses

mini iiiilariii*iirt<iw
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those of the common night heron {Ardea nycticorax) ; the

form of its bill is also similar. The very imperfect figure and

description of this species by Catesby seem to have led the

greater part of European ornithologists astray, who appear to

have copied their accounts from that erroneous source, other-

wise it is difficult to conceive why they should either have

given it the name of yellow-crowned, or have described it as

being only fifteen inches in length, since the crown of the

perfect bird is pure white, and the whole length very near two

feet. The name, however, erroneous as it is, has been retained

in the present account, for the purpose of more particularly

pointing out its absurdity, and designating the species.

This bird inhabits the lower parts of South Carolina,

Georgia, and Louisiana in the summer season ; reposing

during the day among low, swampy woods, and feeding only

in the night. It builds in societies, making its nest with

sticks among the branches of low trees, and lays four pale

blue eggs. This species is not numerous in Carolina, which,

with its solitary mode of life, makes this bird but little known

there. It abounds on the Bahama Islands, where it also breeds
;

and great numbers of the young, as we are told, are yearly

taken for the table, being accounted in that quarter excellent

eating. This bird also extends its migrations into Virginia,

and even farther north ; one of them having been shot a few

years ago on the borders of Schuylkill, below Philadelphia.

The food of this species consists of small fish, crabs, and

lizards, particularly the former ; it also appears to have a

strong attachment to the neighbourhood of the ocean.

The yellow-crowned heron is twenty-two inches in length,

from the point of the bill to the end of the tail ; the long

flowing plumes of the back extend four inches fiirther

;

breadth, from tip to tip of the expanded wings, tliirty-four

the crest and long dorsal plumea of the egrets. As far as we at jsresent

see, it will form the passage from the last-mentioned form to the night

herons, which will again reach the bitterns by those confused under the

name of tiger bitterns.—Ed.

:f
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inches
;

bill, black, stout, and about four inches in length, the
upper mandible grooved exactly like that of the c°onimon
night lieron

; lores, palo green ; irides, fiery red ; head and
part of the neck, black, marked on each cheek with an oblong
spot of white

; crested crown and upper part of the head white!
ending in two long narrow tapering plumes of pure white!
more than seven inches long

; under these are a few others of
a blackish colour

; rest of the neck and whole lower parts,
fine ash, somewhat whitish on that part of the neck where it

joins the black; upper parts, a dark ash, each feather streaked
broadly down the centre with black, and bordered with white

;

wing-qnills, deep slate, edged finely with white ; tail, even at
tlie end, and of the same ash colour ; wing-coverts, deep slate,
broadly edged with pale cream ; from each shoulder proceed
a number of long loosely-webbed tapering feathers, of an ash
colour, streaked broadly down the middle with black, and
extending four inches or more beyond the tips of the wings

;

legs and feet, yellow; middle claw, pectinated. Male and
female, as in the common night heron, alike in plumage.

I strongly suspect that the species called by naturafists the
Cayenne night heron (Ardm Cayanensii) , is nothing more
than the present, with which, according to their descriptions,
It seems to agree almost exactly.

GREAT HERON. {Ardea Herodlas.)

PLATE LXV.-Fio. 2.

Le Heron Hupe de Viiginie, Briss. v. p. 416, 10.-Grand Heron, Buff. vii. p. 355 •

Id. p. .^8<'.-La.-sest Crested Heron. Catesby, App. pi. 10, fig. l.-Lati Syn.
111. p. 8o No. 5l.-Arct. Zool. No. 341, M2.-Peale's Museum, No. 3629;youDg, obol.

ARDEA HERODIAS.—LiifiiMvs.*
Ardea Herodias, Bonap. Synop. p. SOi.-Horth. Zool. ii. p. 373.

The history of this large and elegant bird having been lono-
involved in error and obscurity, I have taken more than com°

* This may be called the representative of the European heron ; it is
considerably larger, but in the general colours bears a strong resemblance,
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I long

mon pains to present a faithful portrait of it in tliis place,

and to add to that every fact and authentic particular relative

to its manners which may be necessary to the elucidation of

the subject*

The great heron is a constant inhabitant of the Atlantic

coast from New York to Florida ; in deep snows and severe

weather seeking the open springs of the cedar and cypress

swamps, and the muddy inlets occasionally covered by the

and is, moreover, the only North American bird that can rank with the

genus Ardm in its restricted sense. In manners they are simiUir, feed

in the evening, or early in the morning, when their prey is most active

in search of its own victims ; but roost at night except during very clear

moonlight. They are extremely shy and watchful, and the height they

are able to overlook, with the advantage of their long legs and neck,

renders them difficult of approach, imless under extensive cover. When
watching their prey they may be said to resemble a cat, prying

anxiously about the sides of the ditches, lake, or stream, but as soon as

the least motion or indication of a living creature is seen, they are fixed

and ready to make a dart almost always unerring. Mouse, frog, or fish,

even rails, and the young of the larger waterfowl, are transfixcid, and

being carried to the nearest bank or dry ground, are immediately

swallowed, always with the head downwards. Their prey appears to be

often, if not always, transfixed,—a mode of capture not generally known,

but admirably fitted to secure one as vigilant as the aggressor. One or

two of the wild and beautiful islets on Loch Awe are occupied as breed-

ing places by the herons, where I have climbed to many of their nests,

all well supplied with trout and eels, invariably pierced or stuck through.

None of the species breed on the ground, and it is a curious and rather

anomalous circumstance, that the Ardeadee, the ibis, and some allied birds,

which are decidedly waders, and formed for walking, should build and

roost on trees, where their motions are all awkward, and where they

seem as if constantly placed in a situation contrary to their habits or

abilities. A heronry, during the breeding season, is a curious and inter-

esting, as well as picturesque object.

—

Ed.

* Latham says of this species, that " all the upper parts of the body,

the belly, tail," and legs, are brown ; " and this description has been

repeated by every subsequent compiler. Buffon, with his usual eloquent

absurdity,"describes the heron as " exhibiting the picture of wretchedness,

anxiety, and indigence ; condemned to struggle perpetually with misery

and want ; sickened with the restless cravings of a famished appetite ;

"

a description so ridiculously untrue, that, were it possible for these

birds to comprehend it, it would excite the risibility of the whole tribe.
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tides. On tlie liighei- inland parts of tho country, beyond the
mountains, they are less numerous ; and one which was shot
in the upper parts of New Hampshire was described to me
as a great curiosity. Many of tlieir breeding places occur in
both Carolinas, chiefly in the vicinity of the sea. In the lower
parts of New Jersey, they liave also their favourite places for
building and rearing their young. These are generally in the
gloomy solitudes of the tallest cedar swamps, where, if un-
molested, they continue annually to breed for many years.
These swamps are from half a mile to a mile in breadth, and
sometimes five or six in length, and appear as if they occu'pied
the former channel of some choked-up river, stream, lake, or
arm of the sea. The appearance they present to a stranger is

singular.

A front of tall and perfectly straight trunks, rising to the
height of fifty or sixty feet without a limb, and crowded in
every direction, their tops so closely woven together as to
shut out the day, spreading the gloom of a perpe'tual twilight
below. On u nearer approach, they are found to rise out'' of
the water, which, from the impregnation of the fallen leaves
and roots of the cedars, is of the colour of brandy. Amidst
this bottom of congregated springs, the ruins of the former
forest lie piled in every state of cor. fusion. The roots, prostrate
logs, and, in many places, the water, are covered with green
mantling moss, while an undergrowth of laurel fifteen or
twenty feet high intersects every opening so completely as
to render a passage through laborious and harassing beyond
description

;
at every step you either sir .< to the knees, clamber

over fallen timber, squeeze yourself through between the stub-
born laurels, or plunge to the middle in ponds made by the
uprooting of large trees, which the green moss concealed from
observation. In calm weather, the silence of death reigns in
these dreary regions

;
a few interrupted rays of light ''shoot

across the gloom
;
and unless for the occasional hollow screams

of the herons, and the melancholy chirping of one or two
species of small birds, all is silence, solitude, and desolation.
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When a breeze vises, at first it sij^hs mournfiill}- tliroii«;h the

tops ; but as the gulo incrensoa, tho tall nmstliko cedars wave

like fishing poles, and rubbing against each otiicr, produce a

variety of singidar noises, that, with tho liolp of a little ima-

gination, resemble shrieks, groans, growling of bears, wolves,

and such like comlbrlablo nnisic.

On the tops of the tallest of these cedars the herons con-

struct their nests, ten or fifteen ])air sometimes occupying a

particular part of tho swamp. The nests are large, formed of

sticks, and lined with smaller twigs ; each occupies the top

of a single tree. The eggs are generally four, of an oblong

pointed form, larger than those of a hen, and of a light

greenish blue, without any spots The young are produced

about the middle of May, and remain on tho tree ; until they

are full as heavy as the old ones, being extremely fat, before

they are able to {\)\ They breed but once in the season. If

disturbed in their breeding place, the old birds fly occasionally

over the spot, sometimes honking like a goose, sometimes

uttering a coarse, hollow grunting noise like that of a hog, but

much louder.

The great heron is said to be fat at the full moon, and lean

at its decrease ; this might be accounted for by tho iact of

their fishing regnlaily by moonlight through the greater part

of the night as well as during the day ; but the observation

is not universal, for at such times 1 have found some lean, as

well as others fat. The young are said to be excellent for the

table, and even the old birds, when in good order and pro-

perly cooked, are esteemed by many.

The principal food of the great heron is fish, for which he

watches with the most unwearied patience, and seizes them

with surprising dexterity. At the edge of the river, pond, or

sea-shore, he stands fixed and motioidess, sometimes for hours

together. But his stroke is quick as thought, and sure as fate,

to the first luckless fish that approaches within his reach
;

these he sometimes beats to death, and always swallows bead

foremost, such being their uniform position in the stomach.

'
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He is also nn excel lont nioiiser, nnd of ^roat, servloo to our
tueiidowa in (le.slroyiiij; tlie Klioit-tailed or mondow luoiiso, kg
mjurions to llie baiilcs. ]Io also feeds eajjerly on {^nasslioppera,

various wiu<,^ed insects, i)articularly dra^'onflies, which ho is

very expert at strikin«]:, and also eats the seeds of Unit species
of nymphce usually called splatterdocks, so abundant alonj?
our fresh-water ponds and rivers.

The heron has <,neat powers of win<,^ flyinj^ somelinies very
hi<,'h, and to a <,n-eat distance; his necic doubled, his head
drawn in, and his lonnr logs strelched out in a right line behind
him, appearing like n tail, and probably serving the same
rudder-liko office. When he leaves the sea-coast, and traces
on wing the courses of the creeks or rivers upwards, he is

said to prognosticate rain ; when downwards, dry weather. JIo
is most jealously vigilant and watchful of uian, so that those
who wish to succeed in shooting the heron n)ust, approach him
entirely unseen, and by stratagem. The same inducements,
however, for his destruction, do not prevail here as in Europe.
Our sea-shores and rivers are free to all for the amusement of
fishii;g. Luxtu-y has not yet constructed her thousands of fish-

ponds, and surrounded them with steel traps, spiiug guns,
and heron snares.* In our vast fens, meadows, amfsea-
mnrshes, this stately bird roams at pleasure, feasting on the
never-failing magazines of frogs, iish, seeds, and insects with
which they abound, and of which he probably considers him-
self the sole lord and proprietor. I have several times seen

* " The heron," says an English writi-r, '< is a very groat .hn-ouror of-

fish, ana does more niiscliief in a iioiul tlian an otter. People wiio have
kept herons have liad tlie curiosity to nunil)er the tisli they feed them
vitli into a tub of water, and counting them again afterwards, it lias heen
found that they will eat up fifty moderate dace and roaches in a day
It has been found, that in carp-ponds visited by this bird, one heron
will eat up a thousand store carp in a year ; and will hunt them so close,
as to let very few escape. The readiest method of destroying this mis-
chievous bird is by fishing for him in the manner of pike, witli a baited
hook. When the haunt of the heron is found out, three or four small
roach or dace are to be procured, and each of them is to be baited on a
wire, with a strong hook at the end, entering the wire just at the gills,
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the bald cnglc attnok nnd Icnso tlio fjrcnt licron ; but wliotljer

for Rpoit, or to make liini disj^orj^o Imb fisli, I am miccrlain.

Tho common lioron of Kiiropo {Ardca major) voiy much
resembles tho present, which mi<;ht, as nstnil, have ])robably

been ranked as tho original stock, of which tho present was a

mere degenerated species, wore it not that tho American is

greatly snperior in size and \v(Mght to the European species
;

the former measuring four feet four inches, and weijrhinir

upwards of seven pounds ; the latter, three feet three inches,

and rarely weighing more than four pounds. Yet, with tho

exception of size, and the rust-coloured thighs of tho present,

they nro extremely alike. Tho common heron of Europe,

liowovcr, is not an inhabitant of the United States.

Tho great heron does not receive his fidl pin !\rrvi during

the first season, nor until tho summer of tho second. In tho

first season, the young birds are entirely destitute of the whitt;

plumngo of the crown, and tho long pointed feathers of Iho

back, shoulders, and brenst. In this dress I have frequently

shot them in autumn ; but in the third year, both males and
females have assumed their complete dress, and, contrnry to

all the European accounts which I have met with, both are

then BO nearly alike in colour and markings as scarcely to bo

distinguished from each other, both having the long flowing

crest, and all tho ornamenlal while pointed plumage of the

back and breast. Indeed, this sameness in tho plumngo of

the males and females, when arrived at their perfect state, is a

characteristic of the whole of the genus with which I am ac-

quainted. Whether it be different with those of Europe, or

and letting it run just under the skin to the tail ; the fiah Avill live in
this nianner for five or six days, which is a very essential tiling ; for if

it be dead, tlie lieron will not touch it. A strong line is then to be pre-

pared of silk and wire twisted together, and is to be about two yards
long ; tie this to the wire that holds the hook, and to tlie other end of

it there is to be tied a stone of about a pound weight ; let tlirec or four

of these baits be sunk in different shallow parts of the pond, and, in a
niglit or two's time, the heron will not fail to be taken with one or other

of them."

VOL. ir. 2 F

}
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tlmt tho young nnd imperfect birds hnve been hitherto mis-

tnken for fenmlos, I will not pretend to say, thon<,'h I think tlie

latter conjecture iiighly probable, «b the night raven {Ardca
nycticornx) has been known in Europe for several centuri(;s,

and yet, in all their accountH, tho Banieneps of tho colours and
l>lumago of the male and ieniale of that bird is nowhere men-
tioned

;
on tho contrary, the young or yearling bird has been

universally described as tho female.

On the 18th of May, I examined, both externally and by
dissection, five specimens of tho great heron, all in completo
plumage, killed in a cedar swamp near the head of Tncka-
hoe river, in Cape May county, New Jersey. In this case, tho

females could not be mistjdceu, as some of the eggs were nearly
ready for exclusion.

Length of the great heron, four feet four inches from tho
point of the bill to the end of the tail ; and to the bottom of

the feet, five feet four inches ; extent, six feet ; bill eight

inches long, and one inch and a quarter in width, of a yellow
colour, in some, blackish on the ridge, extremely sharp at the
point, tho edges also sharp, and slightly serrated near tlie

extremity
; space round the eye, from the nostril, a light

purplish blue; irides, orange, brightening into yellow where
they join the pupil ; forehead and middle of the crown, white
passing over the eye; sides of the crown and hind head, deep
slate or bluish black, and elegantly crested, the two long,
tapering black feathers being full eight inches in length

;

chin, cheek.s and sides of the head, white for several inches
;

throat white, thickly streaked with double rows of black ; rest
of the neck, brownish ash, from the lower part of which shoot
a great number of long, narrow, pointed white feathers, that
spread over the breast, and reach nearly to the thighs;
under these long plumes, the breast itself and middle of°the
belly are of a deep blackish slate, the latter streaked with
white

;
sides, blue ash ; vent, white ; thighs and ridges of the

wings, a dark purplish rust colour ; whole upper pa°ts of the
wings, tail, and body, a fine light ash, the latter ornamented
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with n profusion of long, narrow, white, tapering feathers,
originating on the shoulders or upper part of the back, and
falling gracefully over the wings

; primaries, very dark slato,
nearly black

;
naked thighs, brownish yellow; legs, brownish

black, tinctured with yellow, and netted with seams of whitish
;

in gome, the legs are neaily black. Little dillerence could bo
perceived between the plumage of the nudes nnd fen^ales

;

the latter were rather less, and the long pointed plumes of
the back were not quite so nbimdant.

The young birds of the liist year have the whole Tipper
part of the head of a dark slato; want the long plumes of
the breast mul buck

; and have tlic body, neck, and lesser
coverts of the wings considerably tinged with ferruginous.
On dissection, the gullet was found of great width from

the mouth to the stomach, which has not the two strong
muscular coats that form the gizzard of some birds

; it wa^
more loose, of considerable and uniform thickness throughout,
and capable of containing nearly a pint. It was entirely
filled with fish, among which were some small eels, all placed
head downwards

;
the intestines measured nine feet in length,

were scarcely as thick as a goose-quill, and incapable" of
being distended

;
so that the vulgar story of the heron swal-

lowing eels, which, passing suddenly through him, are repeat-
edly swallowed, is absurd and impossible. On the external
coat of the stomach of one of these birds, opened soon after
being shot, something like a blood-vessol' lay in several
meandering folds, enveloped in a membrane, and closely
adhering to the surface. On carefully opening this membrane,
it was found to contain a large, round, living worm, eight
inches in length

; another, of like length, was found coik-d,
in the same manner, on another part of the external coat!
It may also be worthy of notice, that the intestines of the
young birds of the first season, killed in the month of October,
when they were nearly as large as the others, measured only
six feet four or five inches

; those of the full-grown ones, from
eight to nine feet in length.
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AMEKICAN BITTERN. {Ardea minor.)

PLATE LXV.-Fia, 3.

Le Butor de la Baye de Hudson, Bnas. v. p. 449, 25.—iSw/. vii. p. 430.—
Edw. l^Q.— Lath. Syn. iii. p. 58.— Peak's Museum, No. 3727.

BOTAURUS MINOR—BONAFMITE.

Ardea minor, Bonap. Si/nop. p. 307.—Ardea Mokoho, Wa{/1. Syst. Av. No. 29.

This is another nocturnal species, common to all our sea and
I'lver marshes, though nowliere numerous. It rests all day
among the reeds and rushes, and, unless disturhed, fl!es and
feeds only during the night. In some places it is called the

Indian-hen ; on the sea-coast of New Jersey it is known by
the name of dunhadoo a word probably imitative of its common
note. They are also found in the interior, having myself

hilled one at the inlet of the Seneca Lake in October. It utters,

at times, a hollow guttural note among the reeds, but has
nothing of that loud booming sound for which the European
bittern is so remarkable. This circumstance, with its great

inferiority of size and difference of marking, sufiiciently prove
them to be two distinct species, although hitherto the present

has been classed as a mere variety of the European bittern.

These birds, we are informed, visit Severn River, at Hudson's
Bay, about the beginning of June ; make their nests in swamps,
laying four cinereous green eggs among the long grass. The
young are said to be at first black.

These birds, when disturbed, lise with a hollow hiua, and
are then easily shot down, as they fly heavily. Like other

night birds, their sight is most acute during the evening twi-

light
; but their hearing is at all times exquisite.

The American bittern is twenty-seven inches long, and three

feet four inches in extent ; from the point of the bill to the

extremity of the toes, it mepsures three feet ; the bill is four
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inches long ; the upper mandible, black ; the lower, greenisli

yellow ; lores and eyelids, yellow ; irides, bright yellow ; upper

part of the head, flat, and remarkably depressed ; the plumage

there is of a deep blackish brown, long beliind and on the

neck, the general colour of which is a yellowish brown shaded

with daiker ; this long plumage of the neck the bird can throw

forward at will when irritated, so as to give him a more for-

midable appearance ; throat, whitish, streaked with deep brown
;

from the posterior and lower part of the auriculars, a broad

patch of deep black passes diagonally across the neck, a dis-

tinguished characteristic of this species ; the back is deep

brown, barred and mottled with innumerable specks and

streaks of brownish yellow
;
quills, black, with a leaden gloss,

and tipt with yellowish brown ; legs and feet, yellow, tinged

with pale green ; middle claw, pectinated ; belly, light yellow-

ish brown, streaked with darker ; v it, plain ; thighs, sprinkled

on the outside with grains of dark brown ; male and female

nearly alike, the latter somewhat less. According to Bewick,

the tail of the European bittern contains only ten feathers
;

the American species has invariably twelve. The intestines

measured five feet six inches in length, and were very little

thicker than a common knitting-needle ; the stomach is usually

filled with fish or frogs.*

This bird, when fat, is considered by many to be excellent

eating.

I

tl

i:

i
,

fVThe

* I have taken an entire water-rail from the stomach of the European

bittern.

—

Ed.
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LEAST BITTERN. {Ardm exilis)

PLATE LXV.-FiQ. 4, Male.

Lath. Syn. iii. p. 26, No. 28.-Pca?c-« ilf«.e«»^ No. 3814; female, 3815.

ARDEOLA EX/LIS.—BoifAFA^TE.*
Ardeo]^ exilk,Bonap. Synop. p. 309. -Ardea exilis, Wagl Syst. Av. No. 43 -Le Heron Rouge et Noir. Azar. Voy. SGO.-Descript. Opt. Auct. C?
This is the smallest known species of the whole tribe It is
commonly found in fresh-water meadows, and rarely visits
the salt marshes. One shot near Great E- Harbour was
presented to me as a very uncommon bird. In the meadows
of bchuylkill and Delaware, below Philadelphia, a few of
these birds breed every year, making their nests in the thick
tussocks of grass in swampy places. When alarmed, they
seldom fly far, but take shelter among the reeds or long grass.
1 hey are scarcely ever seen exposed, but skulk during the
day

;
and, hke the preceding species, feed chiefly in the night.

^

This little creature measures twelve inches in len<-lh and
sixteen in extent

; the bill is more than two inche'^ and a
quarter long, yellow, ridged with black, and very sharp
pointed

;
space round the eye, pale yellow ; irides, bright

yellow
;
whole upper part of the crested head, the back

scapulars, and tail, very deep slate, reflecting slight tints of
green

;
throat, white, here and there tinged with buff- hind

part of the neck, dark chestnut bay ; sides of the neck, cheeks
and line over the eye, brown buff; lesser wing-coverts, the
same

;
greater wing-coverts, chestnut, with a spot of the same

• Bonaparte proposes the title of Ardeola as a subgenus for thispec:es and the A. .ninuta of Britain. They differ fr°om the o^.

iwdTl' ;l'°'^^
\^"°"''^" ^''^'^"«" '^' «1^"^^ ^^°^^ tlie knees

p umed, and m the scapulanes taking the broad form of those of thebitterns and night herons, instead of beautifully lengthened plumes.

^ mLTrrr °"''''r!
'^"' group-that of America^!. cxiUs ;A. minuta, of Europe

; and A. pudlla, Wag]., of New Holland. Thev

olhet
''1 ' '' *^' ^''"'' ^'' ^''" confounded hitherto with the
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at the bend of the wing ; the primary coverts are also tipt

witli the same ; wing-quills, dark slate ; breast, white, tinged

with ochre, under which lie a number of blackish feathers

;

belly and vent, white ; sides, pale ochre ; legs, greenish on the

shins, hind pai-t and feet, yellow ; thighs, feathered to within

a quarter of an inch of the knees ; middle claw, pectinated
;

toes, tinged with pale green ; feet, large, the span of the foot

measuring two inches and three-quarters. Male and female,

nearly alike in colour. The young birds are brown on the

crown and back. The stomach was filled with small fish
;

and the intestines, which were extremely slender, measured in

length about four feet.

The least bittern is also found in Jamaica, and several of

the West India islands.

WOOD IBIS. {Tantalus loculator.)

PLATE LXVI.—Fig. 1.

Omd. Syst. p. 647.—Le Grand Courly d'Amerique, Briss. v. p. 335, 8.—Couri-
caca, Buff. vii. p. 276, PI. enl. 868.— Calesby, i. 81.—^rc^ Zool. No. 360.—

Lath. Syn. iii. p. 104.

—

PeaWs Museum, No. 3832.

TANTALUS LOCULATOR.—hmsms.*

Tantalus loculator, Bonap. Synop, p. 310.— Wagl. Syst. Av. No. 1.

The wood ibis inhabits the lower parts of Louisiana, Caro-

lina, and Georgia ; is very common in Florida, and extends

* This species, I believe peculiar to the New World, is extensively

dispersed over it, but migratory towards the north. The bird stated by

Latham as identical with this, from New Holland, will most probably

turn out the T. lactms or leucocephalus ; at all events, distinct. The

genera Tantalus and Ibis run into each other in one of those gradual

marches where it is nearly impossible to mark the distinction ;
yet, taking

the extremes, the difference is very great. Tantalus loculator is the only

American species of the former group, principally distinguished by the

base of the bill being equal in breadth with the forehead, which, with

the face, cheeks, and. throat, are bare. In their general manner, they

are more sluggish than the ibis, and possess more of the inactivity of

the heron when gorged, or the sedate gait of the stork and adjutants.
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as far south as Cayenne, Brazil, and various parts of South
America. In the United States it is migratory ; but has
never, to my knowledge, been found to the north of Virginia.
Its favourite haunts are watery savannas and inland swamps,
where it feeds on fish and reptiles. The French inhabitants
of Louisiana esteem it good eatin"-

The known species have been limited to about five in number, natives
of America, Africa and India. The genus Ibis is more extensive ; they
are spread over all the world, and among themselves present very con-
siderable modifications of form. Those of Northern America are three-
the two now figured, and the Lfalcinellus of Europe, first noticed byMr Ord as a native of that country in the Journal of the Academy,
under the name of Tantalus Mexicanus, and afterwards recognised by
the Prince of Musignano as the bird of Europe. By Wagler, in his
bystema Avium," they are put into three divisions, distinguished by the

scutellation of the tarsi, and the proportion of the toes. The face is
oliiL barejm one or two the crown is developed into a shield, as in
/. cclva; m a few the head and neck are unplumed, /. sacra and
melanocephaus; and in some, as that of Europe, the face and head are
nearly v

.

o i ly clothed, and bear close resemblance to the curlews They
are all partly gregarious, feed in small groups, and breed on trees in
most extensive communities. They include birds well known for many
curious particulars connected with the history and superstitions of
nations, and gorgeous from the pureness and decided contrast or dazzlincr
richness of their plumage. To the former will belong the sacred ibis
ot antiquity, whose bodies, in the words of a versatile and pleasing writer,
from the perfection of an unknown process, have almost defied the

ravages of time
; and, through its interventions, the self-same indivi-

duals exist in a tangible form which wandered along the banks of the

veiled, inhabited the sanctuary of temples, which, though themselves

desTrT 1^!.?
"* P'-^P^fons are now scarcely discernible amid thedesert dust of an unpeopled wilderness." To the others will belong the

^I^^'in rr' ^";* J^r^^d' °° i««« remarkable for its unassuming

rtZ r' f/-^^
^''* y^""' ^"^ '^' ^^<=hly plumaged glossy ibis!The last-mentioned bird is more worthy of notice, holding a prominenpart n the mythology of the Egyptians, and occasionally honoured by

foldTt V 1;^" of extensive geographical distribution, beinj

individual finding a devious course to the shores of Great Britain Aspecunen has occurred on the Northumbrian coast within thi month
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With the particular manners of this species I am not per-

sonally acquainted ; but the following characteristic traits are

given of it by Mr William Bartram, who had the best oppor-

tunities of noting them :

—

" This solitary bird," he observes, " does not associate in

flocks, but is generally seen alone, commonly near the banks

of great rivers, in vast marshes or meadows, especially such as

are covered by inundations, and also in the vast deserted rice

plantations ; he stands alone, on the topmost limb of tall,

dead cypress trees, his neck contracted or drawn in upon his

shoulders, and his beak resting like a long scythe upon )iis

breast ; in this pensive posture and solitary situation, they

look extremely grave, sorrowful, and melancholy, as if in the

deepest thought. They are never seen on the sea-coast, and

yet are never found at a great distance from it. They feed on

serpents, young alligators^ frogs, and other reptiles." *

The figure of this bird given in the plate was drawn from

a very fine specimen, sent to me from Georgia by Stephen

Elliot, Esq. of Beaufort, South Carolina ; its size and mark-

ings were as follow :

—

Length, three feet two inches ; bill, nearly nine inches long,

straight for half its length, thence curving downwards to the

extremity, and full two inches thick at the base, where it rises

high in the head, the whole of a brownish horn colour ; the

under mandible fits into the upper in its whole length, and

both are very sharp edged ; face, and naked head, and part

of the neck, dull greenish blue, wrinkled ; eye, large, seated

liigh in the head ; irides, dark red ; under the lower jaw is a

loose corrugated skin or pouch, capable of containing about

half a pint ; whole body, neck, and lower parts, white
;

quills,

dark glossy green and purple ; tail, about two inches shorter

than the wings, even at the end, and of a deep and rich violet
j

legs and naked thighs, dusky green ; feet and toes, yellowish,

sprinkled with black ; feet, almost semipalmated, and bordered

to the claws with a narrow membrane ; some of the greater

* Travels, &c., p. 150.

4.
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Aving-coverts are black at the root, and shafted with black
;

plumage on the upper ridge of the neck generally worn, as in
the presented specimen, witii rubbing on the back, while in its

common position of resting its bill on its breast, in the manner
of the white ibis. (See fig. 3.)

The female has only the head and chin naked ; both are
subject to considerable changes of colour when young, the body
being found sometimes blackish above, the belly cinereous, and
spots of black on the wing-coverts ; all of which, as the birds
advance in age, gradually disappear, and leave the plumage
of the body, &c., as has been described.

SCARLET IBIS. {Tantalus ruber.)

PLATE LXVI.—Fig. 2.

Le Courly Eougo du Bresil, Briss. v. p. 344, pi. 29, fig. 2.-Red Curlew, Cateshy,
i. 84. —Arct. Zool. No. 366, 382.—Prase's Museum, No. 3864 ; female, 3868.

IBIS RUBRA.—YmiLLOT.
Ibis rubra, Vieill. Bonap. Synop. p. 311.— Wagl. Syst. Av. No. 4.—Ibis ruber,

Wils. III. of Zool. i. pi. 7, and 36 iu the plumage of second and first years.
Ibis rouge, Less. Man. d'Ornith. ii. p. 254.

This beautiful bird is found in the most southern parts of

Carolina, also in Georgia and Florida, chiefly about the sea-

shore and its vicinity. In most parts of America within the

tropics, and in almost all the West India islands, it is said

to be common, also in the Bahamas. Of its manners, little

more has been collected than that it frequents the borders of

the sea, and shores of the neighbouring rivers, feeding on
small fry, shellfish, sea-worms, and small crabs. It is said

frequently to perch on trees, sometimes in large flocks ; but
to lay its eggs on the ground on a bed of leaves. The eggs
are described as being of a greenish colour ; the young, when
hatched, black; soon after, grey; and before they are able

to fly, white ; continuing gradually to assume their red colour

until the third year, when the scarlet plumage is complete.

It is also said that they usually keep in flocks, the young and
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old birds separately. They have frequently been domesti-

cated.

One of them, which lived for some time in the museum of

this city, was dexterous at catching flies, and most usually

walked about in that pursuit in the position in which it is

represented in the plate.

The scarlet ibis measures tweniy-threo inches in length,

and thirty-seven in extent ; the bill is five inches long, thick,

and somewhat of a square form at the base, gradually bent

downwards, and shaiply ridged, of a black colour, except near

the base, where it inclines to red ; irides, dark hazel ; the

naked face is finely wrinkled, and of a i)ale red ; chin, also

bare and wrinkled for about an inch ; whole plumage, a rich

glowing scarlet, except about three inches of the extremities

of the four outer quill-feathers, which are of a deep steel-blue

;

legs and naked part of the thighs, pale red, the three anterior

toes united by a membrane as far as the first joint.

"Whether the female differs in the colour of her plumage

from the male, or what changes both undergo during the first

and second years, I am unable to say from personal observa-

tion. Being a scarce species with us, and only found on our

most remote southern shores, a sufiicient number of specimens

have not been procured to enable me to settle this matter

witli sufficient certainty.

WHITE IBIS.' {Tantalus alhus.)

PLATE LXVI.—Fig. 3.

Le Courly Blanc du Bresil, Briss. v. p. 339, 10.—^wf. viii. p. 41.—"White

Curlew, Cateshy, i. pi. 82.—Lath. Syn. iii. p. Ill, No. ^.—Arct. Zool. No.

363.

IBIS ^iJ5^.—ViEILLOT.

Ibis alba, Wagl. Si/st. Av. No. 5.—Bonap. Synop. p. 312.

This species bears in every respect, except that of colour, so

strong a resemblance to the preceding, that I have been almost

induced to believe it the same in its white or imperfect stage

i
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f

%

of colour. The length and form of the bill, the size, confor-
ination, as well as colour of the legn, the general length and
breadth, and even the steel-blue on the four outer quill-feuthers
ftre exactly alike in both. These suggestions, however, are
not made with any certainty of its being the same, but as cir-
cumstanc^t^ which luny lead to a more precise examination of
the subject herouitor.

I found this species pretty numerous on the borders of Lake
Pontchartrain, near New Orleans, in the montii of June, and
also observed the Indians sitting in market with strincrs of
them for sale. I met with tK- again on the low kejs or
islands ofr the peninsula of Florida. Mr Ba. ' am observes
that •' they fly in huge flocks or squadrons, eveuin.^ and
mornu)g, to and from their feerling places or roosts, and are
usually called Spanish curlews. They feed chiefly on crayfish
whose cells they probe, and, with their strong pinchino- bills'
drag them out." The low islands above mentioned Abound
with these creatures and small crabs, the ground in some
places seeming alive with them, so that the rattling of their
shells against one another was incessant. My venerable friend
in his observations on these birds, adds, " It is a pleasino- si^ht'
at times of high winds and heavy thunderstorms, to observe
the numerous squadrons of these Spanish curlews drivinc. to
and fro, turning and tacking about high up in the air, when" by
then- various evolutions in the different and opposite currents
of the wind, high in the clouds, their silvery white pluma-e
gleams and sparkles like the brightest crystal, reflecting the
sunbeams that dart upon them between the dark clouds "

^

The white ibis is twenty-three inches long, and thirty-seven
inches in extent

;
bill formed exactly like that of the scarlet

species, of a pale red, blackish towards the point ; face a red-
dish flesh colour, and finely wrinkled ; irides, whitish

; whole
plumage pure white, except about four inches of the tips of the
four outer quill-feathers, wliich are of a deep and glossy steel-
blue

;
legs and feet pale red, webbed to the first joint.

These birds I frequently observed standing on the dead
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1

limbs of trees and on the shore resting on one log, tlicirbody

in an almost perpendicular position, as rci)resonted in the

figure, the head and bill resting on the breast. This appears

to bo its mo.st common mode of resting, and perhaps sleeping,

as, in all those which I examined, the plumage on the upper

ridge of the neck and upper part of the back was evidently

worn by this habit. The same is equally observable on the

neck and back of the wood ibis.

The present species rarely extends its visits north of Caro-

lina, and even in that Slate is only seen for a few weeks to-

wards the end of summer. In Florida they are common, but

seldom remove to any great distance from the sea.

RED FLAMINGO. (Phoemcopter'us ruler.)

PLATE LXVI.-FiG. 4.

Lo Flamant, Briss. vi. p. 532, pi. 47, fig. I.—Buff. viii. p. 475, pi. 39, PL ml
63.—Lath. Si/n. iii. p. 299, pi. Vl-Arct. ZouL JNO. A'12. -Catathi, i. pi. T.\

H,—Peak's Museum, No. ;i545, bird of the first year ; No. 354G, bird of the

second year.
PHCENICOPTERUS RUB liR.—Linna:u8.

rhoeniooptorus ruber, Bonap. Si/nop. p. 348.

This very singular species, being occasionally seen on the

southern frontiers of the United States and on the peninsula

of East Florida, where it is more common, has a claim to a

niche in our ornithological museum, although the author re-

grets that, from personal observation, he can add nothing to

the particulars of its history already fully detailed in various

European works. From the most respectable of these, the

" Synopsis" of Dr Latham, he has collected such particulars as

appear authentic and interesting.

" This remarkable bird has the neck and legs in a greater

disprc portion than any other bird ; the length from the end of

the bill to that of the tail is four feet two or three inches ;
but

to the end of the claws, measures sometimes more than six

feet. The bill is four inches and a quarter long, and of a con-
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istniction (liflToroul, from Hint of nny other bird ; iho upper nmn-
dible very thin .uid flat, luul so.newhut movuhlo ; the under,
thick

;
both of thonj bondinf; downwards from the middle •

iho
nostrils are linear, and placed in a blackish men.hrano

•'

the
end of the bill, as far as the bend, is black

; frotn thence i the
1 iiso, reddish yellow

;
ronnd the base, quite to the eye, covered

with a flesh-coloured cere; the neck is .lender, and of a -reat
length

;
the t.ni-ne, lar-e, fleshy, fillin- the cavity of thj'bill

Inrn.shed with twelve or more hooked papilla) on each side'
tnrning backwards

; the tip, a sharp cartilairinoiis substance'
The bird, when in full plumage, is wholly of a most deep
scarlet (those of Africa said to be the deepest), except the
qudls, which are black; from the base of the thi-di to the
claws, measures thirly-two inches, of which the feathered part
takes up n. .nore than thveo inches

; the bare part above tho
knee, tlurteen inches

; and from thence to tho claws, sixteen •

the colour of the bare parls is red, and the toes are lurt.ished
with a web, as in tho duck rrenus. but is deeply indented
The legs arc not straight, but slightly bent, tho ahia rather
projecting.

" These birds do not gain their full plumage till tho third
year. In the first, they are of a greyish white for the most
part; the second, of a clearer white, tinged with red, or rather
rose colour

;
but the wings and scapulars are red

; in the third
year, a general glowing scarlet manifests itself throu<r]iout •

tho bill and legs also keep paco with the gradation of "colour
in the plumage, these parts changing to their colours by de-
grees, as the bird approaches to an adult state.

"Flamingoes prefer a warm climate; m the old continent
not often met with beyond forty degrees north or south • every-
where seen on the African coast and adjacent isles' quite
to the Cape of Good Hope,* and now and then on the' coasts
of bpam,t Italy, and those of France lying on the Mediterra-

tT,r/? ^J.°

C«°^^ river._PA,7o.op;,,-,«; Tranmctions. Once plenty in

t About Valencia, in the Lake Albufere.-i9j7/on's Travels, p. 374.
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noun Rea, heiiipj at times met with at Marseilles, and lor

some way ii[) the lUione; in Homo BeasonH frecpient Aleppo*

and parts adjacent ; seen also on the I'ersian side of tho Cas-

pian Sea, and from Iheneo alonjij tho weslern coast as far as

the Wolga, th()U<;h this at uncertain times, and chiefly in

considerahle flocks, comiii}; from the north coast ujostly in

Octoher and Novemher, hut so soon as th(* wind ciian^'es,

they totally disaiipeiir.t They hired in the Oape Venl Isles,

particularly in that of Sal. J The nest is of a sin<j;ular con-

strtiction, made of mud, in shape of a hillock, with a cavity at

top ; in this the female lays generally two white e<,'j;:s. § of the

size of those of a j^ooso, hut nu)ro elongated. The hillock

is of such a height as to admit of the hird's sitting on it

conveniently, or rather standing, as tho legs are placed oikj

on each side at full length.
||

The young cannot lly till full

grown, hut run very hist.

" Flamingoes, for tho most part, keep together in flocks,

and now and then are seen in great numhers together, except

in hreeding time. Dampier mentions having, with two more

in company, killed fourteen at once ; hut this was ellected hy

secreting themselves, for they are very shy hirds, and will hy

no means suffer any one to approach openly near enough to

shoot them.Tl Kolhen ohserves that they are very numciouH

at the Cape, keeping in the day on the horders of tho lakes

and rivers, and lodging theuiHclveH of nights in the long grass

on tho hills. They are also common to various places in tho

warmer parts of America, frequenting the same latitudes as

in other quarters of the world ; heing met with in Peru, Chili,

* llussc'l's Aleppo, p. OS).

t Dccuuv. Kiisrt. ii. p. 24.

X Diinipier'rt Voy. i. p. 70.

§ Tlu'y luiver lay iiioro than three, and Keldom icv,'cr.—P/dL Trans.

II
Somethues will lay tho of,'gs on a projecting i)art of a low vwk, if

it be placed sulliciently convenient so as to udmit of the leys being placed

one on each side.

—

Linnaius.

H Duvies talks of the gunner disguising himself in an ox-hidc, and,

by this lueaus, y^^ttiug within gunshot.—//ts<. of liarbadoea, p. 88.
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V.

Cayenne,* and the coast of Brazil, as well as tlie various
islands of the West Indies. Sloane found them in Jamaica,
but particularly at the Bahama Islands, and that of Cuba[
where tliey breed. When seen at a distance, they appear as
a regiment of soldiers, being arranged alongside of one another,
on the borders of the rivers, searching for food, which chiefly
consists of small fish.f or the eggs of them, and of water insects,
which they search after by plunging in the bill and part of the
head

;
from time to time trampling with their feet to muddy

the water, that their prey may be raised from the bottom. In
feeding, are said to twist the neck in such a manner that the
upper part of the bill is applied to the ground

; J during this,

one of them is said to stand sentinel, and the moment he
sounds the alarm, the whole flock take wing. This bird, when
at rest, stands on one leg, the other being drawn up close to
the body, with the head placed under the wing on that side
of the body it stands on.

" The flesh of these birds is esteemed pretty good meat, and
the young thought by some equal to that of a partridge

; §
but the greatest dainty is the tongue, which was esteemed by
the ancients an exquisite morsel.

!| Are sometimes caught
young, and brought up tame ; but are ever impatient of cold,
and in this state will seldom live a great while, gradually
losing their colour, flesh, and appetite, and dying for want
of that food which, in a state of nature at large, they were
abundantly supplied with."

* Called there by the name of Tococo,
t Small sheimsh.-G'..,im

j Linn.Tus, Brisson.
§ Commonly fat, and accounted delicate.-2)aw-c.s' Hist, of Barhadoes

p. 88. The inhabitants of Provence always throw away the flesh, as it
tastes fishy, and only make use of the feathers as ornaments to other
birds at particular entertainments.—i^iV^o^i's Travels, p. 374.

II
See Plin. ix. cap. 48,
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ii

BLACK OK SURF D7CK. {Anas perspicillaia.)

I

'v
j

I

J

PLATE LXVII.—Fig. 2, Malb.

La Grande Macreuse de la Baye de Hudson, Briss. vi. 425, 30.—La Macreuse t,

large beo, Buff. .n. p. 244, PI. enl. 995.—Edic. pi. 155.—Lath. Syn. iii. p.

479.—Phil. Trans. Ixii. p. 417.—Peak's Museum, No. 2788 ; female, 2789.

OIDEMIA PERSPICILLAT^.—Stephens.

Oidemia perspicillata, Steph. Cont. Sh, Oen. Zool. xii. p. 219.—Oidemia, subgen.

Fuligula perspicillata, Bonap. Synop. p. 389.—Oidemia perspicillata, North.

Zool. ii. p. 4i9.—Jard. and Selby, Illust. of Ornith, pi. 138.

This duck is peculiar to America,* and altogether confined to

the shores and bays of the sea, particularly where the waves

roll over the sandy beach. Their food consists principally of

those small bivalve shellfish already described, spout-fish, and

others that lie in the sand near its surface. For these they

dive almost constantly, both in the sandy bays and amidst the

tumbling surf. They seldom or never visit the salt marshes.

They continue on our shores during the winter, and leave us

early in May for their breeding places in the north. Their

skins are remarkably strong, and their flesh coarse, tasting of

fish. They are shy birds, not easily approached, and are com-

mon in winter along the whole coast, from the river St Law-

rence to Florida.

The length of this species is twenty inches ; extent, thirty-

two inches ; the bill is yellowish red, elevated at the base, and

marked on the side of the upper mandible with a large square

patch of black, preceded by another space of a pearl colour
;

the part of the bill thus marked swells or projects consider-

* One or two instances of tliis bird being killed on tlie shores of

Great Britain have occurred ; and, as an occasional visitant, it will be

figured in the concluding number of Mr Selby's '• Illustrations of British

Ornithology." It is also occasionally met •with on the continent of

Europe, but generally in high latitudes, and though unfrec[uent else-

where, it is not entirely confined to America.

—

Ed.
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ably from the common surface ; the nostrils are large and
pervious ; the sides of the bill broadly serrated or toothed

;

both mandibles are furnialied with a nail at the extremity

;

irides, white or very pale cream ; whole plumage, a shining

black, marked on the crown and hind head with two triangular

spaces of pure white ; the plumage on both these spots is

shorter and thinner than the rest ; legs and feet, blood red
;

membrane of the webbed feet, black ; the primary quills are

of a deep dusky brown.

On dissection, the gullet was found to be gradually enlarged

to the gizzard, which was altogether filled with broken shell-

fish. There was a singular hard expansion at the commence-
ment of the windpipe, and another much larger about three-

quarters of an inch above where it separates into the two lobes

of the lungs ; this last was larger than a Spanish hazel-nut,

flat on one side, and convex on the other. The protuberance

on each side of the bill communicated with the nostril, and
was hollow. All these were probably intended to contain

supplies of air for the bird's support while under water; the

last may also protect the head from the sharp edges of the

shells.

The female is altogether of a sooty brown, lightest about
the neck ; the prominences on the bill are scarcely observable,

and its colour dusky.

This species was also found by Captain Cook at Xootka
Sound, on the north-west coast of America.
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BUFFEL-HEADED DUCK. {Anas alheola)

PLATE LXVII.—Fig. 2, Male ; Fig. 3, Female,

Le Sarselle de Louisiane, BrUs. vi. p. 461, pi. 41, fig. 1.—Le Petit Canard d, groase
t6te, Buff. ix. p. 2i2.—Edwards, ii. p. IQO.—Cateshy, i. 95. -Lath. Syu, iii.

p. 533.—A. bucephala, id. p. 121, No. 21 ; A. rustioa, id. p. 524, No. 24.—
Peak's Museum, No. 2730 ; female, 2731.

GLANGULA ALBEOLA.—'Eom.

Fuligula albeola, Bonap. Synop. p. 394.— Clangula albeola, Nortli. Zool. ii. p. 458.

This pretty little species, usually known by the name of the

butter-box or butter-ball, is common to the sea-shores, rivers,

and lakes of the United States in every quarter of the country

during autumn and winter. About the middle of April or

early in May they retire to the north to breed. They are

dexterous divers, and fly with extraordinary velocity. So
early as the latter part of February, the males are observed to

have violent disputes for the females. At this time they are

more commonly seen in flocks, but during the preceding part of

winter they usually fly in pairs. Their note is a short quah.

They feed much on shellfish, shrimps, &c. They are some-

times exceedingly fat, though their flesh is inferior to many
others for the table. The male exceeds the female in size,

and greatly in beauty of plumage.

The buffel-headed duck, or rather, as it has originally been,

the buftdlo-lieaded duck, from the disproportionate size of its

head, is fourteen inches long, and twenty-three inches in

extent ; the bill is short, and oi a light blue, or leaden colour
;

the plumage of the head and half of the neck is thick, long,

and velvety, projecting greatly over the lower part of the

neck ; this pamiage on the foi-ehead and nape is rich glossy

green, changing into a shining purple on the crown and sides

of the neck ; from the eyes backward passes a h> oad band
of pure white , iris of th^. '^^'e, dark ; back, wings, and part

of the scnpulars, black ; rest of the scapulars, lateral band
along tho .ving, and whole breast, snowy white; bell}', vent,

I

i:H
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and tail-coverts, dusky white ; tail, pointed, and of a hoary

colour.

The female is considerahly less than the male, and entirely

destitute of the tumid plumage of the head ; the head, neck,

and upper parts of the hody, and wings, are sooty black,

darkest on the crown ; side of the head marked with a small

oblong spot of white ; bill, dusky ; lower part of the neck, ash,

tipt with white ; belly, dull white ; vent, cinereous ; outer

edges of six of the secondaries and their incumbent coverts,

white, except the tips of the latter, which are black ; logs and

feet, a livid blue ; tail, hoary brown ; length of the intestines,

three feet six inches ; stomach filled with small shellfish.

This is the spirit-duck of Pennant, so called from its dexterity

in diving (Arctic Zoology, No. 487), likewise the little brown

duck of Catesby (Natural History of Carolina, pi. 98).

This species is said to come into Hudson's Bny, about

Severn Kiver, in Jime, and make their nests in trees in the

woods near ponds.* The young males during the first year

are almost exactly like the females in colour.

CANADA GOOSE. {Anas Canadensis.)

PLATE LXVIL—Fig. 4.

L'Oye Savage de Canada, Briss. vi. p. 272, 4. pi. 2(5.— L'Oic il cravatte, Buff. ix.

p. >i2. Edw. pi. irtl.—Arct. Zool. No. 471.—CVc«6?/, i. pi. '32.—Lath. Hyn.

in. p. 450.

—

Peak's Museum, No. 2704.

ANSER CANADENSIS.—YiVAVLOi.*

Bernicla Canadensis, Boie.—Ansev Canadensis, Bonap. Sijnop. p. .)77.

—

North.

Zool. ii. p. 468.—L'Outarde, French Canadians.—Bustard, Uuds. B. Settlers,

This is the common wild goose of the United States, univer-

sally known over the whole countiy, whose regular periodical

* Latham.

t The appellation "geese" will mark, in a jjeneral way, the birds and

form to Avhich Anser should be generically applied. They are all of large

Bize, possess in part the gait of a gallinaceous bird, are gregarious, except

during the breeding season, mostly migratory, and are formed more for
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migrations aro the siiro signals of returning spring or jip-

proiiching v/inter. The tracts of their vast migratory jour-

neys aro not confmeil to the sea-coast or its vicinity. In

tlieir aerial voyages to and from the north, tlieso wingeil

pilgrims pass over the interior on hoth sides of the mountains,

as far west, at least, as the Osagu River ; and 1 have never yet

visiled any quarter of tiie country where tiie iniiabilants are

not familiarly acquainted with tiie regular passing and repass-

ing of the wihl geese. Tiie general opinion here is, that they

are on their wav to the lakes to breed; but the inhabitants

on the confines of the great lakes that separate us from

Canada aro equally ignorant witli ourselves of the particular

breeding places of those birds, Tliere, their journey north is

but commencing ; and how far it extends it is impossible for

ns at present to ascertain, from our little acquaintance with

these frozen regions. They were seen by llearno in largo

flocks within the arctic circle, and were then pursuing their

way still farther north. Captain riiipi)S speaks of seeing

wild gee.se feeding at the water's edge on the dreary coast of

Spitzbergen, in hit. 80" 27'. It is higidy probable that they

extend their migrations under the very pole itself, amid the

extensive lli^'lit than for the life of 11 truly aquatic fcediii},' ami diving

bird. Most of tlieni, during winter, at tinu-s leave the .sea or hdces, and

feed on the pastures, or, wiien to be had, on the newly-.'^prung grains,

while some feed entirely on aquatic plants and animals. The (Jtmada

goose is easily (h)niesticated, and it is probable that most of the .speci-

mens killed in Great Britain have escaped from preserves ; it is found,

however, on the continent of Europe, and stragglers may occasionally

occur.

On the beautiful piece of water at Gosford House, the seat of the Earl

of Wemyss, Haddingtonshire, this and many other water-birds rear their

younc freely. I have never seen any artiiicial piece of water so beauti-

fully adapted for the domestication and introduction of every kind of

waterfowl which will bear the climate of Great Britain. Of very large

extent, it is embossed in beautiful shrubbery, perfectly recluse, and,

even in the nearly constant observance of a resident family, several

exotic species seem to look on it as their own. The Canada and Egyj)-

tian geese both had young wheii I visited it, and the lovely Ana

(Dendronessa) spo7xsa seemed as healthy as if in her native waters—Eu.
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silent desolation of unlcnown countries, slmt out since creation
from the prying eye of man by everlasting and insuperable
barriers of ice. That such places abound with their suitable
food, we cannot for a moment doubt ; while the absence of
their great destroyer, man, and the splendours of a perpetual
day, may render such regions the most suitable for their
puipose.

^

Having fulfilled the great law of nature, the approaching
rigours of that dreary climate oblige these vast congregated
flocks to steer for the more genial regions of the south. And
no sooner do they arrive ut those countries of the earth in-
habited by man, than carnage and slaughter is commenced on
their ranks. The English at Hudson's Bay, says Pennant,
depend greatly on geese, and in favourable years kill three or
four thousand, and barrel them up for use. They send out
their servants, as well as Indians, to shoot these birds on their
passage. It is in vain to pursue them

; they therefore form a
row of huts, made of boughs, at musket-shot distance from each
other, and place them in a line across the vast marshes of the
country. Each stand, or hovel, as they are called, is occupied
by only a smgle person. These attend the flight of the birds,
and, on their approach, mimic their cackle so well, that the
geese will answer, and wheel, and come nearer the stand
The sportsman keeps motionless, and on his knees, with his
gun cooked the whole time, and never fires till he has seen the
eyes of the geese. He fires as they are going from him then
picks up another gun that lies by him, and discharges that
The geese which he has killed he sets upon sticks, as if alive
to decoy others

;
he also makes artificial birds for the same

purpose. In a good day, for they fly in very uncertain and
unequal numbers, a single Indian will kill two hundred. Not-
withstanding every species of goose has a diffeient call yet
the Indians are admirable in their imitations of every one
The autumnal flight lasts from the middle of August to the
middle of October; those which are tjiken in this season,
when the frosts begin, are preserved in their feathers, and left
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to be frozen for the fresh provisions of the winter stock. The

feathers constitute an article of commerce, and are sent to

England.

The vernal flight of the geese lasts from the middle of April

until the middle of May. Their first appearance coincides

with the thawing of the swamps, when they are very lean.

Their arrival from the south is impatiently attended ; it is the

harbinger of the spring, and the month named by the Indians

the goose-moon. Tliey appear usually at their settlements

about St George's Day, O.S., and fly northward, to nestle in

security. They prefer islands to the continent, as farther from

the haunts of man.*

After such prodigious havoc as thus appears to be made

among these birds, and their running the gauntlet, if I may

so speak, for many hundreds of miles through such destructive

fires, no wonder they should have become more scarce, as

well as shy, by the time they reach the shores of the United

States.

Their first arrival on the coast of New Jersey is early in

October, and their first numerous appearance is the sure

prognostic of severe weather. Those which continue all winter

frequent the shallow bays and marsh islands ; their principal

food being the broad tender green leaves of a marine plant

which grows on stones and shells, and is usually called sea-

cabbage ; and also the roots of the sedge, which they are

frequently observed in the act of tearing up. Every few days

they make an excursion to the inlets on the beach for gravel.

They cross indiscriminately over land or water, generally

taking the nearest course to their object, differing in this

respect from the brant, which will often go a great way round

by water rather than cross over the land. They swim well

;

and, if wing-broken, dive and go a long way under water,

causing the sportsman a great deal of fatigue before he can

kill them. Except in very calm weather, they rarely sleep

on the water, but roost all night in the marshes. When the

* Arctic Zoology.

;
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shallow bays are frozen, they seek the mouths of inlets near
the sea, occasionally visiting the air-holes in the ice ; but these
baj's are seldom so completely frozen as to prevenl them from
feedin<j on the bars.

The flight of the wild geese is heavy and laborious, goner-
ally in a straight line, or in two lines approximating to a point,
thus, |> ;

in both cases the van is led by an old gander, whd
every now and then pipes his well-known honk, as if to ask
how they come on, and the honk of "All's well "

is generally
returned by some of the party. Their course is in a straight
Ime, with the exception of the undulations of their flight.
When bewildered in foggy weather, they appear sometimes to
be m great distress, flying about in an irregular manner and
for a considerable time over the same quarter, making a great
clamour. On these occasions, should they approach The earth
and alight, which they sometimes do, to rest and recollect them-
selves, the only hospitality they meet with is death and destruc-
tion from a whole neighbourhood already in arms for their
ruin.

Wounded geese have, in numerous instances, been com-
pletely domesticated, and readily pair with the tame grey
geese. The offspring are said to be larger than either ; but
the characteristic marks of the wild goose still predominate
The gunners on the sea-shore have long been in the practice
of taming the wounded of both sexes, and have sometimes
succeeded in getting them to pair and produce. The female
always seeks out the most solitary place for her nest, not far
from the water. On the approach of every spring, however
these birds discover symptoms of great uneasiness, frequently
lookmg up into the air, and attempting to go off. Some
whose wings have been closely cut have travelled on foot in
a northern direction, and have been found at the distance of
several miles from home. They hail every flock that passes
overhead, and the salute is sure to be returned by the voya<rers
who are only prevented from alighting among them by°the
presence and habitations of man. The gunners take one or
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two of thcfio domesticated geese with them to those parts of

the marshes over which the wihl ones are accustomed to t\y;

and concealing themselves witiiin gunshot, wait for a flight,

which is no sooner perceived hy tho decoy geese, than they

begin calling aloud, until the whole flock ap[)roaches so near

as to give them an opportunity of discharging two and some-

times three loaded muskets among it, by which great havoc

is made.

The wild goose, when in good order, weighs from ten to

twelve, and sometimes fourteen pounds. They are sold in the

Philadelphia markets at from seventy-five cents to one dollar

each; and are estimated to yield half a pound of feathers

apiece, which produces twenty-five or thirty cents more.

The Canada goose is now domesticated in numerous quarters

of the country, and is remarked for being extremely watchful,

and more sensible of approaching changes in the atmosphere

than the common gny goose. In England, Franco, and Ger-

many, they have also been long ago domesticated. Buffon,

in his account of this bird, observes, " Within these few years

many hundreds itduibited the great canal at Versailles, where

they breed familiarly with the swans; they were oftener on

the grassy margins than in the water ;
" and adds, " there is

at present a great number of them on the magnificent pools

that decorate the charming gardens of Chantilly." Thus has

America already added to the stock of domestic fowls two

species, the turkey and the Canada goose, superior to most in

size, and inferior to none in usefulness ; for it is acknowledged

by an English naturalist of good observation, that this last

species " is as familiar, breeds as freely, and is in every respect

as valuable as the common goose." *

The strong disposition of the wounded wild geese to migrate

to the north in spring has been already taken notice of. In-

stances have occurred where, their wounds having healed, they

have actually succeeded in mounting into the higher regions

of the air, and joined a passing party to the north ; and, extra-

* Bewick, vol. ii. p. 255.

:
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ordincary as it may appear, I am well assured by the testimony

of several respectable persons, who have been eye-witnesses to

the fact, that they have been also known to return again in the

succeeding autumn to their former habitation. These accounts

are strongly corroborated by a letter which I some time ago

received from an obliging correspondent at New York, which
I shall here give at large, permitting him to tell his story in

his own way, and conclude my history of this species :

—

" Mr Piatt, a respectable farmer on Long Island, being out

shooting in one of the bays which, in that part of the country,

abound with waterfowl, wounded a wild goose. Being wing-

tipped, and unable to fly, he caught it, and brought it home
alive. It proved to be a female ; and turning it into his yard

with a flock of tame geese, it soon became quite tame and
familiar, and in a little time its wounded wing entirely healed.

In the following spring, when the wild geese migrate to the

northward, a flock passed over Mr Piatt's barnyard ; and just

at that moment their leader happening to sound his bugle-

note, our goose, in whom its new habits and enjoyments had
not quite extinguished the love of liberty, and remembering
the well-known sound, spread its wings, mounted into the air,

joined the travellers, and soon disappeared. In the succeed-

ing autumn, the wild geese, as was usual, returned from the

northward in great numbers, to pass the winter in our bays

and rivers. Mr Piatt happened to be standing in his yard

when a flock passed directly over his barn. At that instant,

lie observed three geese detach themselves from the rest, and,

after wheeling round several times, alight in the middle of the

yard. Imagine his surprise and pleasure when, by certain

well-remembered signs, he recognised in one of the three his

long-lost fugitive. It was she indeed! She had travelled

many hundred miles to the lakes; had there hatched and
reared her offspring ; and had now returned with her little

family to share with them the sweets of civilised life.

" The truth of the foregoing relation can be attested by
many respectable people, to whom Mi Piatt has related the
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circumstances as above detailed. The birds were all Hviiij?,

and in his possession, about a year ago, and had shown no dis-

position whatever to leave bim."

The length of this species is three feet ; extent, five feet

two inches ; the bill is black ; irides, dark hazel ; upper half

of the neck, black, marked on the chin and lower part of the

head with a large patch of white, its distinguishing character

;

lower part of the neck hefore, white ; back and wing-coverts,

brown, each feather tipt with whitish ; rump and tail, black
;

tail-coverts and vent, white
;
primaries, black, reaching to tlie

extremity of the tail ; sides, pale ashy brown ; legs and feet,

blackish ash.

The male and female are exactly alike in plumage.

TUFTED DUCK. {Anas fuligula)

PLATE LXVII. -Fig. .5, Male.

FULIOULA RUFITORQUES.—Bonaparte.

Fuligula rufitorques, Bonap. Joum. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phil.—Synop. p. 393.—

North, Zool. ii. p. 453.

This is an inhabitant of botb continents ; it frctpients fresh-

water rivers, and seldom visits the sea-shore. It is a plump,

short-bodied duck ; its flesh generally tender and well tasted.

They are much rarer than most of our other species, and are

seldom seen in market. They are most common about the

beginning of winter and early in the spring. Being birds of

passage, they leave us entirely during the summer.

The tufted duck is seventeen inches long, and two feet two

inches in extent; the bill is broad, and of a dusky colour,

sometimes marked round the nostrils and sides witii light blue

;

head, crested, or tufted, as its name expresses, and of a black

colour, with reflections of purple ; neck marked near its middle

by a band of deep cbestnut ; lower part of the neck, black,

whicb spreads quite round to the back ; back and scapulars,

black, minutely powdered with particles of white, not to be
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I near inspection
; rump and vent, also black •

wings, asl.y brown
; secondaries, pale ash or bluish vvliite

J

tertials, black, reflecting green ; lower part 'of the breast and
whole belly, white

; flanks crossed with fine zigzag lines of
dusky

;
tail, short, rounded, and of a dull brownish black •

legs and feet, gieenish ash
; webs, black

; irides, rich orange ';

stonuich filled with gravel and some vegetable food.
In young birds, the head and upper part of the neck are

purplish brown
;
in some, the chestnut ring on the fore part

of the middle of the neck is obscure, in others very rich and
glossy, and, in one or two specimens which I have seen it is
altogether wanting. The back is in some instances destitute
of the fine powdered particles of white, while in others these
markings are large and thickly interspersed.

The specimen from which the drawing was taken was shot
on the Delaware on the 10th of March, and presented to me
by Dr S. B. Smith of this city. On dissection, it proved to
be a male, and was exceeding fat and tender. Almost every
specimen I have since met with has been in nearly the same
state; so that I cannot avoid thinking this species equal to
most others for the table, and greatly superior to many

GOLDEN-EYE. (Anas dangula.)

PLATE LXVII.-FiG. 6, Male.

Le Garrot, Briss. vi. p. 416, pi. 37, fig. 2.-Buff. ix. p. 222.-Arct. Zool. No. 486.-
Lath. Syn. iii. p. 53D.

CLANGULA VULGARIS.-FLEMliiG.*
Clangula vulgaris, Flcm Br. Anim. p. I20.-North. Zool. ii. p. 454.-Fuligula

cliingula, Bonap. Synop. p. 39.3.-Subgeii. Clangula.

'

This duck is well known in Europe, and in various regions
of the United States, both along the sea-coast and about the

• The golden-eye is found on botL continents, and in the northern
par s of Europe during winter is one of the most common migratory
ducks. The garrots are distinguished by a short, stout, and compactbody

;
the neck short, the head Lnrge, and apparently more so from i
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lakes and livers of the interior. It associates in small parties,

and may easily be known by the vigorous whistling of its

thick plumage ; the bill short, hut thick and raised at the base ; the

feet placed far behind, and formed for swimming. The flight is short

and rapid. In habit, they delight more in lakes and rivers than the

sea i are generally found in small Hocks ; are very clamorous during the

breeding season, and feed on fish, aquatic insects, nioluscas, &c. Richard-

son says, " Clangula vulgaris and alheola freqiient the rivers and fresh-

water lakes throughout the Fur Countries in great numbers. They are

by no means shy, allowing the sportsman to approach sufficiently near
;

but dive so dexterously at the ^lash of a gun or the twang of a bow,

and are consequently so difficult to kill, that the natives say they are

endowed with some supernatural power. Hence their ajipellation of

"conjuring," or " spirit-ducks."

In Britain, they are winter visitants, assembling in small parties on

the lakes and rivers. On the latter, they may be generally found near

the head or foot of the stream, diving incessantly for the spawn of

salmon, with which I have often found their stomach filled. The
party generally consists of from four to ten, and they dive together.

At this time, it is not very difficult to approach them, by running for-

ward while they are under water, and squatting when they rise. I

way, come to the very edge of the river, andhave often, in thi^

awaited the arisih:^ of the flock. When taken by surprise, they dive

on the instant of the first shot, but rise and fly immediately after.

The young of the first year has been made a nominal species, and is

somewhat like the adult females, but always distinguished by larger

size, darker colour of the plumage of the head, and the greater propor-

tion of white on the wings. The males have the white spot on the

cheek perceptible about the first spring, and the other parts of the

plumage proportionally distinct. Among most of the flocks which visit

our rivers in winter, it is rare to find more than one full plumaged male

in each, sometimes not more than two or three are seen during the

winter among fifty or sixty immature birds.

The American ducks belonging to this group are C vulgaris, alheola,

and G. Barrovii, or Rocky Mountain garrot, a new species, discovered by

the Overland Arctic Expedition, and described and figured in the " North-

ern Zoology." The following is the description ; it has only yet been

foimd in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains.

" Notwithstanding the general similarity in the form and markings

of this bird and the common golden-eye, the difference in their bills

evidently points them out to be a distinct species. The Rocky Moun-

tain garrot is distinguished by the pure colour of its dorsal plumage, and

the smaller portion of white on its wings and scapulars ; its long flank

feathers are also much more broadly bordered all round with black.
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wings as it passes tlirongh the air. It swima and dives well,
but seldom walks on shore, and then in a waddling, awkward
manner. Peeding chiefly on shellfish, small fry, &c., their
flesh is less esteemed than that of the preceding. In the
United States, they are only winter visitors, leaving us again
in the month of April, being then on their passage to the north
to breed. They are said to bnild, like the wood-duck, in hollow
trees.

_

The golden-eye is nineteen inches long, and twenty-nine
in extent, and weighs on an average about two pounds ; the
bill is black, short, rising considerably up in the forehead'- the
plumage of the head and part of the neck is somewhat tumid,
and of a dark green, with violet reflections, marked near the
corner of the month with an oval spot of white

; the irides are
golden yellow

;
rest of the neck, breast, and whole lower parts

white, except the flanks, which are dusky
; back and wincr.s'

black
;
over the latter a broad bed of white extends from llie

middle of the lesser coverts to the extremity of the secondaries •

the exterior scapulars are also white ; tail, hoary brown
; rump

and tail-coverts, black
; legs and toes, reddish orange

; webs
very large, and of a dark purplish brown

; hind toe and exte-
rior edge of the inner one. broadly finned

; sides of the bill
obliquely dentated

; tongue, covered above with a fine thick
velvety down, of a whitish colour.

The full plumaged female is seventeen inches in length, and
twenty-seven inches in extent ; bill, brown, orange noar'the tip •

head and part of the neck, brown, or very dark drab, bounded
below by a ring of while; below that, the neck is ash, tipt
with white

;
rest of the lower parts, white

; wings, dusky six
of the secondaries and their greater coverts, pure white, except
the tips of the last, which are touched with dusky spots; rest
of the wmg-coverts, cinereous mixed with whitish; back and

The bases of tlie greater coverts in the golden-eye are black ; but they
are concealed, and do not ibnn the black band so conspicuous in this
species." The total lengtli of a male brought home by the Expedition
M'as twenty-two inches in length.-ED.

« ^Apeuuiou
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Rcnpulara, dusky, tipi with brown ; foci, dull ornn<:jc ; ncross

iho vent, a bjind of ciiiercoua ; longno, covered with the same

velvely down ns the ninle.

The yonnj; birds of the first soiison very much resemble the

females, but may generally be distinguished by the while spot,

or at least its rudiments, which maric the corner of the mouth
;

yet, in sonio cases, even this is variable, both old and young

mule birds occasionally wanting the spot.

From an exaniiuatiou of many individuals of this species of

both sexes, I havO very little doubt that the morillon of Eng-

lish writers {Anas gkmcion) is nothing more than the young

male of the golden-eyo.

The conformation of the trachea or windpipe of the nude

of this species is singular. Nearly about its middle it swells

out to at least five times its common diameter, the concentric

hoops or rings of which this part is formed falling obliquely

into one another when the windpipe is relaxed ; but when

stretched, this part swells out to its full size, the rings being

then drawn apart ; this expansion extends for about three

inches ; three more below this, it again forms itself into a hard

cartilaginous shell of an irregular figure, and nearly as largo

as a walnut ; from the bottom of this labyrinth, as it has been

called, the trachea branches off to the two lobes of the lungs
;

that branch which goes to the left lobe being three times the dia-

meter of the right. "JMie female has nothing of all this. The

intestines measure five feet in length, and are largo and thick.

I have examined many individuals of this species, of both

sexes and in various stages of colour, and can therefore aflirm

with certainty that the foregoing descri[)tion8 are correct.

Europeans have differed greatly in their accounts of this bird,

from finding males in the same garb as the females, and other

full plumaged males destitute of the spot of white on t,he cheek;

but all these individuals bear such evident marks of belong-

ing to one peculiar species, that no judicious naturalist, with

all these varieties before him, can long hesitate to prououuco

them the same.
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SHOVELLER. {Anas chj^eala)

PLATE LXVII.-FiG. 7, Male.

Le Souchet, Briss. vi. p. 329, G, pi. 32, fig. l.—Buff. ix. 191, PI. enl. 971.—
Arct. Zool. No. A%5.— Cateshy, i. pi. 96, female.—Za<A. Syn. iii. p. 509.—
Peale^s Museum, No. 2734.

ANAS CLYPEATA.-lAmmvfi.*

Anas platyrhynchas. Rail Synop. p. 144.—Ryncliaspis clypeata, Leach.—Shaw"it

Zool. Steph. Cant. xii. 115, pi. 48.-Spathulea clypeata, Fkm. Brit. Anim.
i. 123.—Anas clypeata, Lath. Ind. Ornith. ii. p. 856. -Shoveller, MoiU.
Ornith. Diet, and Sup.—Bew. ii. 3i5.—Sclby, m. and f. Illust. pi. 48.—
Canard Souchet, Tem. Man. ii, p. 842.—Anas clypeata, Bonap. Synop p. 382
—North. Zool. ii. p. 439.

If we except the singularly formed and disproportionate size of
the bill, there are few ducks more beautiful or more elegantly

* Mr Swainson, accordinfr to his views that the typical group should
hold the typical name of the family, has restricted Anas (in that sense)
to the sliovellers. In fi.xing upon the typical representation of any large
family, that gentleman goes upon the principle of taking the organ most
peculiarly important to the wliole, and selects that subordinate, or rather
primary group, wherein that organ is most fully developed. Thus, in
the ducks, he remarks there is nothing peculiar in diving, or living both
on land and water, or endowments for rapid flight, for many others
possess like powers ; but when we examine the dilated and softly
textured bill, and more particularly the fine lamina; on the edges, we
are struck with a formation at variance with our accustomed ideas of
that member, and at once think that it must be applied to something
equally peculiar in their economy. We shall thus be warranted in
taking the bill as our criterion, and those birds where we find its

structure most fully developed for the type. These are most decidedly
to be seen in the shovellers, a group containing, as yet, only three or
four known species ; in them we have the utmost dilatation of the bill

towards its apex, and the laminao upon its edges, and long and remark-
ably delicate. The bird itself possesses a powerful flight, and is a most
expert diver and swimmer, but seems to prefer inland lakes or fens to the
more open seas and rivers.

To this group will belong the curious pink-eared shoveller from New
Holland, remarkable from the toothlike membrane projecting from
the angles of the bill, and dittering somewhat from the others in its

brown and dusky plumage. Mr Swainson has formed on account of
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marked than this. The excellence of its flesh, which is uniformly

juicy, tender, and well tasted, is another recommendation to

which it is equally entitled. It occasionally visits the sea-

coast, hut is more commonly found on our lakes and rivers,

particularly along their muddy shores, where it spends great

part of its lime in searching for small worms and the larvas

of insects, sifting the watery mud through the long and finely-

set teeth of its curious hill, which is admirahly constructed

for the purpose, heing large, to receive a considerahle quantity

of matter, each mandible bordered with close-set, pectinated

rows, exactly resembling those of a weaver's reed, which, fit-

ting into each other, lorm a kind of sieve, capable of retaining

veiy minute worms, seeds, or insects, which constitute the

principal food of the bird.

The shoveller visits us only in the winter, and is not known
to breed in any part of the United States. It is a common
bird of Europe, and, according to M. Baillon, the correspon-

dent of BufFon, breeds yearly in the marshes in France. The
female is said to make her nest on the ground with withered

grass, in the midst of the largest tufts of rushes or coarse

herbage, in the most inaccessible part of the slaky marsh, and
lays ten or twelve pale rust-coloured eggs ; the young, as soon

as hatched, are conducted to the water by the parent birds.

They are said to be at first very shapeless and ugly, for the

bill is then as broad as the body, and seems too great a weight

for tlie little bird to carry. Their plumage does not acquire

its full colours until after the second moult.

Tlie blue-winged shoveller is twenty inches long, and two
feet six inches in extent; the bill is brownish black, three

inches in length, greatly widened near the extremity, closely

pectinated on the sides, and furnished with a nail on the tip

this membrane a subgemis, malacorhi/nchus, but in which I am hardly
yet prepared to coincide.

It may be mentioned here, that the only birds which possess the
lamellated structure of the upper mandible is pachyptila, a genus coming
near to the petrels, and phcenicopterits of Flamingo.

—

Ed.
VOL. II. 2 n
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of each mandible; iiides, bright orange; tongue, largo and
fleshy

; the inside of the upper and outside of the lower man-
dl'ole are grooved, so a° to receive distinctly the long, separated

reedlike teeth
; there is also a gibbosity in the two mandibles,

which do not meet at the sides, and this vacuity is occnpied
by the sifters just mentioned ; head and upper half of the
neck, glossy changeable green ; rest of the neck and breast,

white, passing round and nearly meeting above ; whole belly,

dark reddish chestnut ; flanks, a brownish yellow, pencilled

transversely with black, between which and the vent, which
is black, is a band of white ; back, blackish brown ; exterior

edges of the scapulars, white ; lesser wing-coverts and some
of the tertials, a fine light sky-blue ; beauty spot on the wing,
a changeable resplendent bronze green, bordered above by a
band of white, and below with another of velvety black ; rest

of the wing, dusky, some of the tertials streaked down their

middles with white ; tail, dusky, pointed, broadly edged with
white

;
legs and feet, reddish orange, hind toe not finned.

With the above another was shot, wiiich differed in having
the breast spotted with dusky and the back with white ; the
green plumage of the head intermixed with gray, and the
belly with circular touches of white, evidently a young male
in its imperfect plumage.

The female has the crown of a dusky brown ; rest of the
head and neck, yellowish white, thickly spotted with dark
brown

; these spots on the breast become larger, and crescent-

shaped
; back and scapulars, dark brown, edged and centred

with yellow ochre ; belly, slightly rufous, mixed with white
;

wing, nearly as in the male.

On dissection, the labyrinth in the windpipe of the male
was found to be small ; the trachea itself seven inches long

;

the intestines nine feet nine inches in length, and about the

thickness of a crow-quill.
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GOO^SANDlilt, 483

(GOOSANDER. {Mcrg^ifi mergnnsev.)

I'LATH I-XVITI. Flu. 1, Mai-R.

i;iIarIo, Briu. vl. p. 231. 1. ,.1. 23.-B,^/- viji. ,.. 'M, 1'1;^2:.
--.IrW. Zool. ««.-

Lath. Syu. iii. l>.
418. - I'mIvh Mwo'nm, No. JUJ-'.

MKJtaUS MEHOANSKR. Linna:uh.»

OooKandcr, or M.TRanHcr, Jl^..^ Or».7/,. Z^.W. „nd Supp.-Bew It,. /Jin/., ii. p.

254 -.S'W/.'/''. llliut. pi. r,7.-MornuH in.TKauH.M', /»..»"/'. 'V'-'-V-.P' •
•'7--

Vi'/cw. iir.'ylHtm. p. l'28.-Oni...lu lliuk-, Teiam. Man. U'OrnUli. u. 881.

This lavfro nud iHUidHoinoly-iniukod bird lu'loiiRs to a romus

(lidoront from tluit of tlio iluck, on nccount of tlio piiiticuliir

* The .'cuus Merqus has been universally allowed. 1 1 contniiiH nine or

tenBpecien, nlliea in their geucnvl fonu, but easily .list iuKuiHlunlhy Ihe.r

r.lun.a.'e. They are truly a-iuati.', and never (luit the mi or lakes e.x-

iept fo"r a partial repose or plunwnK, or during' the th • of meubat.ou.

Their food is entirely lish, and they are necessarily e.vpert divers
;
the

bill i8 len-'thencd an.l narrow, its edges regularly serrated with recurved

points. The breeding places of many of them are yet unknown but I

believe that the greater proportion at that season retire inhuul to the

more setmcstered lakes. I am also of opinion that the male l.n'sakes Ins

mate so soon as she begins to .it, abo,^ which time he also loses the

beautiful crest and plumage in which he is clothe.l during winter and

spring, and assumes a duller garb. The males are remarkable for their

difFerence from the other sex, whence the long-disputed point, now

satisfactorily proved, of this and the f<,llowing bird being dillerent.

That of the male is generally black or glossy green, contrasted witli he

purest white or rich shades of tawny yellow ;
that ol the femah-, the

chaster grays and browns. Both are furni.shed with crests, composed

of loose hackled feathers.
i i .1 „,„

The distribution of the group' seems to be European and l^oth con-

tinents of America. I have seen none from India or New Holland,

thou<di from the former country they might be expected.

The goosander is a native of both continents and is said to breed

in the northern part of Scotland. This I have had no opportumty of

verifyincr. It is frequent during winter on the larger rivers, in flocks

of seven or eight, in which there is generally only one, or at most two,

adult males-the others being in immature dress, or females ;
bus the

latter is said to be the most common. They fish about the bottoms of

the streams and pools, and, I believe, destroy many fish. I have taken
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form and serratures of its bill. The genus is characterised as

follows :
—

" Bill, toothed, slender, cylindrical, hooked at the

point ; nostrils, sroall, oval, placed in the middle of the bill

;

feet, fonr-toed, the outer toe longest." Naturalists have de-

nominated it merganser. In this country, the birds composing

this genus are generally known by the name of fisherman, or

fisher-ducks. The whole number of known species amount
to only nine or ten, dispersed through various quarters of

the world ; of these, four species, of which the present is the

lai'gest, are known to inhabit the United States.

From the common habit of these birds in feeding almost

entirely on fin and shell-fish, their flesh is held in little esti-

mation, being often lean and rancid, both smelling and tast-

ing strongly of fish ; but such are the various peculiarities of

tastes, that persons are not wanting who pretend to consider

them capital meat. i

,

The goosander, called by some the water-pheasant, and by
others the sheldrake, fisherman, diver, &c., is a winter inhabi-

tant only of the sea-shores, fresh-water lakes, and rivers of

the United States. They usually associate in small parties

of six or eight, and are almost continually diving in search

of food. In the month of April they disappear, and return

again early in November. Of their particular place and

manner of breeding we have no account. Mr Pennant ob-

serves, that they continue the whole year in the Orkneys

;

and have been shot in the Hebrides, or Western Islands of

Scotland, in summer. They are also found in Iceland and

Greenland, and are said to breed there ; some asserting that

they build on txees ; others, that they make their nests among
the rocks.

The male of this species is twenty-six inches in length, and

three feet three inches in extent ; the bill, three inches long,

seven trout, about four or five inches in length, from the stomacli of a

female.

In Hudson's Bay (according to Hearne) they are called sheldrakes
;

the name by which thpy are also distinguished by the common people

in all the rivers in the south of Scotland.

—

Ed.

w
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nncl nearly one inch thick at the base, serrated on both mandi-

bles, the upper overhanging at the tip, where each is furnished

with a large nail ; the ridge of the bill is black ; the sides,

crimson red ; irides, red ; head, crested, tumid, and of a black

colour, glossed with green, which extends nearly half way

down the neck, the rest of which, with the breast and belly,

are white, tinged with a delicate yellowish cream ; back, and

adjoining scapulars, black; primaries, and shoulder of the

wing, brownish black ; exterior part of the scapulars, lesser

coverts, and tertials, white; secondaries, neatly edged with

black
;
greater coverts, white ; their upper halves, black, form-

ing a bar on the wing ; rest of the upper parts and tail,

brownish ash ; legs and feet, the colour of red sealing-wax ;

flanks, marked with fine semicircular dotted lines of deep

brown ; the tail extends about three inches beyond the wings.

This description was taken from a fuU-plumaged male.

The young males, which are generally much more numerous

than the old ones, so exactly resemble the females in their

plumage for at least the first and part of the second year, as

scarcely to be distinguished from them ; and, what is somewhat

singular, the crests of these and of the females are actually

longer than those of the full-grown male, though thinner

towards its extremities. These circumstances have induced

some late ornithologists to consider them as two different

species, the young or female having been called the dun

diver. By this arrangement they have entirely deprived the

o-oosander of his female ; for, in the whole of my examinations

and dissections of the present species, I have never yet found

the female in his dress. What I consider as undoubtedly

the true female of this species is figured beside him. They

were both shot in the month of April, in the same creek,

unaccompanied by any other ; and, on examination, tlie sexual

parts of each were strongly and prominently marked. The

windpipe of the female had nothing remarkable in it ; that

of the male had two very large expansions, which have been

briefly described by Willoughby, who says, " It hath a large

m
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bony abynn h on tlie windpipe, just above Ibo divarications

;

and the windpipe hatli. besides, two swellings out, one above
another, each resembling a powder pnftV These labyrinths
are the distinguishing characlers of the males

; and are always
found, even in young males who have not yet thrown olF the
plumage of the female, as well as in the old ones Jf wo
admit these dun divers to be a distinct species, we can find
no difference between their pretended females aiui those of
tlie goosander, only one kind of female of this sort beiu"-
known

;
and this is contrary to the usual analogy of the other

t iree species, viz., the red-breasted merganser, the hooded, and
the smew, all of whose females are well known, and hear the
same comparative resemblance in colour to their respective
males, the length of crest excepted, as the female goosander
here figured bears to him.

Having thought thus much necessary on tliis disputed point,
I leave each to form his own opinion on the facts and reason-
ing produced.

[* The goosander is a broad, long-bodied, and flat-backed
bird. It IS a great diver, and remains under water for a con-
siderable time. It is very shy. and hard to be obtained, unless
here is ice m the river, at which time it may be approached
by stratagem, the shooter and his boat being clothed in white
so as to resemble floating ice. It appears to live chiefly upon
fish, which Its sharp-toothed and hooked bill is admirably cal-
culated for securing. It rises from the water with considerable
flutt^er.ng, its wiugs being small and short ; but when in the
air. It flies with great swiftness. It is a singular circumstance
that those goosanders which are seen in the Delaware and
Schuylkill, in the vicinity of Thiladelphia, are principally old
males. i j ««

IMie male goosander is twenty-six inches in length, and
thirty-seven inches in breadth

; the bill, to the angles of the
mouth, ,s three inches long, nearly an inch thick at the base,

* From this to the end of the article, marked off with brackets i« Jaddition to Wikon's description by Mr Ord.-ED.
^
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strongly toolhoil on both nmndiblcs, tlio n|>pcv mnniUblo with

two coirespondinf;; rows of ihio tooth witliin, tiio lower ilividod

to the nail, nml (xnincctod by a tbin obistic nionibrnno, which

admits of considorable expansion, to fjieilitalo the passage of

fish ; nostrils, sub-ovate, broader on tlio hind part ; the bill is

black above and below, its sides crimson ; the tongue is long,

pointed, furnished with a double row of papillii' rutming along

the middle, and has a hairy border ; irides, golden ; the front-

let, lores, area t)f the eyes, and throat, jet black ; head, crested,

tumid, and of a beautiful glossy bottle-green colour, extending

nearly half-way down tho nock, the remainder of which, with

the exterior part of tho scapulars, tho lesser coverts, the greater

part of the secondaries, tho tertials and lining of the wings,

white, delicately tinged with cream colour ; tho breast and

whole lower parts arc of a rich cream colour ; the upper ])art

of tho back and tho interior scapulars, a fine glossy bhvck
;

tho primaries and exterior part of the secondaries, with their

coverts, arc brownish black ; tho lower part of nearly all tho

coverts of the secondaries, white, tho upper part, bhuik, form-

ing a bar across the wing ; tho shoulder of tho wing is brownish

ash, the feathers tii)t with black; tho middle and lower parts

of the back and tail-coverts, ash, tho plumage centred with

brown ; tail, brownish ash, romided, composed of eighteen

feathers, aiul extends about three inches beyond the wings
;

tho flanks aro marked with waving, fiuely-dolted lines of ash

on a while ground ; tertials on tho outer vanes, edged with

black; tho legs and feet are of a rich orango; toes, lotig,

middle one somewhat tho longest ; claws, flesh-coloured. The

whole plumage is of a silky softness, particularly that of tho

head and neck, which feels like tho most delicate velvet.

Naturalists represent tho I'eet ami legs of this species as of

the colour of red sealing-wax. This is an error which aroso

from the circumstance of their having seen their specimens

some time after they had been killed. When the bird is alive,

these parts aro of a beautiful orange, which changOB after

death to the colour they mention.
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The above description was taken from a fine full-plumac-ed
male, which was shot in the vicinity of Philadelpbia in U.e
month of January. It was in good condition, and weighed
three pounds thirteen ounces avoirdupois.]

FEMALE GOOSANDER.

PLATE LXVIII.—Fig. 2.

i'ea/e'ail/w.eumKo 293.3 -Dun Diver. Lath. Syn. iii. p. 240.-^m. Zool. Nom.-BcunckBBrit. Birds, ii. p. 2:}.-Tnrt. Syst. p. 335.-L'Harlo FemcUeSrm. M. p. 23G, Buff. yiu. p. 272, Fl. enl. %3.
"ortmcue,

MERGUS MERGANSER.—Lmisms,.

^^"'pf'V ^°«"f;-^I^'-sus castor, Linn. Si;st. i. 209.- Merganser cincreus,Brm.Orn.y^. 254.-Dun Diver, or Sparling Fowl, Mont. Bcu: &c.-Goosander Female, .Sdfiys /«««<. pi. ivii.

• -"t'^. 0.0. 000s-

This generally measures an inch or two shorter than the
male; the length of the present specimen was twenty-five
inches

;
extent, thirty-five inches ; bill, crimson on the sides

black above; irides, reddish; crested head and part of the
peck, dark brown, lightest on the sides of the neck, where it
inchnes to a sorrel colour

; chin and throat, white ; the crest
shoots out m long radiating flexible stripes; upper part of
tiie body, tail, and flanks, an ashy slate, tinged with brown •

primaries, black; middle secondaries, white, forming a lai-e
speculum on the wing; greater coverts, black, tipt for half an
mch with white

;
sides of the breast, from the sorrel-coloured

part of the neck downwards, very pale ash, with broad semi-
circular touches of white

; belly and lower part of the breast
a fine yellowish cream colom-a distinguishing trait also in
tlie male

; legs and feet, orange red.

[It is truly astonishing with what pertinacity Monta<ni ad-
heres to the opinion that the dun diver is a species chstinct
from the goosander. Had this excellent ornithologist had the
same opportunities for examining these birds that we have, he
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would never have published an opinion which, in this quarter

of the globe, would subject one, even from the vulgar, to the

imputation of ignorance.*]

PINTAIL DUCK. {^Anm aatta.)

PLATE LXVIII.—Fifl. 3.

Lo Canard it Icnguo queue, Briss. vi. p. ;?09, 1(5, pi. 34, fig. 1, 2.—lhi,ff. ix.
i>.

190, 1)1. 13; PL enl. 954—Ard. Zoul. No. 500.—Z«//t. Syn. iii.
i».

5-'0.—

Peak's Museum, No. 280G.

DAFILA ACUTA.-1,P.KCU.\

Dafila caudacuta, Shaw's Zool. Steph. Cont. xii. p. 127.—Canard A longuo

queue nu pillet, Tanm. Man. (TOrnith. ii. 838.— Pintail, Movt. Jkir.~-

^elhy's Illust. pi. 42, w.— Anas acuta, Cmckcr.— Flrm. Br. Anim. p. 124.—

Bonap. Synop. p. 383.—Anas (Dalila) caudacuta, North. Zool. ii. j). 441.

TiiK pintail, or, as it is sometiiucs called, the spri<;tail, is a

common and well-known duck in our markets, much csleemod

for the excellence of its flesh, and is generally in good order.

It is a shy and cautious bird, feeds in the mud flats and shal-

low fresh-water marshes, but rarely resides on the sea-coast.

It seldom dives, is very noisy, and has a kind of chattering

note. When wounded, they will sometimes dive, and coming

up. conceal themselves under the bow of the boat, moving

round as it moves. Are vigilant in giving the alarm on the

approach of the gunner, *vlio often curses the watchfulness of

The concluding paragraph, marked off with brackets, ia an addition

by Mr Ord.

t In this beautiful species we have the type of the subgenus JJafda.

In it the marginal laniiuai begin to disappear, and tlie bill to assunio

what may be called a more regular outline, approaching to that of ^1.

hoschas, our wild and domestic breed. Another peculiarity is the de-

velopment of the tail, which becomes much lengthened, whence the

name of sea-'pheasant. In this country they arc not very common, which

may arise from their being more diilicult to procure, by their fre(pient-

ing the sea rather than any inland water ; they are frequently taken,

hosvever, in decoys, and I orce shot two feeding in the evening on a wet

•='- '/bio. field in company with the common wild duck.—Ed.
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the sprigtail. Some dncka, when aroused, disperse in dif-

ferent directions
; but the sprigtails, when alarme(l, chister

confusedly together as they mount, and thereby afford the
sportsman a fair opportunity of raking them witli advantage.
They generally leave the Delaware about the middle of lilarch,

on the way to their native regions, the north, where they are
most numerous. They inhabit the whole northern parts of
Europe and Asia, and doubtless tiie cori-esponding latitudes
of America

; are said likewise to be found in Italy. Great
flocks of them are sometimes spread along the isles and shores
of Scotland and Ireland, and on the interior lakes of both
these countries. Ou the marshy shores of some of the bays
of Lake Ontario, they are often plenty in the months of October
and November. I have also met with them at Louisville, ou
the Ohio.

The pintail duck is twenty-six inches in length, and two
feet ten inches in extent ; the bill is a dusky load colour

;

irides, dark hazol ; head and half of the neck, pale brown, each
side of the neck marked with a band of purple violet, border-
ing the white

; hind part of the upper half of the neck. I hick,

bordered on each side by a stripe of white, which spreads over
the lower part of the neck before ; sides of the breast and upper
part of the back, white, thickly and elegantly marked with
transverse undulating lines of black, here and there tinged with
pale buff; throat and middle of the belly, white, tinged with
cream

;
flanks, finely pencilled with waving lines ; vent, white

;

under tail-coverts, black; lesser wing-coverts, brown ash
;

greater, the same, tipt with orange; below which is the
speculum, or beauty spot, of rich golden green, bordered
below with a band of black and another of white

; primaries,
dusky brown

; tertials, long, black, (!dged with white, and
tinged with rust; rump and tail-coverts, pale ash, centred
with dark brown

; tail greatly pointed, the two middle taper-
ing feathers being full five inches longer than the others, and
black, the rest brown ash, edged with white ; legs, a pale lead
colour.
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The fenwlotjns tlic crown of ii dark brown colour; nock,

of II (lull hrowuish wliito, thickly Hpocklod with dark brown
;

breast and belly, palo brownish white, inters[u'rsed with white
;

back, and root of the neck above, bhick, each feather el(>«;antly

waved with broad lines of brownish white, these wavinj^s be-

conio ruf'ona on the scapulars"; vent, white, spotted with dark

brown ; tail, dark brown, spotted with white ; tho two niiddlo

tail-feathers half an inch lon<i;er than the others.

Tho spriytail is an elejjjatitly formed, long-bodied duck, the

neck longer and more slender than most others.

BLUE-AV 1NaED T EAL. (/I nas di'scors. )

I'LATli LXVIII.-Fi(!. 4.

Le Sarcello a'Aincriquo, Jiriss. vi. p. 4.^)2. .T..-7J(//. i.\. p. 270, PI. nil. Wli.—

Cattsh/, i. 111. 100.—AVliite-fact'd Duck, Lnlh. l^ini. iii. p. 502.—.ln'^ Jiovl.

No. 503.—iVa^c'a Mtmeim, No. 2840.

JiOSCHAS ? niSCOJiS.-HWMSsotl.

Anus tliscors, Cuv. Itcgn. Ainm. i. p. o[Vd,—liouap. Si/iiop, p. 38.^.—Anns (IJoschivs)

tUscor.s. Swain. Journ. Itoijal Iiistit., No. iv. p. 'I'l.—North. Z.ml. ii. p. 444.

TiiK blue-winged teal is tho first of its tribe that returns to

us in the autumn from its breeding place in tho north. They

are usually seen early in September, along the shores of tho

Delaware, where they sit on the mud close to the edge of the

water, so crowded together that the gunners often kill great

numbers at a single discharge. When a flock is discovered

thus sitting and sunning themselves, tho ex[)erienced gunner

runs his batteau ashore at some distance below or above them,

and getting out, pushes her before him over the sli[)pery nmd,

concealing himself all the while behind her ; by this method

be can sometimes approacli within twenty yards of the flock,

among which be generally makes great slaughter. They fly

rapidly, and, when they alight, drop down suddenly, like tho

snipe or woodcock, among the reeds or on tho nuid. They

feed chiefly on vegetable food, and are eagerly fond of tho

seeds of the reeds or wild oats. Their flesh is excellent, and
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after their residence for a short time among the reeds, become
very fat. As the first frosts come on, they proceed to the
south, being a delicate bird, very susceptible of cold. They
abound in the inundated rice-fields in the southern States,

where vast numbers are taken in traps placed on small dry
eminences that here and there rise above the wateer. rpi

lese

places are strewed with rice, and by the common contrivance
called i\ figure four, they are caught alive in hollow traps. In
the month of April they pass through Pennsylvania lor the
north, but make little stay at that season. I have observed
thorn numerous on the Hudson opposite to the Katskill moun-
tains. They rarely visit the sea-shore.

This species measures about fourteen inches in length, and
twenty-two inches in extent ; the bill is long in proportion,

and of a dark dusky slate ; the front and upper part of the
head are black

; from the eye to the chin is a large crescent of
white; the rest of the head and \\i\\{ of the neck are of a dark
slate, richly glossed with green and violet ; remainder of the
neck and breast is black or dusky, thickly marked with semi-
circles of brownish white, elegantly intersected with each
other

;
belly, pale brown, barred with dusky in narrow lines

;

sides and vent, the same tint, spotted with oval marks of dusky
;

flanks elegantly waved with large semicircles of pale brown';
sides of the vent pure white ; under tail-coverts, black

; back,'
deep brownish black, each feather waved with large semi-ovals
of brownish white

; lesser wing-coverts, a bright light blue
;

primaries, dusky brown; secondnries, black; speculum, or
beauty spot, rich green; tertials. edged with black or light
blue, and streaked down their middle with white ; the tail,

which is pointed, extends two inches beyond the wings ; le<^s

and feet, yellow, the latter very small ; the two crescents of
white, before the eyes, meet on the throat.

The female differs in having the head and neck of a dull
dusky slate, instead of the rich violet of the male, the hind
head is also whitish. The wavings on the back and lower
.parts more indistinct ; wing nearly the same in both.
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SNOW GOOSE. (Anas liyperhorea)

PLATE LXVIII.-FiG. 5, Male.

L'Oye de Neigo, Urns. vi. p. 288, lO.-Whito Brant, Lau-son's Carolina, p. 157.

—Ard. Zool. No. ill. -Phil. Trans. 02, p. iVi.—Lath. Si/n. iii. p. 445.-

Pcale't Museum, No. 2635.

ANSER IIYPERBOREUS.—BOHAVXRTE.

Ansor hypeiboreus, Jionap. Synop. p. Zn.-North. Zool. ii. p. 467.

This bird is parliculavly deserving of the further investigation

of naturalists ; for, if I do not greatly mistake, English writers

have, from the various appearances which this species assumes

in it's progress to perfect plumage, formed no less than four

different kinds, which they describe as so many distinct species,

viz., the snow goose, the tvhite-fronted or laughing goose, the

bean goose, and the Uue-ioinged goose, all of which, I have

little doubt, will hereafter be found to be nothing more than

perfect and imperfect individuals, male and female, of the

snow goose, now before us.*

This species, called on the sea-coast the red goose, arrives

in the river Delaware from the north early in November,

sometimes in considerable flocks, and is extremely noisy, their

notes being shriller and more squeaking than those of the

Canada or common wild goose. On their first arrival they

make but a short stay, proceeding, as the depth of winter

approaches, farther to the south ; but from the middle of

February until the breaking up of the ice in March, they are

frequently numerous along both shores of the Delaware about

and below Eeedy Island, particularly near Old Duck Creek,

* Mr Ord, in liis reprint, adds the following note :-«Tliis conjecture

of our author is partly erroneous. The snow goose and the blue-wmged

goose are synonymous ; but the other two named are distmct species,

the characters of which are well defined by late ornithologists.

The blue-winged goose is our present bird in immature pluinage,

^vhich they are said to retain for three years. The two other birds have

since been adde<l to the American Fauna. The young bird is described

page 12 of the third volume.—Ed.
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m he Stato of Delaware. They feed on the roots of the
reeds there tearing them up fiom the marshes like ho^^s
Iheir flesh, hke most others of their tribe that feed on ve "e-
tables, is excellent.

°

The snow goose is two feet eight inches in length, and five
feet HI extent; the bill is three inches in length, remarkably
thick at the base, and rising high in the forehead, bnt becomes
small and compressed at the extremity, where each mandible
IS fnrnished wiLh a whitish rounding nail ; the colour of the
bdl IS a purplish carmine; the edges of the two mandibles
separate from each other in a singular manner for their whole
length, and this gibbosity is occupied by dentated rows, resem-
blmg teeth, these and the parts adjoining being of a blackish
colour

;
the whole plumage is of a snowy whiteness, with the

exception, first, of the fore part of the head all round as far as
the eyes, which is of a yellowish rust colour, intermixed with
white; and, second, the nine exterior quill-feathers which
are black, shafted with white, and white at the root ; the coverts
of these last, and also the bastard wing, are sometimes of a
pale ash colour

;
the legs and feet of the same purplish car-

mine as the bill
;

iris, dark hazel ; the tail is rounded and
consists of sixteen feathers ; that, and the wings, when shut
nearly of a length.

'

The biU of this bird is singularly curious
; the ed<-es of the

upper and lower gibbosities have each twenty-three inden-
tations, or strong teeth, on each side

; the inside or concavity
of the upper mandible has also seven lateral rows of slron^
projecting teeth

;
and the tongue, which is horny at the ex^-

tremity. is armed on each side with thirteen long and sharn
bony teeth, placed like those of a saw, with their points
du-ected backwards; the tongue turned up. and viewed on its
lower side, looks very much like a human finger with its nail
Ihis conformation of the mandibles, exposing two rows of
strong teeth, has probably given rise to the epithet lauqhinq
bestowed on one of its varieties, though it might with as much '

propriety have been named the grinning goose.
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Tlio specimen from which tho nhovo fignro nnd description

was taken, wns shot on tho Delaware, below Piiiladelphia, on

tho 15th of February, and on dissection proved to bo a male

;

tho windpipe liad no labyrinth, but, for an inch or two before

its divarication into tho lungs, was inflexible, not extensile,

like tho rest, and rather wider in diameter. Tho gullet had

an expansion before entering tho stomach, which last was re-

markably strong, the two great grinding muscles being nearly

five inches in diameter. The stomach was filled with frag-

ments of tho roots of reeds, and fine sand. The intestines

measured eight feet in length, and were not remarkubly thick.

The liver was small. For the young and female of this species,

see plate Ixix., fig. 5.

Latham observes that this species is very numerous at Hud-

son's Bay, that they visit Severn river in May, and stay a

fortnight, but go farther north to breed ; they return to Severn

Fort the beginning of September, and stay till the middle of

October, when they depart for the south, and are observed to

be attended by their young in flocks innumerable. They seem

to occupy also the western side of America, as they were seen

at Aoonalashka,* as well as Kamtschatka.f White brant,

with black tips to their wings, were also shot by Captains

Lewis and Clark's exploring party near the mouth of the

Columbia river, which were probably the same as the present

species. X Mr Pennant says, " They are taken by the Siberians

in nets, under which they are decoyed by a person covered with

a white skin, and crawling on all-fours ; when, others driving

them, these stupid birds mistaking him for their leader, follow

him, when they are entangled in the nets, or led into a kind

of pond made for the purpose !
" We might here with pro-

priety add

—

tliis luants confirmation.

* Ellis's Narrative. t History of Kamtschatka.

X Gass's Journal, p. 161.
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